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Turkish, the most prominent of the Turkic languages, is spoken by about 50 
million people in Turkey and is the co-official language of Cyprus. This book 
is a comprehensive descriptive grammar of all components of Turkish 
grammar, with special emphasis on morphology and phonology. 

Whilst Turkish has a number of properties that are similar to other languages 
of the same morphological and syntactic type, it has distinct and interesting 
characteristics which are given full coverage in this book. 

Jaklin Kornfilt provides a wealth of examples for almost every issue 
addressed. These examples are drawn from different levels of vocabulary -
contemporary and old, official and colloquial - and are accompanied by a 
detailed grammatical analysis and English translation. 

Turkish is presented in a broad, universally intelligible linguistic framework 
which makes it accessible to linguists and non-linguists, native speakers and 
non-native speakers alike. 

Jaklin Kornfilt is currently Associate Professor of Linguistics at Syracuse 
University. She is a native speaker of Turkish and has been involved in 
research on Turkish linguistics for the last twenty years, an area in which she 
has published widely. 
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EDITORIAL STATEMENT 

Until quite recently, work on theoretical linguistics and work on language 
description proceeded almost entirely in isolation from one another. Work on 
theoretical linguistics, especially in syntax, concentrated primarily on 
English, and its results were felt to be inapplicable to those interested in 
describing other languages. Work on describing individual languages was 
almost deliberately isolationist, with the development of a different frame
work and terminology for each language or language group, and no feeding 
of the achievements of language description into linguistic theory. Within the 
last few years, however, a major rapprochement has taken place between 
theoretical and descriptive linguistics. In particular, the rise of language 
typology and the study of language universals have produced a large number 
of theoreticians who require accurate, well-formulated descriptive data from 
a wide range of languages, and have shown descriptive linguists that they can 
both derive benefit from and contribute to the development of linguistic 
theory. Even within generative syntax, long the bastion of linguistic anglo
centrism, there is an increased interest in the relation between syntactic 
theory and a wide range of language types. 

For a really fruitful interaction between theoretical and descriptive 
linguistics, it is essential that descriptions of different languages should be 
comparable. The Questionnaire of the present series (originally published as 
Lingua, vol. 42 (1977), no. 1) provides a framework for the description of a 
language that is (a) sufficiently comprehensive to cover the major structures 
of any language that are likely to be of theoretical interest; (b) sufficiently 
explicit to make cross-language comparisons a feasible undertaking (in 
particular, through the detailed numbering key); and (c) sufficiently flexible 
to encompass the range of variety that is found in human language. The 
volumes that were published in the predecessor to the present series, the 
Lingua Descriptive Studies (now available from Routledge), succeeded in 
bridging the gap between theory and description: authors include both 
theoreticians who are also interested in description and field-workers with an 
interest in theory. 



Editorial statement 

The aim of the Descriptive Grammars is thus to provide descriptions of a 
wide range of languages according to the format set out in the Questionnaire. 
Each language will be covered in a single volume. The first priority of the 
series is grammars of languages for which detailed descriptions are not at 
present available. However, the series will also encompass descriptions of 
better-known languages with the series framework providing more detailed 
descriptions of such languages than are currently available (as with the 
monographs on West Greenlandic and Kannada). 

Bernard Comrie 
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Preface 

Turkish belongs to the Turkic language family and is the largest 
langu~ges (in terms of number of speakers) in the Turkic family, and it 
accounts for some 40 per cent of the total number of speakers of Turkic 
languages. The main geographic locations of Turkic languages are: 1. 
Turkey (Turkish), 2. Azerbaidjan, a republic of the former USSR, and 
northwestern Iran (mainly Azerbaidjani), 3. the formerly Soviet Central 
.:\sia, Kazakhstan and southern Siberia (e.g. Uzbek, Kazakh, 
Turkmenian, Kirghiz) and 4. on the Volga (e.g. Tatar). One Turkic 
language (Yakut) is spoken in northern Siberia. In addition, there are 
substantial Turkic-speaking communities in northwestern China (Uighur 
and Kazakh). 

The external genetic relationships of the Turkic family are controversial. 
The most widely accepted affiliation is with the Mongolian languages 
and the Tungusic languages, thus forming the Altaic family. Some more 
courageous hypotheses extend the Altaic family eastwards to include 
Korean, perhaps even Japanese, or northwards to include the Uralic 
family (and thus yielding an Ural-Altaic family). 

Turkish is the official and dominant language of Turkey (Turkish 
Republic), where it is the native language of over 90 per cent of the 
population, i.e. some 50 million people. (The largest linguistic minority 
in the Turkish Republic is formed by Kurdish speakers, mainly in 
southeastern Turkey.) Turkish is also a co official language (together with 
Greek) in Cyprus, where it is spoken by about 19 per cent of the 
population. But the largest number of Turkish speakers outside Turkey, 
perhaps one million, is to be found in the Balkans, especially Bulgaria, 
but also in the former Yugoslavia (especially Macedonia) and in Greece, 
although in the last few years, the Turkish Republic has repatriated a 
:lumber of these speakers, especially from Bulgaria. 

There is no general agreement in Turkological literature on the most 
adequate geographic grouping of the Turkic languages; we shall go 
along with those sources that classify Modern Standard Turkish within a 
South-West (or Oguz) group, together with Gagauz, Azerbaidjani and 
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Turkmenian, the latter forming the eastern subgroup called Osman (Le. 
Ottoman), which would consist of the following dialects: Rumelian, 
Anatolian and South Crimean. Modern Standard Turkish represents a 
standardization of the Istanbul dialect of Anatolian. 

There is no consensus on the ancestor language of this group, either. It 
seems established, however, that the language of the oldest documents 
(Le. the Orkhun inscriptions and the Old Uighur manuscripts) is the 
ancestor of another group, namely of the Central Asiatic Turkic 
languages; the South-West languages are presumably descendants of the 
language of the 'Western Tiirkiit' mentioned in the Chinese Annals. 

The ancient languages of this group would be Old Anatolian (Selc;uk) 
and Old Osman. These labels are misleading, however, and have more 
political and historical justification than linguistic motivation, since there 
are no clear-cut criteria to distinguish the languages they represent from 
one another; there might be more reason to distinguish Old Osman 
(which is usually claimed to extend until the fifteenth century, ending 
with the conquest of Constantinople) from Ottoman proper; but even 
there, there is no strong motivation for a strict cut-off point. 

The first Anatolian Turkish documents date from the thirteenth century 
and show that the literary tradition of Central Asia was only very 
tenuously carried over by the Turkish people (who had been converted 
to Islam earlier) after invading Anatolia from the east in the late eleventh 
century. It is clear that these-tribes were influenced heaVily by both 
Persian and Arabic from the very beginnings of their settling down in 
Anatolia, given the higher prestige and developments of the culture and 
literature of these neighboring Muslim nations. The number of works in 
Turkish written by the Turks of Anatolia (as opposed to those written by 
them in Arabic and Persian and even Greek) greatly increased in the 
fourteenth century, together with the Sel~uk period of feudalism in 
Anatolia. The gap between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries with 
respect to the lack of written documents can probably be explained by 
assuming that the Turkish leaders used Arabic and Persian, not finding a 
local Turkic language in their new surroundings and not having a strong 
literary tradition to fall back on. The latter would be true, given the fact 
that these Turkish tribes (who, to a large part, belonged to the Oguz) 
were not among the culturally more advanced Turkic groups. Moreover, 
they were geographically separated at that time from the Central Asian 
centers of Turkic literature. 
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From the very beginning of its Anatolian period, Turkish was written in 
the Arabic script, until the Latin script was adopted in the course of the 
"writing reform" of 1928 (implemented in 1929), one of the various 
reforms introduced after the founding of the Turkish Republic with the 
aim of westernizing the country. (Some remarks on the currently used 
script can be found in the phonology chapter.) However, the Uighur 
script was also employed by the Anatolian Turks up to the fifteenth 
century, which might explain some features of the Arabic script as used 
by the Turks of that period and which differ from standard Arabic 
usage, e.g. vowels are written out in Turkish words. This point, 
incidentally, has often been brought up to motivate the "writing reform", 
arguing that the multiple ambiguities that arise in Turkish within a non
vocalized orthography made the Arabic system highly inadequate for 
Turkish. 

In the literature written for scholarly, administrative and literary 
purposes, the Persian and Arabic components became so prevalent that 
Ottoman became a hybrid language, having lost some of its characteristic 
Turkic properties to the point of not being usable as a medium of 
communication common to all social classes. During the same time, 
however, there also was a considerable production of mystical literature 
and folk poetry which was written for the less educated classes, in the 
language used by those segments of the population, namely Anatolian 
Turkish as influenced very little by Persian and Arabic. These works are 
very close to the Modem Standard Turkish used in the Turkish Republic 
currently, and they can essentially be understood without too much 
difficulty. Among the authors of the court literature there were, from 
time to time, also some who called for a purification of the language and 
ultimately, starting in the eighteenth century, there was a general 
movement towards a language with native features. 

The culmination of such movements was reached after the turn of the 
century. In 1909, a "Turkish Club" (Turk Dernegi) was founded in 
Istanbul and started publishing a journal, proclaiming its aims for a 
simpler Turkish. Similar movements and journals followed soon and 
literary works written in a "purified" Turkish were produced (e.g. the 
works of Orner Seyfettin and Ziya Gokalp). Conscious and systematic 
efforts to establish criteria for maintaining the vocabulary as well as the 
structural characteristics of Turkish were continued through the "War of 
Liberation" (after World War I) into the founding of the Republic and the 
reform movements. The language reform, which can be claimed to have 
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started with the "writing reform", should therefore be viewed within a 
tradition of a search for a national identity, combined with a general 
campaign for westernization. A Turkish Language Society was founded 
in Ankara, with the tasks of etymological research and creation of new 
words, the latter in accordance with the Turkish rules of word formation 
and using Turkic roots, where the "purification" of the language from 
Arabic and Persian vocabulary had created gaps which could not be 
filled with current synonyms. Although some of these new creations 
were judged to be just as foreign to the current colloquial language as 
the borrowed vocabulary and dropped out of usage almost as soon as 
they were introduced, the work of the Society can be judged to have 
been essentially successful in creating a widely understood language 
with a transparent morphological component and its own, typologically 
consistent syntax. 

This book offers a descriptive grammar of Modern Standard Turkish. 
The data come from simple texts, from other grammar books (listed in 
the bibliography), and from my own intuitions, the latter checked 
against the intuitions of other Turkish speakers .. In that context, I am 
very much indebted to Engin . Sezer and Mehmet Yanllmaz. The 
presentation of the data, especially in the syntax chapter, might be 
unusual in that I often give ungrammatical examples (marked as such) to 
show what a given construction might have looked like, if it had existed, 
rather than simply say that a certain possibility, characterized by one of 
the leading questions, did not exist in the language. Another unusual 
feature of this book, and especially of the syntax chapter, is probably the 
fact that shadings of grammaticality or acceptability are noted, rather 
than reflecting an all-or-nothing approach. 

In citing bound morphemes, I have followed some general Turkological 
practices. Capital letters denote archiphonemes whose missing feature 
values are predictable by general phonological rules. In the case of 
vowels, I stands for a [+highl, A for a [-highl vowel before application of 
vowel harmony. In the case of consonants, a capital letter stands for a 
segment which will undergo syllable final devoicing, morpheme-initial 
voicing assimilation or intervocalic k-deletion. Symbols in parentheses 
denote affix allomorphy in those instances where the segment in 
question deletes after a "like" segment (i.e. a vowel after a vowel, a 
consonant after a consonant). The third person singular agreement suffix 
is null for finite verbs; I have not represented this null morpheme in the 
examples, nor have I glossed it. 
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theoretical} analyses which I have offered here are mostly based on my 
own previous work, as cited, and also on other scholars' work, also as 
cited. (The overview presented in this introduction owes the majority of 
its information to Kornfilt (1987), but it is not identical with that article.) 
Not always have I followed a traditional or majority point of view 
(wherever such a view did exist). The morphology and phonology 
chapters are a case in point in this context. The rule of syllable final 
obstruent devoicing or that of (high) vowel insertion are approaches 
followed by some generative phonologists, following in Lees's (cf. Lees 
(1961}) footsteps. The data covered by these rules have traditionally been 
assumed to be due to a rule of intervocalic voicing (of underlyingly 
voiced segments) and to a rule of vowel deletion, respectively. One 
major drawback of these traditional analyses is the fact that there are 
high numbers of exceptions to them, and that the rules would need to be 
morphologically conditioned (since, exception-ridden as they are, they 
would also have to be limited to certain word classes). Similarly, the 
morphological characterization of many affixes is different here from 
that found in many traditional works. I hope, however, that such 
characterizations are clear and consistent. I would like to hereby invite 
the readers of this book to inform me of any unclarities and / or 
inconsistencies that they may find. 

The writing of this book has taken much longer than anticipated. One 
positive aspect of this is that there are thus more people to thank. For 
financial help and assistance during the preparation of this book, I am 
grateful to the ACLS for a fellowship in 1988 or recent recipients of the 
Ph.D., to the Institute of Turkish Studies for a research grant for faculty 
members during the same time, to the Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen for a visitor's fellowship in the summer of 
1989, to Syracuse University for research leaves in 1988 and 1993, to the 
Center for General Linguistics and Typology in Berlin for fellowships in 
the summer of 1994 and in the fall semester of 1995, and to the ASG 
(Research Group on Structural Grammar) of the Max Planck Society in 
Berlin for a one-month visiting fellowship in the fall term of 1996. I am 
grateful to Frank Heinsberg for his help in technical matters having to do 
with the electronic transmission of parts of this book during my stay in 
Berlin. I thank Manfred Bierwisch for making that fellowship possible. I 
owe a great debt of gratitude to Bernard Comrie for help, 
encouragement, and patience. I am certain that this book would have 
benefited immensely had I availed myself of his advice more than I was 
able to. I also would like to thank Alison Foyle and Miranda Filbee, 
editors at Routledge, for all their help with my many questions, and for 
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their patience. Finally, I thank Mark Brown for his expert help in editing 
an.d formatting the text and the examples, and for his moral support 
during these difficult years. 

JakIin Kornfilt, November 1996, Syracuse 
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1. Syntax 

1. 1. GENERAL PROPERTIES 

1. 1. 1. Sentence types 

1. 1. 1. 1. Direct speech versus indirect speech 

Indirect speech in Turkish is represented in the form of a nominalized 
clause (as are most constituent clauses) and is introduced by a variety of 
verbs of saying, e.g. sayle 'say', anlat 'tell', haber ver 'notify': 

(1) a Ahmet [ diin smema-ya git -tig -m -i ] 
Ahmet yesterday cinema-Oat. go -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 

sayle -di 
say -Past 

"Ahmet said that he went to the movies yesterday" 

(1) b. ko~u -lar [yann seyahat -e 
neighbor -pI. tomorrow trip -Oat. 

9k -acak -lann -l ] sayle -di 
go -Fut. -3. pI. -Acc. say -Past 

"The neighbors said that (they) were going on a trip tomorrow" 

(2) a (sen) [ Ahmed-in diin sinema -ya 
you(sg.) Ahmet -Gen. yesterday movies -Dat. 

git -tig -in -i ] biz -e anlat -rna -dl -n 
go -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. "We -Oat. tell -Neg. -Past -2.sg. 

"You didn't tell us that Ahmet went to the movies yesterday" 

(2) b. (sen) [(siz -in) yann seyahat -e 
you(sg.) you(pl.) -Gen. tomorrow trip -Oat. 

9k -acag -ffilZ -l ] biz -e 
go -Fut. -2.pl. -Ace. we -Oat. 
baber ver -me -di -n 
ne"WS give -Neg. -Past -2.sg. 

"You didn't notify us that you were going on a trip tomorrow" 

Since we shall discuss the properties of embedded clauses later in more 
detail, let us point out the main properties of the constituent clauses in 
the examples above: the subject of the embedded clause bears genitive 
case, the nominalized embedded verb exhibits nominal (rather than 
\?\ll~\)T v~~ba\) csu.b\~c.t a'b~~~m~n.t ma~~~~cs ~s~~ s~c:.t\an.s 1.. \. ~. b.1.. \. an.Q. 
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2. 1. 3. 6. 6. 5.), and the whole embedded clause is marked with 
accusative case, since the clause is the direct object of the matrix verb. 

Embedded clauses expressing direct speech, on the other hand, are not 
nominalized and have all the properties of a fully finite simple or matrix 
clause: the embedded subject is in the nominative case; the embedded 
verb can bear all tense and aspect distinctions and carries subject 
agreement markers of the verbal paradigm; such direct speech is 
introduced by the matrix verb de 'say' in a variety of tense and aspect 
forms: 

(3) Ahmet [(ben) dun 
. 

git -ti ] a. Slnema -ya -m. 
Ahmet I yesterday cmema -Oat. go -Past -l.sg. 

de -di 
say -Past 

"Ahmet said: 'I went to the movies yesterday' " 

(3) b. kom~u -lar [ (biz) seyahat -e Qk 
v ] yarm -acag -lZ 

neighbor -pI. we tomorrow trip -Oat. go -Fut. -1.pI. 
de -di -ler 
say -Past -3.pI. 

"The neighbors said: 'We will go on a trip tomorrow' " 

(4) a. sen biz -e [Ahmet dun sinema -ya git -ti ] 
you(sg.) we -Oat. Ahmet yesterday cinema -Oat. go -Past 

de -di -n 
say -Past -2.sg. 

"You said to us: 'Ahmet went to the movies yesterday' " 

(4) b. sen biz-e [(biz) yann seyahat-e 9k-acag-lz ] 
you(sg.) we-Oat. we tomorrow trip -Oat. go -Fut. -1.pI. 

de -di -n 
say -Past -2.sg. 

"You said to us: 'We are going on a trip tomorrow' " 

When direct speech is followed by a finite verb other than de, the 
particle diye (originally an adverb derived from the verb de) must follow 
the quotation: 

(5) Ahmet [(ben) slnema~ya gid-eceg-im] diye mutldan-dl 
Ahmet I cinema-Oat. go -Fut. -l.sg. "saying" mutter -Past 
"Ahmet muttered 'I will go to the movies' " 

(6) sen biz-e [(biz) yarm seyahat-e ~lk-acag-lz] 
you(sg.) we -Oat. we tomorrow trip -Oat. go -Fut.-I.pI. 

diye soz ver -di -n 
"saying" promise give-Past-2.sg. 

"You promised us: 'We are goirig on a trip tomorrow' " 
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Yet another type of directly quoted speech makes use of a syntactic 
pattern borrowed from Persian and used for subordination in general. 
The subordinated clause-here, the direct speech-is introduced by the 
subordination marker ki'that': 

(7) a sen biz-e de -di -n ki [Ahmet dUn 
you(sg.) we-Oat. say -Past -2.sg. that Ahmet yesterday 

sinema-ya git-ti ] 
cinema-Oat. go-Past 

"You said to us: 'Ahmet went to the movies yesterday' " 

(7) b. sen biz-e de -di -n lei [(biz) yann 
you(sg.) we-Oat. say -Past -2.sg. that we tomorrow 

seyahat-e 9k-acag-lZ ] 
trip -Oat. go -Fut. -l.pI. 

"You said to us: 'We are going on a trip tomorrow' " 

One further difference between indirect and direct speech is word order. 
The nominalized clause representing indirect speech can be placed 
anywhere in the sentence (although the basic position of that clause is to 
the immediate left of the matrix verb, as are all direct objects); in this 
respect, such clauses behave the same way as all other types of 
(morphologically Case-marked) noun phrases and nominalized clauses, 
as will be seen later on. The fully finite, non-nominalized clauses 
representing direct speech, however, may occur only to the immediate 
left of the matrix verb de; in other words, these "direct speech clauses" 
may not move away from their basic position, and nothing may 
intervene between them and the matrix verb (with the exception of a 
highly limited number of particles---e.g. the Yes/No question marker 
mI, the conjunction marker DA). 

Yet another difference between indirect and direct speech is 
pragmatically based and not Turkish-specific, having to do with the 
person feature of the embedded subject. Depending on the person of the 
speaker and/ or addressee of the matrix utterance, the subject of the 
direct speech will change its person feature in quoted speech, in ways 
familiar from English and illustrated by the examples above. 

In the orthography, direct speech is marked in two ways: either by 
quotation marks within the main sentence, or in a new line, preceded by 
a dash. Here are some examples from the literature: 
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(8) "Bak, bunu duysa sevinir" dedi Miifit.1 

[bak bun-u duy -sa sevin -ir] de -di 
look this-Ace. hear-Condo be happy-Aor. say -Past 

" 'Look, if he hears this, he will be happy', said Miifit." 

Miifit 
Miifit 

Note that, as in English, the quotation can (but doesn't have to) precede 
everything else in the sentence, which has the effect of forcing the subject 
to postpose to a position after the verb. 

(9) Seviyordu nedense Franslzca dilini Petro. 
-Almanca da iyi ama Franslzca ba~ka! diyordu.2 

sev-iyor -du neden-se Franslzca dil -in -i 
like-Prog.-Past why -Condo French language-CmpM-Acc. 

Petro. 
Petro. 

Almanca da3 lyl ama Franslzca ba~ka 
German -also good but French different 

di -yor -duo 
say-Prog. -Past 

"For whatever reason, Petro liked the French language. 
He used to say: 'German is fine, too, but French is something else.' " 

Note that with the second orthographic convention for quoted speech, 
i.e. where a dash is used to introduce the quotation, the following part of 
the main sentence is not set off visibly from the end of the quotation. 

Finally, it is worth noting that where a lengthy dialogue of quoted 
speech is rendered in a text, not all utterances have to be marked by a 
form of the verb of saying. There can be pages of dialogue, where each 
utterance is marked only by one of the orthographic conventions, and 
where no material of the frame intervenes; here is an example of a short 
dialogue of this sort: 

(10) " ... Eski yazllarlna goz at, bir oku onlarl, hahrlayacaksln." 
"Hahrlamayacaglm. " 
"Hahrlayacaksln .... " 4 

eski yazl -lar -m -a goz at, bir oku onlar -1, 

old writing-pI. -2.sg. -Oat. eye throw once read they -Ace. 
hahrla -yacak -SIn 
remember -Fut. -2.sg. 

"Have a look at your old writings, read them, and you will 
remember. " 

hatrrla -rna -yacag-lffi 
remember -Neg. -Fut. -1.sg. 
"I won't remember." 
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hatula -yacak -SID 

remember -Fut. -2.sg. 
"You will remember." 

1. 1. 1. 2 Different types of interrogative sentences 

1. 1. 1. 2. 1. Yes/No questions 

Yes/No questions are formed by attaching the particle mI; this 
morpheme gets cliticized to the predicate of the sentence and then has 
the whole sentence in its scope: 

(11) Ahmet sinema-ya git-ti mi? 
Ahmet cinema-Oat. go-Past -Q 
"Did Ahmet go to the movies?" 

We shall see later, in section 1. II., that the same particle can also attach 
to a smaller constituent, thus taking only that constituent into its scope 
and focusing on it. 

The Yes/No question particle has been traditionally called a postclitic, 
for the following reasons: on the one hand, it clearly forms a 
phonological word with the stem it attaches to, since it undergoes word
level phonological rules like Vowel Harmony in accordance with the 
stem. On the other hand, while stress in Turkish is usually word-final, 
this particle is never stressed; rather, it "throws back", as it were, stress to 
the preceding syllable, thus behaving as though it were outside the word 
boundary.5 As shown in (11), the standard orthographic convention is to 
write the particle separately from the preceding stem (predicate or 
constituent), in spite of the fact that phonologically, it is part of the same 
word. 

The position of the Yes/No question particle is after the tense suffix and 
before the (subject) agreement marker; however, if the verb is in the 
definite past, the particle will follow rather than precede the agreement 
marker. The following examples illustrate the position of this particle; 
more detailed information will be given in the morphology section: 

(12) a yann sinema-ya gid -ecek mi -sin? 
tomorrow cinema-Oat. go -Fut. -Q -2.sg. 
"Will you go to the movies tomorrow?" 

(12) b. bUglin sinema-ya gid-iyor mu -yuz? 
today cinema-Oat. go -Pr.Prog. -Q -1.pI. 
"Are we going to the movies today?" 
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1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 1. Neutral Yes/No questions 

All the examples given in the previous section are neutral with respect to 
the expected answer, i.e. whether the asker expects a "Yes" or a "No" for 
an answer. Note that all three examples in the preceding section have an 
affirmative verb, to which the question particle is attached. The verb 
could also be in the negative; consider, for example, (13)a and (13)b, 
which correspond to the examples in (12): 

(13) a. yarm slnema-ya git- mi6 -yecek mi -sin? 
tomorrow cinema-Dat. go- Neg. -Fut. -Q -2.sg. 
"Won't you go to the movies tomorrow?" 

(13) b. bugun sinema-ya git-mi -yor mu -yuz? 
today cinema-Dat. go-Neg. -Pr.Prog. -Q -l.pI. 
"Aren't we going to the movies today?" 

Just as in English, such a question with a negative predicate expresses 
the previous presupposition of the asker that the action was going to 
take place, but that certain circumstances seem to suggest that those 
presuppositions were faulty. Hence, the asker needs a confirmation that 
the previous assumptions were correct, after all. The hope is that they 
are, but the answer might show that, instead, reality will be different, 
and the question has no realistic expectation of either a "Yes" or a "No". 

1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. Leading Yes/No questions: 

1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. Expecting the answer "Yes" 

The main way to ask a Yes/No question that invites the answer "Yes" is 
by making a statement and then appending a type of negative tag 
question to it, which is formed by the negative copula and the Yes/No 
question particle we have seen above: 

(14) Ahmet dun slnema-ya git-ti, degu mi? 
Ahmet yesterday cinema-Dat. go-Past, Neg.Cop. -Q 
"Ahmet went to the movies yesterday, didn't he?" 
(L O 11" 0, 0 ?") ltera y: ... , lsn t It so. 

(15) sen bun-dan boyle ders -ler-in -e c;ah~ -acak-sIn, 
you(sg.) this-Abl. thus lesson-pl.-2.sg.-Dat. work-Fut. -2.sg. 

d ~1 O? 
el;.&I. mI. 

Neg.Cop. -Q? 
"You will be studying your lessons from now on, won't you?" 
(Literally: "You will be studying your lessons from now on, 
isn't it so?") 
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The expected answers for (14) and (15) would be affirmative ones (Le. 
ones confirming the positive statement), although they might turn out to 
be negative; thus, the asker would expect to get (16) and (17), 
respectively: 

(16) evet (, git-ti ) 
yes go -Past 
"Yes, (he) went" 

(17) evet (, \~ -acag -lffi } 

yes study -Fut. -1.sg. 
"Yes, (1) will study" 

In spite of these expectations, the response might be negative, depending 
on the circumstances: 

(18) hayu (, git-me -di) 
no go-Neg. -Past 
"No, (he) didn't go" 

(19) hayu (, \ah~ -rna -yacag -lffi ) 

no study-Neg.-Fut. -1.sg. 
"No, (1) won't study" 

Where the statement in this type of question is itself negative, the 
expected answer is one where that statement is confirmed: 

(20) Ahmet diin slnema-ya git-me -di, degil OO? 
Ahmet yesterday cinema-Dat. go-Neg. -Past, Neg.Cop. -Q 
"Ahmet didn't go to the movies yesterday, did he?" 
(Literally: "Ahmet didn't go to the movies yesterday, isn't it so?") 

The expected answer would be something like: 

(21) dogru, git -me -di 
true go -Neg. -Past 
"True, he didn't go" 

(22) sen bun-dan bOyle ders -ler -in -e 
you(sg.) this -Abi. thus lesson -pI. -2.sg.-Dat. 
\~ -ma -yacak-sm, degil OO? 
work -Neg.-Fut. -2.sg. Neg.Cop. -Q 

"You won't be studying your lessons from now on, won't you?" 
(Literally: "You won't be studying your lessons from now on, 
isn't it so?") 

Similarly, the expected answer here would be: 
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(23) dogru, <;ah~ -rna -yacag -1m 
true study -Neg.-Fut. -l.sg. 
"True, I won't be studying" 

Here, then, the expected answer is one confirming the negative 
statement, although, depending on the situation, it might be positive, 
thus contradicting the statement. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. 2. Expecting the answer "No" 

There is no systematic syntactic construction for questions expecting a 
contradictory answer; as we saw in the previous section, answers with 
the expectation of an affirmative answer can receive a felicitous 
contradictory answer, but there is no set type of question that is used 
when expecting such an answer. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 3. Alternative questions 

Alternative questions consist of two questions with contradictory 
predicates; those predicates might consist of an affirmative (questioned) 
predicate and its negated (questioned) form, or of an affirmative 
(questioned) predicate and its (questioned) antonym. 

Alternative question with negated predicate: 

(24) Ahmet sinema -ya git-ti mi, git- me -di mi? 
Ahmet cinema -Dat. go-Past -Q go-Neg. -Past -Q 
"Did Ahmet go to the movies or didn't he?" 

(25) Ahmet gen<; mi, degil mi? 
Ahmet young -Q Neg.Cop. -Q 
"Is Ahmet young or isn't he?" 

Alternative question with antonym of predicate: 

(26) Ahmet gen<; mi, ya~ll nu? 
Ahmet young -Q age-with-Q 
"Is Ahmet young or old?" 

While the most general type of alternative questions involves alternative 
predicate questions as illustrated by the examples just given, it is also 
possible to form alternative questions by using constituent questions: 

(27) Ahmet Ay~e-yi mi sev -lyor, Zeyneb-i mi? 
Ahmet Ay~e-Acc. -Q love -Pr.Prog. Zeynep-Acc. -Q 
"Does Ahmet love Ay~e or Zeynep?" 



(28) Ahmet sinema-ya m.I git-ti, tiyatro-ya m.I? 
Ahmet cinema-Oat. -Q go-Past theater-Oat. -Q 
"Did Ahmet go to the movies or to the theater?" 

(29) sinema-ya Ahmet mi git-ti, Zeynep mi? 
cinema-Oat. Ahmet -Q go-Past Zeynep -Q 
"Did Ahmet go to the movies or Zeynep?" 

Syntax 9 

As we see, alternative questions of this type attach the Yes/No question 
particle to the questioned constituent (which has to be to the immediate 
left of the verb, irrespective of its grammatical function), and a tag is 
attached to the main question. The tag usually has only the alternative 
offered, with the Yes/No question particle attached. It is possible to 
repeat the predicate, but this gives the utterance a flavor of stilted 
rhetoric. 

1.1.1.2.2. Question-Word questions 

Turkish has a set of question words which correspond to "WH-words" in 
English; a representative list of these elements follows: 

(30) kim 'who' 
ne 'what' 
/nere/ 'where' 

hangi 
• ruye 

'which' 
'why' 

(this morpheme can be used only in an inflected 
form in Modem Turkish; the inflection will 
consist of a Case or possessive Agreement suffix, 
or of a combination of the two; examples will be 
gi ven in the next section.) 

neden 
nasd 

'why' (literally: 'what-Ablative', i.e. 'what for') 
'how' 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. Elements of the sentence that can be questioned 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. 1. Main clause 

All elements of the main clause can be questioned. Before presenting 
examples, some remarks about the word order should be made. 

It should be noted that, although Turkish is an SOY language, the basic 
word order is overridden by various other factors. For example, the most 
unmarked position for a WH-element is to the immediate left of the verb, 
irrespective of its grammatical relation. The second-best alternative is for 
the WH-element to be placed in its original position; for subjects, for 
example, this would mean that the second-best alternative would be 
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their basic, sentence-initial position. I have chosen to give the best
sounding, unmarked alternative for all examples in the text. 

Subject in an active sentence: 

(31) bu kitab -1 kim oku -du? 
this book -Ace. who read-Past 
"Who read this book?" 

(32)' Hasan-l kim 01 -dill -dii? 
Hasan-Ace. who die -Causa -Past 
"Who killed Hasan?" 

Subject in a passive sentence: 

(33) (ogrenci-ler taraflndan) ne oku -n -du? 
student-pI. by what read -Pass. -Past 
"What was read (by the students)?" 

(34) (Mehmet taraflndan) kim 01 -dill -ill -dii? 
Mehmet by who die -Causa -Pass. -Past 
"Who was killed (by Mehmet)?" 

Direct Object: 

(35) Hasan kim -i 01 -dill -dii? 
Hasan who -Acc. kill -Causa -Past 
"Whom did Hasan kill?" 

(36) Hasan ne -yi /ne7 oku -du? 
Hasan what -Acc. /what read-Past 
"What did Hasan read?" 

Indirect Object: 

(37) Hasan kitab-l kim-e ver -di? 
Hasan book-Ace. who-Oat. give -Past 
"To whom did Hasan give the book?" 

Oblique Object: 

(38) Hasan kim -den / ne -dens kork -tu? 

Adverb: 

(39) 

Hasan who-Abl. / what -Abl. fear -Past 
"Of whom / what was Hasan afraid?" 

Hasan niye / ni9n / neden kork -tu? 
Hasan why / why / why fear -Past 
"Why was Hasan afraid? /Why did Hasan get scared?" 
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We thus see that all main constituents of main sentences can be 
successfully questioned in WH-questions, i.e. "question-word questions". 
Let us now turn to embedded clauses. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. 2. Subordinate clauses 

All constituents of subordinate clauses-certainly of those that are 
arguments of the main predicate-can be questioned in the context of a 
main WH-question (embedded questions, which are arguments of either 
a root statement or of a root question, will be discussed in section 1. 1. 2. 
2. 4.). 

Let us first look at the most common type of subordinate clauses, namely 
at nominalized clausal complements of the main predicate: 

(40) (sen) [Ali -nin nere ye git -tig -in]-i 

(41) 

(42) 

you Ali -Gen. where Dat. go -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 
duy -du -n? 
hear -Past -2.sg. 

"Where did you hear did Ali go?" (with the WH-element construed as 
an argument of the embedded verb"go", rather than of the main 
verb "hear") 

(sen) [ Zeyneb-i kim-in sev -dig -in 
you Zeynep-Ace. who-Gen. love -FNom -3.sg. 

duy -du -n? 
hear-Past -2.sg. 

"Who did you hear loves Zeynep?" 

(sen) [ Ali -nin kim -i sev 
you Ali-Gen. whom-Ace. love 

duy -du -n? 
hear-Past -2.sg. 

"Whom did you hear does Ali love?" 

-dig -in 
-FNom -3.sg. 

] -1 

-Ace. 

] -1 

-Ace. 

(43) (sen) [ Ali-nin hapis -ten niye I nastl ka\ -hg -In] -1 

you Ali-Gen. prison-Abl. why Ihow escape-FNom-3.sg. -Ace. 
san -lyor -sun? 
think -Pr.Prog. -2.sg. 

"Why Ihow do you think did Ali escape from prison?" 
(With the WH-element construed with the embedded verb) 

(44) (sen) [ Ali -nin nere -ye git-me -Sin]-1 
you Ali-Gen. where -Oat. go -ANom -3.sg. -Ace. 

isti -yor -sun? 
want-Pr .Prog. -2.sg. 

"Where do you want Ali to go?" 
(Literally: "Where do you want that Ali should go?") 
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(45) (sen) [ Ali-nin ev -in -i [kim -in i<;in ] 
you Ali-Gen. house-3.sg.-Acc. who -Gen. for 

sat -hg -m] -1 du~un -uyor -sun? 
sell-FNom -3.sg. -Acc. think -Pr.Prog.-2.sg. 

"For whom do you think did Ali sell his house?" 
(With the WH-element construed as the complement of the 
postposition in the embedded clause) 

(46) (sen) [Ali-nin ev -in -i [[ kim -in faydalan-ma -SI ] 
you Ali-Gen. house-3.sg.-Acc. who-Gen. benefit -ANom-3.sg. 

i<;in] sat -hg -m ] -1 dU~i.in -uyor -sun? 
for sell -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. think -Pr.Prog.-2.sg. 

"For whose benefit do you think did Ali sell his house?" (Literally: 
"WhOi do you think Ali sold his house so that he i should benefit?") 

Note that here, the WH-element is a constituent, namely the subject, of a 
nominalized clause, which is itself the complement of a postposition 
(i~in 'for'). The whole postpositional phrase is a constituent of an 
embedded clause. We see that WH-questions can "reach into" very deep 
levels of embeddings. 

Let us now turn to WH-questions "into" non-nominalized subordinate 
clauses. 

(47) Hasan [slnema-ya kim git-ti ] san -lyor? 
Hasan movies-Dat. who go-Past believe -Pr.Prog. 
"Who does Hasan think went to the movies?" 

(48) Hasan [sinema-ya kim -i9 git-ti ] san -lyor? 
Hasan cinema-Dat. who -Acc. go -Past believe -Pr.Prog. 
"Whom does Hasan think went to the movies?" 

(49) Hasan [ kim -i Slnema-ya git-ti ] san -lyor? 
Hasan who -Acc. movies-Dat. go -Past believe -Pr.Prog. 
Same translation as for (48). 

(SO) Ali ev -in -i [[ kim faydalan-sln ] diye ] 
Ali house -3.sg. -Acc. who benefit -3.sg.0pt.10 "saying" 

sat -h? 
sell -Past 

"WhOi did Alij sell his j house so that he i should benefit?" 

The only exception to the statement made earlier in this section, namely 
that all elements of a subordinate clause can be questioned with a WH
word, is the Indo-European type of subordination, borrowed into the 
language from Persian (cf. section 1. 1.2.). 
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No matrix question can be formed by replacing any constituent of such 
subordinate clauses, as illustrated by the examples below, where a 
variety of embedded constituents are replaced by WH-words; note that 
in all of these examples, the WH-word is to be construed with the 
embedded verb. 

(51) *duy -du -n [ki [Ali nere -ye git-ti ] ]? 
hear -Past-2.sg. that Ali where -Dat. go-Past 

Intended reading: "Where did you hear that Ali went?" 

(52) *duy -du -n [ki [Ali kim-i sev -iyor ] ]? 
hear -Past-2.sg. that Ali who-Ace. love -Pr.Prog. 

Intended reading: "Whom did you hear that Ali loves?" 

(53) *duy -du -n [ki [Zeyneb-i kim sev -iyor ] ]? 
hear -Past-2.sg. that Zeynep-Acc. who love -Pr.Prog. 

Intended reading: "Who did you hear loves Zeynep?" 

(54) *zanned -iyor -sun [ ki. [Ali ev -in -den niye I nasd 
believe -Pr.Prog.-2.sg. that Ali home -3.sg.-Abl. why I how 
ka\ -h ]]? 
escape -Past 

Intended reading: "Why I how did you hear Ali ran away from 
home?" 

(55) *isti -yor -sun [ ki [Ali ner e -ye git-sin ] ]? 
want -Pr.Prog. -2.sg. that Ali where -Dat. go-3.sg.0pt. 

Intended reading: "Where do you want that Ali should go to?" 

Needless to say, all of those constructions are grammatical as statements, 
i.e. without a WH-word; since we haven't seen any examples of this 
construction yet, I shall give a few crucial examples of this sort, 
corresponding to the ungrammatical questions above: 

(56) duy -du -m ki. Ali sinema-ya git-ti 
hear-Past-1.sg. that Ali cinema-Dat. go -Past 
"I heard that Ali went to the movies" 

. 
(57) duy -du -m ki. Ali Zeyneb-i sev -Iyor 

hear-Past-1.sg. that Ali Zeynep-Acc. 
"I heard that Ali loves Zeynep" 

love -Pr.Prog. 

(58) duy -du -n ki. Zeyneb-i Ali sev -iyor 
hear-Past-2.sg. that Zeynep-Acc. Ali love-Pr.Prog. 
"I heard that Ali loves Zeynep" 
(Ali is focused and is adjacent to the embedded verb.) 
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(59) zanned-iyor -urn ki Ali ev -in -den helikopter-Ie 
believe -Pr.Prog.-1.sg. that Ali home-3.sg. -Abl. helicopter-with 

ka~ -b 
escape -Past 

"I believe that Ali escaped from home with a helicopter" 

(60) isti -yor -urn ki Ali iiniversite-ye git-sin 
want -Pr.Prog.-l.sg. that Ali university-Oat. go-3.sg.0pt. 
"I want that Ali should go to the university" 

There is one more general type of subordination: adverbial clauses, 
which are marked with suffixes of various sorts. Some examples of 
productive types follow: 

(61) Hasan sahil yol -un -dan gid -erek ev -in -e 
Hasan shore way -CmpM -Abl. go -MAdv. home-3.sg.-0at. 

dogru yiirii-dii 
towards walk-Past 

"Going by way of the shore road, Hasan walked towards his home" 

(62) Hasan ~ar~l -ya ugra-Ylp hemen ev -in -e 
Hasan market -Oat. stop-Vbl.Conj. immediately home-3.sg. -Oat. 

don -ecek 
return -Fut. 

"Hasan will stop at the market and will immediately (thereafter) 
return to his home" 

(63) Hasan bar-Iar-a gid-e gid-e biz-i 
Hasan bar-pl.-Oat. go -Rep.MAdv.!1 go -Rep.MAdv. we-Oat. 

unut -tu 
forget-Past 

"Constantly going to the bars, Hasan has forgotten (about) us" 

As mentioned before briefly, there are also adverbial clauses that are 
complements of postpositions: 

(64) Hasan hep bar-Iar-a git -tig -i 19n 
Hasan constantly bar-pl.-Oat. go -FNom-3.sg. because 

biz-i unut-tu 
we-Acc. forget -Past 

"Hasan has forgotten us because he has been going to the bars 
constantly" 

It is possible to question out of all these nominalized clauses in order to 
form matrix questions, irrespective of whether these clauses are 
adverbial by virtue of the special suffixes on their predicates or by virtue 
of such clauses being the complements of postpositions: 
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(65) a. Hasan nere -den gid-erek ev -In -e dogru 
Hasan where -Abl. go -MAdv. home-3.sg.-Dat. towards 

yfuii-dii? 
walk-Past 

"Going via where did Hasan walk towards his home?" 

(65) b. Hasan kim -e rii~vet ver -erek se<;im-i 
Hasan who-Oat. bribery give -MAdv. election-Ace. 

kazan -acag -m -1 d~iin -dii? 
win -Fut. -3.sg.-Acc. think -Past 

"Bribing whom did Hasan think that he was going to win the 
election?" 

(66) a Hasan nere -ye ugra-Ylp ev -in -e don -ecek? 
Hasan where -Oat. stop-VbLConj. home-3.sg.-Dat. return -Fut. 
"Where will Hasan stop and immediately thereafter return 
home?" 

(66) b. Hasan kim -i dov-u p hapis -ten kae; -mag -a 
Hasan who -Ace. hit -VbLConj. prison-Abl. escape -Inf. -Dat. 

e;ah~-h? 
try -Past 

"Whom did Hasan hit and try to escape from prison?" 

(67) Hasan nere -ye gid-e gid-e biz-i 
Hasan where-Oat. go -Rep.MAdv. go -Rep.MAdv. we-Acc. 

unut -tu? 
forget-Past 

"Where did Hasan go to repeatedly and forgot us?" 

(68) a Hasan ner e -ye git-tig -i i~ biz-i unut -tu? 
Hasan where-Oat. go-FNom-3.sg. because we-Acc. forget-Past 
"Hasan forgot us because he went where?" 

(68) b. Hasan kim -den kork-tug -u i~ ev -in -den 
Hasan who-Abl fear -FNom -3.sg. because home -3.sg.-Abl. 

Qk -rru -yor? 
leave -Neg. -Pr.Prog. 

"WhOi does Hasan j not leave his home because hej is afraid of 
(him i)?" 

We have seen that in Turkish, most complements are nominalized; these 
have no subordinating conjunctions in the Indo-European sense. One 
might view the nominalization suffixes as markers of subordination, in 
which case the element next to these markers is the predicate, which 
cannot be questioned with a WH-element, but can be questioned with 
the Yes/No Question particle: 
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(69) Hasan-In hep bar-Iar-a git-tig -in -i mi 
Hasan-Gen. always bar-pl.-Oat. go-FNom -3.sg.-Acc. -Q 

duy -du -n? 
hear-Past-2.sg. 

"Did you hear that Hasan always goes to bars?" 

Note, however, that the question particle follows the nominalization 
marker -DIK, the nominal agreement marker -(s)In, and the Accusative 
marker -(y)I, thus being outside the subordinated clause. It appears 
therefore that, at least morphologically, it is not possible to question 
exclusively the verbal sequence that is adjacent to the subordination 
marker and is clearly within the clause. 

"Direct", Le. non-nominalized complements have neither a subordination 
marker in the Indo-European sense {Le. typically a free morpheme} nor 
in the Turkic sense {Le. in form of a suffix on the predicate}. Hence, for 
this type of complement, we cannot test whether an element next to a 
subordination marker can be questioned or not. 

As for the Indo-European type of subordination, where a complement 
clause follows {rather than precedes, as in the Turkic type} the 
subordination marker, we have seen earlier that no element can be 
questioned out of such clauses; to question the element adjacent to the 
subordinating element is no better or worse than to question any other 
element out of such a clause: 

(70) a. *duy -du -n ki kim Sinema-ya git-ti? 
hear-Past -2.sg. that who cinema-Oat. go-Past 

Intended reading: "Who did you hear went to the movies?" 

(70) b. *duy -du -n ki Hasan ner e -ye git-ti? 
hear-Past -2.sg. that Hasan where-Oat. go-Past 

Intended reading: "Where did you hear that Hasan went?" 
(With the WH-element construed with the embedded verb.) 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. 3. Various constituents of noun phrases can be 
questioned 

Determiners: 

Numerals: 

(71) Hasan diin ka~ bardak ~arap i\ -ti? 
Hasan yesterday how many glass wine drink -Past 
"How many glasses of wine did Hasan drink yesterday?" 



Deictics: 

(72) Hasan diin hangi hz-l a dans -et -ti? 
Hasan yesterday which girl-with dance-do-Past 
"Which girl did Hasan dance with yesterday?" 

Possessors in possessive NPs: 

(73) kim -in baba -51 tevkif ed-il -di? 
who -Gen father-3.sg. arrest do-Pass.-Past 
"Whose father was arrested?" 

Modifiers: 

(74) Hasan naSH bir kitap oku -du? 
Hasan how (of what sort) a book read -Past 
"What sort of a book did Hasan read?" 

Heads: 

Syntax 17 

The ability to question heads of NPs is heavily restricted. The only heads 
that can be easily and productively questioned are those in possessive 
NPs, i.e. those heads that are followed by morphology that expresses 
agreement with the possessor: 

(75) bina -run nere -si ylk -11 -d1? 
building-Gen. where-3.sg. crumble -Pass. -Past 
"Where (i.e. which part) of the building fell down?" 

(76) Amasya-run ne -si m~hUI -dur? 
Amasya-Gen. what -3.sg. famous -is 
"What of Amasya is famous?" 

The answer to such questions would be, in its shortest form, the inflected 
head noun; for (76), for example, it would be: 

(77) elma -SI 

apple -3.sg. 
"(Its) apples" 

However, a head noun not inflected for possession cannot be questioned: 

(78) *Hasan \Ok gi.izel bir ne oku -du? 
Hasan very nice a what read -Past 

Intended reading: "What did Hasan read which was very nice?" 

(79) ?? / *Hasan diin tie; bardak ne Ie; -ti? 
Hasan yesterday three glass what drink -Past 

Intended reading: "Three glasses of what did Hasan drink 
yesterday?" 
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1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. 4. Questions out of postpositional phrases 

We have mentioned earlier the free possibility of questioning out of 
clausal complements of postpositions. It is also possible to question NP
objects of postpositions; the case assigned by the postposition to its 
object is irrelevant in this respect: 

(SO) klz -m [kim -in kadar ] ~abuk ko~-ar? 
daughter -2.sg. who-Gen. as much as fast run-Aor. 
"As fast as who does your daughter run?" 

(81) Ayla Erduran [kim-in gibi] keman ~al -ar? 
Ayla Erduran who-Gen. like violin play-Aor. 
"Like whom does Ayla Erduran play the violin?" 

(82) [ ner e -ye dogru ] yiirii-dii -niiz? 
where-Oat. towards walk-Past-2.pl. 

"Towards where did you walk?" 

(83) salon -a [kim -den once ] gir -di -niz? 
hall -Dat. who-Abl before enter-Past-2.pl. 
"Before whom did you enter the hall?" 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. 5. Questions out of coordinate structures 

It is in general not possible to question anything out of just one conjunct 
in a coordinate structure. Different types of conjunctions behave in 
slightly different ways in this respect. Note, for example, NP
conjunctions with the marker ve, borrowed from Arabic: 

(84) Ahmet [bahg-l ve sebze -yi] p~ -ir -di 
Ahmet fish -Ace. and vegetable-Ace. cook-Caus. -Past 
"Ahmet cooked the fish and the vegetable(s)" 

It is ungrammatical to question either one of the conjuncts, if the other is 
not questioned as well. However, where the second conjunct is 
questioned, the result is slightly better, presumably because the question 
word is closer to the verb; as we saw earlier, the pre-verbal position is 
the one preferred by WH-words: 

(85) a. *Ahmet [ ne -yi ve sebze -yi] p~ -ir -di? 
Ahmet what-Ace. and vegetable-Ace. cook-Caus.-Past 

"Ahmet cooked what and the vegetable(s)?" 

(85) b.?? / * Ahmet [bahg-l ve ne -yi ] p~ -ir -di? 
Ahmet fish -Ace. and what -Acc. cook-Caus. -Past 

"Ahmet cooked the fish and what?" 
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A second type of NP-conjunction is a native construction, where the 
suffix - (y)1A is attached to the first conjunct: 

(86) Ahmet kan-sl -yia ~ocug -un -u <;ok 
Ahmet wife-3.sg.-Can.Conj.u child -3.sg.-Acc. very-much 

sev -er 
love-Aor. 

"Ahmet loves his wife and his child very much" 

In this construction, questioning the first conjunct is completely 
ungrammatical, while questioning the second conjunct is quite 
acceptable: 

(87) * Ahmet kim -in -Ie \ocug -un -u ~ok 
Ahmet who -Gen.-Com.Ccnj. child -3.sg. -Acc. very-much 

sev -er? 
love-Aor. 

"Ahmet loves whom and his child very much?" 

(88) ? Ahmet kan -SI -yla kim -i <;ok sev -er? 
Ahmet wife-3.sg.-Com.Conj. who -Acc. very-much love -Aor. 

"Ahmet loves his wife and whom very much?" 

Where the coordinate structure has whole sentences for conjuncts, 
nothing can be questioned out of one conjunct only, irrespective of 
whether this is the first or second conjunct, and irrespective of the 
grammatical relation of the questioned constituent. 

Questioned subject: 

(89) *kim televizyon seyret-ti ve Mehmet sinema-ya git-ti? 
who TV watch-Past and Mehmet cinema-Oat. go-Past 

"Who watched TV and Mehmet went to the movies?" 

(90) * Ahmet televizyon seyret-ti ve kim sinema-ya git-ti? 
Ahmet TV watch-Past and who cinema-Oat. go-Past 

"Ahmet watched TV and who went to the movies?" 

Questioned objects: 

(91) * Ahmet televizyon seyret-ti ve Mehmet ne oku -du? 
Ahmet TV watch-Past and Mehmet what read -Past 

"Ahmet watched TV and w hat did Mehmet read ?" 

(92) * Ahmet ne seyret-ti ve Mehmet gazete oku -du? 
Ahmet what watch-Past and Mehmet newspaper read-Past 

"What did Ahmet watch and Mehmet read the newspaper?" 
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Parallel constituents in the two conjuncts can be questioned 
simultaneously, however: 

(93) kim televizyon seyret-ti ve kim slnema-ya git-ti? 
who TV watch-Past and who cinema-Oat. go-Past 
"Who watched TV and who went to the movies?" 

While questions like that in (93) sound somewhat awkward due to the 
repetition of the question word, they are grammatical and are used in 
the appropriate situations. 

In addition to the type of sentential conjunction employing the borrowed 
conjunction ve, there is a Turkic type, where no genuine conjunction is 
used-rather the sentence-initial topic of the second conjunct has the 
postclitic DA attached to it: 

(94) Ahmet televizyon seyret-ti, Osman cia 13 slnema-ya git-ti 
Ahmet TV watch-Past Osman -and cinema-Oat. go-Past 
"Ahmet watched TV and Osman went to the movies" 

This topic needn't be a subject: 

(95) tiyatro-ya Ahmet git-ti, opera-ya cia Osman (git-ti)14 
theater-Oat. Ahmet go-Past opera-Oat. -and Osman (go-Past) 
"As for the theater, Ahmet went (there); and as for the opera, Osman 
went (there)" 

In this construction, nothing can be questioned in anyone conjunct. 

The sentence initial element cannot be questioned by itself: 

(96) *ldm televizyon seyret-ti, Osman da slnema-ya git-ti? 
who TV watch-Past Osman -and cinema-Oat. go-Past 

"Who watched TV and Osman went to the movies?" 

(97) * Ahmet televizyon seyret-ti, kim de Slnema-ya git-ti? 
Ahmet TV watch-Past who -and cinema-Oat. go-Past 

"Ahmet watched TV and who went to the movies?" 

As for non-topics, none can be questioned, either, thus confirming the 
coordinate nature of this construction: 

(98) *Ahmet ne seyret-ti, Osman da slnema-ya git-ti? 
Ahmet what watch-Past Osman -and cinema-Oat. go-Past 

"What did Ahmet watch and Osman went to the movies?" 
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(99) *Ahmet televizyon seyret-ti, Osman da nere -ye 
Ahmet TV watch-Past Osman -and where -Dat. 

git-ti? 
go-Past 

"Ahmet watched TV and Osman went where?" 

There are situations where one constituent in one conjunct seems to have 
been questioned successfully. This is when the questioned constituent is 
a subject and is (or rather appears to be) in the first conjunct: 

(100) kim televizyon seyret-ti ve gazete oku -du? 
who TV watch-Past and newspaper read -Past? 
"Who watched TV and read the newspaper?" 

I would propose that in such constructions, the subject is not contained 
in the first conjunct; rather, the coordinate structure consists of conjoined 
VPs, with the subject outside of the coordinate structure, which explains 
the ease with which that subject can be questioned. 

A particle I shall call "Verbal Conjunction" (and which I shall at times 
simply gloss as 'and') conjoins VPs: 

(101) Ahmet yiiz -tin -u ylka -YIP ~ -ler-in -i 
Ahmet face -3.sg.-Acc. wash -Vbl.Conj. tooth -pl.-3.sg.-Acc. 

frr~ala-dI 
brush-Past 

"Ahmet washed his face and brushed his teeth" 

Not surprisingly, the unique occurrence of the subject in such 
constructions can be questioned successfully, as illustrated in (102), 
which corresponds to (101): 

(102) kim yiiz -tin -u yIka -YIP ~ -ler-in -i 
who face -3.sg.-Acc. wash -Vbl.Conj. tooth-pl.-3.sg.-Acc. 

frr~a-dt? 
brush -Past 

"Who washed his face and brushed his teeth?" 

While the verbal conjunction can conjoin only VPs and not sentences in 
root clauses (but see section 2. 1. 3. 6. 7), it can be used to conjoin both 
VPs and sentences that are embedded; in such constructions, the subject 
of two conjoined embedded VPs can be questioned (just as in the 
corresponding examples involving root VPs as in (102»; this is shown in 
(103). However, no constituent of an embedded sentential conjunction 
with the comitative conjunction can be questioned, as illustrated in (104)-
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(107) (unless two parallel constituents in both conjuncts are questioned 
at the same time): 

Embedded conjoined VPs and a questioned embedded subject: 

(103) (sen) [5 kim -in [vp [ yp yUz-tin -u ytka -YIP ]yp 
you(sg.) who-Gen. face-3.sg. -Ace. wash -Vbl.Conj. 

[yp ~ -ler-in -i fu\ala -dIg -In -1 ]yp ]yp ]5 
tooth -pl.-3.sg.-Acc. brush -FNom-3.sg.-Acc. 

duy -du -n? 
hear -Past -2.sg. 

"Who did you hear washed his face and brushed his teeth?" 

Embedded conjoined Ss and a questioned embedded object in first 
conjunct: 

(104) * (sen) [5 [5 Ahmed-in ne -yi pl~lr -ip ]5 
you(sg.) Ahmet-Gen. what -Acc. cook -Vbl.Conj. 
[5 Mehmed-in bahg -1 ye -dig -in -i ]5 ]5 

Mehmet -Gen. fish -Ace. eat-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. 
duy -du -n? 
hear -Past -2.sg. 

"What did you hear that Ahmet cooked and Mehmet ate the fish?" 

Embedded conjoined Ss and a questioned embedded object in second 
conjunct: 

(105) *(sen) [5 [5 Ahmed-in bahg -1 pl~lr -ip ]5 
you(sg.) Ahmet -Gen. fish -Acc. cook -Vbl.Conj. 
[5 Mehmed-in ne -yi ye -dig -in -i ]S ]5 

Mehmet -Gen. what -Acc. eat-FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 
duy -du -n? 
hear -Past -2.sg. 

"What did you hear that Ahmet cooked the fish and Mehmet ate?" 

Embedded conjoined Ss and a questioned embedded subject in first 
conjunct: 

(106) *(sen) [5 [5 ballg -1 kim -in pl~lr -ip ]5 
you(sg.) fish -Acc. who-Gen. eook -Vbl.Conj. 
[5 Istakoz-u Mehmed -in ye -dig -in -i ]5 ]5 

lobster -Acc. Mehmet -Gen. eat-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. 
duy -du -n? 
hear -Past -2.sg. 

"Who did you hear that cooked the fish and Mehmet ate the lobster?" 
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Embedded conjoined Ss and a questioned embedded subject in second 
conjunct: 

(107) *(sen) [5 [5 bahg -1 Ahmed-in pl~lr -ip ]5 
you(sg.) fish -Acc. Ahmet -Gen. cook -Vbl.Conj. 
[5 lStakOZ-U kim -in ye -dig -in -i ]5 ]5 duy -du -n? 

lobster-Acc. who-Gen eat-FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear-Past-2.sg. 
''WhOi did you hear that Ahmet cooked the fish and 0i ate the 
lobster?" 

Thus we see, once again, that nothing can be questioned out of a single 
conjunct in a genuine coordinate structure. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 1. 6. More than one questioned element in the sentence 

Questioning more than one constituent in a sentence is possible and 
rather common. Two as well as three questioned elements are found 
often: 

(108) kim ne yap-b? 
who what do -Past 
"Who did what?" 

(109) kim nere -de ne yap-h? 
who where -lDc. what do -Past 
"Who did what where?" 

Even four and more elements can be questioned; however, such 
questions sound stylistically awkward, despite their grammaticality: 

(110) kim kim -e nere -de ne ver -di? 
who who -Oat. where -Loc. what give-Past 
"Who gave what to whom where?" 

WH-questions can also be combined using both WH-elements that 
replace whole constituents and WH-elements that replace only part of a 
constituent, e.g. part of a noun phrase or a postpositional phrase: 

(111) kim araba -yl [hangi garaj -a ] gotiir-dii? 
who car -Ace. which garage-Oat. take -Past 
"Who took the car to which garage?" 

(112) Ahmet ne -yi [kim-in gibi] ~al -ar? 
Ahmet what -Ace. who-Gen like play -Aor. 
"What does Ahmet play like who?" 
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1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. Properties of the questioned element 

As mentioned earlier, a questioned element may remain in place or 
move to the focus position to the immediate left of the verb. Details of 
the general behavior of WH-elements will be discussed and exemplified 
below under individual headings. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 1. No change 

Morphological Properties: 

For all grammatical relations, the appropriate WH-word bears the same 
case marker as the corresponding full noun phrase; this is exemplified 
for the genitive, accusative and dative below and is true for all cases and 
all positions where WH-words are found: 

Genitive subject of an embedded clause: 

(113) a. Ahmed-in sinema-ya git-tig -in-i 
Ahmet-Gen cinema-Oat. go -FNom-3.sg.-Acc. 
"I heard that Ahmet went to the movies" 

duy -du -m 
hear-Past -l.sg. 

(113) b. kim -in sinema-ya git-tig -m -i duy -du -n? 
who-Gen. cinema-Oat. go-FNom -3.sg.-Acc. hear-Past -2.sg. 
"Who did you hear that went to the movies?" 

Genitive possessor in a possessive noun phrase: 

(114) a. Ahmet ogrenci-Ier-e Chom;ky-nin kitab-m -1 sat -h 
Ahmet student-pl.-Oat. Chom;ky-Gen. book-3.sg.-Acc. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold the students Chomsky's book" 

(114) b. Ahmet ogrenci-Ier-e kim -in kitab-m -1 sat -h? 
Ahmet student-pl.-Oat. who-Gen. book-3.sg.-Acc. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold the students whose book?" 

Accusative direct object: 

(115) a. Ahmet anne -sin -i ziyaret et -ti 
Ahmet mother-3.sg.-Acc. visit do-Past 
"Ahmet visited his mother" 

(115) b. Ahmet kim -i ziyaret et -ti? 
Ahmet who -Acc. visit do -Past 
"Whom did Ahmet visit?" 

Dative indirect object: 

(116) a. Ahmet kitab-l alUle -sin -e ver -di 
Ahmet book-Ace. mother-3.sg.-Dat. give -Past 
"Ahmet gave the book to his mother" 



(116) b. Ahmet kitab-l kim -e ver -di? 
Ahmet book-Ace. who -Oat. give-Past 
"To whom did Ahmet give the book?" 

Dative directional object: 

(117) a Ahmet yann lngilere-ye gid-ecek 
Ahmet tomorrow EngJand-Dat. go -Fut. 
"Ahmet will go to England tomorrow" 

(117) b. Ahmet yann nere -ye gid -ecek? 
Ahmet tomorrow where -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Where will Ahmet go tomorrow?" 
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As postpositional objects, WH-words retain the case of the 
corresponding full NP, as well. There is one detail of interest, however. 
Some postpositions taking objects that are morphologically unmarked 
for case mark pronominal objects with Genitive case: 

(118) a Ahmet [ Rubinstein gibi ] piyano <;al -ar 
Ahmet Rubinstein like piano play -Aor. 
"Ahmet plays the piano like Rubinstein" 

(118) b. Ahmet [ben-im gibi] piyano <;al -ar 
Ahmet I -Gen. like piano play -Aor. 
"Ahmet plays the piano like me" 

WH-words as objects of this class of postpositions behave like pronouns 
rather than full NPs in this respect, i.e. they are marked with the 
Genitive: 

(119) Ahmet [ kim -in gibi] plyano <;al -ar? 
Ahmet who-Gen. like piano play -Aor. 
"Like who does Ahmet play the piano?" 

Another interesting property of WH-words in Turkish worth mentioning 
here is their ability to pluralize. Thus, if the speaker is rather certain that 
the entity questioned is plural, he or she can attach the suffix plural to 
the WH-word: 

(120) Ahmet [ kim -ler gibi ] piyano <;al -ar? 
Ahmet who -pI. like piano play -Aor. 
"Like who(pl.) does Ahmet play the piano?" 

(120) rather than the very similar (119) would be used, if the speaker 
thinks that Ahmet's playing style is similar not just to that of one person, 
but rather to a certain class of musicians (for example, students of a 
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certain piano teacher), but wants to inquire about the identity of that 
class. 

Note that where a WH-word exhibits the plural suffix, the genitive case 
assigned by the postposition (cf. 119) cannot appear. However, in 
constructions where the genitive is not assigned by a postposition-in 
particular, in structures where the genitive is assigned to a possessor or 
to the subject of a nominalized clause, the genitive suffix remains after 
the pluralized WH-word: 

(121) Ahmet [ kim -:ler -in kitab -In -I 
Ahmet who-pl. -Gen. book -3.sg. 15_Acc. 
"Whose(pl.) book did Ahmet sell?" 

] sat-h? 
sell-Past 

(122) Ahmet [ kim -ler-in sinema-ya git-tig -m -i ] duy-du? 
Ahmet who-pl. -Gen cinema-Dat. go -FNom-3.sg.-Acc. hear-Past 
"Who(pl.) did Ahmet hear went to the movies?" 

Word-order properties: 

WH-words can remain in the position of the corresponding non-question 
constituent, as all examples in this section show. This position is judged 
to be second-best by native speakers, after the preferred pre-verbal 
position, to be discussed further in section 1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 3. For example, 
subjects, which are sentence-initial in Turkish in a non-scrambled 
sentence, may remain in that initial position when questioned: 

(123) kim Chomsky-nin kitab-m -I \al -dl? 
who Chomsky-Gen. book-3.sg.-Acc. steal -Past 
"Who stole Chomsky's book?" 

With respect to objects, it is difficult to determine what the basic order 
among the verbal complements is. Most native speakers judge the order 
with an accusative object preceding another complement of the verb to 
be more basic (in the sense that it is less marked pragmatically and with 
respect to the discourse). For example, in the following two examples, 
the direct object that precedes the verb directly in (125), is perceived to 
be focused, while the indirect object that precedes the verb directly in 
(124) may be interpreted as focused, but may also be interpreted as 
unmarked: 16 

(124) Ahmet kitab-l ogrenci-Ier-e sat -h 
Ahmet book-Ace. student-pl.-Oat. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold the book to the students" 



(125) Ahmet ogrenci-Ier-e kitab-l sat -h 
Ahmet student-pl.-Oat. book-Ace. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold the book to the students" 
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Either object in either example can be replaced with a WH-word: 

(126) Ahmet kitab-l kim -e sat -h? 
Ahmet book-Acc. who-Oat. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold the book to whom?" 

(127) Ahmet kim -e kitab-l sat -h? 
Ahmet who-Oat. book-Acc. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold whom the book?" 

(128) Ahmet ne -yi ogrenci-Ier-e sat -h? 
Ahmet what -Acc. student-pl.-Oat. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold what to the students" 

(129) Ahmet ogrenci-Ier -e ne -yi sat -h? 
Ahmet student-pl.-Oat. what-Ace. sell-Past 
"Ahmet sold the students what?" 

In those examples where the WH-word is adjacent to the verb, we cannot 
tell whether that WH-word is. in its basic position or has moved to the 
position adjacent to the verb by a kind of focus movement, since we 
cannot be completely sure of the basic position of the full NP objects. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 2. Questioned element moved to initial position 

In a subject-verb-object language like Turkish, the only situation where it 
is clear that a constituent has moved to sentence-initial position is when 
a non-subject precedes the subject. 17 Such constructions are not very 
felicitous, although they are accepted by many speakers: 

(130) ?ne -yi Ahmet raf -a koy-du? 
what-Ace. Ahmet shelf-Dat. put -Past 

"What did Ahmet put on the shelf?" 

(131) ?? ner e -ye Ahmet kitab-l koy -du? 
where -Oat. Ahmet book-Ace. put -Past 

"Where did Ahmet put the book?" 

Such examples deteriorate further if there is a focused constituent. They 
are worst where a subject is in pre-verbal position, since, as mentioned 
before, a subject left-adjacent to the verb must be interpreted as 
focused18, while objects in that position do not have to be so interpreted: 
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(132) *ne -yi raf -a Ahmet koy-du? 
what-Ace. shelf-Date Ahmet put-Past 

"What did AHMET put on the shelf?" 

(133) *nere -ye kitab-l Ahmet koy-du? 
where -Oat. book-Ace. Ahmet put -Past 

"Where did AHMET put the book?" 

Given these acceptability judgments as well as the very free word order 
of Turkish, the facts concerning sentence-initial WH-elements are best 
described as due to replacing scrambled19 sentence-initial objects by 
WH-elements (or by scrambling WH-elements from their original 
positions), rather than as results of a movement type specific to WH
elements. In languages where it is meaningful to refer to a specific WH
movement process (e.g. English), WH-elements move to a designated 
position (mainly sentence-initial). However, in Turkish, WH-elements do 
not have to move, and, if they do, they-as well as constituents that are 
not question words-can move to a variety of positions, not just to 
particular places in the sentence. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 3. Questioned elements moved to pre-verbal position 

The preferred position for any WH-element is the pre-verbal position. 
This is true for objects, whose basic position is close to the verb, for 
subjects, whose basic position is farther away from the verb, and for 
adverbial elements, whose basic position is mostly VP-initial: 

(134) dun sinema-ya kim git-ti? 
yesterday cinema-Date who go-Past 
"Who went to the movies yesterday?" 

(135) Ahmet diin sinema-da kim -i gor-du? 
Ahmet yesterday cinema-Loco who-Ace. see-Past 
"Whom did Ahmet see in the movies yesterday?" 

(136) Ahmet dun nere -ye git-ti? 
Ahmet yesterday where -Oat. go-Past 
"Where did Ahmet go yesterday?" 

(137) Ahmet dun Osman-l nere -de gor-du? 
Ahmet yesterday Osman-Ace. where -Loc. see-Past? 
"Where did Ahmet see Osman yesterday?" 

(138) Ahmet Osman-l ne zaman gor -du? 
Ahmet Osman-Ace. what time see -Past 
"At what time/when did Ahmet see Osman?" 
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As mentioned earlier in passing, the pre-verbal position is the focus 
position in Turkish sentences in general, and WH-elements clearly 
"want" to be focused. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 4. Clefted WH-elements 

Questioned elements may be the focused elements of a (pseudo-)clefted 
construction; however, as we have seen in this section, there are simpler 
ways to construct a WH-question. Some examples of (pseudo-)clefted 
WH-questions follow: 

(139) dun smema-ya gid-en, kim-eli? 
yesterday cinema-Oat. go -SbjP who-Past 
"Who was (the one) who went to the movies yesterday?" 

(140) Ahmed-in dun sinema-da gor-dill< -ler-i, 
Ahmet -Gen. yesterday cinema-Loco see-ObjP -pl.-3.sg. 

kim -{ler-)di? 
who -(pl.-)Pcmt 

"Who was/were those whom Ahmet saw yesterday in the movies?" 

(Pseudo-)cleft constructions are formed by modifying the focus of the 
cleft, which becomes the predicate of a copular sentence, with a headless 
relative clause (see 1. 1. 2. 3. 6.). 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 5. The questioned element forms the intonation nucleus 

Since questioned elements are in the pre-verbal focus position, which 
always forms the intonational nucleus of the sentence, WH-elements do 
form the intonation nucleus within the intonational contour of the 
sentence. The phonetic correlates of the nucleus are relative loudness 
and relative (high) pitch. Under regular circumstances, the material 
following the nucleus (hence, in the case of WH-questions, the verb) 
exhibits a drop in pitch immediately after the focus. This drop is 
common to WH-questions as well as to statements that have a focused 
element. There is a difference, however: in statements, once the pitch has 
dropped, it remains level or drops further. In WH-questions, on the 
other hand, after the drop, the pitch raises again slightly, but without 
reaching the level of the nucleus. 

Where a questioned constituent is not in the pre-verbal focus position, it 
will still constitute the intonation nucleus. In these instances, it is 
preferred for there not to be a focused constituent; i.e. the pre-verbal 
constituent is preferably not focused. Where there is such a focused 
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constituent, its pitch will be at most as high as that of the questioned 
element, but preferably slightly lower. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 6. Other (non-) possibilities 

Nothing else may happen to the questioned element; in particular, it 
may not be placed into post-verbal position, although it is possible for 
presupposed, backgrounded constituents to show up postverbally in 
colloquial style: 

(141) a. Ahmet dun Osman-l gor -du sinema-da 
Ahmet yesterday Osman-Acc. see -Past cinema-we. 
"In the movies, Ahmet saw Osman yesterday" 

(141) b. * Ahmet dun Osman-l gor -du nere -de? 
Ahmet yesterday Osman-Acc. see -Past where -Loc. 

"Where did Ahmet see Osman yesterday?" 

The ungrammaticality of examples like (141)b is not surprising, since 
questioned elements are focused and can therefore not be backgrounded. 
The intonational facts further confirm this statement: backgrounded 
constituents are de-stressed, and the pitch falls considerably after the 
verb. Since questioned elements have to form the intonational nucleus, 
they cannot be accommodated within the intonationally low domain 
after the verb. 

1.1.1.2. 2. 2. 7. Elements moved along with the questioned element 

We saw earlier that parts of phrases can be questioned, for example 
modifiers and determiners and postpositional objects. These parts of 
constituents cannot move to the focus position by themselves and take 
the remainder of their phrase with them: 

(142) 

(143) 

(144) 

dun sinema-ya [hangi ogrenci] git-ti? 
yesterday cinema-Dat. which student go-Past 
"Which student went to the movies yesterday?" 

dun sinema-ya [ nasd bir ogrenci ] git-ti? 
yesterday cinema-Dat. how a student go-Past 
"What kind of a student went to the movies yesterday?" 

dun sinema-ya [NP [S[PP kim-in gibi ]pp piyano 
yesterday cinema-Dat. who-Gen. like 

. 
plano 

<;al -an ]S bir ogrenci]NP git-ti? 
play -SbjP a student go-Past 

"A student who plays the piano like who went to the movies 
yesterday?" 
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Note that where the questioned element cannot be adjacent to the verb 
itself, it tries to get as close as possible to the verb of the main question. 
Since Turkish is a right-headed language, a questioned element which is 
a modifier within a larger phrase will be separated from the verb of the 
main question by the·head of its constituent-and, if that constituent is 
itself a part of a larger phrase, by (at least) the head of that larger phrase. 

This is illustrated by all of the three examples above. The last one, which 
is the most complex example of these three, shows that the WH-element, 
a postpositional object, causes the movement of the large subject NP of 
the main sentence to move to the left of the verb gitti 'went' of the main 
sentence. 

The WH-element cannot leave its constituent, i.e. the postpositional 
phrase. Since, as we saw earlier, it cannot move to any postverbal 
position, it (or the postpositional phrase that contains the WH-element) 
cannot move closer to the root verb by crossing the embedded participle 
c;alan 'playing'. Therefore, the WH-element remains in its place within 
the larger phrase; the only effect this element has is that of causing that 
phrase, i.e. the whole subject NP of the main clause, to move to the pre
verbal position of the root verb. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 8. More than one questioned element 

As we saw in section 1. 1. 1.2.2. 1.6., it is possible in Turkish to question 
more than one constituent in the same sentence. In such instances, all 
WH-elements "compete" for the pre-verbal position; hence, the preferred 
order is for all WH-elements to line up to the left of the verb: 

(145) manzara -Yl kim kim-e gaster-di? 
landscape -Ace. who who-Oat. show -Past 
"Who showed the landscape to whom?" 

As we saw earlier, WH-elements can also remain in place; hence, the 
type of order seen in (145) is preferred, but it is not obligatory: 

(146) ?kim manzara -yt kim -e gaster -di? 
who landscape-Ace. who-Oat. show -Past 

"Who showed the landscape to whom?" 

We saw earlier, when discussing single questioned elements, that WH
elements that are objects tend not to precede subjects, and that they are 
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particularly bad when they precede a subject in focus position. This is 
true also where the focused subject is itself a WH-element2o: 

(147) ?? j* manzara -yl kim -e kim goster-di? 
landscape-Ace. who-Oat. who show -Past 

"Who showed the landscape to whom?" 

(148) *ldm -e manzara -yl kim goster-di? 
who-Oat. landscape-Ace. who show -Past 

"To whom did who show the landscape?" 

1.1. 1.2.3. Edh~uestions 

Echo-questions are very similar to the "regular" questions discussed in 
the previous sections. One salient difference is an intonational one. In 
both Yes/No and WH-questions, there is a marked drop in pitch after 
the intonational nucleus-this nucleus being the syllable preceding the 
Yes/No question particle in Yes/No questions and the WH-element(s) in 
WH-questions. In corresponding echo-questions, there is a much slighter 
drop in pitch after the nucleus. 

1.1.1.2.3. 1. Yes/No edh~uestions 

There are a few types of Yes/No echo-questions. 

One type is characterized by the addressee's repeating the whole 
utterance of the speaker and making a Yes/No question out of it, using 
the verb of quotation we saw in the first section: 

(149) Speaker A: Sinema-ya gid-iyor -urn. 
cinema-Dat. go -Pr.Prog.-l.sg. 
"I am going to the movies." 

Speaker B: Sinema-ya gid-iyor -~ mu de -di -n? 
cinema-Dat. go -Pr.Prog.-l.sg. -Q say -Past-2.sg. 
"Did you say 'I am going to the movies'?" 

Another type consists of this same kind of "quotative" Yes/No question, 
but with the difference that only part of the original statement is 
repeated: 

(150) Speaker B: Sinema-ya DU de -di -n? 
cinema-Dat. -Q say-Past-2.sg. 
"Did you say '(I am going) to the movies'?" 

It is also possible to leave out the quotative verb in the previous 
example, especially where some measure of incredulity is to be 
expressed: 
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(151) Speaker B: Sinema-ya mI? 
cinema-Dat. -Q 
"(You are going) TO THE MOVIES?" 
(Implied: of all places!) 

Note that in (149), however, the quotative verb cannot be omitted: 

(152) Speaker B: *Sinema-ya gid-iyor -urn mu? 
cinema-Dat. go -Pr.Prog.-1.sg. -Q 

The incredulity expressed in (151) can be intensified by starting the echo 
question with the WH-element ne 'what', thus introducing an element of 
an exclamation: 

(153) Speaker B: Ne, sinema-ya mI? 
what cinema-Dat. -Q 
"What-(you are going) TO THE MOVIES?" 
(Implied: of all places!) 

This way of introducing the Yes/No echo-question with an 
exclamational WH-element can be used with the types exemplified in 
(149) and (150), as well: 

(154) Speaker B: 

(155) Speaker B: 

Ne, slnema-ya gid-iyor -urn mu de -di -n? 
what cinema-Dat. go -Pr.Prog.-1.sg. -Q say-Past-2.sg. 
"What-did you say 'I am going to the movies'?" 

Ne, sinema-ya mI de -di -n? 
what cinema-Dat. -Q say-Past-2.sg. 
"What-did you say '(I am going) to the movies'?" 

1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 2. Question-word echo-questions 

Depending on the original statement and the emphasis placed on 
particular constituents, there can be different types of question-word 
echo-questions. If clarification is sought about one constituent in the 
statement, a wide-spread way of asking an echo-question is to replace 
that constituent with the appropriate WH-element and have it follow by 
the quotative verb: 

(156) Speaker A: Sinema -ya gid -iyor -urn 
cinema -Dat. go -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I am going to the movies." 
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Speaker B: Nere -ye de -di -n? 
where -Oat. say -Past -2.sg. 
"Where did you say (that you are going)?" 
(i.e. "You said that you are going where?") 

A less common way of asking such an echo-question (and one not 
accepted by all speakers) is to repeat the whole utterance in the frame of 
the quotative and to replace the constituent of inquiry with a WH
element: 

(157) Speaker B: Nere -ye gid -iyor -urn de -di -n? 
where -Oat. go -Pr.Prog. -1.sg. say -Past -2.sg. 
"Where did you say 'I am going'?" (with the interpretation: 
"You said that you were going where?") 

Where the original utterance is a question, other constituents in addition 
to the originally questioned element can be asked about in an echo
question: 

(158) Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

Ahmet pencere -yi naSH ku -dl? 
Ahmet window-Ace. how break-Past 
"How did Ahmet break the window?" 
Kim. ne -yi naSH kIr -dl? 
who what-Ace. how break-Past 
"How did who break what?" 

1. 1. 1.2.3.3. Yes/No question echo-questions 

There are no set ways of forming Yes/No question echo-questions. A 
polite way of asking such a question is illustrated in (159): 

(159) Speaker A: Sinema-ya DU gid-iyor -sun? 
cinema-Dat. -Q go -Pr.Prog.-2.sg. 
"Are you going to the movies?" 

Speaker B: Efendi -m? Sinema-ya DU gid-iyor -urn? 
sir -1.sg. cinema-Dat. -Q go -Pr.Prog.-l.sg. 
"I beg your pardon-am I going to the movies?" 

A possible continuation for speaker B might be: 

HaYlr; tiyatro-ya gid-iyor -urn 
no theater-Dat. go -Pr.Prog.-l.sg. 
"No; I am going to the theater." 

1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 4. Question-word question echo-questions 

Echo-questions of WH-questions are formed by attaching the Yes/No 
question particle after the WH-element, if the WH-element has replaced 
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a major constituent; if the WH-element stands for only part of a major 
constituent, the Yes/No question particle follows the head of the major 
constituent: 

(160) Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

Yann ak§am nere -ye gid -ecek 
tomorrow evening where -Dat. go -Fut. 
"Where will you go tomorrow evening?" 
Yann ak§am nere -ye mi gid 
tomorrow evening where -Dat. -Q go 
"Where will I go tomorrow evening?" 

-sin? 
-2.sg. 

v 

-eceg -im? 
-Fut. -l.sg. 

A possible continuation for speaker B: 

(161) 

(162) Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

(163) Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

(164) Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

Tiyatro-ya gid-eceg-im. 
theater -Dat. go -Fut. -l.sg. 
"I'll go to the theater." 

Orkestra -yl kim idare et -ti? 
orchestra -Acc. who conduct do-Past 
"Who conducted the orchestra?" 
Orkestra -yl kim mi idare et -ti? 
orchestra-Acc. who -Q conduct do-Past 
"Who conducted the orchestra?" 

Leonard Bernstein (idare et -ti ). 
Leonard Bernstein conduct do-Past 
"Leonard Bernstein (did)." 

Orkestra -yl [hangi ~ef ] idare et -ti? 
orchestra-Acc. which conductor conduct do-Past 
"Which conductor conducted the orchestra?" 
Orkestra -yl [hangi ~ef ] mi idare et -ti? 
orchestra-Acc. which conductor -Q conduct do-Past 
"Which conductor conducted the orchestra?" 
(" ... Bernstein did. ") 

Bernstein Viyana-da [ka~ konser ] ver -di? 
Bernstein Vienna-Loco how many concert give-Past 
"How many concerts did Bernstein give in Vienna?" 
Bernstein Viyana-da [ ka~ konser] mi ver -di? 
Bernstein Vienna-Loc. haw many concert -Q give-Past 
"How many concerts did Bernstein give in Vienna?" 
(" ... five.") 

1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 5. Elements of the sentence subject to echo-questioning 

All elements of the sentence that can be questioned can also be subject to 
echo-questioning. 
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1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 6. Multiple echo-questioning 

As we saw earlier (cf. 1. 1. 1. 2. 2. 2. 8.), there can be more than one WH
element in a clause, and thus multiple echo-questioning is possible with 
question-word echo-questions, as we saw in example (158), section 1. 1. 
1. 2. 3. 2. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 7. Treatment of different elements in echo-questions 

The treatment of different morphological elements in echo-questions is 
not different from that of corresponding non-echo questions discussed in 
sections 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. for Yes/No questions and 1. 1. 1. 2. 2. for WH
questions. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 4. Answers 

1. 1. 1.2. 4. 1. Answers as a distinct speech act 

1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 1. 1. Answers to Yes/No questions 

The most salient property of answers to Yes/No questions (as opposed 
to statements that are not answers to a previous question) is the use of 
introductory elements like evet 'yes', haytI' 'no', elbette 'of course' and the 
like. Note, however, that this is an optional property of answers. 

Another property of answers is that they tend to (but do not have to) 
omit those parts of the question that do not need an answer; this is a 
property common to answers to Yes/No questions and WH-questions. 
Thus, anyone of the answers listed below to the following question are 
legitimate: 

(165) Speaker A: Bu ~am slnema-ya gid-ecek mi-sin? 

Or: 

Or: 

this evening cinema-Dat. go -Fut. -Q -2.sg. 
"Will you go to the movies this evening?" 

Speaker B: Evet. 
"Yes. " 

Evet, gid-eceg-im 
yes, go -Fut. -1.sg. 
"Yes, I will." 

Gid-eceg-im 
go -Fut. -1.sg. 
"I will." 



Or: Evet, gid-eceg-im slnema-ya 
yes, go -Fut. -l.sg. cinema-Dat. 
"Yes, I'll go to the movies." 
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Or: Evet, gid-eceg-im slnema-ya bu a.k§am 21 
yes, go -Fut. -l.sg. cinema-Dat. this eve rung 
"Yes, I'll go to the movies this evening." 

1.1.1.2.4. 1.2. Answers to question-word questions 

The answers to WH-questions are maximally parallel to the 
corresponding WH-questions. Thus, the focus of the answer must 
occupy the same position that the corresponding WH-element occupied 
in the corresponding question. Note, however, that this parallelism is 
often somewhat obscured by the fact that presupposed constituents tend 
to be omitted, as mentioned in the previous section. Hence, the 
parallelism can be observed only where the clausal structure (or at least 
some of it) is evident: 

{166} Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

Or: 

Or: 

Ahmet vazo -yu nere -ye 
Ahmet vase -Ace. where -Oat. 
"Where did Ahmet put the vase?" 
Balkon -a 
balcony -Oat. 
"On the balcony." 

Ba.lkon -a koy-du 
balcony -Oat. put -Past 

koy -du? 
put -Past 

"{He} put {the vase} on the balcony." 

Ahmet vazo -yu balkon -a koy-du 
Ahmet vase -Ace. balcony -Oat. put -Past 
"Ahmet put the vase on the balcony." 

The last alternative in this example set is the most unusual one; 
repetition of material from the question is usually felt to be unnecessary 
and would thus be marked in the discourse; for example, this might 
signal impatience by speaker B, who is giving the answer, if, say, Ahmet 
and the vase had been the topics of the discussion previously, yet 
speaker A keeps asking questions about them or perhaps confounds 
them with another person and another object. 

Although it is possible to postpose constituents to the right of the verb, 
the answer to a WH-question cannot have its focused element in a 
postposed position, since, as mentioned above, this position is for 
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backgrounded and / or presupposed constituents, while the foci of 
answers to questions cannot be presupposed. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 1. 3. Answers to echo-questions 

Insofar as echo-questions require an answer, this will usually be similar 
to the answer for a corresponding "regular" question. The only instance 
where there is an important difference is where the utterance that 
triggered the echo-question was itself a question. In such an exchange 
(see section 1. 1. 1. 2. 3. 4.), speaker B, who asked the echo-question 
based on a question, may assume that he heard the original question 
after all and will go on with an answer to the original question. But if 
speaker B does not want to make any assumption about the form of the 
original question, speaker A will, in a sense, have to answer the echo
question by repeating his original question, possibly by asserting that the 
echo-question was appropriate; thus, example (160) (repeated below as 
(167)) might continue as in (168): 

(167) Speaker A: 

Speaker B: 

(168) Speaker A: 

Yann alq;am nere -ye gid -ecek 
tomorrow evening where -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Where will you go tomorrow evening?" 
Yann alq;am nere -ye mi gid 
tomorrow evening where -Oat. -Q go 
"Where will I go tomorrow evening?" 

-sin? 
-2.sg. 

v -eceg 
-Fut. 

Evet, yann alq;am nere -ye gid -ecek 
yes tomorrow evening where -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Yes, where will you go tomorrow evening?" 

-im? 
-1.sg. 

-sin? 
-2.sg. 

In such an exchange, it is only then that speaker B will continue with the 
contentful answer to speaker A's original question: 

(169) Speaker B: Tiyatro-ya gid-eceg-im. 
theater-Dat. go -Fut. -1.sg. 
"I'll go to the theater." 

1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 2. Incomplete answers 

As briefly mentioned in the previous sections treating questions, 
answers can, and very often are, incomplete in that they tend not to 
repeat those parts of the question that are obvious and known. It should 
be mentioned that in Turkish sentences more constituents can undergo 
elision in appropriate discourse than, say, in English. Elision in question
answer situations is particularly pervasive. 



1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 1. Yes/No questions 

1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 1. 1. Words for 'yes', 'no', 'maybe' 

There are the following short reply forms: 

(170) evet 
haYD' 
belki 

'yes' 
'no' 
'perhaps' 
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These constitute the shortest possible answers to regular Yes/No 
questions. However, such minimal answers are considered impolite and 
are completely felicitous only as answers to copular Yes/No questions 
or, in verbal questions, where the focus of the Yes/No question is not the 
verb itself: 

(171) Masa-run iist-u temiz mi? 
table -Gen. top-3.sg. clean -Q 
"Is the top of the table clean?" 

Evet. 
yes 

(172) Ahmet dl~arl -ya nu ~lk -b? 
Ahmet outside-Dat. -Q exit-Past 
"Did Ahmet go OUTSIDE?" 

Evet. 
yes 

Where the focus of such a question is on the verb, it is preferred to 
continue the answer, usually with an appropriate form of the verb; thus, 
a Yes/No question corresponding to (172), but with the question particle 
after the verb, could conceivably receive a minimal answer, but it would 
be much preferred if the answer also included the verb: 

(173) Ahmet dl~arl -ya ~lk -b nu? 
Ahmet outside-Dat. exit-Past -Q 
"Did Ahmet GO outside?" 

Evet, ~ -b. 
yes, exit-Past 
"Y h dOd" es, e 1 . 

Other minimal answers often used are elbette 'certainly' and tabii 'of 
course'. 
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1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 1. 2. Incomplete replies to negative and other leading 
questions 

Negative and other leading Yes/No questions rarely receive minimal 
answers, although they can, of course, receive incomplete answers. The 
usage of items like 'yes' and 'no' is quite similar to that found in English: 

(174) pencere -yi a~ -a -ma -z m.1 -slnlz? 
window -Ace. open -Abil. -Neg. -Aor. -Q -2.pl. 
"Can't you open the window?" 

haYlr, a~ -a -ma -me 
no open -Abil. -Neg. -l.sg. 
"N I 't " 0, can . 

Or: evet, a~ -abil -ir -im. 
yes open -Abil. -Aor. -l.sg. 
tty I " es, can. 

More examples of answers to leading Yes/No questions can be found in 
the earlier section 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 

1. 1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 2. Incomplete answers to question-word questions 

The minimal answer to a question-word question will consist of the 
answer to the question word; given that Turkish has overt case markers, 
the answer will carry the appropriate case suffix: 

(175) Hasan nere -ye git -ti? 
Hasan where -1ltt. go -Past 
"Where did Hasan go?" 

bah~e -yeo 
garden -1ltt. 
"T 0 the garden." 

1. 1. 1. 3. Imperative sentences 

The imperative sentence is mainly marked by the imperative form of its 
verb, which is the morphologically simplest, unaffixed form of the verbal 
stem (Le. the form usually called root in traditional grammars). For 
example, the stem (or root) of the verb gitmek 'to go': 

(176) git ~mek 
go -Inf. 

"to go" (citation form) 

is git, and this is also its imperative form for the second person singular: 
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(177) git! 
"Go!" 

An imperative sentence, then, will consist of the imperative form of the 
verb and whatever (obligatory and optional) complements that verb 
might take: 

(178) slnema-ya git! 
cinema-Oat. go 
"Go to the movies!" 

(179) kitab-l dolab -a koy! 
book-Ace. cupboard-Oat. put 
"Put the book into the cupboard!" 

The subject is usually omitted, but it can be included for special 
emphasis, especially when there is a list of orders issued: 

(180) sen sinema-ya git, sen de <;ama~lr ytka! 
you cinema-Oat. go, you -and laundry wash 
"You go to the movies, and you wash the laundry!" 

1. 1. 1. 3. 1. Positive imperative sentences 

The examples given in the previous section illustrate the positive form of 
imperative sentences in Turkish. 

1.1.1.3.1. 1. Person-nur.nberco~bblations 

The morphologically simplest form for imperatives illustrated above is 
used for a second person singular order-taker. The corresponding plural 
is formed by attaching the suffix -(y)In to the root: 

(181) gid-i n! 
go -2.pl.Imp. 
"Go! (2.pl.)" 

(182) oku-yun! 
read-2pl.Imp. 
"Read! (2. pl.)" 

In polite and / or official contexts, the form above is further expanded by 
the attachment of -Iz: 
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(183) gid-iniz! 
go -2.pl.Imp. 
"Go! {2.pl. or 2.sg.}" {Polite} 

(184) oku -yunuz! 
read-2pl.Imp. 
"Read! (2.pl. or 2.sg.)" (Polite) 

Note that in these polite forms, the addressee can be plural or singular; 
this is in line with the general use of the second person plural suffixes on 
verbs as a polite form for second person singular as well as plural. 

In addition to second persons, orders can be given to third persons, as 
well. The verbal form for such third person imperatives is shared with a 
defective paradigm {often called the "optative" in traditional 
grammars-see also footnote 10} which consists of non-third person 
forms only {the third person form is obsolete}. The third person suffix is 
-sIn, and the third plural is formed {as in most verbal paradigms, as we 
shall see later} by suffixing the general plural affix -IAr to the third 
singular form. 

(185) Ahmet sinema-ya git- sin! 
Ahmet cinema-Oat. go -3.sg.lmp .. 
"Ahmet shall go to the movies!"; or "Let Ahmet go to the movies!" 

(186) Ahmet kitab-l dolab -a koy- sun! 
Ahmet book-Ace. cupboard-Oat. put -3.sg.Imp. 
"Ahmet shall put the book into the cupboard!"; or "Let Ahmet put the 
book into the cupboard!" 

{Note that the English translations are only approximate.} 

All of the previous imperative examples have verbal predicates, as is the 
case in most imperatives. When an imperative has to be issued with a 
copular predicate, the stem of the auxiliary 01- 'be' has to be used, and 
the appropriate suffixes {if needed} will then be affixed to that verbal 
stem: 

(187) yann sabah erken-den bura-da 01 -unuz! 
tomorrow morning early -Abl. here-Loco be -2 pl.lmp. (polite) 
"Be here tomorrow morning from early on!" 

(188) Ahmet yarln sabah erken-den bura-da 01 -sun! 
Ahmet tomorrow morning early -Abl. here-Loco be -3.sg.Imp. 
"Ahmet should be here tomorrow morning from early on!" 
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1. 1. 1. 3. 1. 2. Degrees of imperative 

The conversational impact of the forms given so far, i.e. of the formal 
imperatives, is rather harsh and impolite in non-official contexts and 
these forms are therefore avoided in general. There are many forms of 
polite requests that are used instead. Tone of voice can also be used to 
differentiate degrees of urgency; however, there are no formal means to 
mark degrees of the imperative. 

1. 1. 1. 3. 2. Negative imperatives 

Imperative forms are negated with the regular means of verbal negation, 
i.e. with the negative suffix -rnA: 

(189) git -me -yin! 
go -Neg. -2pl.Imp. 
"Don't go! (2.pl.)" 

(190) oku -rna -YIn! 
read -Neg. -2pl.Imp. 
"Don't read! (2.pl. )" 

(191) Ahmet sinema -ya git -me -sin! 
Ahmet cinema -Oat. go -Neg. -3.sg.Imp. 
"Ahmet shall not go to the movies!" 

(192) Ahmet kitab -1 dolab -a koy -rna -sm! 
Ahmet book -Acc. cupboard -Oat. put -Neg. -3.sg.Imp. 
"Ahmet shall not put the book into the cupboard!" 

Note that the order between the negation marker and the imperative 
marker is such that the former precedes the latter; in other words, the 
imperative marker {with its person/number markers} is in the slot 
usually occupied by tense and/ or aspect markers (with their respective 
person/number markers), as we shall see later on when discussing 
Turkish morphology. 

In imperative sentences for second person singular order-takers, where, 
as we saw, the verbal root surfaces in its unsuffixed form, the root is 
simply followed by the negative suffix; e.g.: 

(193) git -me! 
go -Neg. 
"0 't , (2 )" on go. .sg. 
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(194) oku -ma! 
read-Neg. 
"Don't read! (2.sg.)" 

1. 1. 1. 3. 2. 1. Person-number combinations for negative imperatives 

As we just saw in the previous examples, negative imperatives can be 
formed for all person-number combinations for which positive 
imperatives are also possible. 

1. 1. 1. 3. 2. 2. Different degrees of negative imperatives 

The same remarks apply as those for positive imperatives (see section 
1. 1. 1. 3. 1. 2.). 

1. 1. 1. 3. 3. Other means of expressing imperatives 

There is also a colloquial imperative form, rarely found in writing, but 
often used in the spoken language. This form is constructed by suffixing 
-sAnA 22 for a non-polite order to second person singular addressee and 
-sAnIzA for a polite 23 order to a second person singular or plural 
addressee as well as for a non-polite order to a second person plural 
addressee: 

(195) slgara -ruz -1 at -mad an once sOn -dill -seni7.e! 
cigarette-2.pl.-Acc. throw-Adv. before go out -Caus.-2 .pl.Imp. 
"Do extinguish your cigarette before throwing it out!" 

Other than their colloquial style, these forms have the property of 
implying that it was necessary to issue the order they express, because a 
contrary action preceded the utterance. For example, in (195), we infer 
that the addressee threw out at least one cigarette without extinguishing 
it. However, in the corresponding "regular" imperative discussed earlier, 
there is no such implication; a contrary action might, but does not have 
to, have preceded the utterance; if it hasn't, the utterance would just 
issue an order in general, for all instances of cigarette-smoking, 
independent of prior behavior. 

In addition to these forms, there are a variety of ways of phrasing 
requests, as will be discussed below in section 1. 1. 1. 5. 

All of the discussed imperative forms can be softened somewhat by 
introducing them with liitfen 'please'. It should be noted, however, that 
the colloquial imperative is rarely introduced by this form. 
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1. 1. 1. 4. Other distinct sentence-types 

There are no other distinct sentence types for simple clauses; complex 
constructions involving subordination and coordination will be 
discussed in the following sections. 

1. 1. 1. 5. Sentence-types used regularly in additional functions 

Questions are often used as requests; the aorist is the tense used in such 
situations: 

(196) smema-ya gel -ir mi-sin? 
cinema-Dat. come-Aor. -Q -2.sg. 
"Would you come to the movies?" 

Such requests can be further softened by using the abilitative: 

(197) smema-ya gel -ebil -ir mi -sin? 
cinema-Dat. come-Abil -Aor. -Q -2.sg. 
"Would you come to the movies?" 
(Literally: "Are you able to come to the movies?") 

Both forms can be introduced by liitfen 'please', thus making them even 
more polite and also emphasizing their character as requests. 

Yet another way of phrasing requests is by using the verbal form rica et 
'request', with an appropriate subordinate clausal form: 

(198) ben -im -Ie sinema-ya gel -me -n -1 rica 
I -Gen.-with cinema-Dat. come -ANom-2.sg.-Acc. request 

ed -er -im 
do-Aor.-1.sg. 

"I would like you to come along to the movies with me" 
(Literally: "I request your coming along to the movies with me") 

These forms can be introduced by liitfen 'please', as welL 

1. 1. 2. Subordination 

1. 1. 2. 1. Markers of subordination 

The most salient markers of subordination in Turkish are various 
"nominalization" markers which, attached to verbal stems, nominalize 
them; details will be discussed in subsequent sections (see, in particular, 
1. 1. 2. 2. 6., 1. 1. 2. 3. and 1. 1. 2. 4.). Suffixes following such 
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nominalization markers will be those appropriate to nominals rather 
than verbals; e.g. nominal person agreement markers rather than verbal 
agreement suffixes; furthermore, Case suffixes, which are otherwise 
never attached to verbals, are also attached to such nominalized verbs. 
As we shall see later in the chapter on morphology (chapter 2), such 
nominalization markers occupy the position that corresponds to that of 
tense in fully finite verbs. Within the main clause, nominalized 
subordinate clauses occupy the position of a corresponding simple noun 
phrase and therefore will, within an unmarked word order pattern, 
always precede the main clause verb, since the basic word order is 
always verb final. 

As mentioned briefly earlier, there is also another subordination pattern 
of very limited use in the modern standard language, borrowed from 
Persian. This pattern is marked by having a finite subordinate clause, 
introduced by the complementizer ki, follow the verb of the main clause: 

(199) isti -yor -urn [ ki yann ben-im -Ie sinema-ya 
want -Pr.Prog.-l.sg. CompI. tomorrow I -Gen.-with cinema-Dat. 

gel -esin ] 
come-2.sg.0pt. 

"I want you to come to the movies with me tomorrow" 
(Literally: "I want that you should come to the movies with me 
tomorrow") 

A third pattern of subordination, limited to verbs of belief, has a 
subordinate clause immediately precede the main verb. The subordinate 
verb in this pattern is typically tensed, but lacks agreement morphology 
with the subordinate subject; that subject typically bears Accusative 
morphology (rather than the Genitive of a subject in a nominalized 
subordinate clause, or the Nominative of a main clause subject): 

(200) herkes [sen - i sinema-ya git-ti ] san -Iyor 
everybody you-Ace. cinema-Dat. go -Past believe-Pr.Prog. 
"Everybody believes you to have gone to the movies" 

There are two subordination patterns that are, in different ways, related 
to this last type of construction. 

The verbs of belief that enter the construction exemplified in (200) as 
well as the quotative verb de also take fully finite subordinate clauses, 
with verbal agreement and a nominative subject, and the subordinate 
clause immediately preceding the verb: 
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(201) herkes [ sen sinema-ya git-ti -n ] san -Iyor 
everybody you(Nom.) cinema-Oat. go -Past -2sg. believe-Pr.Prog. 
"Everybody believes that you to went to the movies" 

It is also possible to regard a similar construction with the main clause 
verb iste 'want' as an instance of the pattern illustrated in (201). The 
syntactic pattern is exactly the same; however, instead of being tensed, 
the subordinated verb will be in the optative: 

(202) herkes [yann ben-im -Ie sinema-ya gel -esin ] 
everybody tomorrow I -Gen.-with cinema-Oat. come-2.sg.0pt. 

isti -yor 
want-Pr.Prog. 

"Everybody wants you to come along to the movies with me 
tomorrow" (Literally: "Everybody wants that you should come along 
to the movies with me tomorrow") 

The second type of construction related to the pattern in (200) is found 
with verbs of sensory perception; the subordinate clause immediately 
precedes the main verb, the embedded subject is in the accusative, and 
the subordinate verb lacks agreement morphology; the array of tenses 
found on the subordinate verb is limited to the aorist (with the 
corresponding non-inflected predicate adjectives and nouns for non
verbal subordinate predicates) and to the "reported past" form with -mI~ 
in its adjectival, past participle function: 

(203) 

(204) 

Ahmet [ sen -i yer -de yat-ar 
Ahmet you-Ace. floor-Loc. lie- ACI'. 

] bul -du 
find-Past 

"Ahmet found you lying on the floor" 

Ahmet [ sen - i \Ok zaytf-Ia -DU~ 
Ahmet you-Ace. very slim -VOeriv -PPart 
"Ahmet found you to have lost a lot of weight" 

] bul-du 
find-Past 

(205) Ahmet [sen-i \Ok zaytf 1 bul -du 
Ahmet you-Ace. very thin find-Past 
"Ahmet found you (to be) very thin" 

Word order is, by and large, the same within subordinated clauses as the 
order found in main clauses. However, while the basic verb-final order 
can be changed easily in main clauses, at least in spoken, colloquial style, 
embedded clauses have to be verb-final, in the sense that subordinated 
constituents cannot follow the verb of their clause, unless they are placed 
at the very end of the main clause: 
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(206) yann ben-im -Ie slnema-ya gel -me -n -i 
tomorrow I -Gen.-with cinema-Dat. come-ANom-2.sg.-Acc. 

isti -yor -urn 
want-Pr.Prog.-1.sg. 

"I want you to come to the movies with me tomorrow" 
(Literally: "I want your coming to the movies with me tomorrow") 

While the word order within the embedded clause is rather free (cf. 
(207)), no subordinate constituent can be placed after the nominalized 
verb and before any following main clause material; if such a 
subordinated constituent has escaped its clause, the only position it can 
go to is the absolute end of the main clause: 

(207) Slnema-ya ben-im -Ie yann gel -me -n -i 
cinema-Dat. I -Gen.-with tomorrow come-ANom-2.sg.-Acc. 

isti -yor -urn 
want-Pr.Prog.-1.sg. 

Translation essentially the same as in (206). 

(208) *ben -im -Ie yann gel -me -n -i 
. 

smema-ya 
I -Gen.-with tomorrow come-ANom-2.sg.-Acc. cinema-Oat. 

isti -yor -urn 
want-Pr.Prog.-1.sg. 

Intended reading: same as in (206). 

(209) ben-im -Ie yann gel -me -n -i 
I -Gen.-with tomorrow come-ANom-2.sg.-Acc. 

isti -yor -urn sinema-ya 
want-Pr.Prog.-1.sg. cinema-Oat. 

Translation essentially the same as in (206). 

Crucially, the corresponding main clause need not be verb final: 

(210) ben-im -Ie yann gel sinema-ya 
I -Gen.-with tomorrow come cinema-Oat. 
"Come to the movies with me tomorrow" 

The relevant generalization must be that the verb has to be the final 
element in the subordinate clause, rather than a prohibition against 
subordinate material "scrambled" amongst main clause constituents. 
This can be seen from the behavior of subordinate coordinate structures. 
In main clause coordinate constructions, where the verbs of two 
conjuncts are identical, either the first or the second occurrence of the 
verb can be "gapped": 

(211) Ahmet uskumru-yu, Mehmet te Istakoz-u pi§ir-di 
Ahmet mackerel-Acc. Mehmet -and lobster -Acc. cook-Past 
"Ahmet cooked the mackerel, and Mehmet the lobster" 
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(212) Ahmet uskumru-yu pi~ir-dL Mehmet te lstakoz-u 
Ahmet mackerel-Ace. cook-Past Mehmet -and lobster -Ace. 
"Ahmet cooked the mackerel, and Mehmet the lobster" 

However, in a corresponding subordinate coordinate structure, the verb 
of the second conjunct (which marks the end of the subordination as a 
whole) cannot be gapped; only the first conjunct can lose its verb: 24 

(213) Ahmed-in uskumru-yu, Mehmed-in de lstakoz-u 
Ahmet-Gen. mackerel-Ace. Mehmet -Gen. -and lobster-Ace. 

pi~ir-dig -in -i duy -du -rn 
cook-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. hear-Past-1.sg. 

"I heard that Ahmet cooked the mackerel, and Mehmet the lobster" 

(214) * Ahmed-in uskumru-yu pi~ir-dig -in -i, Mehmed-in 
Ahmet -Gen. mackerel-Ace. cook-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. Mehmet -Gen. 

de lstakOZ-u duy -du -rn 
-and lobster -Ace. hear-Past-1.sg. 

Intended reading: "I heard that Ahmet cooked the mackerel, and 
Mehmet the lobster" 

After these general remarks, we now turn to specific subordination 
types. 

1. 1. 2. 2. Noun clauses 

We shall take the term "noun clause" to refer to clauses that have the 
same distribution as regular noun phrases, rather than as referring to 
any type of clause with a nominalized verb (e.g. modifier clause in 
relative clauses or adverbial clauses); these latter types will be discussed 
separately (cf. sections 1. 1. 2. 3. and 1. 1.2.4.). 

1. 1. 2. 2. 1. Marking and position of noun clauses 

As mentioned in section 1. 1. 2. 1., noun clauses are marked by 
"nominalization" markers as well as "nominal" agreement and case 
markers. The latter will be those appropriate to the thematic role and 
grammatical relation of the subordinate clause with respect to the verb 
of the main clause and will be the same as the case markers found on 
simple noun phrases in the same position and with the same thematic 
role. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this section on subordination, noun 
clauses occupy the positions appropriate to their grammatical and 
thematic roles; thus, a noun clause which is a subject will be in initial 
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position of the main clause, given that the basic word order is SOY; a 
noun clause which is an object will be between the main subject and 
verb. Thus, compare the following examples, where a noun clause has 
been juxtaposed with a simple noun phrase: 

Subject clause: 

(215) [ Ahmed-in slnema-ya yalruz ba~)lna git-me -si] 
Ahmet -Gen. cinema-Dat. alone go -ANom-3.sg. 

ben -i \ok liz -dii 
I -Ace. very sadden-Past 

"That Ahmet went to the movies by himself made me very sad" 

(216) Ahmet ben-i \Ok liz -dti 
Ahmet I -Acc. very sadden-Past 
"Ahmet made me very sad" 

Object clause: 

(217) Zeynep [ Ahmed-in Slnema -ya yalruz ba~lna 
Zeynep Ahmet -Gen. CInema -Dat. alone 

git-me -sin] -e \Ok uz -ill -dti 
go-ANom-3.sg. -Dat. very sad -Pass. -Past 

"Zeynep was very saddened by Ahmet's going to the movies by 
himself" 

(218) Zeynep bu haber-e \Ok liz -til -dti 
Zeynep this news-Dat. very sad-Pass.-Past 
"Zeynep was very saddened by this news" 

1. 1. 2. 2. 2. Types of noun clauses 

There are basically two types of noun clauses, if we limit ourselves to 
argument clauses: those whose predicate is marked with a suffix which I 
am calling here an "Action Nominal", and those with a predicate which 
is marked with the "Factive Nominal" marker.25 Some representative 
examples follow: 

(219) (ben) [Ahmed-in 61 -dug -tin] -u duy -du -m 
I Ahmet -Gen. die-FNom-3.sg. -Acc. hear-Past-1.sg. 
"I heard that Ahmet died" 

(220) (ben) [Ahmed-in 61 -d fig -tin ] -ti gizli tut -tu -m 
I Ahmet -Gen. die-FNan-3.sg. -Acc. hidden hold-Past-1.sg. 
"I kept it a secret that Ahmet died" 

(221) (ben) [ Ahmed-in 61 -me -sin] -i iste -me -z -di -m 
I Ahmet -Gen. die-ANan-3.sg. -Acc. want-Neg.-Aor.-Past-1.sg. 

"I wouldn't have wanted for Ahmet to die" 
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(222) (ben) [Ahmed-in 01 -me -sin] -den kork-uyor -du -m 
I Ahmet -Gen. die-ANan-3.sg. -Abl. fear -Prog.-Past-l.sg. 
"I was afraid that Ahrnet would die" 

Since the choice of "Factive" versus "Action" morphology is largely 
determined by semantics, verbs enter two groups with respect to choice 
of complement type, depending on their own semantics. The examples 
just given illustrate this grouping. 

Some verbs can, due to their semantics, allow for either type of 
complement; the meaning of the complement will then be different. 
Compare, for example, (222) and (223), which both have the matrix verb 
kork 'to fear, to be afraid of': 

(223) (ben) [Ahmed-in 01 -dug -tin ] -den kork-uyor -du -m 
I Ahmet -Gen. die -FNom-3.sg. -Abl. fear -Prog.-Past-l.sg. 
"I was afraid that Ahrnet had died" 

The complement with the Action Nominal has a variant, the infinitive, 
when the subject of the complement is understood as identical with a 
matrix subject or object (choice of such a "controller" for the understood 
subordinate subject depends on the particular matrix verb). Thus, 
compare (222) with (224), where the matrix verb is the same and the 
subordinate subject is understood as identical to the matrix subject: 

(224) (ben) [ 01 -mek] -ten kork-uyor -du -m 
I die-Info -Abl. fear -Prog.-Past-l.sg. 
"I was afraid to die" 

As an example for a non-subject matrix "controller" of the understood 
subordinate subject, consider (225): 

(225) (ben) Ahmed-i [ka~ -mag] -a zorla-dl-m 
I Ahmet -Ace. flee -Inf. -Oat. force-Past-l.sg. 

"I forced Ahmet to flee" 

Given that the infinitive is a variant of the Action Nominal, it, too, can be 
in variation with the Factive Nominal, depending on the context: 

(226) liitfen [ pencere -yi a~ -mag] -1 unut -rna! 
please window-Acc. open -Inf. -Acc. forget-Neg. 
"Please don't forget to open the window!" 

(227) liitfen [ pencere -yi a~ -bg -In] -1 unut -rna! 
please window-Acc. open-FNom -2.sg. -Acc. forget-Neg. 
"Please don't forget that you opened the window!" 
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1. 1. 2. 2. 3. Marking of indirect statements 

Indirect statements are formed with a variety of (non-quotative) matrix 
verbs of saying and subordinate clauses that are nominalized with the 
Factive Nominal marker (see also section 1. 1. 1. 1.): 

(228) (sen) ban-a [ Ahmed -in 61 -dug -un] 
you I -Dat. Ahmet -Gen. die -FNom -3.sg. 

anlat-ma -dl -n 
tell -Neg.-Past-2.sg. 

"You didn't tell me that Ahmet had died" 

.. -u 
-Acc. 

1. 1. 2. 2. 4. Marking of indirect questions 

Indirect Yes/No questions in Turkish are formed by conjoining the 
positive and negative form of the subordinate predicate, using the verbal 
conjunction marker -(y)Ip (which occupies the tense/ aspect slot in the 
verb and cannot be followed by any agreement marker), and then 
nominalizing that coordinate structure with the Factive Nominal marker: 

(229) (sen) ban-a [Ahmed-in 61 -up 61 -me -dig -in ] -i 
you I -Dat. Ahmet -Gen. die -and die -Neg. -FNom-3.sg. -Acc. 

sor-ma! 
ask-Neg. 

"Don't ask me whether Ahmet has died (or not)" 

It is not possible to use this question to express leading questions of the 
type discussed in section 1. 1. 1. 2. 1. 2., nor is it possible to express 
alternative questions, since the difference between regular Yes/No 
questions and alternative questions is neutralized in this question, given 
that a subordinate alternative question construction is used for both 
options. In order to make such distinctions or to express leadin 
questions, a quotative construction must be used. This is done b sing 
the (originally adverbial) particle diye, derived from the otative verb 
de; in this sense, quotative indirect questions are jusf one example of 
quotative indirect speech (see also section 1. 1. 1. 1., especially examples 
5 and 6): 

Leading question: 

(230) (sen) ban-a [Ahmet 01 -du, degil mi] diye sor-ma! 
you I -Dat. Ahmet die-Past Neg.Cop. -Q "saying" ask-Neg. 
"Don't ask me 'Ahmet has died, hasn't he?' " 
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Alternative question: 

(231) (sen) ban-a [Ahmet 01 -du mu, 01 -me -di mi ] 
you I -Oat. Ahmet die-Past -Q die-Neg.-Past-Q 

diye sor-ma! 
"saying" ask-Neg. 

"Oon't ask me 'Has Ahmet died or hasn't he?' " 

The form of indirect WH-questions is the same as that of corresponding 
direct questions: the questioned constituent is replaced by the 
appropriate WH-element. All the types of constituents that can be 
questioned in this way in direct questions can also be questioned in 
indirect questions, including subordinate subjects: 

(232) Hasan ban-a [kim -in 01 -dug -tin ] -u sor-du 
Hasan I -Oat. who-Gen. die-FNom-3.sg. -Acc. ask-Past 
"Hasan asked me who had died" 

Only factive nominals can be used as subordinate questions; action 
nomina Is are excluded. 

1. 1. 2. 2. 5. Marking of indirect commands 

Indirect commands are marked by nominalizing the command with the 
action nominal form and using an appropriate matrix verb like sOyle 
'tell', emret 'command', etc.: . 

(233) Ahmed-e [ben-i bekle-me -sin] -i soy1e-di-m 
Ahmet -Oat. I -Acc. wait -ANom-3.sg. -Acc. tell -Past-l.sg. 
"I told Ahmet to wait for me (that he should wait for me)" 

Differences in the person-number of the individuals addressed are 
expressed by means of the subordinate agreement marker on the 
nominalized predicate. 

Negative indirect commands are expressed by simply attaching the 
negative marker onto the predicate, after the nominalization morpheme, 
and before the agreement suffix, which is the order of suffixes found in 
all nominalizations: 

(234) Ahmed-e [ ben-i bekle -me -me -sin] -i soy1e-di-m 
Ahmet -Oat. I -Acc. wait -Neg.-ANom-3.sg. -Acc. tell -Past-l.sg. 
"I told Ahmet not to wait for me (that he should notwait for me)" 

Since direct polite commands tend to be expressed in form of questions 
(cf. section 1. 1. 1. 3.), a polite indirect command is formed by a 
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corresponding (Yes / No) indirect question of the form discussed in the 
previous section, or by a quotative construction; e.g. for (233), we could 
have the following polite quotative request: 

(235) Ahmed-e [ ben-i bekle -r mi-sin?] diye sor-du-m 
Ahmet -Dat. I -Acc. wait -Aor. -Q -2.sg. "saying" ask-Past-l.sg. 
"I asked Ahmet 'would you wait for me?' " 

1. 1. 2. 2. 6. Types of clauses and properties of nonfinite clauses 

As discussed earlier, the most typical subordination type involves 
nonfinite (nominalized) clauses. This is true not only of the argument 
clauses that we have seen examples of, but also of modifier clauses in 
relative clause constructions (see section 1. 1. 2. 3. 1.) and of adverbial 
clauses, which might be somewhat closer to gerundive constructions in 
English; e.g. 

(236) [Ahmet ev -e git-meden] once ben kendisi -yle 
Ahmet home-Dat. go -Adv. before I himself-with 
konu~-mah -yIm 
talk -Nec. -l.sg. 

"Before Ahmet goes home (going home) I (will) have to talk to him" 

1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 1. Lost and retained verbal categories in nonfinite 
constructions 

As mentioned earlier, the nominalization markers occupy the 
morphological slot of tense / aspect morphemes of the fully finite verbs; 
therefore, those categories are lost in nonfinite clauses, with one 
exception that we saw above: since there is a special future tense marker 
in factive nominals (and, as we shall see in section 1. 1. 2. 3., in one type 
of adjective (participial) form used in relative clauses), the distinction 
between future / non-future can be made in such clauses. Otherwise, the 
subordinate clause takes on whatever tense/ aspect values the main 
clause has. 

Furthermore, mood cannot be expressed directly in nonfinite clauses, 
either, and various periphrastic ways to express such verbal categories 
have to be used instead. Since moods like the conditional, optative, 
imperative, and debitive are directly expressed as suffixes on the fully 
finite verbs, the loss of those categories is very clear. (For examples of 
suffixes expressing moods in finite verbs, see section 2. 1.3.). 
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1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 2. Means for making the verb nonfinite 

As illustrated in the previous sections, the verb is made nonfinite by 
replacing the tense / aspect and mood markers of the fully finite verb by 
a variety of nominalizing markers. The nonfinite forms used in argument 
clauses and some type of clauses t_hat have modifier or adverbial status 
have such a marker as their word-final suffix; the two nominal forms 
that we have seen for argument clauses (with the exception of the 
infinitive marker) and one type of participial marker used in relative 
clauses are further suffixed by agreement morphemes, marking the 
nominalized verb for agreement in person and number with the subject. 
These agreement markers are different from corresponding forms used 
with fully finite verbs, however; agreement suffixes used with nonfinite 
verbs come from a "nominal" paradigm and are also used in possessive 
noun phrases of the sort 'John's book', to mark the head noun for 
agreement with the possessor (which can, in a sense, be regarded as the 
subject of the possessive noun phrase). Note also that the subject of a 
fully finite clause is in the nominative case, while the subject of a 
nonfinite clause (insofar as there is such a subject) is marked with the 
genitive suffix. 

1.1.2.2.6.3. Arguments that may be omitted in nonfinite clauses 

In the type of nonfinite clause illustrated earlier, all the arguments are 
retained. As mentioned earlier, Turkish allows for rather free, discourse
conditioned omission or arguments, and, in this respect, subordinate 
clauses are not different from main clauses. ,Furthermore, Turkish is a so
called "Pro-Drop" language; i.e. the pronominal subjects of its finite 
clauses can be omitted rather freely, probably due to its rich agreement 
system. In this respect, nominalized clauses behave like fully finite 
clauses, which is not surprising, given that such nonfinite clauses have 
their own, rich, agreement system. 

Infinitivals obligatorily omit their subjects. Some adverbial gerundive 
forms share this property; however, most such gerundive clauses do 
allow for subjects but also do allow for their omission. Examples for each 
type are given below: 

Obligatory omission of subject: 

(237) Ahrnet [<;ok <;ah~ -a rak ] hedef-in -e ula~-h 
Ahmet very work-Adv. aim -3.sg.-Dat. reach -Past 
"Ahmet attained his goal by working a lot" 
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The adverbial clause cannot contain an overt subject: 

(238) *[ Ahmet ~ok ~ah~- arak ] Zeynep hedef-in -e ula~ -h 
Ahmet very work-Adv. Zeynep aim -3.sg.-0at. reach-Past 

Intended reading: "Zeynep reached her goal while/because Ahmet 
worked a lot" 

Optional omission of subject: 

(239) [Ahmet ev -e don -unce] Zeynep okul -a gid-ebil -di 
Ahmet home-Oat. return-Adv. Zeynep school-Oat. go -Abil.-Past 

"When Ahmet returned home, Zeynep was able to go to school" 

(240) Ahmet [ev -e don -iince] hemen yemeg-in-i 
Ahmet home-Dat. return-Adv. immediately food -3.sg.-Acc. 

ye -di 
eat-Past 

"When Ahmet returned home, he immediately ate his food" 

1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 4. Changes in the arguments 

As mentioned earlier, the retained subjects of nominalized clauses are in 
the genitive case in general. However, in some of the adverbial 
gerundives shown in the previous section, the retained subject can be in 
the Nominative, as seen in (239). 

Other than this change in the case on the subject, all arguments are 
retained in nonfinite clauses without change. 

1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 5. Inserted morphological material 

Other than the Genitive case and the nominalization morphemes 
themselves, no morphological material is inserted into nonfinite clauses. 
In this respect, Turkish differs from languages like English, where 
prepositions like of (as in: the conquest of Rome) are inserted before 
arguments, especially before direct objects. In Turkish, the original case 
markers on the arguments found in finite clauses are retained in the 
corresponding nonfinite clauses; this is true even for the Accusative case; 
e.g. 

(241) [ Ahmed -m Mehmed -i oldiir -me -sin] -den 
Ahmet -Gen. Mehmet -Acc. kill -ANom .-3.sg. -Abl. 

kork -uyor -urn 
fear -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I am afraid that Ahmet might / will kill Mehmet" 
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1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 6. Adverbials in nonfinite clauses 

Adverbials can be present in nonfinite clauses and are not changed into 
adjectives or any other category; consider the following corresponding 
finite / nonfinite pairs, where the adverbs are retained unchanged: 

(242) Ahmet ¢Jucak okul -a dogru yfui.i -yor -du 
Ahmet veryfast school -Dat. towards walk -Prog. -Past 
"Ahmet was walking very fast towards school" 

(243) [ Ahmed -in ~abucak okul -a dogru 
Ahmet -Gen. very fast school -Dat. towards 

yiirii -dug -tin] -u ban -a sen anlat -h -n 
walk -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. I -Dat. you tell -Past -2.sg. 

"Y ou told me that Ahmet was walking very fast towards school" 

(244) Ahmet biitiin ~ -ler -in -i yav~~a yap -ar 
Ahmet all task -pI. -3.sg. -Ace. slowly do -Aor. 
"Ahmet does all his work slowly" 

(245) [Ahmed -in biitiin ~ -ler -m -1 

Ahmet -Gen. all task -pI. -3.sg. -Ace. 
yap -hg -m] -1 duy -du -m 
do -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that Ahmet does all his work slowly" 

yav~~a 

slowly 

The adverbs used in these examples were chosen because they are 
formally, overtly, adverbs rather than adjectives or nouns that are used 
as adverbs (of which Turkish has a large number, in finite as well as 
nonfinite clauses); therefore, the point that adverbs do not change their 
shape in nonfinite clauses could be made more convincingly using such 
formally explicit adverbs. This is true for manner adverbials as well as 
adverbs of time and place. 

1. 1. 2. 3. Adjective clauses (relative clauses) 

1. 1. 2. 3. 1. Marking of adjective clauses 

The native relative clause construction has a modifier clause that 
immediately precedes the head noun; this modifier clause ends in a 
participial form, with a choice between two basic suffixes. The choice 
between these two participle suffixes has been the topic of some 
traditional as well as early generative work on Turkish grammar. The 
suffixes in question are -An and -DIK, the latter followed by Agreement 
morphology in Modern Standard Turkish. These suffixes are the 
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rightmost element of the modifier clause (since Turkish has SOY word 
order): 

(246) [ 0i okul -a gid -en ] adami 
o school -Dat. go -SbjP man 

"the man who goes/went to school" 

(247) [ adam -m 0i git -tig -i ] okul i 
man -Gen. 0 go -ObjP -3.sg. school 

"the school that the man goes/went to" 

An important article where an attempt has been made to determine the 
choice between the suffixes in question is Underhill (1972); the 
observations reported there, together with a few additional ones, form 
the basis of the account in Hankamer and Knecht (1976)-the most 
exhaustive study of this topic so far. The facts are as follows: 

"Subject Relativization" with-An 

"Target of relativization" is the subject of the modifying clause: 

(248) [ 0i bahg -1 yi -yen] ad ami 
o fish -Acc. eat -SbjP man 

"the man who eats / ate the fish" 

"Target of relativization" is the possessor of a "possessive NP" which is 
the subject of the modifying clause: 

(249) [[ 0i ogl -u ] bahg -1 yi -yen] adami 
o son -3.sg. fish -Acc. eat -SbjP man 

"the man whose son eats / ate the fish" 

"Target of relativization" is a constituent of a Sentential Subject: 

Subject of a Sentential Subject: 
, 

(250) [[ 0i bahg-I ye -me -si] biz -i ~a~)1rt -an] ad ami 
o fish -Acc. eat-ANom -3.sg. we -Ace. surprise-SbjP man 

"the man whose eating the fish surprised us" 

"Target of relativization" is the object of a Sentential Subject: 

(251) [[ adam-In 0j ye -me -si] biz-i ~a~Irt -an] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 eat-ANom -3.sg. we-Acc. surprise-SbjP fish 

"the fish that the man's eating (it) surprised us" 
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"Target of relativization" is the (oblique) object of an "Impersonal 
Passive": 

(252) a [0i Ankara otobiis-iin -e bin -il -en] duraki 
o Ankara bus -CmpM-Oat. board-Pass. -SbjP stop 

"the stop where the Ankara bus is boarded" 

(252) b. [ 0i bu durak -tan bin -il -en] otobiis i 
o this stop -Abi. board-Pass. -SbjP bus 

"the bus which is boarded from this stop" 

"Target of relativization" is the object of a clause with a non-specific 
subject: 

(253) [ 0i keQ. -ler gir -en ] bahC;ei 
o goat -pI. enter -SbjP garden 

"the garden which goats entered" 

"Target of relativization" is the possessor of a "possessive NP" which is 
an object of a clause with a non-specific subject: 

(254) [[ 0i ic; -in -e ] keQ. -ler gir -en ] bahC;ei 
o inside -3.sg. -Oat. goat -pI. enter -SbjP garden 

"the garden into which,goats entered" 

In all other circumstances and contexts, the combination of -DIK and 
Agreement marking is used, whereby the Agreement encodes the 
features of person and number of the subject of its clause. We have seen 
one example of its usage in (247), where the target of relativization was a 
directional object; an additional example is given in (255)a: 

(255) a [adam -m 0i ye -dig -i ] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 eat -ObjP -3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man eats / ate" 

"Target of relativization" is the subject of a Sentential Object: 

(256) [ (ben -im ) [adam -m 0i ye -dig -in 
I -Gen. man -Gen. 0 eat -FNom -3.sg. 
san -dIg -1m ] bahk i 
believe -ObjP -1.sg. fish 

"the fish that I believe the man eats / ate" 

-1 ] 

-Acc. 

"Target of relativization" is the possessor of a "possessive NP" which is a 
non-subject: 

(257) [(ben-im) [ 0i ogl -un -a ] bahk ver -dig -im] adami 
I -Gen. 0 son-3.sg.-0at. fish give -DbjP -1.sg. man 

"the man who I gave fish to his son" 
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Descriptively speaking, the "-DIK strategy" is "the elsewhere case". The 
"-An strategy" is chosen in the following instances: 

A. When the target of relativization is a subject or part of a larger 
subject; 
B. When the target of relativization is a non-subject in a construction 
where there is no surface subject bearing a thematic role; this situation is 
found with impersonal passives, with existentials, and whenever the 
subject is non-specific and has to remain to the immediate left of the verb 
rather than in its regular, sentence-initial position. 

There is also a borrowed pattern for relative clauses, with the modifier 
clause following the head noun. This is a pattern borrowed from Persian; 
this type of relative clause construction employs the general borrowed 
pattern for subordinated clauses (cf. 1. 1. 2. 1.). The modifier clause is 
fully finite and is introduced by the complementizer ki; e.g. 

(258) bir adam [ ki <;ocuk-Iar-In -I sev -me -z ] yalruz 
a man that child -pl.-3.sg.-Acc. love -Neg.-Aor. alone 

ya~a-mah-dlr 
live -Neg.-Ep.Cop. 

"A man who does not love his children must live alone" 

While the borrowed subordination pattern with the complementizer and 
the fully finite subordinate clause is still used, if much less rarely than 
before the language reform, this pattern has fallen into disuse for relative 
clause usage. 

A third type of relative clause construction (and one which is rarely, if at 
all, discussed under that heading) is a kind of correlative construction. 
From a semantic point of view, it is akin to free relatives (as illustrated 
by the English translation of the example below). From a structural point 
of view, one of its peculiarities is that its head noun is not a full lexical 
nominal, but rather a pronoun: 

(259) ben [Chomsky ne yaz -ar -sa ] on -u oku -r -urn 
I Chomsky what write-Aor.-Cond. that -Acc. read-Aor.-l.sg. 
"I read that which Chomsky writes" 

Two additional properties of this construction are: 1. the Conditional 
morpheme on the embedded clause, and 2. the fact that the constituent 
in the modifying clause that is semantically linked to the head is a WH
element. Further, the verb of the modifying clause is fully finite, i.e. it 
exhibits the full array of tenses, as opposed to the more general native 
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relative clause pattern, where we have nominalization markers instead 
of . tenses, as discussed above. Nevertheless, there is a shared property 
between these two constructions: the head follows the modifying clause. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 2. Restrictive versus nonrestrictive relative clauses 

There is no formal distinction between restrictive and nonrestrictive 
relative clauses in Turkish. The general, right-headed pattern with the 
nominalized subordinate clause can have either function. 

It should be noted that the borrowed, left-headed pattern with the finite 
clause and the complementizer is used somewhat more often a.s a 
nonrestrictive relative clause, compared to its lack of use as a restrictive 
relative clause. This might be due to the fact that as a nonrestrictive 
relative clause, this kind of subordinate construction can function as a 
parenthetical (and hence as a general type of subordination), while this 
function is ruled out for a restrictive relative clause. 

The right-headed, correlative construction has only restrictive meaning. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 3. Position of the head noun 

In the native patterns, the head always follows the modifier clause, while 
in the borrowed pattern, the head noun always precedes the clause. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 4. The element in the relative clause corresponding to the 
head noun 

1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 1-2. Preserved or replaced 

In the most productive pattern, the relativized element is never 
preserved in full; in very complex relative clauses, it can be replaced by 
an inflected form of a pronoun which serves elsewhere in the language 
as a (long-distance) reflexive pronoun; e.g. 

(260) ?[ [0i kendisin -G sev -en ] kadmi intihar ed -en ] adamj 
o him(self) -Ace. love-S bjP woman suicide do-S bjP man 

"the man who the woman who loves (him) committed suicide" 

While a regular personal pronoun can also have this "logophoric" or 
"resumptive" function, it is less felicitous than the long-distance 
reflexive. 
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In "simple" relative clauses of this productive pattern, there is always a 
gap in the position of the relativized element, as we saw previously. 

In the left-headed pattern, when the relativized constituent is a subject in 
its own, i.e. the modifying, clause it is omitted. This is illustrated by 
example (258) above. If the relativized constituent is a non-subject, it is 
replaced by a pronoun-again, with the long-distance reflexive preferred 
over the regular personal pronoun: 

(261) [bir \ocukj [ ki [ baba -SI kendian-ij sev -me -z ] ] ] 
a child that father-3.sg. him(self) -Acc. love-Neg.-Aor. 
katil 01 -ur 
murderer become -Aor. 

"A child whose father does not love him becomes a murderer" 

Finally, in the "correlative" construction with the pronominal head, the 
relativized constituent in the subordinate clause must be replaced by an 
interrogative element. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 3. 0 eleted 

In the most general case, the relativized element is deleted, as seen in the 
examples of the previous subsections of 1. 1.2.3. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 5. Movement of relative pronoun 

If there is a relative pronoun (rather than a gap), it tends to stay in its 
original position. If it moves, it does so according to the same criteria 
that determine movement of any constituent in discourse, since Turkish 
is very word-order free; in other words, there is no special type of 
movement, limited to relative clauses. In the correlative construction, the 
interrogative element obeys the constraint placed on these elements in 
all contexts, namely that their preferred position is immediately pre
verbal. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 6. Headless relative clauses 

Turkish does have headless relative clauses, which basically consist of 
the modifier clause without the head noun; thus, corresponding to the 
headed (255)a, repeated here for the convenience of the reader, we have 
the corresponding (255)b as a headless relative clause (0 indicates the 
head position which is not filled with lexical material): 



(255) a. [adam-In 0i ye -dig -i ] bahki 
man -Gen. {O eat-ObjP-3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man eats / ate" 

(255) b. [adam-In {Oi ye -dig -i ] 0i 
man -Gen. {O eat-ObjP-3.sg. 0 

"what the man eats / ate" 
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(255)c illustrates the usage of a headless relative clause in a sentence: 

(255) e. [adam-m ye -dig -in ] -i al -di -m 
man -Gen. eat-ObjP-3.sg. -Ace. take-Past-l.sg. 

"I took what the man eats / ate" 

The basic structure of headless relative clauses is the same for the 
general pattern as well as for the correlative construction, as illustrated 
by the examples in the next subsection. However, the left-headed 
construction must have an overt head and is otherwise ungrammatical. 
The meaning of a free relative can be obtained with this construction by 
replacing the head with a quantified interrogative element: 

(262) [ her kimi [ ki [baba -SI kendifin -4 sev -me -z ] ] ] 
each who that father-3.sg. him(seIf) -Ace. love-Neg.-Aor. 

katil 01 -UI 

murderer become-Aor. 
"Whoever whose father does not love him becomes a murderer" 
(i.e. "Whoever is not loved by his father becomes a murderer") 

This pattern seems to be limited to heads that have the feature 
[+human]. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 6. 1. Special marking of headless relatives 

Headless relative clauses are not marked in any special way; either type 
of participial morphology found in the general, nominalized pattern of 
headed relative clauses can be found as headless relatives, as well: 

(263) [ adam-In {Oi ye -dik -ler-ii ] 
man -Gen. {O eat -DbjP -pl.-3.sg. 

"those (things) which the man eats / ate" 

(264) [ {O i para -yl ver -en i ] 
{O money-Ace. give-SbjP 

"( the person) who gave the money" 

When the -DIK-type of participial form (i.e. the ObjP) needs to be used, it 
is preferred to use it with a plural morpheme (whenever appropriate) in 
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headless relative clauses. The reason is probably because -DIK is also the 
general factive nominalization morpheme, and when it is used without 
the plural marker the distinction between a headless relative clause and 
a regular subordinate factive clause is neutralized, leading to confusion 
and unclarity. The attachment of the plural marker reveals the nominal 
nature of the relative clause. 

Headless relative clauses marked with the -AN-type of participial form 
(i.e. the SbjP) are less restricted, since this participial form is limited to 
relative clauses and therefore cannot be confounded with any other 
marker. 

As for the correlative construction, the pronominal head can be omitted, 
and the semantics of free relatives are thus obtained: 

(265) ben [ Chomsky ne yaz -ar -sa ] oku -r -urn. 
I Chomsky what write-Aor.-Cond. read-Aor.-l.sg. 
"I read whatever Chomsky writes" 

1. 1. 2. 3. 7. Elements that can be relativized 

Almost all elements can be relativized; going back to section 1 1 1 2 2 1, 
all elements that were shown to be questioned there can be deleted when 
entering a relative clause construction. Objects of postpositions that do 
not carry agreement provide a counterexample to this generalization; 
e.g.: 

(266) Ahmet [ okul -a dogru] git-ti 
Ahmet school-Dat. towams go-Past 
"Ahmet went towards the school" 

(267) *[ Ahmed-in [0i dogru ] git- tig -i ] okul i 
Ahmet -Gen. 0 towards go -ObjP-3.sg. school 

"the school which Ahmet went towards" 

Two more contexts preclude relativization: relativization out of a relative 
clause (unless the "gap" left behind is identified by an agreement 
marker), and relativization out of a sentential subject, if that sentential 
subject is an infinitive. 

Relativization out of a relative clause: 

(268) *[ [0i 0j sev -en ] kadm i intihar ed-en ] adamj 
o 0 love-SbjP woman suicide do-SbjP man 

Intended reading: "the man who the woman who loves (him) 
committed suicide" . 
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This type of ungrammatical relative clause provides the context for 
replacement of the relativized element with a reflexive pronoun, as we 
saw in 1. 1. 2. 3. 4. 2. Note that here, the most deeply embedded clause 
has a participial form without agreement. 

Relativization out of an infinitival sentential subject: 

(269) *[ [0i ytiz -mek ] giizel ol-an ] denizi 
o swim- Inf. nice be-S bjP sea 

Intended reading: "the sea which it is nice to swim in" 

1.1.2.3.8. Other elements moved with the relativized element 

Since there is no movement found in relative clauses that is confined to, 
or typical for, this construction, there are also no elements that are 
moved along with the relativized element; in general, when part of a 
constituent moves for discourse reasons, the remainder of the 
constituent moves, as well; however, this is nothing special to relative 
clauses and relativized elements. 

1. 1. 2. 3. 9. Nonfinite relative clauses 

As discussed in 1. 1. 2. 3. I., the most general native pattern of Turkish 
relative clauses involves nonfinite, participial modifier clauses that are 
marked with two different kinds of participial suffixes. 

It should be noted that there is no special order in such participial 
clauses. The modifier clause cannot be separated from the head noun of 
the relative clause construction; however, within the modifier clause 
itself, word order is as free as in any other kind of clause. The arguments 
that are retained are not changed at all. The relativized element which, as 
stated earlier, is mostly deleted, is deleted along with its case suffix. No 
morphological material (e.g. postpositions, new cases etc.) is inserted 
into the nominalized modifier clause. Since the participial suffix occupies 
the morphological slot of the tense in the corresponding finite verb, the 
tense of such participial clauses is neutralized and is interpreted as non
future, without any further differentiation. In order to express finer 
distinctions, periphrastic constructions with auxiliaries and / or adverbs 
are used; e.g. one example we saw earlier, namely: 

(270) [ adam-In 0i ye -dig -i ] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 eat -ObjP -3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man eats / ate" 
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can be interpreted either as present or past. In order to emphasize the 
present tense, an appropriate adverb would have to be added: 

(271) [ adam-In 0i ~u an -da ye -dig -i ] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 this moment -Loc. eat -ObjP -3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man is eating at this moment" 

If the past tense needs to be emphasized, either an appropriate adverb 
expressing the past will be used, or a periphrastic construction 
expressing perfective aspect will be employed, or both: 

(272) [adam -m 0i g~en gUn ye -dig -i ] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 past day eat-ObjP-3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man ate the other day" 

(273) [adam -m 0i ye -~ ol-dug -u ] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 eat-PPart be-ObjP-3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man has eaten" 

Note that the past participle expresses perfective aspect. 

Exactly the same means can be used by the -An-strategy. 

In order to express future tense, the two "relativization strategies" with 
respect to participle choice employ different means. 

The "-ObjP-strategy" replaces the suffix -DIK with the future tense 
marker -AcAk: 

(274) [ adam-In 0i yi -yeceg -i ] bahki 
man -Gen. 0 eat-Fut.ObjP-3.sg. fish 

"the fish that the man will eat" 

The "-An-strategy" employs a periphrastic construction with the 
auxiliary 01 'be, become', to which the -An is attached; the main verb 
surfaces with the future tense marker: 

(275) [ 0 i bahg-I yi -yecek 01- an ] adami 
o fish -Ace. eat-Fut. be-SbjP man 

"the man who will be eating the fish" 

1. 1. 2. 4. Adverb clauses 

The term 'adverb clause' in this work will be taken to mean "a 
subordinate clause that functions in the same wayan adverb or 
adverbial phrase does in a simple sentence". Therefore, many of the 
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examples presented in this section would, from a strictly categorial point 
of view, be classified as nominalized clauses that are (in most, but not all, 
instances) the complements of a variety of postpositions. They are 
discussed under the present heading from a functionalistic point of view. 
Furthermore, there also are subordinate clauses that are marked with 
suffixes reserved for adverbial use. The predicates of such clauses are 
referred to by a variety of labels in different works; e.g. Lewis (1975) calls 
these "gerunds". Traditional Turkological works call these forms 
"converbs". Given the large number of adverbial clause types, only the 
most widely used ones will be listed. 

1. 1. 2. 4. 1. Marking of adverbial clauses and their position relative to 
the superordinate clause 

Most adverbial clauses are marked for nominalization in ways that are, 
by and large, similar to the nominalization properties of subordinate 
complement clauses. The two main nominalization strategies, namely 
that of marking the verb of the subordinate clause with either -DIK (the 
factive nominal) or with -rnA (the action nominal) are found here, too: 

(276) [ [Margaret Thatcher istifa et -tig -i ] i9n ] 
Margaret Thatcher resignation do-FNom-3.sg. because 
fuill -chi -k 
sadden-Past-I. pI. 

"We were saddened because Margaret Thatcher stepped down" 

(277) [ [mtidtir -tin tatil -e ~Ik-ma -sm] -dan sonra] ofis 
director-Gen. vacation-Dat. go -ANom-3.sg. -Abl. after office 

kapan-dl 
close -Past 

"After the director went on vacation, the office closed" 

Note that the nominalized subordinate clauses precede the postposition, 
as expected, and that they bear the case marking selected by the 
respective postposition elsewhere: 

(278) bu kitab-l [Ahmet i9n ] al -dl -ill 

this book-Ace. Ahmet for buy-Past-I.sg. 
"I bought this book for Ahmet" 

(279) [ ara -dan sonra ] ev -e don -dti-k 
intermission-Abl. after home-Dat. return-Past-1.pI. 

"After the intermission, we returned home" 

The postposition iQn 'for' (which, just like its English counterpart, can 
also be used in the sense of 'because') does not assign any (overt) case. 
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This is true both when it governs a simple noun phrase, as in (278), or a 
(nominalized) clause, as in (276). Similarly, the postposition sonra 'after' 
assigns the ablative both when it governs a simple noun phrase, as in 
(279), and when its complement is a (nominalized) clause, as in (277). 

Further, these nominalized clauses bear the same nominalization 
morphemes that we saw earlier in subordinate complement clauses, 
namely, -DIK (the factive nominal) and -rnA (the action nominal), either 
one of which appears in the slot of the tense morpheme of a fully finite 
verb. The Genitive marking of the subject in a subordinate clause is also 
exhibited by these adverbial clauses; however, while this is a consistent 
property of adverbial clauses with -rnA, it shows up only rarely on 
adverbial clauses with -DIK. As illustrated in (276), in most of those 
latter instances, the subject of a subordinate adverbial clause with -DIK 
has no overt case marking, thus differing both from adverbial clauses 
with -rnA and from nominalized clauses (irrespective of the morphology 
they bear) which are complements of verbs (rather than of 
postpositions ). 

In some instances, the nominalized adverbial clause can be marked by 
just a case marker, without a postposition. In these instances, the case 
marker functions as a constant, inherent cue as to the nature of the 
adverbial clause (e.g. "cause", "comparative" etc.) and is not assigned by 
the verb of the superordinate clause (as it would be in subordinate 
complement clauses): 

(280) [ [ miidiir tati! -e <;Ik-hg -m ] -dan] of is kapah 
director vacation-Oat. go -FNom-3.sg. -Abl. office closed 

"Because the director went on vacation, the office is closed" 

The gerundive adverbial clause modifies the predicate of the main clause 
directly, without the intermediary of a postposition or of some other 
category: 

(281) [ [ miidiir tatil -e <;Ik- mea] of is -i kapa -dl -k 
director vacation-Oat. go -Ger. office-Ace. close-Past-1.pl. 

"When the director went on vacation, we closed the office" 

In an unmarked word order, all types of adverbial clauses are placed at 
the beginning of the main sentence. However, given the general 
flexibility of word order in Turkish, the adverbial clause can surface in 
any position, even post-verbally. In these gerundive adverbial clauses, 
the subject does not bear any case marking, as illustrated in example 
(281). In most instances, however, gerundive adverbial clauses have no 
overt subject. 
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1. 1. 2. 4. 2. Specific clause types 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 1. Time 

The most general way of expressing time specifications by means of a 
subordinate clause is by using the noun zaman 'time' in the manner of a 
postposition, following the subordinate clause nominalized with -DIK: 

(282) [ [ mtidfu tatil -e 9k-ng -1 ] zaman] of is 
director vacation-Oat. go -FNom-3.sg. time office 
kapa -n -Ir 
close-Refl.-Aor. 

"When the director goes on vacation, the office closes" 

Note that, in line with the general characterization of adverbial clauses in 
the previous section, the subject of the subordinate clause does not carry 
any overt case marking. 

Another productive way of forming time expressions by means of 
adverbially used subordinate clauses is simply to form relative clauses, 
headed by a variety of time expressions like gUn 'day', gece 'night', sabah 
'morning', etc. For example: 

(283) [ [mtidtir -tin tatil -e <;Ik-hg -1 ] gece] 
director-Gen. vacation-Oat. go -FNom-3.sg. night 

of is yan -di 
office burn-Past 

"The night the director went on vacation, the office burned down" 

Note that here, the subject of the subordinate clause does exhibit 
Genitive marking, as is usual with regular relative clauses. It should be 
noted, however, that this distinction between genuine adverbial clauses 
and relative clauses used in the same function is not a black-or-white 
one; many native speakers use the two constructions in free variation in 
this particular function. The suffix -DIK expresses both present and past; 
the difference can only be deduced from the context. The future is 
expressed by the corresponding factive nominalizer - (y)AcAK 

Other adverbials include subordinate clauses headed by sonra 'after', 
once and evvel 'before', and beri'since': 

(284) [ [mtidtir tatil -e <;Ik-hk ] -tan sonra] of is yan -di 
director vacation-Oat. go -FNom -Abl. after office burn-Past 

"After the director went on vacation, the office burned down" 
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(285) [ [miidfu tatil -e \lk-ma] -dan once/ evvel] ev -in -i 
director vacation-Dat. go -Neg. -Abl. before home-3.sg.-Acc. 
ara -dl -m 
seek-Past-l.sg. 

"Before the director went on vacation, I called his home" 

(286) [ [ miidfu tatil -e \tk-hk ] -tan beri] of is kapah 
director vacation-Dat. go -FNom -Abl. since office closed 

"The office has been closed (ever) since the director went on vacation" 

Note that there is no agreement morpheme on either one of the last three 
examples. For the factive nominalizer -DIK (cf. 284 and 286), this is 
unusual, since this morpheme is otherwise always followed by 
agreement. 

The subordinate clause illustrated in (285) is unusual in its entirety. Not 
only does it lack agreement, it exhibits an unusual morpheme on its 
predicate: the negative morpheme -rnA (which, however, does not 
negate the predicate semantically in this usage). This is not the 
nominalization marker -rnA, which looks, at first glance, identical. This 
can be seen by the fact that the word accent in examples like (285) 
immediately precedes -rnA, as it always does before the negative 
marker. As we shall see in the phonology and morphology chapters of 
this book, word accent in Turkish falls, in general, on the last syllable of 
the word. However, morphemes which are exceptional in this regard not 
only cannot be stressed when they are word-final, but they also are 
"opaque", in the sense that they block stress from being assigned in the 
regular fashion when they are in non-final position in the word, as in 
(285). Word accent then falls on the immediately preceding syllable, as is 
the case here. The regular nominalization marker -rnA, in contrast, is 
regular in this respect. Note also that in (284), the subject of the 
subordinate clause is not marked with the Genitive, something which is 
an exceptionless property of nominalized -rnA-clauses in general. Thus, 
the construction illustrated in (285) lacks two of the salient properties 
exhibited by nominalized clauses: nominal agreement marker on the 
predicate, and Genitive marker of the subject. However, it does bear the 
third typical property of nominals: the subordinate clause carries a case 
marker. 

It should be pointed out that examples like (284) and (286), i.e. the 
adverbial clauses selected by beri 'since', once and evvel 'before', and 
sonra 'after' also have alternatives of the regular sort: 
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(287) [ [ mudiir -un tatil -e ~Ik-ma -SIn ] -dan soma/once] 
director-Gen. vacation-Dat. go -ANom-3.sg. -Abl. after/before 
ofis yan -di 
office bum-Past 

"After I before the director went on vacation, the office burned down" 

(288) [ [ mudiir tatil -e ~Ik-hg -In] -dan beri] ofis 
director vacation-Dat. go -FNom-3.sg. -Abl. since office 
kapah 
closed 

"The office has been closed (ever) since the director went on vacation" 

What is unusual here is (287): instead of the factive -DIK, we have here 
-mAo No explanation will be offered here for this surprising alternation. 

The adverbial construction with once / evvel 'before' also offers the 
alternative of simply dropping the postposition, leaving the ablative
marked adverbial clause by itself; note also that the factive -DIK is 
replaced by the negation marker -rnA (and not the action nominal -rnA, 
which we can tell by the exceptional, preceding stress): 

(289) [ [ mudiir tatil -e <;ik- rna ] -dan ] ev -in -i 
director vacation-Dat. go -N ego -Abl. home-3.sg.-Acc. 
ara -di -m 
seek-Past-l.sg. 

"Before the director went on vacation, I called his home" 

A few further types of adverbial clauses that are not complements of 
postpositions follow: 

• A compound form, consisting of the singular aorist of a verb, 
immediately followed by the negated form of the same verb, with the 
meaning of as soon as: 

(290) a [mudiir gid-er git-me -z ] memur -lar 
director go -Aor. go-Neg.-Neg.Aor. employee-pI. 
~ -lerin -i blrak -h -lar 
work-3.pI. -Ace. leave-Past-3.pI. 

"As soon as the director left, the employees left their work" 

Note that this form is not inflected for subject agreement and thus does 
not alternate with changing values of person and number features for 
subjects: 
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(290) b. [ ben gid -er git -me -z ] memur -lar 
I go -Aor. go -Neg. -Neg.Aor. employee -pI. 
~ -lerin -i brrak -h -lar 
work -3.pI. -Ace. leave -Past -3.pI. 

"As soon as I left, the employees left their work" 

• The suffix -dlk~A, which means as or as long as when used with 
verbs denoting continuous action: 

(291) [ burs -un devam et -tik~e] yoksulluk 
fellowship -2.sg. continue -as poverty 
<;ek -me -z -sin 
suffer -Neg. -Neg.Aor. -2.sg. 

"You won't suffer poverty, as long as your fellowship continues" 

The same suffix, used with verbs denoting repeated action, means 
whenever: 

(292) [ Ankara -ya don -diik~ ] her taraf -m -1 

Ankara -Dat. return -whenever each side -3.sg. -Ace. 
degi~ -mi~ bul -ur -urn 
change -Past find -Aor. -l.sg. 

"Whenever I return to Ankara, I find it completely changed" 

• The suffix -(y)ken means while and is a cliticized form of the 
unbound morpheme iken, with the same semantics; the cliticized version 
is preferred in contemporary Turkish; this morpheme attaches to verbs 
as well as to predicate adjectives and nominals: 

(293) [mtidfu tatil -de -yken ] of is -i ara -ma -dl -in 

director vacation -Loc.-while office-Ace. seek-Neg.-Past-1.sg. 
"While the director was on vacation, I did not call the office" 

• Finally, as an essentially direct translation of the English when, 
Turkish has the suffix -(y)IncA, which is attached to verbal stems. As is 
also true for the last two forms, this suffix replaces tense and aspect 
markers, and, just like the previous three forms, cannot occur with 
agreement: 

(294) [mtidfu lben tatil -e Qk -lnca ] herkes 
director II vacation -Dat. go -when everybody 
ev -in -e git-ti 
home -3.sg. -Dat. go -Past 

"When the director I I went on vacation, everybody went home" 

This same type of adverbial clause, when it occurs as the complement of 
kadar 'as much as' and marked with the Dative, means until: 
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(295) [ [ben tatil -e <;tk-lnca -ya] kadar] kimse 
I vacation-Dat. go -when-Dat. until nobody 
ev -in -e git-me -di 
home-3.sg.-Dat. go -Neg. -Past 

"Nobody went home until I went on vacation" 

1. 1.2.4.2.2. ~er 

The suffix most used to denote manner is -(y)ArAk: 

(296) ben [ etraf -un -a bak -arak ] yiir -iiI -Urn 
I around-l.sg.-Dat. look -MAdv. walk-Aor.-l.sg. 
"I walk, looking around (myself)" 

The negation of this form is -mAdAn, which is a combination of the 
negative suffix -rnA and the ablative -dAn: 

(297) ben [etraf -1m -a bak -madan ] yiir -iir -tim 
I around -l.sg.-Dat. look -without walk-Aor.-l.sg. 
"I walk without looking around (myself)" 

This formation has the same shape as the time adverbial meaning before, 
exemplified in (289). 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 3. Purpose 

The postposition iQn 'for' takes as a complement either an infinitival 
clause (when matrix and subordinate subjects are co-referential) or a 
subordinate clause with the action nominalizer -rnA, where the subjects 
are not co-referential; the meaning of the construction is in order to: 

(298) Hasan kitab-l [[ san -a ver -mek] i~ ] al -dl 
Hasan book-Acc. you-Dat. give-Info for buy-Past 
"Hasan bought the book in order to give (it) to you" 

(299) Hasan kitab-l [[ san -a ver -me -m ] i~ ] al -dl 
Hasan book-Acc. you-Dat. give-ANom-l.sg. for buy-Past 
"Hasan bought the book in order for me to give (it) to you" 

1. 1.2.4.2.4. c:a~ 

The same postposition iQn 'for', when it takes a subordinate clause with 
the factive nominalizer -DIK, means because: 
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(300) Hasan [ [ kitab -I -dig . ] i~ ] san -a ver -1m 
Hasan book -Ace. you -Dat. give -FNom -l.sg. for 

<;ok ktz -dl 
very angry-Past 

"Hasan got very angry because I gave the book to you" 

The same meaning is obtained by dropping i9n and suffixing the 
ablative suffix -DAn to the factive subordinate clause: 

(301) Hasan [ [ kitab -I san -a ver -dig -im -den] ] 
Hasan book -Acc. you -Dat. give -FNom -l.sg. -Abl. 

<;ok ktz -dl 
very angry -Past 

"Hasan got very angry because I gave the book to you" 

Yet another way to express the same meaning is by using the 
postposition dolay! 'because' with the ablative construction illustrated in 
the previous example: 

(302) Hasan [ [kitab-I san -a ver -clig -im -den] dolayt ] 
Hasan book-Ace. you-Dat. give -FNom-l.sg.-Abl. because 

<;ok ktz -dl 
very angry -Past 

"Hasan got very angry because I gave the book to you" 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 5. Condition 

The basic conditional adverbial construction involving a nominalized 
subordinate clause is illustrated by the following example: 

(303) Hasan [[ kitab-I san -a ver -dig -im] takdir -de ] 
Hasan book-Ace. you-Dat. give -FNom -l.sg. case -loco 

<;ok ktz -acak 
very angry -Past 

"Hasan will get very angry if (in case) I give you the book" 

Another type of conditional is formed by the postclitic copular 
morpheme sequence -(y)-sA, which corresponds to the unbound copular 
morpheme sequence i-se; both mean 'if'. Like all postclitics, this 
morpheme undergoes Vowel Harmony, but it is exceptional with respect 
to word stress, which is placed on the syllable preceding the suffix; the 
suffix follows the tense suffix and precedes the subject agreement suffix: 

(304) Hasan [kitab-I san -a ver -ir -se-m ] <;ok ktz -acak 
Hasan book-Ace. you-Dat. give-Aor.-if -l.sg. very angry-Past 
"Hasan will get very angry if I give you the book" 
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1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 6. Result 

There is no special adverbial result construction. Purpose and cause 
constructions are used to express the relevant semantics. 

1. 1.2.4. 2. 7. Degree 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 7. 1. Comparative clause 

The postclitic -sA, which we saw in its function as a conditional in 
subsection 1. 1.2.4.2.5., can also be used in comparatives. It is attached 
to either an infinitival (when the subject of the main clause and that of 
the infinitival are the same) or to an action nominalization (when the two 
subjects are different); in either case, -sA in this usage is immediately 
preceded by the ablative suffix -DAn: 

(305) [ [ gee; kal -mak -tan -sa ] hie; git -me -meg -i ] 
late stay -Inf. -Abl. -rather never go -Neg. -Inf. -Acc. 
tercih ed -er -im 
prefer -Aor. -l.sg. 

"Rather than be late, I prefer not going at all" 

(306) [ [Ali -nin gee; kal -rna -sm -dan -sa ] hie; 
Ali -Gen. late stay -ANom -3.sg. -Abl. -rather never 
git -me -me -niz -i ] tercih ed -er -im 
go -Neg. -ANom -2.pI. -Acc. prefer -Aor. -l.sg. 

"Rather than for Ali to be late, I prefer for you (pI.) not to go at all" 

The "buffer" consonant y, which usually shows up after vowels, will 
never surface in this usage, since it always follows the ablative suffix, 
which ends in a consonant. Here, too, -sA undergoes Vowel Harmony 
and causes word stress to fall on the immediately preceding syllable. In 
this usage, -sA is never followed by subject agreement. Moreover, in this 
usage, an option using a non-postclitic, free morpheme (Le. ise) instead 
of the postclitic does not exist. 

In addition to the construction with -sA, it is also possible to use 
comparative expressions like az 'little; less than' and fazla 'more; more 
than', together with a nominalized clause to which the ablative suffix is 
attached: 
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(307) bu sebze -ler [[ gerek -tig -in -den] az ] 
this vegetable-pI. necessary-FNom-3.sg.-Abi. less than 

pi§ -mi~26 
cook-Infer. Past 

"These vegetables have cooked less than required" 

(308) bu sebze -ler [[ gerek -tig -in -den] fazla ] 
this vegetable-pI. necessary-FNom-3.sg.-Abi. more than . . 
p~ -ml~ 

cook-Infer.Past 
"These vegetables have cooked more than required" 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 7. 2. Equative 

The equative expression kadar 'as much as' is used instead of the 
comparative expressions illustrated in the previous two examples: 

(309) bu sebze -ler [[ tam gerek -tig -i ] kadar ] 
this vegetable-pI. exactly necessary-FNom-3.sg. as much as . . 
p~ -ffil~ 

cook-Infer. Past 
"These vegetables have cooked exactly as much as required" 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 8. Place 

There are no special adverbial clause constructions to express place. 
Clausal adverbial expressions for this meaning are either regular relative 
clauses headed by locative expressions such as yer 'place', taraf'side; 
direction; part' etc., or they are correlative constructions containing case
marked WH-expressions for place like nere- 'where'; the only 
noteworthy feature of the latter construction is that its verb is formally a 
conditional: 

(310) kugu-Iar -1 [gaster-dig -m yer -de ] gar-dii -ill 

swan -pI. -Acc. show -ObjP-2.sg. place-loco see-Past -1.sg. 
"I saw the swans in the place that you showed (me)" 
("I saw the swans where you showed me") 

(311) Hasan [ ner e -ye git -mi~ -se ] ora -da kal -dl 
Hasan where -Dat. go -PPart -Cond. there -Loc. stay -Past 
"Hasan stayed wherever he went" 

1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 9. Concessive 

Concessive clauses are formed by a conditional verb followed by DA: 

(312) kitab-l [iste -se -m de ] bitir -e -me-m 
book-Acc. want-Cond.-l.sg. -and/ even finish-AbiI.-Neg.-1.sg. 
"I cannot finish the book even if I wanted to" 
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1. 1.-2. 4. 3. Nonfinite possibilities 

With the exception of the constructions using postclitics (which attach to 
tensed forms), the majority of the adverbial constructions illustrated in 
this section are nonfinite, in the sense that they are nominalized. 
However, in most instances, we saw that these nominalizations are 
essentially similar to the nominalization properties of subordinate 
complement clauses. These properties have been discussed in section 1. 
1. 2. 2. 6. 

1. 1. 2. 5. Sequence of tenses 

In those constructions where the subordinate clause is fully tensed, that 
clause is independent from the tense of the main clause. The same is 
essentially true for the factive nominal-DIK/ -AcAK. There are no rigid 
sequencing requirements for the tenses. In subordinate clauses headed 
by the action nominal -rnA, the infinitive marker -mAK, and those 
headed by markers like -(y)IncA and -(y)ArAK without overt reflexes of 
tense, the subordinate clause is interpreted as within the domain of the 
tense in the main clause. 

1. 2. STRUCTURAL QUESTIONS 

1. 2. 1. Internal structure of the sentence 

1. 2. 1. 1. Copular sentences 

1. 2. 1. 1. 1. Copular sentences with nominal complement 

Copular sentences with nominal complements are formed by suffixing 
tense and (subject-)agreement morphemes onto the predicate nominal. 
For the general present, no tense marking is used, and only the 
agreement .morphemes show up: 

(313) (ben) sahcI-Y -1m 
I seller -Cop.-l.sg. 

"I am a seller" 

Glossing the palatal glide as Cop. (and thus analyzing it as a copula) is 
provisional, as will be explained in the next section. 
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1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. Form and obligatoriness (vs. optionality) of the copula 

Note that the y, which is glossed as 'Cop.' in example (313), is deleted if 
the preceding segment is a consonant: 

(314) (ben) ogretmen-im 
I teacher -l.sg. 

"I am a teacher" 

The same alternation is found with predicate adjectives, too, as we shall 
see shortly. This segment is traditionally analyzed as a "linking 
consonant", which is inserted between vowels in such copular sentences. 
This insertion is very restricted, since not all vowels are separated by a 
y-not even at morpheme boundaries, and not even always preceding 
the agreement suffix. As a matter of fact, when a suffix begins with a 
vowel, that vowel will delete after another one: 

(315) kitab-l oku -mu~ -um 
book-Ace. read-Rep.Past -1.sg. 
"I am said to have read the book" 

versus: 

(316) kitab-l oku -du -m 
book-Ace. read-Past-1.sg. 
"I read the book" 

From comparison with other tenses, it is clear that the agreement suffix 
for first person singular is -1m, as illustrated in (315). Note that the vowel 
of that suffix drops after a preceding vowel, as illustrated in (316). 
However, if there were a general phonological rule of y -insertion 
between vowels, even a rule restricted to morpheme boundaries, we 
would expect to get: 

(317) *kitab-l oku -du -y -urn 
book-Ace. read -Past-y -l.sg. 

"I read the book" 

Therefore, the rule of y -insertion has to be restricted, namely to 
morpheme boundaries in copular sentences. 

While this is the most satisfactory account for the copular sentences in 
the present tense, it is more insightful to posit the existence of a copular 
morpheme in the past tenses, for the conditional, and for the adverbial 
construction using - (y)ken. 27 
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For expressing the past, either the regular past tense suffix -DI or the 
reported past suffix -ml~ are attached to the predicate nominal (the latter 
expressing unwitnessed present or past in this usage; cf. 2. 1. 3. 4. 9.), 
with the y alternating according to the same conditions as just discussed 
for the present tense. Agreement suffixes follow the tense suffixes, as in 
constructions with verbal predicates: 

(318) (ben) sahCl -y -dl -m 
I seller -Cop.-Past -1.sg. 

"I was a seller" 

(319) (ben) ogretmen-di -m 
I teacher -Past-1.sg. 

"I was a teacher" 

(320) (ben) sahCl -y -ml~ -1m 
I seller -Cop.-Rep.Past -l.sg. 

"I was / am a seller (so they say)" 

(321) (ben) ogretmen-m~ -im 
I teacher -Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I was / am a teacher (so they say)" 

Note the presence of the connective y here, as well. In these instances, a 
putative insertion rule for y is phonologically implausible, since the y is 
followed by a consonant rather than a vowel. Instead, this segment could 
be analyzed as part of the agreement suffix in the preceding examples. 
However, the y is not found with the agreement suffixes in sentences 
with verbal predicates-not even in the same environments: 

(322) (ben) oku -r -um *okur-yum 
I read-Aor.-l.sg. 

"I read" 

(323) (ben) oku -m~ -um *okti-mu~-yum 
I read-Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I am said to have read" 

Given that the agreement suffixes in sentences with copular and fully 
verbal predicates are otherwise identical, positing the y as part of 
agreement morphemes in copular sentences would mean missing an 
important generalization about agreement, namely that it is the same for 
verbal and copular predicates. Analyzing this y as a separate copular 
morpheme is therefore the most insightful and general direction to take. 
(For a discussion of the palatal glide and its analysis as the copula in 
forms other than the present tense, as well as for some motivation for 
analyzing this glide as an inserted "buffer consonant" in the 
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present/ aorist tense in copular constructions, the reader is referred to 
Kornfilt (1996).) 

An additional argument for positing y as the copula comes from 
language change. Until as recently as the early years of the Republic, the 
tense and agreement suffixes in copular sentences were "carried" by the 
free morpheme 'i' in the past tenses: 

(324) (ben) sahCI i -di-m 
I seller Cop.-Past -l.sg. 

"I was a seller" 

(325) (ben) ogretmen i -di-ill 
I teacher Cop.-Past-l.sg. 

"I was a teacher" 

(326) (ben) sahCI i -mi~ -im 
I seller Cop.-Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I was / am a seller (so they say)" 

(327) (ben) ogretmen i -mi~ -im 
I teacher Cop.-Rep.Past-1.sg. 

"I was / am a teacher (so they say)" 

In a change that first affected colloquial levels and then more formal 
stylistic levels (including the written language), these inflected copular 
forms became postclitics, attaching themselves onto the preceding word, 
and with the copular i turning into the glide y; where the y was 
preceded by a consonant, it dropped. The free inflected copular forms 
are found, albeit rarely, in current written Turkish, too. Thus, analyzing 
the putative "connective y" in copular sentences as the copula morpheme 
offers historical and synchronic insights. 

This last argument, coming from independent inflected forms, doesn't 
carryover to the present tense, because during the recent ~ime periods 
just mentioned, no free inflected copular forms were found for the 
present tense. (As a matter of fact, Turkish text grammars of the 
language, e.g. Gencan (1971), posit an abstract verb 'i' for copular 
sentences.) 

Let us now return to predicate nominals and the various tenses they can 
occur with in copular sentences. 

The future tense cannot be formed in the same way as the present and 
past; instead, a periphrastic form with the auxiliary verb 01 'to be, to 
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become' is used, to which the future tense suffix and the respective 
subject agreement suffixes are attached: 

(328) (ben) sahCI 01 -acag -lID 

I seller be /become -Fut. -l.sg. 
"I will be / become a seller" 

(329) (ben) ogretmen 01 -acag -lID 

I teacher be/become-Fut. -l.sg. 
"I will be / become a teacher" 

Due to the suppletive character of this formation, the resulting 
construction is systematically ambiguous between 'be' and 'become'. 

The auxiliary stem 01- can, then, be regarded as a suppletive form of the 
copula. 

Another, much more limited, suppletive form for the copula is -DIr. This 
suffix is used in sentences with both verbal and copular predicates and 
has two functions: 1. used at a formal, even official, stylistic level, to 
express emphatic certainty; 2. used at all levels (but perhaps preferred 
colloquially), to express inferred probability. The following example 
illustrates these functions: 

(330) bOltim ba~karu dekan 01 -m~-tur 
department head dean become-PPart -Ep.CCF. 
"The department head has become a dean" 

If this example is found, for example, in an administrative bulletin or is 
uttered by a university official, this would be an example for the first 
usage just described. However, if no such news has been announced, but 
if a colleague has found the department chair's office empty and has 
seen the person settled in the dean's office instead, that colleague is 
likely to utter the same example, which would then illustrate the second 
usage. Examples like (330), then, are systematically ambiguous between 
the two functions just discussed, when they either have verbal predicates 
or are copular and have a non-present tense/ aspect marker. (It should 
also be noted that, in both these usages, the suffix -Dlr can show up with 
all persons, but it is preferred for third person, singular as well as 
plural.) 

However, where a copular sentence is in the present tense and has a 
third person subject, the -Dlr suffix takes on a third function, namely 
that of the copula: 
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(331) boliim ba~kam aym zaman-da dekan-mr 
department head same time -Loc. dean -Cop. 
"The department head is, at the same time, a dean" 

While the "emphatic, official certainty" reading and the "inference" 
reading are available here, too, the main reading is that of a simple 
declarative. In just the context of the present tense copular sentences 
with third person subjects, then, -DIr is a suppletive form of the copula. 

In just this usage, -DIr is optional. This is the only place where any form 
of the copula is optional; otherwise, the copula is obligatory. In other 
words, where the phonological conditions allow for the copula to show 
up, it must show up. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 2. Marking of the predicate noun 

As illustrated in the previous section, the predicate noun is marked by 
the tense and subject agreement suffixes, in that order. If the predicate 
noun ends with a vowel, the first suffix to mark the predicate noun is a 
-y, analyzed in this work as the copula for the non-present tenses. In the 
future tense, a suppletive, periphrastic formation is used, and the 
predicate noun is not marked morphologically at all. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 3. Order of the constituents 

The constituent order is exactly the same as that seen in "regular" 
sentences with verbal predicates. Since Turkish is an SOY-language 
(with 'V' to be understood more generally as "predicate" and '0' more 
generally as any kind of object as well as adjuncts), the order will be 
subject-adjuncts/ objects-predicate nominal+copula+inflection markers. 

This canonical order is, however, open to permutations in actual usage. 
Again, this is true of copular sentences as well as of sentences with 
verbal predicates. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 2. Copular sentences with adjectival complement 

1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. Form and obligatoriness (vs. optionality) of the copula 

The copula that shows up with adjectival complements has exactly the 
same properties as the copula that is used with nominal complements
in its regular form, in the distribution of -y, and in its suppletive forms 01 
and -DIr; therefore, for specific aspects of the construction, subsections of 
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the previous section on copular sentences with nominal complements 
can be consulted. A few examples are offered here: 

Present tense: 

(332) (ben) kirh -yim 
I dirty-l.sg. 

"I am dirty" 

(333) (ben) temiz-im 
I clean -l.sg. 

"I am clean" 

Past tenses: 

(334) (ben) kiIli -Y -di-ill (ben) kirh -y -mi~ -im 
I dirty-Cop.-Past-l.sg. I dirty-Cop. -Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I was dirty" "I am said to be / have been dirty" 

(335) (ben) temiz-di -ill (ben) temiz-mi~ -im 
I clean -Past-l.sg. I clean -Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I was clean" "I am said to be / have been clean" 

Non-cliticized copular forms with adjectives: 

(336) (ben) kirli i -di -ill (ben) kirh i -mi~ -un 
I dirty Cop. -Past-l.sg. I dirty Cop.-Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I was dirty" "I am said to be / have been dirty" 

(337) (ben) temiz i -di -ill (ben) temiz i -mi~ -im 
I clean Cop. -Past-l.sg. I clean Cop.-Rep.Past-l.sg. 

"I was clean" "I am said to be / have been clean" 

Future tense with suppletive form 01: 

(338) ben kirli ol-acag-lm 
I dirty be-Fut. -l.sg. 
"I shall be / become dirty" 

(339) ben temiz 01 -acag-lm 
I clean be-Fut. -l.sg. 
"I shall be / become clean" 

Since this suppletive form means 'become' elsewhere, such examples are 
systematically ambiguous between 'be' and 'become', similar to the 
corresponding constructions with copular predicate nominals. Since this 
is a free morpheme, it is irrelevant whether the preceding stem ends in a 
vowel or in a consonant. 
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1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 2. Marking of the predicate adjective 

Similar to predicate nominals and as illustrated by the examples in the 
previous section, the predicate adjective is marked by the tense and 
subject agreement suffixes, in that order. If the predicate adjective ends 
with a vowel, the first phoneme following the predicate adjective is a y, 
analyzed in this work as the copula for the non-present tenses. In the 
future tense, a suppletive, periphrastic formation involving the free 
morpheme 01 is used, and the predicate adjective is not marked 
morphologically at all. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 3. Order of the constituents 

Just as in copular sentences with predicate nominals, the constituent 
order for copular sentences with predicate adjectives is exactly the same 
as that seen in "regular" sentences with verbal predicates. Since Turkish 
is an SOV-language (with 'V' to be understood more generally as 
"predicate" and 'a' more generally as any kind of object as well as 
adjunct), the order will be subject-adjuncts / objects-predicate 
adjective+copula+infiection markers. 

This canonical order is, however, open to permutations in actual usage. 
Again, this is true of copular sentences as well as of sentences with 
verbal predicates. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 3. Copula sentences with adverbial complement 

Since almost any adjective may modify a verb in Turkish, i.e. may be 
used adverbially, we shall look at those copular constructions which 
have adverbial complements in a non-trivial, clearly marked sense. 

Copular sentences with genuine adverbial complements are more 
restricted than those with nominal and adjectival complements. 
Constructions corresponding to copular sentences in English with 
locative adverbials have predicate nominals in the Locative case: 

(340) (ben) bura-da -ylm 
I here -lDc.-1.sg. 

"I am here" 

(341) (ben) ~ -te -yim 
I work-lDc.-1.sg. 

"I am at work" 
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Further, copular sentences with morphologically marked adverbs as 
complements are possible, where the subject of the sentence typically 
consists of a verbal noun: 

(342) Hasan-m konu~ -u~ -u yav~ -~ -rur 
Hasan-Gen. talk -DerNom -3.sg. slow -Iy -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan's (manner) of speaking is slow" 

Furthermore, repeated adjectives or nouns may also serve as adverbs, 
and those can also be complements of the copula: 

(343) Hasan-m konu~ -u~ -u yav~ yav~ -br 
Hasan-Gen. talk -DerNom -3.sg. slow slow -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan's (manner) of speaking is slow" 

Inflection for past tenses is the same as seen previously for nominal and 
adjectival complements: 

(344) Hasan-m konu~ -u~ -u yava~ -~a -y -ru 
Hasan-Gen. talk -DerNom -3.sg. slow -ly -Cop. -Past 
"Hasan's (manner) of speaking was slow" 

(345) Hasan-m kon~ -u~ -u yava~ yava~ -b 
Hasan-Gen. talk -DerNom -3.sg. slow slow -Past 
"Hasan's (manner) of speaking was slow" 

Again, as seen previously for the other complement categories, the 
future tense is expressed by a suppletive, periphrastic construction 
involving the auxiliary 01 'be, become': 

(346) Hasan-In konu~ -u~ -u yava~ yava~ 01 -acak 
Hasan-Gen. talk -DerNom -3.sg. slow slow Cop. -Put. 
"Hasan's (manner) of speaking will be / become slow" 

1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 1. F onn and obligatoriness (vs. optionality) of the copula 

The form of the copula when taking adverbial complements is exactly 
the same as when taking nominal or adjectival complements; the reader 
is therefore referred to sections 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. and 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. , so as to 
avoid repetition. The same is also true about the obligatoriness versus 
optionality of the individual forms. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 2. Marking of the complement adverbial 

Similar to predicate nominals and adjectivals, and as illustrated by the 
examples in the previous subsection, the predicate adverb is marked by 
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the tense and subject agreement suffixes, in that order. However, in 
those constructions where the subject typically consists of a verbal noun, 
the agreement will be third person and therefore null. If the predicate 
adverb ends with a vowel, the first phoneme following the predicate 
adverb is a y, analyzed in this work as the copula for the non-present 
tenses. In the future tense, a suppletive, periphrastic formation involving 
the free morpheme 01 is used, and the predicate adverb is not marked 
morphologically at all. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 3. Order of the constituents 

Just as in copular sentences with predicate nomina Is and adjectivals, the 
constituent order for copular sentences with predicate adverbs is exactly 
the same as that seen in "regular" sentences with verbal predicates. Since 
Turkish is an SOV-Ianguage (with 'V' to be understood more generally as 
"predicate" and '0' more generally as any kind of object as well as 
adjunct), the order will be subject-adjuncts / objects-predicate 
adjective+copula+inflection markers. 

This canonical order is, however, open to permutations in actual usage. 
Again, this is true of copular sentences as well as of sentences with 
verbal predicates. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 4. Copular sentences without overt copula 

1. 2. 1. 1. 4. 1. Expression of normal verbal categories (e.g. tense) 

Turkish does express normal verbal categories like (past) tense and 
subject agreement in copular sentences, even where there is no overt 
copula. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 4. 2. Means of expressing verbal categories without an overt 
copula 

1. 2. 1. 1. 4. 2. 1. Verbal affixes affixed to the complement element 

As discussed in detail in section 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. on copular sentences with 
nominal complements and further illustrated in sections 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. on 
copular sentences with adjectival complements and section 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 
on adverbial complements of copular sentences, the two 
morphologically simple past tenses (i.e. the simple past suffix -Dl and 
the reported past suffix -ml~) are affixed to the complement element and 
are followed by subject agreement suffixes belonging to the verbal 
(rather than nominal) paradigm: 
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(347) (biz) ogretmen -di -k 
we teacher -Past -1.pl. 
"We were teachers" 

(348) (biz) ogretmen -mi~ -iz 
we teacher -Rep.Past -1.pl. 
"We are said to have been teachers" 

1. 2. 1. 1. 5. Conditions for omission of the BE-copula 

A characterization of the conditions for omission of the BE-copula 
depends on the analysis of the palatal glide y, which shows up after a 
predicate nominal, adjective or adverbial that has a stem-final vowel; 
this glide precedes the tense suffix if there is one, and the agreement 
suffix if there is no tense: 

(349) (biz) satia -y -dl-k 
we seller -Cop. -Past -l.pI. 

"We were sellers" 

(350) (biz) satia -y -lZ 

we seller -Cop. -1. pI. 
"We are sellers" 

In section 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. on copular sentences with nominal complements, 
we gave reasons for analyzing the glide as the copula, rather than as part 
of the tense or agreement affixes or as the result of a phonological 
insertion rule. Under this analysis, the conditions for the omission of the 
copula are phonological: the copula is omitted after a stem-final 
consonant. This is true for all persons and for all (non-periphrastic) 
tenses, i.e. the past tenses and the present tense. However, the glide 
never shows up for the least marked form, i.e. present tense, third 
person singular. 

Under an analysis that views the palatal glide either as the result of 
insertion or as part of either the tense or the agreement suffixes, Turkish 
would simply not have an overt copula at all-with the exception of -DIr 
in its purely copular function, which is optional for the third person 
present tense and stylistically marked for other persons. 

1. 2. 1. 1. 6. Different types of copula 

The copular constructions that were discussed in the previous sections 
are used for the functions of "defining", "identity", and "role". However, 
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there is a distinct form, the free verbal morpheme 01, whose basic 
meaning is 'become'; we thus have contrasts of the following sort: 

(351) (biz) sahCI -y -dl-k 
we seller -Cop. -Past -l.pI. 
"We were sellers" 

(352) (biz) sahCI 01 -du-k 
we seller become -Past -1. pI. 
"We became sellers" 

This free morpheme is used as a suppletive form for tenses for which 
there is no regular copular form-essentially the future tense. In such 
constructions, the use of 01 is ambiguous between that of a regular 
copula and that of 'become': 

(353) (biz) sahCI 01 -acag -IZ 
we seller be/become -Fut. -l.pI. 
"We will be / become sellers" 

1. 2. 1. 2. Verbal sentences 

1. 2. 1. 2. 1. Verbs without subjects 

Unless a new referent is being introduced in the discourse or there is an 
intended switch of referents (cf. En~ (1986), Erguvanll -Taylan (1986)), 
pronominal subjects are typically omitted. This is facilitated by the 
presence of rich agreement morphology, where there are distinct forms 
for all combinations of the relevant features of "person" and "number"; 
this is true of verbal as well as of copular sentences. 

(354) bu alq;am ne yap -acak -slnlz? 
this evening what do -Fut. -2.pI. 
"What will (you) do this evening?" 

(355) sinema-ya gid -eceg -iz 
cinema-Dat. go -Fut. -l.pI. 
" (We) will go to the movies" 

Turkish has no dummy subjects. 

1. 2. 1. 2. 2. Verbs without direct obj~cts 

Just as in English and other well-studied languages, Turkish has 
transitive and intransitive verbs, the former taking direct objects, the 
latter not: 



Transitive verb: 

(356) Hasan kitab -1 oku-du 
Hasan book -Ace. read -Past 
"Hasan read the book" 

Intransitive verb: 

(357) Hasan uyu -du 
Hasan sleep -Past 
"Hasan slept" 
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However, the distinction between these two classes is less distinct than 
in English, since direct objects (as well as other parts of speech) can be 
freely omitted (with the omission the preferred option when it is 
allowed), when either the discourse or the pragmatic situation permit 
such omission, i.e. if the discourse referent of the omitted object has been 
uttered previously, or if the pragmatic situation makes the referent clear: 

(358) A. Kitab -1 bit -Ir -di -n mi? 
book -Ace. finish -Caus. -Past -2.sg. -Q 
"Did you finish the book?" 

B. Hayu, bit -ir -e -me -di -m 
no finish -Caus. -Abil. -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 
"No, I couldn't finish [it]" 

It should be noted, however, that direct objects can be omitted somewhat 
less freely than subjects, given that verbs carry no morphological object 
agreement markers. 

Another factor that contributes to the blurred distinction between 
transitives and intransitives is the fact that verbs used transitively in 
general can occur with cognate objects more freely than their equivalents 
in English: 

(359) Hasan giizel bir uyku uyu -du 
Hasan beautiful a sleep sleep -Past 
"Hasan slept a wonderful sleep" 

Thus, in different ways, both transitive and intransitive verbs in Turkish 
can be said to be able to occur with or without objects. 

However, unaccusative verbs cannot occur with direct objects: 
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(360) su kayna -dl 
water boil -Past 
"The water boiled" 

1. 2. 1. 2. 3. Indirect object 

There is a category of indirect object in Turkish. It is marked by the 
Dative case, expressed by the suffix -(y)A. 

(361) Hasan kitab -1 Ali -ye ver -di 
Hasan book -Acc. Ali -Oat. gIve -Past 
"Hasan gave the book to Ali" 

Indirect objects can be omitted under similar discourse and pragmatic 
conditions as direct objects: 

(362) A. Ali -ye gazete -yt mI ver -di -n? 
Ali -Oat. newspaper -Acc. -Q give -Past -2.sg. 
"Did you give the newspaper to Ali?" 

B. Haylr, kitab -1 ver -di -m 
no book -Ace. give -Past -l.sg. 
"N 0, I gave the book (to him)" 

1. 2. 1. 2.4. Other verbal arguments 

Other verbal arguments are locational (marked with -DA), the 
benefactive dative and the dative of direction (both marked with the 
regular dative suffix (y)A), the ablative (marked with -DAn), the 
partitive (marked with the ablative suffix -DAn), and the instrumental 
(marked with the suffix -IA). All of these are subject to optional 
omission, given the kind of discourse and pragmatic conditions 
mentioned for direct and indirect objects. 

1. 2. 1. 2. 5. Combination of arguments 

Turkish does not have double subject constructions (as opposed to 
languages like Japanese and Korean), nor does it have double (direct) 
object constructions. Furthermore, given the previously mentioned 
discourse-based optionality of arguments in general, it is rarely the case 
that all of the possible arguments should co-occur; however, all 
combinations are possible in principle. 
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1. 2. 1. 2. 6. Order of constituents 

The unmarked order for the combination of verb, subject, and direct 
object is SOY, i.e. subject-direct object-verb. However, Turkish is a so
called free word order language; therefore, this order can change in a 
rather unrestricted fashion, depending on considerations of focus (the 
position to the immediate left of the verb), topic (sentence-initial 
position), and presupposition (positions following the verb). 

As for the other constituents mentioned in subsection 1. 2. 1. 2. 4. , it is 
less clear that there is any unmarked order. Overall, the subject must 
precede all other arguments in an unmarked order, and the verb mus.t be 
final. Native speakers tend to agree that locational arguments precede 
other objects; there also seems to be a (less strong) tendency to prefer the 
order direct object-indirect object-verb to the order indirect object-direct 
object-verb, when the order is unmarked. Otherwise, no strong 
tendencies for unmarked orders can be formulated. 

1. 2. 1. 3. Adverbials 

1. 2. 1. 3. 1. Types of adverbials 

1. 2. 1. 3. 1. 1. Adverbs 

Almost any adjective may be used as an adverb: 

(363) Hasan i yi \ah~ -lr 
Hasan good work -Aor. 
"Hasan works well" 

Nouns can also be used as adverbs, but this is much more restricted than 
adjectives used in this way. When used adverbially, nouns are usually in 
the nominative case, and they function as temporal, locational or 
measure adverbials: 

(364) ev -1m iiniversite-den iki mil ate -de -dir 
house-l.sg. university-Abl. two mile away-Loc.-Ep.Cop. 
"My house is two miles away from the university" 

There are some foreign adverbs; these are formed from Arabic nouns 
with the Arabic suffix -en. Since this suffix is exceptional in rejecting 
word stress, the word stress is never final in these adverbs, but rather is 
always on the penultimate syllable: 
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(365) Hasan vazo -yu kaza -en kIr -dl 
Hasan vase -Ace. accident -"ly" break -Past 
"Hasan accidentally broke the vase" 

There is also a morphologically distinct class of adverbs, derived from 
adjectives or nouns by the suffix -C A. This suffix derives manner 
adverbs from adjectives, and a variety of adverbial types from nouns: 

(366) Hasan gomleg -i iyi -ce yIka -dl 
Hasan shirt -Acc. good -"ly" wash -Past 
"Hasan washed the shirt well" 

(367) Hasan ~ocuk -~ hareket et -ti 
Hasan child -"ly" action do -Past 
"Hasan acted childishly" 

(368) Hasan Ali -den ya~ -~a biiyiik-tUr 
Hasan Ali -Abl. age -"wise" big -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is older than Ali [bigger age-wise]" 

1. 2. 1. 3. 1. 2. Postpositional phrases 

Adverbial expressions can be formed by using postpositional phrases. 
Some examples follow: 

(369) Hasan piyano -yu [ Rubinstein gibi ] \al -ar 
Hasan piano -Ace. Rubinstein like play -Aor. 
"Hasan plays the piano like Rubinstein" 

(370) Hasan opera -ya [ saat be~ -ten once ] git -ti 
Hasan opera -Dat. hour five -Abl. before go -Past 
"Hasan went to the opera before five 0' clock" 

1. 2. 1. 3. 1. 3. Cases of noun phrases 

There are no cases specific to noun phrases used adverbially. However, 
noun phrases discussed in subsection 1.2. 1.2.4. as "other" arguments of 
verbs, i.e. noun phrases that are neither subjects, direct objects, nor 
indirect objects, and are marked with the instrumental/ comitative, the 
ablative / partitive, the locative, and the directional dative can be viewed 
as adverbial, cased noun phrases. 

1. 2. 1. 3. 1. 4. A dverbial clauses 

Turkish has both finite and non-finite adverbial clauses. These have been 
discussed in detail in section 1. 1. 2. 4. and its subsections. 
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1. 2. 1. 3. 2. Positional possibilities 

The unmarked position for adverbs of all types is to immediately 
precede the word they modify. However, given the flexible word order 
of Turkish, this statement is valid for unmarked orders only; adverbs are 
particularly free in their positioning. 

1. 2. 1. 3. 3. Obligatory natuxe of adverbials 

From a syntactic point of view, adverbials are never obligatory in any 
construction. Their occurrence is determined by pragmatic and 
discourse-related reasons. 

1. 2. 2. A djecti.ve phrases 

1. 2. 2. 1. Operational definition of adjective phrases 

Let us define an adjective phrase as any string which ends in an 
adjective. The problem of using this definition as a generally valid 
operational definition in Turkish lies in the difficulty of drawing a clear 
distinction between adjectives- and nouns. Most adjectives can also be 
used as nouns, i.e. they can occur in typical nominal contexts: they admit 
affixation with plural and case suffixes as well as nominal (possessive) 
agreement suffixes, and the indefinite article bir 'a' can precede them: 

(371) 

(372) 

ya~h 'old' 
ya~h -lar -a 
old -pI. -Dat. 

hast a 'sick' 
bir hasta 
a sick 

"to the old ones" 

"a sick person, a patient" 

Lewis (1975) states that the only large class of adjectives which are not 
used as nouns are those formed with the Turkish derivational suffixes 
-sI, -(I)msI, -(I)mtrak, and -(s)Al, the Arabic -1, and the Persian -ane and 
-van (all of those suffixes by which adjectives are derived), as well as 
recent borrowings from European languages like demokratik and 
kiiltiirel. Thus, a constituent ending (within an unmarked word order) 
with a word clearly marked morphologically as an adjective is an 
adjective phrase. 

Lewis (1975) further states that, if the permissibility of putting a word in 
the comparative and superlative is taken as the criterion of an adjective, 
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large numbers of nouns will be excluded from usage as an adjective. 
Hence, a sequence which is a candidate for classification as an adjective 
phrase must end in a word which is either in the comparative or 
superlative, or which could appear in either one of these forms. 

Further, the criterion of the ability of a string to function as a modifier of 
a noun can be used to identify the string as an adjective phrase, if the last 
word of the string cannot be clearly identified as an adjective by virtue of 
the first two criteria. Thus, we have a conjunction of three operational 
definitions: two definitions which refer to the formal properties of a 
string's last word as an adjective (Le. 1. whether that word is derived by 
any of the listed derivational suffixes or falls within a short list of 
borrowings and 2. whether that word can be placed in the comparative 
and superlative), and one definition which refers to the possible 
syntactic context of the string, i.e. its ability to function as the modifier of 
a noun (and hence to precede it) within a noun phrase. 

1.2.2.2. Arguments of adjectives 

Turkish has adjectives that take arguments. The possibility of omitting 
arguments of adjectives is governed by the same discourse related and 
pragmatic considerations mentioned earlier in connection with verbal 
predicates. 

1. 2. 2. 2. 1. Adjectives occurring in subjectless sentences 

As discussed earlier in section 1. 2. 1. 1. on copular sentences, predicate 
adjectives are inflected via the copula. This makes it possible to omit the 
subjects of sentences with predicate adjectives just as easily as to omit 
subjects in verbal sentences. 

1. 2. 2. 2. 2. A djectives with direct objects 

It appears that adjectives cannot take arguments in the accusative, i.e. 
direct objects. For example, the verb klskan 'envy' takes an accusative 
object; however, the related adjective loskan~ 'envious' cannot: 

(373) Hasan Ali -yi ktskan -Iyor 
Hasan Ali -Ace. envy -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan envies Ali" 

(374) *Hasan Ali -yi ktskan~ 
Hasan Ali -Acc. envious 

Intended reading: "Hasan is envious of Ali" 
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1. 2. 2. 2. 3. A djectives with indirect objects 

Turkish has adjectives with indirect objects, marked with the dative as 
usual: 

(375) koca -sln -a sadtk 
husband -3.sg. -Oat. loyal 
"loyal to her husband" 

1. 2. 2. 2. 4. A djectives with other kinds of arguments 

In comparative constructions, adjectives take an ablative argument: 

(376) ipek -ten hafif 
silk -Abl. light 
"lighter than silk" 

Further, adjectives can take locatives, directional ablatives as well as 
datives: 

(377) ev -lffi -de gizli 
house -l.sg. -Loc. hidden 
"hidden in my house" 

(378) ev -im -den uzak 
house -l.sg. -Abl. far 
"far from my house" 

(379) ev -im -e yakIn 
house -l.sg. -Oat. near 
"close to my house" 

1. 2. 2. 2. 5. Combinations of arguments 

Possible combinations of arguments in adjective phrases are more 
limited than in verbal sentences. Possible combinations are essentially 
restricted to two arguments, with the second argument usually an 
ablative of comparison or an ablative of direction: 

(380) ev -im -e ~ -lID -den yakin 
house-1.sg.-Iltt. work -l.sg. -Abl. close 
"closer to my home than to my work" 

(381) ev -im -de kom~u -lar -dan gizli 
house-1.sg.- Loc. neighbor -pI. -Abl. concealed 
"hidden in my home from the neighbors" 
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1. 2. 2. 2. 6. Order of the constituents in combinations of arguments 

When arguments are combined in adjective phrases, the ablative 
argument is last in an unmarked word order; however, given the general 
flexibility of word order in Turkish, other orders are possible given the 
usual discourse and pragmatic conditions on marked word orders. 

1. 2. 2. 3. Types of adverbials that can modify adjectives 

1. 2. 2. 3. 1. Adverbs 

Adverbs can modify adjectives: 

(382) ~ok giizel bir kitap 
very nice a book 
"a very nice book" 

(383) hiJi gtizel bir kadm 
still beautiful a woman 
"a still beautiful woman" 

1. 2. 2. 3. 2. Postpositional phrases 

Postpositional phrases can modify adjectives: 

(384) [ ben -im kadar ] yorgun bir 
. 
Insan 

I -Gen. as much as tired a person 
"a person as tired as me" 

(385) [ hastahg -m -a ragmen] ba~arlll bir 
. 
Insan 

illness -3.sg. -Dat. despite successful a person 
"a person successful despite his illness" 

1. 2. 2. 3. 3. Cases of noun phrases 

Cased noun phrases that modify adjectives are more properly analyzed 
as arguments of adjectives and have been discussed under that heading 
in sections 1. 2. 2. 2. 2., 1. 2. 2. 2. 3., and 1. 2. 2. 2. 4. 

1. 2. 2. 3. 4. A dverbial clauses 

Adverbial clauses cannot directly modify adjectives; however, 
postpositional phrases that have (mostly nominalized) clauses as 
complements can modify adjectives. In other words, adverbial clauses 
(functionally defined) can modify adjectives indirectly, via a 
postposition. Examples are given in the following two subsections. 
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1. 2. 2. 3. 4. 1. Finite adverbial clauses 

~ost subordinate clauses in Turkish are nominalized or gerundive and 
thus not fully finite. Nevertheless, some of these clauses are tensed and 
can be used adverbially (via a postposition): 

(386) [ [gUzellik yan~ma -Sin -cIa odill al -acak] kaelar ] 
beauty contest -CmpM-Loc. prize get -Fut. as much as 
gi.izel bir kIz 
pretty a girl 

"a girl pretty to the point of getting a prize at a beauty contest" 

(387) [ [giizellik yarI~ma-sin -da odill al -ml~ ] kaelar ] 
beauty contest -CmpM-Loc. prize get-PPart as much as 
mutlu bir kIz 
happy a girl 

"a girl happy as though she had gotten a prize at a beauty contest" 

It should be noted, however, that these subordinate clauses are not 
genuinely finite, although they are not nominalized, and despite their 
tense markers. All simple tenses, with the exception of the past tense, can 
function as modifying participles, and it is this usage that we find here. 
In this function, the suffix which otherwise denotes the reported (or 
inferential) past marks a past participle. As a matter of fact, the simple 
past cannot occur in these clauses used adverbially: 

(388) *[ [giizellik yarI~ma -Sin -cIa odill al -ch ] kaelar ] 
beauty contest -CmpM-Loc. prize get -Past as much as 

mutlu bir kIz 
happy a girl 

Intended reading: "a girl happy as though she had gotten a prize at a 
beauty contest" 

1. 2. 2. 3. 4. 2. Nonfinite adverbial clauses 

Nonfinite clauses, used adverbially, can modify adjectives via a 
postposition: 

(389) [ [herkes -in san -dIg -m -dan] daha] ba~arlh 
everybody-Gen. believe -FNom -3.sg.-Abl. more successful 
bir ins an 
a person 

"a person more successful than anybody believed" 

Direct modification of adjectives by adverbial clauses does not appear to 
be possible. 
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1. 2. 2. 3. 5. Relative order of adverbial and adjective 

The adverbial precedes the adjective that it modifies, as illustrated by the 
previous examples. 

1.2.2.4. Order of adjective, argument(s) and adverbial(s) when all 
present 

The unmarked order is: argument(s) -adverbial(s) -adjective, when all 
three types are present: 

(390) [ koca -SIn -a <;ok sadlk] bir kadln 
husband -3.sg. -Oat. very loyal a woman 

"a woman very loyal to her husband" 

1. 2. 3. Adverbial phrases 

1. 2. 3. 1. · Operational definition for the adverbial phrase 

A useful operational definition would be to say that the adverbial phrase 
is a constituent which modifies either a verb or an adjective. Thus, such a 
definition is contextual and not purely formal, since the class of adverbs 
is not clear cut: almost any adjective can be used adverbially. Hence, the 
adverbial phrase might be headed by a word which, in a different 
syntactic context, would serve as an adjective. However, there are certain 
types of words that are clearly marked as adverbs (e.g. adverbs derived 
from adjectives or nouns by the suffixes -cA or -cAsInA or from verbs by 
suffixes like -(y)ArAk, -(y)IncA); constituents headed by any of those 
adverbials would be formally defined as adverbial phrases. 

1. 2. 3. 2. Adverbials that can modify adverbials 

1. 2. 3. 2. 1. Adverbs 

Adverbs constitute the most productive category that can modify 
adverbs. These are mostly adverbs denoting degree like ~k 'very', daha 
'more', biraz 'a little': 

(391) liitfen biraz daha yava~ yiirii! 
please a little more slow walk 
"Please walk a little more slowly!" 
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1. 2. 3. 2. 2. Postpositional phrases 

A restricted number of postpositional phrases can modify adverbials; 
these are in general those used in comparative constructions: 

(392) Hasan [ Ali kadar ] luzh ko~ -ar 
Hasan Ali as much as fast run -Aor. 
"Hasan runs as fast as Ali" 

1. 2. 3. 2. 3. Cases of noun phrases 

Noun phrases marked with the ablative can modify adverbials in 
comparative constructions: 

(393) Hasan [ Ali -den ruzh] ko~ -ar 
Hasan Ali -Abl. fast run -Aor. 
"Hasan runs faster than Ali" 

1. 2. 3. 2. 4. A dverbial clauses 

Similarly to modification of adjectives, adverbs cannot be modified by 
adverbial clauses directly, but only indirectly, through the intermediary 
of a postposition. In other words, postpositional phrases containing 
adverbial clauses can modify adverbs in comparative constructions. 

(394) Hasan [ [Ali-nin soyle-dig -i ] kadar ] luzh ko~ -ar 
Hasan Ali-Gen. say -FNom-3.sg. as much as fast run-Aor. 
"Hasan runs as fast as Ali said (he did)" 

1. 2. 3. 3. Relative order of modify ing and modified adverbials 

In the unmarked case, modifying adverbials precede modified 
adverbials. 

1. 2. 3. 4. Restrictions on particular types of adverbials modifying 
particular types of adverbials 

We saw in the previous subsections that adverbials modifying adverbials 
are restricted to comparative constructions. 
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1. 2. 4. Postpositional phrases 

1. 2. 4. 1. Operational definition for the postpositional phrase 

Constituents whose last element is a postposition are postpositional 
phrases. Postpositions are relatively easy to diagnose. Most 
postpositions are independent morphemes that assign case to their 
nominal complement; some cliticized postpositions also assign case. 
Thus, most postpositions can easily be distinguished from adjectives, 
since the latter do not assign case. Those postpositions that do not assign 
overt case are nevertheless distinguishable from adjectives by their 
semantics. 

1. 2. 4. 2. Postpositional phrases and their arguments 

1. 2. 4. 2. 1. Postpositions without arguments 

The only postpositions that can occur without arguments appear to be 
some that are used as time adverbials like once 'before' and sonra 'after'. 
In their use as "adverbs", i.e. when without arguments, they mean 'first' 
and 'later', respectively: 

(395) dun once ~ -e git-ti -m, soma slnema-ya 
yesterday first work-Oat. go-Past-l.sg. later cinema-Oat. 
"Yesterday I first went to work and afterwards to the movies" 

Interestingly, both of these elements assign the ablative to their 
respective arguments when they are used as postpositions. 

1. 2. 4. 2. 2. Postpositions with more than one argument 

These occur only in comparatives and equatives. 

1. 2. 4. 2. 3. Postpositions with arguments other than noun phrases 

Postpositions can occur with clausal complements; these can be either 
nominalized or tensed. Examples can be found in the sections on 
adverbial clauses, i.e. in section 1. 1.2.4. and in section 1.2. 1.3. 

1. 2. 4. 2. 4. Possibilities for stranding postpositions if their noun 
phrase is moved 

Genuine postpositions (also referred to as "primary postpositions" in 
Lewis (1975)) cannot be stranded. This holds true for attempting to 
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strand a postposition when its complement is moved as well as for 
potentially stranding it by eliding its complement via discourse-based 
"deletion" or by forming a relative clause (which involves a "gap" in the 
place of the relativized constituent). 

However, it is possible to strand "secondary postpositions" (cf. Lewis 
(1975)). These are actually nouns which are used as postpositions; they 
do not assign any case to their respective arguments and either are 
themselves assigned case by the verbal predicate of the sentence, or else 
carry an inherent case (in contrast to genuine postpositions, which 
cannot be case marked). The first type of secondary postpositions are 
locational; the second type ranges over a variety of meanings. These 
nouns enter possessive "compounds" with their respective arguments. 

Example for the first type of secondary postpositions: 

(396) Hasan [ kitab -m i~ -in] -e bak-b 
Hasan book -Gen. inside -3.sg. -Oat. look -Past 
"Hasan looked into the book (into the inside of the book)" 

Stranding the secondary postposition by relativizing its argument: 

(397) [Hasan-In [0 i~ -in] -e bak -hg -1 ] kitap 
Hasan-Gen. 0 inside -3.sg. -Oat. look-ObjP-3.sg. book 

"The book that Hasan looked into" 

Note that the genitive assigned to the argument of ~he "secondary 
postposition" is not due to the postposition itself, but rather to the 
possessive agreement marker which agrees in person and number with 
the argument. This can be seen by the fact that the very same case and 
agreement facts pertain in regular nominal possessive constructions 
where the head noun does not have any function as a postposition. 

The arguments of these postpositions are usually not marked with the 
genitive when they are full lexical nouns; such marking occurs only 
when the argument is a pronoun. The stranding possibility in this 
example is marked for discourse deletion (stranding by relativization is 
possible, as well): 

(398) Hasan ban -a [(on -un) hakk -In -da] 
Hasan I -Oat. he -Gen "about" -3.sg. -Loc. 

bir ftkra anlat -b 
an anecdote tell -Past 

"Hasan told me an anecdote about him" 
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In both instances, stranding the secondary postposition is possible, 
because the person and number features of the moved, gapped or elided 
argument are encoded on the postposition via the agreement suffix. 
Since primary postpositions do not carry any agreement with their 
argument, they cannot be stranded. 

1. 2. 4. 3. Elements that can modify postpositions 

Strictly speaking, postpositions cannot be modified in general. However, 
the two postpositions which can be used without arguments (cf. 
subsection 1. 2. 4. 2. 1.), i.e. once 'before' and sonra 'after', as well as the 
postposition evvel 'before' which cannot be used without an argument 
can be modified. 

1.2.4.3.1. Adverbsmodifyingpostpositions 

The above-mentioned set of postpositions can be modified by a very 
limited set of adverbs like ~k 'a lot' and (bir)az 'a little': 

(399) Hasan biraz once git -ti 
Hasan a little before go -Past 
"Hasan left a little (while) ago" 

1. 2. 4. 3. 2. Postpositional phrases modifying postpositions 

Postpositions cannot be modified by postpositional phrases. 

1. 2. 4. 3. 3. Cases of noun phrases modifying postpositions 

Cased noun phrases governed by postpositions (cf. section 2. 1.5. 1.) can 
be viewed as instances of cased noun phrases "modifying" (in a wider 
sense) postpositions. Just one representative example follows: 

(400) Hasan Ali -den once git -ti 
Hasan Ali -Abl. before go -Past 
"Hasan left a little before Ali" 

1. 2. 4. 3. 4. A dverbial clauses modifying postpositions 

Postpositions can occur with clausal complements; these can be either 
nominalized or tensed. Examples can be found in the sections on 
adverbial clauses, i.e. in section 1. 1. 2. 4. and in section 1. 2. 1. 3. 
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1. 2. 4. 3. 4. 1. Finite adverbial clauses 

Tensed clauses can occur with certain postpositions that do not assign 
overt case, e.g. gibi 'like' and kadar 'as much as': 

(401) [ ku¢k dag -lar -1 yarat -m~ ] gibi 
small mountain -pI. -Acc. create -PPart like 

"As though (he / she / it) had created the small mountains" 
(said about conceited people) 

(402) [ yan~ma -yt kazan -acak] kadar (guzel) 
competition -Acc. win -Fut. as much as beautiful 

"As much (beautiful) as to win the competition" 

1. 2.4. 3. 4. 2. Nonfinite adverbial clauses 

Most postpositions that occur with noun phrases can also occur with 
nonfinite, fully nominalized clauses; e.g. 

(403) dun ~ -lffi -e [[ <;ocuk -lar okul -a 
yesterday work -l.sg. -Dat. child -pI. school -Dat. 

git -tik -ten] sonra] git -ti -ill 

go -FNom -Abl. after go -Past -l.sg. 
"Yesterday I went to work after the children had gone to school" 

However, adverbial clauses whose verbal heads are marked with a 
gerundive (or "converb") suffix, which lack agreement marking with the 
subject, and which can modify adjectives and verbs without the 
intermediary of a postposition (e.g. -(y)ArAk, -(y)IncA, -DIk~A; cf. 
secti~n 1. 2. 3. 4. and 1. 1. 2. 4. on adverbial clauses) cannot modify 
postpositions in general. One of the rare counterexamples to this 
generalization is -(y)IncA, when it is marked with the dative case, 
modifying kadar 'until': 

(404) [[ <;ocuk -lar ev -e gel -ince -ye] kadar] 
child -pI. house -Dat. come -when -Oat. until 
~ -e gid -e -me -di -ill 

work -Dat. go -Abii. -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 
"I couldn't go to work until the children had come home" 

When marked with the dative as in (397), the postposition is obligatory 
in this construction. 

Other possibilities are illustrated below: 

-rnA-dAn, modifying once 'before': 
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(405) [[ \ocuk -lar ev -e gel -me -den] once ] 
child -pI. house -Dat. come -Neg. -Abl. before 
~ -e gid -e -me · -di -m 
work -Dat. go -Abil. -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"I couldn't go to work before the children had come home" 

The postposition is optional here. 

Similar forms not discussed earlier, because they are used rarely: 

-An-A, modifying kadar 'until': 

(406) [[ \ocuk -lar ev -e gel -en -e ] kadar ] 
child -pI. house -Dat. come -Ger. -Oat. until 
~ -e gid -e -mi -yeceg-im 
work -Dat. go -Abil. -Neg. -Put. -l.sg. 

"I won't be able to go to work until the children will come home" 

The postposition is obligatory in this construction. 

-(y)AlI, modifying beri'since': 

(407) [[ \ocuk -lar ev -e gel -eli] beri ] ~ -e 
child -pI. house -Dat. come -Ger. since work -Dat. 

gid -e -me -di -m 
go -Abii. -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"I couldn't go to work until the children had come home" 

The postposition is optional in this construction. 

1. 2. 4. 3. 5. Relative order of postposition and modifier 

The postposition must follow its modifier. 

1. 2. 4. 4. Postpositions that can govern more than one case 

Postpositions can govern only one case at a time. 

The only postposition that allows for an alternation of cases appears to 
be kadar. When it is used in a comparative construction, it means 'as 
much as' and assigns the nominative to its argument when it is fully 
lexical, and the genitive when it is pronominal: 

(408) \ocuk -lar [[ ben -im ] kadar ] yemek ye -di -ler 
child -pI. I -Gen. as much as food eat -Past -3. pI. 
"The children ate as much food as I" 
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When the same postposition is used in locative or temporal 
constructions, with the meaning of 'as far as' or 'until', it assigns the 
dative: 

(409) [[ bu ~am -a ] kadar] ~ -im -i bitir -eceg-im 
this evening -Dat until work -l.sg.-Acc. finish-Fut. -l.sg. 

"I will finish my work by this evening" 

1. 2. 4. 4. 1. Determination of choice of case 

This alternation is determined by the semantics of the postposition 
rather than by the verb. 

1. 2. 5. Noun phrases (nominal constituents) 

1. 2. 5. 1. Operational definition for the noun phrase 

Noun phrases are constituents whose last word is a noun and which 
bear case markers in syntactic contexts where overt case is assigned, i.e. 
where they function as complements of verbs and of postpositions. 

1. 2. 5. 2. Types of modifiers occurring in noun phrases 

1. 2. 5. 2. 1. Adjective 

Adjectives are the typical modifiers of nouns: 

(410) giizel kadm 
beautiful woman 
"the beautiful woman" 

1. 2. 5. 2. 2. Relative clause 

Relative clauses can function as modifiers in noun phrases: 

(411) [ ~ -in -e gid -en ] kadm 
work -3.sg. -Dat. go -SbjP woman 

"the woman who is going to work" 

1. 2. 5. 2. 3. Possessive "adjective" 

Such adjectives are derived from nouns via the suffix -11 and have one of 
the following three main types of meaning: 
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1. 'possessing the object or quality indicated by the stem': 

(412) aktl 'intelligence' aktl -II 'possessing intelligence; intelligent' 
resim 'picture' resim -Ii 'possessing pictures; illustrated' 

2. 'possessing the object or quality indicated by the stem to a high 
degree': 

(413) hlZ 'speed' 
ya~ 'age' 

ruz -II 'having high speed; rapid' 
ya~ -II 'having a high age; old' 

3. 'belonging to a place or institution': 

(414) Ankara 'Ankara' Ankara -II 'person living in Ankara' 
iiniversite 'university' iiniversite -Ii 'university student' 

1. 2. 5. 2. 4. Article 

Turkish does not have a definite article, but it does have an indefinite 
article: bir 'a'. While this is the same word as the numeral meaning 'one', 
the position of the article is different from that of the numeral: the article 
follows any adjective in the noun phrase and immediately precedes the 
noun, while the numeral is phrase-initial: 

(415) bir giizel, olgun elma 
one nice ripe apple 
"one nice ripe apple" 

(416) giizel, olgun bir elma 
nice ripe an apple 
"a nice, ripe apple" 

1. 2. 5. 2. 5. Demonstrative "adjective" 

There is a three-way distinction in the demonstrative system: 

(417) bu 'this' 
~u 'that' 
o 'that', 'yonder' 

1. 2. 5. 2. 6. Quantifiers 

(close to the speaker) 
(further away from the speaker) 
(furthest from the speaker) 

Numerals and other quantifiers precede the noun, when they are used as 
modifiers; however, in partitive constructions (where they are used as 
nouns), they follow the noun: 

(418) ii~ elma 
three apple 
"three apples" 



(419) bazl elm a -lar 
some apple -pI. 
"some apples" 

(420) elma -lar -m ii~-u 
apple -pI. -Gen. three -3.sg. 
"three of the apples" 

(421) elma -lar -m bazl -lar-1 
apple -pI. -Gen. some -pI. -3.sg. 
"some of the apples" 

1.2.5.2.7. i\dverbUUs 
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Adverbials occur in noun phrases either as modifiers of adjectives in 
simple noun phrases, or as modifiers of verbs in nominalized clauses: 

(422) ~k olgun bir elma 
very ripe an apple 
"a very ripe apple" 

(423) [Hasan-m ~k konu~ -rna -S1 ] ben-i ktz -d1r -d1 
Hasan -Gen. very talk -ANom-3.sg. I -Ace. angry-Caus.-Past 

"Hasan's talking a lot angered me" 

1. 2. 5. 2. 8. Emphatic words 

There is no general system of emphasis. There are emphatically used 
reflexive pronouns, which will be discussed in the section on reflexives. 
Emphatic focus is marked by word order and high pitch. 

1. 2. 5. 2. 9. Comparative/ superlative/ equative structures 

Comparative constructions within noun phrases function like adverbs 
modifying adjectives. The member of the comparison introduced by 
'than' in English is marked with the ablative and precedes the noun: 

(424) Hasan -dan gene; bir erkek 
Hasan -Abl. young a man 
"a man younger than Hasan" 

The superlative is constructed by using en 'most' before the adjective: 

(425) en gene; erkek 
most young man 
"the youngest man" 
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The equative is expressed by using the postposition kadar 'as much as': 

(426) Hasan kadar gen~ bir erkek 
Hasan as much as young a man 
"a man as young as Hasan" 

1. 2. 5. 2. 10. Intensive adjectives 

An interesting feature of modifiers in Turkish is the existence of 
intensive adjectives (as well as of-less commonly-adverbs). These are 
formed by an exceptional morphological feature: while Turkish 
morphology is suffixing in general, intensive adjectives are formed by 
prefixation. The prefix consists of the first syllable of the stem; the last 
consonant of that syllable is replaced by one of the following consonants: 
m, p, r, or s. The determination of that consonant remains a still
unresolved problem in Turkish phonology. Some examples follow: 

(427) bo~ 'empty' bombo~ 
uzun 'long' upuzun 
temiz 'clean' tertemiz 

'utterly empty' 
'very long' 
'very clean' 

1. 2. 5. 3. More than one occurrence of modifier subtypes 

There can be a number of adjective modifiers in a noun phrase, and the 
same is true for relative clauses. There is no preferred order among 
various types of adjectives. When both adjective and relative clause 
occur as modifiers, the unmarked order is: relative clause-adjective
noun. In such instances, when the adjective precedes the relative clause 
instead, an intonational break is inserted between these two modifiers. 

1. 2. 5. 4. Inadmissible combinations of modifier types 

Most combinations of modifier types are permitted. However, 
demonstratives and quantifiers cannot co-occur with the indefinite 
article. 

1. 2. 5. 5. Order of the head and the various modifiers 

In the unmarked word order, the head noun of the noun phrase is 
always the last constituent in a noun phrase. There is the following 
preference among the various subtypes of modifiers, when they co
occur: 
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Demonstrative -relative clause -(quantifier) -adjective -(indefinite article) 
-noun 

1. 3. COORDINATION 

1. 3. 1. Means used for coordination 

1. 3. 1. 1. Means used for coordinating sentences 

1. 3. 1. 1. 1. And-coordination 

There are essentially three ways to coordinate sentences: 1. by simply 
stringing the coordinated sentences one after another, without using any 
coordination marker; 2. by using the unbound conjunction marker ve 
'and', borrowed from Arabic, between two conjoined sentences (or 
between the last two, if there are more than two conjuncts); 3. by 
attaching the coordination postclitic DA28 to the first constituent of the 
second conjunct, if only two sentences are conjoined, and to the first 
constituent of the last conjunct, if more than two sentences are conjoined. 
Examples for each type follow: 

(428) Hasan i~ 
. 

git -ti, Ali -m -e ev -m -e 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -Past Ali house -3.sg. -Oat. 

don -dii, ben park -ta kal -dl -m. 
return -Past I park -Loc. stay -Past -l.sg. 

"Hasan went to work, Ali returned home, I stayed in the park" 

(429) Hasan i~ -m -e git -ti, Ali ev -in -e 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -Past Ali house -3.sg. -Oat. 

don -dii ve ben park -ta kal -dl -m. 
return -Past and I park -Loc. stay -Past -l.sg. 

"Hasan went to work, Ali returned home, and I stayed in the park" 

(430) Hasan i~ -in -e git -ti, Ali ev -in -e 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -Past Ali house -3.sg. -Oat. 

don -d ii, ben de park -ta kal -dl -m. 
return -Past I -and park -Loc. stay -Past -l.sg. 

"Hasan went to work, Ali returned home, and I stayed in the park" 

The postclitic D A can also function in a similar way as ve, i.e. as a 
conjunction marker placed between the coordinated sentences (and, true 
to its nature as a postclitic, cliticizing onto the preceding word, i.e. the 
last word of the conjunct); in this function, it doesn't just have the 
meaning of 'and', but also has a variety of shadings of meaning 
determined by the context: 
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(431) 

(432) 
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. . 
once ~ -lffi 

first work -1.sg. 
gid -eyim 
go -1.sg.0pt. 

-i bitir -eylm de Slnema -ya 
-Ace. finish -1.sg.0pt. -and Cinema -Oat. 

"Let me finish my work first and (then) go to the movies" 
(" ... so that I can go to the movies") 

New York -a git -ti -n de Empire State 
New York -Oat. go -Past -2.sg. -and Empire State 

Building -i gor -me -di -n! 
Building -Ace. see -Neg. -Past -2.sg. 

"You went to New York and (yet) did not see the Empire State 
Building!" ("How could you go to New York and not see the Empire 
State Building!") 

There is yet another way to coordinate sentences; this is restricted to 
nominalized clauses when conjoining full clauses with each other; in 
fully finite sentences, only the predicate phrases can be coordinated in 
this way; in other words, the subject of the coordinated sentences must 
be understood to be the same, and the second conjunct must lack an 
overt subject: 

(433) [ Hasan 
. 

gid 
. 

Ali -m ~ -e -lP -run ev -e 
Hasan -Gen. work -Oat. go -and Ali -Gen. home -Oat. 
don -dug -un -u ] duy -du -m. 
return -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear -Past -1.sg. 

"I heard that Hasan went to work and Ali returned home" 

In this type of coordination, the conjunction suffix replaces the 
nominalization, agreement and case markers of the first conjunct. In 
fully finite sentences, however, the conjuncts cannot have different 
subjects: 

(434) *Hasan ~ -e gid -ip Ali ev -e don -du 
Hasan work -Oat. go -and Ali home -Oat. return -Past 

"Hasan went to work and Ali returned home" 

Instead, this pattern is used in fully tensed sentences to conjoin clauses 
where the second conjunct lacks a subject: 

(435) Hasan ~ -e gid -ip ev -e don -du 
Hasan work -Oat. go -and home -Oat. return -Past 
"Hasan went to work and returned home" 

Here, the conjunction suffix replaces the tense and agreement 
morphemes of the first conjunct. 
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1. 3. 1. 1. 2. But-coordination 

Words like fakat or ama, both meaning 'but', are placed between the 
conjoined sentences: 

(436) Hasan i~ -e git-ti, fakat Ali ev -e don -cHi 
Hasan work-Oat. go -Past but Ali home-Oat. return-Past 
"Hasan went to work and Ali returned home" 

1. 3. 1. 1. 3. Or-coordination 

Words like veya or (ve)yahut are placed between the conjuncts: 

(437) Hasan i~ -e git-ti veya Ali \ar~l -ya gk -h 
Hasan work-Oat. go -Past or Ali market-Oat. go out-Past 
"Hasan went to work or Ali went shopping" 

Another pattern for or-coordination uses the discontinuous morpheme 
ya ... ya; each occurrence is placed sentence-initially: 

(438) Hasan 
. 

git -ti (da ) Ali ya ~ -e ya 
either Hasan work -Oat. go -Past or (-and) Ali 

\ar~l -ya Q.k -h 
market -Oat. go out -Past 

"Either Hasan went to work or Ali went shopping" 

1. 3. 1. 1. 4. Other types of sentence coordination 

A few additional productive patterns of sentence coordination are 
illustrated below: 

hem ... hem (de) 'as well as': 

(439) hem Hasan 
. 

git -ti, hem (de ) Ali ~ -e 
'both" Hasan work -Oat. go -Past as well as (-and) Ali 

\ar~l -ya Q.k -h 
market -Oat. go out -Past 

"Hasan went to work AND Ali went shopping" 

ne ... ne (de) 'neither nor' 

(440) ne Hasan ~ -e git -ti, ne (de ) Ali 
neither Hasan work -Oat. go -Past nor (-and) Ali 

\a~l -ya gk -h 
market -Oat. go out -Past 

"Neither did Hasan go to work nor did Ali go shopping" 
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1. 3. 1. 2. Number of coordinators 

1. 3. 1. 2. 1. One coordinator for each conjunct 

The only coordination patterns where there are as many occurrences of 
coordinators as there are conjuncts are instantiated by the constructions 
with the repeated morphemes ya, hem, and ne, as illustrated in the 
previous subsection. 

1. 3. 1. 2. 2. One less coordinator than the number of conjuncts 

With the exception of the coordinators in but-coordination, the repeated 
coordination morphemes and the postclitic DA, when it appears after the 
first constituent of a last conjunct (cf. patterns of and-coordination), all 
other coordinators illustrated above can be repeated as many times as 
there are conjuncts, with the exception of after the last conjunct. Thus, in 
all such examples, there would be one less coordinator than the number 
of conjuncts. 

(441) Hasan i~ -in -e git-ti ve Ali ev -in -e 
Hasan work-3.sg.-Dat. go -Past and Ali house-3.sg.-Dat. 

don -du ve ben park-ta kal -dl -m 
return -Past and I park-Loco stay-Past-1.sg. 

"Hasan went to work and Ali returned home and I stayed in the 
park" 

However, this is not the stylistically preferred pattern; the preferred 
option is discussed in the next subsection. 

1. 3. 1. 2. 3. One coordinator irrespective of the number of conjuncts 

For most coordinators, the preferred pattern is to have one coordinator 
irrespective of the number of conjuncts; for some, like the coordinators in 
the but-coordination and the postclitic DA in the and-coordination, it is 
the only option: 

(442) Hasan i~ -in -e git-ti, Ali ev -in -e don -du, 
Hasan work -3.sg.-Dat. go -Past Ali house-3.sg.-Dat. return -Past 

ben de park-ta kal -dl -m 
I -and park-Loco stay -Past-1.sg. 

"Hasan went to work, Ali returned home and I stayed in the park" 
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1. 3. 1. 3. Means used for coordinating the major categories of the 
sentence 

Coordination of noun phrases is similar to that of sentences in many 
respects; e.g. simple stringing of noun phrases without a coordinator and 
coordination by means of the free morpheme ve are both possible: 

(443) Hasan, Ali, Zeynep diin smema-ya git-ti -ler 
Hasan Ali Zeynep yesterday cinema-Oat. go -Past-3.pl. 
"Hasan, Ali, and Zeynep went to the movies yesterday" 

(444) Hasan (ve) Ali ve Zeynep diin sinema-ya git-ti -ler 
Hasan and Ali and Zeynep yesterday cinema-Oat. go -Past-3.pl. 
"Hasan (and) Ali, and Zeynep went to the movies yesterday" 

As with the coordination of sentences, it is preferred to use ve only once, 
between the two last conjuncts, where there are more than two 
conjuncts; however, this coordinator can also be used between all 
conjuncts; again, just as in its usage with sentences, it cannot be used 
after the last conjunct. 

The usage of the postclitic DA is somewhat different when conjoining 
noun phrases, as compared to its usage with sentences. When conjoining 
noun phrases, it cannot be used just after the second noun phrase (or one 
of its subconstituents); rather, it attaches to both noun phrases (or all 
noun phrases, if more than two are conjoined): 

(445) Hasan da Ali de Zeynep de diin slnema-ya 
Hasan -and Ali -and Zeynep -and yesterday cinema-Oat. 

git-ti -ler 
go -Past-3.pl. 

"Hasan and / as well as Ali and / as well as Zeynep went to the movies 
yesterday" 

In this usage, DA has, in addition to the simple coordination meaning of 
'and', the shading of 'as well as'. This same meaning is also expressed by 
the repeated hem, which we also saw as a sentence coordinator: 

(446) hem Hasan, hem Ali, hem (de ) Zeynep 
as well as Hasan as well as Ali as well as (-and) Zeynep 

dun sinema-ya git-ti -ler 
yesterday cinema-Oat. go -Past-3.pl. 

"Hasan as well as Ali (and) as well as Zeynep went to the movies 
yesterday" 
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The sentential coordination marker -(y)Ip cannot be used in nominal 
coordination, since it is restricted to verbs. On the other hand, there is a 
nominal coordinator which cannot be used with finite verbs: -(y)IA (and 
its non-cliticized, more rarely used version ile). This coordinator is 
limited to two conjuncts: 

(447) Ali -yle Zeynep dun slnema-ya git-ti -ler 
Ali -and Zeynep yesterday cinema-Dat. go -Past-3.pl. 
"Ali and Zeynep went to the movies yesterday" 

This coordinator is a truly nominal marker; it cannot be used with 
adjectives when they function as modifiers rather than as nouns (while 
all other nominal coordinators can be so used), nor can it coordinate 
participles (again, in their adjectival usage), nor gerundives (converbs). It 
also cannot be used to coordinate subordinate nominalized clauses with 
the "factive" nominalizer -DIK. However, it can be used with clauses 
nominalized via the "action" nominalizer -rnA, as well as with infinitival 
clauses marked with -mAI<. 

(448) [Ali-nin dun slnema-ya git-me -si] -yle 
Ali-Gen. yesterday cinema-Dat. go -ANom-3.sg. -and 

[ Hasan-In ev -e don -me -sin]-e 
Hasan-Gen. home-Dat. return-ANom-3.sg. -Dat. 

§ia§i -h-m 
surprise-Past-1.sg. 

"I was surprised at Ali's going to the movies yesterday and Hasan's 
returning home" 

There is no "but-coordination" for noun phrases; however, "or
coordination" is constructed using the same coordinators as sentence 
coordination, namely using veya or ya ... ya: 

(449) Ali veya Zeynep dun slnema-ya git-ti 
Ali or Zeynep yesterday cinema-Dat. go -Past 
"Ali or Zeynep went to the movies yesterday" 

(450) ya Ali ya (da) Zeynep dun sinema-ya git-ti 
either Ali or (-and) Zeynep yesterday cinema-Dat. go -Past 
"Either Ali or Zeynep went to the movies yesterday" 

Furthermore, ne ... ne 'neither nor' is also used with noun phrases: 

(451) ne Ali ne (de) Zeynep dun slnema-ya git-ti 
neither Ali nor (-and) Zeynep yesterday cinema-Dat. go -Past 
"Neither Ali nor Zeynep went to the movies yesterday" 

All the nominal coordinators (with the exception of -yIa) can also be 
used to coordinate adjective phrases and adverb phrases. In addition, 
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"but-coordination" for these phrases is possible, as well, and is 
constructed in the same way as in sentences: 

(452) giizel fakat kiskan~ bir insan 
beautiful but jealous a person 
"a beautiful but jealous person" . 

(453) Hasan yav~ fakat iyi ~al~ -Ir 
Hasan slowly but well work -Aor. 
"Hasan works slowly but well" 

1. 3. 1. 4. Means used for expressing coordination and accompaniment 
(comitative) 

The nominal coordinator -(y)lA mentioned in the previous section is the 
same marker used to express accompaniment and sometimes referred to 
as the comitative: 

(454) Hasan Ali-yle opera-ya git-ti 
Hasan Ali-with opera-Oat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to the opera with Ali" 

However, while -(y)lA as a comitative marker is identical phonologically 
and morphologically to the corresponding coordination marker, its 
syntactic properties are different (cf. Kornfilt (1990)). In its function as a 
conjunction marker, it appears between the conjuncts and cliticizes onto 
the first conjunct, as we saw previously; thus, corresponding to (454), we 
would have the following coordination structure: 

(455) Hasan-la Ali opera-ya git-ti -ler 
Hasan-and Ali opera-Oat. go -Past-3.pl. 
"Hasan and Ali went to the opera" 

As illustrated in (454) and (456), in its function as a comitative marker, 
-(y)lA cliticizes onto the second noun phrase in the unmarked word 
order. Secondly, where the conjunction of noun phrases has the subject 
relation in a sentence, the coordinate structure triggers plural agreement 
on the predicate, as illustrated in (455) and (457); in contrast, where there 
is a singular subject noun phrase with a comitative noun phrase as in 
(454) and (456), the subject agreement on the predicate must be singular. 
Thirdly, a coordinate noun phrase as in (455) cannot be broken up by 
moving either one of the conjuncts, as illustrated in (457). However, in a 
comitative construction, as in (454), both the comitative noun phrase and 
other noun phrases can be freely moved around, as can be seen in (456). 
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Comitative construction: 

(456) Hasan opera -ya Ali -yle git -ti 
Hasan opera -Oat. Ali -with go -Past 
"Hasan went to the opera with Ali" 
("It was Ali with whom Hasan went to the opera") 

Coordinate construction: 

(457) * Ali opera -ya Hasan -Ia git -ti -Ier 
Ali opera -Oat. Hasan -and go -Past -3.pl. 

Intended reading: "Hasan and Ali went to the opera" 

1. 3. 1. 5. Structural parallelism required between coordinated 
elements of the same category 

Full sentences can be coordinated rather freely, without structural 
parallelism being necessary, as long as there is a reasonable semantic 
context that would include the meaning of all conjuncts. However, 
coordination of reduced sentences requires a certain amount of 
parallelism. For example, coordination of sentences with the suffix - (y)Ip 
requires that the subject of the two conjuncts cannot be different, and 
that both verbs be either active or passive (although otherwise active and 
passive verbs can be coordinated, as we shall see shortly): 

(458) Hasan sabah ~ -e gid-ip alq;am ev -e don-er 
Hasan morning work-Oat. go -and evening home-Oat. return-Aor. 
"Hasan goes to work iIi the morning and returns home in the 

. " evenIng 

Parallelism in terms of the same number of arguments or objects with 
the same case marking is not necessary, however: 

(459) Hasan ~ -ten don -iip para -SIn -1 

Hasan work -Abl. return -and money -3.sg. -Ace. 
kan -SIn -a ver -di 
wife -3.sg. -Oat. give -Past 

"Hasan returned from work and gave his money to his wife" 

In coordination of fully tensed sentences, it is not possible to conjoin a 
Yes/No-question with a constituent question, while such coordination is 
possible in a subordinated, nominalized construction: 

(460) *Hasan nere -ye git-ti ve Ali Ankara-dan ml don -dii.? 
Hasan where-Oat. go -Past and Ali Ankara-Abl. -Q return-Past 

"Where did Hasan go and did Ali return from ANKARA?" 
("Where did Hasan go and was it Ankara that Ali returned from?") 
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(461) Ay~e, [ Hasan-In nere -ye git-tig -in -1 ve 
Ay~e Hasan-Gen. where-Dat. go -FNom-3.sg.-Acc. and 

Ali -nin Ankara-dan mI don -dug -tin -u ] sor -du 
Ali -Gen. Ankara-Abl. -Q return-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. ask-Past 

"A y~e asked where Hasan went and whether Ali returned from 
ANKARA" ("Ay~e asked where Hasan went and whether it was 
Ankara that Ali returned from") 

Nominalized subordinated clauses must be of the same nominalization 
type to be coordinated with each other. In any event, the possibility of 
nominalization mismatch would occur only in those rare instances 
where a verb allows for either type: 

(462) ?? /*[ [Hasan -m Ankara -ya git -tig -in -i ] 
Hasan -Gen. Ankara -Dat. go -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 

ve [ Ahmed -in Adana -ya don -me -sin -i ] ] 
and Ahmet -Gen. Adana -Dat. return -ANom -3.sg. -Ace. 
say -Past -l.sg. 
soyle -di -ill 

"I said that Hasan went to Ankara and for Ahmet to return to Adana" 

Noun phrases must have the same case when coordinated. This 
restriction would follow in general from the fact that conjoined noun 
phrases would be governed by the same case assigner, i.e. the same verb 
or postposition. However, in the rare instances where different cases can 
be assigned by the same governor, noun phrases with different cases 
cannot be coordinated; if they are, the result is either totally 
ungrammatical or at least very awkward: 

(463) ?? /*i~ -e ve ~ -ten don -ecek-Ier 
work-Dat. and work-Abl. return-Fut. -3.pl. 

"They will return to and from work" 

(464) *Hasan ve ev -e kadar ylirii -du -ill 

Hasan and home-Dat. as much as/ as far as walk -Past -l.sg. 
"I walked as far as Hasan and home" 
(Intended reading: "I walked as far as Hasan did and as far as home") 

Furthermore, it is not possible to coordinate two direct objects if one is 
specific and the other is non-specific, as a result of which one will be 
overtly marked with the accusative suffix and the other will not. Either 
both direct objects must be marked for accusative case, or neither must 
be so marked: 
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(465) a. Hasan d un a~am kitab-I ve gazate -yi 
Hasan yesterday evemng book-Ace. and newspaper-Ace. 

oku-du 
read-Past 

"Hasan read the book and the newspaper yesterday evening" 

(465) b. Hasan dun a~am kitap ve gazate oku -du 
Hasan yesterday evening book and newspaper read-Past 
"Hasan read books (non-specific) and newspapers (non-specific) 
yesterday evening" 

(465) c. *Hasan dun a~am kitab-I ve gazate oku -du 
Hasan yesterday evening book -Acc. and newspaper read-Past 
"Hasan read the book and newspapers (non-specific) yesterday 
evening" 

1. 3. 1. 5. 1. Coordination of adjectives and participial constructions 

Coordination of adjectives and participial constructions is possible in 
general. However, certain types of participles enter such coordinations 
more readily than others. Participial constructions whose predicate is 
marked by the participial suffix - (y)An, i.e. constructions that correspond 
to English relative clauses modifying subjects, parts of subjects, and any 
noun phrase in impersonal constructions, conjoin with adjectives much 
more successfully than participials marked with -DIK and that modify 
non-subjects: 

(466) ??[ [gen~ ] ve [erkek-Ier-in begen- dig -i ]] bir kadm 
young and man -pl.-Gen. like -ObjP-3.sg. a woman 

"a young woman whom men like" 
("a young and men's liking woman") 

(467) [ [gen~ ] ve [erkek-Ier-ce begen -il -en]] bir kadm 
young and man -pl.-by like -Pass. -SbjP a woman 

"a young woman liked by men" 
("a young and by-men-liked woman") 

1. 3. 1. 5. 2. Coordination of nouns and nominalized constructions 

Nouns and nominalized constructions can be coordinated in general, 
where such coordination is semantically meaningful. The result is 
stylistically somewhat awkward but not ungrammatical: 

(468) [ [son dedikodu-Iar-I ] ve [Hasan-In karl -SIn -1 

last rumor -pl.-Ace. and Hasan-Gen. wife-3.sg.-Acc. 
bo~a -dIg -m -1 ] duy -du -m 
divorce-FNom -3.sg.-Acc. hear-Past-l.sg. 

"I heard,the latest rumors and that Hasan divorced his wife" 
("I heard the latest rumors and Hasan's divorcing his wife") 
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1. 3. 1. 5. 3. Coordination of various different types of adverbials 

Different types of adverbials cannot be coordinated; the two following 
examples illustrate the fact that manner and time adverbials and manner 
and place adverbials cannot be coordinated. The same holds true for 
other types, as well. 

(469) *Hasan mektub-u [\abuk ve dun ] yaz -dl 
Hasan letter -Acc. fast and yesterday write-Past 

"Hasan wrote the letter fast and yesterday" 

(470) *Hasan mektub-u [\abuk ve oda -SIn -da ] yaz -dl 
Hasan letter -Ace. fast and room-3.sg.-Loc. write-Past 

"Hasan wrote the letter fast and in his room" 

Not only is there a restriction against coordinating adverbs of different 
types, but such different adverbs also block the coordination of verb 
phrases in which they are contained: 

(471) *Hasan [[ mektub-u \abuk] ve [odev -in-i 
Hasan letter -Acc. fast and homework-3.sg.-Acc. 
oda -sm -da ]] yaz -dl 
room -3.sg. -Loc. write -Past 

"Hasan wrote the letter fast and his homework in his room" 

Coordination of verb phrases is permitted, however, if the adverbs are of 
the same type: 

(472) Hasan [[ mektub-u \abuk] ve [odev -in -i yava~ ] ] 
Hasan letter -Acc. fast and homework-3.sg.-Acc. slowly 

yaz -dl 
write -Past 

"Hasan wrote the letter fast and his homework slowly" 

1. 3. 1. 5. 4. Coordination of active and passive verbs 

Coordination of active and passive verbs is possible: 

(473) Hasan [ sev -di ve sev -il -di ] 
Hasan love -Past and love -Pass.-Past 
"Hasan loved and was loved" 

1. 3. 1. 5. 5. Verb categories that cannot be coordinated with each other 

It is awkward to coordinate some verb categories, e.g. agentive verbs 
with non-agentive verbs (e.g. unaccusative verbs): 
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(474) *Hasan ko~ -tu ve pis kok -tu 
Hasan run -Past and bad smell -Past 

"Hasan ran and stank" 

Furthermore, coordinated verbs must all be tensed (but the tenses can 
differ), or they must all be nominalized; cross-category matching is not 
possible. Moreover, tensed and conditional verbs cannot be coordinated, 
either, nor can tensed verbs and verbs in the imperative or optative be 
coordinated. 

1. 3. 2. Elements that can(not) be omitted under identity in 
coordination of sentences 

1. 3. 2. 1. Elements that can be omitted under identity in coordination 
of sentences 

All major categories can be omitted under identity in coordination of 
sentences. Particularly, noun phrases with the same grammatical 
function (e.g. subjects, objects) are preferably omitted in the second 
conjunct: 

Omission of the subject noun phrase: 

(475) Hasan araba-Yl Ylka -dl ve ev -i siipiir-dii 
Hasan car -Acc. wash -Past and house -Acc. sweep-Past 
"Hasan washed the car and swept the house" 

Omission of an object noun phrase: 

(476) Hasan Istakoz-u pi~ir-di, Ali de ye -di 
Hasan lobster-Acc. cook-Past Ali -and eat-Past 
"Hasan cooked the lobster and Ali ate (it)" 

Verbs can also be omitted under identity: 

(477) Hasan Istakoz-u pi~ir-di, Ali de bahg-l 
Hasan lobster -Ace. cook-Past Ali - and fish -Acc. 
"Hasan cooked the lobster and Ali (cooked) the fish" 

As (477) shows, it is possible to omit the verb in the second conjunct. 
However, while noun phrases, when omitted at all, must be omitted in 
the second conjunct rather than in the first, verbs, when omitted at all, 
are preferably omitted in the first conjunct; thus, (477) illustrates a 
possible, but less preferred option. The preferred option is shown in 
(478): 
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(478) Hasan lstakoz -U, Ali de bahg -1 pl~lr -di 
Hasan lobster -Acc. Ali -and fish -Acc. cook -Past 
"Hasan (cooked) the lobster and Ali cooked the fish" 

More surprisingly, some morphological elements can also be omitted 
under identity; these are agreement suffixes on all predicates, secondary 
tense morphemes in complex tenses, the copula as well as tense and 
agreement suffixes attached to the copula in adjectival and nominal 
predicates. Where such morphological deletion occurs, it must take place 
in the first conjunct: 

(479) (biz) araba -yt ytk -lyor ve aym zaman -da 
we car -Acc. wash -Pr.Prog. and same time -Loc. 
<;~ -lyor -du -k 
work -Prog. -Past -1.pl. 

"We were washing the car and were working at the same time" 

1. 3. 2. 2. Elements that cannot be omitted under identity in 
coordination of sentences 

Primary tense / aspect markers cannot be omitted under identity in 
sentence coordination. For instance, in the previous example, the suffix 
for present progressive is identical in the two conjuncts, yet it cannot be 
omitted. Further, suffixes for negation, passive, for the reflexive, the 
reciprocal and the causative cannot be omitted under identity, either. 

"Vhile noun phrases can be omitted in sentence coordination in the 
second conjunct, they cannot be omitted in the first conjunct. 
Furthermore, although verbs can be omitted under identity in either the 
first or the second conjunct, they cannot be omitted in the second 
conjunct, if the whole coordinate construction is embedded, and if the 
coordination is not in absolute sentence final position; in other words, 
omitting the verb of the second conjunct in an embedded coordination is 
not possible, if material from the matrix clause follows. In the following 
t~vo examples, omission of the verb under identity in an embedded 
coordinate structure is first illustrated for omission in the first conjunct 
and then for omission in the second conjunction; the second omission 
leads to ungrammaticality: 

(480) [Hasan -m Istakoz -U, Ali -nln de bahg-l 
Hasan -Gen. lobster -Acc. Ali -Gen. -and fish -Acc. 
pi~ir -dig -in -i ] duy -du -In 

cook -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear -Past -l.sg. 
"I heard that Hasan (cooked) the lobster and Ali cooked the fish" 
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(481) *[ Hasan -m Istakoz -u pi~ir -dig -in -i, 
Hasan -Gen. lobster -Ace. cook -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 

Ali -nin de bahg -I ] duy -du -m 
Ali -Gen. -and fish -Ace. hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that Hasan cooked the lobster and Ali (cooked) the fish" 

1. 3. 3. Elements that can(not) be omitted under identity in 
coordination of major categories 

1. 3. 3. 1. Noun phrases 

In coordinating noun phrases, demonstratives as well as modifiers like 
adjectives and relative clauses can be omitted in the second conjunct, but 
they cannot be omitted in the first conjunct: 

(482) bu de ger -Ii vazo -lar ve heykel -ler 
this value -with vase -pI. and statue -pI. 
"these valuable vases and statues" 
("these valuable vases and these valuable statues") 

On the other hand, certain inflectional categories like the suffixes for 
plural, possessive agreement, and case can be omitted under identity in 
the first conjunct, but not in the second conjunct: 

(483) vazo ve heykel -ler -im -i sat -h -m 
vase and statue -pI. -l.sg. -Acc. sell -Past -l.sg. 
"I sold my vases and statues" (Omitted elements: 
plural, 1.sg. and accusative suffixes in the first conjunct) 

Furthermore, there are certain ill-understood restrictions that govern the 
possibilities for omitting suffixes at the same time. For example, it is 
possible to omit the plural, possessive and case suffixes simultaneously, 
as illustrated in (483). However, to omit just the possessive and case 
suffixes, leaving behind the plural suffix, is ungrammatical: 

(484) *vazo -lar ve heykel -ler -im -i sat -b -in 

vase -pI. and statue -pI. -1.sg. -Ace. sell -Past -l.sg. 
Intended reading: "I sold my vases and statues" 
(Omitted elements: 1.sg. and accusative suffixes in the first conjunct) 

Omitting just the case suffix on the first conjunct and leaving behind the 
plural and possessive agreement markers has an intermediate status 
between the two last examples: 
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(485) ?(?}vazo -Iar -1m ve heykel -Ier -im -i sat -b -m 
vase -pl. -1.sg. and statue . -pl. -1.sg. -Acc. sell-Past -l.sg. 

"I sold my vases and statues" 
(Omitted element: accusative suffix in the first conjunct) 

1. 3. 3. 2. Adjective phrases 

.. -\dverbial modifiers in adjective phrases can be omitted under identity 
in the second conjunct, but not in the first conjunct: 

(486) ~k giizel ve eski 
very beautiful and old 
"very beautiful and old" ("very beautiful and very old") 

(487) giizel ve ~k eski 
beautiful and very old 
"beautiful and very old" 
(Cannot mean: "very beautiful and very old") 

1. 3. 3. 3. Adverb phrases 

Just as in adjective phrases, modifiers in adverb phrases can be omitted under 
identity in the second conjunct, bu~ not in the first conjunct: 

(488) ~k yava~ ok -ur ve yaz -ar 
very slow read -Aor. and write -Aor. 
"reads and writes very slowly" 
("reads very slowly and writes (very slowly)"} 

(489) ok -ur ve ~k yav~ yaz -ar 
read -Aor. and very slow write -Aor. 
"writes very slowly and reads" 
(Cannot mean: "both reads and writes very slowly") 

1. 4. NEGATION 

1. 4. 1. Means of sentence negation 

In sentences with verbal predicates, the negation suffix -rnA is placed 
before the (simple, primary) tense suffix, following suffixes like the 
passive, reflexive, reciprocal, and causative suffixes if they occur, and the 
verbal root otherwise: 

(490) Hasan kitab -1 oku -ma -dl 
Hasan book -Ace. read -Neg. -Past 
"Hasan didn't read the book" 
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In copular sentences with nominal or adjectival predicates, a negative 
copula is used. This is the free morpheme degil, to which certain 
inflectional forms can be attached. These inflections are: subject 
agreement suffixes for the present tense; the simple past suffix and the 
agreement suffixes, in that order, for the simple past; and the conditional 
suffix, followed by agreement suffixes, for the present conditional; for 
the negation of locational expressions, either degil or, more colloquially, 
the negative existential yok can be used, with the same morphological 
properties; for expressing negation of possession, only yok is used: 

(491) a. (ben) hasta degil -un 
I sick Neg.Cop. -l.sg. 

"I am not sick" 

(491) b. (ben) ev -de degit -im 
I home -Loc. Neg.Cop. -l.sg. 

"I am not at home" 

(491) c. (ben) ev -de yok -urn 
I home -Loc. Neg.Exist. -l.sg. 

"I am not at home" ("I don't exist at home") 

(491) d. (ben -im) araba -ill yok 
I -Gen. car -l.sg. Neg.Exist. 
"I have no car" 

(492) a. (ben) hasta degil -di-ill 
I sick Neg.Cop. -Past -l.sg. 

"I was not sick" 

. (492) b. (ben) ev -de degu -di-ill 
I home -Loc. Neg.Cop. -Past -l.sg. 

"I was not at home" 

(492) c. (ben) ev -de yok -tu-ill 
I home -Loc. Neg.Exist. -Past -l.sg. 

"I was not at home" ("I didn't exist at home") 

(492) d. (ben -im ) araba -ill yok -tu 
I -Gen. car -l.sg. Neg.Exist. -Past 

"I had no car" 

(493) a.(ben} hasta degil -se -ill 
I sick Neg.Cop. -Condo -l.sg. 

"If I am not sick" 

(493) b. (ben) ev -de degn -se -ill 
I home -Loc. Neg.Cop. -Condo -l.sg. 

"If I am not at home" 
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(493) c. (ben) ev -de yok -sa -ill 

I home -Loe. Neg.Exist. -Condo -l.sg. 
"If I am not at home" ("If I don't exist at home") 

(493) d. (ben -im ) araba -ill yok -sa 
I -Gen. car -l.sg. Neg.Exist. -Condo 

"If I have no car" 

For other forms like the past conditional, the inferential/reported past, 
and the inferential/reported conditional, the respective suffixes are 
placed on the negative copula and are followed by agreement suffixes; 
e.g. for the inferential/reported past, we would have: 

(494) (ben) hasta degil -rm~ -im 
I sick Neg.Cop. -Rep.Past -l.sg. 

"I am/was reported not to be sick" 

There is one further use of degil which is widely used colloquially and 
less so in the written language, namely one where it occurs after 
sentences with verbal predicates. In this usage, the negative copula is 
placed after the verbal predicate which bears tense suffixes, but no 
agreement markers. The agreement markers are suffixed onto the 
negative copula instead: 

(495) (ben) ~ -1m -i b1rak -acak degil -lffi 
I work -l.sg. -Acc. leave -Fut. Neg.Cop. -l.sg. 

"I shall not leave my job" 
("It is not (the case) that I shall leave my job"} 

Occurrence of these negative elements does not lead to changes in t~e 
rest of the sentence in general. However, their occurrence allows for the 
occurrence of the negative counterparts of certain quantified 
expressions, e.g. hi~kimse 'nobody', hi~bir ~ey 'nothing', which cannot 
appear without a negative predicate: 

(496) (ben) bugiin hi~bir ~ey yap -rna -yacag-lffi 
I today no thing do -Neg. -Fut. -l.sg. 

"I shall do nothing today" 

Note that the corresponding positive quantified expression can also 
appear with a negative predicate, but with a different meaning: 

(497) (ben) bugiin her ~ey -1 yap -rna -yacag-lffi 
I today every thing -Ace. do -Neg. -Fut. -l.sg. 

"I shall not do everything today" 
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1. 4. 2. Constituent negation 

Constituent negation is expressed by placing the negative copula degil 
after the constituent to be negated, and then have the corresponding 
affirmative constituent follow: 

(498) (ben) bugiin i§ -e de gil, ma<; -a git -ti -In 

I today work-Oat. Neg.Cop. match-Oat. go -Past -l.sg. 
"I went not to work today, (but) to a game" 

The sequence consisting of the negated constituent and the 
corresponding affirmative constituent is placed preferably immediately 
preceding the verb, i.e. in the focus position: 

(499) bugiin ma<; -a Hasan de gil, Ali git -ti 
today match -Oat. Hasan Neg.Cop. Ali go -Past 
"It is not Hasan who went to the game today, but Ali" 

Example (499) shows this generalization more clearly than (498), since 
the object would be placed before the verb in any event; but the negated 
subject in the latter example would ordinarily precede the object, but in 
this construction, the sequence consisting of negated subject-affirmative 
subject is preferably placed after the object. 

1. 4. 3. More than one negative element in a sentence 

When there is more than one negative element in a sentence, for example 
a negative predicate and at least one more negative element like a 
negative quantified element (i.e. a negative polarity item) as illustrated 
in (496), the result is negative and not positive, as can be seen from the 
translation. However, when we have two negative predicates in the 
construction illustrated in (500), i.e. where there is the negative copula 
after a tensed verb, and where the tensed verb is itself negative, the 
result is positive: 

(500) (ben) bugiin ma<; -a git -me -yecek degil 
I today match -Oat. go -Neg. -Fut. Neg.Cop. 

"It is not the case that I will not go to the games today" 
("I shall go to the games today") 

-lffi 

-l.sg. 

1. 4. 4. Negation elements and their position in coordinated structures 

Sentences do not have to agree with respect to negation in order to be 
coordinated, and whether they do or don't agree, the placement of 
negation elements in each conjunct is independent. Negation elements 
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are also independent from the coordinator and are neither optionally nor 
obligatorily attracted to the coordinator: 

(501) (ben) bugiin ma<; -a git -me -yeceg -lffi, 

I today match -Oat. go -Neg. -Fut. -l.sg. 
e~ -im de ev -de kal -acak 
spouse -l.sg. -and home -Loc. stay -Fut. 

"I will not go to the games today, and my spouse will stay at home" 

1. 4. 5. Negation of a verb in a subordinate clause expressed by the 
negation of the verb of a higher clause 

Negation of a higher verb can "reach into" a lower clause, but this is a 
restricted possibility. Among nominalized clauses, subordination 
marked with the "Action Nominal" -rnA as well as with the infinitive 
marker -mAK is transparent in this respect, while nominalization 
marked with the "Factive Nominal" -DIK is somewhat opaque in this 
respect (depending on syntactic and pragmatic context and different 
native speaker judgments), and subordination involving fully finite, 
tensed clauses is fully opaque: 

(502) 

(503) 

(504) 

Hasan [kimse -nln ma<; -a git -me -SIn 
Hasan nobody -Gen. match -Oat. go -ANom -3.sg. 

iste -me -di 
want -Neg. -Past 

"Hasan didn't want for anybody to go to the game" 
{"Hasan wanted for nobody to go to the game"} 

Hasan [hi~bir yer -e git -mek ] iste -me -di 

-i ] 
-Acc. 

Hasan not any place -Oat. go -Inf. want -Neg. -Past 
"Hasan didn't want to go anywhere" 
("Hasan wanted not to go anywhere") 

?? j*Hasan [hi~bir yer -e git -tig -In 
Hasan not any place -Oat. go -FNom -3.sg. 

sayle -me -di 
say -Neg. -Past 

"Hasan didn't say that he went anywhere" 

-i ] 
-Acc. 

(50S) *Hasan [ klZ -1 hi~bir yer -e git -sin] 
Hasan daughter -3.sg. not any place -Oat. go -Inf. 

iste -me -di 
want -Neg. -Past 

"Hasan didn't want that his daughter should go anywhere" 

In the fully grammatical examples (502) and (503) with the transparent 
subordinate clauses, the verb in the embedded clause is negative 
(although not marked as such) in two senses: the examples have an 
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interpretation in which the embedded verb is indeed understood as 
negative (as illustrated by the readings in parentheses), and the negative 
polarity item, which usually needs a clause-mate negative verb as a 
licenser, is in fact licensed in these examples. 

1. 5. ANAPHORA 

In this discussion, the term anaphoric will be used to express a co
reference relationship between a given constituent and another 
constituent. In this sense, this term is understood in a broader sense than 
in some theoretical models, for example in the Government and Binding 
approach (cf. Chomsky (1981) and related work). 

1. 5. 1. Means of expression of anaphora 

There are essentially four ways to express anaphoric relationships in 
Turkish: by deletion (using this term in a general sense, to mean non
utterance of constituents, and not necessarily deletion of structural 
positions), by using personal pronouns, by using reflexive pronouns, 
and by a special suffix that attaches to a limited set of constituent types. 
A fifth type is used much more loosely, by employing "epithets". 

1. 5. 1. 1. Deletion 

Perhaps the most widely used means of anaphoric relations in Turkish is 
via ellipsis. Ellipsis is very free and does not even require the utterance 
of an antecedent; if the pragmatic situation makes the reference of a 
constituent clear, that constituent can be elided. For example, suppose a 
setting where speaker A is looking for his glasses. Speaker B finds them, 
holds them up and says: 

(506) bul -du -m! 
find -Past -l.sg. 
"I found (them}!" 

Here, the direct object has been elided. It should be noted that direct 
objects are not marked on the verq or elsewhere in the sentence. 
"Discourse deletion" such as in the example described, where the 
reference of the elided constituent is made clear either by the situation or 
by previous mention in the discourse is a very general phenomenon. 
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1. 5. 1. 2. Deletion if the anaphoric element is marked on the verb 

The only element in the sentence which is marked on the verb is the 
subject; this is done by means of agreement morphology. Similarly, 
within noWl phrases, the possessor is marked on the head noun, also by 
means of agreement morphology. While subjects and possessors can be 
elided under the same conditions as any other constituent (i.e. discourse 
utterance and/ or pragmatic antecedence), they can be deleted even more 
freely. In other words, even where there has been no previous mention 
of an antecedent, or where no pragmatic reference has been set up, a 
dialogue can be started by a sentence without an overt subject or by a 
sentence that contains noun phrases without overt possessors: 

(507) {O [ {O ktz -larIn-I] Ankara-ya yolla-ml~ -lar 
{O {O daughter-3.pl. -Acc. Ankara-Dat. send-Rep.Past-3.pl. 
"They supposedly sent their daughter to Ankara" 

Here, the reference of 'they' might not be clear, if the discourse or the 
pragmatic situation did not include such clarification. As a matter of fact, 
the speaker who utters (507) might be asked to provide such a referent. 
Nevertheless, (507) is grammatical, and it is clear that both the subject of 
the sentence and the possessor of the direct object are to be understood 
as 'they', i.e. the third person plural. However, the object of the same 
sentence cannot be omitted with the same ease: 

(508) ?? / * kom~u -lar {O Ankara -ya yolla -ml~ -lar 
neighbor -pI. {O Ankara -Dat. send -Rep.Past -3.pl. 

"*The neighbors supposedly sent to Ankara" 

A dialogue cannot be started with a sentence like (508), without setting 
up the referent of the direct object via a previous discourse or a clear-cut 
pragmatic setting. 

1. 5. 1. 3. Ordinary personal pronoun 

There is a paradigm of personal pronouns in Turkish which can be used 
for expressing anaphoric relationships. However, the use of personal 
pronouns is not quite as extensive as that found in languages like 
English. Personal pronouns are stylistically (but not grammatically) 
preferred for use in referring to humans. Whenever possible, elision of a 
constituent is preferred. This is true particularly for the elision of 
subjects and possessors, whose elision is even freer than that of other 
constituents, as we saw earlier. Thus, usage of ordinary personal 
pronouns is more wide-spread for non-subjects and non-possessors. 
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Pronouns are, however, used for subjects and possessors, if a switch in 
discourse-topic occurs (cf. En~ (1986)), or if these constituents are 
contrastively emphasized: 

(509) ben i~ -e git-ti -1m, halbuki 0 ma\ -a git-ti 
I work-Oat. go -Past-1.sg. however he match-Oat. go -Past 
"I went to work, however he went to the games" 

1. 5. 1. 4. Reflexive pronoun 

Turkish has reflexive pronouns. These are mainly used to express 
reflexive relationships, i.e. those where the action is directed toward a 
"self", mostly the subject's. The antecedents of reflexive pronouns must, 
in general, be within the clause. A detailed discussion of reflexive 
pronouns is presented in section 1. 6. 

1. 5. 1. 5. Special anaphoric pronoun 

The reflexive pronoun kendi, when inflected for either the third person 
singular (kendisi) or the third person plural (kendileri), can be used not 
just as a genuine reflexive pronoun, to express a reflexive relationship, 
but also in the way of a personal pronoun. In this usage, this inflected 
reflexive pronoun is mostly found expressing anaphoric relationships 
across clauses, or as a resumptive pronoun, to "save" long-distance 
extractions like those found in relativizations out of relative clauses. 
These pronouns are limited to human referents. 

(510) 

(511) 

Ahmeti [ biz 
. 

/kendi • • -ten -1m on -Ui -sm -Ii l!? 
Ahmet we -Gen. he -Ace. /self -3.sg. -Acc. work -Abl. 

at -rna -mlZ -a ] \ok ~a~ -h 
throw -ANom -l.pI. -Oat. very astonish -Past 

"Ahmet was very surprised that we fired him" 

?(?)[ [ 0 i kendi -sin -fj \i\ek ver -en ] adam -m i 
o self -3.sg. -Dat. flower give -SbjP man -Gen. 

birdenbire 61 -dug -u ] kad1nj 
suddenly die -ObjP -3.sg. woman 

"the woman such that the man who gave flowers to her died 
suddenly" 

While examples like (511) are far from perfect, they are nevertheless 
acceptable, while omitting the resumptive pronoun would make them 
totally ungrammatical. It should further be noted that the regular 
personal pronoun cannot be used as a resumptive pronoun, while it can 
be so used to express anaphoric relationships across clauses, as 
illustrated in (510). 
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The reflexive pronoun, inflected for third person, can also be used as a 
kind of honorific, when referring to a person of high office or to whom 
honors must be bestowed for any reason. In that usage, the reflexive can 
be inflected for third person plural even where the referent is singular. 

One interesting difference between the reflexive as a (special) pronoun 
and its usage as a genuine reflexive is that, in the latter use, reflexives 
usually cannot be subjects, while in their pronominal use they are not so 
restricted and can occur as subjects. 

1. 5. 1. 6. Other means 

A variety of nominal expressions can be used as "epithets" in serving as 
anaphors. These are typically generic nouns like adam 'man', herif 
(vulg.) 'guy', kadm 'woman', laz 'girl', ~cuk 'child' etc.: 

(512) Hasan -dani mektup bekli -yor -urn ama adami 
Hasan -Abl. letter wait -Pr.Prog. -1.sg. but man 

bir tiirlii yaz -nu -yor 
one kind write -Neg. -Pr.Prog. 

"I am expecting a letter from Hasani but the guYi is just not writing" 

Moreover, there is a particle ki(n) that serves anaphoric functions. It 
attaches to nouns or pronouns in the genitive (creating a possessive 
pronoun) or locative, or to certain adverbials (mostly of time and place), 
creating an appropriate pronoun. In some sense, it functions like a 
relative pronoun. Some examples follow: 

(513) 

(514) 

(515) 

(516) 

Hasan -m 
Hasan -Gen. 
"Hasan's" 

oda -da 
room -Loc. 
"in the room" 

bugiin 
today 
"today" ("this+day") 

once 
before 
"before" 

Hasan -m -ki 
Hasan -Gen. -Rel.e! 
"the one belonging to Hasan" 

oda -da -ki 
room -Loc. -Rel.e! 
"the one in the room" 

bugiin -ldi 
today -Rel.e! 
"the one of today" 

once -ki 
before -Rel.e! 
"the former" 
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(517) sonra 
later 
"later" 

sonra -ki 
later -Rel.eL 
"the latter" 

This cliticized anaphoric element does not undergo Vowel Harmony, but 
it does receive word-level stress. (The only stems that do trigger Vowel 
Harmony are gUn 'day' and diin 'yesterday'.) 

1. 5. 2. Structural and directional restrictions on anaphoric expressions 

Given the word order freedom of Turkish, there are almost no 
directional restrictions on anaphoric relationships (with the exception of 
coordinate structures, where the antecedent must precede an anaphoric 
expression, when these elements are in different conjuncts); at best, these 
are secondary. However, there are hierarchical restrictions: the 
antecedent of the anaphoric expression must, as a rule of thumb, be 
higher than the anaphoric expression from a structural point of view. For 
example, an anaphoric expression in a superordinate clause cannot enter 
an anaphoric relationship with an antecedent which is in a subordinate 
clause, especially if it also precedes the antecedent; similarly, an 
anaphoric expression which is a constituent of a sentence cannot have an 
antecedent which is a sub constituent of another constituent; e.g. in 
example (518) below, it is not possible to switch the anaphoric 
expression and its antecedent. 

1. 5. 2. 1. Within the clause 

Elided, co-referential constituents within one clause are possible, and so 
are genuine reflexives; as a matter of fact, the latter must, in general, be 
clause-mates. The former is illustrated by the following example: 

(518) a. kom~u -lar i [ 0i kIz -larln -I ] Ankara -ya 
neighbor -pI. 0 daughter -3.pI. -Acc. Ankara -Oat. 

yolla -ml~ -lar 
send -Rep.Past -3. pI. 

"They supposedly sent their daughter to Ankara" 

The latter is illustrated in the following example: 

(519) Hasani kendin -deni nefret eel -er 
Hasan self -Abl. hate do -Aor. 
"Hasan hates himself" 

The order between anaphoric expression and antecedent can be 
switched, but the hierarchical relationship cannot: 
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(518) b. [ 0 i kIz -larln -1 ] kom~u -lar i Ankara -ya 
o daughter -3.pI. -Acc. neighbor -pI. Ankara -Dat. 

yolla -nu~ -lar 
send -Rep.Past -3. pI. 

"The neighborsi supposedly sent theiri daughter to Ankara" 

(518) c. *0 i [ kom~u -lar-1ni kIz -larln-l ] Ankara -ya 
o neighbor-pL-Gen. daughter-3.pL -Acc. Ankara -Dat. 

yolla -ffil~ -lar 
send -Rep.Past -3. pI. 

Intended reading: H*TheYi supposedly sent the neighbors' i daughter 
to Ankara" 

1. 5. 2. 2. Between coordinate structures 

All of the previously mentioned anaphoric forms are possible between 
the coordinate structures, with the exception of true reflexives. 
Interestingly, and perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, this is possible even 
for the suffixed form ki(n): 

(520) Hasan -m kitabm -1 oku -du -m ama 
Hasan -Gen. book -Acc. read -Past -l.sg. but 

Ali -kin 
. 

oku -dl -run -1 -rna -m 
Ali -Gen. -ReLeL -Acc. read -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"I have read Hasan's book but I haven't read Ali's (one)" 

(521) opera -da Hasan -1 igor -dii -m ama 
opera -Loc. Hasan -Acc. see -Past -1.sg. but 
~ / on -Ui /kendi -sin -ii tarn -ya -rna -dl -m 
eJ /he-Acc. / himself-3.sg. -Ace. recognize-AbiL-Neg.-Past-1.sg. 

"I saw Hasani at the opera but couldn't recognize himi" 

An example like (521) is ungrammatical when a true reflexive shows up 
in the position of the other anaphoric elements: 

(522) *opera-da Hasan -Ii gor -dii -m ama kendin -ii 
opera-Loco Hasan -Acc. see -Past -l.sg. but self -Ace. 

taru -ya -rna -dl -m 
recognize -Abil. -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"*1 saw Hasan at the opera but couldn't recognize himself' 

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, direction is important 
for anaphoric relations in coordinate structures across the boundaries of 
conjuncts: the antecedent has to precede the anaphoric expression. 
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1. 5. 2. 3. Between superordinate and subordinate clauses 

1. 5. 2. 3. 1. In the order superordinate clause-subordinate clause 

When the antecedent is in a superordinate clause that precedes a 
subordinate clause which contains the anaphoric expression, essentially 
all types of anaphoric relationships are possible, with some restrictions 
which will be mentioned individually. 

In such a constellation, a null anaphoric expression in the subordinate 
clause is possible only if it is a subject or a possessor, but not if it is any 
other kind of constituent. In other words, discourse-based elision as a 
means of anaphoric expression is not possible, if the antecedent is "too 
close" in some sense, i.e. if it occurs within the same syntactic structure 
as the anaphoric expression, even if it is in a different clause. However, 
subjects and possessors are "encoded" via agreement elements on the 
predicate and the possessed noun respectively and can thus be deleted in 
a process independent from discourse deletion, as we saw earlier in 
section 1. 5. 1. 2.; that process is obviously allowed when the antecedent 
is within the same structure. 

(523) Hasanj Ali -yei [ {Oi/j ~ -e 
Hasan Ali -Dat. {O work -Dat. 

al 
v 

] sayle -di -In -acag -m -1 

take -Pass. -Fut. -3.sg. -Acc. say -Past 
"Hasan told Ali that he would be hired" 

We see here that the deleted anaphoric expression, which is the subject 
of the subordinate clause, can refer either to the subject or the indirect 
object of the superordinate clause. 

(524) Hasanj Ali -yei [ {OJ *{Oi/*kendin -Ii ~ -e 
Hasan Ali -Dat. {O {O / self -Acc. work -Dat. 

al -acag -m -1 ] sayle -di 
take -Fut. -3.sg. -Acc. say -Past 

Intended reading: "Hasanj told Ali i that he j would hire himi " 

Here, we see that, while the null subordinate subject is permissible in its 
anaphoric relationship with a superordinate constituent, the elided 
subordinate object cannot enter such a relationship. Furthermore, the 
reflexive anaphor can also not enter such a relationship across clause 
boundaries, true to its nature as an element restricted to clause-mate 
antecedents. 
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On the other hand, personal pronouns and the special, inflected reflexive 
pronoun can occur in the subordinate clause, when the antecedent is in a 
preceding superordinate clause: 

(525) Hasan j Ali -yei [ 0j on -Ui / kendi -sin -I i 
Hasan Ali -Dat. 0 he -Acc. / self -3.sg. -Acc. 

i§ -e al -acag -m -I ] sayle -di 
work -Dat. take -Fut. -3.sg. -Acc. say -Past 

"Hasanj told Alii that hej would hire himi" 

In the examples we saw here, the subordinate clause is nominalized. 
Furthermore, it does not truly follow the superordinate clause (since it 
precedes its predicate), but rather follows the superordinate constituents 
that act as (potential) antecedents to the anaphoric expressions within 
the subordinate clause. There is also a construction of limited use, where 
the subordinate clause truly follows the superordinate clause and is fully 
finite and tensed; this is a pattern borrowed from Persian: 

(526) Hasanj Ali -yei de -di ki 
Hasan Ali -Dat. say -Past that 

[ 0- /kendi - al -acak ] 
~ 

on -Ui -sm -Ii ~ -e 
he -Acc. /self -3.sg. -Acc. work -Dat. take -Fut. 

"Hasanj told Alii that hej would hire himi" 

We see that the facts of anaphoric relationships illustrated previously by 
nominalized clauses hold here, too: a deleted subordinate subject can be 
anaphoric to a preceding superordinate constituent, and a pronominal as 
well as a special anaphoric pronoun which is a subordinate non-subject 
can serve as an anaphoric expression to a preceding superordinate 
constituent. 

Here, too, it is impossible to find a deleted or reflexive anaphoric 
expression as a subordinate non-subject: 

(527) *Hasan· Ali de -di ki [ 0- 0i /kendin -
J -yei J -Ii 

Hasan Ali -Dat. say -Past that 0 0 /self -Acc. 
~ -e al -acak ] 
work -Dat. take -Fut. 

Intended reading: "Hasanj told Ali i that he j would hire himi" 

Another fact which is the same in both complex constructions is the fact 
that the subordinate subject, in order to function as an anaphoric 
expression, must be deleted. A personal pronoun as well as the special 
anaphoric pronoun in that position would have to refer to a discourse 
antecedent outside of the complex construction (although some speakers 
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do accept the latter element as a possibility). A true reflexive is not 
possible in that position. 

In none of these examples is it possible to switch anaphoric expressions 
and their respective antecedents, i.e. it is impossible to have the 
anaphoric expressions be "higher" structurally than their antecedents. 

1.5.2.3.2. In the order subordinate clause-superordinate clause 

Word order is very free in Turkish. Nominalized subordinate clauses can 
be moved as freely as simple noun phrases. Thus, the nominalized 
subordinate clauses in the previous subsection can be moved to the 
beginning of the superordinate clause, and consequently, the anaphoric 
expressions contained within the subordinate clause come to precede the 
superordinate antecedents. Grammaticality does not change with respect 
to the original word order: deletion as an anaphoric device is still 
possible only for subjects and possessors, while personal pronouns and 
the special anaphoric pronoun can appear as non-subjects. 

Considering subordinate clauses whose original position precedes the 
superordinate clause, we must first of all discard the fully finite clause 
pattern borrowed from Persian, whose position is fixed following the 
main clause. As for nominalized clauses, the facts we find are similar to 
those we have seen with respect to the reverse order: 

(528) [Hasan -m on -Ui / kendi -SIn -i i ~ -ten 
Hasan -Gen. he -Ace. / self -3.sg. -Ace. work -Abl. 
at -rna -SI] Ali -yi i <;ok uz -dii 
throw -ANom -3.sg. Ali -Ace. very sadden -Past 

"That Hasan fired him i saddened Alii very much" 

Here, too, replacing the personal pronoun or the anaphoric pronoun 
with a deleted element or with the true reflexive leads to 
ungrammaticality. Thus, these facts are the same as those we saw for the 
reverse order between subordinate and superordinate clauses. There is 
one difference, however: exchanging the anaphor for the antecedent is 
possible in our example: 

(529) [ Hasan -In Ali -yii 1~ -ten at -rna -SI ] 
Hasan -Gen. Ali -Ace. work -Abl. throw -ANom -3.sg. 

/kendi 
. 

<;ok -dii on -Ui -SIn -1 i uz 
he -Ace. /self -3.sg. -Ace. very sadden -Past 

"That Hasan fired Alii saddened him i very much" 
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The grammaticality of examples like (529) seems to pose a problem for 
our generalization that anaphoric expressions cannot be structurally 
higher than their antecedents. This problem is only apparent, however, if 
precedence is also considered as a secondary criterion, as we did 
previously; the anaphoric expressions do not precede their antecedent 
here. 

1. 5. 2. 4. Between different subordinate clauses 

(530) Hasan [ Ay~e -nin i Ali -yle evlen -me -sm -i ] 
Hasan Ay~e -Gen. Ali -Com. marry -ANom -3.sg. -Acc. 

[ 0i / kendi -sin -in i / on -un i aslmda Ali -den 
o / self -3.sg. -Gen. / she -Gen. actually Ali -Gen. 

nefret et -me -sin -e ] yor -du 
hate do -ANom -3.sg. -Oat. interpret -Past 

"Hasan explained A y~e' s getting married to Ali by her actually hating 
Ali" 

In this constellation, the facts are somewhat different. The two types of 
overt pronouns, otherwise unavailable as anaphors in subordinate 
subject position, now are available, as well. The facts are similar to those 
in coordinate structures, in that precedence does play a primary role 
here: the anaphors must precede the anaphoric expressions. It should be 
added that for non-subject anaphoric expressions, deletion is unavailable 
in these structures, just as in the previous examples. 

1. 5. 2. 5. Between different sentences 

All the types of anaphoric expressions that we saw previously can be 
used between different sentences, with the exception of true reflexives; 
the antecedents must precede the anaphoric expressions. 

(531) Ahmet Bey i list -iimliz 
. 

ta~ln -dl. -e yem 
Ahmet Mr above -1. pI. -Oat. recently move -Past 

0i /kendi 
. 

/??Oi \Uk h~ bir 
. 

-Sli Insan 
0 /self -3.sg. / he very nIce a person 

hepimiz 
we-all 

adam 
man 

on-u /kendi-sin -i /0 /*kendin-i /bu 
he-Ace. / self -3.sg.-Ace. /0/ self -Acc. / this 
-1 hemen \Uk sev -di -k 
-Acc. immediately very like -Past -l.pI. 

beyefendi 
gentleman 

"Ahmet Bey has recently moved above us. He is a very nice person. 
We all got to like him / this gentlemanly man immediately" 

The anaphoric particle ki{n) can also be used across sentences: 
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(532) Ahmet kitab -m -1 i bitir -ml~. 

Ahmet book -3.sg. -Ace. finish -Rep.Past 
Ben ben -im -kin -i i henuz bitir -me -di -m 
I I -Gen. -Rel.el. -Ace. yet finish -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"Ahmet is said to have finished his book. I haven't finished mine yet." 

Note, incidentally, that in this discourse, the second sentence has an 
overt subject pronoun. In this context, the pronominal anaphor cannot be 
deleted, despite the fact that it is encoded on the verb via agreement. 
This is because of the switch in discourse topic mentioned earlier in this 
section. The discourse topic has switched from 'Ahmet' to'!', hence the 
impossibility of deleting the new topic. 

1. 5. 3. Elements located next to complementizers 

Turkish has only a few complementizers; the main subordinating 
conjunction is ki 'that', which we saw earlier. The others are 
morphologically related to it: ~iinkii 'because', sanki 'as though', halbuki 
'although', mademki (or madem) 'since, considering that', and ke~ki 
'would that'. All the above anaphoric processes that can apply in a 
configuration where the antecedent is in the preceding superordinate 
clause and the anaphoric expression is in the subordinate clause can 
apply to an" element located next to the complementizer; the following 
example is representative for all processes in this configuration: 

(533) Ahmeti bil 
. 

-du ki [ 0i /kendi ffil -yor -Sli 
Ahmet know -Neg. -Prog. -Past that 0 /self -3.sg. 
~ -m -den at -d -acak ] 
work -3.sg. -Abl. throw -Pass. -Fut. 

"Ahmet didn't know that he was going to be fired" 

1. 6. REFLEXIVES 

1. 6. 1. Means for expressing reflexivity 

1. 6. 1. 1. Inv~able reflexive pronoun 

The invariable reflexive element kendi is used as an adjectival modifier 
and means 'own': 

(534) kendi telefon -urn 
own telephone -1.sg. 
"my own telephone" 



(535) kendi telefon -un 
own telephone -2.sg. 
"your(sg.) own telephone" 

1. 6. 1. 2. Variable reflexive pronoun 
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The same reflexive element, when inflected with the possessive 
agreement suffixes, forms reflexive pronouns: 

(536) kendi -m. kendi -n kendi 
self -l.sg. self -2.sg. self 
"myself" "yourself" "himself" 

kendi -miZ kendi -ruz kendi -leri 
self -1.pI. self -2.pI. self -3.pI. 
"oursel ves" "yourselves" "themselves" 

Note that the reflexive is not inflected for the third person singular. 
There is, in fact, a form where such inflection is attached to the reflexive: 
kendi-si. Although some speakers do use this form as the reflexive 
pronoun in the function of a reflexive pronoun for the third person 
singular, this usage is limited; furthermore, it is against normative 
standards maintained by purists (cf. Lewis (1975)). However, this form 
(and its plural kendileri) does have wide usage as a pronoun with no 
reflexive or emphatic sense; for a discussion, see the previous subsection 
on anaphoric expressions. 

It should further be noted that in the usage as a reflexive pronoun, the 
uninflected form kendi can precede the inflected form, emphasizing the 
reflexive function: 

(537) a. (siz) kendi -ruz -1 tenkit et -me -yin 
you(pl.) self -2.pl. -Acc. critique do -Neg. -2.pl.Imp. 
"Don't criticize yourselves!" 

(537) b. (siz) kendi kendi -niz -i tenkit et -me -yIn 
you(pl.) self self -2.pl. -Ace. critique do -Neg. -2.pl.Imp. 
"Don't criticize yourselves (yourselves)!" 

1. 6. 1. 3. Verbal affix 

Turkish also has a verbal suffix for the reflexive function: -(l)n: 

(538) gly
tara
Ylka-

'to put on, to wear' 
'to comb s.o. or s.th.' 
'to wash s.o. or s.th.' 

gly-ln
tara-n
Ylka-n-

'to dress oneself' 
'to comb oneself' 
'to wash oneself' 
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This suffix is not very productive; there are only a certain number of 
such reflexive verbs which are related to the corresponding simple verbs 
in a transparent fashion. 

1. 6. 2. Scope of reflexivity 

The scope of reflexivity is, in general, restricted to the clause. This 
generalization is strict when the reflexive element is a verbal suffix. 
When the reflexive element is the unbound reflexive pronoun, the same 
generalization holds for most speakers. Even for more permissive 
speakers, a reflexive non-subject must have its antecedent in the same 
clause. Such permissive speakers differ from less permissive ones in 
allowing genitive-marked subjects of nominalized subordinate clauses to 
have antecedents in higher clauses: 

(539) Ahmeti [ kendin -ini i~ -ten 
Ahmet self -Gen. work -AbI. 

at -11 -acag -In -dan] kork -uyor 
throw -Pass. -Fut. -3.sg. -AbI. fear -Pr.Prog. 

"Ahmeti is afraid that hei will be fired" 
("Ahmet is afraid that himself will be fired") 

Less permissive speakers don't allow the reflexive element to occur as a 
subject; hence, they don't allow for antecedent-reflexive relationships to 
cross clausal boundaries.29 

There are syntactic contexts where it appears that, even for non
permissive speakers, a reflexive element in a subordinate clause (both 
when a verbal suffix and the unbound reflexive pronoun) has an 
antecedent in a superordinate clause. This is when the actual antecedent, 
which is in the same clause as the reflexive, is itself an anaphoric element 
and has been deleted (as discussed in 1. 5. 1. 1. and 1. 5. 1. 2.). Examples 
for each type of reflexive follow: 

(540) (biz) Ahmed -ei [ "i daha guzel 
we Ahmet -Oat. " more nice 

giy -ini -me -sin -i ] soyle -di -k 
wear -Refl. -ANom -3.sg. -Acc. say -Past -l.pI. 

"We told Ahmeti that hei should dress (himselfi ) better" 

(541) (biz) Ahmed -ei [ "i kendin -ii daha fazla 
we Ahmet -Oat. "self -.Ac.c. more much 
sev -me -sin -i ] soyle -di -k 
like -ANom -3.sg. -Acc. say -Past -l.pI. 

"We told Ahmetithat hei should like himselfi more" 
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Furthermore, it would also appear that reflexive (non-subject) elements 
in a subordinate infinitival clause can find an antecedent in a 
superordinate clause; however, if we assume that here, too, the subject of 
the infinitival clause is hidden or deleted, we can say that the antecedent 
of the reflexive element is in the same clause: 30 

(542) Ahmeti [0i kendin-ii daha fazla sev-meg-e ] c;ah~-lyor 
Ahmet 0 self -Ace. more much like-Info -Dat. try -Pr.Prog. 
"Ahmet is trying to like himself more" 

1. 6. 3. Intradause reflexivity where the reflexive element is a verbal 
affix 

1. 6. 3. 1. The possible syntactic functions of the antecedent 

1. 6. 3. 1. 1. Subject only 

Only subjects can act as antecedents to the reflexive element, when that 
element is a verbal affix. 

Apparent exceptions to this generalization are posed by causative verbs: 

(543) (ben) c;ocug -Ui gty -ni -dir -di -ill 

I child -Ace. wear -Ref1. -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I caused the child to dress (himself)" 

The status of such examples within the context of our discussion 
depends on the analysis of causative verbs. If we assume that causative 
constructions are actually complex sentences, with a clause that has a 
simple verb as a predicate embedded within the causative superordinate 
clause, our generalization still holds: 

(544) (ben) [ c;ocug -Ui gty -ini] -dir -di -ill 

I child -Ace. wear -Ref1. -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I caused the child to dress (himself)" 

Under this analysis, ~ocuk 'child' is the subject of the subordinate clause. 
Its accusative case marking, unusual for a subject, is the result of 
collapsing the two clauses into one, thus making the original subordinate 
subject into a direct object of the derived, complex causativized verb. 
However, we would assume that the reflexive relationship is determined 
within the subordinate clause, before the unification of the two clauses. 
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1. 6. 4. Positional possibilities of the reflexive pronoun within the 
clause 

The reflexive pronoun can appear in a variety of positions. These will be 
illustrated in detail in the following section, numbered 1. 6. 5. 

A few general remarks are in order here, however. As mentioned earlier, 
one position the reflexive pronoun cannot occur in, at least for non
permissive speakers, is the position of subject. Even for permissive 
speakers, the restriction against reflexive nominative subjects appears to 
be stricter than the restriction against genitive subjects. For non
permissive speakers, the reflexive pronoun cannot appear as the 
genitive-marked possessor in possessive noun phrases, either. This last 
restriction will be important when considering some of the relationships 
studied in the next section, whenever modifiers of noun phrases will be 
examined. Possessors will be excluded from consideration as possible 
sites for the reflexive pronoun, given the restriction against them that we 
just mentioned. Instead, the non-alternating reflexive element with the 
meaning 'own' will be examined in its capacity as modifier. 

1. 6. 5. Specific relations between antecedent and reflexive, where the 
reflexive element is not a verbal affix 

1. 6. 5. 1. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: direct object 

(545) ben i kendi -ill 
. 

-Ii sev-er -un 
I self -l.sg. -Acc. like -Aor. -l.sg. 
"Ii like myself i " 

1. 6. 5. 2. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of direct object 

(546) beni [ kendii ~ -im -i ] kimse -ye birak-ma -m 
I self work -l.sg. -Ace. nobody -Oat. leave-Neg.-l.sg. 
"I don't leave my own work to anybody (else)" 

1. 6. 5. 3. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: indirect object 

(547) ben i bu ki ta b -1 kendi -ill -ei ver -di -ill 

I this book -Acc. self -l.sg. -Oat. gIve -Past -l.sg. 
"I gave this book to myself" 

1. 6. 5. 4. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of indirect object 

(548) ben i bu kitab-I [kendi i kard~ -im -e] ver -di -m 
I this book-Acc. self sibling -l.sg. -Dat. give-Past-l.sg. 
"I gave this book for my own brother / sister" 
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1. 6. 5. 5. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: indirect object (adposition
marking) 

This does not exist. However, if benefactives are considered a type of 
indirect object, then it is possible to find reflexive pronouns as objects of 
postpositions, functioning as indirect objects in that sense: 

(549) beni bu kitab-l [kendi-mi l~ln] al -dl -m 
I this book-Ace. self -l.sg. for take -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for myself' 

1. 6. 5. 6. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of indirect object 
(adposition-marking) 

This does not exist. However, in the spirit of the remark in 1. 6. 5. 5., if 
benefactives are considered indirect objects, then we can consider the 
following example as representative for reflexives as modifiers of 
indirect objects as postpositional objects: 

(550) ben i bu kitab-l [kendi i baba -m 19f1] al -dl -m 
I this book-Ace. self father-1.sg. for take-Past-1.sg. 
"I bought this book for my own father" 

1.6.5.7. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: a copular complement 

(551) ?beni kendi 
I self 

"I am myself" 

-mi -lffi 

-l.sg. -l.sg. 

Such constructions are possible, but many speakers dislike them. 

1. 6. 5. 8. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: ~ modifier of a copular 
complement 

(552) beni [ kendii di.i~man -lffi ] -lffi 

I self enemy -l.sg. -l.sg. 
"I am my own enemy" 

1. 6. 5. 9. Subject antecedent, reflexive: subject-complement 

This does not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 10. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of subject
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 11. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: object-complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 12. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of object
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 13. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: object of adjective 

(553) Hasani kendin -deni emin 
Hasan self -Abl. sure 
"Hasan is sure of himself' 

1. 6. 5. 14, Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of object of adjective 

(554) Hasan i [ kendi i kan -sm 
Hasan self wife -3.sg. 
"Hasan is sure of his own wife" 

-dan] 
-Abl. 

emin 
sure 

1. 6. 5. 15. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: agent in 
passive / pseudopassive / impersonal 

Impersonal constructions in Turkish have no agent phrases. Passive 
constructions do have agent phrases in which the agent noun phrase 
shows up as the object of an inflected postposition, marked with ablative 
case: 

(555) Ali [ Hasan taraf -m -dan ] ov -til -dii 
Ali Hasan side -3.sg. -Abl. praIse -Pass. -Past 
"Ali was praised by Hasan" 

Many speakers reject reflexive pronouns as agents in such constructions, 
although it is possible to encounter such examples: 

(556) ?? /* Alii [ kendii taraf -m -dan] ov -ill -dii 
Ali self side -3.sg. -Abl. praise -Pass. -Past 

"Ali was praised by himself" 
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Another, more limited way of expressing the agent in passives is via the 
suffix -CA. Reflexives can occur with limited success in this syntactic 
context: 

(557) [ Ali-nini ne kadar su~ -Iu 01 -dug -u ] 
Ali-Gen. what much guilt -with be -FNom -3.sg. 
kendin de bil 

. 
-cei -m -lr 

self -by -too know -Pass. -Aor. 
"How much Ali is guilty is known by him, as well" 

1. 6. 5. 16. Antecedent subject, reflexive: modifier of agent of the above 

This is possible for all speakers: 

(558) [Ali -runi ne kadar su~ -Iu 01 -dug -u ] kendii 
Ali -Gen. what much guilt -with be -FNom -3.sg. self 
kan da bil 

. . 
-sm -ca -m -u 

wife -3.sg. -by -too know -Pass. -Aor. 
"How much Ali is guilty is known by his own wife, as well" 

(559) Alii [ kendi i kan -SI taraf -m -dan] CN -ill -du 
Ali self wife -3.sg. side -3.sg. -Abl. praise -Pass.-Past 
"Ali was praised by his own wife" 

1. 6. 5. 17. Antecedent subject, reflexive: element in other adpositional 
phrase or case-marked modifier (adverbial) 

(560) Hasan i kitab -l [kendin -ei gore ] yorumla -dl 
Hasan lx>ok -Acc. self -Dat. according to interpret -Past 
"Hasan interpreted the book according to himself' 

1. 6. 5. 18. Antecedent: subject, reflexive: modifier of element as in 
1. 6. 5. 17. 

(561) Hasani kitab -I [kendii hoca -sm -a gore ] 
Hasan book -Acc. self teacher -3.sg. -Dat. according to 

yorumla -dl 
interpret -Past 

"Hasan interpreted the book according to his own teacher" 

1. 6. 5. 19--1. 6. 5. 36. Modifier of subject as antecedent, reflexive: as in 
1.6.5.1-1.6.5.18. 

Such reflexive relationships do not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 37. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: subject 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 38. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of subject 

This does exist. 

(562) [ kendii karde~ -i ] Hasan -Ii ~k sev -er 
self sibling -3.sg. Hasan -Acc. very love -Aor. 

"His own brother / sister loves Hasan very much" 

1. 6. 5. 39. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: indirect object 

This constellation does exist,but it is very limited: 

(563) Hasan Ay~e -yii ayna -da kendin -ei gaster -di 
Hasan Ay~e -Acc. mirror -Loc. self -Oat. show -Past 
"Hasan showed A y~e to herself in the mirror" 

1. 6. 5. 40. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of indirect 
object 

(564) Hasan Ay~e-yii ayna -da kendii anne -sin -e gaster-di 
Hasan Ay~e-Acc. mirror-Loco self mother-3.sg.-0at. show -Past 
"Hasan showed A y~e to her own mother in the mirror" 

1. 6. 5. 41. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: indirect object 
(adposition-marking) 

As stated in 1. 6. 5. 5. , there are no clear-cut indirect objects with 
adposition-marking in Turkish. However, if benefactives are viewed as 
indirect objects, it is possible to say that Turkish does have adpositional 
indirect objects. These can be reflexives and can have direct object 
antecedents: 

(565) Hasan ben-ii Ankara-ya [ kendi -ill i i9n] gander -di 
Hasan I -Acc. Ankara-Oat. self -l.sg. for send -Past 
"Hasan sent me to Ankara for myself" 

1. 6. 5. 42. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of indirect 
object (adposition-marking) 

Such constructions exist, with the caveat expressed in the previous 
subsection. 
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(566) Hasan ben-ii Ankara-ya [ kendii anne -m ic;in] gonder-di 
Hasan I -Ace. Ankara-Dat. self mother-l.sg. for send -Past 
"Hasan sent me to Ankara for my own mother" 

1. 6. 5. 43. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: a copular complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 44. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: a modifier of a copular 
complement 

The existence of such relationships depends on how certain complex 
constructions are analyzed, where we find complex verbal predicates 
whose main verbs are either sensory perception verbs or verbs of belief. 
An example is given below: 

(567) ben [sen -i ogretmen] bil -ir -di -m 
I you -Ace. teacher believe -Aor. -Past -l.sg. 
"I used to believe you to be a teacher" 

These constructions can have reflexives as modifiers of the predicate 
nominal: 

(568) ben [ sen -i i kendi i abla -n] bil -lr -di -m 
I you-Ace. self elder sister-2.sg. believe-Aor.-Past-l.sg. 
"I used to believe you to be your own elder sister" 

If we view these predicate nominals to be the complements of a hidden 
copula, then we can say that a direct object can be the antecedent of the 
modifier of a copular complement, as in examples like (568). 

However, if we analyze these constructions as complex constructions, 
with the clause boundaries of the subordinate clause as marked by the 
brackets, then the accusative-marked noun phrase will be a subject. If so, 
examples like (568) will be yet another illustration of constructions 
illustrated in subsection 1. 6. 5. 8. , where the antecedent of a reflexive 
copular complement is a subject. In that case, we would have to say that 
it is not possible in Turkish for a direct object to function as the 
antecedent of a reflexive which is the modifier of a copular complement. 

1. 6. 5. 45. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: subject-complement 

This does not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 46. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of subject
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 47. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: object-complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 48. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of object
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 49. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: object of adjective 

The existence of such relationships depends on the considerations 
outlined in subsection 1. 6. 5. 44. It is possible to have constructions as 
the following: 

(569) ben [ sen -i i [kendi -n -deni emin ]] bi! -ir -di-m 
I you-Ace. self -2.sg.-Abl. sure know-Aor.-Past-l.sg. 
"I used to believe you to be sure of yourself" 

If, in accordance with what was said previously, the noun phrase with 
the accusative case marking i~ viewed as the direct object of the main 
clause, then (569) illustrates a direct object, functioning as the antecedent 
of a reflexive object of an adjective. However, if the outer brackets mark 
the clause boundaries of a subordinate clause, then the accusative
marked noun phrase is a subject rather than a direct object. In that case, 
direct objects cannot function as antecedents of reflexive objects of 
adjectives. 

1. 6. 5. 50. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of object of 
adjective 

(570) ben [ sen -ii [kendii kan -n -dan emin ] ] 
I you -Ace. self wife -2.sg. -Abl. sure 

bi! -ir -di -In 

know-Aor.-Past-l.sg. 
"I used to believe you to be sure of your own wife" 

As we see, this is possible, with the caveat expressed in the previous 
subsection about the status of the accusative-marked noun phrase as a 
possible subordinate subject rather than as a direct object. 
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1. 6. 5. 51. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: agent in passive/ 
pseudopassive / impersonal 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 52. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of agent of the 
above 

(571) ben [ Hasan -1 i [kendi i kan -S1 taraf -m -dan] 
I Hasan -Acc. self wife -3.sg. side -3.sg. -Abl. 

61 -dfu -ill -dii] bil -iyor -du -m 
die -Caus. -Pass. -Past believe -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I used to believe that Hasan was killed by his own wife" 

Again, the relationship of this subsection's heading depends on whether 
the accusative-marked noun phrase is analyzed as a direct object or as a 
subordinate subject. If the former, the relationship exists, as illustrated 
by example (571). If the latter, the relationship does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 53. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: element inother 
adpositional phrase or case-marked modifier (adverbial) 

This relationship exists, but it is limited, mostly to causative verbs or 
lexicalized causatives: 

(572) Hasan ben -ii kendi -m -lei bar~ -hr -d1 
Hasan I -Acc. self -l.sg. -with make peace -Caus. -Past 
"Hasan made/helped me make peace with myself" 

1. 6. 5. 54. Antecedent: direct object, reflexive: modifier of element as in 
1. 6. 5. 53. 

(573) Hasan ben-ii kendii e~ -im -Ie bar1~ -hr -d1 
Hasan I -Acc. self spouse-1.sg.-with make peace-Caus.-Past 
"Hasan made/helped me make peace with myself" 

1. 6. 5. 55. Antecedent: modifier of direct object, reflexive: subject 

This does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 56. Antecedent: modifier of direct object, reflexive: modifier of 
subject 

This does not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 57-1. 6. 5. 72. Antecedent: modifier of direct object, reflexive: as 
in 1. 6. S. 3-1. 6. S. 18. 

Such relationships are not possible with true reflexives, but, if at all, only 
with the inflected third person kendisi and kendileri. These are, as we 
saw earlier, special pronouns and not genuine reflexives. 

1. 6. 5. 73-1. 6. 5. 74. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reflexive: 
subject and modifier of subject, respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. S. 75. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reflexive: direct object 

As in the reverse relationship, where the antecedent is a direct object and 
the reflexive is an indirect object, such a relationship exists, but is very 
limited: 

(574) ben ayna -da Hasan -ai kendin -ii gaster -di -m 
I mirror -Loc. Hasan -Dat. self -Acc. show -Past -l.sg. 
"I showed himself to Hasan in the mirror" 

. 1. 6. 5. 76. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reflexive: modifier of 
direct object 

(575) 
. 

ben ayna -da Hasan -ai kendii klz -ID-l 

I mirror -Loc. Hasan -Dat. self daughter -3.sg. -Acc. 
gaster -di -m 
show -Past -l.sg. 

"I showed his own daughter to Hasan in the mirror" 

1. 6. 5. 77-1. 6. 5. 88. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reflexive: as 
in 1. 6. S. 7-1. 6. 5. 18. 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 89-1. 6. 5. 90. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object (cased), 
reflexive: subject or modifier of subject, 
respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 91-1. 6. 5. 92. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object (cased), 
reflexive: direct object or modifier of direct 
object, respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 93-1. 6. 5. 104. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object (cased), 
reflexive: as in 1. 6. 5. 7-1. 6. 5. 18. 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 105. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), reflexive: subject 
and respectively 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 106. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), reflexive: 
modifier of subject 

As stated earlier in this section, and as we shall also see in section 1. 7. on 
reciprocals, such a relationship can be said to exist only if benefactives 
are viewed as a type of indirect object. 

(576) kendi i anne -si ben -ce Hasan i i<;in 
self mother -3.sg. I -according to Hasan for 

parmag -m -1 bile oyna -t -ma-z 
finger -3.sg. -Acc. even move -Caus. -Neg. -Neg.Aor. 

"According to me, his owni mother would not even lift her finger for 
Hasani" 

1.6. 5. 107-1. 6. 5. 108. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), 
reflexive: direct object and modifier of direct 
object, respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 

1.6. 5. 109-1. 6. 5. 120. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), 
reflexive: as in 1. 6. 5. 7-1. 6. 5. 18. 

These relationships do not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 121-1. 6. 5. 136. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object 
(adpositional), reflexive: as in 1. 6. 5. 105 
-1. 6. 5. 120. 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 137-1. 6. 5. 140. Antecedent: copular complement, reflexive: 
subject or modifier of subject, or element in 
adpositional phrase or case-marked modifier 
(adverbial) 

These relationships do not exist. 

1.6. 5. 141-1. 6. 5. 144. Antecedent: modifier of copu]ar complement, 
reflexive: subject or modifier of subject, or 
element in adpositional phrase or case-marked 
modifier (adverbial) 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 145-1. 6. 5. 152. Antecedent: subject-complement or modifier 
thereof, object complement or modifier 
thereof, reflexive: subject or modifier of subject 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 153. Antecedent: adjectival object, reflexive: subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 154. Antecedent adjectival object, reflexive: modifier of subject 

This relationship does exist: 

(577) [ kendii kan -SI ] [ Hasan -ai sadtk ] 
self wife -3.sg. Hasan -Oat. loyal 

"His own wife is loyal to Hasan" 

1. 6. 5. 155-1. 6. 5. 156. Antecedent modifier of adjectival object, 
reflexive: subject or modifier of subject 

These relationships are not possible. 
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1. 6. 5. 157. Antecedent: agent of passive, reflexive: subject 

This relationship is not possible. 

1. 6. 5. 158. Antecedent: agent of passive, reflexive: modifier of subject 

This relationship does exist, although examples that illustrate it are not 
perfect; however, they are acceptable: 

(578) ?[ kendii kIz -I] [ Hasani taraf -m · -dan] 
self daughter -3.sg. Hasan side -3.sg. -Abl. 
kole 01 -arak sat -u -dl 
slave be -Ger. sell -Pass. -Past 

"His owni daughter was sold by Hasani as a slave" 

1. 6. 5. 159--1. 6. 5. 162. Antecedent: agent in passive, reflexive: 
indirect object (cased) or modifier of cased 
indirect object, or adpositional indirect object 
or modifier of adpositional indirect object 

Of all these relationships, only the last one is possible, but even that 
relationship is not judged perfect by native speakers; furthermore, this is 
possible only if benefactives are viewed as indirect objects: 

(579) ? Zeynep [ Hasan i taraf -m -dan ] 
Zeynep Hasan side -3.sg. -Abl. 

[ kendi i ev -i ic;in] al -m -dl 
self home -3.sg. for buy -Pass. -Past 

"Zeynep was bought by Hasan for his own home" 

1. 6. 5. 163. Antecedent: agent in passive, reflexive: element in 
adpositional phrase or adverbial case-marked modifier 

This relationship exists, but its instantiations are not perfect: 

(580) ?(?)bu soylenti [ Hasani taraf -m -dan] 
this rumor Hasan by -3.sg. -Abl. 

[ kendin -ei gore ] yorumla -n -dl 
self -Dat. according to interpret -Pass. -Past 

"This rumor was interpreted by Hasan according to himself" 
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1. 6. 5. 164. Antecedent: agent of passive, reflexive: modifier of element 
in adpositional phrase 

(581) bu soylenti [ Hasani taraf -m -dan] 
this rumor Hasan by -3.sg. -Abl. 

[ [kendii fikir-ler-in -e ] gore ] yorumla -n -dl 
self idea-pl.-3.sg.-Dat. according to interpret-Pass.-Past 

"This rumor was interpreted by Hasan according to his own ideas" 

1. 6. 5. 165. Antecedent: modifier of agent of passive, reflexive: subject 

This relationship is not possible (at least not for the majority of speakers, 
for whom reflexives are not possible as subjects in the nominative case). 

1. 6. 5. 166. Antecedent: modifier of agent of passive, reflexive: 
modifier of subject 

This relationship does exist, although some speakers don't accept such 
examples under the reflexive relationship as indicated: 

(582) ??[ kendi i klz -1] bile [ Hasan -m i baba -SI 

self daughter -3.sg. even Hasan -Gen. father -3.sg. 
taraf -m -dan] kole 01 -arak sat -u -dl 
side -3.sg. -Abl. slave be -Ger. sell -Pass. -Past 

"Even his owni daughter was sold by Hasan'si father as a slave" 

1. 6. 5. 167-1. 6. 5. 170. Antecedent: modifier of agent in passive, 
reflexive: indirect object (cased) or modifier of 
cased indirect object, or adpositional indirect 
object or modifier of adpositional indirect 
object 

None of these relationships is possible. 

1.6.5.171. Antecedent: modifier of agent in passive, reflexive: element 
in adpositional phrase or adverbial case-marked modifier 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 6. 5. 172. Antecedent: modifier of agent in passive, reflexive: 
modifier of element in adpositional phrase 

This relationship does not exist. 
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1. 6. 5. 173. Antecedent: element in adpositional phrase or adverbial 
case-marked modifier, reflexive: subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1.6.5.174. Antecedent: element in adpositional phrase or adverbial 
case-marked modifier, reflexive: modifier of subject 

This relationship exists, but its instantiations are not perfect: 

(583) [ kendi i kIz -1] [Hasan -ai gore ] 
own daughter -3.sg. Hasan -Oat. according to 

diinya -run en iyi ~arklcl -SI -du 
world -Gen. most good singer -CmpM -Ep.Cop. 

"His owni daughter is according to Hasan i the best singer in the 
world" 

1. 6. 5. 175-1. 6. 5. 192. Antecedent: element in adpositional phrase or 
adverbial case-marked modifier, reflexive: as 
in 1. 6. 5. 1-1. 6. 5. 18. 

None of these relationships is possible. 

1. 6. 5. 193-1. 6. 5. 212. Antecedent: modifier of an element in 
adpositional phrase or adverbial case-marked 
modifier, reflexive: as in 1. 6. 5. 173 
-1. 6. 5. 192. 

None of these relationships is possible. 

1. 6. 6. Reflexive relations within nominalized clauses 

Nominalized clauses in Turkish are similar to fully finite clauses from 
the point of view of internal structure. Hence, with respect to reflexive 
relationships, they exhibit no deviations from the possibilities discussed 
in the previous sections on finite structures, with the exception of one 
property, mentioned briefly before: reflexive pronouns as nominative 
subjects of fully finite clauses are impossible for most speakers. Reflexive 
pronouns as genitive subjects of nominalized clauses are also impossible 
for many speakers, but are allowed by some speakers. However, for 
those permissive speakers, the antecedent of such a genitive reflexive 
subject has to be in a superordinate clause rather than in the same clause 
as the subject: 
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(584) ??Hasani herkes -e [kendin -mi ~ -ten 
Hasan everybody -Dat. self -Gen. work -Abl. 
at -11 -dIg -m -1 ] anlat -h 
throw out -Pass. -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. tell -Past 

"Hasan told everybody that he (himself) was fired" 

1. 6. 7. Reflexive relations within ordinary noun phrases 

Reflexive relations within ordinary noun phrases can exist in possessive 
noun phrases, between a possessor of the head noun and a reflexive 
modifier of that same head noun: 

(585) Hasan -mi kendii ktz -1 
Hasan -Gen. self daughter -3.sg. 
"Hasan's own daughter" 

1. 6. 8. Reflexive structures without any overt antecedent 

In general, it is impossible to have reflexive forms without overt 
antecedents; true reflexives (as opposed to elements which look 
morphologically similar to reflexives but are actually special personal 
pronouns, like the inflected third person singular and plural forms 
kendisi and kendileri) cannot have discourse or pragmatic antecedents. 

However, even true reflexives may appear to lack overt antecedents, as 
in the following example: 

(586) ?kendi hakk -1m -da -ki soylenti \Ok garip 
self about -l.sg. -Loc. -Rel.Cl. rumor very strange 

"The rumor about myself is very strange" 

It should be noted that the postposition is inflected for possessive 
agreement. These postpositional phrases are best analyzed as possessive 
phrases whose possessor pronoun is deleted; this non-overt possessor 
functions as the antecedent of the reflexive. The previous example 
should therefore be represented as follows: 

(587) ?0i kendii hakk -1m -da -ki soylenti \Ok garip 
o self about -l.sg. -Loc. -Rel.Cl. rumor very strange 

"The rumor about myself is very strange" 

As a matter of fact, such noun phrases do also exist with an overt 
possessor as antecedent, especially in contrastive contexts: 



(588) ?(?)ben-imi kendii hakk -1m -da -ki soylenti 
I -Gen. self about-1.sg.-Loc.-Rel.Cl. rumor 

"The rumor about myself is very strange" 
("The rumor about my own aboutness is very strange") 
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<;ok garip 
very strange 

There are also postpositional phrases without an inflected postposition 
which can function as modifiers in a noun phrase. It is also possible to 
find reflexives without an overt antecedent in such constructions. In 
such instances, the reflexive itself must be inflected, and there must be 
an antecedent in the clause (outside the noun phrase); that antecedent 
might itself be a deleted anaphoric element: 

(589) (beni) kendi -m -ei dair bir soylenti duy -du -ill 

I self -1.sg. -Oat. about a rumor hear -Past -1.sg. 
"I heard a rumor about myself' 

1. 6. 9. Other uses of reflexive forms 

1. 6. 9. 1. Reflexive pronoun as emphatic pronoun 

Reflexive pronouns may serve as emphatic pronouns: 

(590) (ben) bu kitab -I kendi -m yaz -dl -m 
I this book -Acc. self -l.sg. write -Past -1.sg. 

"I wrote this book myself' 

In this usage, only subjects may serve as antecedents to the reflexive 
pronouns. The reflexive pronouns must be inflected and must agree with 
their antecedent in the features of person and number. As emphatic 
elements, they occur in the special position of emphasized elements, 
namely in pre-verbal position. 

1. 6. 9. 2. Reflexive verb-form as detransitivizer 

The reflexive verb-form -(I)n does serve as a detransitivizer; however, 
since it is restricted in its use (only a small number of verbs can show up 
with that suffix), this form is not a general detransitivizer in the 
language (in contrast to the passive suffix, for exainple, which is, indeed, 
a general detransitivizer). Thus, we find the following contrasts: 

(591) (ben) <;ocug -u yIka -dl -m 
I child -Acc. wash -Past -1.sg. 

"I washed the child" 
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(592) (ben i) kendi -m -i i Ylka -dl -m 
I self -l.sg. -Acc. wash -Past -l.sg. 

"I washed myself' 

(593) (ben) i ytka -Iti -dl -m 
I wash -Ref1. -Past -l.sg. 

"I washed myself' 

(594) *(ben) kendi -m -i ytka -n -dl-ill 
I self -1.sg. -Acc. wash -Ref1. -Past -l.sg. 

Intended reading: "I washed myself" 

1. 7. RECIPROCALS 

1. 7. 1. Means for expressing reciprocal relations 

1. 7. 1. 1. Invariable reciprocal pronoun 

In contrast to the reflexive, there is no invariable reciprocal pronoun in 
Turkish. 

1.7.1.2. Variable reciprocal pronoun 

The reduplicated numeral bir 'one', inflected with the appropriate 
possessive suffix, functions as a reciprocal pronoun. Since the meaning 
of reciprocity involves mutual action, reciprocal pronouns must be 
plural. They comprise the following elements: 

(595) birbir-imiz 
e.o. -l.pl. "our each other" 

birbir-iniz 
e.o. -2.pl. "your each other" 

birbir-Ieri 
e.o. -3.pl. "their each other" 31 

Just like any noun inflected for third person plural, the reciprocal third 
person plural pronoun can also be inflected for third person singular 
instead' (i.e. birbiri instead of birbirleri), when the antecedent is overt; 
this option is less preferred, however. An example for reciprocal 
pronouns follows: 

(596) (siz) birbir -iniz -i tenkit et -me -yin 
you(pl.) e.o. -2.pl. -Acc. critique do -Neg. -2.pl.Imp. 
"Don't criticize each other!" 
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1. 7.1. 3. Verbal affix 

Turkish also has a verbal suffix for the reciprocal function: -(I)~: 

(597) op
anla
dov-

'to kiss' 
'to understand' 
'to beat' 

.. .. 
op-~-

anla-~
dov-ii~-

'to kiss each other' 
'to understand each other' 
'to fight each other' 

Just like the verbal reflexive, this suffix is not very productive; there are 
only a certain number of such reciprocal verbs which are related to the 
corresponding simple verbs in a transparent fashion. There are a number 
of verbs that exhibit the reciprocal suffix as well as reciprocal semantics, 
but which are not related to an existing simple verb in contemporary 
Turkish; e.g. konu~ 'talk, converse'; mektupla~ 'correspond' (mektup 
'letter'; but there is no *mektupla). 

1. 7. 2. Scope of reciprocal relati.ons 

The scope of reciprocal relations is, just as that of reflexivity, restricted in 
general to the clause. This generalization is strict when the reciprocal 
element is a verbal suffix. When the reciprocal element is the unbound 
reciprocal pronoun, the same generalization holds for most speakers. 
Even for more permissive speakers, a reciprocal non-subject must have 
its antecedent in the same clause. Permissive speakers differ from less 
permissive ones in allowing genitive-marked subjects of nominalized 
subordinate clauses to have antecedents in higher clauses; as a matter of 
fact, the occurrence of genitive reciprocal subjects with antecedents in 
superordinate clauses is spread more widely than comparable reflexive 
subjects: 

(598) ?i~\i -leri [ bizbir -leri.n • -ten -ni ~ 
worker -pI. e.o. -3.pl. -Gen. work -Abi. 

at -u -rna -SIn -dan] kork -uyor -lar 
throw -Pass. -ANorn -3.sg. -Abi. fear -Pr.Prog. -3.pI. 

"The workersi are afraid that each other i will be fired" 

Less permissive speakers don't allow the reciprocal element to occur as a 
subject; hence, they don't allow for antecedent-reciprocal relationships to 
cross clausal boundaries.32 

There are syntactic contexts where it appears that, even for non
permissive speakers, a reciprocal element in a subordinate clause (both 
when a verbal suffix and the unbound reciprocal pronoun) has an 
antecedent in a superordinate clause. This is when the actual antecedent, 
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which is in the same clause as the reciprocal, is itself an anaphoric 
element and has been deleted (as discussed for reflexives in 1.5. 1. 1. and 
1. 5. 1. 2.). Examples for each type of reciprocal follow: 

(599) (biz) <;ocuk-lar-ai t 0i op -~ -me -me -lerin -i 1 
we child -pI. -Dat. 0 kiss-Recip.-Neg.-ANom-3.pI. -Acc. 

sayle-di -k 
say -Past-l.pI. 

"We told the children i that they i shouldn't kiss each otheri" 

(600) (biz) ~ocuk -lar -ai [ 0i biIbir -lerln -ii 
we child -pI. -Dat. 0 e.o. -3.pl. -Ace. 

ap -me -me -lerin -i ] sayle -di -k 
kiss -Neg. -ANom -3.pl. -Acc. say -Past -l.pI. 

"We told the children i that they i shouldn't kiss each otheri" 

Furthermore, it would also appear that reciprocal (non-subject) elements 
in a subordinate infinitival clause can find an antecedent in a 
superordinate clause; however, if we assume that here, too, the subject of 
the infinitival clause is hidden or deleted, we can say that the antecedent 
of the reciprocal element is in the same clause:33 

(60l) hasta -lari [ 0i biIbir-lerin-ii daha fazla sev-meg-e ] 
patient-pI. 0 e.o. -3.pl.-Acc. more much like-Info -Dat. 

~ah~-lyor -lar 
try -Pr.Prog.-3.pI. 

"The patients are trying to like each other more" 

1. 7. 3. Intraclause reciprocal relations where the reciprocal element is 
a verbal affix 

1. 7. 3. 1. The possible syntactic functions of the antecedent 

1. 7. 3. 1. 1. Subject only 

Only subjects can act as antecedents to the reciprocal element, when that 
element is a verbal affix. 

Apparent exceptions to this generalization are posed by causative verbs, 
where the antecedent is accusative, i.e. the antecedent appears to be a 
direct object rather than a subject: 

(602) (ben) [Hasan-la Ali-yi] i tanl -~i -hr -dl -m 
I Hasan-and Ali-Acc. know -Recip.-Caus.-Past-l.sg. 

"I introduced Hasan and Ali to each other" 
("I made Hasan and Ali know each other") 
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The status of such examples within the context of our discussion 
depends on the analysis of causative verbs. The reader is referred to 
section 1. 6. 3. 1. 1. , where the corresponding construction for reflexives 
is discussed. 

1. 7. 4. Positional possibilities of the reciprocal pronoun within the 
clause 

The reciprocal pronoun can appear in a variety of positions. These will 
be illustrated in detail in the following section, numbered 1. 7. 5. 

A few general remarks are in order here, however. As mentioned earlier, 
one position the reciprocal pronoun cannot occur in, at least for non
permissive speakers, is the position of subject. Just as is the case for 
reflexive pronouns, even for permissive speakers, the restriction against 
reciprocal nominative subjects appears to be stricter than the restriction 
against genitive subjects. For non-permissive speakers, the reciprocal 
pronoun cannot appear as the genitive-marked possessor in possessive 
noun phrases, either. In contrast with the positional possibilities of the 
reflexive pronoun, discussed in sections 1. 6. 4. and 1. 6. 5, reciprocal 
pronouns are somewhat more acceptable as genitive subjects; this is true 
even for less permissive speakers. 

In the examples of the following section, examples with reciprocal 
genitive subjects as modifiers will be flagged with question marks, thus 
indicating their less-than-perfect status. 

1. 7. 5. Spedfic relations between antecedent and reciprocal, where the 
reciprocal element is not a verbal affix 

1. 7. 5. 1. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: direct object 

(603) bizi birbir -imiz -i i sev-er -IZ 

we e.o. -1.pI. -Acc. like -Aor. -1.pI. 
'We i like each otheri" 

1. 7. 5. 2. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of direct object 

(604) ?(?) bizi [ birbir 
. ] -lffilZ -mi ~ -m -1 

we e.o. -1.pI. -Gen. work -3.sg. -Ace. 
kimse -ye brrak -rna -ylZ 
nobody -Dat. leave -Neg. -l.sg. 

"We don't leave each other's work to anybody (else)" 
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It should be noted that this is one of the instances where the reciprocal 
pronoun is in the genitive, which is something a number of speakers 
don't accept. When these constructions are accepted at all, the agreement 
morpheme on the head (whether the head is a possessed noun in a 
possessive noun phrase as in this example, or a nominalized verb in a 
subordinate clause) is a constant third person singular suffix, 
irrespective of the person and number features of the subject or 
possessor. 

1. 7. 5. 3. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: indirect object 

(605) bizi bu kitab -1 birbir -imiz -ei ver -di -k 
we this book -Acc. e.o. -1.pI. -Dat. gIve -Past -1.pI. 
"We gave this book to each other" 

1. 7. 5. 4. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of indirect object 

(606) bizi bu kitap -lar -1 [birbir -imiz -ini 
we this book -pI. -Acc. e.o. -1.pI. -Gen. 

karde~ -ler -in -e ] ver -di -k 
sibling -pI. -3.sg. 34-Dat. give -Past -1.pI. 

"We gave these books to each others' siblings" 

1. 7. 5. 5. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: indirect object (adposition
marking) 

This does not exist. However, if benefactives are considered a type of 
indirect object, then it is possible to find reciprocal pronouns as objects of 
postpositions, functioning as indirect objects in that sense: 

(607) bizi bu kitap -lar -1 [birbir -imiz i i9n] al -di -k 
we this book -pI. -Ace. e.o. -1.pI. for take -Past -1.pI. 
"We bought these books for each other" 

1. 7. 5. 6. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of indirect object 
(adposition-marking) 

This does not exist. However, in the spirit of the remark in 1. 7. 5. 5., if 
benefactives are considered indirect objects, then we can consider the 
following example as representative for reciprocals as modifiers of 
indirect objects as postpositional objects: 
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(608) bizi bu kitap -lar -1 [ birbir -lmlZ -mi 
we this book -pI. -Ace. e.o. -l.pI. -Gen. 

<;ocuk -lar -1 i<;in ] al -dl -k 
child -pI. -3.sg. for take -Past -l.pI. 

"We bought these books for each others' children" 

1.7.5.7. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: a copular complement 

(609) #bizi birbir -imizi -IZ 
we e.o. -l.pI. -l.pI. 

"We are each other" 

Where such an utterance would be sensible semantically, this 
construction would be grammatical. 

1. 7. 5. 8. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: a modifier of a copular 
complement 

(610) bizi [ birbir-imiz-ini dii~man -lar -1 ] -y -dl-k 
we e.o. -l.pI.-Gen. enemy -pI. -3.sg. -Cop.-Past-1.pI. 
"We were each others' enemies" 

1. 7. 5. 9. Subject antecedent, reciprocal: subject-complement" 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 10. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of subject
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 11. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: object-complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 12. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of object
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 13. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: object of adjective 

(611) bizi birbir -imiz -deni 
we e.o. -l.pI. -Abi. 
"We are sure of each other" 

. . 
emln -IZ 
sure -l.pI. 
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1. 7. 5. 14. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of object of 
adjective 

(612) ?(?)bizi [ birbir-imiz-ini Iyl niyet -in -den] 
. . 

emln -IZ 
we e.o. -l.pl.-Gen. good intention-3.sg.-Abl. sure -l.pl. 

"We are certain of each others' good intentions" 

1. 7. 5. 15. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: agent in 
passive / pseudopassive / impersonal 

Impersonal constructions in Turkish have no agent phrases. Passive 
constructions do have agent phrases in which the agent noun phrase 
shows up as the object of an inflected postposition, marked with ablative 
case: 

(613) Ali [ Hasan taraf-In -dan] ov -iiI -dii 
Ali Hasan side -3.sg. -Abl. praise -Pass. -Past 
"Ali was praised by Hasan" 

Many speakers reject reciprocal pronouns as agents in such 
constructions, although it is possible to encounter such examples: 

(614) ?? /*ogrenci -leri [ birbir -lerii taraf -m -dan] 
student -pI. e.o. -3.pl. side -3.sg. -Abl. 

ov -iiI -dii -ler 
praise -Pass. -Past -3. pI. 

"The students were praised by each other" 

1. 7. 5. 16. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of agent of the 
above 

This is possible for all speakers: 

(615) [ogrenci-Ier-ini ne kadar sue; -lu ol-duk -larl ] 
student-pl.-Gen. what much guilt-with be-FNom-3.pI. 
birbir-Ierin-ini e;ocuk-Iar -m -ca da bil -in -ir 
e.o. -3.pl.-Gen. child -pI. -3.sg. -by -too know-Pass.-Aor. 

"How much the students are guilty is known by each others' 
children, too" 

(616) ogrenci-Ieri [ birbir-Ierin-ini e;ocuk -lar -I taraf -In -dan] 
student-pI. e.o. -3.pl.-Gen. child -pI. -3.sg. side -3.sg. -Abl. 

ov -iiI -dii -ler 
praise-Pass. -Past -3. pI. 

"The students were praised by each others' children" 
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1. 7. 5. 17. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: element in other 
adpositional phrase or case-marked modifier (adverbial) 

(617) ogrenci-Ieri bu yalan-Iar-I [birbir -lerii hakkmda] 
student-pI. this lie -pl.-Ace. e.o. -3.pI. about 

soyle -di -ler 
tell -Past -3.pI. 

"The students told these lies about each other" 

1. 7. 5. 18. Antecedent: subject, reciprocal: modifier of element as in 
1. 7. 5. 17. 

(618) ogrenci-Ieri bu yalan-Iar-I [birbir-Ierin-ini ~ocuk-Iar-I 
student-pI. this lie -pl.-Ace. e.o. -3.pI.-Gen. child -pI. -3.sg. 

hakkmda] soyle -di -ler 
about tell -Past -3.pI. 

"The students told these lies about each others' children" 

1. 7. 5. 19-1. 7. 5. 36. Modifier of subject as antecedent, reciprocal: as 
in 1.7.5.1-1.7.5.18. 

Such reciprocal relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 37. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: subject 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 38. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of subject, 

This relationship does exist, but it is far from perfect. 

(619) ?(?)[ birbir-Ierin-ini karde~-ler -i ] ogrenci-Ier-imiz-ii ~ok 
e.o. -3.pI.-Gen. sibling-pI. -3.sg. student-pl.-I. pl.-Ace. very 

sev -er 
love-Aor. 

"The siblings of each other like our students very much" 

1. 7. 5. 39. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: indirect object 

This constellation does exist, but it is very limited: 

(620) Hasan ogrenci-Ier-ii ayna -da birbir -lerin-ei goster-di 
Hasan student-pl.-Ace. mirror-Loco e.o. -3.pI. -Dat. show -Past 
"Hasan showed the students to each other in the mirror" 
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1. 7. 5. 40. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of indirect 
object 

(621) Hasan ogrenci-Ier-ii ayna -da birbir-Ierin-ini 
Hasan student-pl.-Ace. mirror-Loco e.o. -3.pL-Gen. 

anne -ler -in -e i goster-di 
mother-pI. -3.sg. -Dat. show -Past 

"Hasan showed the students to each others' mothers in the mirror" 

1. 7. 5. 41. Antecedent direct object, reciprocal: indirect object 
(adposition-marking) 

As stated in 1. 7. 5. 5. , there are no clear-cut indirect objects with 
adposition-marking in Turkish. However, if benefactives are viewed as 
indirect objects, it is possible to say that Turkish does have adpositional 
indirect objects. These can be reciprocals and can have direct object 
antecedents: 

(622) Hasan ogrenci-Ier-ii Ankara-ya [ birbir-Ierii i9n] gander-di 
Hasan student-pl.-Ace. Ankara-Dat. e.o. -3.pl. for send -Past 
"Hasan sent the students to Ankara for each other" 

1. 7. 5. 42. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of indirect 
object (adposition-marking) 

Such constructions exist, with the caveat expressed in the previous 
subsection. 

(623) (?)Hasan agrenci-Ier-ii Ankara-ya [birbir -lerin -mi 
Hasan student-pl.-Ace. Ankara-Dat. e.o. -3.pL -Gen. 
anne -ler -i i\in] gander -di 
mother -pI. -3.sg. for send -Past 

"Hasan sent the students to Ankara for (the sake of) the mother of 
each other" 

1.7.5.43. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: a copular complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 44. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: a modifier of a copular 
complement 

The existence of such relationships, just as of such relationships in 
reflexive constructions (and discussed in 1. 6. 5. 44.), depends on how 
certain complex constructions are analyzed, where we find complex 
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verbal predicates whose main verbs are either sensory perception verbs 
or verbs of belief. An example is given below: 

(624) ben [ sen -i ogretmen] bi! -ir -di -ill 

I you -Acc. teacher believe -Aor. -Past -l.sg. 
"I used to believe you to be a teacher" 

These constructions can have reciprocals as modifiers of the predicate 
nominal: 

(625) ben [ . 
birbir 

. 
karde~ ] SlZ -1 i -lillZ -mi -1 

I you(pl.) -Acc. e.o. -2.pl. -Gen. sibling -3.sg. 
bi! 

. 
-di -Ir -ill 

believe -Aor. -Past -l.sg. 
"I used to believe you to be each others' sibling" 

If we view these predicate nominals to be the complements of a hidden 
copula, then we can say that a direct object can be the antecedent of the 
modifier of a copular complement, as in examples like (624). 

However, if we analyze these constructions as complex constructions, 
with the clause boundaries of the subordinate clause as marked by the 
brackets, then the accusative-marked noun phrase will be a subject. If so, 
examples like (624) will be yet another illustration of constructions 
illustrated in subsection 1. 7. 5. 8. , where the antecedent of a reciprocal 
copular complement is a subject. In that case, we would have to say that 
it is not possible in Turkish for a direct object to function as the 
antecedent of a reciprocal which is the modifier of a copular 
complement. 

1. 7. 5. 45. Antecedent direct object, reciprocal: subject-complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 46. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of subject
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 47. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: object-complement 

This does not exist. 
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1. 7. 5. 48. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of object
complement 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 49. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: object of adjective 

The existence of such relationships depends on the considerations 
outlined in subsection 1. 7. 5. 44. It is possible to have constructions such 
as the following: 

(626) ben [ siz -i i [birbir -iniz -den i emin]] 
I you(pl.)-Acc. e.o. -2.pI.-Abi. sure 
"I used to believe you to be sure of each other" 

bi! -Ir -di -m 
know-Aor.-Past -l.sg. 

If, in accordance with what was said previously, the noun phrase with 
the accusative case marking is viewed as the direct object of the main 
clause, then (626) illustrates a direct object, functioning as the antecedent 
of a reciprocal object of an adjective. However, if the outer brackets mark 
the clause boundaries of a subordinate clause, then the accusative
marked noun phrase is a subject rather than a direct object. In that case, 
direct objects cannot function as antecedents of reciprocal objects of 
adjectives. 

1. 7. 5. 50. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of object of 
adjective 

(627) ?(?)ben [siz -ii [ birbir-iniz -ini c;ocuk-Iar -m -dan emin ]] 
I you-Ace. e.o. -2.pI.-Gen. child -pI. -3.sg. -Abi. sure 

bil -ir -di -m 
know -Aor. -Past -l.sg. 

"I used to believe you to be sure of each others' wife" 

As we see, this is possible, with the caveat expressed in the previous 
subsection about the status of the accusative-marked noun phrase as a 
possible subordinate subject rather than as a direct object. 

1. 7. 5. 51. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: agent in 
passive / pseudopassive / impersonal 

(628) (?)ben [ onlar-li [birbir-Ierii taraf-In -dan] op -til -dti] 
I they -Ace. e.o. -3.pI. side -3.sg.-Abi. kiss-Pass. -Past 
bil -iyor -du -m 
believe -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I used to believe that they were kissed by each other" 
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Again, the relationships characterized by this and the next subsection's 
headings depend on whether the accusative-marked noun phrase is 
analyzed as a direct object or as a subordinate subject. If the former, 
these relationships exist, as illustrated by examples (628) and (629). If the 
latter, these relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 52. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of agent of the 
above 

(629) (?)ben [ onlar-1i [birbir-Ierin-ini <;ocuk-Iar -1 taraf-ln -dan] 
I they -Acc. e.o. -3.pl.-Gen. child -pI. -3.sg. side -3.sg.-Abi. 
op -til -dti] bil -iyor -du -m 
kiss-Pass.-Past believe -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I used to believe that they were kissed by each others' children" 

1. 7. 5. 53. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: element in other 
adpositional phrase or case-marked modifier (adverbial) 

This relationship exists, but it is limited, mostly to causative verbs or 
lexicalized causatives: 

(630) Hasan onlar-1i birbir-leri -yle i barl~ -hr -dl 
Hasan they -Acc. e.o. -3.pI.-with make peace-Caus.-Past 
"Hasan made/helped them make peace with each other" 

1. 7. 5. 54. Antecedent: direct object, reciprocal: modifier of element as 
in 1. 7. 5. 53. 

(631) Hasan biz-ii birbir -lffilZ -IDi <;ocuk -lar -1 -yla 
Hasan I -Acc. e.o. -l.pI. -Gen. child -pI. -3.sg. -with 

barl~ -hr -dl 
make peace-Caus.-Past 

"Hasan made/helped us make peace with each others' children" 

1. 7. 5. 55. Antecedent: modifier of direct object, reciprocal: subject 

This does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 56. Antecedent: modifier of direct object, reciprocal: modifier of 
subject 

This does not exist. 
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1. 7. 5. 57-1. 7. 5. 72. Antecedent: modifier of direct object, reciprocal: 
as in 1. 7. 5. 3-1. 7. 5. 18. 

Such relationships are not possible with reciprocals. 

1. 7. 5. 73. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reciprocal: subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 74. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reciprocal: modifier of 
subject 

(632) birbir -lerin 
. 

hoca -lar •• v . 
-ler a dill -mi -1 ogrenci -ei 

-3.pI. -Gen. teacher -pI. -3.sg. student -pI. -Oat. 
. 

e.o. prIze 
ver -di -ler 
gIve -Past -3.pI. 

"Each others' teachers gave prizes to the students" 

1. 7. 5. 75. Antecedent indirect object (cased), reciprocal: direct object 

As in the reverse relationship, where the antecedent is a direct object and 
the reciprocal is an indirect object, such a relationship exists, but is very 
limited: 

(633) ben ayna -da agrenci -ler -ei birbir -lerin -1 i 
I mirror -Loc. student -pI. -Oat. e.o. -3.pI. -Acc. 

gaster -di -ill 

show -Past -l.sg. 
"I showed each other to the students in the mirror" 

1. 7. 5. 76. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reciprocal: modifier of 
direct object 

(634) ?(?)ben ayna -da agrenci -ler -ei birbir -lerin -mi 
I mIrror -Loc. student -pI. -Oat. e.o. -3.pI. -Gen. 

klZ -lar -m -1 gaster -di -ill 

daughter -pI. -3.sg. -Acc. show -Past -l.sg. 
"I showed each others' daughters to the students in the mirror" 

1. 7. 5. 77-1. 7. 5. 88. Antecedent: indirect object (cased), reciprocal: as 
in 1. 7. 5. 7-1. 7. 5. 18. 

These relationships do not exist. 
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1.7. 5. 89-1. 7. 5. 90. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object (cased), 
reciprocal: subject or modifier of subject, 
respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 

1.7. 5. 91-1. 7. 5. 92. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object (cased), 
reciprocal: direct object or modifier of direct 
object, respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 93-1. 7. 5. 104. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object (cased), 
reciprocal: as in 1. 7. s. 7-1. 7. S. 18. 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. S. 105. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), reciprocal: 
subject and modifier of subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 106. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), reciprocal: 
modifier of subject 

As stated earlier in this section and in section 1. 6. on reflexives, such a 
relationship can be said to exist only if benefactives are viewed as a type 
of indirect object. 

(635) ?(?)birbir -lerin -ini hoca -lar -1 ben -ce 
e.o. -3. pI. -Gen. teacher -pI. -3.sg. I -according to 

ogrencileri i9n parmak -larm -1 bile 
students for finger -3. pI. -Ace. even 
oyna -t -ma-z 
move -Caus. -Neg. -Neg.Aor. 

"According to me, each others' i teachers would not even lift their 
fingers for the studentsi" 

1. 7. 5. 107-1. 7. 5. 108. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), 
reciprocal: direct object and modifier of direct 
object, respectively 

These relationships do not exist. 
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1. 7. 5. 109-1. 7. 5. 120. Antecedent: indirect object (adpositional), 
reciprocal: as in 1. 7. 5. 7-1. 7. 5. 18. 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 121-1. 7. 5. 136. Antecedent: modifier of indirect object 
(adpositional), reciprocal: as in 1. 7. 5. 105 
-1. 7. 5. 120. 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 137-1. 7. 5. 140. Antecedent: copular complement, reciprocal: 
subject or modifier of subject, or element in 
adpositional phrase or case-marked modifier 
(adverbial) 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 141-1. 7. 5. 144. Antecedent: modifier of copular complement, 
reciprocal: subject or modifier of subject, or 
element in adpositional phrase or case-marked 
modifier (adverbial) 

These relationships do not exist. 

1.7.5.145-1.7.5.152. Antecedent: subject-complement or modifier 
thereof, object complement or modifier 
thereof, reciprocal: subject or modifier of 
subject 

These relationships do not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 153. Antecedent: adjectival object, reciprocal: subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 154. Antecedent: adjectival object, reciprocal: modifier of subject 

This relationship does exist: 

(636) [birbir -lerin-ini asker -ler -i ] [ subay -lar-ai sadJk] 
e.o. -3. pl.-Gen. soldier -pI. -3.sg. officer-pl.-Dat. loyal 

"Each others' soldiers are loyal to the officers" 
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1.7.5. ISS-I. 7. 5. 156. Antecedent modifier of adjectival object, 
reciprocal: subject or modifier of subject 

These relationships are not possible. 

1. 7. 5. 157. Antecedent: agent of passive, reciprocal: subject 

This relationship is not possible. 

1. 7. 5. 158. Antecedent: agent of passive, reciprocal: modifier of 
subject 

This relationship does exist, although examples that illustrate it are not 
perfect; however, they are acceptable: 

(637) ?[ birbir -lerin -ini asker -ler -i ] [ subay -lari 
e.o. -3. pI. -Gen. soldier -pI. -3.sg. officer -pI. 
taraf -m -dan] kale 01 -arak sat -u -di 
side -3.sg. -Abi. slave be -Ger. sell -Pass. -Past 

"Each others'i soldiers were sold by the officers i as slaves" 

1. 7. 5. 159-1. 7. 5. 162. Antecedent: agent in passive, reciprocal: 
indirect object (cased) or modifier of cased 
indirect object, or adpositional indirect object 
or modifier of adpositional indirect object 

Of all these relationships, only the last one is possible, but even that 
relationship is not judged perfect by native speakers; furthermore, this is 
possible only if benefactives are viewed as indirect objects: 

(638) ?kale -ler [ subay-lari taraf-In -dan] [ birbir-lerin-ini 
slave-pI. office -pI. side -3.sg.-Abi. e.o. -3.pI. -Gen. 
ev -ler -i i\in ] al -m -dl 
home -pI. -3.sg. for buy -Pass. -Past 

"The slaves were bought by the officers for each others' homes" 

1. 7. 5. 163. Antecedent: agent in passive, reciprocal: element in 
adpositional phrase or adverbial case-marked modifier 

This relationship exists, but its instantiations are not perfect: 
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(639) ?(?)bu soylenti [gazeteci -leri taraf -m -dan] 
this rumor journalist -pI. by -3.sg. -Abl. 

[ birbir -lerin -ei gore ] yorumla -n -di 
e.o. -3.pI. -Dat. according to interpret -Pass. -Past 

"This rumor was interpreted by the journalists according to each 
other" 

1. 7. 5. 164. Antecedent: agent of passive, reciprocal: modifier of 
element in adpositional phrase 

(640) bu soylenti [gazeteci -leri taraf-In -dan] [ birbir -lerin-ini 
this rumor journalist -pI. by -3.sg.-Abi. e.o. -3.pI. -Gen. 

fikir-Ier-in -e ] gore ] yorumla-n -di 
idea-pI.-3.sg.-Dat. according to interpret-Pass.-Past 

"This rumor was interpreted by the journalists according to each 
others' ideas" 

1. 7. 5. 165. Antecedent: modifier of agent of passive, reciprocal: subject 

This relationship is not possible (at least not for the majority of speakers, 
for whom reciprocals are not possible as subjects in the nominative case). 

1. 7. 5. 166. Antecedent: modifier of agent of passive, reciprocal: 
modifier of subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 167-1. 7. 5. 170. Antecedent: modifier of agent in passive, 
reciprocal: indirect object (cased) or modifier 
of cased indirect object, or adpositional 
indirect object or modifier of adpositional 
indirect object 

None of these relationships is possible. 

1. 7. 5. 171. Antecedent: modifier of agent in passive, reciprocal: 
element in adpositional phrase or adverbial case-marked 
modifier 

This relationship does not exist. 

1. 7. 5. 172. Antecedent: modifier of agent in passive, reciprocal: 
modifier of element in adpositional phrase 

This relationship does not exist. 
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1. 7. 5. 173. Antecedent: element in adpositional phrase or adverbial 
case-marked modifier, reciprocal: subject 

This relationship does not exist. 

1.7. 5.174. Antecedent: element in adpositional phrase or adverbial 
case-marked. modifier, reciprocal: modifier of subject 

This relationship exists, but its instantiations are not perfect: 

(641) ?(?)[ birbir-lerin -mi k1Z -lar -1 ] 
e.o. -3. pI. -Gen. daughter -pI. -3.sg. 

[ keman -C1 -lar -ai gore ] diinya-run en 
violin -Prof. -pI. -Dat. according to world -Gen. most 

1y1 ~arktc1 -lar -1 -du 
good singer -pI. -CmpM -Ep.Cop. 

"Each others i daughters are according to the violinistsi the best 
singers in the world" 

1.7. 5. 175-1. 7. 5. 192. Antecedent: element in adpositional phrase or 
adverbial case-marked modifier, reciprocal: as 
in 1.7. 5. 1-1. 7. 5. 18. 

None of these relationships is possible. 

1. 7. 5. 193-1. 7. 5. 212. Antecedent: modifier of an element in 
adpositional phrase or adverbial case-marked 
modifier, reciprocal: as in 1. 7. 5. 173 
-1. 7. 5. 192. 

None of these relationships is possible. 

1. 7. 6. Reciprocal relations within nomittalized clauses 

Nominalized clauses in Turkish are similar to fully finite clauses from 
the point of view of internal structure. Hence, with respect to reciprocal 
relationships (just as those discussed for reflexive relations in section 1. 
6.), they exhibit no deviations from the possibilities discussed in the 
previous questions on finite structures, with the exception of one 
property, mentioned briefly before: reciprocal pronouns as nominative 
subjects of fully finite clauses are impossible for most speakers. 
Reciprocal pronouns as genitive subjects of nominalized clauses are also 
impossible for many speakers, but are allowed by some speakers. 
However, for those permissive speakers, the antecedent of such a 
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genitive reciprocal subject has to be in a superordinate clause rather than 
in the same clause as the subject: 

(642) ?? /*memur -lari herkes -e [birbir-Ierin-ini ~ -ten 
employee -pI. everybody-Dat. e.o. -3.pl.-Gen. work-Abl. 

at . -11 -dIg -In -1 ] anlat-h -lar 
throw out-Pass.-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. tell -Past-3.pl. 

"The employees told everybody that each other were fired" 

1. 7. 7. Redprocal relations within ordinary noun phrases 

Reciprocal relations within ordinary noun phrases cannot exist, in 
contrast to reflexive relations (cf. section 1. 6. 7.), unless we view the 
relationship between the genitive reciprocal (for those speakers who 
accept them) in possessive noun phrases and the possessive agreement 
suffix on the head noun as a kind of reciprocal relationship: 

(643) birbir -lerin -in ktz -lar -1 

e.o. -3. pI. -Gen. daughter -pI. -3.sg. 
"each others' daughters" 

1. 7. 8. Redprocal structures without any overt antecedent 

In general, it is impossible to have reciprocal forms without overt 
antecedents; reciprocals (just like true reflexives, as stated in 1. 6. 8.) 
cannot have discourse or pragmatic antecedents. 

However, reciprocals may appear to lack overt antecedents, as in the 
following example: 

(644) biIbir -Jeri hakk -In -da -ki dedikodu-Iarl <;ok garip 
e.o. -3.pl. about-l.sg. -Loc.-"one" gossip -pl.+3.pl. very strange 
"Their gossip about each other is very strange" 

It should be noted that the head noun is inflected for possessive 
agreement. These noun phrases with postpositional phrases as modifiers 
are best analyzed as possessive phrases whose possessor pronoun is 
deleted; this non-overt possessor functions as the antecedent of the 
reciprocal, thus requiring agreement for a third person plural 
possessor.35 The previous example should therefore be represented as 
follows: 

(645) eli birlir-1erii hakk -In -da -ki dedikodu-Iarl ~ok garip 
o e.o. -3.pl. about-l.sg.-Loc.-ReI.CI. gossip -pI.+3.pl. very strange 
"Their gossip about each other is very strange" 
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As a matter of fact, such noun phrases do also exist with an overt 
possessor as antecedent: 

(646) onlar -lni birbir -lerii hakk -m -cia ki 
they -Gen. e.o -3. pI. about -l.sg. -Loc. -Rel.el. 

dedikodu -lar1 <;ok garip 
gossip -pI.+3.pI. very strange 

"Their gossip about each other is very strange" 

1. 7. 9. Other uses of reciprocal forms 

1. 7. 9. 1. Reciprocal pronoun 

Reciprocal pronouns have no other uses. 

1.7.9. 2. Reciprocal verb-form as detransitivizer 

The reciprocal verb-form -(I)~ does serve as a detransitivizer; however, 
since it is restricted in its use (only a small number of verbs can show up 
with that suffix), this form is not a general detransitivizer in the 
language (in contrast to the passive suffix, for example, which is, indeed, 
a general detransitivizer). Thus, we find the following contrasts: 

(647) [ Hasan -la Zeynep h birbir -lerin -1 i op -ill -ler 
Hasan -and Zeynep e.o. -3.pI. -Acc. kiss -Past -pI. 

"Hasan and Zeynep kissed each other" 

(648) [Hasan-Ia Zeynep h op -~i -ill -ler 
Hasan-and Zeynep kiss-Recip.-Past-pi. 

"Hasan and Zeynep kissed each other" 

(649) *[ Hasan-Ia Zeynep h birbir-Ierin -it op -~ -ill -ler 
Hasan-and Zeynep e.o. -3.pl. -Acc. kiss-Recip.-Past -pl. 

Intended reading: "Hasan and Zeynep kissed each other" 

1. 7. 9. 3. Other uses of reciprocal forms 

The verbal reciprocal suffix has a second general use, also limited to 
certain verbs. In that non-reciprocal (but related) use, the complex verb 
has plural subjects that are understood to act separately, but whose 
actions are somehow related. For example: 

(650) ku~ -lar u<; -tu 
bird-pI. fly-Past 
"The birds flew" 
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When this simple verb is used, the action is understood to be performed 
together. Contrast this with the morphologically complex verb with the 
reciprocal suffix (albeit not used with a reciprocal meaning here): 

(651) ku~ -lar u\ -~ -tu 
bird -pI. fly -Recip. -Past 
"The birds flew about" 

Here, the birds flew every which way, rather than together. However, 
the actions are simultaneous. 

Furthermore, there are some verbs that exhibit the sequence -(y)I~, but 
which do not correspond to simple verbs in transparent ways, and which 
do not have a reciprocal meaning. For example: 

(652) gel
dola
yat-

'to come' 
'to wind' 
'to lie' 

gel -i~ 'to develop' 
dola -~- 'to wander around' 
yat -i~ 'to subside, to calm down' 

1. 8. COMPARISON 

1. B. 1. Means to express comparison 

1. 8. 1. 1. Comparative element associated with the parameter of 
comparison, and a comparative particle associated with the 
comparative clause or standard of comparison 

Turkish has no comparative construction where a comparative particle is 
associated with the comparative clause or standard of comparison, with 
the exception of the construction for correlative comparison, for which 
the reader is referred to subsection 1. 8. 6. 

1. 8. 1. 2. Comparative element associated with the parameter of 
comparison, and a case associated with the noun forming the 
standard of comparison 

The most widely used comparative construction in Turkish is the one 
exemplified below for copular constructions and for verbal predicates, 
respectively: 

(653) sen ben -den (daha) iyi bir 
you I -Abl. more good a 
"You are a better person than me" 

Ins an -SIn 
person -2.sg. 
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(654) sen ben -den (daha) stk ko~ -ar -sm 
you I -Abl. more often run -Aor. -2.sg. 
"You run more often than me" 

The ablative case is suffixed to the noun forming the standard of 
comparison. The adverb daha 'more' is often used, but it can be omitted. 

The same properties hold of comparisons meaning 'less ... than': 

(655) sen ben -den (daha) az IyI bir Insan -SIn 
you I -Abl. more little good a person -2.sg. 
"Y ou are a less good person than me" 

(656) sen ben -den (daha) az stk ko~ -ar -sm 
you I -Abl. more little often run -Aor. -2.sg. 
"You run less often than me" 

The adverb daha 'more' cannot be omitted, however, if the standard of 
comparison is itself omitted: 

(657) bu ev daha yeni, oteki daha buylik 
this house more new, the other (one) more large 
"This house is newer, the other one is larger" 

1. 8. 2. Elements omitted under identity between the comparative 
clause and the clause it is subordinate to 

When the comparative clause has its (nominalized) verb intact, any 
element (or number of elements) can be omitted under identity with a 
corresponding element (or number of elements) in the superordinate 
clause: 

(658) 

(659) 

Hasan i Ankara -da [ 0i Paris-te 0-
Hasan Ankara -Loc. 0 Paris-Loco 0

J 

git -tig -in -den] fazla konser -ej git-ti 
go -FNom -3.sg. -Abl. more concert -Dat. go -Past 

"Hasan went to more concerts in Ankara than he went to in Paris" or: 
"Hasan did more concert-going in Ankara than he did in Paris" 

Hasan san -ai [ben -im 0i 0j ver -dig -im -den] 
Hasan you -Dat. I -Gen. 0 0 gIve -FNom -l.sg. -Abl. 

fazla kitapj ver -di 
more book give -Past 

"Hasan gave you more books than I gave (you)" 
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(660) 

1. B.3. 

Syntax 

Hasan san -ai [ben -im Ali -ye / san -ai 0' 
Hasan you -Dat. I -Gen. Ali -Dat. Iyou -Dat. d 

ver -dig -un -den] fazla kitapj ver -di 
give -FNom -l.sg. -Abl. more book give -Past 

"Hasan gave you more books than I gave Ali/you" 

What elements cannot be omitted under identity between the 
comparative clause and the clause it is subordinate to 

Essentially all elements can be~eleted in this context36. However, when 
the nominalized verb is deleted under identity with the verb of the 
superordinate clause, only one noun phrase must remain and receive the 
ablative case which is indicative of the comparison. If more than one 
noun phrase remains, or if what remains is not a noun phrase, the result 
is bad. Thus, the verb in (659) can be deleted successfully, yielding (661); 
however, the verb in (660) cannot be deleted; the utterance that would 
result, namely (662), is unacceptable: 

(661) Hasan san-ai [ben-den 0i 0j 0k] fazla kitapj verk -di 
Hasan you-Dat. I -Abl. 0 0 0 more book give -Past 
"Hasan gave you more books than I (gave) (you)" 

(662) *Hasan san -ai [ben-im Ali-den / sen-deni 0j 0k ] 
Hasan you-Date I -Gen. Ali-Dat./you-Dat. 0 0 
fazla kitapj verk -di 
more book give -Past 

Intended reading: "Hasan gave you more books than I (gave) 
Ali/you" 

Examples such as (662) are ungrammatical, as well, if the original case 
marker (in this instance, the dative) remains unchanged on the second 
noun phrase of the subordinate clause. 

1. B. 4. What elements must be omitted under identity between the 
comparative clause and the clause it is subordinate to 

In continuation of the discussion in the previous subsection (1. 8. 3.), we 
can say that if the subordinate verb is deleted, all constituents in the 
subordinate clause which are identical to corresponding constituents in 
the superordinate clause must be deleted as well. The only remaining 
constituent must be a noun phrase which constitutes the standard of 

. 
comparIson. 

Furthermore, if the subject of the subordinate clause is identical to the 
subject of the superordinate clause, it is usually deleted even where the 
clause is not reduced, i.e. where the subordinate verb is not deleted. The 
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special anaphoric pronoun kendisi or kendileri can be used for third 
person singular or plural subjects, respectively, and the regular personal 
pronouns for other persons can be repeated; however, deletion is 
preferable: 

(663) Hasani san-a [0i Ikendisin -ini Ali-ye Iban -a 0j 
Hasan you-Dat. 0 lhimself -Gen. Ali-Dat. II -Dat. 0 

ver -dig -in -den] fazla kitapj ver -di 
give -FNom -3.sg. -Abl. more book give -Past 

"Hasan gave you more books than he gave Alii me" 

1. 8. 5. Differences between the two types of comparative structure: 
comparative particle plus reduced comparative clause, and 
postposition plus standard of comparison 

There are no differences between these two types. As the discussion in 
the two previous subsections, namely 1. 8. 3. and 1. 8. 4., makes clear, 
once a comparative clause is reduced in the sense of losing its verb, it 
must be further reduced until it consists only of the standard of 
comparison. The marker of both comparative clause and standard of 
comparison is the same, namely the ablative marker -DAn; consequently, 
after clause reduction, there is no difference at all between the reduced 
clause and the comparative phrase. 37 

1.8.6. Correlative Comparison 

Correlative comparison is formed in Turkish by using the conditional 
form of the verbal or copular predicate, followed by the regular tensed 
verb. In addition, a correlative "frame" is added: ne kadar fazla 'how 
much more' before the conditional predicate, and okadar fazla 'that 
much more' before the finite predicate: 

(664) ne kadar fazla \ah~ -Ir -sa -n 
what much more work -Aor. -Condo -2.sg. 

o kadar fazla kazan -Ir -Sill 

that much more win -Aor. -2.sg. 
"However much more you work that much more you will winl earn" 
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1. 9. EQUATIVES 

1. 9. 1. Means to express equatives 

1. 9. 1. 1. Equative element associated with the parameter of equation, 
and an equative particle associated with the equative clause 
or standard of equation 

The equative construction in Turkish is very similar to the comparative 
construction. The syntactic properties of the two constructions are quite 
parallel; the morphological markers are different, however. 

Turkish has no equative construction where an equative particle is 
associated with the equative clause or standard of equation, with the 
exception of the construction for correlative equation, for which the 
reader is referred to subsection 1. 9. 6. 

1. 9. 1. 2. Equative element associated with the parameter of equation, 
and a case associated with the noun fOrming the standard of 
equation 

The most widely used equative construction in Turkish is the one 
. exemplified below for copular constructions and for verbal predicates, 
respectively: 

(665) a. sen ben -im kadar lYI bir Insan -sm 
you I -Gen. as much as good a person -2.sg. 
"You are a person as good as me" 

(665) b. sen ben -im kadar sIk ko~ -ar -sm 
you I -Gen. more often run -Aor. -2.sg. 
"You run as often as me" 

The genitive case is suffixed to the pronoun forming the standard of 
equation; if the standard of equation is a full noun, there is no overt case 
marker. 

1. 9. 2. Elements omitted under identity between the equative clause 
and the clause it is subordinate to 

When the equative clause has its (nominalized) verb intact, any element 
(or number of elements) can be omitted under identity with a 
corresponding element (or number of elements) in the superordinate 
clause: 



(666) 

(667) 

(668) 

1. 9. 3. 
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Hasan i Ankara-da [ 0 i Paris-te 0· git -tig -i ] 
Ank d go Hasan ara-Loc. 0 Paris-Loco JU -FNom -3.sg. 

kadar konser -ej git-ti 
as much as concert -Dat. go -Past 

"Hasan went to as many concerts in Ankara as he went in Paris" or: 
"Hasan did as much concert-going in Ankara as he did in Paris" 

Hasan san -ai [ben-im 0i 0j ver -dig -im] 
Hasan you-Dat. I -Gen. 0 0 give -FNom -l.sg. 

kadar kitapj ver -di 
as much as book give -Past 

"Hasan gave you as many books as I gave (you)" 

Hasan san -ai [ben -im Ali -ye / san -ai 0· 
Hasan you -Dat. I -Gen. Ali -Dat./you -Dat. eJ 

ver -dig -im] kadar kitapj ver -di 
give -FNom -l.sg. as much as book give -Past 

"Hasan gave you as many books as I gave Ali/you" 

What elements cannot be omitted under identity between the 
equative clause and the clause it is subordinate to 

Essentially all elements can be deleted in this context. However, when 
the nominalized verb is deleted under identity with the verb of the 
superordinate clause, only one noun phrase must remain and be 
followed by the postposition kadar 'as much as' which is indicative of 
the equation. If more than one noun phrase remains, or if what remains 
is not a noun phrase, the result is bad. Thus, the verb in (667) can be 
deleted successfully, yielding (669); however, the verb in (668) cannot be 
deleted; the utterance that would result, namely (670), is unacceptable: 

(669) 

(670) 

1. 9. 4. 

Hasan san-ai [ ben-im 0 i 0j 0k ] kadar kitapj verk-di 
Hasan you-Dat. I -Gen. 0 0 0 as much as book give-Past 
"Hasan gave you as many books as I (gave) (you)" 

*Hasan san-ai [ben-im Ali-ye / san-a i 0j 0k] kadar 
Hasan you-Dat. I -Gen. Ali-Dat./you-Dat. 0 0 as much as 
kitapj verk -di 
book give -Past 

Intended reading: "Hasan gave you as many books as I gave 
Ali/you" 

What elements must be omitted under identity between the 
equative clause and the clause it is subordinate to 

In continuation of the discussion in the previous subsection (1.9.3.), and 
similarly to the statement made about comparatives in subsection 1.8.3., 
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we can say that if the subordinate verb is deleted, all constituents in the 
subordinate clause which are identical to corresponding constituents in 
the superordinate clause must be deleted as well. The only remaining 
constituent must be a noun phrase which constitutes the standard of 
equation. 

Furthermore, if the subject of the subordinate clause is identical to the 
subject of the superordinate clause, it is usually deleted even where the 
clause is not reduced, i.e. where the subordinate verb is not deleted. The 
special anaphoric pronoun kendisi or kendileri can be used for third 
person singular or plural subjects, respectively, and the regular personal 
pronouns for other persons can be repeated; however, deletion is 
preferable, just like in comparative constructions: 

(671) 

1. 9. 5. 

Hasani san-a [~/kendisin -mi Ali-ye Iban -a 0 -
Hasan you-Dat. 0 lhimself -Gen. Ali-Dat. II -Dat. 01 

ver -dig -i ] kadar kitapj ver -di 
give -FNom -3.sg. as much as book give -Past 

"Hasan gave you as many books than he gave Alii me" 

Differences between the two types of equative structure: 
equative partide plus reduced equative clause, and 
postposition plus standard of equation 

There are no differences between these two types. As the discussion in 
the two previous subsections, namely 1. 9. 3. and 1. 9. 4., makes clear, 
once an equative clause is reduced in the sense of losing its verb, it must 
be further reduced until it consists only of the standard of equation. The 
marker of both equative clause and standard of equation is the same, 
namely the postposition kadar 'as much as'; consequently, after clause 
reduction, there is no difference at all between the reduced clause and 
the equative phrase. 

1. 9. 6. Correlative Equation 

Correlative equatives are formed in Turkish by using the conditional 
form of the verbal or copular predicate, followed by the regular tensed 
verb. In addition, a correlative "frame" is added: ne kadar 'how much' 
before the conditional predicate, and 0 kadar 'that much' before the finite 
verb: 

(672) ne kadar <;ah~ -Ir -sa -n 0 kadar kazan -Ir -SIn 
what much work-Aor.-Cond.-2.sg. that much win -Aor.-2.sg. 
"However much you work you will winl earn that much" 
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(673) Ali ne kadar ~irkin-se karl -Sl 0 kadar giizel 
Ali how much ugly -Condo wife-3.sg. that much beautiful 
"However much Ali is ugly his wife is beautiful to that extent" 

1. 10. POSSESSION 

1. 10. 1. Construction of sentences expressing possession 

There are essentially two ways of expressing possession: a phrasal 
construction (more specifically, a possessive noun phrase) and a clausal 
construction. 

The possessive noun phrase places the possessor in the genitive case, 
and the possessed element as the head of the construction. Suffixed to 
that head is the possessive agreement suffix, agreeing with the possessor 
in person and number: 

(674) a (ben) [ Hasan- m kitab-l n ] -1 oku -du -ill 

I . Hasan-Gen book-3.sg. -Ace. read-Past -l.sg. 
"I read Hasan's book" 

(674) b. (sen) [ (biz -im ) kitab-lUUZ] -1 oku -du -n mu? 
you we-Gen. book-l.pl. -Ace. read-Past -2.sg. -Q 
"Have you read our book?" 

In such possessive noun phrases, the relationship between the 
grammatical possessor and the possessed can be of true ownership, or of 
a more metaphorical relationship; in this example, this could be one of 
authorship. 

The clausal expression of . possession is related to the phrasal 
construction and corresponds to the English 'to have': 

(675) Hasan-ID <;ok eski bir kitab1 var 
Hasan-Gen very old a book exist 
"Hasan has a very old book" 

As also pointed out in Lewis (1975), constructions like the one in (675) do 
not mean, e.g. 'A very old book of Hasan's exists', but rather 'Hasan has 
a very old book'. 

The negative counterpart of the existential verb var is yok, and that verb 
can also be used to negate clausal possession: 
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(676) Hasan-m hi\bir kitab-l yok 
Hasan-Gen no-one book-Acc. Neg.Exist. 
"Hasan has no books at all" 

1. 10. 2. Differences between the expression of alienable and 
inalienable posseSsion 

The basic patterns of alienable and inalienable possession are the same. 
However, there are some differences between them that come to light in 
certain syntactic contexts. 

One such context is the one just discussed for the meaning of 'to have'. In 
that construction, the possessor noun phrase marked with the genitive 
can be separated from the possessed element with the agreement suffix 
by syntactic material (e.g. arguments and modifiers) when the 
possession is alienable; such separation is not (or is less) acceptable when 
the possession is inalienable: 

Alienable possession: 

(677) Hasan-In garaj -da b~ araba-sl var 
Hasan-Gen. garage-Loco five car -3.sg. exist 
"Hasan has five cars in the garage" 

Inalienable possession: 

(678) ?? / *Hasan-In al\! -da bir kol -u var 
Hasan-Gen. plaster-Loco one arm -3.sg. exist 

Intended reading: "Hasan has one arm in a cast" 

It should be noted that (678) is completely acceptable under a reading 
where the possession is alienable, for example where Hasan possesses an 
arm not attached to his body, and that unattached arm is in a cast. 

In order to express the intended reading in the possessive construction 
illustrated in (678), a copular construction has to be used instead: 

(679) Hasan-In bir kol -u al\! -da 
Hasan-Gen. one arm -3.sg. plaster -Loc. 
"Hasan has one arm in a cast" ("One arm of Hasan is in a cast") 

The generalization appears to be that the possessive noun phrase cannot 
be separated where the relation between possessor and possessed is 
inalienable. 

The second syntactic context where the distinction between alienable 
and inalienable possession becomes clear is a construction where a 
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subordinate clause is not nominalized, i.e. where the embedded 
pr~dicate is fully tensed; for most speakers, the embedded verb lacks 
subject agreement morphology. The subject of such a subordinate clause 
can be marked with accusative case and behaves in a number of respects 
like a direct object of the superordinate clause. An example of this 
construction follows: 

(680) ben [ sen-i opera-ya git-ti ] san -Iyor -du -m 
I you-Ace. opera-Oat. go -Past believe -Prog. -Past -1.sg. 
"1 believed you to have gone to the opera" 

Where the subject of such a tensed subordinate clause is a possessive 
noun phrase, the possessor can "raise" to become the subject of that 
subordinate clause. This can be seen by the accusative marking on the 
possessor (which, as we just saw, is marked with the genitive otherwise): 

(681) (ben) [ Hasan -1 [di§ -i ] agn -yor ] 
I Hasan -Ace. tooth -3.sg. hurt -Pr.Prog. 

san -Iyor -du -m 
believe -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I believed Hasan to have a toothache" 
("I believed Hasan to have his tooth hurting") 

If, in this subordination construction, the possessive noun phrase is left 
intact, the possessed element will interpreted as being disembodied: 

(682) #(ben) [ [ Hasan-In di§ -m -i ] agn -yor ] 
I Hasan-Gen. tooth -3.sg. -Ace. hurt -Pr.Prog. 
san -Iyor -du -m 
believe -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I believed Hasan's tooth to hurt" 

Here, Hasan's tooth would somehow be hurting on its own, without 
Hasan himself necessarily feeling the pain. It is exactly this latter 
construction which is used for alienable possession: 

(683) (ben) [ [ Hasan 
. . ] -di ] -m ev -m -1 yan 

I Hasan -Gen. car -3.sg. -Ace. burn -Past 
san -Iyor -du -m 
believe -Prog. -Past -1.sg. 

"I believed Hasan's house to have burned down" 

While it is possible to find instances of "possessor raising" (as illustrated 
in (681)) in alienable possession, that construction is decidedly odd: 
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(684) (ben) [Hasan-I [ev -i ] yan -dl ] san -Iyor -du -m 
I Hasan-Ace. car-3.sg. burn-Past believe -Prog. -Past-l.sg. 

"I believed Hasan's house to have burned down" 
("I believed Hasan to have had his house burn down") 

1. 10. 3. Differences between the expression of temporary and 
permanent possession. 

There is no systematic distinction between the expression of temporary 
and permanent possession in Turkish. Such distinctions must be drawn 
by periphrastic means rather than by systematically distinct 
constructions of grammar. 

1. 10. 4. Differences in the expression of possession relative to persons, 
animals, and things 

Just as in the expression of temporary versus permanent possession, 
there is no systematic distinction between the expression of possession 
relative to humans, animals, and inanimate entities. 

1. 10. 5. Differences in the expression of present and past possession 

Where possession is expressed by means of a possessive noun phrase, 
the time reference is expressed by the tense marking on the predicate of 
the sentence, and the possessive noun phrase is not formally affected. 
Where such a noun phrase is itself the nominal predicate of a copular 
sentence, the copular tense suffixes are attached to that noun phrase in 
the same way in which they are attached to any nominal predicate: 

(685) a. [ Hasan-In vazo-su] kInk 
Hasan-Gen. vase-3.sg. broken 

"Hasan's vase is broken" 

(685) b. [Hasan-In vazo-su] kInk -b 

(686) 

Hasan-Gen. vase-3.sg. broken-Past 
"Hasan's vase was broken" 

a. diikkan-da gor-dug -urn, [ Hasan-In vazo-su] 
shop -Loe. see-ObjP-l.sg. Hasan-Gen. vase-3.sg. 
"What I saw in the shop is Hasan's vase" 

-dur 
-Ep.Cop. 

(686) b. dukkan-da gor-dug -urn, [Hasan-In vazo-su] -y -du 
shop -Loc. see -ObjP-l.sg. Hasan-Gen. vase-3.sg. -Cop.-Past 
"What I saw in the shop was Hasan's vase" 

Where possession is expressed by the clausal construction that uses the 
existential verb (but in the possessive meaning), time reference of 
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possession is expressed via tense morphology on the verb. Concerning 
attachment of tense morphology, the existential verb is treated like the 
general copula, both in its affirmative and its negative versions. This 
means that for the present tense, there is no tense suffix, while for the 
past tense, either the simple past suffix -DI or the reported past suffix 
-I11I§ are attached: 

(687) Hasan-In \ok eski bir 
Hasan-Gen. very old a 
"Hasan has a very old vase" 

vazo-su var 
vase-3.sg. exist 

(688) Hasan-In \Ok eski bir vazo-su var -m 
Hasan-Gen. very old a vase-3.sg. exist -Past 
"Hasan had a very old vase" 

1. 11. EMPHASIS 

1. 11. 1. Expression of sentence emphasis 

We will interpret the term "sentence emphasis" to mean the 
intensification of a complete utterance within the discourse. 

1. 11. 1. 1. Noncontradictory emphasis 

The main systematic way of expressing sentence emphasis is by 
repetition of a complete utterance within a discourse; however, such a 
complete utterance will be syntactically truncated. This is because a 
complete sentence will indeed be awkward to repeat. However, as we 
saw in section 1. 5. on anaphora, a variety of constituents can be omitted 
under discourse ellipsis, and the remainder can be repeated for 
emphasis; for example: 

(689) Speaker A: Diikkan-a git-ti -n mi? 
shop -Oat. go-Past-2.sg.-Q 
"Did you go to the store?" 

Speaker B: Git-ti -m, git-ti -me 
go -Past-l.sg. go -Past-l.sg. 
"I did, I did" ("Went, went") 

There are other, less systematic ways of expressing emphasis, which use 
lexical means. For example, elbette 'most certainly, decidedly' is often 
used. In the above discourse, speaker B can also reply: 
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(690) Speaker B: Elbette git -ti -m 
certainly go -Past -l.sg. 
"I most certainly did go" 

1. 11. 1. 2. Contradictory emphasis 

Contradictory sentential emphasis employs the same means as 
noncontradictory emphasis: 

(691) Speaker A: Dlikkan-a git -me -di -n, (degil mi?) 
shop -Dat. go -Neg. -Past -2.sg. Neg. -Q 
"You didn't go to the store (is that not so?)" 

Speaker B: Git -ti -m, git -ti -me 
go -Past -l.sg. go -Past -1.sg. 
"On the contrary, I did go" ("Went, went") 

Less systematic alternatives, for example the same one as illustrated in 
(690) for noncontradictory emphasis are also available: 

(692) Speaker B: Elbette git -ti -m 
certainly go -Past -l.sg. 
"I most certainly did go" 

1. 11. 2. Expression of constituent emphasis 

1. 11. 2. 1. Constituent emphasis: a. noncontrastive, b. contrastive 

1. 11. 2. 1. 1. Stress/ Accent 

Both noncontrastive and contrastive constituent emphasis is expressed 
by strong stress and high pitch, but more so for contrastive emphasis 
than noncontrastive emphasis. The main difference is that 
noncontrastive emphasis is marked, in addition to stress and pitch, also 
by placement of the emphasized constituent in immediate pre-verbal 
position; contrastive constituent emphasis, on the other hand, can be 
marked by that same additional pre-verbal placement, as well, but does 
not need to be. In other words, stress and pitch marking for contrastive 
constituent emphasis is sufficient. 

(693) kitab-l Ali-ye Hasan ver -di 
book-Ace. Ali-Dat. Hasan give -Past 
"HASAN gave the book to Ali" 

Turkish has SOV word order as its basic pattern. In (689), the subject 
follows the direct and indirect object and is placed pre-verbally. It also 
carries stress and high pitch. In this example, the subject can carry either 
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contrastive or non-contrastive emphasis. However, the subject in this 
example can also exhibit stress and high pitch in positions other than the 
immediate pre-verbal one, in which case its emphasis must be 
contrastive: 

(694) kitab-l Hasan Ali-ye ver -di (. .. Mehmet degil ) 
book-Acc. Hasan Ali-Oat. give-Past Mehmet Neg. 
"HASAN gave the book to Ali (and not Mehmet)" 

1. 11. 2. 1. 2. Particle 

There is no particle whose sole and systematic function it is to express 
emphasis. However, there are certain particles that have, in addition to 
their primary function, also the function of expressing emphasis. 

The most widely used one among such particles is the Yes/No question 
particle mI. While this particle can function as a marker of sentential 
interrogation, it can also have just one constituent in its scope; in this 
latter instance, the secondary function of this particle is to mark 
constituent emphasis: 

(695) a kitab-l Hasan mI Ali-ye ver -di? 
book-Acc. Hasan -Q Ali-Oat. give -Past 
"Did HASAN give the book to Ali?" 

(695) b. kitab-l Ali-ye Hasan mI ver -di? 
book-Acc. Ali-Oat. Hasan -Q give -Past 
"Oid HASAN give the book to Ali?" 

Word order is less important here than in utterances where constituent 
emphasis is not marked by a particle as in those seen in the previous 
subsection (1. 11. 2. 1. 1.). 

In addition, there are certain emphatic particles corresponding to the 
English adverbials even and only. These are all free morphemes, and 
their primary function is to modify verbs or constituents in a vague 
quantificational sense: 

(696) kitab-l Ali-ye sadece Hasan oku -du 
book-Acc. Ali-Dat. only Hasan read-Past 
"Only HASAN read the book to Ali" 

(697) Hasan kitab-l sadece Ali-ye oku -du 
Hasan book-Acc. only Ali-Oat. read-Past 
"Hasan read the book only to ALI" 
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(698) Hasan kitab-l Ali-ye bile oku -du 
Hasan book-Ace. Ali-Dat. even read-Past 
"Hasan read the book even to ALI" 

(699) Hasan bile kitab-l Ali-ye oku -du 
Hasan even book-Ace. Ali-Dat. read-Past 
"Even HASAN read the book to Ali" 

While the particles sadece and suf, both with the meaning 'only', precede 
the constituents they emphasize, the particle bile follows the emphasized 
constituent. 

1. 11. 2. 1. 3. Movement (without dislocation) of the emphasized 
element to: 

1. 11. 2. 1. 3. 1. Initial position 

There is no movement of the emphasized constituent to initial position. 
While there can be emphasized constituents in initial position as 
illustrated in (699), those are constituents, e.g. subjects, whose original 
position is initial. 

1. 11. 2. 1. 3. 2. Final position 

Again, there is no movement of the emphasized constituent to final 
position. In this SOY language the final element, i.e. the verb, can be 
emphasized. This can be done by accent and high pitch only, or by 
placement of a particle of emphasis. However, no movement to final 
position is involved. 

1. 11.2. 1. 3. 3. Pre-verbal position 

Movement to pre-verbal position does exist, as illustrated by examples 
like (693), (695), and (696), where the subject, otherwise sentence-initial, 
is found in pre-verbal position. 

1.11.2.1.4. Clefting 

Turkish is a null subject language. In other words, subjects can be 
omitted in fully tensed, finite sentences. As in other such languages, 
Turkish lacks pleonastic elements like the English it and there. As a 
consequence, Turkish has no genuine cleft constructions. 
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1. 11. 2. 1. 5. Pseudoclefting 

Turkish does have pseudocleft constructions which are used for 
purposes of emphasis. These are formed by making the emphasized 
constituent into a predicate nominal of a copular sentence. The subject of 
that copular sentence consists of a free (headless) relative clause: 

(700) [ sinema-ya gid-en ] Hasan-dl 
cinema-Dat. go -SbjP Hasan-Past 

"Hasan was the one who went to the movies" 

(701) [ sinema-da gor-diik -ler -im ] ogrenci-Ier-im -di 
cinema-Loco see-ObjP-pl. -l.sg. student-pl.-1.sg. -Past 

"My students were the ones whom I saw at the movies" 

In these pseudocleft constructions, the emphasized constituent, i.e. the 
predicate nominal, bears stress and high pitch. 

1. 11. 2. 1. 6. Dislocation 

While Turkish does have dislocation constructions, those are not used to 
express emphasis. 

1. 11. 2. 1. 7. Other possibilities 

The options discussed above exhaust the possibilities of constituent 
emphasis. 

1.11.2. 1.8. Possible combinations of 1.11. 2. 1. 1-7 . 

. A.s mentioned previously, the combination of placement in pre-verbal 
position and of stress/high pitch exists. One also commonly finds the 
combination of stress/high pitch with question particle attachment, or 
emphatic particle placement or pseudoclefting. In addition to these 
combinations of two means of emphasis, combinations of three or more 
methods exist, too. For example, a constituent with an emphatic particle 
can also be questioned and moved to pre-verbal position, while at the 
same time exhibiting stress and high pitch: 

(702) kitab-l Ali-ye sadece Hasan ffil oku -du? 
book-Ace. Ali-Dat. only Hasan -Q read-Past 
"Did only HASAN read the book to Ali?" 

Finally, a pseudocleft combining all the above properties is possible, as 
,,"ell: 
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(703) kitab-l Ali-ye oku -yan sadece Hasan rm -y -dl? 
book-Ace. Ali-Dat. read-SbjP only Hasan -Q -Cop.-Past 
"Was the one who read the book to Ali only HASAN?" 

1. 11. 2. 2. Elements that can be emphasized by the various means 
listed above 

1. 11. 2. 2. 1. 1. Noun phrase 

Noun phrases can be emphasized by all the various means listed above. 
As a matter of fact, all the examples above illustrate emphasized noun 
phrases. 

1. 11. 2. 2. 1. 2. Adjective (a) predicative, (b) attributive 

With the exception of pseudoclefting, all other means of emphasis 
illustrated for noun phrases earlier can be used for emphasizing 
adjectives. The following example illustrates three of those 
simultaneously: 

(704) kom~u -nuz sadece ~irin rm -y -di? 
neighbor -2.pl. only cute -Q -Cop. -Past 
"Was your neighbor only cute?" 

The predicative adjective is emphasized by means of accent and high 
pitch; in addition, it is preceded by an emphatic particle and followed by 
the Yes/No question particle. By acting as a phonological host to the 
copula, the predicative adjective can also be said to occupy the typical 
position for emphasized constituents, namely the pre-verbal position. 

Another restriction about predicative adjectives concerns the emphatic 
particle bile 'even', which follows the emphasized constituent. By virtue 
of its status as a free morpheme, it cannot enter the word formed by the 
combination of the adjective and the inflected copula and must follow 
the predicate, as it does verbal predicates, as well: 

(705) kom~u -nuz ~irin -di bi1e 
neighbor -2.pl. cute -Past even 
"Your neighbor was even cute" 

In its attributive use, the adjective can be stressed only contrastively. The 
general, unmarked stress pattern in a noun phrase with an adjectival 
modifier calls for the head noun to be stressed. In addition to emphasis 
via stress and high pitch, the adjective as modifier can be emphasized by 
a preceding emphatic particle: 
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(706) sadece ya~li korn~u -nuz ~lnn -di 
only old neighbor -2.pl. cute -Past 
"Only your OLD neighbor was cute" 

Neither the Yes/No question particle nor the emphatic particle bile 
'even' can follow the adjective directly and intervene between adjective 
and head noun. Rather, these particles must follow the head noun. The 
fact that the adjective rather than the head noun or the whole noun 
phrase is emphasized is shown by the stress/high pitch on the adjective: 

(707) ya~li korn~u -nuz bile ~irin -di 
old neighbor -2.pl. even cute -Past 
"Even your OLD neighbor was cute" 

(708) sadece ya~li korn~u -rnuz rnu ~um -di? 
only old neighbor -l.pI. -Q cute -Past 
"Was only our OLD neighbor cute?" 

Pseudoclefting as a means of emphasis is not available for modifying 
ad jectives. 

1.11.2.2.1.3. "erb 

Verbs can be emphasized by placing stress and high pitch on them as 
well as by means of emphatic particles. Pseudoclefting as an emphatic 
device for main verbs is not available. 

(709) Hasan kitab-l sadece al -di (fakat oku -rna -dl ) 
Hasan book-Ace. only buy-Past but read-Neg. -Past 
"Hasan only BOUGHT the book (but didn't read it)" 

Having the emphatic particle bile 'even' follow the verb has a novel 
effect. Where this makes semantic sense, bile means 'already' rather than 
'even' in that context: 

(710) Hasan kitab-l al -di bile 
Hasan book-Ace. buy-Past already 
"Hasan has already bought the book" 

It is as though the meaning of 'even' were related to the tense rather than 
to the stem of the verb. 
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1. 11. 2. 2. 1. 4. Adverbial 

All means of emphasis are available to all types of adverbial, with the 
exception of pseudoclefting: 

Manner adverbial: 

(711) Hasan sadece <;abUk mu <;ah~ -Ir? 
Hasan only fast -Q work -Aor. 
"Does Hasan work only FAST?" 

Time adverbial: 

(712) Hasan ~ -e erken ffil git 
Hasan work -Oat. early -Q go 
"Did Hasan go to work EARLY?" 

-ti? 
-Past 

Adverbial of location: 

(713) Hasan sadece dI~ar£ ffil Q.k -h? 
Hasan only outside -Q go out -Past 
"Did Hasan only GO OUT?" 

1. 11. 2. 2. 2. 1. Constituents of main clause 

All the examples offered in this section so far have dealt with 
emphasizing constituents of main clauses. All main categories can be 
emphasized by a variety of means and their combinations. 

1. 11. 2. 2. 2. 2. Constituents of subordinate clauses 

As we saw earlier, the main pattern of subordination in Turkish involves 
nominalized clauses. Other than having a nominalized verb, these 
clauses are completely similar to fully finite clauses. Therefore, all the 
means of emphasis discussed for main clause constituents can be used 
for the constituents of nominalized subordinate clauses, as well. There 
are two exceptions to this generalization. One concerns bile 'even', which 
can attach to the nominalized verb in its original meaning of 'even', 
rather than with the meaning of 'already' when used with main verbs (cf. 
example 705): 

(714) (ben) Hasan-In kitab-l al -dIg -m -£ bile 
I Hasan-Gen. book -Ace. buy-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. even 

bi! -mi -yor -du -m 
know -Neg. -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I didn't even know that Hasan had bought the book" 
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The second difference is the attachment of the Yes/No question particle 
mI to the embedded verb. While that particle can attach to subordinate 
constituents of nominalized clauses just as it does to constituents of main 
clauses, it cannot attach to nominalized verbs and still emphasize the 
verb as a subordinate particle; rather, it becomes a main clause particle. 
This means that if it does attach to the nominalized verb, the main clause 
is interpreted as a Yes/No question; however, the nominalized verb can 
still be interpreted as an emphasized constituent (the other reading is 
that the whole subordinate clause is questioned and emphasized): 

(715) (sen) Hasan-In kitab-I al -dIg -m -{ ml 
you Hasan-Gen. book -Ace. buy-FNorn-3.sg. -Ace. -Q 

bil -mi -yor -du -n? 
know-Neg.-Prog. -Past-l.sg. 

"Didn't you know that Hasan had BOUGHT the book?" or: 
"Didn't you know that Hasan had bought the book?" 

In order to emphasize a verb of a subordinate clause in such a way that 
only the subordinate clause or its verb are questioned, the nominalized 
verb is coordinated with its negated counterpart, using the coordination 
suffix -(y)Ip that we encountered in section 1. 3.: 

(716) (ben) Hasan kitab-I al -lP al -rna -dIg -m -1 

I Hasan book-Ace. buy -and buy -Neg. -FNorn -3.sg. -Ace. 
bil -ffil -yor -urn 
know-Neg.-Pr.Prog.-1.sg. 

"I don't know whether Hasan bought the book or not" 

Where the second conjunct of the coordinated nominalized verb bears 
stress and high pitch, the whole coordinated verb (and not just the 
negated verb) is emphasized. Where that verb does not bear special 
stress, there is no constituent emphasis. 

As for the limited patterns of subordinate finite clauses, they also have 
available to them all the means of emphasizing constituents in the main 
clause (stress/high pitch, emphatic particles), with the exception of 
attaching the Yes/No question particle. This is because the verbs that 
can take finite clauses as subordinate complements are not interrogative 
verbs. The only way of constructing such a pattern nevertheless is via 
quotations, using the quotational form diye 'saying' (cf. the sections on 
direct and quoted speech and on interrogative sentences; these are 
1. 1. 1. 1. and 1. 1. 1. 2., respectively): 
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(717) Hasan [ okul -a sen mi git-ti -n] diye sor-du 
Hasan school-Dat. you -Q go -Past -2.sg. saying ask-Past 
"Hasan asked: 'Did YOU go to school?' " 

Here, three strategies are employed to emphasize the subject of a finite 
subordinate clause: stress/high pitch, cliticizing of the Yes/No question 
particle, and pre-verbal placement. 

1. 11. 2. 2. 2. 3. Constituents of the noun phrase 

In a noun phrase, only the head noun can be stressed non-contrastively; 
while all other constituents can also bear stress and high pitch, the 
emphasis will be contrastive. 

Furthermore, emphatic particles cannot intervene between an adjectival 
modifier and the head noun. Those emphatic particles that precede the 
emphasized constituent can otherwise be used, a,s long as they do not 
show up between adjective and head noun. On the other hand, those 
particles (e.g. bile 'even' and mI 'Q') that follow the constituent can 
appear only after either the possessor, if there is one, or after the head 
noun: 

(718) [Hasan-In IIU sadece en giizel eser -in -i ] 
Hasan-Gen. -Q only most beautiful work -3.sg. -Acc. 
begen -di -n? 
like -Past -2.sg. 

"Did you like only HASAN's MOST beautiful work?" 
("Was it Hasan who you only liked the most beautiful work of?") 

1. 11. 2. 2. 2. 4. Constituents of coordinate constructions 

All strategies of constituent emphasis are available in coordinate 
constructions, as long as they are applied in a parallel fashion: 

(719) [ uskumru -yu sadece Hasan pi§ -Ir -di], 
mackerel -Acc. only Hasan cook -Caus. -Past 
[ Istakoz -u da sadece Ali ye -di ] 

lobster -Acc. -and only Ali eat -Past 
"Only HASAN ate the mackerel and only ALI ate the lobster" 

Here, the subjects of both conjuncts have undergone placement in pre
verbal position, they are both preceded by an emphatic particle, and they 
both bear stress and high pitch. 

Pseudoclefting can also apply, as long as it applies in both conjuncts: 
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(720) [ Aluned -in p~ -ir -dig -i, uskumru], 
Alunet -Gen. cook -Caus. -ObjP -3.sg. mackerel 
[ Hasan -In da ye -dig -i, Istakoz -du ] 

Hasan -Gen. -and eat -ObjP -3.sg. lobster -Past 
"What Ahmet cooked was (a) mackerel, and what Hasan ate was (a) 
lobster" 

1.11.2.2.2. 5. More than one constituent simultaneously 

More than one constituent can, in general, not be emphasized felicitously 
in a simple sentence. However, if different strategies of emphasis are 
employed, the result is acceptable: 

(721) kitab -1 D\l Ali -ye Hasm ver -di? 
book -Acc. -Q Ali -Dat. Hasan give -Past 
"Did HASAN give the BOOK to Ali?" 
("Was it the BOOK that HASAN gave to Ali?") 

(722) kitab -1 bile Ali -ye Hasan ver -di 
book -Acc. even Ali -Dat. Hasan give -Past 
"HASAN gave even the BOOK to Ali" . 
("It was HASAN who gave even the BOOK to Ali") 

1. 11. 2. 2. 3. Where movement is involved in emphasis: 

1.11.2.2.3.1. Is a copy of the emphasized element left behind? 

In constructions of emphasis involving movement (to pre-verbal 
position) no copy of the emphasized element is left behind. 

1. 11. 2. 2. 3. 2. Is a proform of the emphasized element left behind? 

In constructions of emphasis involving movement (to pre-verbal 
position) no proform of the emphasized element is left behind. 

1. 11. 2. 2. 3. 3. Is a particle left behind? 

In constructions of emphasis involving movement (to pre-verbal 
position) no particle is left behind; if a constituent is emphasized by 
using both a particle and by placement in pre-verbal position, the 
particle undergoes placement together with the emphasized constituent. 
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1. 11. 2. 2. 3. 4. Is nothing left behind? 

In constructions of emphasis involving movement (to pre-verbal 
position) nothing is left behind. This is true for each word class and 
constituent type. 

1. 11. 3. Focus of a Yes/No question 

As discussed in the previous subsection 1. 11. 2. 1. 2., the focus of a 
Yes/No question is indicated by attaching the Yes/No question particle 
mI to it. Additional pre-verbal placement of that constituent is often 
found (unless the focused element is the verb itself), but this is not 
necessary: 

(723) Istakoz -u Hasan nu ye -di? 
lobster -Acc. Hasan -Q eat -Past 
"Did HASAN eat the lobster?" 

1. 12. TOPIC 

1. 12. 1. Means of indicating the topic of a sentence 

1. 12. 1. 1. Indicating the topic of a sentence by a particle 

Turkish has no topic particle. 

1. 12. 1. 2. Indicating the topic of a sentence by movement, without 
dislocation, to: 

1. 12. 1. 2. 1. Initial position 

Topics are indicated in Turkish by movement to initial position: 

(724) lstakoz -u Hasan Ali -ye ver -di 
lobster -Ace. Hasan Ali -Dat. give -Past 
"(Speaking of) the lobster, Hasan gave (it) to Ali" 

In this example, the topic is Istakoz-u 'the lobster-Acc.', whose original 
position is pre-verbal; however, as a topic, the constituent has undergone 
movement to initial position. Note that no copy or proform is left behind 
in the original position. 
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1. 12. 1. 3. Indicating the topic of a sentence by dislocation to: 

1. 12. 1. 3. 1. Initial position 

There is no general, systematic topicalization pattern with dislocation in 
Turkish. However, there is a construction that comes close to such 
productive patterns in other languages; this is illustrated by the 
following example: 

(725) Ali-yei gel -ince, Hasan kendi -sm -ii / on -Ui 
Ali-Dat. come -when Hasan self -3.sg. -Ace. /he -Ace. 

Ahmed -e gander -di 
Ahmet -Dat. send -Past 

"As for Alii, Hasan sent himi to Ahmet" 

In this construction, the topicalized element is initial and bears the non
alternating case marking for dative, which is the case assigned by the 
verb gel 'come'. That verb appears in this construction in its converb 
form (cf. section 1. 2. 1. 3. 1. 4. on adverbial clauses). A proform of the 
dislocated constituent appears in the sentence and bears the case 
marking appropriate to that position, which, in example (725), is the 
accusative. 

1. 12. 1. 4. Indicating the topic of a sentence by verb agreement 

This pattern of topicalization is not found in Turkish. 

1. 12. 1. 5. Indicating the topic of a sentence by other means 

The discussions above exhaust the means of topicalization in Turkish. 

1. 12. 2. Elements that can be topicalized 

1. 12. 2. 1. Major categories that can be topicalized 

1. 12. 2. 1. 1. Noun phrase 

Noun phrases are the archetypical constituents that can be topicalized. 
All of the examples in this section (1. 12.) on topics have topicalized 
noun phrases. 
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1. 12. 2. 1. 2. Adjective 

Predicative adjectives cannot be separated from the copula. As for 
moving to initial position together with the copula, this appears to be 
possible; however, just as in any verb-initial sentence in Turkish, the 
better analysis is one where all other constituents move to the right of 
the predicate, rather than one where the predicate moves to initial 
position (cf. also sections 1. 12. 2. 1. 3. and 1. 14.). 

Attributive adjectives cannot be topicalized. 

1. 12. 2. 1. 3. Verb 

As discussed in the previous paragraph concerning predicative 
adjectives, it is possible to have utterances in Turkish where the verbal 
predicate is in initial position. However, it is more appropriate with the 
facts to analyze such utterances as the result of moving all other 
constituents to the right of the predicate, rather than as the result of 
moving the predicate to initial position. This point will be discussed 
further in section 1. 14. Let us note at this point that one reason for the 
proposed analysis is the fact that genuine topics, whether by dislocation 
or not, do not bear the high pitch typical for emphasized constituents. 
Initial predicates, however, typically bear such high pitch. 

1. 12. 2. 1.4. Adverbial 

Genuine verb phrase adverbials can be topicalized and placed in 
sentence initial position only if they consist of noun phrases used 
adverbially or if they bear some properties of nouns, albeit in a 
lexicalized fashion. The latter type of property consists generally of overt 
case morphology. Note, for example, the following contrasts: 

Temporal adverbial: 

(726) * erl<en Hasan i~ -e git-ti 
early Hasan work -Dat. go -Past 

Intended reading: "As for (going) early, Hasan went to work (early)" 

This adverb has a counterpart which is inflected for ablative case but 
otherwise has the same meaning: 

(727) erken -den Hasan ~ -e git-ti 
early -Abl. Hasan work -Dat. go -Past 
"As for early, Hasan went to work (early)" 
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Similar contrasts can be found with locational adverbials: 

(728) ?? ch~arl Hasan <;tk -b 
outside Hasan go out -Past 

"As for outside, Hasan went (out)" 

(729) dJ.~arl -ya Hasan <;tk -b 
outside -Oat. Hasan go out -Past 
"As for outside, Hasan went (out)" 

1. 12. 2. 2. Constituents of larger domains (of main and subordinate 
clauses, noun phrases, coordinate structures) that can be 
topicalized 

1. 12. 2. 2. 1. Constituents of main clause 

All the examples offered in this section so far have dealt with 
topicalizing constituents of main clauses. We saw that only noun phrases 
or categories with nominal properties like case marking can be 
topicalized (where nothing is said about specific means of topicalization, 
both strategies, i.e. with and without dislocation, are meant where 
"topicalization" is mentioned). 

1. 12. 2. 2. 2. Constituents of subordinate clauses 

Constituents of finite as well as nonfinite clauses can be topicalized, as 
long as they remain in initial position of their own clause: 

Nonfinite subordinate clause: 

(730) herkes [kitab-l Hasan -m al -dIg -m -1 ] 

everybody book-Ace. Hasan -Gen. buy -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 
bil -iyor 
know -Pr.Prog. 

"Everybody knows that as for the book, Hasan bought (it)" 

Finite subordinate clause: 

(731) herkes [kitab-l Hasan al -di ] bil -Iyor 
everybody book-Acc. Hasan buy -Past know -Pr.Prog. 
"Everybody knows that as for the book, Hasan bought (it)" 

Speakers differ concerning movement across clause boundaries. While 
some speakers do not allow for topicalization of subordinate 
constituents so as to appear in initial position of the main clause, some 
others do; there seems to be a range of judgments between these two 
extreme positions: 
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Nonfinite subordinate clause: 

(732) ?kitab-I herkes [Hasan -m al -dIg -m -I ] 

rook-Acc. everybody Hasan -Gen. buy -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 
bil -iyor 
know -Pr.Prog. 

"As for the book, everybody knows that Hasan bought (it)" 

Finite subordinate clause: 

(733) ?kitab -I herkes [Hasan al -dl ] bi! -iyor 
rook -Acc. everybody Hasan buy -Past know -Pr.Prog. 

"As for the book, everybody knows that Hasan bought (it)" 

1. 12. 2. 2. 3. Constituents of the noun phrase 

In a noun phrase, only the possessor can be topicalized with any success: 

(734) ?Hasan. herkes giizel 
. -In en eser -m -I 

Hasan -Gen. everybody most beautiful work -3.sg. -Ace. 
begen -di 
like -Past 

"As for Hasan, everybody liked (his) most beautiful work" 

There are constructions where it appears as though the possessed noun 
has been topicalized (with its determiner and its modifiers, if it has any), 
with the possessor typically following the verb: 

(735) ?en giizel eser -in -i herkes begen -di 
IIDst beautiful work -3.sg. -Acc. everybody like -Past 
Hasan -m 
Hasan -Gen. 

"As for (his) most beautiful work, everybody liked (it), Hasan's" 

However, such constructions are best analyzed as the topicalization of 
the whole possessive noun phrase, followed by postposing the possessor 
(cf. section 1. 14.). 

1. 12. 2. 2. 4. Constituents of coordinate constructions 

Possibilities of constituent topicalization otherwise available in simple 
sentences are available in coordinate constructions, as long as they are 
applied in a parallel fashion: 
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(736) [uskumru. -yu Hasan p~ -ir -di] , 
mackerel -Ace. Hasan cook -Caus. -Past 
[lstakOZ -u da Ali ye -di ] 

lobster -Ace. -and Ali eat -Past 
"As for the mackerel, Hasan ate (it) and as for the lobster, Ali ate (it)" 

1. 12. 2. 2. 5. More than one constituent simultaneously 

More than one constituent can be topicalized simultaneously: 

(737) " kitab -1 Ali -ye Hasan dUn ver -di 
book -Ace. Ali -Dat. Hasan yesterday give -Past 
"As for the book, and as for Ali, Hasan gave (it) (to him) 
YESTERDA Y" 

The adverb diin 'yesterday' is in pre-verbal position and is emphasized, 
while the subject Hasan is not. We infer from these facts that the subject 
is in its original, sentence initial position. Therefore, the two constituents 
that precede the subject must both be topicalized. 

1. 12. 2. 3. Where movement is involved in topicalization: 

1. 12. 2. 3. 1. Is a copy of the topicalized element left behind? 

In constructions of topicalization involving movement (to sentence initial 
position) no copy of the topicalized element is left behind, irrespective of 
whether dislocation is involved or not. 

1. 12. 2. 3. 2. Is a proform of the topicalized element left behind? 

In constructions of topicalization involving movement (to sentence initial 
position), a proform of the topicalized element is left behind only in 
dislocation. This copy consists of a regular personal pronoun (preferably 
for animate topics, although it can be found for inanimate topics, as well, 
and for human topics that are not a third person) or of the special 
anaphoric pronoun kendisi or kendileri for human third person singular 
or plural topics, respectively; cf. section 
1. 12. 1. 3. 1. 

1.12.2.3.3. Is a particle left behind? 

No particle is left behind under topicalization, irrespective of whether 
dislocation is involved or not. 
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1. 12. 2. 3. 4. Is nothing left behind? 

In constructions of topicalization involving movement (to sentence initial 
position) nothing is left behind. This is true for topicalization with or 
without dislocation. As we saw earlier, only noun phrases or noun-like 
elements can be topicalized; thus, no other syntactic categories need to 
be considered here. 

1. 12. 3. Obligatoriness or optionality of topicaJization 

From the point of view of sentence grammar, topicalization is optional, 
since there are sentences with or without topicalization. However, from 
the point of view of discourse, topicalization of a given constituent might 
be obligatory; e.g. if the speaker wants to set up a discourse topic and 
stay with it through a number of sentences, then the sentence initial 
position of that discourse topic would be obligatory. 

1. 13. HEAVY SHIFT 

1. 13. 1. Processes in the language by which structures consisting of a 
head with either a large number of adjuncts, or one or more 
complex adjuncts are optionally or obligatorily moved to some 
given position in the sentence 

"Heaviness" or length of a constituent does not playa any role in Turkish 
in triggering movement processes. 

1. 14. OTHER MOVEMENT PROCESSES 

1. 14. 1. Any other processes involving movement of an element from 
one position to another 

In addition to placement of constituents in pre-verbal position for 
emphasis and placement in sentence initial position for topicalization, 
there exists a process of movement to sentence final position, following 
the verb. This is done when the speaker presupposes that the hearer 
shares knowledge of the constituent in question. This process of moving 
nominal constituents (i.e. regular noun phrases and nominal adverbials) 
to the right is sometimes referred to in the literature as "backgrounding" 
(cf. Erguvanh-Taylan (1984)): 

(738) Ali -ye kitab -1 ver -di Hasan 
Ali -Dat. book -Acc. give -Past Hasan 
"(He) gave the book to Ali, Hasan" 
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Such postposed constituents do not represent afterthoughts, and they are 
not separated from the verb by a pause. Phonologically, their most 
salient property is that they carry particularly low pitch; the intonation 
contour of the sentence undergoes a sudden drop after the verb. 

Any noun phrase can undergo this movement process, and multiply 
postposed constituents are possible: 

(739) kitab -1 ver -di Hasan Ali -ye 
book -Acc. give -Past Hasan Ali -Dat. 
"(He) gave the book (to him), Hasan to Ali" 

"Heaviness" of the postposed constituents in terms of length or number 
of adjuncts is irrelevant in this movement process; "light" constituents as 
in (738) and (739) can move rightwards with the same ease as "heavy" 
constituents, provided the discourse conditions are appropriate for that 
movement, i.e. the reference of the moved constituent is presupposed in 
the discourse. 

Constituents of subordinate clauses can undergo this process, too. 
However, they cannot be placed before constituents of a superordinate 
clause: 

(740) *[ [kitab -1 ver -dig -m -i ] Hasan -In 

book -Acc. gIve -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. Hasan -Gen. 
Ali -ye ] bil -iyor -urn 
Ali -Oat. know -Pr.Prog. -1.sg. 

Intended reading: "I know that (he) gave the book (to him), Hasan to 
Ali" 

Such subordinate constituents can move rightwards, if they move to the 
very end of the complex construction and. are placed following the verb 
of the superordinate verb: 

(741) [ [kitab -1 ver -dig -m -i ] bi! -iyor -urn] 
book -Ace. gIve -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. know -Pr.Prog.-1.sg. 
Hasan -In Ali -ye 
Hasan -Gen. Ali -Dat. 

"I know that (he) gave the book (to him), Hasan to Ali" 

Another possibility is for the whole subordinate clause to be placed after 
the main verb, as a result of the very process under discussion. This is 
possible for nominalized clauses only and not for subordinate finite 
clauses, a restriction which is not surprising, since only nominal 
constituents can be moved in this way in general, as mentioned in the 
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beginning of this subsection.38 Once the whole clause is thus moved, its 
own constituents can also move rightwards: 

(742) [ bi! -lyor -um ] [ kitab -1 ver -dig -ill -i ] 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. book -Acc. glve -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 
Hasan -In Ali -ye 
Hasan -Gen. Ali -Oat. 

"I know that (he) gave the book (to him), Hasan to Ali" 

1. 15. MINOR SENTENCE TYPES 

Because of the wide possibilities of discourse ellipsis applying to a 
variety of syntactic categories, even to verbs, it is difficult to distinguish 
in Turkish regular sentences from minor sentence types. One clear 
criterion for minor sentence types would be that an utterance used as a 
main sentence exhibit a form otherwise reserved for a subordinate 
clause. Such a form is the infinitival form of verbs. Indeed, infinitival 
clauses can be used as minor sentences: 

(743) erken -den ~ -e git -mek ... 
early -Abl. work -Oat. go -Inf. 

(Ne kadar garip bir fikir!) 
what how much strange a idea 

"To go to work early ... (What a strange idea!)" 

The portion of the discourse in parentheses is not necessary for the first 
part to be uttered successfully, without a superordinate clause. 

It should be noted that the portion in parentheses is itself truncated; it 
lacks a subject and an overt verbal element. However, that portion is best 
analyzed not as a minor sentence type, but rather as a sentence with 
discourse ellipsis. The subject is interpreted as an anaphoric pronoun, 
referring to the preceding minor sentence. The missing verb is a copula 
whose overt instantiation in the present tense for a third person singular 
subject is optional and is usually omitted. 

Infinitivals used as minor sentences often also exhibit the Yes/No 
question particle which is attached at the very end of the utterance, 
having the whole sentence in its scope: 

(744) erken -den ~ -e git -mek mi? 
early -Abl. work -Oat. go -Inf. -Q 

(Ne kadar garlp bir fikir!) 
what how much strange a idea 

"To go to work early? (What a strange idea!)" 
(i.e. "You are suggesting to go to work early?") 
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Another minor sentence type is one involving the abilitative form of a 
verb, when the subject agreement inflection is omitted and there is no 
overt subject: 

(745) ne yap -mall? 
what do -Abil 
"What to do?" ("What is there to be done?" "What should one do?") 

1. 16. OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS FOR WORD 
CLASSES 

1. 16. 1. Noun 

Nouns are words which can receive case suffixes in appropriate contexts, 
which can exhibit plural morphology, which (where it is appropriate 
semantically) can be preceded by the indefinite article bir, which can 
function as objects of postpositions and of verbs and which can exhibit 
nominal (i.e. possessive) agreement marking in possessive noun phrases. 
(See also section 1. 2. 5. on noun phrases.) 

1.16.2. Pronoun 

Pronouns belong to closed sets of lexical items. There is the set of simple 
personal pronouns, the set of demonstrative pronouns, the set of 
reflexive pronouns, a special sort of reflexive that functions as a special 
anaphoric pronoun, and the set of reciprocal pronouns. Pronouns can act 
as proforms for noun phrases, can be the objects of postpositions and 
verbs and can take on case morphology. Hence, any word that belongs 
to any of the mentioned closed sets of words and exhibits appropriate 
syntactic and morphological behavior is a pronoun. 

1. 16. 3. Verb 

Verbs are words that take on particular kinds of inflectional suffixes (e.g. 
subject agreement suffixes from the verbal paradigm; the suffix for the 
progressive, which in Turkish can appear on verbs denoting states as 
well as actions; the infinitival suffix -mAl< for their citation form) and 
whose bare stems can be used as imperatives. 
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1. 16. 4. Adjective 

It is difficult to offer an operational definition for adjectives in Turkish, 
because most of them can be used as nouns, as well, and where they are 
so used, they satisfy the definitional criteria of nouns: 

(746) ihtiyar 
bir ihtiyar 
ihtiyarlar 

'Adj.: old; N: the old one' 
'an old one; an old person' 
'old ones; old people' 

However, as mentioned in Lewis (1975), there are some adjectives which 
are not used as nouns. Those are adjectives formed with the following 
suffixes: the Turkish suffixes -sl, -(I)msl, -(I)mtrAk, and -(s)Al, the Arabic 
suffix -1, the Persian suffixes -ane and -van, and recent borrowings from 
European languages, e.g. demokratik, kiiltiirel etc. Some examples 
follow: 

(747) san -mtrak bir ye~il 
yellow -ish a green 
"a yellowish green" 

(748) toplum -sal bilim -ler 
society -'ial' science -pI. 
"social sciences" 

Further, adjectives are words that can be put in the comparative and 
superlative, while nouns cannot be used in this way. 

1. 16. 5. Postposition 

Postpositions form a closed class of words (albeit a relatively large one); 
hence, postpositions are words that belong to that class. 

Furthermore, in terms of systematic properties, postpositions are 
relatively easy to diagnose. Most postpositions are independent 
morphemes that assign case to their nominal complement; some 
cliticized postpositions also assign case. Thus, most postpositions can 
easily be distinguished from adjectives, since the latter do not assign 
case. Those postpositions that do not assign overt case are nevertheless 
distinguishable from adjectives by their semantics. 

1. 16. 6. Numeral/Quantifier 

The following cardinal numerals will give the reader an idea of the 
numerals: 
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bir 1 on iki 12 krrk 40 
iki 2 

.. 13 elli 50 on u<; 
.. 3 on dart 14 altml~ 60 u<; 
dart 4 on be~ 15 yetmi~ 70 
be~ 5 onalh 16 seksen 80 
altl 6 on yedi 17 doksan 90 
yedi 7 on sekiz 18 .. 

100 yuz 
sekiz 8 ondokuz 19 bin 1000 
dokuz 9 

. . 
20 bir milyon 1 000000 Ylrml 

on 10 yirmi bir 21 bir milyar 1 000000000 
on bir 11 otuz 30 sIfIr zero 

As these examples show, complex numerals are formed simply by 
sequencing the appropriate numerals; e.g. yirmi bir: 21 = 20, 1. 

Other quantifiers (e.g. biitiin 'all', her, herbir 'each') do not show uniform 
behavior with respect to syntactic and morphological properties (e.g. 
triggering plural marking on the head noun they modify, agreement 
marking on the predicate of the sentence if they are in a subject noun 
phrase etc.) and need to be studied individually. 

1. 16. 7. Others 

1. 16. 7. 1. Adverbs 

Most adverbs in Turkish are not formally distinguished from adjectives; 
almost any adjective can be used adverbially. However, there are certain 
types of words that are clearly marked as adverbs. These are adverbs 
derived from adjectives or nouns by the suffixes -cA or -cAsInA or from 
verbs by suffixes like -(y)ArAk, -(y)IncA). Thus, any word carrying one 
of these suffixes is an adverb. Some examples follow: 

(749) Hasan yava§ -~a yi.ir -ur 
Hasan slow -Iy walk -Aor. 
"Hasan walks slowly" 

(750) Hasan iste -mi -yerek otur -du 
Hasan want -Neg. -Iy sit -Past 
"Hasan sat down without wanting to" 
("Hasan sat down not-wantingly") 



2. Morphology 

2. 1. INFLECTION 

2. 1. 1. Noun Inflection 

2. 1. 1. 1. Means to express syntactic and semantic functions of noun 
phrases 

2. 1. 1. 1. 1. Bound affixes 

Bound affixes, more specifically case suffixes, are the most productive 
way to express syntactic functions of noun phrases. Traditional Turkish 
grammarians (e.g. Gencan (1971» of Turkish recognize five cases: the 
nominative (sometimes also called the absolute) for subjects, the 
accusative (sometimes also called objective) for direct objects (including 
derived causative direct objects which are original subjects of intransitive 

. verbs), the dative for indirect objects (including derived causative 
indirect objects of transitive verbs), for benefactives, and for directional 
arguments with the semantic functions of goal, the locative for locational 
arguments, and the ablative for directional arguments with the semantic 
function of source, of object of comparison, or for partitive semantics. A 
number of grammarians also recognize the genitive as a case for subjects 
of nominalized clauses, in addition to being a means for expressing the 
function of a noun phrase as possessor in possessive noun·phrases. The 
suffixes in question are as follows: 

(751) Nominative / absolute 
Accusative / objective 
Dative 
Locative 
Ablative 
Genitive 

-039 

-(y)I 
-(y)A 
-DA 
-DAn 
-(n}In 

An example where each one of these cases is used at least once follows: 
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(752) Ahmet [[ Ali -nin gazete -yi Oya -ya 
Ahmet(Nom.} Ali -Gen. newspaper -Acc. Oya -Oat 
bfuo -cIa ver -ip ] [ sen -in l§ -ten 
office -IDc. give -and you -Gen. work -Abl. 
konser -e gid -eceg -in] ] -i bil -Iyor 
concert -Oat. go -FNomFut -3.sg. -Acc. know -Pr.Prog. 

"Ahmet knows that Ali will give the newspaper to Oya in the office 
and (that) you will go from work to the concert" 

The first noun phrase, Ahmet, is the subject of the superordinate, fully 
finite, clause and is therefore in the nominative case. Ali is the subject of 
the nominalized subordinate clause and is thus marked for genitive case. 
Gazete is the direct object of the transitive verb ver- 'give' in the first 
conjunct of the subordinate coordinate structure and is therefore marked 
for accusative case. Oya is the indirect object of the same verb and is 
therefore marked for dative case. Buro 'office' is a locative object in that 
same conjunct and is thus marked for locative case. In the second 
conjunct, i~ 'work' is a directional object that denotes 'source of action or 
motion' and is therefore marked for ablative case, while konser 'concert' 
is the "target of motion" and is thus marked for dative case. The whole 
subordinate coordinate structure is the direct object of the verb bil 
'know'; as a nominalized clause, it must bear case, just like any argument 
which is a simple noun phrase; hence, the subordinate clause exhibits 
accusative case marking. 

Accusative versus dative marking of causativized subjects are illustrated 
below: 

(753) a. Hasan uyan -di 
Hasan wake up -Past 
"Hasan woke up" 

(753) b. (ben) Hasan -1 uyan -rur -di -ill 

(754) 

(754) 

I Hasan -Acc. wake up -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I woke Hasan up" ("I made Hasan wake up") 

a. Hasan bavul -u ta~l 
Hasan suitcase -Acc. carry 
"Hasan carried the suitcase" 

-di 
-Past 

b. (ben) Hasan -a bavul -u ta~I 
I Hasan -Oat. suitcase -Ace. carry 

"I made Hasan carry the suitcase" 

-t -b -ill 

-Caus. -Past -l.sg. 

When the noun phrase is non-specific and is either a direct object or the 
subject of a subordinate nominalized clause, the accusative and the 
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genitive suffixes are not attached to a noun phrase. Such noun phrases 
remain "bare", without any attachment of case suffix. 

(755) dun <;ok iIgin~ bir kitap oku -du -m 
yesterday very interesting a book read -Past -l.sg. 
"I read a very interesting book yesterday" 

The indefinite noun phrase bir kitap 'a book' can have, in principle, 
either the reading of being a specific book or that of being non-specific. 
In the first instance, it would bear overt accusative marking. In the 
second instance, illustrated in (755), it is not marked for accusative 
overtly and is therefore interpreted as non-specific. Attachment of the 
genitive case suffix (or lack thereof) is discussed further, with examples, 
in 2. 1. 1. 1. 5. and in 2. 1. 1. 2. 1. 

2. 1. 1. 1. 2. Morphophonemic alternations alone (internal change) 

Turkish does not have internal morphophonemic alternations that are 
not sandhi phenomena, i.e. which are not conditioned by suffixation. 

2. 1. 1. 1. 3. Clitic particles 

The only clitic particle that has a case-like function is· -(y)lA, which is 
- used to express either instrumental or comitative functions. Most 
traditional grammarians have not viewed this suffix as a genuine case 
marker because of its nature as a clitic. This nature is manifested in two 
ways: 1. This particle has a non-cliticized, free counterpart: ile, thus 
making the clitic nature of the apparent suffix synchronically 
transparent; 2. The particle, where it is cliticized, has a dual nature 
phonologically. It behaves like a genuine suffix in becoming part of the 
phonological word with respect to Vowel Harmony, but it remains 
outside the domain of the word with respect to assignment of word 
accent: 

(756) araba -yia 
car -with 
"with the car" 

tren -Ie 
train -with 
"with the train, by train" 

Note that the particle changes its vowel, due to Vowel Harmony 
according to the backness value of the preceding stem vowel. Given that 
Vowel Harmony operates within word boundaries, this shows the clitic 
to have become part of the word. On the other hand, note also that word 
accent falls on the syllable preceding the clitic. Since regular stress in 
Turkish is word-final, we have to say that the clitic is outside the word 
with respect to stress. Hence, the particle is neither a genuine suffix nor a 
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free morpheme; thus, we conclude that it is somewhere in between the 
two and call it a clitic. 

2. 1. 1. 1. 4. Postpositions 

Agent phrases in passives are expressed by a postposition: tarafmdan: 

(757) araba Hasan -a Ali taraf -In -dan sat -u -dI 
car Hasan -Dat. Ali side -3.sg. -Abl. sell -Pass. -Past 
"The car was sold to Hasan by Ali" 
("The car was sold to Hasan from the side of Ali") 

The object of comparison and the object of equation are expressed with 
the help of postpositions, as well. 

The object of comparison is marked with the ablative case and the 
(optional) postposition daha'more': 

(758) Ay~e Ali -den (daha) gen<; 
Ay~e Ali -Abl. more young 
"Ay~e is younger than Ali" 

The object of equation is marked with the postposition kadar 'as much 
as': 

(759) AYi'e Ali kadar zeki 
A Yi'e Ali as much as intelligent 
"A y~e is as smart as Ali" 

Semantic functions like "benefactive", "purpose" and "concessive" are 
also expressed by means of postpositions; the reader is referred to 
section 2. 1. 1. 4. for those. 

2. 1. 1. 1. 5. Word order 

Word order does not express the syntactic and semantic functions of 
noun phrases in general. As we saw in sections 1. 11., 1. 12., and 1. 14., 
word order in Turkish is dictated by discourse considerations. However, 
there are some instances where word order does interact with the 
syntactic and semantic functions of the noun phrase, albeit indirectly. 
This happens when a noun phrase is non-specific and therefore cannot 
be suffixed with the accusative case marker when it is a direct object; 
similarly, a non-specific noun phrase cannot bear a genitive case suffix 
when it is the subject of an embedded nominalized clause. In both 
instances, these "bare" noun phrases must be immediately pre-verbal 
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and cannot be moved away from that position. It should be noted that 
the same relationship between non-specificity and restriction on 
positioning holds also of subjects of main clauses, as well. No case suffix 
is being omitted in this instance, however, since nominative case is not 
expressed overtly in any event. Examples of each type follow: 

Non-specific subject of finite clause (otherwise in the nominative case): 

(760) koy -u haydut -lar bas -mI~ 
village -Acc. robber -pI. raid -Rep.Past 
"Robbers are said to have raided the village" 

Non-specific direct object (otherwise in the accusative case): 

(761) Hasan <;ocug -un -a her alq;am bir hikaye oku-r 
Hasan child -3.sg. -Dat. each evening a story read-Aor. 
"Hasan reads a story to his child every evening" 

Non-specific subject of nominalized clause (otherwise in the genitive 
case): 

(762) [ koy -u haydut bas -bg -m] -1 duy -du -m 
village -Acc. rcbber raid -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. hear-Past-1.sg. 

"I heard that robbers raided the villiage" 

We might then say that a noun phrase without overt case marking in 
immediate pre-verbal position is either a subject or a direct object, if it is 
non-specific. The syntactic context and the semantics of the utterance are 
going to determine which one of these possibilities is realized. 

2. 1. 1. 1. 6. Derivational processes 

The suffix -CA, deriving adverbs from nouns, can be used to express 
agents: 

(763) bu ger<;ek herkes -~e bil -m -Ir 
this truth everybody -by know -Pass. -Aor. 
"This truth is known by everybody" 

This suffix means 'in the manner of' in general and is used to derive 
adverbs from either nouns or adjectives: 

(764) erkek 'man' 
erkek-<;e 'in the manner of a man; in a manly fashion' 

(765) 'open; frank' 
'in an open, frank manner; openly, frankly' 
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2. 1. 1. 1. 7. Other means 

The means listed above are the ones used to express the syntactic and 
semantic functions of noun phrases. 

2. 1. 1. 1. 8. Combinations of the above 

Combinations of the above means are found where postpositions are 
used, since those assign case to their objects. For example, the 
comparative postposition daha 'more' assigns the ablative, the 
concessive postposition ragmen assigns the dative, and the equation 
postposition kadar and the purpose and benefactive postposition i~in 
assign the genitive case to their object when it is pronominal. Examples 
for all of these can be found in 2. 1. 1. 2. and in 2. 1. 1. 4. 

2. 1. 1. 2. Expression of specific syntactic functions 

2. 1. 1. 2. 1- 2. 1. 1. 2. 3. Subject of intransitive verb, transitive verb, 
and of copuJar construction 

Subjects of intransitive verbs, of transitive verbs, and of copular 
constructions are all marked in the same way: they are all in the 
nominative case when they are the subjects of a fully finite, tensed 
clause, and they are usually in the genitive case, when they are the 
subjects of a nominalized subordinate clause (cf. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1.). Example 
(752) illustrates the nominative subject of a transitive verb, the genitive 
subject of a transitive verb and the genitive subject of an intransitive 
verb. Nominative case is not marked overtly in Turkish. The genitive is 
marked via a suffix: -(n)In for third person, -(I)m for first person, and 
-(I)n for second person. Thus, the genitive is unusual among all case 
suffixes in changing its shape for different person features of the noun it 
attaches to. The subject of certain adverbial nominalized clauses bearing 
the factive nominalization marker is unusual in that it carries no case 
suffix at all (cf. 1. 2. 1. 3. 1. 4.). 

The same case marking is found on the subject of a copular construction: 

(766) ben hasta -YlID 
I (Nom.) sick -l.sg. 
"I am sick" 
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(767) [ben -im hasta 01 -dug -urn]-u 
I -Gen. sick be -FNom -l.sg. -Acc. 

bil -iyor mu -sun? 
know -Pr.Prog. -Q -2.sg. 

"Do you know that I am sick?" 

Here, we see an illustration of the nominative subject of a finite copular 
construction and of the genitive subject of a nominalized subordinate 
copular construction. 

Whether a subject is the agent or not as the subject of a transitive or 
intransitive verb is irrelevant for its shape or marking. Rather, as also 
mentioned in 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. and in 2. 1. 1. 1. 5., what is relevant is whether 
the noun phrase in question is specific or not and whether it is 
incorporated into the verb or not. By the latter term, I mean the fact that 
generic noun phrases become completely part of the verb, forming a 
complex verb. While this is more generally found with direct objects, it is 
also found with subjects: 

(768) c;ocug -u an sok -tu 
child -Acc. bee sting -Past 
"Bees stung the child" (liThe child was bee-stung") 

Such incorporated nouns cannot be marked with the genitive suffix: 

(769) [c;ocug -u an sok -tug -un -u ] duy -du -m 
child -Acc. bee sting -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that bees stung the child II 
("I heard that the child was bee-stung") 

Non-specific noun phrases with either an indefinite article or a numeral 
determiner cannot be marked with the genitive, either. For most 
speakers, a genitive-marked embedded subject is interpreted as specific: 

(770) a. [c;ocug -u bir an sok -tug -un -u ] duy -du -m 
child -Acc. a bee sting -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear-Past-l.sg. 

"I heard that a bee [non-specific] stung the child" 

(770) b. [c;ocug -u bir an -run sok -tug -un -u ] duy -du -m 
child -Acc. a bee-Gen. sting-FNom-3.sg.-Acc. hear-Past-l.sg. 

"I heard that a bee [specific] stung the child" 

There are some speakers, however, who do accept subordinate subjects 
with genitive marking under a non-specific reading, as well, as long as 
the article or determiner allows a non-definite, non-specific reading. 40 
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It should be noted that non-agentive subjects are likelier to be realized as 
non-specific or generic noun phrases than are agentive subjects. This is 
why it is possible to have the impression, after some superficial 
observation of relevant data, that agentivity plays a role in overt case 
marking. However, more careful observation shows that the decisive 
factor is specificity rather than agentivity. 

2. 1. 1. 2. 4. Direct object 

The direct object bears accusative case marking (i.e. the suffix -(y)I), 
unless it is either non-specific or generic and incorporated. In those latter 
instances, the direct object bears no overt case marking: 

(771) a. (ben) kitab -1 oku -du -ill 

I book -Acc. read -Past -1.sg. 
"I read the book" 

(771) b. (ben) bir kitap oku -du -ill 

I a book read -Past -l.sg. 
"I read a book [non-specific]" 

(771) c. (ben) kitap oku -du -ill 

I book read -Past -1.sg. 
"I read books [non-specific/ generic]" 

Some verbs assign oblique cases to their objects. These objects might 
correspond to direct objects in English; e.g. the verb nefret et 'hate' 
assigns ablative case to its object, the verb bin 'mount, ride' and yardl1ll 
et 'help' (among a number of others) assign dative case: 

(772) Hasan ben -den nefret ed -er 
Hasan I -Abl. hate -Aor. 
"Hasan hates me" 

(773) Hasan at -a bin -er 
Hasan horse -Oat. ride -Aor. 
"Hasan rides horses" 

(774) Hasan ban -a yardlm et -ti 
Hasan I -Oat. help -Past 
"Hasan helped me" 

Whether a direct object is assigned accusative or oblique case is 
determined by the governing verb. Whether a direct object that would 
otherwise receive accusative case carries the corresponding suffix or not 
is determined by its specificity. (Note, incidentally, that oblique case 
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suffixes are always attached, even where the direct object is non-specific; 
this is illustrated in example (773).) 

It is irrelevant for the expression of the direct object function whether the 
subject of the clause is expressed as a free or as a bound element or if the 
subject remains unexpressed. An example for each of these syntactic 
contexts is given: 

(775) Hasan kitab -1 oku-du 
Hasan book -Ace. read -Past 
"Hasan read the book" 

(776) kitab -1 oku -du -m 
book -Ace. read -Past -l.sg. 
"I read the book" 

(777) [ bu kitab -1 oku -mak] \Uk zor 
this book -Ace. read -Inf. very difficult 

"To read this book is very difficult" 

2. 1. 1. 2. 5. Indirect object 

The indirect object is expressed by attaching the suffix for dative case to 
it: 

(778) Hasan kitab -1 Ali -ye ver -di 
Hasan book -Acc. Ali -Oat. gIve -Past 
"Hasan gave the book to Ali" 

2. 1. 1. 2. 6. Object of comparison 

The object of comparison is marked with the ablative case suffix -DAn: 

(779) Hasan ben -den (daha) zeki 
Hasan I -Abl. (more) intelligent 
"Hasan is more intelligent than I" 

The object of comparison may also be followed by the comparative 
element daha 'more'. This usage has an intensifying effect; the 
postposition is optional, however. For detailed discussion of 
comparative constructions, the reader is referred to section 1. 8. 

2. 1. 1. 2. 7. Object of equation 

The object of equation is followed by the postposition kadar 'as much as': 



(780) a. Hasan ben- im kadar zengm 
Hasan I -Gen. as much as rich 
"Hasan is as rich as I" 

(780) b. Hasan Ali kadar zengm 
Hasan Ali as much as rich 
"Hasan is as rich as Ali" 
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When the object of this "equational" postposition is a pronoun as in 
(780)a, it is marked with the genitive case suffix. When it is a full lexical 
noun as in (780)b, it bears no case marker. 

For detailed discussion of the equative construction, the reader is 
referred to section 1. 9. 

2. 1. 1. 2. 8. Other objects governed by verbs 

In section 2. 1. 1. 2. 4. we saw some possibilities for cases other than the 
accusative being assigned to noun phrases which would correspond to 
direct objects in English. In section 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. we saw that cases other 
than the accusative are assigned to noun phrases that function as the 
indirect object or as directional objects, e.g. the locative case is assigned 
to objects designating a location, the ablative case is assigned to objects 
expressing the source of a motion, the dative case is assigned to objects 
that express the target of a motion. In addition to those, there is the 
instrumental "clitic", whose status as a case marker is not recognized by 
most traditional grammars of Turkish. An example follows: 

(781) Hasan pencere -yi balta-yla kIr -dl 
Hasan window-Ace. axe -with break-Past 
"Hasan broke the window with (an) axe" 

This cliticized instrumental marker has also a counterpart which is a free 
morpheme: ilea Thus, the previous example would be as follows when 
the free morpheme is used instead: 

(782) Hasan pencere -yi balta He kIr -dl 
Hasan window-Acc. axe with break-Past 
"Hasan broke the window with (an) axe" 

When the free morpheme cliticizes onto the noun phrase, its vowel 
becomes a palatal glide after a stem-final vowel, and it drops after a 
stem-final consonant. The clitic becomes part of the phonological word 
with respect to Vowel Harmony, as illustrated in (781), where the 
original front vowel Ie I becomes [al, due to the backness of the 
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preceding vowels in the stem. However, the cliticized instrumental is 
exceptional with respect to word stress. Turkish has word-final stress in 
general, but, as can be seen in (781), stress must precede the 
instrumental; in other words, for stress assignment purposes, the 
instrumental suffix behaves as though it were outside the domain of the 
phonological word. 

2. 1. 1. 2. 9. Complement of copular construction 

The complements of copular constructions directly precede the copula, if 
the copula is expressed overtly. Otherwise, such complements are 
simply placed at the end of the sentence, thus behaving as any predicate 
in this verb-final language. For detailed discussion and examples, the 
reader is referred to section 1. 2. 1. 1., and in particular to subsection 1. 2. 
1. 1. 1. 2. 

2.1.1.2.9.1. [)efirndng 

(783) kare bir <;e~it dikdortgen -dir 
square a kind rectangle -Ep.Cop. 
"The square is a kind of rectangle" 

2.1. 1.2.9.2. Identi~ 

(784) bu ki~i Hasan -dlr 
this person Hasan -Ep.Cop. 
"This person is Hasan" 

2. 1. 1. 2. 9. 3. Role 

(785) Hasan subay -drr 
Hasan officer -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is an officer" 

2. 1. 1. 2. 9. 4. Other copular verbs 

The English 'become' is expressed in Turkish as 01, a free morpheme. The 
complement of 01 surfaces in its bare form, like the complement of the 
regular copula; i.e. such complements have no case marking, nor are 
they followed by any postposition: 

(786) Hasan subay 01 -du 
Hasan officer become -Past 
"Hasan became / has become an officer" 
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2. 1. 1. 2. 10. Subject complement 

Constructions like the English 'I was made king' can be productively 
expressed in two distinct ways in Turkish. The first one would be by 
simply using the verb 01 'become', illustrated in the previous subsection: 

(787) (ben) dekan 01 -du-m 
I dean become -Past -l.sg. 

"I became/have become dean" 

The second construction involves using abstract nouns as complements, 
marked with the dative case suffix, and the passive form of the verb ata 
'appoint': 

(788) (ben) dekan -IJS -a ata -n -dl-m 
I dean -AbsN. -Oat. appoint -Pass. -Past -l.sg. 

"I was appointed dean" ("I was appointed to the deanship") 

2. 1. 1. 2. 11. Object complement 

Similarly to the constructions with subject complements, constructions 
like the English 'we made him king' can be productively expressed in 
Turkish via two distinct ways. The simpler construction involves the 
verb yap 'do', with the complement in its bare form: 

(789) ben -i dekan yap -h -lar 
I -Acc. dean do -Past -3.pl. 
"They made me dean" 

The second pattern involves the abstract noun construction we saw in 
the previous subsection, with the active form of the verb ata 'to appoint' 
and the abstract noun in the dative case: 

(790) ben -i dekan -l~ -a ata -dl -lar 
I -Acc. dean -Abs.N. -Oat. appoint -Past -3.pl. 
"They appointed me dean" ("They appointed me to the deanship") 

2. 1. 1. 2. 12. Objects governed by adjectives 

(791) Zeynep [koca -sm -a sadtk ] -hr 
Zeynep husband -3.sg. -Dat. loyal -Ep.Cop. 
"Zeynep is loyal to her husband" 

(792) klZ -1m [ ben -den fark -h] -dlr 
daughter -l.sg. I -Abl. difference -with -Ep.Cop. 
"My daughter is different from me" 
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(793) Hasan [ e~ -m -den emin ] -dir 
Hasan spouse -3.sg. -Abl. sure -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is sure of his spouse" 

It appears that some adjectives assign case to their objects. This is always 
an oblique case (as the dative and ablative in the examples above); 
adjectives cannot assign accusative. For example, an adjective that might 
be expected to assign . accusative case (due to its morphological 
relationship to a transitive verb) is kIskan~ 'jealous, envious', related to 
the transitive verb laskan 'to envy': 

(794) Hasan Ali -yi kIskan -Ir 
Hasan Ali -Ace. envy -Aor. 
"Hasan envies Ali" 

Notice that this verb is transitive; it assigns accusative case to its direct 
object. The related adjective is not transitive in the same sense; it cannot 
assign accusative case (nor any other case): 

(795) *Hasan Ali -yi kiskanc; -hr 
Hasan Ali -Ace. envious -Ep.Cop. 

Intended reading: "Hasan is envious of Ali" 

2. 1. 1.2. 13. Agent inpassive/pseudopassive/irnpersonal 
constructions 

Impersonal constructions cannot have agents in Turkish. Agents in 
passive constructions are marked in two different ways. They are either 
followed by the postposition tarafmdan, which is inflected for person 
and number and bears ablative case marking, or they are marked with 
the suffix -CA, which derives adverbs. For examples, the reader is 
referred to subsections 2. 1. 1. 1. 4. and 2. 1. 1. 1. 6., respectively. 

2. 1. 1. 2. 14. Topic 

Topics in Turkish are not marked morphologically; they are expressed 
via word order only. For more detailed discussion, the reader is referred 
to section 1. 12. 

2. 1. 1. 2. 15. Emphasized element 

Emphasis per se has no morphological expression. It is expressed via 
preferred word order (more specifically, emphasized elements are 
preferably placed to the immediate left of the verb) as well as via 
phonetic stress and high pitch. However, there are certain particles (e.g. 
the Yes/No question particle and certain quantificational emphatic 
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particles), whose secondary function is to emphasize (focus) an element 
that they either follow or precede. For discussion and examples, the 
reader is referred to section 1. 11., and, in particular, to subsection 1. 11. 
2. 1. 2. 

2. 1. 1. 3. Nonfinite or nominalized verbs 

Morphological marking of noun phrases is essentially the same for finite 
and for nominalized verbs. This is true even for accusative marking of 
the direct objects of nominalized verbs, which might be surprising, 
considering that in many languages, nominalized verbs lose their ability 
to mark their direct object for accusative case. The differences between 
finite and nonfinite verbs in terms of expressing syntactic functions are 
as follows: 

1. The subjects of fully finite clauses are in the nominative case, while 
the subjects of nonfinite or nominalized verbs are in the genitive case (cf. 
2. 1. 1. 1. 1. and 2. 1. 1. 2.). The few exceptions to the latter generalization 
are found with the subjects of certain nonfinite adverbial clauses whose 
subjects are not marked for any case (and hence could be said to be in 
the nominative case). For discussion and examples for this last point, the 
reader is referred to section 1. 1.2.4. on adverb clauses. 

2. Certain nominalizations allow for their direct object to be marked in 
the genitive rather than in the accusative: 

(796) 

(796) 

a. Tfuk -ler -in 1stanbul -u feth 
Turk -pI. -Gen. Istanbul -Acc. conquest 
"The conquest of Istanbul by the Turks" 
("The Turks' conquest [of] Istanbul") 

. 
-1 

-3.sg. 41 

b. 1stanbul -un (Tfuk -ler taraf -m -dan} feth 
Istanbul -Gen.. Turk -pI. side -3.sg. 
"The conquest of Istanbul (by the Turks)" 
("Istanbul's conquest [by the Turks]") 

-Abl. conquest 

. 
-1 

-3.sg. 

3. There also is a construction involving what I have called action 
nominalization and certain main clause predicates, where the direct 
object of the nominalized subordinate clause surfaces in the genitive case 
rather than in the accusative case: 

(797) a. [bu par~a -yt ~al -mak] kolay -du 
this piece -Acc. play -Inf. easy -Ep.Cop. 

"It is easy to play this piece" 
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(797) b. [bu pan;a -run <;al -rna -SI] kolay -du 
this piece -Gen. play -ANorn -3.sg. easy -Ep.Cop. 

"It is easy to play this piece" ("This piece's playing is easy") 

In the "regular" infinitival construction, there is no subject, and the 
infinitival morpheme is not followed by any agreement suffix. In the 
corresponding construction with the action nominal, the original direct 
object appears to have become a subject; it is marked with the genitive 
case suffix, usually reserved for subjects of nominalized clauses, and the 
nominalization suffix on the verb is followed by the third person 
singular suffix, obviously agreeing with the syntactic subject. 

2. 1. 1.4. Nonlocal semantic functions 

2. 1. 1. 4. 1. Benefactive 

The benefactive function is usually expressed by using the postposition 
i9n 'for': 

(798) a. bu kitab -1 sen -m i~ al -dl -m 
this book -Ace. you -Gen. for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for you" 

(798) b. bu kitab -1 Hasan i~ al -dl -m 
this book -Ace. Hasan for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for Hasan" 

This postposition assigns the genitive case to its pronominal object, as 
illustrated in (798)a; however, there is no case on a full lexical object of 
this postposition, as can be seen in example (798)b. 

Benefactives can also be expressed, in the manner of indirect objects, by 
attachment of the dative case suffix: 

(799) bu kitab -1 Hasan -a al -dl -m 
this book -Ace. Hasan -Oat. buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for Hasan" 

2.1.1.4.2. Source 

The semantic function of source is expressed by the ablative case: 

(800) bu haber -i Hasan -dan duy -du -m 
this news -Ace. Hasan -Abl. hear -Past -l.sg. 
"I heard this news from Hasan" 
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(801) bu kitab -1 kiitliphane -den al -dl, -m 
this book -Acc. library -Abl. take -Past -l.sg. 
"I took this book from the library" 

(802) aga~ -tan bir elma ~al -dl -m 
tree -Abl. an apple steal -Past -l.sg. 
"I stole an apple from the tree" 

While the source function in sentences is expressed by using the ablative 
case as illustrated in the three examples above, it cannot be expressed in 
the same way within a noun phrase. There, the function of source is 
expressed via compounds or possessive noun phrases: 

(803) fl~1 bira -SI 

barrel beer -CmpM 
"Draft beer" ("Beer from the barrel") 

(804) ke9 -nin yiin -ii 
goat -Gen. wool -3.sg. 
"Wool from / of a / the goat" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 3. Instrumental 

(805) a. kapl -yl bir ~eki~ -Ie 
door -Acc. a hammer -with 
"I broke the door with a hammer" 

(805) b. kapl -yt anahtar -Ia a~ 

door -Ace. key -with open 
"I opened the door with a key" 

kir 
break 

-h 
-Past 

-dl -m 
-Past -l.sg. 

-m 
-l.sg. 

The instrumental function is expressed by using the instrumental clitic 
-(y)lA (or its free counterpart ile). For further discussion, the reader is 
referred to subsections 2. 1. 1. 1. 3. and 2. 1. 1. 2. 8. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 3. a. Negative instrumental 

The negative instrumental is expressed by using the suffix -s1z: 

(806) a. kapl -yt ~eki~ -siz kir -dl -m 
door -Ace. hammer -without break -Past -l.sg. 
"I broke the door without a hammer" 

(806) b. kapl -yl anahtar -SIZ a~ -h -m 
door -Ace. key -without open -Past -l.sg. 
"I opened the door without a key" 
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Note that the indefinite article must be omitted when the suffix for the 
negative instrumental function is used. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 4. Comitative 

The suffix for the comitative is the clitic suffix -(y)IA (or its free 
counterpart ile), which is the same morpheme as that used for the 
instrumental and for nominal coordinate constructions: 

(807) (ben) konser -e Hasan -la git -ti -in 

I concert -Oat. Hasan -with go -Past -l.sg. 
"I went to the concert with Hasan" 

For differences between coordination and the comitative, the reader is 
referred to section 1. 3. 1. 4. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 4. a. Negative comitative 

There are two productive ways to express the negative comitative. One 
is the same as for the negative instrumental, i.e. by attaching the suffix 
-sIz: 

(808) (ben) konser -e Hasan -SlZ git -ti -in 

I concert -Oat. Hasan -without go -Past -l.sg. 
"I went to the concert without Hasan" 

The second way of forming a negative comitative is by using a negated 
pattern for nominalized adverbial clauses (cf. 1. 1. 2. 4. and 1. 1. 2. 4. 3.) 
with the verb 01 'be, become': 

(809) (ben) konser -e Hasan 61 -ma -dan42 git -ti -in 

I concert -Oat. Hasan be -Neg. -Abl. go -Past -l.sg. 
"I went to the concert without Hasan" 
("I went to the concert without [there] being Hasan" 

The word-level stress is marked in the example to illustrate the fact that 
the suffix -rnA used in this pattern is not the action nominalization suffix 
bu~ rather the negation suffix which is exceptional with respect to stress 
assignment in not allowing word-final stress assignment by forcing 
stress to be assigned to the preceding syllable. 

2.1. 1.4.5. CJxCUI.nS~ce 

Where the circumstance expressed is of a more inherent kind, the suffix 
-U is used: 
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(810) tek kol -Iu bir adam 
unIque arm -with a man 
"a man with one arm" ("a one-armed man") 

Where the circumstance expressed is of a more superficial kind, a 
relative clause is used which is constructed on a sentential possessive (cf. 
1. 10. 1.) or on a copular construction: 

(811) [giizel elbise -ler -i ] 01 -an bir kadm 
nice dress -pI. -3.sg. be -SbjP a woman 

"a woman with nice dresses" ("a woman who has nice dresses") 

(812) [elbise -ler -i guzel] 01 -an bir kadm 
dress -pI. -3.sg. nice be -SbjP a woman 

"a woman with nice dresses" ("a woman whose dresses are nice") 

These two constructions involving relative clauses can also be used for 
expressions of inherent circumstance. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 5. a. Negative circumstance 

For negation of inherent circumstance, the same suffix is useq. as for the 
negative instrumental and the negative comitative: -sIz: 

(813) kol -suz bir adam 
arm -without a man 
"a man without arms" ("a non-armed man") 

For negation of all circumstance, but in particular for negation of 
superficial circumstance, the relative clause constructions we saw in the 
previous subsection are negated: 

(814) [giize1 e1bise -ler -i ] 01 -ma -yan bir kadm 
nice dress -pI. -3.sg. be -Neg. -SbjP a woman 

"a woman without nice dresses" 
("a woman who doesn't have nice dresses") 

(815) [e1bise -ler -i giize1] 01 -rna -yan bir kadm 
dress -pI. -3.sg. nice be -Neg. -SbjP a woman 

"a woman without nice dresses" ("a woman whose dresses aren't 
nice") 

2. 1. 1. 4. 6. Possessive 

The productive expression of possession is by using possessive noun 
phrases: 
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(816) a. ben -im kitab -1m 
I -Gen. book -1. sg. 
"my book" 

(816) b. Hasan -In kitab-I 
Hasan -Gen. book -3.sg. 
"Hasan's book" 

The possessor is marked with the genitive case suffix, while the 
possessed head noun of the phrase bears nominal agreement suffixes 
that alternate for the person and number features of the possessor, as can 
be seen in the examples in (816). Note that the genitive suffix itself 
changes slightly with the person features of the possessor that it attaches 
to. 

For expression of possession at the sentential level, the existential verb 
var 'there is' is used, together with the possessive noun phrase: 

(817) a. ben -im <;ok kitab -1m var 
I -Gen. many book -1. sg. there-is 
"I have many books" 

(817) b. Hasan -In <;ok kitab -1 val 
Hasan -Gen. many book -3.sg. there-is 
"Hasan has many books" 

For a discussion of this latter structure, the reader is referred to section 1. 
10. 1. That section also includes a discussion of alienable-inalienable and 
present-past possession, both of which are expressed syntactically rather 
than morphologically. There is no distinction made between temporary 
and permanent possession, with the exception of the circumstance 
construction discussed in 2. 1. 1.4. 5., if that construction is viewed as a 
type of possessive. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 7. Possessed 

The possessed element is marked with nominal possessive agreement 
suffixes which alternate according to the person and number of the 
possessor, as illustrated in the previous subsection. 

Any distinction between alienable and inalienable possessedness is 
syntactic rather than morphological; the reader is referred to section 1. 
10. 1. for a discussion. 
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2.1. 1.4.8. ~ali~ 

To express quality, the same constructions as for the expression of 
circumstance can be used: 

(818) Hasan anlay1~ -h bir insan -drr 
Hasan understanding -with a person -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is a person with understanding" 

(819) Hasan anlay1~ -1 01 -an bir 1nsan -d1r 
Hasan understanding -3.sg. be -SbjP a person -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is a person with understanding" 
("Hasan is a person who has understanding") 

In addition, it is possible to use a periphrastic construction involving a 
compound headed by the noun sahip 'owner': 

(820) Hasan anlay1~ sahib -i bir 
Hasan understanding owner -CmpM a 
"Hasan is a person with understanding" 
("Hasan is an understanding-owning person") 

insan -d1r 
person -Ep.Cop. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 8. a. Negative quality 

Negative quality is expressed in ways similar to negative circumstance, 
Le. either with the suffix -sIz or via negated relative clauses: 

(821) Hasan anlay1~ -S1Z bir insan -drr 
Hasan understanding -without a person -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is a person without understanding" 

(822) Hasan anlay1~ -1 01 -rna -yan 
Hasan understanding -3.sg. be -Neg. -SbjP 

bir insan -d1r 
a person -Ep.Cop. 

"Hasan is a person without understanding" 
("Hasan is a person who doesn't have understanding") 

(823) Hasan anlay1~ sahib -i 01 -ma -yan 
Hasan understanding owner -CmpM be -Neg. -SbjP 

bir ins an -drr 
a person -Ep.Cop. 

"Hasan is a person without understanding" 
("Hasan is not an understanding-owning person") 

2. 1. 1. 4. 8. b. Reference quality 

This concept is expressed by using a possessive noun phrase: 
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(824) Hasan -m ~eref-l 
Hasan -Gen. honor -3.sg. 
"Hasan's honor" 

2.1. 1.4.9. ~ti~ 

This is expressed by attaching the suffix -11K to a numeral or to a 
quantity expression. 

(825) bin ton -Iuk bir genu 
thousand ton -DerAdj a ship 
"a ship of a thousand tons" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 9. a. Reference quanti~ 

(826) bir kilo ~eker 
one kilo(gram) sugar 
"one kilogram of sugar" 

Note that, in contrast to the previous example, the quantity expression is 
bare, without any suffixation. 

2. 1. 1.4. 10. Material 

This is expressed by suffixing the ablative case marker to the noun 
denoting the material: 

(827) tugla -dan bir ev 
brick -Abl. a house 
"a house of bricks" 

It is also possible, however, to use the noun denoting material in the 
manner of a modifying adjective, leaving it bare, without suffixation: 

(828) tugla ev 
brick house 
"a house of bricks" 

This construction is slightly different from the instrumental: 

(829) bu ev tugla -yla yap -u -ml~ -hr 
this house brick -with make -Pass. -PPart -Ep.Cop. 
"This house is made with bricks" 

In this instance, the house would be built using bricks, but presumably 
some other material would be used, as well. In contrast, the construction 
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employing the ablative case as well as the construction employing no 
suffixation at all denote exclusive use of the material in question. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 10. a. Negative material 

This notion is expressed by using the negative suffix -sIz, which we also 
saw in its use as a negative instrumental, comitative, circumstance and 
quality marker: 

(830) tugla -SIZ ev 
brick -without house 
"the house without bricks" 

This construction is slightly different from the instrumental: 

(831) bu ev tugla -SIZ yap -11 -ffil~ -tIr 
this house brick -without make -Pass. -PPart -Ep.Cop. 
"This house is made without bricks" 

2.1.1.4. 11. ~anner 

This is expressed by using the instrumental pattern: 

(832) Hasan Ay~e -yi heyecan -la kucakla -dl 
Hasan Ay~e -Ace. enthusiasm -with embrace -Past 
"Hasan embraced A y~e with enthusiasm" 

The same concept can also be expressed periphrastically, using the suffix 
-ll that otherwise expresses circumstance and quality, and the noun ~ekil 
'shape, kind' in the locative case: 

(833) Hasan A y~e -yi heyecan 
Hasan Ay~e -Ace. enthusiasm 

kucakla -dl 
embrace -Past 

-11 bir ~ekil -de 
-with a kind -loco 

"Hasan embraced A y~e in an enthusiastic manner" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 11. a. Negative manner 

The negative suffix -sIz 'without' is used here, as well: 

(834) Hasan Ay~e -yi heyecan -SIZ kucakla -dl 
Hasan Ay~e -Ace. enthusiasm -without embrace -Past 
"Hasan embraced A y~e without enthusiasm" 
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(835) Hasan A y~e -yi heyecan -SlZ bir ~ekil -de 
Hasan Ay~e -Acc. enthusiasm -without a kind -toe. 

kucakla -dl 
embrace -Past 

"Hasan embraced Ay~e in a manner lacking enthusiasm" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 12. Cause 

There are three productive ways to express cause, two of which involve 
the ablative case suffix. The first pattern consists of simply suffixing the 
ablative case suffix to the noun phrase denoting a cause: 

(836) susuzluk -tan bitkin 
thirst -Abl. exhausted 
"exhausted from thirst" 

The second pattern uses, in addition to suffixation with the ablative case 
marker, the postposition dolayt 'because': 

(837) susuzluk -tan dolayt bitkin 
thirst -Abl. because exhausted 
"exhausted because of thirst" 

The third pattern involves the inflected postposition yiiziinden 'because 
of', which actually consists of yiiz 'face', -iin, the third person singular 
possessive agreement marker, and -den, the ablative suffix. This 
postposition takes bare objects: 

(838) Hasan yiiziinden ge\ kal -dl-k 
Hasan because of late remain -Past -l.pI. 
"We were late because of Hasan" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 13. Purpose 

This function is expressed by using the postposition iQrt 'for, in order 
for': 

(839) bu kitab -1 ~ -lffi i~ kullan -dl -In 

this book -Ace. work -l.sg. for use -Past -l.sg. 
"I used this book for my work" 

This postposition is the same one used for the benefactive function; cf. 2. 
1. 1. 4. 1. 
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2. 1. 1. 4. 14. Function 

The most productive expression of this notion is by using the adverbial 
gerundive form of the verb 01 'be, become': 

(840) (ben) \ay -1 ila\ 01 -arak kullan -Ir -1m 
I tea -Ace. medicine be -MAdv. use -Aor. -l.sg. 

"I use tea as medicine" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 15. Reference 

This notion is expressed by either one of two postpositions: hakkmda 
(inflected for third person singular and the locative case) or the 
somewhat antiquated dair, both meaning 'about'; the latter postposition 
assigns the dative, while the former assigns the genitive to pronominal 
objects while taking bare objects that are fully lexical: 

(841) a. Hasan ban -a bu olay hakkmda bir fIkra 
Hasan I -Dat. this incident aoout an anecdote 

anlat -h 
tell -Past 

"Hasan told me an anecdote about this incident" 

(841) b. Hasan ban -a bu olay -a dair bir &kra 
Hasan I -Dat. this incident -Oat. aoout an anecdote 

anlat -h 
tell -Past 

"Hasan told me an anecdote about this incident" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 16. Essive 

The same construction used for expressing the notion of function (cf. 
2. 1. 1. 4. 14.) is used here, as well: 

(842) (ben) Boston -da gazeteci 01 -arak bulun -du -m 
I Boston -Loc. journalist be -MAdv. was -Past -l.sg. 

"I was in Boston as a journalist" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 17. Translative 

One of the constructions used for object complements of copular 
constructions (cf. 2. 1. 1. 2. 11.) is also used here within the gerundive 
construction used for the essive: 
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(843) ben -i Boston -a gameci 01 -arak yolla -dl -lar 
I -Acc. Boston -Dat. journalist be -MAdv. send -Past -3.pI. 
"They sent me to Boston as a journalist" 

2. 1. 1.4. 18. Part-whole 

This notion is expressed by using the regular possessive noun phrase 
construction (cf. 2. 1. 1. 4. 6.): 

(844) a. kopeg -in kafa -SI 

dog -Gen. head -3.sg. 
"the head of the dog" 

(844) b. agac -m govde -si 
tree -Gen. trunk -3.sg. 
"the trunk of the tree" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 19. Partitive 

2. 1. 1. 4. 19. 1. Partitive numeral 

There are two constructions involving the partitive numeral. They share 
the property of exhibiting the numeral in head (i.e. final) position of the 
construction; the preceding nominal is in the genitive case in one 
construction and in the ablative case in the other. In the genitive 
construction, the head numeral is suffixed with a nominal agreement 
marker43: 

(845) a. <;ocuk -lar -m iki -si 
child -pI. -Gen. two -3.sg. 
"two of the children" 

(845) b. elma -lar -m iki -si 
apple -pI. -Gen. two -3.sg. 
"two of the apples" 

In the ablative construction, the numeral can also form the head of the 
construction by itself, as in the genitive construction; this is shown in 
(846)a and (846)b: 

(846) a. <;ocuk -lar -dan iki -si 
child -pI. -AbI. two -3.sg. 
"two of the children" 

(846) b. elm a -lar -dan iki -si 
apple -pI. -AbI. two -3.sg. 
"two of the apples" 
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Here, too, the numeral is followed by nominal agreement suffixes. 

In addition, the ablative construction has a second version where the 
ablative element modifies a classifier-like element; for persons, this will 
be ~i 'person', and for non-animates, this element is tane 'item'. This is 
illustrated in (846)c and (846)d: 

(846) c. ~ocuk -lar -dan iki ki~i 
child -pI. -AbI. two person 
"two of the children" 

(846) d. elma -lar -dan iki tane 
apple -pI. -Abl. two item 
"two of the apples" 

This construction involving classifiers has no agreement markers and is 
not available where the modifier is marked with the genitive rather than 
the ablative case. 

2. 1. 1.4. 19. 2. Nonpartitive numeral 

(847) a. iki ~ocuk 
two child 
"two children" 

(847) b. iki elma 
two apple 
"two apples" 

The nonpartitive numeral, in contrast to the partitive numeral, precedes 
the noun it modifies; in other words, the nonpartitive numeral is a 
modifier rather than a head. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 19. 3. Partitive quantifier 

(848) a. ~ocuk -lar -m bazl -larl 
child -pI. -Gen. some -3. pI. 
"some of the children" 

(848) b. ~ocuk -lar -dan bazl -larl 
child -pI. -AbI. some -3. pI. 
"some of the children" 

The partitive quantifier, just like the partitive numeral, forms the head 
(which is phrase-final) of the construction and carries a nominal 
agreement suffix. 
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2. 1. 1. 4. 19. 4. Nonpartitive quantifier 

(849) a. bazl <;ocuk -lar 
some child -pI. 
"some children" 

(849) b. biraz fbir miktar peynlr 
a little f an amount cheese 
"some cheese" 

The nonpartitive quantifier, just like the nonpartitive numeral, precedes 
the noun it quantifies and is thus not a head of the construction, in 
contrast to the partitive quantifier. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 19. 5. Partitive negative quantifier 

(850) a. <;ocuk -lar -m hi<;bir-i 
child -pI. -Gen. no+one -3.sg. 
"none of the children" 

(850) b. <;ocuk -lar -dan hi<;bir -i 
child -pI. -Abi. no+one -3.sg. 
"none of the children" 

(850) c. <;ocuk -lar -dan hi<;bir ki~i 
child -pI. -Abl. no+one person 
"none of the children" 

The partitive negative quantifier has a structure quite parallel to the 
partitive quantifier construction: the nominal is either in the genitive or 
in the ablative, and the negative quantifier forms the head of the 
construction and is suffixed with a nominal agreement marker. In 
addition, the ablative construction may have a classifier-like element 
follow the numeral, in which case no agreement suffix shows up. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 19. 6. Nonpartitive negative quantifier 

(851) a. hi<; -bir <;ocuk 
no -one child 
"no children" 

(851) b. hi<; peynir 
no cheese 
"no cheese" 

The nonpartitive negative quantifier, just like its non-negative 
counterpart, precedes the nominal element it modifies. The negative 
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quantifier for count nouns differs slightly from the negative quantifier 
for mass nouns: it includes bir 'one'. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 20. Price 

(852) bu kitab -1 be~ dolar -a al -dl -m 
this book -Acc. five dollar -Oat. buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for five dollars" 

The usual pattern for prices is to place the constituent designating the 
price in the dative case. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 21. Value 

(853) a. bu masa -nln deger-i 
this table -Gen. value -3.sg. 
"This table's value is five dollars" 

be~ dolar -du 
five dollar -Ep.Cop. 

(853) b. bu masa be~ dolar deger -in -de -dir 
this table five dollar value -3.sg. -Lac. -Ep.Cop. 
"This table has the value of five dollars" 

(853) c. be~ dolar -hk bir mas a 
five dollar -DerAdj a table 
"a table of five dollars" 

2.1. 1.4.22. [ijs~ce 

(854) iki mil yiirii -dii -m 
two mile walk -Past -l.sg. 
"I walked for two miles" 

The expression for distance is bare, without suffixes or particles. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 23. Extent 

(855) a. be~ yuz metre yiiksek -lig -m -de 
five hundred meter high -DerNom -CmpM -Lac. 

bir bina 
a building 

"a building five hundred meters high" 

(855) b. be~ yuz metre uzun -lug -un -da bir 
five hundred meter long -DerNom -CmpM -Lac. a 
"a fence five hundred meters long" 

<;it 
fence 

The notion of extent is expressed by a nominal compound in the locative 
case; the case marker is preceded by the compound marker. The 
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compound is headed by a derived nominal which consists of a 
dimensional adjective and the derived nominal marker -11K. The 
modifier of the compound is a measure expression. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 24. Concessive 

In addition to the construction illustrated in 1. 1.2.4.2.9., the concessive 
is expressed by the postposition ragmen, which assigns the dative case to 
its object: 

(856) Hasan yagmur -a ragmen konser -e git-ti 
Hasan ram -Oat. despite concert -Dat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to the concert despite the rain" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 25. Inclusion 

(857) a. Hasan dahll herkes gel -di 
Hasan including everybody come -Past 
"Everybody came, including Hasan" 

(857) b. Hasan dahil 01 -mak iizere herkes gel -di 
Hasan included be -Inf. being everybody come -Past 
"Everybody came, Hasan included" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 26. Exclusion 

Two widely used patterns to express exclusion are illustrated below. The 
first pattern, using hari~ 'excluding', follows the bare term of exclusion. 
The second pattern, using ba§ka 'other (than)', follows the term of 
exclusion placed in the ablative case: . 

(858) a. Hasan hari~ herkes gel -di 
Hasan excluding everybody come -Past 
"Everybody came, excluding Hasan" 

(858) b. Hasan -dan b3§ka herkes gel -di 
Hasan -Abl. other everybody come -Past 
"Everybody but Hasan came" ("Everybody came, other than Hasan") 

2. 1. 1. 4. 27. Addition 

The clearest way to express addition is by using the somewhat 
antiquated adverbial ilaveten, which is a borrowing from Arabic: 

(859) Hasan -a iIa veten ii<; ki~i gel -di 
Hasan -Oat. additionally three person come -Past 
"Three people came in addition to Hasan" 
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Some of the patterns otherwise expressing exclusion can also be used: 

(860) Hasan -dan b~ka i.i~ ki~i (daha) gel -di 
Hasan -Abl. other three person (more) come -Past 
"Three people came in addition to Hasan" 
("Other than Hasan, three (more) people came") 

2.1.1.4.28. Vocative 

Turkish has a vocative particle ey, corresponding to the English O. 
However, this particle is used only in poetry and in exalted speech: 

(861) ey TUrk gen~ -lig -if 
o Turkish young -DerNom -CmpM 
"0 Turkish youth!" 

In colloquial speech, the vocative is expressed by shifting the word 
accent to the previous syllable: 

(862) 
(862) 

, 
a. garson 
b ' , . garson. 

'waiter' 
"Waiter!" 

A third way of expressing the function of the vocative is by using the 
third person singular agreement suffix in empathy with someone else (to 
whom the agreement suffix refers). For example, a mother might address 
her husband as follows in the presence of her child: 

(863) baba -51! 

father -3.sg. 
"His / her father!" 

None of these forms is obligatory. 

2. 1. 1. 4. 29. Citation form 

The nominative singular is the general citation form for nouns. Titles for 
humans precede the full name (i.e. given name and surname) or the 
surname alone in citation (and address) forms: 

(864) a. Profesor / Doktor / Bay Hasan Kaya 
"Professor / Doctor / Mr Hasan Kaya" 

(864) b. Profesor /Doktor /Bayan Ay~e Kaya 
"Professor /Doctor /Ms Ay~e Kaya" 
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The citation {and address} form for personal names alone is different in 
that it follows the name; it also exhibits different items: 

(865) a Hasan Bey 
Hasan sir 
"Mr Hasan" 

(865) b. Ay~e Hamm 
Ay~e lady 
"Ms Ay~e" 

2. 1. 1. 4. 30. Label form 

The citation and address forms for full names illustrated in the previous 
subsection are used as label forms, as well. For shop fronts, the 
appropriate professional designation can precede the name: 

(866) a. <::ilingir Hasan Kaya 
"Locksmith Hasan Kaya" 

(866) b. Terzi Ay~e Kaya 
"Tailor / seamstress Ay~e Kaya" 

2. 1. 1. 5. Local semantic functions 

Local semantic functions of the sort studied in this section are expressed 
in Turkish by a variety of means: case suffixes, postpositions, adverbially 
used nominalized forms of verbs {"converbs"} and combinations thereof. 
For many of these functions there are a number of periphrastic 
expressions, without there being anyone obvious lexical item. 

2. 1. 1. 5. 1. General 

At rest Motion to 

Locative case Dative case 
-DA -(y)A 
'at' 'to' 

(867) a. kitap masa -da 
book table -IDe. 
"The book is on the table" 

Motion from 

Ablative Case 
-DAn 
'from' 

(867) b. Hasan iiniversite -de oku -yor 
Hasan university -we. study -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan studies at the university" 

Motion past 

Secondary postposition 
yan (side) 
'past' 
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(867) c. Hasan kapl -da 
Hasan door -we. 
"Hasan is at the door" 

(868) Hasan Ankara -ya git -ti 
Hasan Ankara -Dat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to Ankara" 

(869) Hasan Ankara -dan gel 
Hasan Ankara -Abl. come 
"Hasan came from Ankara" 

-di 
-Past 

(870) kilise -nin yan -In -dan ge~ -ti -m 
church -Gen. side -3. sg. -Abl. pass -Past -l.sg. 
"I went past the church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 2. Proximate 

At rest 

yan-m -da 
side-3.sg.-Loc. 

yakln-In -da 
near-3.sg.-Loc. 

Motion to 

yan -ill -a 
side-3.sg.-Dat. 

yakln-ln -a 
near -3.sg.-Dat. 

Motion from 

yan-m -dan 
side-3.sg.-Abl. 

yakIn-ln -dan 
near -3.sg.-Abl. 

Motion past 

yan -In -dan 
side-3.sg.-Abl. 

yakln-In -dan 
near -3.sg.-Abl. 

bitiiiig -in -de 
adjacent-3.sg.-Loc. 
'near (to)' 

bitiiiig -in -e bitiiiig -m -den bitiiiig -in -den 
adjacent-3.sg.-Dat. adjacent-3.sg.-Abl. adjacent-3.sg.-Abl. 
'near' 'from near' 'near' 

(871) ev -im kilise -nin yan -m -da 
house -l.sg. church -3.sg. side -3.sg. -Loc. 
"My house is next to the church" 

(872) (biz) kilise -nin yan -m -a taii1n 
we church -Gen. side -3.sg. -Dat. move 
"We will move near the church" 

(873) Hasan kilise 
. 

-dan gel -nln yan -m 
Hasan church -Gen. side -3.sg. -Abl. come 
"Hasan is coming from near the church" 

(874) Hasan kilise 
. 

yakIn -lar -dan -nln -m 
Hasan church -Gen. near -pI. -3.sg. -Abl. 

ge~ -erek biz -e gel -ecek 
pass -MAdv. we -Dat. come -Fut. 

"Hasan will come to us, passing near the church" 

'V 

-acag -IZ 

-Fut. -l.pl. 

-lyor 
-Pr.Prog. 

Note that the version using yakm 'near' can be used either in the singular 
or in the plural. 
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2. 1. 1. 5. 3. Interior 

At rest 

i~ -in -de 
inside-3.sg.-Loc. 
'in(side}' 

Motion to 
. . 
I~ -ill ~ 

inside-3 .sg . -Oat. 
'in(to}' 

Motion from 

i~ -in -den 
inside-3.sg.-Abl. 
'out of' 

Motion past 

i~ -in -den 
inside-3.sg.-Abi. 
'through' 

(875) kilise -nin i~ -ill -de mozaik var 
church -Gen. interior -3.sg. -Loc. mosaIC exist 
"There are mosaics inside the church" 

(876) kilise 
. . . 

-nin I~ -ill ~ 

church -Gen. inside -3.sg. -Oat. 
gir ~ -me -di -k 
enter -Abil. -Neg. -Past -1.pI. 

"We were unable to enter inside the church" 

(877) kilise -nin I~ -in -den 9k -a -rna -di -k 
church -Gen. inside -3.sg. -Abl. exit -Abil. -Neg. -Past -1.pI. 
"We were unable to come out of the church" 
("We were unable to leave the inside of the church") 

(878) kilise -nin i~ -in -den ge~ -erek bah~e -ye 
church -Gen. inside -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. garden -Oat. 

9k -b -k 
exit -Past -l.sg. 

"We entered the garden, going through (the inside of) the church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 4. Exterior 

At rest 

(hemen) dI~ -In -da 
(immediately) outside-3.sg.-Loc. 
'outside' 

Motion from 

(hemen) ~ -In -dan 
(immediately) outside-3.sg.-Abi. 
'away from' 

Motion to 

(hemen) dI~ -In -a kadar 
(immediately) outside-3.sg.-0at. up to 
'up to' 

Motion past 

(hemen) ~ -In -a (deg -erek) 
(immediately) outside-3.sg.-0at. (touch-MAdv.) 
'past' 

(879) mezarhk kilise -nin (hemen) ~ -ill -da 
cemetery church -Gen. immediately outside -3.sg. 
"The cemetery is (immediately) outside the church" 

(880) araba kilise -nin (hemen) ~ -ill -a 

-Loc. 

car church -Gen. immediately outside -3.sg. -Oat. 
kadar gid -ip dur -du 
up to go -and stand -Past 

"The car drove up to the outside of the church and stopped" 
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(881) araba kilise -nln (hemen) cI1§ -m -dan 
car church -Gen. immediately outside -3.sg. -Abl. 

hareket et -ti 
motion do -Past 

"The car started from (the immediate outside of) the church" 

(882) araba kilise -nin (hemen) cI1§ -m -a 
car church -Gen. immediately outside -3.sg. -Dat. 

deg -erek ge«;-ti 
touch -MAdv. pass -Past 

"The car passed by, touching the (immediate outside of the) church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 5. Anterior 

At rest Motion to 

on -un -de 
front -3.sg.-Loc. 
'in front of' 

.. .. on -un -e 
front-3.sg.-Dat. 
'to the front of 

Motion from 

on -lin -den 
front-3.sg.-Abl. 
'from the front of 

Motion past 

on -un -den (ge«; -erek) 
front-3.sg.-Abl. (pass-MAdv.) 
'(passing) in front of 

(883) mezarhk kilise -nln on -un 
cemetery church -Gen. front -3.sg. 
"The cemetery is in front of the church" 

-de 
-Loc. 

(884) araba kilise -nin on -lin -e gid -lP 
car church -Gen. outside -3.sg. -Dat. go -and 

dur -du 
stand -Past 

"The car drove up to the front of the church and stopped" 

(885) araba kilise -nin on -un -den hareket et -ti 
car church -Gen. front -3.sg. -Abl. motion do -Past 
"The car started from the front of the church" 

(886) araba kilise -nin on -un -den ge«; -erek 
car church -Gen. front -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

yol -un -a devam et -ti 
way -3.sg. -Dat. continue -Past 

"The car continued on its way, passing in front of the church" 
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2. 1. 1. 5. 6. Posterior 

At rest Motion to Motion from Motion past 

arka -SIn -da arka -SIn -a arka -SIn -dan arka-sln -dan 
back-3.sg. -Loc. back-3.sg.-0at. back-3.sg.-Abl. back-3.sg.-Abl. 
'behind' 

(887) 

'behind' 'from behind' 

mezarhk kilise -nin arka -sm 
cemetery church -Gen. back -3.sg. 
"The cemetery is in back of the church" 

-da 
-Loc. 

'behind' 

(888) araba kilise -nin arka -sm -a gid -IP dur -du 
car church -Gen. back -3.sg. -Oat. go -and stand -Past 
"The car drove up to the back of the church and stopped" 

(889) araba kilise -nin arka -sm -dan hareket et -ti 
car church -Gen. back -3.sg. -Abl. motion do -Past 
"The car started from the back of the church" 

(890) araba kilise -nin arka -sm -dan ge~ -erek 
car church -Gen. back -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

yol -un -a devam et -ti 
way -3.sg. -Oat. continue -Past 

"The car continued on its way, passing in back of the church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 7. Superior 

At rest Motion to 

uzer -ill -de 
above-3.sg.-Loc. 
'above / over' 

uzer -m -e. 
above-3.sg.-0at. 
'above' 

Motion from 

uzer -ill -den 
above-3.sg.-Abl. 
'from above' 

(891) lamba masa -nln fuer -in -de 
lamp table -Gen. above -3.sg. -Loc. 
"The lamp is above the table" 

(892) lamba -yl masa -run uzer -in 
lamp -Acc. table -Gen. above -3.sg. 
"I hung the lamp above the table" 

Motion past 

uzer -In -den 
above-3.sg.-Abl. 
'over' 

-e as -h -m 
-Oat. hang -Past -l.sg. 

(893) lamba masa -nln uzer -in -den yer -e d~-ill 
lamp table -Gen. above -3.sg. -Abl. floor -Oat. fall -Past 
"The lamp fell from above the table onto the floor" 

(894) u<;ak ada -run fuer -in -den ge~ -erek 
plane island -Gen. above -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

yol -un -a devam et -ti 
way -3.sg. -Oat. continue -Past 

"The plane continued on its way, passing above the island" 
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2. 1. 1. 5. 8. Superior-Contact 

The item iizer- 'above', used in the previous subsection, can also be used 
in the sense studied in the present subsection. Conversely, the item list 
'top, top surface' can also be used in the sense of 'above', appropriate to 
the previous subsection. 

At rest 

us t -un -de 
top-3.sg.-Loc. 

Motion to 

us t -un -e 
top-3.sg. -Dat. 
'on(to)' 

Motion from 

ust -tin -den 
above -3.sg.-Abl. 
'off 'on' 

(895) siiIahi masa -nln tist-un 
pitcher table -Gen. top -3.sg. 
"The pitcher is on the table" 

-de 
-Loe. 

Motion past 

ust -tin -den 
above -3.sg.-Abl. 
'over' 

(896) surahi -yi masa -run tist -tin -e koy -du -m 
pitcher -Ace. table -Gen. top -3.sg. -Dat. put -Past -l.sg. 
"I put the pitcher on the table" 

(897) surahi masa -nln ust -tin -den yer -e d~-til 
pitcher table -Gen. top -3.sg. -Abl. floor -Dat. fall -Past 
"The pitcher fell from the top of the table onto the floor" 

(898) ow -yii mas a -nln ust -tin -den ~ek -erek 
tablecloth -Ace. table -Gen. top -3.sg. -Abl. pull -MAdv. 

silkele -di -m 
shake -Past -l.sg. 

"I pulled the tablecloth from (along) the table and shook (it)" 

2.1.1.S.Ba. Surface 

The two lexical items iizer- 'above' and iist 'top', illustrated in the two 
previous subsections, also mean 'top surface' and can thus be used for 
the purposes of the present subsection, as well. 

2. 1. 1. 5. 9. Inferior 

At rest 

alt -m -da 
under-3.sg.-Loc. 
'below / under' 

Motion from 

alt -m -dan 
under-3.sg.-Abl. 
'from under' 

Motion to 

alt -m-a 
under-3.sg.-Dat. 
'below / under' 

Motion past 

alt -m -dan (ge~ -erek) 
under-3.sg.-Abl. (pass-MAdv.) 
'under' 
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(899) hah masa -nin alt -m -da 
carpet table -Gen. under -3.sg. -Loc. 
"The carpet is on the table" 

(900) hah -)'1 masa -run alt -m-a 

(90l) 

carpet -Ace. table -Gen. underside -3.sg. -Dat. 
koy -du -ill 

put -Past -l.sg. 
"I put the carpet under the table" 

kopek masa -nin alt -m -dan tist 
dog table -Gen. underside -3.sg. -Abl. top 

SlC;ra -di 
leap -Past 

"The dog leapt on me from under the table" 

-urn 
-l.sg. 

(902) gemi koprii -niin alt -m -dan ge<; -erek 
ship bridge -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

yol -un -a devam et -ti 
way -3.sg. -Dat. continue -Past 

"The ship continued on its way, passing under the bridge" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 10. Inferior-Contact 

-e 
-Dat. 

There is no set expression to express inferior contact. The constructions 
of the previous subsection would need to be used, along with verbs like 
deg 'touch'; e.g. 

(903) geInl koprii -nun alt -m -a deg -di 
ship bridge -Gen. under -3.sg. -Dat. touch -Past 
"The ship touched the underside of the bridge" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 11. Lateral · 

At rest Motion to Motion from Motion past 

yan -In -da yan-In -a yan -In -dan yan-m -dan (ge<; -erek) 
side-3.sg.-Loc. side-3.sg.-Dat. side-3.sg.-Abl. side-3.sg.-AbI. (pass-MAdv.) 
'beside' 'beside' 'from beside' 

, 
past' 

Examples similar to those seen in 2. 1. 1. 5. 2. can be used to illustrate: 

(904) kilise 
. 

-da ev -nn -nin yan -m 
house -l.sg. church -3.sg. side -3.sg. -Loc. 
"M y house is next to the church" 

(905) (biz) kilise 
. 

ta~)ln 
v -run yan -m -a -acag -IZ 

we church -Gen. side -3.sg. -Dat. move -Fut. -l.pI. 
"We will move next to the church" 
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(906) Hasan kilise -nin yan -m -dan gel 
Hasan church -Gen. side -3.sg. -Abl. come 
"Hasan is coming from next to the church" 

. 
-lyor 
-Pr.Prog. 

(907) Hasan kilise -nin yan -m -dan ge~ -erek 
Hasan church -Gen. side -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

biz -e gel -ecek 
we -Oat. come -Put. 

"Hasan will come to us, passing next to the church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 12. Lateral-Contact 

There is no set expression for the notion of lateral contact. A variety of 
periphrastic constructions can be used, usually involving the verbs deg 
or dokun 'touch'; e.g.; 

(908) rehber duvar -a deg -erek yiirii-dii 
guide wall -Oat. touch -MAdv. walk -Past 
"The guide walked touching (alongside) the wall" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 13. Citerior 

At rest Motion to Motion from 

bu taraf bu taraf-a bu taraf-tan 
this side this side -Dat. this side -AbI. 
'on this side of 'to this side of' 'from this side of' 

Motion past 

bu taraf-ta 
this side -Loc. 
'on this side of 

(909) ev -im kilise -nin bu taraf -m -da 

(910) 

house -l.sg. church -3.sg. this side -3.sg. 
"My house is on this side of the church" 

-Loc. 

(biz) kilise -nin bu taraf -m -a ta~ln -acag 
we church -Gen. . this side -3.sg. -Oat. move -Put. 
"We will move to this side of the church" 

-lZ 

-l.pI. 

(911) Hasan kilise -nin bu taraf -m -dan gel -lyor 
Hasan church -Gen. this side -3.sg. -Abl. come -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is coming from this side of the church" 

(912) Hasan kilise -nin bu taraf -m -da yiirii -yor 
Hasan church -Gen. this side -3.sg. -Abl. walk -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is walking on this side of the church" 

This notion is often expressed periphrastically for the sake of clarity, 
modifying the word taraf 'side', to make clear the relation to a vantage 
point; typically, this is done by constructing a relative clause modifying 
taraf 'side'. One example corresponding to (909) is given below: 
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(913) ev -lffi kilise -nln biz -e bak-an 
house -1.sg. church -3.sg. we -Oat. lad< -SbjP 

taraf -m -da 
side -3.sg. -Loc. 

"My house is on the side of the church closer to us (looking at us)" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 14. Gterior-Contact 

There is no set expression for this notion. Periphrastic constructions 
using the adjective biti~ik 'adjacent, contiguous; attached' can be used, 
along with the constructions illustrated in the previous subsection. 
Examples for such combinations, corresponding to (909) and (913), are 
offered below: 

(914) ev -lffi lolise -nln bu taraf -m -m 
house -1.sg. church -3.sg. this side -3.sg. -Gen. 

biti~ig 
. 

-de -m 
adjacency -3.sg. -Loc. 

"My house is adjacent to this side of the church" 

(915) ev -im kilise -nin biz -e bak-an 
house -1.sg. church -3.sg. we -Oat. lad< -SbjP 

taraf -m -a biti~ik 
side -3.sg. -Oat. adjacent 

"My house is adjacent to the side of the church closer to us (looking at 
us)" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 15. Ulterior 

At rest Motion to Motion from 
ote -sin -de ote -sin -e ote -sin -den 
beyond-3.sg.-Loc. beyond-3.sg.-Dat. beyond-3.sg.-Abl. 
'beyond' '(towards) beyond' 'from beyond' 

Motion past 
ote -sin -den 
beyond-3.sg.-Abl. 
'beyond' 

(916) ev -im l<ilise -nin ote -sin -de 
house -1.sg. church -3.sg. beyond -3.sg. -Loc. 
"My house is beyond the church" 

(917) (biz) kilise -nin ote -sin -e ta~ln 

we church -Gen. beyond -3.sg. -Oat. move 
"We will move to beyond the church" 

v -acag -IZ 

-Fut. -1.pI. 

(918) Hasan kilise -nin ote -sin -den gel -lyor 
Hasan church -Gen. beyond -3.sg. -Abl. come -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is coming from beyond the church" 
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(919) Hasan kilise -nin ate -SIn -den ge~ -erek 
Hasan church -Gen. beyond -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

biz -e gel -ecek 
we -Dat. come -Fut. 

"Hasan will come to us, passing beyond the church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 16. Ulterior-contact 

At rest Motion to 

abtir yan-In -da 
other side-3.sg.-Loc. 
kar~I -SIn -da 
across-3.sg. -Loc. 
'on the other side of / across' 

abur yan -In -a 
other side-3.sg.-Dat. 
kar~I -sm -a 
across-3.sg.-Dat. 
'across' 

Motion past 

abur yan -In -da{n} 

Motion from 

abur yan -In -dan 
other side-3.sg.-Abl. 
kar~I -SIn -dan 
across-3.sg. -Abi. 
'from across' 

other side-3.sg.-Loc. / {-Abl.} 
kar~I -sm -da{n} 
across-3.sg.-Loc. / {-AbI.} 

(920) 

'on the other side of' 

ev -lffi kilise -nin kar~I -sm 
house -l.sg. church' -3.sg. across -3.sg. 
"My house is across from the church" 

-da 
-Loc. 

(921) {biz} kilise -nin kar~I -sm -a ta~In -acag 
we church -Gen. across -3.sg. -Dat. move -Fut. 

"We will move across the church" 

(922) Hasan kilise -run ka~I -sm -dan gel -Iyor 

-IZ 

-l.pI. 

Hasan church -Gen. across -3.sg. -Abl. come 
"Hasan is coming from across the church" 

-Pr.Prog. 

(923) Hasan kilise -nin kar~I -SIn -dan ge~ -erek 
Hasan church -Gen. across -3.sg. -Abl. pass -MAdv. 

biz -e gel -ecek 
we -Dat. come -Fut. 

"Hasan will come to us, passing across the church" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 17. Medial (2) 

At rest Motion to 

ara -SIn -da ara -sm-a 
interval-3.sg.-Loc. interval-3.sg.-Dat. 
'between' 'between' 

Motion from 

ara -SIn -dan 
interval-3.sg.-Abl. 
'from between' 

Motion past 

ara -SIn -da 
interval-3.sg.-Loc. 
'between' 
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(924) bah~e kilise -yle ev -UnIZ -in ara -sm-cia 
garden church -and house -l.pI. -Gen. interval -3.sg. -Loc. 
"The garden is between the church and our house" 

(925) kalem -i kitap -la daktilo -nun 
pencil -Acc. book -and typewriter -Gen. 

ara -sm -a koy -cIu -m 
interval -3.sg. -Oat. put -Past -l.sg. 

"I put the pencil between the book and the typewriter" 

(926) Hasan kilise -yle ev -lffilZ -in ara -sm -dan 
Hasan church -and house -l.pI. -Gen. across -3.sg. -Abl. 

(927) 

<;Ika -gel -di 
exit -come -Past 

"Hasan appeared suddenly between the church and our house" 

Hasan bah~e -yle plaj -m ara -sm 
Hasan garden -and beach -Gen. interval -3.sg. 

ko~ -uyor 
run -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan is running between the garden and the beach" 

-cia 
-Loc. 

2.1.1.5. 18. ~edUal(3+) 

For this notion, the same constructions can be used as in the previous 
subsection. 

2. 1. 1. 5. 19. Circumferential 

At rest Motion to Motion from Motion past 

etraf -In -da 
sides-3.sg.-Loc. 
'around' 

(928) Hasan gal -un etraf -m -cia k~ -uyor 
Hasan lake -Gen. sides -3.sg. -Loc. run -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is running around the lake" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 20. Citerior-anterior 

At rest 

kar~1 -sm-cIa 
opposite-3.sg.-Loc. 
'opposite' 

Motion to 

kar~1 -sm-a 
opposite-3.sg.-0at. 
'opposite' 

Motion from 

ka~1 -sm -dan 
opposite-3.sg.-Abi. 
'from opposite' 

(929) park ev -lffilZ -in ka~1 -sm -cia 

Motion past 

kar~l -sm-cIa 
opposite-3.sg.-Loc. 
'on the other 
side from' 

park house -1. pI. -Gen. opposite -3.sg. 
"The park is opposite our house" 

-Loc. 
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(930) \adu -1 ev -lffilZ -in ka~1 -sm -a 
tent -Acc. house -l.pI. -Gen. opposite -3.sg. -Oat. 

kur -du -lar 
set up -Past -3.pI. 

"They set up the tent opposite our house" 

(931) Hasan ev -IIDlZ -in kar~1 -sm -dan 
Hasan house -l.pI. -Gen. opposite -3.sg. -AbI. 

\lka -gel -di 
exit -come -Past 

"Hasan appeared suddenly from opposite our house" 

(932) Hasan plaj -m kar~1 -sm -da ko~ -uyor 
Hasan beach -Gen. opposite -3.sg. -Loc. run -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is running on the other side of the beach" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 21. Interior (long object) 

Motion past 

bir ba~ -m -dan obfu ba~ -m -a; 
on head-3.sg.-AbI. other head-3.sg.-0at. 
'through/ along (from beginning to end)' 

boy -dan boy -a 
length-AbI. length-Oat. 
'from end to end' 

(933) tren -in bir ba~. -m -dan obfu ba~ -m -a 
train -Gen. one head -3.sg. -AbI. other head -3.sg. -Oat. 

yiirii -dii -k 
walk -Past -l.pI. 

"We walked through (along) the train" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 22. Exterior (long object) 

Motion past 

uzunlamaslna; boyunca 
lengthwise 
'past / along' 

(934) sahil boyunca yiirii -dii -m 
shore along walk -Past -l.sg. 
"I walked along the shore" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 23. Superior (long object) 

Motion past 

iizer -in -den 
above-3.sg.-Abl. 
'along (above)' 

( uzunlamaslna) 
(lengthwise) 
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(935) ku~ -lar tren ray -lar -m -m uzer -m -den 
bird -pI. train track -pI. -CmpM -Gen. above -3.sg. -Abl. 

(uzunlamaslna) u\ -uyor -lar 
(lengthwise) fly -Pr.Prog. -3.pI. 

"The birds are flying (lengthwise) above the train tracks" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 24. Superior-contact (long object) 

Motion past 

ust -un -de (uzunlamaslna) 
top-3.sg.-Loc. (lengthwise) 
, along (on top of)' 

(936) karinca -lar yer -de -ki kutiig-un 
ant -pI. ground -Loc. -Rel.Cl. trunk -Gen. 

ust -Un -de (uzunlamaslna) yiirii -yor -lar 
top -3.sg. -Loc. (lengthwise) walk -Pr.Prog. -3.pl. 

"The ants are walking (lengthwise) on top of the (tree) trunk on the 
ground" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 24a. Surface (long object) 

Motion past 

-DA / -DAn; ust -un -de(n) 
-Loc. / -Abl.; top-3.sg.-Loc. / (-Abl.) 
'along' 

(937) yara -h kopek sokak -ta siiriin -uyor 
wound -with dog street -Loc. crawl -Pr.Prog. 
"The wounded dog is crawling on / along the street" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 25. Inferior (long object) 

Motion past 

alt -In -da(n) 
under-3.sg.-Loc. / (-Abi. ) 
'along (under)' 

( uzunlamaslna) 
(lengthwise) 

(938) kostebek born -nun alt -m -dan (uzunlamaslna) 
mole pipe -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. (lengthwise) 

ge\ -ti 
pass -Past 

"The mole passed (lengthwise) under the pipe" 
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2. 1. 1. 5. 26. Inferior-contact (long object) 

Motion past 

There is no set expression for this notion. The same construction as in the 
previous subsection can be used here. It is also possible to specify the 
contact by using verbs like deg or dokun 'touch':' 

(939) kostebek born -nun alt -ID -dan deg -erek 
mole pipe -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. touch -MAdv. 

(uzunlamaslna) ge<; -ti 
(lengthwise) pass -Past 

"The mole passed (lengthwise) under the pipe, touching (it)" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 27. Interior (long object at right angles to its length) 

Motion past 

i<; -in -de kar~1 -dan kar~1 -ya; i<; -in -de en -ID -e 
inside-3.sg.-Loc. across-Abl. across-Dat.; inside-3.sg.-Loc. width-3.sg.-Dat. 
'through/ across' 

(940) 1~<;1 tUnel -in 1<; -in -de kar~1 -dan 
worker tunnel -Gen. inside -3.sg. -Loc. across -Abl. 
ka~1 -ya ge<; -ti 
across -Dat. pass -Past 

"The worker crossed the tunnel (at right angles to its length)" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 28. Superior (long object at right angles to its length) 

Motion past 

fuer -in -den 
above-3.sg.-Abl. 
'over' 

(941) Hasan <;it -m uzer-in 
Hasan fence -Gen. above -3.sg. 
"Hasan jumped over the fence" 

-den atla -dl 
-Abl. jump -Past 

2. 1. 1. 5. 29. Superior-contact (long object at right angles to its length) 

Motion past 

The same expression can be used as in the previous subsection. To 
emphasize the notion of contact, periphrastic expressions employing the 
verbs deg or dokun 'touch' can be used: 
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(942) Hasan «;it 
.. -den deg -erek -m uzer -m 

Hasan fence -Gen. above -3.sg. -Abl. touch -MAdv. 
atla -dl . 

-Past JUffiP 
"Hasan jumped over the fence, touching (it)" 

2. 1. 1. 5. 29a. Surface (long object at right angles to its length) 

The same expressions as in the two previous subsections can be used. 

2. 1. 1. 6. Location in time 

2. 1. 1. 6. 1. General 

The locative case suffix -DA, typically used to convey spatial location, is 
often used to mark time expressions, as well. However, not all time 
expressions are so marked, as shown below. 

2. 1. 1. 6. 1. 1. Time of day 

(943) a Hasan (saat) yedi -de uyan 
Hasan (hour) seven -IDc. awake 
"Hasan woke up at seven o'clock" 

-dl 
-Past 

(944) a. Hasan (saat) yedi bu<;uk -ta uyan -dl 
Hasan (hour) seven half -Loe. awake -Past 
"Hasan woke up at half past seven" 

(945) a. Hasan yedi -yi <;eyrek g~ -e uyan -dl 

(946) 

(947) 

Hasan seven -Ace. quarter pass -Ger. awake -Past 
"Hasan woke up at a quarter past seven" 

a. Hasan yedi -yi on g~ -e uyan 
Hasan seven -Ace. ten pass -Ger. awake 
"Hasan woke up at ten past seven" 

a. Hasan yedi -ye on kal -a uyan 
Hasan seven -Dat. ten remain -Ger. awake 
"Hasan woke up at ten to seven" 

-dl 
-Past 

-dl 
-Past 

As these examples illustrate, the full and half hours are expressed by 
using the locative suffix. Other time expressions use gerundive forms of 
the verbs ge~ 'past' and kal 'remain' to express minutes past and minutes 
to the full hour, respectively. 

In official usage, time expressions use number designations around the 
24-hour clock; the minutes are stated according to the full hour past; 
only the locative is used: 
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(944) b. Hasan (saat) on -dokuz -otuz -da uyan -dl 
Hasan (hour) ten -nine -thirty -Loc. awake -Past 
"Hasan woke up at half past seven p.m." ("Hasan woke up at 19.30") 

(945) b. Hasan on -dokuz -on -be~ -te uyan 
Hasan ten -nine -ten -five -Loc. awake 
"Hasan woke up at quarter past seven p.m." 
("Hasan woke up at 19.15") 

(947) b. Hasan on -sekiz -elIi -de uyan -dl 
Hasan ten -eight -fifty -Loc. awake -Past 

-dl 
-Past 

"Hasan woke up at ten to seven p.m." ("Hasan woke up at IB.50") 

All of the examples in this subsection seen so far illustrate the usage of 
time expressions when used adverbially. The following set of examples 
show the use of the same expressions as predicates: 

(943) c. saat yedi 
hour seven 
"It is seven 0' clock" 

(944) c. saat yedi bu<;uk 
hour seven half 
"It is half past seven" 

(945) c. yedi -yi \eyrek g~ -iyor 
seven -Acc. quarter pass -Pr.Prog. 
"It is a quarter past seven" 

(946) c. yedi -yi on g~ -iyor 
seven -Acc. ten pass -Pr .Prog. 
"It is ten past seven" 

(947) c. yedi -ye on var 
seven -Oat. ten exist 
"It is ten to seven" 

The full and half hour expressions, used predicatively, are copular 
sentences. In the present tense, there is no overt copula. In the past 
tenses, the appropriate tense attaches to the time expression, as it would 
to any copular nominal or adjective. In the future tense, the auxiliary 01 
is used after the time expression, and the tense suffix is attached to the 
auxiliary. 

Where minutes past the full hour are expressed, the verb ~ 'pass' 
(which also shows up in the adverbial usage) is used and bears all 
appropriate tense suffixes, in the manner of any verbal predicate. 
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Where minutes before the full hour are expressed, the predicative verb is 
the existential var 'exist'. 

2. 1. 1. 6. 1. 2. Period of day 

(948) Hasan diin sabah ~ -m -e git 
Hasan yesterday morning work -3.sg. -Oat. go 
"Hasan didn't go to work yesterday morning" 

(949) a. Hasan bu aqam opera -ya gid -ecek 
Hasan this evening opera -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Hasan will go to the opera this evening" 

-me -di 
-Neg. -Past 

As these examples show, time expressions referring to periods of the day 
are used in their bare forms, i.e. without attachment of case suffixes. 

It is also possible to use these expressions with the time adverbial suffix 
-leyin (which does not alternate, i.e. does not undergo Vowel Harmony): 

(949) b. Hasan aqam -leyin opera -ya gid -ecek 
Hasan evening -TAdv. opera -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Hasan will go to the opera this evening" 

Note that when the suffix for time adverbials is used, modification of the 
time expression is not possible. 

2. 1. 1. 6. 1. 3. Day of the week 

(950) Hasan ge\ -en Pazartesi (gUn -u ) Londra -ya 
Hasan past -SbjP Mmday (day -CmpM) London -Oat. 

git -ti 
go -Past 

"Hasan went to London last (day of) Monday" 

(951) Hasan (bu) Cuma (gUn -u ) opera -ya gid -ecek 
Hasan (this) Friday (day -CmpM) opera -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Hasan will go to the opera this (day of) Friday" 

As these examples show, time expressions referring to the days of the 
week are treated like expressions for the period of the day, i.e. they are 
used in their bare forms, without attachment of case suffixes. They can 
be optionally modified by demonstratives and relative clauses, and they 
can also optionally enter compounds with the head noun giin'day'. 
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2. 1. 1. 6. 1. 4. Month of the year 

(952) a. Hasan Agustos -ta Londra -ya gid -ecek 
Hasan August -Loc. London -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Hasan will go to London in August" 

(952) b. Hasan Agustos ay -In -da Londra -ya gid -ecek 
Hasan August month -CmpM -Loc. London -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Hasan will go to London in the month of August" 

(953) Hasan ge\ -en Agustos Londra -ya git -ti 
Hasan pass -SbjP August London -Oat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to London last August" 

As these examples show, time expressions referring to months have 
complex properties. When they are not modified by demonstratives or 
relative clauses, they have to bear the locative case suffix. Furthermore, 
they can also enter a compound construction with the head ay'month'. 
In the latter case, the locative suffix is attached to that head noun. When 
the term for the month is modified, however, it is preferable in the 
colloquial language to attach no case suffix. 

2. 1. 1. 6. 1. 5. Year 

The locative suffix is attached either to the number expression for the 
year directly, or to the head of the compound formed by the number 
expression and the head noun ytl 'year': 

(954) Hasan bin -dokuz -ytiz -doksan -be~ -te 
Hasan thousand -nine -hundred -ninety -five -Loc. 

Londra -ya git -ti 
London -Oat. go -Past 

"Hasan went to London in 1995" 

(955) Hasan 1995 Yll -In -da Londra -ya git -ti 
Hasan 1995 year -CmpM -loc. London -Oat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to London in the year of 1995" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 1. 6. Festivals 

Time expressions referring to festivals use the locative suffix: 

(956) kom~u -lar -lmlZ Paskalya -da Berlin-e 
neighbor -pI. -l.pI. Easter -Loc. Berlin -Oat. 

gid -ecek -ler 
go -Fut. -3.pI. 

"Our neighbors will go to Berlin at Easter" 
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2.1.1.6.1.7. Seasons 

The locative is used for spring and autumn, while the suffix -In (the old 
instrumental) is used for summer and winter: 

(957) kom~u -lar -imiZ iIbahar -da Berlin-e 
neighbor -pI. -1.pI. spring -loco Berlin -Dat. 

gid -ecek -ler 
go -Fut. -3.pI. 

"Our neighbors will go to Berlin in spring" 

(958) kom~u -lar -imiZ yaz -In Berlin-e 
neighbor -pI. -1.pI. summer -OInst. Berlin -Oat. 

gid -ecek -ler 
go -Fut. -3.pI. 

"Our neighbors will go to Berlin in the summer" 

There is a second, rarely used expression for autumn: giiz. Used as an 
adverbial expression, this word takes the second type of suffix: 

(959) kom~u -lar -imiZ giiz -Un Berlin-e 
neighbor -pI. -1.pI. autumn -OInst. Berlin -Oat. 

gid -ecek -ler 
go -Fut. -3.pI. 

"Our neighbors will go to Berlin in autumn" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 2. Frequentative 

The frequentative is mostly expressed by using her 'every, each'; other 
possibilities are also illustrated. The tense most often found in this usage 
is the aorist. However, other tenses can also be used, if the notion of the 
frequentative is enforced by some time adverbial (e.g. all last week). 

2. 1. 1. 6. 2. 1. Time of day 

(960) a. Hasan her sabah (saat) yedi -de uyan -Ir 
Hasan evety morning (hour) seven -Loc. awake -Aor. 
"Hasan wakes up at seven o'clock in the mornings" 

Alternatively: 

(960) b. Hasan sabah -lar -I (saat ) yedi -de uyan -Ir 
Hasan morning -pI. -Adv. (hour) seven -Loc. awake -Past 
"Hasan wakes up at seven 0' clock in the mornings" 
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2. 1. 1. 6. 2. 2. Period of day 

(961) Hasan her sabah ~ -m -e gid-er 
Hasan every morning work -3.sg. 
"Hasan goes to work every morning" 

-Oat. go -Aor. 

Alternatively: 

(962) Hasan sa bah -lar -I ~ -in 
Hasan morning -pI. -Adv. work -3.sg. 
"Hasan goes to work every morning" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 2. 3. Day of the week 

-e gid-er 
-Oat. go -Aor. 

(963) Hasan her Pazartesi (glin -u ) Londra -ya gid-er 
Hasan every Mmday (day -CmpM) London -Oat. go -Aor. 
"Hasan goes to London every Monday" 

The locative cannot be used here. 

Alternatively: 

(964) Hasan Pazartesi -ler -i Londra -ya gid-er 
Hasan Moo.day -pI. -Adv. London -Oat. go -Aor. 
"Hasan goes to London every Monday" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 2. 4. Month of the year 

(965) a Hasan her Agustos (-ta ) Londra -ya gid-er 
Hasan every August (-Loc.) London -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Hasan goes to London every August" 

(965) b. Hasan her Agustos ay -In -da Londra -ya 
Hasan every August month -CmpM -Loc. London -Dat. 

gid -er 
go -Aor. 

"Hasan goes to London every month of August" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 2. 5. Year 

(966) Hasan her yd. Londra -ya gid-er 
Hasan every year London -Oat. go -Past 
"Hasan goes to London every year" 

The locative cannot be used here. 
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2. 1. 1. 6. 2. 6. Festivals 

Time expressions referring to festivals use the locative suffix: 

(967) a. kom~u -lar-lmlZ her Paskalya-da Berlin-e gid-er -ler 
neighbor-pl.-l.pl. eveIY Easter -Loc. Berlin-Oat. go -Aor.-3.pl. 
"Our neighbors go to Berlin every Easter" 

Alternatively: 

(967) b. kom~u -lar-lmlz Paskalya-lar -1 Berlin-e gid-er -ler 
neighbor -pl.-l.pl. Faster -pl -Adv. Berlin-Oat. go -Aor.-3.pl. 
"Our neighbors go to Berlin every Easter" 

2.1.1.6.2.7. Seasons 

(968) a. kom~u -lar-lmlZ her iIbahar(-da) Berlin-e gid-er -ler 
neighbor -pl.-l.pl. evelY spring (-Loc.) Berlin-Oat. go -Aor. -3.pl. 
"Our neighbors go to Berlin every spring" 

Alternatively: 

(968) b. kom~u -lar-lmlz yaz -lar -1 Berlin-e gid-er -ler 
neighbor-pl.-l.pl. summer -pI. -Adv. Berlin-Oat. go -Aor. -3.pl. 
"Our neighbors go to Berlin every summer" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 3. Punctual-future 

(969) iki saat sonra don -eceg 
two hour after return -Fut. 
"I'll be back in two hours" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 4. Punctual-past 

. 
-un 
-l.sg. 

(970) iki saat once bura-da -y -dl-m 
two hour before here -Loc.-Cop.-Past-l.sg. 
"I was here two hours ago" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 5. Duration 
. 

(971) Londra -da iki yIi ya~a-dl-m 
London-Loc. two year live -Past-l.sg. 
"I lived in London for two years" 

Note that the time expression is bare, without any suffixation. 
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Duration, together with purpose or intention, is expressed by suffixing 
the abstract noun marker -11k to the time expression, followed by the 
compound marker -(s)I(n) and the dative marker -(y)A: 

(972) bir hafta -1~ -In -a gel -di -ill 

one week -Abs.N. -CmpM -Oat. come -Past -l.sg. 
"I have come for one week" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 6. Anterior-duration-past 

(973) Salt -ya kadar yeni bir geli~ -me 01 -ma -dl 
Tuesday-Dat. until new a develop-ANom be-Neg.-Past 
"There was no new development until Tuesday" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 7. Anterior-duration-future 

(974) Salt -ya kadar yeni bir geli~ -me 01 -ma -yacak 
Tuesday-Dat. until new a develop-ANom be -Neg. -Fut. 
"There will be no new development until Tuesday" 

The only difference between this example and the previous one is in the 
tense: future in this example and past in the previous example. 

2. 1. 1. 6. 8. Posterior-duration-past 

(975) Salt -dan beri yeni bir geli~ -me 01 -ma -dl 
Tuesday-Abl. since new a develop -ANom be -Neg. -Past 
"There was no new development since Tuesday" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 9. Posterior-duration-future 

(976) Salt -dan sonra bura -da 01 -acag -lID 

Tuesday -Abl. after here -Loc. be -Fut. -l.sg. 
"I'll be here after Tuesday" 

(977) Salt -dan itibaren bura -da 01 -acag -lID 

Tuesday -Abl. frem ... on here -Loc. be -Fut. -l.sg. 
"I'll be here from Tuesday on" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 10. Anterior-general 

(978) Salt -dan once bura -da bulun -du -m 
Tuesday -Abl. before here -Loc. present -Past -l.sg. 
"I've been here previous to Tuesday" 
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2. 1. 1. 6. 11. Posterior-general 

(979) Sah -dan sonra bura-da 01 -acag-1m 
Tuesday-Abl. after here-Loco be-Fut. -l.sg. 
"I'll be here subsequent to Tuesday" 

See also 2. 1. 1. 6. 9. 

2. 1. 1. 6. 12. Point in period-past 

(980) a. Hasan son iki saat i~ -in -de bura-da -y -d1 
Hasan last two hour within-CmpM-Loc. here -Loc.-Cop.-Past 
"Hasan has been here within the last two hours" 

(980) b. Hasan son iki saat zarf -In -da bura-da -y -d1 
Hasan last two hour during -CmpM-Loc. here -Loc.-Cop.-Past 
"Hasan has been here within the last two hours" 

(981) son bir saat zarf -In -da be~ m~teri gel -di 
last one hour during-CmpM-Inc. five customer come-Past 
"Five customers came in the last hour" 

2. 1. 1. 6. 13. Point in period-future 

(982) 

(982) 

a. iki saat i~ -in -de don -eceg 
two hour within -CmpM -Inc. return -Fut. 
"I'll be back within (the next) two hours" 

b. iki saat g~ -me -den don -eceg 
two hour pass -Neg. -Abl. return -Fut. 
"I'll be back within (the next) two hours" 
("I'll be back before two hours have gone by") 

. 
-lffi 

-l.sg. 

2. 1. 1. 7. Double case marking 

-lffi 

-l.sg. 

Turkish has no double case marking. Nouns in an attributive 
relationship to another (head) noun in non-possessive noun phrases 
have no case marking at all; only the head noun in a noun phrase bears 
case morphology. In possessive noun phrases, the possessor bears 
genitive case morphology and does not exhibit case agreement with the 
head noun. 

(983) alan yiiziig -Urn -ii kaybet -ti -ill 

(984) 

gold ring -l.sg. -Ace. lose -Past -l.sg. 
"I lost my gold ring" 

ders kitab -1 -ill 

lessen book -CmpM -l.sg. 
"I lost my textbook" 

-I kaybet -ti -ill 

-Ace. lose -Past -l.sg. 



(985) Hasan -In kitab-m 
Hasan -Gen. book -3.sg. 
"I lost Hasan's book" 
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-1 kaybet -ti ;n 

-Ace. lose -Past -l.sg. 

2. 1. 1. 8. Marking of number in noun phrases 

2. 1. 1. 8. 1. Nominal number marking 

Turkish does have a number marking system in nouns. The system has a 
main singular-plural opposition. The dual is borrowed and survives in 
only three obsolete lexical items. Categories like trial and paucal are not 
expressed. 

2. 1. 1. 8. 1. 1. Singular-plural 

The number marking system is singular-plural. The singular is not 
marked overtly; the plural is marked with the suffix -JAr. All nouns 
behave similarly in this respect, i.e. there are no different classes of 
nouns with respect to singular-plural marking (with the exception of 
mass nouns, which usually do not pluralize). 

2. 1. 1. 8. 1. 2. Singular-dual-plural 

Turkish has no dual. However, the Arabic dual form for the accusative 
and genitive, the suffix -ayn, was borrowed into Ottoman and survives 
in three rather obsolete words: taraf-eyn 'the two sides; the two parties', 
and valid-eyn and ebev-eyn, both with the meaning 'the two parents'. 

2. 1. 1. 8. 2. Obligatoriness versus optionality of the nominal number 
systent 

The system of marking number is obligatory wherever number marking 
is possible (with the exception of nonreferential nouns, where plurality 
marking is optional if the noun is bare, i.e. if there is no determiner). In 
other words, there are syntactic contexts where, despite plural semantics 
of the noun phrase, the head noun cannot be marked for plurality. When 
the noun phrase has numeral modifiers or certain quantifiers as 
modifiers, the plural suffix cannot occur: 

(986) a. ~ ~ocuk 
five child 
"five children" 
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(986) , h. bi~ok c;ocuk 
many child 
"many children" 44 

On the other hand, some other quantifiers do require the presence of the 
plural suffix: 

(987) a. bazl c;ocuk -lar 
some child -pI. 
"some children" 

(987) h. biitiin c;ocuk -lar 
an child -pI. 
"all children" 

Thus, where plural marking is possible, as in (987), the marking is 
obligatorily present. However, if the noun phrase lacks a determiner and 
is also nonreferential, plurality marking is optional: 

(988) a. Hasan ~iir yaz -ar 
Hasan poem write -Aor. 
"Hasan writes poems (poetry)" 

(988) h. Hasan ~iir -ler yaz -ar 
Hasan poem -pI. write -Aor. 
"Hasan writes poems" 

2. 1. 1. 8. 3. Other means of indicating number 

As shown in the examples of (986), where plurality is not marked overtly 
via the plural suffix, there are numerals or other quantifiers that express 
the plural semantics of the noun phrase. 

2. 1. 1. 8. 4. Collective and distributive plurals 

Crystal (1991) defines the term collective as follows: "A term used in 
grammatical description to refer to a noun which denotes a group of 
entities, and which is formally differentiated from other nouns by a 
distinct pattern of number contrast (and, in some languages, 
morphologically)" (Crystal 1991: 61). He states that the distinctive 
characteristic of collective nouns is "their ability to co-occur in the 
singular with either a singular or a plural verb, this correlating with a 
difference of interpretation-the noun being seen as a single collective 
entity, or as a collection of individual entities ... " (Crystal 1991: 61). 
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In Turkish, collective nouns in the singular, when in subject position, 
cannot co-occur with a plural verb. Thus, they do not differ in this 
respect from any regular singular noun: 

(989) komite yanh~ bir karar ver -di 
committee wrong a decision give -Past 
"The committee made a wrong decision" 

In order to bring out the interpretation that a collection of individual 
entities rather than a single collective entity is meant, such individuals 
must be mentioned explicitly: 

(990) komite uye -ler -i yanh~ bir karar 
committee member -pI. -CmpM wrong a decision 

ver -di (-ler) 
give -Past (-3.pI.) 

"The members of the committee made a wrong decision" 

Note here that the overt marking of third person plural agreement on the 
verb is optional for an overtly plural subject. However, where the subject 
is overtly singular as with the collective noun in example (988), such 
overt plural agreement marking is not possible at all. 

Lewis (1975) points out the only morphological use of collectives in 
Turkish, namely with numerals denoting twins, triplets etc., formed by 
suffixing -(I)z: 

(991) Ay~e ~ -liz dog -ur -du 
Ay~e three -ColI. be born -Caus. -Past 
"Ay~e gave birth to triplets" 

However, these are not typical collective nouns. When these terms 
denote specific groups, they must exhibit the plural suffix; therefore, 
when in subject position, they can always co-occur with the plural suffix: 

(992) u<; -uz -ler nihayet lise -)'1 
three -ColI. -pI. finally high school -Acc. 

bit -ir -di (-ler) 
finish -Caus. -Past (-3.pl.) 

"The triplets have finally finished high school" 

As for distributives, the suffix -(~)Ar on numerals adds the meaning 
'each': 
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(993) bu kitap -lar -m fiyat-l 
this book -pI. -Gen. price -3.sg. 
"These books cost five dollars each" 

be~ -er dolar 
five -Dist. dollar 

Without the distributive suffix, the previous example would be 
ambiguous between a collective and a distributive reading, just as in 
English: 45 

(994) bu kitap -lar -m fiyat -1 be~ dolar 
this book -pI. -Gen. price -3.sg. five dollar 
"These books cost five dollars each" 
"These books cost five dollars" 

In other words, this example could mean that the joint price of the set 
consisting of these books is five dollars (the collective reading), or that 
each one of these books costs five dollars (the distributive reading). 

2. 1. 1. 8. 5. Singularization and pluralization of collective nouns 

Singularization of genuine collective nouns (e.g. hiikiimet 'government', 
komite 'committee', ordu 'army') is not possible. Some other collective 
nouns can also function as count nouns, however (e.g. polis 'police'), in 
which case they can be used in the singular: 

(995) polis ordu -ya yardlm et -ti 
police army -Dat. help do -Past 
"The police helped the army" 
"The policeman helped the army" 

This sentence is ambiguous between the police force helping the army 
(the collective reading) and a single policeman helping the army (the 
singular reading, with the lexical item functioning as a count noun). 

Collective nouns can have noncollective plurals. For example, ordu-lar 
'army-pI.' would refer to a number of armies, each one of which would 
be a collective noun. 

2. 1. 1. 8. 6. Various plural morphs 

The only native and productive plural suffix is -IAr, which undergoes 
changes according to Vowel Harmony. Since its vowel is non-high, it 
undergoes only backness harmony; in other words, the morpheme can 
alternate only between -ler and -lar, depending on the backness of the 
last vowel in the stem: 



(996) a. masa -Iar 
table -pI. 
"tables" 

(996) h. ~i~e -Ier 
bottle -pI. 
"bottles" 
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2. 1. 1. 8. 7. Number marking of foreign words 

Foreign words do not retain their native number marking in general; 
they are integrated into Turkish in their singular form and receive the 
regular plural suffix: 

(997) a 
(997) b. 
(997) c. 
(997) d. 
(997) e. 
(997) f. 
(997) g. 

frikik 
gol 
lokanta 
~antoz 
mektup 
biilbill 
piskopos 

(English free kick) 
(English goal) 
(Italian locanda 'restaurant') 
(French chanteuse 'woman singer') 
(Arabic mektu: b 'letter') 
(Persian bulbul 'nightingale') 
(Greek episkopos 'bishop') 

frikik -Ier 
gol-ler 
lokanta -Iar 
~antoz -Ier 
mektup -Iar 
billbill-Ier 
piskopos -Iar 

Ottoman had borrowed a number of nouns from Arabic with their 
suffixal plural feminine form on -a:t. Many of these still exist in Turkish; 
most have no corresponding singular forms, although some of them do: 

(998) 
(998) 
(998) 
(998) 

a 
b. 
c. 
d. 

varidat 
nebatat 
miicevherat 
me~rubat 

'revenues'; 
'vegetation'; 
'jewellery'; 
'soft drinks'; 

has no singular 
the singular nebat 'plant' exists 
the singular miicev her 'jewel' exists 
the most closely related singular nouns 
are §limp 'syrup' and ~erbet 'sherbet' 
(whose plurals are formed in the general 
fashion, by suffixing -JAr), but the 
formal plural has an unpredictable . 
meamng 

The so-called broken plural of Arabic, formed by inserting vowels into 
the root, was also borrowed into Ottoman and is retained in present-day 
Turkish in the form of a number of nouns, most of which are treated as 
singular nouns: 

(999) 
(999) 
(999) 

a. talebe 
b. hademe 
c. amele 

'student' 
'man-servant' 
'workman' 

(Arabic ta:lib (sg.); talaba (pl.)) 
(Arabic kha:dim (sg.); khadama (pl.» 
(Arabic a:mil (sg.); amala (pl.» 
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While these items (and others) were borrowed in their plural forms, they 
are treated as singulars in Turkish, and they pluralize by using the 
regular plural suffix -1Ar; 

(1000) a. talebe -ler 
student -pI. 
"students" 

(1000) b. hademe -Ier 
man-servant -pI. 
"man-servants" 

(1000) c. amele -Ier 
workman -pI. 
"workmen" 

However, some other nouns were borrowed from Arabic as singulars, 
and their "broken plural" forms were borrowed, as well, with plural 

. 
meanIng: 

(1001) a. alim 
(1001) b. ulema 

'scholar' Arabic: a:lim (sg.) 
'learned men; 
doctors of Moslem theology' Arabic: ulama: (pI.) 

In Turkish, the singular alim pluralizes in a regular fashion: alim -ler. 

Furthermore, there are some nouns which are borrowed in their plural 
forms from modem Greek but are used as singulars in Turkish; e.g. 

(1002) a. domates 'tomato (sg.)' domates -Ier 'tomato -pI.' 
(1002) b. patates 'potato (sg.)' patates -I er 'potato -pI.' 

2. 1. 1. 9. Divisions of nouns into classes or genders 

Nouns are not divided into classes (with one proviso: cf. subsection 2. 1. 
1. 9. 3.) or genders; Turkish has no grammatical gender. Only a small 
number of borrowed nouns are marked for gender (usually for feminine, 
but not always). The marker is that of the donor language; e.g. 

(1003) a. ~an(t)-Oz 
(1003) b. ~an(t)-or 
(1003) c. rakkas-e 
(1003) d. kIral-i~e 

'female singer'; 
'male singer'; 
'female dancer'; 
'queen'; 

French: chant-euee 
French: chant-eur 
Arabic: raqqa:s- a 

Serbian and Croatian: kralj- ica 

2. 1. 1. 9. 1. Affixes or markers for classes of nouns 

Since there are no classes, this question does not apply. 
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2. 1. 1. 9. 2. Characterization of class-meaning for each class 

Again, since there are no classes, this question does not apply. 

2. 1. 1. 9. 3. Noun classes marked on elements other than on the 
noun itself 

Nouns that refer to humans, when they are overtly marked for plural 
and are in subject position, co-occur optionally with the third person 
plural agreement marker on the predicate: 

(lOO4) ogrenci -ler Londra -ya git 
student -pl. London -Oat. go 
"The students went to London" 

-ti (-ler) 
-Past (-3.pl.) 

Nouns that refer to non-humans (and especially those that refer to 
inanimates) usually do not occur with the plural agreement marker: 

(1005) kaya -lar vadi -ye dogru yuvarlan -dl 
rock -pl. valley -Dat. towards roll -Past 
"The rocks rolled (down) towards the valley" 

\Vhere non-human nouns do occur with the plural part of the third 
person plural agreement morphology, it is usually the case that the 
subject is personified in some sense. 

2.1.1.9.4. Classlliers 

Turkish has no productive system of classifiers. However, certain noun 
phrases may exhibit classifier-like elements where enumeration is 
involved: 

( 1006) a. be~ tane elma 
five item apple 
"five apples" 

(1006) b. tiC; demet havuc; 
three bunch carrot 
"three bunches of carrot" 

(. 1006) c. iki b~ lahana 
two head cabbage 
"two heads of cabbage" 
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(1006) d. iki tutam tuz 
two pinch salt 
"two pinches of salt" 

(1006) e. bir fincan un 
one cup flour 
"one cup of flour" 

It should be noted that these elements are modifiers of the head noun 
rather than heads of the noun phrases. Where they are placed in head 
position of the noun phrase, they revert to their literal meaning, thus 
leading either to a different meaning of the entire NP or to 
ungrammaticality in the case of semantic incompatibility: 

(1007) a. * be~ elma tane -si 
five apple item -CmpM 

"five apple grains" 

(1007) b. bir un fincan-l 
one flour cup -CmpM 
"one flour cup (i.e. a cup designated for flour)" 

2. 1. 1. 9. 5. Loan words 

Insofar as Turkish can be said to have classes at all (cf. 2. 1. 1. 9. 4. and 
2. 1. 1. 9. 5.), loan words from other languages are assigned to such 
classes on the basis of semantic criteria. With respect to the human/ non
human distinction determining whether third person plural agreement 
suffixes show up on the predicate, let us look at the following two 
examples: 

(1008) a. talebe -ler Londra -ya git -ti (-ler) 
student -pI. London -Oat. go -Past (-3.pl.) 
"The students went to London" 

(1008) b. kitap -lar yer -e d~-ill 
book -pI. floor -Dat. fall -Past 
"The books fell to the floor" 

In both examples, the subject nouns are borrowings from Arabic. Due to 
their semantics, more specifically, due to the fact that talebe 'student' is 
human and kitap 'book' is non-human, each item is assigned to the 
appropriate human versus non-human class, thus explaining their 
different behavior with respect to subject-predicate agreement. 

The same holds for assigning borrowed nouns to classes with respect to 
appropriate classifiers: 



(1009) be§ tane kitap 
five item book 
"five books" 

(1010) bir demet gill 
one bunch rose 
"one bunch of roses" 
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The noun kitap 'book' is borrowed from Arabic, and gul 'rose' is 
borrowed from Persian. There is nothing in their phonological or 
morphological shape that would determine their assignment to different 
classes; however, their semantic features do determine such assignment. 

2. 1. 1. 10. Marking of definiteness in noun phrases 

Definiteness in noun phrases is not marked morphologically. 
Furthermore, there is no definite article. A noun phrase is understood to 
be definite by virtue of not being marked as indefinite (cf. 2. 1. 1. 11.) and 
by virtue of its freedom to move within its clause. However, it is possible 
to view the presence of demonstratives as an expression of definiteness. 

2. 1. 1. 10. 1. Method(s) of marking definiteness in noun phrases 

Demonstratives precede the head noun and any modifying adjectives. 
There are three types of demonstratives: bu 'this/ these', ~u 'that/ those' 
and 0 'yonder, that/those over there'. Nouns that co-occur with anyone 
of these demonstratives are interpreted as definite: 

(1011) bu / ~u / 0 gill -ler -i ~k begen -di -m 
this/ that / yonder rose -pI. -Ace. very like -Past -l.sg. 
"I like(d) these / those / yonder roses a lot" 

2. 1. 1. 10. 2. Optionality versus obligatoriness of definiteness marking 
in the noun phrase 

As stated in 2. 1. 1. 10., noun phrases can be interpreted as definite even 
if there is no demonstrative. If a noun phrase bears no markers for 
indefinite, and if it can freely move within its clause, it is interpreted as 
definite. In that sense, definiteness marking is optional in the noun 
phrase. 

2. 1. 1. 10. 3. Variation of the definiteness marker 

Insofar as we see demonstratives as definiteness markers, their shape 
does vary according to the spatial relationship between the entity 
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concerned and participants in the speech act. This relation is essentially 
speaker-oriented; bu 'this' designates a referent which is close to the 
speaker, ~u 'that' designates a referent which is further removed from the 
speaker, and 0 'yonder' designates a referent which is furthest removed 
from the speaker. 

2. 1. 1. 10. 4. Optionality versus obligatoriness in the variation of the 
definiteness marker 

Insofar as the demonstrative markers are used at all, their variation with 
respect to the spatial relationship between the entity concerned and the 
speaker is obligatory. 

2. 1. 1. 10. 5. Indications of definiteness 

2. 1. 1. 10. 5. 1. With proper names 

Demonstratives can be used with proper names. All demonstratives can 
co-occur with proper names for contrast: 

(1012) bu Hasan-Ia yeni tarn ~ -h -m, fakat 0 

this Hasan-Inst. new meet-Recip.-Past-1.sg. but yonder 
Hasan-l eski-den beri tarn -r -lffi 

Hasan-Ace. old -Abl. since know-Aor.-1.sg. 
"I've met this Hasan recently, but I've known that ( other) Hasan for a 
long time" 

The demonstrative ~u 'that' is the one most often used with proper 
names in a non-contrastive function: 

(1013) ~u Hasan ne kadar garl p bir insan ... 
that Hasan what as much as strange a person 
"What a strange person this Hasan is ... " 

2. 1. 1. 10. 5. 2. With abstract nouns 

Demonstratives can be used with abstract nouns: 

(1014) ara -ffilZ -da -ki bu biiyUk ya~ fark -In -a 
interval-1.pl.-Loc.-Rel.Cl. this big age difference -CmpM -Oat. 

ah~ -a -rna -dl -m 
used-Abil.-Neg.-Past-l.sg. 

"I haven't been able to get used to this big age difference between us" 
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2. 1. 1. 10. 6. Obligatoriness versus optionality of definiteness marking 
with proper names and abstract nouns 

Proper names and abstract nouns more often than not occur without 
demonstratives, i.e. without overt definiteness marking. Therefore, such 
definiteness marking with proper names and abstract nouns is optional. 

2. 1. 1. 11. Marking of indefiniteness in noun phrases 

Indefiniteness is marked in noun phrases in Turkish. 

2. 1. 1. 11. 1. Means for marking indefiniteness in noun phrases 

The indefinite is most generally expressed via the indefinite determiner 
bir 'a', which is the same lexical item as the numeral bir 'one'. It should 
be noted, however, that the numeral is placed differently within the 
noun phrase than the determiner: 

(lOIS) a bir ¢riik elma 
one rotten apple 
"one rotten apple" 

(lOIS) b. ¢riik bir elm a 
rotten an apple 
"a rotten apple" 

In addition, for plural nouns, indefinite quantifiers like bazl 'some' are 
used: 

(1016) bazl elma -lar 
some apple -pI. 
"some apples" 

Finally, for singular as well as non-singular nouns, lack of overt 
accusative and genitive markers signals non-specificity and thus 
indefiniteness (cf. 2.1. 1. 12. for discussion and examples). 

2. 1. 1. 11. 2. Optionality versus obligatoriness of the marking of 
indefiniteness 

Indefinite marking, especially where it is to be differentiated from non
specific meaning on the one hand and from definite meaning on the 
other, must be overtly expressed by some means or the other (cf. the 
previous subsection). 
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2. 1. 1. 11. 3-4. Variation in the form. of the indefiniteness marker 

The form of the indefinite marker does not vary according to the spatial 
relationship between the entity concerned and participants in the speech 
act. 

2. 1. 1. 11. 5. Indication of indefiniteness 

2. 1. 1. 11. 5. 1. With nonsingular nouns 

Nonsingular nouns can be marked for indefiniteness within their noun 
phrase via indefinite quantifiers like bazl 'some': 

(1017) bazl elma -lar 
some apple -pI. 
"some apples" 

Further, as indicated in 2. 1. 1. 11. 1. (and to be further discussed in 
2. 1. 1. 12.), non-specific noun phrases (singular as well as non-singular) 
cannot be marked overtly for accusative and genitive case, where the 
noun phrase is a direct object or a subject of a nominalized clause, 
respectively. Since non-specific noun phrases are indefinite, this is a way 
of marking indefiniteness in non-singular noun phrases, as well: 

(1018) dun ~k garlp kitap -lar oku -du -m 
yesterday very strange book -pI. read -Past -l.sg. 
"Yesterday I read very strange books" 

Note that the direct object noun phrase is lacking accusative case and is 
therefore interpreted as non-specific and therefore also as indefinite. 
Had the same noun phrase been marked for overt accusative in the same 
syntactic position and with the same grammatical relation, it would be 
interpreted as definite (and specific): 

(1019) dun ~k garlp kitap -lar -I oku -du -m 
yesterday very strange book -pI. -Acc. read -Past -l.sg. 
"Yesterday I read the very strange books" 

Without a determiner and with the accusative marker, the interpretation 
of this noun phrase has to be definite. However, if an indefinite 
determiner like bazl 'some' shows up in such a syntactic context, the 
interpretation is indefinite. In that case, the accusative marking on the 
head noun will mark the noun phrase as specific, while the indefinite 
determiner will mark it as indefinite: 



(1020) 
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dun bazl <;ok garlp kitap -lar -1 oku -du -m 
yesterday some very strange book -pI. -Acc. read -Past -l.sg. 
"Yesterday I read some very strange books (indefinite, specific)" 

It should be noted that utterances like (1020) are not judged to be perfect 
by all speakers. For many speakers, the author of this book included, 
marking for specificity and marking for indefiniteness can successfully 
co-occur only to the extent that specificity is expressed clearly, via 
modification (e.g. by relative clauses): 

(1021) dun sen -in tavsiye et -tig -in bazl 
yesterday you -Gen. recommend -ObjP -2.sg. some 

<;ok garip kitap -lar -1 oku -du -m 
very strange book -pI. -Acc. read -Past -l.sg. 

"Yesterday I read some very strange books that you recommended 
(indefinite, specific)" 

2. 1. 1. 11. 5. 2. Mass nouns 

Indefiniteness can be indicated with mass nouns when they indicate 
"sorts", by using expressions like belli bir 'a certain': 

(1022) lokanta -da her zaman belli bir ~arab -I 

restaurant -Loc. each time certain a wine -Acc. . . 
1<; -er -lffi 

drink -Aor. -l.sg. 
"At the restaurant I always drink a certain wine" 

Here, what is meant is clearly a certain kind of wine. 

Indefiniteness can also be expressed with the paradigm use of mass 
nouns by using expressions like belli bir miktar 'a certain amount (of), 
some', biraz 'a little, some', bir hayli, epeyce 'some': 

(1023) Hasan her zaman yemek -te belli bir miktar 
Hasan every time meal -Loc. certain an allDunt 

~arap 1<; -er 
wine drink -Aor. 

"Hasan always drinks a certain amount of wine at (his) meals" 

2. 1. 1. 11. 6. Optionality versus obligatoriness of the marking of 
indefiniteness on nonsingular and mass nouns 

A nonsingular or mass noun phrase can lack indefinite determiners and 
still be interpreted as indefinite. However, in certain syntactic contexts 
(e.g. where the noun phrase is marked overtly for a structural case like 
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the accusative or genitive), indefiniteness must be marked overtly, since 
otherwise the meaning would be definite. 

2. 1. 1. 12. Distinction between referential and nonreferential 
indefiniteness 

As mentioned previously (cf. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1., 2. 1. 1. 2. 4., 2, 1, 1, 10. 1., 
2. 1. 1. 11. 1.), Turkish distinguishes referential and nonreferential 
indefini teness. 

2. 1. 1. 12. 1. Method(s) for marking the distinction between referential 
and nonreferential indefiniteness 

The distinction between referential and nonreferential indefiniteness via 
the overt expression of structural case, in particular of accusative and 
genitive case markers. These markers must occur with referential noun 
phrases and cannot occur with nonreferential noun phrases: 

(1024) a. dun Hasan -m tavsiye et -tig -1 

yesterday Hasan -Gen. recommend -ObjP -3.sg. 
birl<a~ kitab -1 oku -du -in 

a few book -Ace. read -Past -l.sg. 
"Yesterday I read some books that Hasan recommended" 

(1024) b. dun Hasan -m tavsiye et -tig -i birl<a~ kitap 
yesterday Hasan -Gen. recommend -ObjP -3.sg. a few book 

oku -du -m 
read -Past -l.sg. 

"Yesterday I read some books that Hasan recommended" 

(1024)a exemplifies a referential indefinite noun phrase, while (1024)b 
illustrates a nonreferential noun phrase. In the first example, the speaker 
read a certain number of books that Hasan recommended; s/he is 
thinking of specific books and is presuming that the hearer knows that 
Hasan did recommend certain books, if not the identity of those books. 
Furthermore, the speaker exhausted the list of books recommended by 
Hasan. 

In the second example, the speaker does not presume that the hearer 
knows that Hasan recommended any books at all. Furthermore, it is 
likely that Hasan recommended more books than the speaker read. 
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2. 1. 1. 12. 2. Optionality versus obligatoriness of referentia1ity in the 
noun phrase 

The overt morphological distinction between referential and 
nonreferential noun phrases can be made only where either the 
accusative or the genitive case can be marked. In such contexts, the 
marking for referentiality (Le. the case morphology) is obligatory, since if 
that marking does not occur, the reading will be one of nonreferentiality. 
However, in other syntactic contexts, Le. where either nominative or 
oblique case is assigned, the distinction in question is not marked 
morphologically: the nominative is never marked morphologically 
(irrespective of referentiality), and oblique cases are always marked 
overtly, again irrespective of referentiality. 

2. 1. 1. 12. 3. Indication of referentiality with 

2. 1. 1. 12. 3. 1. Nonsingular nouns 

(Non)referentiality is indicated on nonsingular nouns by the same means 
used for singular nouns, i.e. via (non)overtness of accusative and 
genitive case morphemes: 

(1025) Hasan uzun ~iir -ler yaz -ar 
Hasan long poem -pl. write -Aor. 
"Hasan writes long poems" 

Note that the object noun phrase does not bear accusative morphology; it 
is therefore interpreted as nonreferential. 

2. 1. 1. 12. 3. 2. Mass nouns 

Mass nouns are also subject to the same treatment as singular and 
nonsingular count nouns with respect to marking for referentiality. 
When they bear accusative or genitive case markers (in the appropriate 
syntactic contexts), they are interpreted as referential; otherwise, they are 
nonreferential: 

(1026) bakkal -dan ~eker al -dl -m 
grocer -Abl. sugar buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought sugar from the grocer's" 
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2. 1. 1. 12. 4. Optionality versus obligatoriness of referentiality 
marking in nonsingular and mass nouns 

The optionality versus obligatoriness of referentiality marking in 
nonsingular and mass nouns is regulated along the same guidelines as 
for singular nouns (cf. 2. 1. 1. 12. 2.). 

2. 1. 1. 13. Marking of generimess in noun phrases 

2. 1. 1. 13. 1. Methods of marking generimess in noun phrases 

There is no special marking for genericness. By and large, genericness is 
marked in the same way as nonreferentiality is, i.e. by lack of overt 
accusative and genitive morphemes. In addition, the aorist tense on the 
predicate reinforces interpretation of such "bare" noun phrases as . generIC: 

(1027) ~ocuk -lar donduIma sev -er 
child . -pI. ice cream like -Aor. 
"Children like ice cream" 

However, a generic object can sometimes be overtly marked with the 
accusative morpheme and still retain a generic meaning, without 
necessarily be interpreted as referential; this possibility is usually limited 
to sentences whose predicate is in the aorist:46 

(1028) ~ocuk -lar donduIma -yt sev-er 
child -pI. ice cream -Ace. like -Aor. 
"Children like ice cream" 

2. 1. 1. 13. 2. Optionality versus obligatoriness of the marking of 
• genencness 

In general, there must be some overt clue to the generic reading; usually, 
this is lack of morphological structural case marking, as we saw 
previously. Where this clue is lacking, the aorist tense functions as such a 
clue. 

2. 1. 1. 14. Importance of noun actors 

There are no overt morphological means to indicate that one actor in a 
discourse is more important than another. Syntactically, the most 
important actor will be the topic; the noun phrase referring to that actor 
will be placed in initial position of the sentence where the topic is first 
introduced, and that actor will be later referred to via ellipsis, while the 
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frequency of referring to less important actors will be lower. However, 
there is no morphological marker for "important" noun actors. 

2.1.2. Pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 1. Personal pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. Free pronouns 

Turkish has free pronouns with distinct forms for the combinations of 
the two features that are relevant in the language: person and number 
(gender is not a relevant feature in this sense): 

(1029) Singular First Second Third 
Nominative ben sen 0 

Accusative ben-i sen-I on-u 
Genitive ben-im sen-In on-un 
Dative ban-a san-a on-a 
Locative ben-de sen-de on-da 
Ablative ben-den sen-den on-dan 

Plural First Second Third 
Nominative biz SlZ on-Iar 
Accusative biz-i SIZ-I on-Iar-I 
Genitive biz-im SIZ-In on-Iar-In 
Dative biz-e SIz-e on-Iar-a 
Locative biz-de siz-de on-Iar-da 
Ablative biz-den siz-den on-Iar-dan 

A few anomalies should be noted in this otherwise rather regular table: 
the genitive suffix of the first person singular and plural has a final m 
rather than n; the vowel of the first person singular and plural pronoun 
is a rather than e; the stem-final n of the third person singular pronoun is 
deleted in word-final position. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1. Obligatoriness of free pronouns 

Free pronouns are rarely obligatory, since they can be easily elided if 
they have an antecedent in the discourse. Furthermore, such pronouns 
are usually optional in subject position of clauses and as possessors of 
possessive noun phrases, since the agreement morphemes on predicates 
and head nouns make it possible to recover the features of the omitted 
subject pronoun; this is true for all persons. 
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Free personal pronouns are obligatory if they are non-subjects and their 
antecedent is within the same complex sentence (but not in a clause 
which is coordinated with the clause that contains the pronoun): 

(1030) a. [(biz-im ) Ahmed -i i ~ -ten at -ma -miZ ] 
we-Gen. Ahmet -Acc. work -Abl. throw -ANom -l.pI. 
on -Ui 1 *0i liz -mii~ 
he -Acc. 1*0 sadden -Rep.Past 

"That we fired Ahmet has reportedly made him sad" 

(1030) b. [(biz-im ) on -Ui /*0i ~ -ten at -ma -mlZ ] 
we-Gen. he -Acc. /*0 work -Abl. throw -ANom -l.pI. 
Ahmed -ii liz -mii~ 
Ahmet -Acc. sadden -Rep.Past 

"That we fired him has reportedly made Ahmet sad" 

This generalization holds for all persons, i.e. for third person (as 
illustrated in the previous example) as well as for first and second 
person. 

Furthermore, free pronouns are obligatory as objects of true 
postpositions (i.e. of postpositions that do not carry agreement 
morphology); again, this holds of first, second, and third person alike: 

(1031) Hasan -Ii gor -tince on -ai 1*0i dogru 
Hasan -Acc. see -TAdv. he -Dat. /*0 towards 

ko~ -tu -m 
run -Past -l.sg. 

"Upon seeing Hasan, I ran towards him" 

This generalization is a corollary of a wider generalization, namely that 
postpositions cannot be stranded in Turkish. 

In both types of instances, the obligatory free pronoun is a non-subject; 
this is a non-trivial observation, since there is no agreement morphology 
in Turkish for non-subjects. 

As we shall see later, s~bject pronouns are essentially optional. 
However, in a sentence starting a discourse, only first and second person 
subject pronouns are optional; third person subject pronouns are 
obligatory. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. Optionality of free pronouns 

Free pronouns are optional, in the sense of being in free variation with 
their omitted corresponding form, in the following syntactic contexts: 
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1. The free pronoun is a non-subject of a sentence or clause which is a 
co:t;1junct in a coordinate structure, and the antecedent is contained in a 
preceding conjunct; 2. The free pronoun is the possessor of a genitive 
construction, and the antecedent is a non-subject (and must precede the 
omitted pronoun when more than one potential antecedent is present): 47 

(1032) A y~e her yaz Hasan -lai bulu~ -ur ve 
Ay~e every summer Hasan -with meet -Aor. and 

on -Ui /0i Bodrum -a gatfu-iiI 
he -Ace. /0 Bodrum -Dat. take -Aor. 

"Ay~e meets with Hasan every summer and takes him to Bodrum" 

Hasan Ay~e -yei [ on -uni /0i saat -in (1033) 
. 

-1 

Hasan Ay~e -Dat. she -Gen. /0 watch -3.sg. -Acc. 
kaybet -tig -in -i ] itiraf et -ti 
lose -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. confess -Past 

"Hasan confessed to Ay~e that (he) had lost her watch" 

These possibilities of free variation between free pronoun and omitted 
pronoun exist for all persons. 

Some other syntactic contexts should also be mentioned where the free 
pronoun is optional in a different sense: it must be omitted so as to 
corefer with the potential antecedent. The pronoun can occur in these 
contexts, but with a different referent: 

(1034) Hasani [ on -un*i/j /0i kitab -1 <;al -dIg -m 
Hasan he -Gen. /0 book -Acc. steal -FNom -3.sg. 

-1 ] 

-Acc. 
sayle -di 
say -Past 

"Hasan said that he stole the book" 

(1035) Hasani [ on -un*i/j /0i kitab-m 
Hasan he -Gen. /0 book -3.sg. 

-1 ] kaybet -ffil~ 
-Acc. lose -Rep.Past 

"Hasan lost his book" 

Where a pronoun is in embedded subject position or is a possessor, it 
must be omitted. This is true for third person pronouns and is a strong 
tendency for first and second person pronouns. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. Free pronouns and emphasis 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 1. Free pronouns in noncontrastive nonemphatic 
contexts 

Non-subject free pronouns occur in noncontrastive nonemphatic 
contexts in general. Subject and possessor pronouns are more likely to be 
omitted in such contexts, since their person and number features are 
made explicit by the agreement morphemes on the predicate or on the 
head noun, respectively. However, even subject pronouns can occur in 
noncontrastive nonemphatic contexts, if there is a topic switch in the 
discourse: 48 

(1036) A: Tasarl -yl yann -a kadar 
proposal -Ace. tomorrow -Oat. until 

bitir -e -ffil -yeceg -im. 
finish -Abil. -Neg. -Fut. -1.sg. 

"I won't be able to finish the proposal until tomorrow." 

B: Ben san -a yardlm ed -er -lID. 

I you -Oat. help do -Aor. -1.sg. 
"I will help you." 

Here, the subject pronoun ben 'I' is not contrastive, nor is it emphasized. 
Note the switch of topic in this discourse from the first utterance to the 
second one. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 2. Free pronouns in contexts where the referent(s) of the 
pronoun is / are emphasized 

In contexts where the referent{s) of the pronoun is/ are emphasized, free 
pronouns must occur; they cannot be omitted: 

(1037) A: Ban -a kimse yardlm et -mi -yecek. 
I -Oat. nobody help do -Neg. -Fut. 
"Nobody will help me." 

B: Ben ed -eceg -im. 
I do -Fut. -1.sg. 
"I will (help you)." 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 3. Free pronouns in unemphatic contexts with 
imperatives 

, 

Free pronouns in unemphatic contexts with imperative verbs are 
possible: 
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(I 038) sen ~ -e git (. .. ben de pazar -a 
you work -Dat. go (I -and market -Dat. 

gid -er -im) 
go -Aor. -l.sg.) 

"You go to work {and I will go to the market}" 

While the free pronoun is contrastive, it is not emphatic in this example; 
this can be seen by the fact that the pronoun does not occupy the focus 
position to the immediate left of the verb; furthermore, the pronoun is 
not phonologically emphasized, either. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 4. Free pronouns in emphatic contexts with imperatives 

Free pronouns in emphatic contexts with imperative verbs are found 
more often than in nonemphatic contexts with imperatives: 

(1039) ~ -e sen git! 
work -Dat. you go! 
"You go to work!" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 5. Free pronouns in answer to "who is that?" 

Free pronouns in answer to questions of the type 'who is that?' are 
usually restricted to the first person (singular as well as plural). While 
that pronoun can be uninflected, it is usually the case that the pronoun 
bears agreement morphemes whose features agree with the pronoun: 

(104O) A: Kim o? 
who he/she/it 
"Who is it?" 

B: Ben -im / biz -iz 
I -l.sg. / we -l.pI. 
"It's me / it's us" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 3. 6. Free pronouns in cleft or pseudocleft constructions 

Free pronouns can occur in pseudocleft constructions and show up in 
inflected forms, similarly to those illustrated in the previous subsection; 
however, all pronouns can occur in these construction, as opposed to the 
limitation to first persons we saw above: 
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(1041) sabah be~ -te ban -a telefon 00 -€n, 
morrung five -Loc. I -Dat. telephone do -SbjP 

sen mi -y -di -n? 
you -Q -Cop. -Past -2sg. 

"Was it you who called me at five in the morning?" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 4. Segmental or suprasegmental differences between free 
pronouns in emphatic versus unemphatic contexts 

Free pronouns in emphatic contexts differ from those in unemphatic 
contexts in ways that are best described in terms of suprasegmentals: 
they are louder and higher in pitch. There are no segmental differences. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 5. Reduced pronouns 

There are no reduced pronouns in Turkish. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 2. Person distinctions made in pronouns 

As shown in table (1029), the person distinctions made are first versus 
second versus third person. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 3. Inclusive and exclusive first or second person forms 

There are no unique pronominal forms that distinguish inclusive versus 
exclusive person forms in Turkish. However, Turkish does make these 
distinctions via the comitative -(y)lA and the exclusive -sIz: 

(1042) 

(1043) 

(1044) 

(1045) 

(biz) sen -in -Ie opera -ya 
we you(sg.) -Gen. -Com. opera -Dat. 
"We went to the opera with you(sg.)" 
("We including you(sg.) went to the opera") 

(biz) opera -ya sen -siz git 
we opera -Oat. you(sg.) -without go 
"We went to the opera without you(sg.)" 
("We excluding you(sg.) went to the opera") 

(biz) siz -m -Ie opera -ya 
we you(pI.) -Gen. -Com. opera -Dat. 
"We went to the opera with you(pI.)" 
("We including you(pI.) went to the opera") 

(biz) opera -ya Slz -siz git 
we opera -Dat. you(pI.) -without go 
"We went to the opera without you(pI.)" 
("We excluding you(pI.) went to the opera") 

git -ti -k 
go -Past -l.pI. 

-ti -k 
-Past -l.pI. 

git -ti -k 
go -Past -l.pI. 

-ti -k49 

-Past -l.pI. 
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The same constructions are also used for inclusion and exclusion of the 
third person in the first or second person: 

(1046) (biz) onlar -la opera -ya git -ti -k 
we they -Com. opera -Oat. go -Past -l.pI. 
"We went to the opera with them" 
("We including them went to the opera") 

(1047) (biz) opera -ya onlar -SlZ git -ti -kSO 

we opera -Oat. they -without go -Past -l.pI. 
"We went to the opera without them" 
("We excluding them went to the opera") 

(1048) (siz) onlar -la opera -ya git -ti -ruz 
you(pl.) they -Com. opera -Oat. go -Past -2.pI. 

(1049) 

"You(pl.) went to the opera with them" 
("You(pI.) including them went to the opera") 

(siz) opera -ya onlar -SlZ git-ti 
you(pl.) opera -Oat. they -without go -Past 
"You(pI.) went to the opera without them" 
("You(pl.) excluding them went to the opera") 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. Number marking for pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 1. Number distinctions 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 1. 1. Singular-plural 

. 
-ruz 
-2.pI. 

The only number distinction made in pronouns is singular-plural, as can 
be seen in the table under (1029). It should also be noted that the second 
person plural form siz can also be used as a form of politeness for the 
second person singular as well as plural. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 2. Optionality of number distinctions 

Due the fact that the second person plural form siz is used as a politeness 
form for both singular and plural, the number distinction gets 
neutralized in this instance. Further, the first person plural form biz can 
be used colloquially for the first person singular. 

In order to make the number distinction clear in the face of such 
neutralizations, it is possible colloquially to suffix the first and second 
person plural pronouns with the regular plural suffix -lAr: 
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(1050) a. biz -ler 
we -pI. 
"we" 

(1050) b. siz -ler 
you -pI. 
"you(pI.)" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 3. Overlapping reference between subcategories 

Other than the instances referred to above, where the plural is used for 
the singular, there are no instances of overlapping reference between 
subcategories of number for pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 4-5. Unbounded reference and paucal 

Turkish has no such categories. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 6. Pronoun association with numerals 

Pronouns can be associated in noun phrases with numerals by suffixing 
possessive agreement forms to the numerals: 

(1051) a ii<; -iimiiz 
three -l.pI. 
"we three" 

(1051) b. be~ -nuz 
five -2.pI. 
"you five" 

In principle, there is no limit on the association of the possessive 
agreement marking with numerals; thus, e.g. 'we hundred thousand' is 
possible in an appropriate context. However, as the numbers grow, the 
construction is used more seldom; there is no clear cut-off point. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 7. Distinction between collective and distributive plurals 

There is no distinction between collective and distributive plurals in 
Turkish. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 4. 8. Distinction between different types of nonsingular 

There is no distinction between different types of nonsingular such that 
one indicates that the referents include all the possible referents, whereas 
the other indicates that only a subset of. the possible referents is involved. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 5. 1. Status differences in third person actors 

Turkish does not mark the different status of various third person actors 
referred to by pronouns as more important versus less important in any 
systematic way. But such distinctions can be expressed nevertheless. For 
example, the third person plural rather than the third person singular 
agreement form can be used on predicates with a third person singular 
subject, just in case that subject refers to an important person: 

(1052) Ahmet Bey bUro -yu biraz once terket -ti -ler 
Ahmet Mr office -Ace. a little before leave -Past -3. pI. 
"Mr Ahmet left the office a little while ago" 

Another way of expressing such a distinction is to use the "special" 
pronoun kendisi instead of the regular third person 0: 

(1053) Ahmet Bey 
. 

gordiin .. .,? a. -1 -uz mu. 
Ahmet Mr -Acc. see -2.pl. -Q 
"Did you see Mr Ahmet?" 

(1053) b. haylr, kendisin -i 
,. 

-di gor -me -m 
no, him -Acc. see -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 
"No, I haven't seen him" 

Pluralizing the special pronoun attributes even greater importance to the 
person thus referred: 

(1053) c. haylr, kendi1erin -i gor -me -di -m 
no, him (pl.) -Ace. see -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 
"No, I haven't seen him" 

None of these distinctions is compulsory. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 5. 2. Further degrees of obviation 

Other than the aforementioned "regular" usage of the third person 
singular pronoun 0 as opposed to the usage of the "special" pronoun in 
its singular and plural forms, there are no degrees of obviation in 
pronouns. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 6. Degrees of proximity to participants in the speech act 
marked in third person pronouns 

Turkish can mark degrees of proximity to participants in the speech act 
marked in third person pronouns. The table of pronouns presented 
earlier under (1029) does reflect this possibility. The forms in question 
are demonstrative pronouns and are, in principle, limited (at least in the 
proximate and semi-obviative forms) to non-human referents. However, 
this limitation is lifted in colloquial style. Insofar as proximity needs to 
be expressed, usage of these demonstrative pronouns is obligatory., 

2. 1. 2. 1. 6. 1. The distinctions made with respect to proximity 

The demonstrative pronouns are as follows: 

(1054) Singular: 
Plural: 

bu 
bunlar 
'this' 

~u 

~unlar 
'that' 

o 
onlar 
'that (further away)' 

The forms bu and bunlar refer to some entity or entities close to the 
speaker, ~u and ~ to some entity or entities a little further away 
from the speaker, and 0 and onlar to an entity or entities yet further 
removed from the speaker. Note that the last pair of items also serve as 
the regular third person pronouns, i.e. 'he / she / it' and 'they', 
respectively. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 7. Special anaphoric third person pronouns 

As just mentioned in the previous subsection, one type of demonstrative 
pronoun, i.e. the type designating entities furthest removed from the 
speaker, is also used as third person pronoun. 

In addition, the reflexive pronoun kendi, when inflected for either the 
third person singular (kendisi) or the third person plural (kendileri), can 
be used not just as a genuine reflexive pronoun, to express a reflexive 
relationship, but also in the way of a personal pronoun. In this usage, 
this inflected reflexive pronoun is mostly found expressing anaphoric 
relationships across clauses, or as a resumptive pronoun, to "save" long
distance extractions like those found in relativizations out of relative 
clauses. These pronouns are limited to human referents. For discussion 
and examples, the reader is referred to section 1. 5. 1. 5. in the syntax 
chapter of this book. 
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2 .. 1. 2. 1. 7. 1. Oashes between natural gender and grammatical gender 
in anaphoric pronouns 

Since anaphoric pronouns do not express grammatical gender, there are 
no clashes between them and natural gender. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 8. Gender / class distinctions in pronouns 

There are neither gender distinctions nor distinctions of grammatical 
classes in pronouns in Turkish. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 8. 1. Sex distinctions for speaker and hearer 

The pronominal system makes no distinctions for the sex of the speaker 
or the hearer. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 9. Special pronouns for the tribal, sectional, or family 
relationships 

There are no special pronominal forms indicating the tribal, sectional, or 
family relationships of the referents, nor are there such special forms 
indicating such relationships of the speaker of hearer to the referents. 
Such relationships are expressed by using regular possessive noun 
phrases whose possessors are regular personal pronouns in the Genitive 
case; the head in such constructions is the referent with a possessive 
suffix that agrees in person and number with the possessor: 

(1055) a. (biz -im ) 
we -Gen. 
"our family" 

aile -miz 
family -1.pI. 

(1055) b. (ben -im ) yurd -urn 
I -Gen. home country -l.sg. 
"my home country" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 10. Possible forms of pronouns 

See the table in 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. and the forms in 2. 1.2. 1.6. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 11. Agreement between pronouns and verbal tense 

Pronouns do not agree with the verb in tense. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 12. Status distinctions in the pronoun 

While siz is the regular polite form for 'you', both singular and plural, it 
also is used obligatorily to address persons of a higher status; sen, the 
regular singular form for 'you' and at the same time the familiar form of 
address, is used optionally to address persons of lower status. Further, 
the third person plural agreement form on the predicate is used when 
the person referred to is, while singular, a person of high status: 

(1056) Ahmet Bey sokag -a <;tk -h -lar 
Ahmet Mr street -Oat. go out -Past -3. pl. 
"Mr Ahmet has gone out" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 12. 1. Use of titles or other nouns 

Both when addressing a person of acknowledged social status and when 
referring to such a person, titles and nouns referring to the person's 
profession or status are used. Such terms are also combined: 

(1057) a. Doktor Ahmet Bey sokag -a <;tk -h -Iar 
Doctor Ahmet Mr street -Oat. go out -Past -3.pl. 
"Ooctor Ahmet has gone out" 

(1057) b. Doktor Bey sokag -a <;tk -h -Iar 
Doctor Mr street -Oat. go out -Past -3. pI. 
"The doctor has gone out" 

Note the possibility of using the given name with the title and the 
professional term. Note also that Bey 'Mr' follows the given name. The 
corresponding term for a woman is Hamm 'Lady, Mrs, Ms'. 

(1058) Ahmet Bey ve A y~e Ha rum konser -e git -ti -Ier 
Ahmet Mr and Ay~e Mrs concert -Oat. go -Past -3.pI. 
"Mr Ahmet and Mrs A y~e went to the concert" 

When the surname is used, the terms used are Bay and Bayan, 
respectively; they precede the surname (or the given name-surname 
combination): 

(1059) Bay (Ahmet) Kabak<;l ve Bayan Ay~e Onler opera -ya 
Mr Ahmet Kabak<;l and MIS A y~e Onler opera -Oat. 

git -ti -Ier 
go -Past -3.pI. 

"Mr Ahmet Kabak<;l and Mrs Ay~e Onler went to the opera" 
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In all of these examples, where a person is referred to, the name, title or 
their combinations are used instead of the third person pronoun 
(singular or plural). 

When addressing a person of a certain social stature, the title or other 
noun used is in addition to the (usually omitted) pronoun. 

It is common to address a teacher by a noun referring to that profession 
and to suffix that noun with the first person singular possessive 
morpheme: 

(1060) opera -ya gid -ecek mi -SlnlZ, hoca -m ? 
opera -Oat. go -Fut. -Q -2.pl. teacher -1.sg. 
"Will you go to the opera, my teacher?" 

The word for "teacher" used in this context is hoca, which otherwise can 
also mean a Moslem preacher as well as a school teacher. Used as an 
address, however, it can refer to a high school teacher as well as to a 
university teacher. For a primary school teacher, the noun usually used 
instead is ogretmen 'teacher', which is the native term. It should be noted 
that the form of address hocam 'my teacher' is also often used -for people 
who are not teachers in the strict sense but have an acknowledged level 
of expertise in some area. In that latter usage, another noun often used is 
iistad 'master; teacher', which can be used either in its bare form, or also 
inflected for the first person singular possessive: 

(1061) opera -ya gid -ecek mi -siniz, iistad -1m? 
opera -Oat. go -Fut. -Q -2.pl. ma;ter -l.sg. 
"Will you go to the opera, my master?" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 12. 2. Forms from the neutral system acquiring a different 
reference as status forms 

There are no instances where forms from the neutral pronominal system 
acquire a different reference as status forms. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 12. 3. Differences between distinctions made among the 
status forms and those made in the neutral system 

The status forms do not form a regular system. Therefore, they cannot be 
compared in these terms with the neutral system. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 13. 1. Nonspecific indefinite pronouns 

Turkish has no special nonspecific indefinite pronouns (e.g. English one, 
French on). The function of such pronouns is fulfilled in a variety of 
ways: by using a second person (singular or plural) or third person 
plural agreement form on the predicate (see next subsection), or by using 
a passive construction without an agentive phrase: 

(1062) yogurt ~eker -Ie ye -n -Ir 
yoghurt sugar -with eat -Pass. -Aor. 
"Yoghurt is eaten with sugar; one eats yoghurt with sugar" 

In this function, the passive construction is mostly used with the aorist, 
which is a broadly conceived present tense. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 13. 2. Nonspecific indefinite pronouns from the personal 
system 

In a certain abstract sense, the second person pronouns (both singular 
and plural) and the third person plural pronoun can be used in the 
function of nonspecific indefinite pronouns: the pronouns themselves do 
not surface, but they do trigger the appropriate agreement markers on 
the predicate: 

(1063) a. Amerikan Konsoloslug -un -a git -mek i<;in sol -a 
American Consulate -CmpM -Dat. go -Inf. for left -Dat. 

sap -ar -sm 
turn -Aor. -2sg. 

"In order to go to the American Consulate, you tum (i.e. one turns) 
left" 

(1063) b. Amerikan Konsoloslug -un -a git -mek i<;in sol -a 
American Consulate -CmpM -Dat. go -Inf. for left -Dat. 

sap -ar -SIDlZ 

turn -Aor. -2pl. 
"In order to go to the American Consulate, you tum (i.e. one turns) 
left" 

Wl)ile the choice between the second person singular versus plural form 
is often dictated, as usual, by considerations of familiarity versus 
formality, this correspondence does not seem to be always observed by 
all speakers. Some speakers appear to favor the singular form for the 
purposes of the nonspecific indefinite function, and some others favor 
the plural form, irrespective of the register otherwise appropriate to the 
discourse. 
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Furthermore, the third person plural agreement form on the predicate 
(again, without overtly using the third person plural pronoun as a 
subject) can also be used to express the function of nonspecific indefinite: 

(1064) ben \ocuk -ken bademcik -ler -un -i 
I child -when tonsil -pI. -l.sg. -Acc. 

al -rnl~ -lar 
take -Rep.Past -3. pI. 

"When I was a child they took (out) my tonsils" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 13. 3. Nouns with the function of nonspecific indefinite 
pronouns 

The noun used most generally with the function of nonspecific indefinite 
pronouns is insan 'human being; person', in the singular or plural: 

(1065) insan her ytl yaz -hg -a gid -ebil -meli 
pelSon every year summer -"for" -Dat. go -Abil. -Nec. 
"One should be able to go to a summer resort every year" 

(1066) insan -lar arka -n -dan kon~ -acak -lar 
pelSon -pl. back -2.sg. -Abi. talk -Fut. -3.pl. 
"People will talk behind your back" 

2. 1. 2. 1. 14. Specific indefinite pronouns 

There is no system of specific indefinite pronouns. However, the 
numeral bir 'one' can be used in a number of inflected forms which have 
in common that they are all suffixed with third person possessive 
markers, probably due to a partitive relationship to an abstract larger set 
(thus with the meaning: 'someone out of a larger group of people'): 

(1067) bir-i 
one -3.sg. 
"someone, somebody" 

This pronoun has a relexicalized counterpart which, in turn, is suffixed 
with the third person possessive marker: 

(1068) biri -S1 

someone -3.sg. 
"someone, somebody" 

Finally, the lexicalized form has an apparently plural version which is 
morphologically ambiguous: 
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(1069) a. biri -ler -i b. biri -leri 
someone -pI. -3.(pI.) 
"someone, somebody (pl.)" 

someone -3.pI. 
"someone, somebody (sg.)" 

As with all nouns that bear the plural marker, the interpretation here is 
ambiguous between a plural noun with a plural possessor, a plural noun 
with a singular possessor, and a singular noun with a plural possessor. 
The abstract possessor in this instance is likeliest to be plural. This 
interpretation is shown in (1069)a, while the interpretation of a singular 
noun with a plural possessor is shown in (1069)b. Indeed, the form 
birileri is ambiguous between singular and plural. 

The morphologically transparent versions of formations involving bir 
function as partitive pronouns; in this usage, bir bears the possessive 
suffixes agreeing with all three plural persons: 

(1070) bir -imiz 
one -l.pI. 
"one of us" 

bir -iniz 
one -2.pI. 
"one of you" 

bir -ileri 
one -3.pI. 
"one of them" 

Other partitive pronouns involve the stem bazl 'some' and kim 'who': 

(1071) bazl -mlZ bazl -nlZ bazl -larl 
some -l.pI. some -2.pI. some -3.pl. 
"some of us" "some of you" "some of them" 

(1072) kimi kimi 
, 

kimi -leri -mlZ -ruz 
who -l.pI. who -2.pI. who -3.pI. 
"some of us" "some of you" "some of them" 

The third person forms in (1071) and (1072) can also be used as 
morphologically opaque forms, similar to birileri discussed previously. 
They then mean 'someone, some people, someone or other'. In that 
function, corresponding forms with the singular possessive suffix are 
also found, again similar to the formations with bir: 

(1073) bazlSl., kimi, kimisi 'someone, some people, someone or other' 

In addition, the noun kimse can also be used in the sense of 'someone', 
This is a relexicalization of kim 'who' and -sA 'if', i.e. the conditional 
suffix. 

It should be noted that while all of these forms can have the 
interpretation of specific indefinite, they can also be interpreted as 
nonspecific indefinite. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 15. Emphatic pronouns 

All reflexive pronouns (cf. 2. 1. 2. 2.) can be used as emphatic pronouns, 
either with or without the addition of personal pronouns. Furthermore, 
the regular personal pronouns can also be used as emphatic pronouns, 
when they are placed in the focus position, i.e. to the immediate left of 
the verb, and are stressed: 

(1074) a. bu kitab -I ben yaz -dl -m 
this book -Acc. I write -Past -l.sg. 
"I wrote this book (it was I who wrote this book)" 

(1074) b. bu kitab -1 kendi -m yaz 
this book -Acc. self -l.sg. write 
"I my~lf wrote this book" 

(1074) c. bu kitab -I ben kendi -m 
this book -Acc. I self -l.sg. 
"I my~lf wrote this book" 

-dl -m 
-Past -l.sg. 

yaz 
write 

-dl -m 
-Past -l.sg. 

(1074)c is a further emphasized version of (1074)b. Given the fact that 
subject pronouns are quite freely omitted in Turkish, it is reasonable to 
view (1074)b to represent a version of (1074)c with an elided personal 
pronoun. In the third person singular, the inflected form kendisi is 
preferred to the non-inflected form kendi, when used in this function as 
an emphatic pronoun. 

There are no special emphatic pronouns, nor are there selective emphatic 
pronouns with the meanings 'we, but especially 1', 'you, but especially 
thou' etc. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 16. Complex pronouns 

There are no complex pronouns which give a combination of different 
types of reference (e.g. both subject and object reference). 

2.1.2.1.17. Pronotul-notUlconsbnlcnons 

Pronoun-noun constructions are possible: 

(1075) biz TUrk -ler vatan -lffilZ -I sev-er 
we Turk -pI. mother country -l.pI. -Acc. love -Aor. 
"We Turks love our country" 

-IZ 

-l.pI. 
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(1076) siz Amerikah -Iar giizel hamburger pl~lr -ir 
you(pI.) American -pI. well hamburger cook -Aor. 
"You Americans cook hamburgers well" 

This construction does not occur with the third person. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 18. Comitative conjunction constructions 

-Slruz 
-2.pI. 

Constructions of the general type 'we (and) the priest' can occur with the 
meaning 'I and the priest': 

(1077) biz Ahmet -Ie dun sinema -ya git -ti -k 
we Ahmet -with yesterday cinema -Dat. go -Past -l.pI. 
a. "Yesterday we went to the movies with Ahmet" 
b. "Yesterday Ahmet and I went to the movies" 

The conjunction used in this construction is -(y)lA, the comitative 
conjunction, which is the conjunction restricted to nominal elements. 
Other conjunctions (e.g. the general coordinator ve) cannot be used with 
this function. 

As the translations of the example show, such constructions are 
systematically ambiguous between the "obvious" reading corresponding 
to the plural pronoun and a less obvious reading corresponding to a 
singular pronoun which has the same person feature as the overtly 
realized plural pronoun. 

The same construction is also possible for second and third person plural 
pronouns, although the construction appears to be less frequent in the 
third person. 

Furthermore, given that subject pronouns can be dropped quite freely in 
Turkish, it is also possible to omit the overt plural subject in these 
constructions and have the same ambiguity; this is not a surprising 
possibility, because that all relevant features of subject pronouns are 
expressed in the agreement suffix of the predicate: 

(1078) Ahmet -Ie diin Slnema -ya git -ti -k 
Ahmet -with yesterday cinema -Dat. go -Past -l.pI. 
a. "Yesterday we went to the movies with Ahmet" 
b. "Yesterday Ahmet and I went to the movies" 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 18. 1. Comitative conjunction constructions with pairs of 
pronouns 

The phenomenon discussed in the previous subsection also occurs with 
pairs of pronouns: 

(1079) biz sen -m -Ie bu ak§am Slnema -ya 
we you(sg.) -Gen. -with this evemng cinema -Dat. 

gid -ecek -ti -k 
go -Fut. -Past -l.pI. 

a "We were going to go to the movies with you this evening" 
b. "You and I were going to go to the movies this evening" 

Again, just as is the case when the element marked with the comitative 
conjunction is a full lexical noun phrase, the plural subject pronoun can 
be omitted, and the ambiguity in question is preserved: 

(1080) sen -in -Ie bu ak§am sinema -ya 
you(sg.) -Gen. -with this evemng cinema -Dat. 

gid -ecek -ti -k 
go -Fut. -Past -l.pI. 

a "We were going to go to the movies with you this evening" 
b. "Y ou and I were going to go to the movies this evening" 

Note that as is the case in many instances where a case is assigned by a 
postposition instead of a verb, the pronoun which is the object of the 
comitative conjunction is marked with the genitive suffix. However, 
when a noun phrase with a full lexical head is the object of the same 
postposition, it may (or sometimes must) not carry that case. This is so 
with -(y)lA, which is a cliticized postposition. It is interesting to note that 
when -(y)lA is used as a conjunction rather than as a genuine comitative 
postposition, the Genitive is preferably omitted on its pronominal 
phonological host: 

(1081) sen -Ie ben bu ak§am sinema -ya 
you(sg.) -and I this evening cmema -Dat. 

gid -ecek -ti -k 
go -Fut. -Past -l.pI. 

"Y ou and I were going to go to the movies this evening" 

The same is true of the comitative conjunction constructions in question: 
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(1082) biz sen -Ie bu alq;am sinema -ya 
we you(sg.) -with this everung anema -Dat. 

gid -ecek -ti -k 
go -Fut. -Past -l.pI. 

a. "?We were going to go to the movies with you this evening" 
b. "You and I were going to go to the movies this evening" 

It is therefore reasonable to analyze the comitative conjunction 
construction as a conjunction construction rather than as a comitative 
construction, and the occurrence of the element -(y)lA in these 
constructions as a conjunction marker rather than as a comitative 
postposition. 51 

2.1.2.1.19. Secondary pronoun system 

Turkish has no secondary pronoun system, by which it would be 
possible to specify in greater detail the precise composition of various 
nonsingular combinations of persons. Such combinations are expressed 
by the ordinary means of coordination. 

2.1.2.1.20. Case system in pronouns 

The regular case system applies to pronouns, just as it does to regular 
nouns. The table in 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. shows the shapes pronominal forms take 
in all person and number combinations for all cases. 

2. 1.2.1.20.1. Deviations of the case system in pronouns from that 
occurring with nouns 

2. 1. 2. 1. 20. 1. 1. Additional cases 

There are no additional cases used for pronouns. 

2.1.2.1.20.1.2. Absent cases 

There are no absent cases in the application of the case system to 
pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 1. 20. 1. 3. Different uses of the cases 

There are no differences in the use of the individual cases with pronouns 
and with nouns. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 20. 1. 4. Different markers for the cases 

The markers for the cases are the same for pronouns and for nouns in 
general. However, there are some differences in the case marking 
assigned by certain postpositions, depending on whether the 
postpositional object is a pronoun or a full noun. The postpositions gibi 
'like', kadar 'as much as', ile and its cliticized counterpart -(y)lA 'with', 
and i~in 'for' take bare objects in general, but assign the genitive to 
pronominal objects--more specifically, to pronominal objects that are 
either personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns or the interrogative 
kim; e.g. 

(1083) a bu kitab -1 Ahmet iQn al -dl -Ill 

this book -Ace. Ahmet for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for Ahmet" 

(1083) b. bu kitab -1 on -un i~ al -dl -Ill 

this book -Acc. he -Geo. for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for him" 

Furthermore, there is another group of postpositions on whose objects 
the same alternation between genitive case marking and no case marking 
is observed, again according to whether the postpositional object is a 
pronoun or a full noun: 

(1084) a. Ahmet yiiz -00 -den ge~ kal -dl -Ill 

Ahmet because -3.sg. -Abl. late stay -Past -l.sg. 
"I was late because of Ahmet" 

(1084) b. on -un yiiz -fin -den ge~ kal -dl -Ill 

he -Geo. because -3.sg. -Abl. late stay -Past -l.sg. 
"I was late because of him" 

The most generally used postpositions in this group are: hakkmda 
'concerning', taraflndan 'by, through the agency of', and yiiziinden 
'because of'. They differ from the postpositions in the previous group in 
two respects: 1. they are used only in one particular case, i.e. 'because' is 
used only in the ablative, 'concerning' is used only in the locative, while 
other postpositions can be used with any of the cases required by the 
syntactic context; 2. these postpositions are inflected with possessive 
agreement suffixes that alternate with the person and number of their 
postpositional object, thus behaving like possessed nouns rather than 
like regular postpositions. 
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2. 1. 2. 1. 20. 1. 5. Irregular forms of cases 

The markers of some cases are slightly different when used with 
pronouns. These differences are mentioned in conjunction with the table 
in 2. 1. 2. 1. 1.: the genitive suffix for the first person singular and plural 
pronouns is -(I)m instead of the regular -(I)n. In this context, a change in 
the stem of pronouns when marked for case should be mentioned: the 
first and second person singular pronouns ben and sen. undergo a vowel 
change when marked for the dative case: ban-a and san-a, respectively. 
Further, the third person pronoun o(n) loses its final consonant in word 
final position, i.e. in the nominative case, which has no suffix. The final 
consonant shows up before all other cases, which are overtly expressed 
by suffixes, and it also shows up before the plural suffix -lar in the third 
person plural form on-lar 'they' in all cases. 

2. 1. 2. 2. Reflexive pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 2. 1. Special reflexive pronouns 

Turkish does have reflexive pronouns; however, it is difficult to tell 
whether these are genuine pronominals or are (inflected) nouns, 
involving the stem kendi 'self' and its inflected forms for person and 
number: 

(1085) Singular First Second Third 
Nominative kendi-m kendi-n kendi 
Accusative kendi-m-i kendi-n-i kendin-i 
Genitive kendi-m-in kendi-n-in kendin-in 
Dative kendi-m-e kendi-n-e kendin-e 
Locative kendi-m-de kendi-n-de kendin-de 
Ablative kendi-m-den kendi-n-den kendin-den 

Plural First Second Third 
Nominative kendi-miz kendi-niz kendi-Ieri 
Accusative kendi-miz-i kendi-niz-i kendi-Ierin-i 
Genitive kendi-miz-in kendi-niz-in kendi-Ierin-in 
Dative kendi-miz-e kendi-niz-e kendi -lerin-e 
Locative kendi-miz-de kendi-niz-de kendi-Ierin-de 
Ablative kendi-miz-den kendi -niz-den kendi-Ierin-den 

2. 1. 2. 2. 2. Subcategories 

As the table in the previous subsection shows, the subcategories for 
person and number are distinguished. These reflexive forms are all 
anaphoric; they all need antecedents, usually in the same clause. 
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Other subcategories like inclusion, obviation, proximity, gender / class, 
kinship / tribal affiliation, and status are not distinguished by reflexive 
forms in Turkish. 

2. 1. 2. 2. 3. Reflexive forms 

See table in subsection 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. 

2. 1. 2. 2. 4. Case 

Reflexive pronouns are marked for case, as the table in 2. 1. 2. 2. 1. 
shows. 

2. 1. 2. 2. 4. 1. Case on reflexives versus case on pronouns 

The few anomalies with respect to case marking that were discussed 
with respect to pronouns are not exhibited by reflexives. In other words, 
reflexives behave like regular nouns with respect to the shape of the case 
suffixes, specifically with respect to the genitive suffix. 

2. 1. 2. 2. 4. 2. Detai]s of differences between case on reflexives versus 
case on pronouns 

We saw in subsections 2. 1. 2. 1. 20. 1. 4. and 2. 1. 2. 1. 20. 1. 5. as well as 
in the table in subsection 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. that first person singular and plural 
pronouns have irregular genitive forms, and that pronouns that are the 
objects of certain postpositions carry the genitive case, as opposed to 
lexical nouns that are not marked for case in the same context. Reflexives 
behave like lexical nouns in both respects. The next set of examples show 
a reflexive as a postpositional object, in contrast to a noun phrase headed 
by a lexical noun and to a pronoun: 

(1086) a. bu kitab -1 kendi -m i~ al -d1 -m 
this book -Acc. self -1.sg. for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for myself" 

(1086) b. bu kitab -1 kIz -1m i~ al -d1 -m 
this book -Acc. daughter -l.sg. for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for my daughter" 

(1086) c. bu kitab -1 on -un 1~ al -d1 -m 
this book -Acc. he -Gen. for buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought this book for him" 
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As for the shape of the genitive suffix, while it is difficult to find fully 
grammatical examples of genitive reflexives, these are possible in 
restricted contexts. For example, reflexive genitives can function as 
predicate nominals, especially if they are marked with ki, a morpheme 
which turns a noun or a pronoun it attaches to into a kind of possessive 
pronoun (or relative clitic pronoun) when it follows the genitive suffix: 

(1087) bu kitap kendi -ill -m -ki -dir 
this book self -l.sg. -Gen. -Poss.Pr. /Rel.Cl. -Ep.Cop. 
"This book is the one which is my own" 

Note that here, the genitive suffix is the regular -(n)In, rather than the 
irregular -im. found on first person singular pronouns, even though the 
reflexive is a first person singular form. 

2. 1. 2. 2. 5-6. Other ways of expressing reflexivity 

Another systematic way of expressing reflexivity is by using reflexive 
verbs which are formed by attaching the suffix -(A)n to the verbal stem: 

(1088) Hasan her sabah Ylka -n -Ir 
Hasan each mornIng wash -Refl. -Aor. . . . 

ve gty -In -Ir 
and wear -Refl. -Aor. 

"Hasan washes himself and dresses himself every morning" 

Expression of reflexivity via reflexive verbs is much more restricted than 
expression of reflexivity via reflexive pronouns, however. 

2. 1. 2. 2. 7. Other uses of the reflexive pronouns 

Reflexive pronouns can also be used as emphatic pronouns and as 
resumptive pronouns; the latter is possible only with third person 
singular or plural pronouns: 

(1089) bu kitab -1 kendi -m yaz -di -ill 

this book -Ace. self -l.sg. write -Past -l.sg. 
"I wrote this book myself' 

(1090) [[ kendi -sin -ii sev -en] adam -1 

self -3.sg. -Ace. love -SbjP man -Acc. 
61 -dill -en ] kadmi 
die -Caus. -SbjP woman 

"the woman who killed the man who loved her" 

Furthermore, the third person singular and plural forms of the reflexive 
are also used as honorifics: 



(1091) kendi -si opera -ya git -ti 
self -3.sg. opera -Oat. go -Past 

. "He (respectful) has gone to the opera" 
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It should be noted that the third person reflexive which is used as a 
resumptive pronoun and as an honorific has to be the inflected form 
kendi- si, rather than the bare form kendi, which is the genuine reflexive. 

2. 1. 2. 3. Reciprocal pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 3. 1. . Special reciprocal pronouns as opposed to common nouns 
used as reciprocals 

There are reciprocal pronouns which are formed by the duplicated 
morpheme bir 'one', to which appropriate possessive suffixes are 
attached: 

(1092) First Second Third 
Nominative birbir-imiz birbir-iniz birbir-Ieri 
Accusative birbir-imiz-i birbir-iniz-i birbir-Ierin-i 
Genitive birbir-imiz-in birbir-iniz-in birbir-Ierin-in 
Dative birbir-imiz-e birbir-iniz-e birbir-Ierin-e 
Locative birbir-imiz-de birbir-iniz-de birbir-Ierin-de 
Ablative birbir-imiz-den birbir-iniz-den birbir-Ierin-den 

Due to the semantics of reciprocity, reciprocal pronouns are plural, and 
thus the possessive inflections are all plural, as well. However, as is the 
case elsewhere with third person plural possessives, the third person 
singular possessive suffix can be used optionally with third person 
plural meaning. The resulting form is birbiri, which can be used instead 
ofbirbirleri, with all of the case inflections listed above. 

Further, the base form used by some speakers instead of birbiri is 
biribiri, with all appropriate possessive and case suffixes attached. 
However, the form preferred in the written language is birbiri. 

2. 1. 2. 3. 2.' Subcategories 

As the table in the previous subsection shows, the subcategories for 
person are distinguished. Given the fact that reciprocal pronouns must 
be plural, the category of number is not distinguished. These reflexive 
forms are all anaphoric; they all need antecedents, usually in the same 
clause. 
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Other subcategories like inclusion, obviation, proximity, gender / class, 
kinship / tribal affiliation, and status are not distinguished by reciprocal 
forms in Turkish. 

2. 1. 2. 3. 3. Reciprocal forms 

See table in subsection 2. 1. 2. 3. 1. 

2. 1. 2. 3. 4. Case 

_ Reciprocal pronouns are marked for case, as the table in 2. 1. 2. 3. 1. 
shows. 

2. 1.2.3.4. 1-2. Means of expressing case in the reciprocal 

All cases are expressed in the reciprocal in the same fashion as they are 
in the noun. 

2. 1. 2. 3. 5-6. Other ways of expressing reciprocality 

There is the form yekdiger 'one+other; one another', from Persian; but 
this form has become obsolete. 

Yet another was of expressing reciprocity is by using reciprocal verbs; 
these are formed by attaching the suffix -(I)~ to the stem: 

(1093) Hasan -la Ay~e btittin yaz yaz -1~ -b -lar 
Hasan -and Ay~e whole summer write -Recip. -Past -3.pl. 
"Hasan and A y~e wrote each other through the whole summer" 

Expression of reciprocity via using reciprocal verbs is much more limited 
than expression of reciprocity via reciprocal pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 3. 7. Other uses of the reciprocal pronoun 

The reciprocal pronouns do not have other uses. 

2. 1. 2. 4. Possessive pronouns 

2. 1. 2.4. 1. Special possessive pronouns 

Turkish has possessive pronouns which are derived from regular 
personal pronouns by attaching the genitive suffix -(n)In: 
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(1094) Singular First Second Third 
ben -im sen -m on -un 
I -Gen. you(sg.) -Gen. he I she I it -Gen. 
"my " "your(sg.)" "his I her I its" 

Plural First Second Third 
biz -im 

. 
onlar SlZ -m -m 

we -Gen. you(pl.) -Gen. they -Gen. 
"our" "your (pl.)" "their" 

As discussed in subsection 2. 1. 2. 1. on personal pronouns, the shape of 
the genitive suffix is unusual in the first persons, with the consonant 
changing form n to m. 

Furthermore, there is the particle ki(n), which derives possessive 
pronouns from nouns as well as pronouns, when either type is marked 
for genitive case (as well as deriving possessive pronouns in the 
extended sense, when a noun or pronoun is marked for the locative): 

(1095) a. profesor -un -ki 
professor -Gen. -Rel.el 
"the one belonging to the professor" 

(1095) b. oda -da -ki 
room -Loc. -Rel.el 
"the one in the room" 

(1096) a. ben -im -ki 
I -Gen. -Rel.eL 
"the one belonging to me; mine" 

(1096) b. on -un -ki 
he -Gen. -Rel.el 
"the one belonging to him; his" 

As examples (1095) and (1096)b illustrate, the particle ki(n) does not 
undergo Vowel Harmony; however, there are two nouns after which it 
does behave in a regular fashion in undergoing Vowel Harmony: dUn 
'yesterday' and gUn 'day': 

(1097) dun -kii 
yesterday -Rel.el 
"yesterday's; the one pertaining to yesterday" 

This suffix can attach freely to inflected nouns; thus it can be suffixed to 
nouns bearing plural and / or possessive suffixes: 
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(1098) arkada~ -lar -lffi -m -ki 
friend -pI. -l.sg. -Gen. -Rel.e! 
"my friends'; the one belonging to my friends" 

It should be noted, however, that ki(n) can attach only to nouns bearing 
either the genitive or the locative; it cannot follow other case markers; 
but it can precede any case marker: 

(1099) profesor -un -kin -den 
professor -Gen. -Rel.e! -Abl. 
"from the one belonging to the professor; from the professor's" 

A list illustrating all of the cases follows: 

(1100) Nominative 
Accusative 
Dative 
Genitive 
Locative 
Ablative 

profesor -un -ki 
profesor -un -kin-i 
profesor -un -kin-e 
profesor -un -kin-in 
profesor -un -kin-de 
profesor -un -kin -den 

The same suffix can also attach to adverbs of time or place, also deriving 
a pronoun: 

(1101) ~imdi-ki 
now -Rel.e! 
"the one pertaining to now; the present moment's" 

Note that the final n of this suffix is similar to the one of the third person 
singular pronoun o(n) in that it is omitted in word final position; it 
surfaces before case suffixes, as shown in (1100), but it drops before the 
plural suffix, thus behaving differently from the third person singular 
pronoun: 

(1102) a. ben -lffi -kin -in 
I -l.sg. -Rel.e! -Gen. 
"belonging to mine; of mine" 

(1102) b. ben -im -ki -ler-in 
I -Gen. -Rel.e! -pI. -Gen. 
"belonging to mine (pl.); of those that are mine" 

2. 1. 2. 4. 2-3. Distinctions made between types of possessions 

No distinctions between types of possession (e.g. alienable/inalienable, 
temporary / permanent, persons / animals / things, present / past) are 
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expressed by the possessive pronouns discussed in the previous 
subsection. 

2. 1. 2. 4. 4. Case marking on possessive pronouns 

As discussed and illustrated in subsection 2. 1. 2. 4. I., possessive 
pronouns formed with the particle ki(n) can be marked for all of the 
cases found in the language. Possessive pronouns formed with attaching 
the genitive case to a personal pronoun cannot take further case suffixes. 

2. 1. 2. 4. 4. 1-2. Differences between means of expressing case in the 
possessive pronoun and in the noun 

Possessive pronouns formed with the particle ki(n) are marked for case 
with the same suffixes as those used for nouns. 

2. 1. 2. 4. 5-6. Alternative ways of expressing possession with 
pronouns 

The examples given so far are the main productive ways of expressing 
possession with pronouns. The only other available ways are by using 
periphrastic constructions with predicates expressing possession or 
belonging; e.g.: 

(1103) a ban -a ait 01 -an 
I -Dat. belonging be -SbjP 
"the one belonging to me" 

(1103) b. ben -im ol-an 
I -Gen. be -SbjP 
"the one which is mine" 

2. 1. 2. 4. 7. Reflexive possessive pronouns 

Turkish has no special reflexive pronouns with a distinct shape. 
Reflexive pronouns can be used in a possessive function, however, by 
being suffixed either with just the genitive suffix or with a succession of 
the genitive suffix and ki(n): 

(1104) 
. 

kitab -m oku -du sen -m -I -m. ama 
you -Gen. book -2.sg. -Ace. read -Past -l.sg. but 

kendi • -kin . 
oku -dl -m -In -I -rna -m. 

self -l.sg. -Gen. -Rel.Cl -Ace. read -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 
"I have read your book but not my own" 
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(1105) pahah bir kitab -1 ancak kendi -m -in -se 
expensIve a book -Acc. only self -l.sg. -Gen. -Condo 

al -Ir -lffi 
buy -Aor. -l.sg. 

"I'll buy an expensive book only if it is my own" 

2. 1. 2. 4. 8. Reciprocal possessive pronouns 

Turkish has no special reciprocal pronouns with a distinct shape. 
Similarly to possessive reflexive pronouns, reciprocal pronouns can be 
used in a possessive function by being suffixed either with just the 
genitive suffix-or with a succession of the genitive suffix and ki(n): 

(1106) kendi kitap -lar -uruz -1 oku -du -k ama 
own book -pI. -l.pI. -Acc. read -Past -l.pI. but 

biIbir -imiz -in -kin -i oku -rna -di -k 
e.o. -l.pl. -Gen. -ReI.C. -Acc. read -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"We have read our own books but not the one of each other" 

(1107) bazi pahah kitap -lar -1 ancak 
some expensive book -pI. -Acc. only 

biIbir -imiz -in -se al -Ir -IZ 
e.o. -l.pl. -Gen. -Condo buy -Aor. -l.pI. 

"We buy some expensive books only if they are each other's" 

2. 1. 2. 4. 9. Emphatic possessive pronouns 

The reflexive possessive pronouns discussed in 2. 1. 2. 4. 7. can be used 
as emphatic possessive pronoUhs. 

2. 1. 2. 4. 10. Other types of possessive pronouns 

There are no other types of possessive pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 4. 11. Adjectival use of possessive pronouns 

Possessive pronouns that are formed by suffixing the genitive marker to 
personal pronouns, without the use of ki(n), can (and most often are) 
used as a modifier of a nominal construction: 

(1108) ben -im kitab-lffi 
I -Gen. book -l.sg. 
"my book" 
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2. 1. 2. 4. 11. 1. Separate adjectival forms expressing possession 

The bare reflexive form kendi can be used in the expression of 
possession by modifying nouns that are inflected for possession: 

(1109) (ben -im ) kendi kitab -un 
I -Gen. self book -l.sg. 
"my own book" 

2. 1. 2. 5. Demonstrative pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 5. 1. Parameters involved in the demonstrative pronouns 

The parameter involved in the demonstrative pronouns is relative 
distance from the speaker (and, by extension, from the hearer). 

2. 1. 2. 5. 1. 1-20. Relative distance 

There are three degrees of distance: 

(1110) bu{n) 
~u{n) 
o{n) 

'this one' 
'that one' 
'that one' 

(close to the speaker and hearer) 
(further away from the speaker and hearer) 
(far away from the speaker and hearer) 

These pronouns can be pluralized: 

(1111) bun -lar 
~un -lar 
on -lar 

Demonstrative pronouns can be marked with all of the case suffixes: 

(1112) Singular This one That one That one (yonder) 
Nominative bu ~u 0 

Accusative bun-u ~un-u on-u 
Genitive bun-un ~un-un on-un 
Dative bun-a ~un-a on-a 
Locative bun-da ~un -da on-da 
Ablative bun-dan ~un-dan on-dan 

Plural First Second Third 
Nominative bun -lar ~un -lar on -lar 
Accusative bun -lar-l ~un -lar-l on -lar-l 
Genitive bun -lar -In ~un -lar -In on -lar -In 
Dative bun -lar-a ~un -lar-a on -lar-a 
Locative bun -lar -da ~un -lar -da on -lar -da 
Ablative bun -lar -dan ~un -lar -dan on -lar -dan 
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2. 1.2.5.1.21-23. Visible/invisible, known/unknown, mentioned in 
previous discourse 

Demonstrative pronouns may also be used "anaphorically", i.e. not only 
to refer to objects that are at some relative distance from the speaker (and 
hearer), but also to refer to objects that are not present in the locality of 
the discourse, i.e. are not visible and might not be known to the hearer. 
In this usage, bu and 0 are used in general. In the sense of 'the following 
(one)', ~u is used. 

(1113) 

(1114) 

Hasan Ali -nln arab a -sm -1 yak -ml§. Ali 
Hasan Ali -Gen. car -3.sg. -Acc. burn -Rep.Past Ali 

bun -u unut -a -ffil -yor 
this -Acc. forget -Abil. -Neg. -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan is said to have burned Ali's car. Ali is unable to forget that" 

i§ -e ~un -lar -1 getir: radyo -n -u, 
work -Oat. that -pI. -Ace. bring radio -2.sg. -Ace. 

bilgi -sayar -m -1 ve araba -n -1 

information -counter -2.sg. -Ace. and car -2.sg. -Ace. 
"Bring the following (things) to work: your radio, your computer and 
your car" 

Another set of demonstrative pronouns is formed by suffixing the third 
person singular possessive suffix -(s)1 to the items boyle 'thus, in this 
way', ~oyle 'thus, in that way', and Oyle 'thus, in that (other) way', all 
three of which can be used adjectivally or adverbially. A table of these 
demonstrative pronouns for all cases is given below: 

(1115) Singular This kind That kind That other kind 
Nominative boyle-si ~oyle-si oyle-si 
Accusative boyle-sin-i ~oyle-sin-i oyle-sin-i 
Genitive boyle-sin-in ~oyle-sin-in oyle-sin-in 
Dative boyle-sin-e ~oyle-sin-e oyle-sin-e 
Locative boyle-sin-de ~oyle-sin-de oyle-sin-de 
Ablative boyle-sin-den ~oyle-sin-den oyle-sin-den 

Plural First Second Third 
Nominative boyle-Ier-i ~oyle-Ier-i oyle-Ier-i 
Accusative boyle-Ier-in-i ~oyle-Ier-in-i oyle-Ier-in-i 
Genitive boyle-Ier-in-in ~oyle-Ier-in-in oyle-Ier-in-in 
Dative boyle-Ier-in-e ~oyle-Ier-in-e oyle-Ier-in-e 
Locative boyle-Ier-in-de ~oyle-Ier-in-de oyle-Ier-in-de 
Ablative boyle-Ier-in-den ~oyle-Ier-in-den oyle-Ier-in-den 
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(1116) OIm -tim -de \Ok kitap oku -du -m ama 
life -l.sg. -Loc. many book read -Past -l.sg. but 

bOyle -sin -i hi~ oku -ma -dl -m 
thus -3.sg. -Aee. not-at-all read -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"I have read many books in my lifetime but never one like this 
(one thus)" 

In parallel to the previously discussed series of demonstrative pronouns, 
boylesi and oylesi (as well as their plural counterparts) can be used 
anaphorically, while ~oylesi (and its plural counterpart) can be used to 
refer to referents that will be mentioned later in the utterance. 

Yet another widely used demonstrative pronoun is oteki 'the other one; 
the further (thing or person)'. This pronoun is derived from ote 'other, 
yonder; the further or other side of' and the suffix ki(n): 

(1117) bu pasta -yt begen -me -di -m; otekin -i 
this cake -Ace. like -Neg. -Past -l.sg. the-other-one -Ace. 

isti -yor -urn 
want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I don't like this cake; I want the other me" 

This demonstrative pronoun can be pluralized, as well. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 1. 24. Time dimension 

When any of these demonstrative pronouns is used anaphorically, 
referring to entities invisible to the speaker and hearer, unknown to the 
hearer, or referred to in previous discourse, the time dimension is not 
relevant, in the sense that no distinctions are made between degrees of 
relative time. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 1. 25. Other parameters 

There are no other parameters in addition to those discussed previously 
in the usage of demonstrative pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 1. 26. Neutral demonstrative pronoun as distinct from a third 
person pronoun 

As shown in 2. 1. 2. 5. I., the demonstrative pronoun for entities farthest 
away from the speaker and hearer has the same shape as the third 
person pronoun. There is no other neutral demonstrative pronoun. 
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2.1.2.5.2. Various demonstrative pronouns 

The various demonstrative pronouns resulting from the employment of 
various parameters have been listed and described in their usage in 
2. 1. 2. 5. 1. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 3. Variations in phonological structure 

As described in 2. 1. 2. 5. 1. and its subsections, there is essentially a 
three-way distinction in two sets of demonstrative pronouns, with the 
first respective types beginning with the consonant b, and the second 
respective types beginning with the consonant ~. The third respective 
types are not identical but similar: they start with 0 and 0, respectively. 
The fact that the demonstrative pronoun oteki 'the other one' also begins 
with 0 is probably not a coincidence, especially when we consider that it · 
has a less widely used counterpart, beriki 'the nearest or nearer one; this 
one; the last one mentioned', which starts with a b, the same consonant 
with which the corresponding demonstrative pronouns referring to 
temporally or spatially closest referents also begin. 

There is other phonological iconic variation in the systems of 
demonstrative pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 4. Number marking 

Demonstrative pronouns are marked for number; the distinction 
between singular and plural is marked as shown in the tables and 
examples of subsection 2. 1. 2. 5. 1. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 4. 1. Differences between number marking in the 
demonstrative and in the noun 

There are no differences in the means of expressing number in the 
demonstrative and in the noun; in both, the singular is the unmarked 
form with respect to number, and the plural is expressed via the suffix 
-lAr. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 5. Cass/ gender marking in demonstrative pronouns 

Demonstratives in Turkish are not marked for class or gender. This is the 
same situation also found with nouns. 
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2. 1. 2. 5. 6. Case marking in demonstrative pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns are marked for case in Turkish. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 6. 1. Means of expressing case in demonstrative pronouns 
and in nouns 

The various cases are expressed in demonstrative pronouns by using the 
same suffixes as those used to express case in nouns. The tables and 
examples in 2. 1. 2. 5. 1. illustrate the various cases in demonstratives. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 7. Other grammatical categories marked in the demonstrative 

There are no other grammatical categories marked in the demonstrative. 
While the third person possession suffixes can appear on 
demonstratives, we saw that it does not mark possession in the boyle
series; in the bu-series, these suffixes appear only in stereotyped 
expressions like ~u-su bu-su 'X's this and that'. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 8. Attributive use of demonstratives 

The bu-series of demonstratives can be used attributively without any 
change in shape: 

(1118) bu gazete -)'1, ~u ekmeg -i ve 
this newspaper -Acc. that bread -Acc. and 

o ki.i¢k pasta -Yl al -acag -un 
that (yonder) small cake -Acc. buy -Fut. -l.sg. 

"I will buy this newspaper, that bread and that small cake" 

In attributive use, these demonstratives are not inflected; therefore, the 
final n which we saw surfacing before case suffixes and the plural suffix 
does not surface in this usage. 

2. 1. 2. 5. 8. 1. Differences between the pronominal and attributive 
demonstrative forms 

The boyle-series of demonstrative pronouns can be used attributively 
only without the third person possessive suffix and without the plural 
suffix, the latter even when the modified noun is plural (since no 
modifier can be overtly marked for plural): 
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(1119) bOyle profesor -ler -i bir daha 
thus professor -pI. -Ace. one agam 

bul -a -rna -z -SlillZ 

find -Abil. -Neg. -Aor. -2.pl. 
"You won't be able to find such professors ever again" 

2. 1. 2. 6. Interrogative pronouns and other question words 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. Interrogative pronouns 

Turkish has a full range of interrogative pronouns (see also 1. 1. 1.2.2.). 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. Types of interrogative pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. 1. General 

Turkish has a number of interrogative pronouns; the most generally 
used ones are listed below: 

(1120) kim 
ne 
/nere/ 

hangi . mye 
neden 
nasd 
ka~ 

'who' 
'what' 
'where' (used only when inflected for case or 

possessive agreement suffix or both) 
'which' 
'why' 
'why' 
'how' 
'how many' 

The first four items on this list can bear the plural and possessive 
suffixes. The first three can bear all of the case suffixes. The fourth can 
take case suffixes only after it has been suffixed with possessive suffixes. 
The manner interrogative nasl1 'how' can take the plural suffix only 
when used predicatively. Illustrative tables for ne and hangi follow: 

(1121) 
Nominative 
Accusative 
Genitive 
Dative 
Locative 
Ablative 

Singular 
ne 
ne or ne -yl . 
ne -yIn 
ne-ye 
ne-de 
ne-den 

Plural 
ne -ler 
ne -ler or ne -ler -i 
ne -ler -in 
ne -ler-e 
ne -ler -de 
ne -ler -den 

The fact that the accusative suffix can be omitted is a subcase of the 
general phenomenon that the same suffix is omitted when a direct object 
is non-specific. Thus, ne and neler is used to ask after non-specific 
entities, while neyi and neleri is used to ask after specific entities: 
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(1122) a. bugiin ne oku -yacak -sm? 
today what read -Fut. -2.sg. 
"What will you read today?" 

(1122) b. bugiin ne -yi oku -yacak -sIn? 
today what -Ace. read -Fut. -2.sg. 
"What will you read today?" 

In the example in b., the speaker is presupposing that the hearer will 
read a certain gro\lp of items and is inquiring after a specific item. No 
such presupposition is made in the example in a., and the question is not 
about any specific item. Just like all non-specific direct objects not 
marked overtly for accusative, ne has to appear to the immediate left of 
the verb, while reyi is not restricted in this way. 

The following table is for hangi in its use as an interrogative pronoun 
(rather than in its attributive use), with the possessive inflection for the 
third person singular preceding the case suffixes; other possessive 
suffixes can also be used in the same morphological slot: 

(1123) 
Nominative 
Accusative 
Genitive 
Dative 
Locative 
Ablative 

Singul,ar 
hangi -si 
hangi -sin -i 
hangi -sin -in 
hangi -sin-e 
hangi -sin -de 
hangi -sin -den 

Plural 
hangi -ler -i 
hangi -ler -in -i 
hangi -ler -in -in 
hangi -ler -in -e 
hangi -ler -in -de 
hangi -ler -in -den 

2.1.2.6.1.1.2. Selective 

The only interrogative pronoun which has a selective meaning 
inherently is hangi 'which'. Other interrogative pronouns acquire a 
selective meaning when used within possessive or partitive 
constructions: 

(1124) 

(1125) 

parti -ye ogrenci -ler -den kim gel -di? 
party -Oat. student -pI. -Abi. who come -Past 
"Who among he students came to the party?" 

elma -lar -m ka~ -m -1 ye -di -n? 
apple -pI. -Gen. how many -3.sg. 52 -Acc. eat -Past -2.sg. 
"How many of the apples did you eat?" 
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2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. 3. Other types 

In 2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. I., we saw that hangi 'how' can acquire case suffixes 
only after being suffixed with possessive suffixes first. The first three 
items in the list of interrogative pronouns can also be suffixed with 
possessive suffixes and thus take on either a selective reading (Le. 'from 
a group') or a part-whole reading; an illustrative table for ne 'what' 
follows: 

(1126) 
1. 
2 
3. 

Singular 
nem or neylm 
nen or neyln . 
nesl 

Plural 
. 

nemlZ or neyImlZ . . . 
neruz or neYlruz 
neleri 

The meaning of these pronouns is 'what of mine?', 'what of yours?' etc. 
Often, a position in an organization is implied: 

(1127) A: Bu boliim -un ne -si -sin? 
this department -Gen. what -3. sg. -2.sg. 
"What is your position in this department?" 
(i.e. "What are you of this department?") 

B: Sekreter -i -yim 
secretary -3.sg. -1.sg. 
"I am its secretary" 

The interrogative pronoun ne also forms a number of compound 
interrogatives: ne zaman or ne vakit 'when' ('what time'); ne kadar 'how 
much'; ni9n 'why' (from ne i~in 'what for'). The same pronoun can also 
form some other interrogatives by taking some inflectional and 
derivational markers; e.g. neden 'why' (from ne-den 'what-Abl.'); nece'in 
what language' (from ne-ce 'what-ish'); neci 'of what profession' (from 
ne-ci. 'what-Prof. '). 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 2. Number marking in interrogative pronouns 

The first four items in the list of 2. 1. 2. 6. 1. can be marked for plurality; 
this is done with the general plural marker -lAr, which is also used for 
nouns. Thus, we have here the general number marking system of 
singular versus plural, with the singular being morphologically 
unmarked. 
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2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 3. Class/ gender marking 

Interrogative pronouns are not marked for class or gender. This is the 
same situation as that found with nouns, which are also not marked for 
these categories. 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 4. Case marking in the interrogatives 

Interrogatives can be marked for case. Individual forms are shown, with 
discussion, in 2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. 1. The case markers used are the same ones 
used for nouns. 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 5. Any other grammatical categories marked in the 
interrogative 

Person distinctions can be marked in the interrogative, in the form of 
possessive agreement suffixes that are placed on the interrogative; these 
suffixes agree with preceding nouns or pronouns in person and number. 
Examples and discussions can be found in 2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. 1. and 
2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 1. 3. 

2. 1. 2. 6. 1. 6. Attributive use of interrogatives 

Some of the interrogatives can be used attributively. These are: ne 'what', 
hangi 'which', ka~ 'how many', and nasu 'how': 

(1128) a. ne giizel bir kadln! 
what beautiful a woman 
"What a beautiful woman!" 

(1128) b. ne cesaret! 
what courage 
"What courage!" 

This interrogative element can also be the first part of a compound: 

(1129) a bu ne kitab -I? 
this what book -CmpM 
"What (kind of) book is this?" 

The compound marking in such questions is important, since the answer 
will have to contain a compound, too: 
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(1129) b. bu bir delS kitab-l 
this a lessm book ... CmpM 
"This is a textbook" 

Such constructions employing ne in a compound ask about a type or 
kind of entity. In order to ask about a quality of an entity, the 
interrogative naS1l 'how' is used as a modifier in a regular noun phrase 
(rather than in a compound): 

(1130) bu nasd bir kitap? 
this how a book 
"What kind (in the sense of quality) of a book is this?" 

The answer to such a question would be something like 'nice; boring; 
long' etc. Note that here, nasll is used attributively and not predicatively. 
The latter usage would be as follows: 

(1131) bu kitap nasJ1? 
this book how 
"How is this book?" 

The other two interrogative elements that can function as attributes are 
illustrated in the next examples: 

(1132) bu hangi kitap? 
this which book 
"Which book is this?" 

(1133) ka~ kitap al -dl -n? 
how many book buy -Past -2.sg. 
"How many books did you buy?" 

2. 1. 2. 6. 2. Differences informs used in clirect and indirect questions 

The interrogative forms used in direct and indirect questions are the 
same. The only difference is found when an interrogative pronoun is in 
subject position. When such a pronoun is the subject of a direct question, 
it is, like all subjects, in the nominative, and thus not suffixed for case. 
When an interrogative pronoun is the subject of an indirect question, it is 
suffixed with the genitive marker, again in the same way as all subjects 
of subordinate clauses are marked. 
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2. 1. 2. 7. Relative pronouns and other relative words 

2. 1. 2. 7. 1. Special relative pronouns 

Turkish has no native relative pronouns. However, there is an element 
borrowed from Persian: the element ki, which is used both as a relative 
pronoun and as a complementizer. This element is used in an Indo
European pattern of a relative clause: the head of the relative clause is 
followed by the modifying clause; that clause is introduced by ki, and 
the verb of the clause is fully finite: 

(1134) bir insan ki hep kendin -i dii~i.in -ill ... 
a person that always self -Acc. think -Aor. 
"A person who always thinks of himself ... " 

This construction is very different from the native construction 
corresponding to relative clauses in many respects. In the Turkic 
construction, the head noun is preceded by the modifying clause; the 
modifying clause has no fully finite predicate, but rather a participle as a 
predicate. Furthermore, there is no complementizer introducing the 
clause, nor is there a relative pronoun. The position in the modifying 
clause corresponding to the head noun is simply elided. 

For more discussion and examples illustrating the differences between 
the Indo-European and native patterns, the reader is referred to section 
1. 1. 2. 3. and its subsections. 

While this Indo-European pattern is still in limited usage for subordinate 
clauses in general, it has become rather obsolete for relative clauses. 

2. 1. 2. 7. 1. 1. Types of relative pronouns 

2. 1. 2. 7. 1. 1. 1. Restrictive 

Insofar as the Indo-European pattern of relative clauses is used at all, the 
relative pronoun ki can be used as a restrictive relative pronoun, as 
illustrated in the example (1134). 

2.1.2.7.1. 1.2. ~~bdctive 

The Indo-European pattern of relative clauses is more widely spread in 
nonrestrictive usage, and thus ki is used as a nonrestrictive relative 
pronoun more often than it is as a restrictive relative pronoun: 
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(1135) Hasan, ki <;ok comert bir insan -dIr, ... 
Hasan . who very generous a person -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan, who is a very generous person, ... " 

The fact that this pattern is more widely used as a nonrestrictive relative 
clause as compared to its usage as a restrictive relative clause is probably 
due to the fact that the use of ki as a particle introducing parenthetical 
clauses is still quite productive. 

2. 1. 2. 7. 1. 1. 3. Other types 

There are no other types of relative pronouns. 

2. 1. 2. 7. 1. 2-5. Number, class/ gender, case and other category 
marking in relative pronouns 

This relative pronoun is not inflected and thus is not marked for number, 
class/ gender, case, or any other grammatical category. 

2. 1. 2. 7. 1. 6. Attributive usage of relative pronouns 

This relative pronoun cannot be used attributively in general. However, 
it appears to be used attributively with possessive noun phrases, when 
the modified noun functions as the possessor: 

(1136) bir adam ki~ocug -u yaramaz -dlI 
a man who child -3.sg. naughty -Ep.Cop. 
"a man whose child is naughty" 

But actually these are instances where the possessor is omitted, due to 
the possessive agreement suffix on the head noun. Thus, a more apt 
translation of the example above would be: 'A man who his child is 
naughty.' If so, the relative pronoun is not used attributively in such 
constructions. 

2. 1. 2. 7. 2. Other relative words 

There are no other relative words. 

2. 1. 2. 7. 3. Relative pronouns used with 'place' and 'time' 

The most generally used constructions with 'place' and 'time' are the 
native constructions without relative pronouns or other relative words. 
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However, it is possible to use the Indo-European construction with 
relative pronouns, as well: 

(1137) 

(1138) 

o yer ki herkes \ok IyI bi! -ir 
that place which everyody very well know -Aor. 
"That place which everybody knows (it) very well" 

bir zaman gel -ecek ki herkes 
a time come -Fut. which everybody 

birbirin -den kork -acak 
e.o. -Abl. fear -Fut. 

"There will come a time when everybody will be afraid of each other" 

In this construction, the words for 'time' and 'place' are preceded by 
determiners. 

2. 1. 3. Verb morphology 

2. 1. 3. 1. Voice 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. Passive 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 1. Personal passive 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 1. 1. Direct object of the active appearing as subject of the 
• passive 

This is the most productive pattern of the passive constructions found in 
Turkish. 

(1139) a. Kristof Kolomb Amerika-yt ke~f -et -ti 
Christopher Columbus America-Ace. discovery -do -Past 
"Christopher Columbus discovered America" 

(1139) b. Amerika (Kristof Kolomb taraf -In -dan) 
America Christopher Columbus side -3.sg. -Abl. 

ke~f -ed -il -di 
discovery -do -Pass. -Past 

"America was discovered (by Christopher Columbus)" 

The direct object of the verb, marked with the accusative case suffix in 
(1139)a, is the nominative-marked subject in (1139)b; note also the 
passive suffix on the verb in the latter example (main form -11; after 
vowels or 1, the same as the reflexive). The agent is optionally expressed 
in the passive construction via a postpostional phrase, as illustrated 
above. 
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2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 1. 2-3. Indirect object or some other constituent of the 
active appearing as subject of the passive 

The indirect object (or some other constituent) of the active does not 
appear as the subject of the passive; rather, it remains an indirect object 
(or other type of constituent), with the same dative (or other 
appropriate) case marking it carries in the active: 

(1140) a. Hasan ders -ler -e ba~la -dl 
Hasan lesson -pI. -Oat. begin -Past 
"Hasan began the lessons" 

(1140) b. ders -ler -e ba~la -n -dl 
lesson -pI. -Oat. begin -Pass. -Past 
"The lessons was begun" 

The dative noun phrase in the passive example lacks two of the typical 
subject properties: it is not in the nominative case, and it does not agree 
with the predicate in person and number. Thus, such passives belong in 
the category of impersonal passives. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 2. Impersonal passive: Passive constructions with no 
constituent in subject position 

Turkish has impersonal passives. These can be formed from a variety of 
verbs. Such verbs can have the following types of arguments in the 
active: 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 2. 1. A direct object 

Impersonal passives can be formed from actives with a direct object only 
if the direct object is non-specific and not marked overtly with an 
accusative suffix. In such instances, the non-specific direct object must 
remain directly adjacent both in the active and in the corresponding 
passive, and there is no overt constituent in subject position: 

(1141) a. Hasan dun butiin gUn kitap oku -du 
Hasan yesterday whole day book read -Past 
"Hasan read books all day yesterday" 
("Hasan was engaged in book-reading all day yesterday" 

(1141) b. dun butiin gUn kitap oku -n -du 
yesterday whole day book read -Pass. -Past 
"Yesterday books were read all day" 
("Book reading was done all day yesterday") 
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2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 2. 2. An indirect object 

Impersonal passives can be constructed with verbs that have an indirect 
object: 

(1142) a. kom~u -lar -lIDlZ ada -ya git -ti -ler 
neighbor -pI. -l.pI. island -Dat. go -Past -pI. 
"Our neighbors went to the island" 

(1142) b. ada -ya gid -il -di 
island -Oat. go -Pass. -Past 
"The island was gone to" 

2.1. 3. 1. 1.2. 3. Some other object 

Active constructions with other types of objects can also be used to 
construct impersonal passives. For example, verbs with objects in 
oblique cases like the dative or ablative or verbs with locational objects 
can also enter the impersonal passive construction: 

(1143) a. Hasan bu gen<; at -a bin -e -me -di 
Hasan this young horse -Oat. mount -Abii. -Neg-. -Past 
"Hasan was unable to mount this young horse" 

(1143) b. bu gen<; at -a bin -il -e 
this young horse -Dat. mount -Pass. -Abii. 
"This young horse could not be mounted" 
("It was impossible to mount this young horse") 

-me -di 
-Neg. -Past 

(1144) a. ogrenci -ler bina -dan Qk -a -rna -dl -lar 
student -pI. building -Abl. exit -Abil. -Neg. -Past -3.pI. 
"The students were not able to get out of the building" 

(1144) b. bina -dan Qk -11 -a -rna -dl 
building -Abl. exit -Pass. -Abil. -Neg. -Past 
"The building could not be exited" 
("It was impossible to get out of the building") 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 2. 4. No object 

It is also possible to derive an impersonal passive from a verb with no 
object at all: 

(1145) a. ogrenci -ler (bah<;e -de ) dans af -iyor -lar 
student -pI. garden -Loc. dance do -Pr.Prog. -3. pI. 
"The students are dancing (in the garden)" 
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(1145) b. (bah~e -de) dans ed -i I -iyor 
garden -Loc. dance do -Pass. -Pr.Prog. 
"Dancing is taking place (in the garden)" 
("It is being danced (in the garden)") 

(1146) a. turist -ler (ada -da) her a~am yiiz -er 
tourist -pI. island -Loc. every evening swim -Aor. 
"The tourists swim every evening (on the island)" 

(1146) b. (ada -da) her a~am yiiz -iii -iir 
island -Loc. every evening swim -Pass. -Aor. 
"Swimming takes place (on the island) every evening" 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 3. Possibilities for the subject of the active to be expressed 
in the passive 

The subject of the active is expressed in passive constructions as agent 
phrases in which the agent noun phrase shows up as the object of an 
inflected postposition, marked with ablative case: 

(1147) Ali [ Hasan taraf -In -dan] QV -ill -dii 
Ali Hasan side -3.sg. -Abl. praise -Pass. -Past 
"Ali was praised by Hasan" 

It is not possible in general to use agentive phrases in impersonal 
passives, i.e. for the subject of the active to be expressed in the 
impersonal passive construction (where no constituent appears in the 
canonical subject position). However, in official language, such 
constructions are sometimes found, especially when the verb has a non
specific direct object: 

(1148) diin b~bakan taraflndan uzun bir deme, 
yesterday minSter president by long a statement 

ver -il -di 
give -Pass. -Past 

"Yesterday, a long statement was given by the minister president" 

In impersonal passive constructions, expression of the subject in form of 
an adverbial, suffixed by -CA, is more felicitous than the more widely 
found postpositional phrase with tarafmdan: 

(1149) iiniversite bina -lar -In -a polis ~ el 
university building -pI. -CmpM -Dat. police -by hand 

kon -ul -du 
put -Pass. -Past 

"The university building were seized by the police" 
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Where the subject is not agentive in an active sentence, it is impossible to 
express it in the corresponding passive construction. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 4. 1. Tenses and aspects of the passive as compared to the 
active 

The passive has the same tenses and aspects as the active in generaL 
However, in passives with non-agentive verbs, the only tense/ aspect 
which is possible is the aorist, i.e. the general present tense, which has 
the function of a durative or habitual: 

(1150) serin hava -da lyl uyu -n -ur 
cool weather -Loc. well sleep -Pass. -Aor. 
"One sleeps well in cool weather" ("It is slept well in cool weather") 

2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 4. 2. Distinction between dynamic and static passive 

There is a distinction between dynamic and stative passive, although it 
does not correspond to a special morpheme. 

Dynamic passive: 

(1151) ev -lffilZ il1§a ed -il -lyor 
house -l.pI. build -Pass. -Pr.Prog. 
"Our house is being built" 

(1152) ev -imiz il1§a ed -il -mek -te 
house -l.pI. build -Pass. -Inf. -Loc. 
"Our house is (in the state of) being built" 

Static passive: 

(1153) ev -lffilZ il1§a ed -il -mi~ -tir 
house -1.pI. build -Pass. -PPart -Ep.Cop. 
"Our house has been built" 

It should be noted that the tense, aspect and nominalization suffixes 
exhibited by the dynamic passive are found in active sentences, as welL 
In contrast, the static passive is essentially limited to the past participle, 
which actually has a perfective aspectual function (while having the 
same morpho-phonological shape as the suffix for the reported past). 
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2. 1. 3. 1. 2. Means of decreasing the valency of a verb other than the 
• passIve 

Turkish has means other than the passive of decreasing the valency of 
the verb. These means are elaborated below, in the next four subsections. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 1. Formation of an intransitive verb from a transitive verb 
by not specify ing the subject of the transitive 

An intransitive verb can be formed from a transitive verb by not 
specifying the subject of the transitive; additional changes involve 
suffixation of the verb and changing the original accusative object into a 
nominative: 

(1154) a. Hasan kapl -yt kapa -dl 
Hasan door -Acc. close -Past 
"Hasan closed the door" 

(1154) h. kapl kapa -n -dl 
door close -M. -Past 
"The door closed" 

(1155) a. Hasan l~lg -1 gor-dii 
Hasan light -Acc. see -Past 
"Hasan saw the light" 

(1155) h. l~lk (Hasan -a ) gor -Un -dii 
light Hasan -Dat. see -M. -Past 
"The light appeared (to Hasan)" 

(1156) a. Hasan kapl -yt ac; -h 
Hasan door -Acc. open -Past 
"Hasan opened the door" 

(1156) h. kapl ac; -11 -dl 
door open -M. -Past 
"The door opened" 

Note that the suffix in these constructions is the same found in some 
passive and in some reflexive constructions, without being identical to 
either one in all instances. One difficulty in identifying the suffix in a 
clear and transparent fashion comes from the fact that the passive and 
the reflexive suffixes are identical in part: the passive suffix which shows 
up after a stem ending in 1 or with a vowel is -(I)n and thus identical 
with the reflexive suffix. 

From a semantic point of view, the middle is closer to the reflexive than 
it is to the passive, yet it cannot be identified with the reflexive 
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completely. For example in (1155), the morphological sequence gor-Un 
·see-M.' does not translate into 'see oneself', but rather into 'appear, show 
itself'. In (1154), such identification would be possible, however: kapa-n 
'close-M.' does translate into 'close itself', albeit with a non-agentive 
meaning otherwise associated with genuine reflexives. Finally, in (1156), 
the meaning of the morphological sequence a~-Il corresponds to a 
reflexivized stem as in (1154) (with the same proviso about agentivity), 
but the suffix has the shape of the passive rather than of the reflexive, 
given that it should have been -In as a reflexive, thus forming the 
sequence a~-m. This, however, is never found. On the other hand, the 
suffix for the middle cannot be identified with the passive in all 
instances, either. For example in (1155), the sequence for stem-passive 
would have been gor-iiI; however, this form has a uniquely passive 
meaning, without having any connotation of a middle. 

I have therefore opted to analyze the form found in these examples as 
neither the passive nor the reflexive, but as a middle with a highly 
lexicalized suffix that has the same shape as the reflexive and with 
semantics rather close to it. However, in some rare instances as in (1156), 
the middle suffix has the same shape as the passive suffix, but it retains 
its own semantics. Thus, such examples are systematically ambiguous 
between a middle reading and a passive reading. This means for (1156) 
an ambiguity between the middle reading: 'The door closed (by itself)' 
and the passive reading: 'The door was closed (by somebody)'. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 2. Formation of an intransitive verb from a transitive verb 
by not specifying the direct object 

The formation of an intransitive verb from a transitive verb by not 
specifying the direct object is possible in Turkish: 

(1157) a Hasan elma -yl ye -di 
Hasan apple -Acc. eat -Past 
"Hasan ate an apple" 

(1157) h. Hasan ye -di 
Hasan eat -Past 
"Hasan ate" 

In this respect, Turkish is quite similar to English. No further changes 
take place, e.g. the verbal morphology remains the same. 
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2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 3. Formation of a reciprocal intransitive verb by expressing 
both subject and direct object of the transitive as subject 

Formation of a reciprocal intransitive verb by expressing both subject 
and direct object of the transitive as subject is possible in Turkish as a 
means of decreasing the valency of a verb: 

(1158) a. Hasan Ali -yi tokatla -dl, Ali de Hasan -1 

Hasan Ali -Acc. slap -Past Ali -and Hasan -Acc. 
"Hasan slapped Ali and Ali (slapped) Hasan" 

(1158) b. Hasan -la Ali tokatla -~ -h -lar 
Hasan -and Ali slap -Recip. -Past -3.pl. 
"Hasan and Ali slapped each other" 

Comparing the verbs of the two examples, we note the special reciprocal 
suffix of the reciprocal verb and the fact that the derived verb has no 
direct object, while the corresponding simple verb does have a direct 
object. We further note that the derived verb has a complex, plural 
subject, consisting of the subject and the direct object of the 
corresponding morphologically simple verb. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 4. Other means of decreasing the valency of a verb 

Another means of decreasing the valency of a verb is the formation of 
reflexive verbs: 

(1159) a. Ay§'ei c;ocug -u /kendin -ii Ylka -dl 
Ay§'e child -Acc. /self -Acc. wash -Past 
"Ay§'e washed the child/herself" 

(1159) b. Ay§'e ylka -n -dl 
Ay§'e wash -Refl. -Past 
"Ay§'e washed herself" 

The morphologically derived verb has lower valency than the 
corresponding simple verb; it does not admit a direct object of any sort. 

The reflexive suffix has the shape -(I)n. Thus, it is partially identical to 
the passive suffix, namely in those instances where the stem ends either 
in the consonant 1 or in a vowel. In such ambiguous instances, any 
intention of expressing a passive as opposed to a reflexive is signaled by 
attaching a second passive suffix: 

(1160) ? A y§'e Ylka -n -11 -dl 
Ay§'e wash -Pass. -Pass. -Past 

"Ay§'e was washed" 
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2. 1. 3. 1. 3. Means of increasing the valency of a verb 

The only systematic means of increasing the valency of a verb is by 
forming a causative verb out of a noncausative verb. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 1. Causative 

A causative verb is formed by attaching a special causative suffix to the 
stem of the verb. This suffix has the two main alternants -DIr and -t; the 
first comes after consonants, the second after polysyllabic stems in 
vowels, rand 1. Multiple causativization is possible and is realized by 
alternating the allomorphs; however, while double causatives are rather 
frequent, triple causatives are rare; higher augmentations would be very 
hard to find. These morphological facts are the same for transitive and 
intransitive verbs. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 1. 1. Means of making an intransitive verb causative 

An intransitive verb is made transitive by marking its subject, the causee, 
with the accusative suffix. In addition, the verb is marked with the 
appropriate causative suffix, as described in the previous subsection. 

(1161) a. Hasan ko~ -tu 
Hasan run -Past 
"Hasan ran" 

(1161) b. (ben) Hasan -1 ko~ -tur -du -m 
I Hasan -k.c. run -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made Hasan run" 

2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 1. 2. Means of making a transitive verb causative 

A transitive verb is made causative by marking its subject, the causee, 
with the dative case suffix. The original accusative direct object retains 
its marking after causativization. The verb is marked with the 
appropriate causative marker, as described in 2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 

(1162) a. Hasan kitab -1 oku -du 
Hasan book -k.c. read -Past 
"Hasan read the book" 

(1162) b. (ben) Hasan -8 kitab -1 oku -t -tu-m 
I Hasan -lld:. book -kc. read -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 

"I made Hasan read the book" 
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2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 1. 3. Means of making a ditransitive verb causative 

A ditransitive verb, i.e. a verb with both direct and indirect object, is 
made causative in the same way in which a transitive verb is made 
causative: 

(1163) a. Hasan siirahi -yi dolab -a koy-du 
Hasan pitcher -Ace. cupboard -Oat. put -Past 
"Hasan put the pitcher into the cupboard" 

(1163) b. (ben) Hasan -a siirahi -yi dolab -a 
I Hasan -Oat. pitcher -Ace. cupboard -Oat. 
koy -dur -du -Ill 

put -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made Hasan put the pitcher into the cupboard" 

2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 2. Formal differences depending on the agentivity of the 
causee 

The agentivity of the causee is important insofar as in some instances, a 
non-agentive causee is infelicitous in the context of the general, 
productive pattern of causative constructions: 

(1164) a. kapl -nln alt -m -dan su ak -b 
door -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. water flow -Past 
"Water flowed under the door" 

(1164) b. su kapl -nln alt -m -dan ak -b 
water door -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. flow -Past 
"The water flowed under the door" 

(1165) a. *kapl -run alt -m -dan su ak -hr -dl -Ill 

door -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. water flow -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
Intended reading: "I made water flow under the door" 

(1165) b. *su -yu kapl -nln alt -m -dan 
water -Ace. door -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. 

ak -hr -dl -Ill 

flow -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
Intended reading: "I made the water flow under the door" 

(1166) a. kapl -nln alt -m -dan su ak -It -b -Ill 

door -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. water flow -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made water flow under the door" 

(1166) b. su -yu kapl -nln alt -m -dan 
water -Ace. door -Gen. under -3.sg. -Abl. 

ak -It -h -ill 

flow -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made the water flow under the door" 



(1167) a. et p~-ti 
meat cook -Past 
"The meat cooked" 

(1167) b. *et -i p~ -tir -di -ill 
meat -Ace. cook -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
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Intended reading: "I made the meat cook" ("I cooked the meat") 

(1168) et -i p~ -ir -di -ill 
meat -Ace. cook -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
Itt made the meat cook" 

(1169) a. top yer -e d~-ill 
ball floor -Dat. fall -Past 
"The ball fell on the floor" 

(1169) b. *top -u yer -e d~ -tiir -dii -ill 
ball -Ace. floor -Dat. fall -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 

Intended reading: "I made the ball fall on the floor" 

(1170) top -u yer -e d~ -fir -dii-ill 
ball -Ace. floor -Dat. fall -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made the ball fall on the floor" 

We see that in all of these instances where the causee is non-agentive, 
causativization with the regular causative suffix -DIr is ungrammatical; 
instead, it is possible to construct a different causative verb. The verb 
stem receives a causative suffix which is different from the regular -DIr 
and is not always predictable. It sometimes is -Ir and sometimes the 
more idiosyncratic -It, as illustrated in the examples above. 

The case distribution in these causative constructions is the same as 
elsewhere. Note that in all these exceptional causative verbs, the stem 
ends in a consonant. Verbs that end in vowels take the regular causative 
suffix -t, even where the causee is non-agentive: 

(1171) Simple verb Causative form Gloss 
biiyii biiyii -t 
grow grow -Caus. "grow (tr.); make grow" 

. 
-t en en 

melt melt -Caus. "melt (tr.); make melt" 

kayna kayna -t 
boil boil -Caus. "boil (tr.); make boil" 
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In all of these examples, the verbs in the first column are intransitive (as 
well as non-agentive), while those in the second column are transitivized 
via causativization. 

There are some verbs which, although they end with a consonant and 
are non-agentive, are causativized with the regular causative suffix: 

(1172) Simple verb Causative form Gloss 
uyan uyan -chr 
wakeup wake up -Caus. "wake up (tr.)" 

.. -diir yuz yuz 
float float -Caus. "make float" 

kay kay -chr 
slide, slip slide -Caus. "make slide, make slip" 53 

Finally, some non-agentive verbs undergo slight changes or truncations 
in their stems when causativized, with or without changes in the 
causative suffix, as well: 

(1173) Simple verb Expected causative Actual causative 
kalk *kalk -hr kal -chr 
getup getup -Caus. getup -Caus. 

.. *gar -diir gas -ter gor 
see see -Caus. see -Caus. 

It might be argued, however, that in these instances, the causative forms 
are not fully transparent any longer and have been lexicalized. As a 
matter of fact, the most general meanings of these verbs are 'pull 
someone to his/her feet' and 'show', respectively. The compositional 
meanings of 'make someone get up' and 'make someone see' are not 
usually conveyed by these verbs. 

2. 1. 3. 1. 3. 3. Possibility for omission of the causee 

It is possible to omit the causee. Such omission is best where the 
corresponding simple verb is transitive: 

(1174) a. Hasan -a vi ski -)'1 1\ -ir -di -m 
Hasan -Oat. whisky -Acc. drink -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made Hasan drink the whisky" 

(1174) b. viski -yi i\ -ir -di -m 
whisky -Acc. drink -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made (somebody) drink the whisky" 
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(1175) a. Hasan -a kitab -1 oku -t -tu-m 
Hasan -Oat. book -Ace. read -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made Hasan read the book" 

(1175) b. kitab -1 oku -t -tu-m 
book -Ace. read -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 
"I made (somebody) read the book" 

There are certain ambiguities that arise due to such omissions: 

(1176) kU§ -lar -1 ye -dir -di -m 
bird -pI. -Ace. eat -Caus. -Past -l.sg. 

This example is ambiguous between the following two readings: 

a I made the birds eat 
b. I made someone eat the birds 

Such ambiguities arise in the following circumstances: 

1. The original simple verb is transitive. This makes reading b. possible, 
where the causee, i.e. the agent of the simple verb, is not expressed 
overtly. 

2. The original simple verb allows the omission of the direct object 
independently of discourse elision (cf. 2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 2.). This makes it 
possible to treat the verb derived via such omission as an intransitive 
verb and thus mark its agent with the accusative case (rather than the 
dative case as required for true transitive verbs) under 
causativization. 

3. The accusative-marked direct object of the causative verb must have 
semantic features appropriate for serving both as the direct object of 
the non-derived transitive verb and ,as the subject of the related 
intransitive verb, derived by omitting the direct object. (In our 
example, the direct object of the causative verb, ku~larl 'the birds, 
Acc.' can undergo the action of being eaten as well as perform the 
action of eating.) 

2. 1. 3. 1. 4. Special reflexive and reciprocal verb forms and their uses 

There are special reflexive and reciprocal verb forms. These have been 
mentioned previously, in 1.6. 1.3. and 2. 1.3. 1.2.4. for reflexives and in 
1. 7. 1. 3. and 2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 3. for reciprocals. 
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The reciprocal verb form has, in addition to its use as an expression of 
reciprocity. a non-reciprocal (but related) use with plural subjects. For 
discussion and illustration see 1. 7. 9. 3. The reflexive verb form is, in 
some instances, similar to the passive. It can also function as a middle 
(for both properties, see section 2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 1.): 

(1177) kapl kapa -n -dl 
door close -Refl.1 M -Past 
"The door closed (itself)" 

2. 1. 3. 2. Tense 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. Tenses distinguished formally 

Most tense markers in Turkish also have aspectual functions. Some also 
function as mood markers. These dual or triple functions will be noted 
when individual tense markers are discussed. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 1. Universal (all time, past, present, future) 

There is no genuine universal tense in Turkish. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 2. Present 

The so-called aorist (in Turkish: geni~ zaman 'broad tense') is the general 
present tense and expresses habitual actions and general events, thus 
coming close to a universal tense: 

(1178) a. Hasan her sabah kahvalh eel-er 
Hasan every morning breakfast do -Aor. 
"Hasan has breakfast every morning" 

(1178) b. Hasan \ocuk -lar -m -I <;ok sev -er 
Hasan child -pI. -3.sg. -Acc. very love -Aor. 
"Hasan loves his children very much" 

While this tense is, strictly speaking, a present tense, the validity of the 
utterance in the aorist for the future and the past tenses can be inferred, 
due to the habitual and durative connotations of this form. 

The form of the aorist is rather complex. Its most general representation 
is probably -(A)r (as illustrated in the examples above), with rather well
defined deviations, which concern the vowel of the suffix. The basic low 
vowel is found with monosyllabic verb stems, unless these stems either 
end in a liquid consonant (e.g. bil 'know', bil-ir 'she knows (Aor.)' or if 
they are derived morphologically, e.g. if the stem is a passive or a middle 
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(e.g. ye 'eat', ye-n-ir 'it is eaten (Aor.)'). As a matter of fact, there are a few 
monosyllabic verbs that do end in a liquid but still take the aorist suffix 
with the basic low vowel (e.g. gir 'enter', gir-er 'she enters (Aor.)'). 

When polysyllabic verb stems take the aorist, the suffix vowel is high 
(e.g. dii§iin 'trunk', dii§iin-iir 'she thinks (Aor.)'). 

In all instances of the aorist, the vowel in parentheses is deleted after a 
stem-final vowel (e.g. ye 'eat', ye-r 'she eats', uyu 'sleep', uyu-r 'she 
sleeps', soyle 'say', soyle-r 'she says'). 

The negative form of the aorist is worth mentioning, since it is not fully 
predictable. The liquid consonant of the aorist turns into a z, which is 
dropped in the first person singular, and which itself turns into a y in the 
first person plural; e.g. ye-rne-rn 'I don't eat', ye-rne-z-sin 'you(sg.) don't 
eat', ye-rne-y-iz 'we don't eat'. As marked on these examples, the 
negative aorist is further exceptional, in that the negative suffix -rnA 
carries word stress, while this suffix cannot be stressed in general and is 
otherwise preceded by a stressed syllable. (The third person plural suffix 
in negative aorist verbs, rather than the negation suffix -rnA carries word 
accent in standard Turkish, e.g. ye-rne-z-Ier 'they don't eat'; however, in 
an example of paradigm leveling, the pronunciation with word accent on 
-mA, i.e. ye-me-z-Ier is heard more and more often.) 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3. Past 

Turkish has two simple past tenses. The first is the definite past, 
expressed by means of the suffix -DI (and glossed simply as 'Past' 
elsewhere in this book), and the second is the reported past, expressed 
by the suffix -mI~ (and glossed elsewhere as 'Rep.Past') 

(1179) a. Hasan dUn opera -ya git -ti 
Hasan yesterday opera -Dat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to the opera yesterday" 

(1179) b. Hasan dUn opera -ya git -mi~ 
Hasan yesterday opera -Dat. go -Rep.Past/Infer.Past 
"Hasan reportedly went to the opera yesterday" 
"It appears that Hasan went to the opera" 

In (1179)a the speaker is committed to the truth of the statement. In 
(1179)b, the speaker does not know whether the statement is true or not 
and makes this clear by using the reported past. The implication is that 
the action or event depicted by such a statement has been reported to the 
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speaker. As also briefly mentioned in footnote 26 of the syntax chapter, 
the suffix expressing the reported past can also denote an inferential 
past;54 i.e. the speaker could infer the truth of the statement from some 
evidence or clues. For ease of reference, the suffix -mI~ will be glossed as 
'Rep.Past' for the remainder of this book, as it also has been in the syntax 
chapter. 

These tenses are also distinguished by the slightly different agreement 
suffixes that they are followed by as well as by the different stress 
properties of those agreement suffixes. The reported past takes the 
agreement suffixes which show up in the majority of tenses (e.g. future, 
present progressive, aorist), while the definite past takes a set of 
agreement suffixes that it shares with the conditiona1.55 These paradigms 
are juxtaposed below: 

(1180) Reported past Definite past 
1. sg. -hn -rn. 
2. sg. -sIn -n 
3. sg. -0 -0 
1. pl. -Iz -k 
2. pl. -sInIz -nIz 
3. pl. -IAr -lAr 

From the point of view of word-level stress, the agreement paradigm of 
the definite past suffix is regular. In other words, when the suffixes of 
this paradigm are word-final, they do not block assignment of word
level stress to the final syllable: 

(1181) oku -du -nuz 
read -Past -2pl. 
"you read" 

The agreement paradigm of the reported past is exceptional with respect 
to stress. Where the suffixes of that paradigm are word final, the final 
syllable cannot receive stress. Rather, the syllable immediately preceding 
the agreement suffix receives word-level stress: 

(1182) oku -m~ -SWlUZ 

read -Rep.Past -2pl. 
"you supposedly read" 

In narrative style, the aorist form can also be used to express actions or 
events of the past: 
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Hasan i§ -m -e gid -er; fakat kapl -Yl 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -Aor. but door -Acc. 

kapah bul -unca ev -in -e don -er 
closed find -when home -3.sg. -Oat. return -Aor. 

"Hasan goes to work; however, upon finding the door closed, (he) 
returns home" 

As also in English, the present tense can be used to express a past event 
or action; this usage lends a measure of vividness to the narration. In 
Turkish, the fact that the past rather than the present is expressed in this 
example is more obvious, since the actions mentioned here are unlikely 
to be repeated or habitual. 

For even more immediacy, the present progressive can also be used to 
express past actions or events, again in narratives: 

(1184) Hasan i§ -in -e gid -iyor; fakat kapl -Yl 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -Pr.Prog. but door -Ace. 

kapah bul -unca ev -in -e don -uyor 
closed find -when home -3.sg. -Dat. return -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan goes to work; however, upon finding the door closed, (he) 
returns home" 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3. 1. Further subdivisions according to degree of 
remoteness 

The simple past is not further subdivided according to the degree of 
remoteness from the time of the utterance. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3. 2. Relative tenses (relative to a point in the past) 

There also are relative tenses, which are relative to a point in the past. 
These are morphologically complex tenses, constructed by stringing 
suffixes to one another. 

The most widely used such combinations of simple tenses involving the 
definite past as the second suffix involve the following tense / aspect 
suffixes as a possible first suffix: aorist, present progressive, reported 
past (which, in this usage, functions as a perfective aspect marker), and 
the future tense. Examples follow for each of these combinations, in the 
order just listed: 

(1185) Hasan eski -den her sabah kahve i<; -er -di 
Hasan old -Abl. every morning coffee drink -Aor. -Past 
"Hasan, in former times, used to drink coffee every morning" 
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As elsewhere in the language, the aorist expresses here the "general 
present", i.e. a habitual and/ or repeated action or event. However, this is 
relative to a point in the past. 

(1186) dun saat be~ -te Hasan kahve i\ -iyor-du 
yesterday o'clock five -Abl. Hasan coffee drink -Prog. -Past 
"Yesterday at five 0' clock Hasan was drinking coffee" 

The progressive expresses an event or action that takes place at a given 
point in time, delimited very narrowly to that temporal point. Here, that 
temporal point is in the past. 

(1187) dun saat be~ -te Hasan kahve -sm -1 

yesterday o'clock five -Abl. Hasan coffee -3.sg. -Acc. 
bitir -mi~ -ti 
finish -PP art -Past 

"Yesterday at five 0' clock Hasan had finished his coffee" 

As stated above, in this usage, the marker for reported past assumes the 
function of a perfective aspect marker. Thus, with respect to a point in 
the past (here, 'yesterday at five o'clock'), the action depicted (here, 
Hasan's drinking his coffee) has been completed. 

(1188) Hasan odev -in -1 diin bitir -ecek-ti 
Hasan assignment -3.sg. -Ace. yesterday finish -Fut. -Past 

(fakat bitir -e -me -di) 
but finish -Abil. -Neg. -Past 

"Hasan was going to fi:pish his assignment yesterday (but was not 
able to) 

Here, the future tense marker expresses a time reference which lies in the 
future with respect to a point in time in the past. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 4. Future 

The future suffix has the shape -(y)AcAK: 

(1189) Hasan yarm odev -in -1 bitir -ecek 
Hasan tomorrow assignment -3.sg. -Acc. finish -Fut. 
"Hasan will finish his assignment tomorrow" 

It should be noted that the aorist form can also have the function of 
future tense, especially when used as a promise: 

(1190) v 

yarm san -a ugra -r -lID 

tomorrow you -Dat. drop by -Aor. -1.sg. 
"Tomorrow I will drop by at your place" 
(Actually: "Tomorrow I drop by at your place") 
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In this usage as a promise, the aorist commits the speaker less than the 
regular future tense suffix: 

(1191) yarm san -a ugra -yacag 
tomorrow you -Dat. drop by -Fut. 
"Tomorrow I will drop by at your place" 

-lffi 

-l.sg. 

There is a sense of greater commitment and definiteness in this last 
example, as compared to the previous one.56 

In colloquial, informal style, the present progressive form can also be 
used with future function: 

(1192) yarm ~ -ten soma san -a gel -iyor -urn 
tomorrow work -Abl. after you -Dat. come -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"Tomorrow I'm coming to your place after work" 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 4. 1. Modal and/ or aspectual values of the future form 

The future form, when used as a genuine, fully finite verb, has only a 
tense function and no aspectual or mood values. However, when this 
form is used as a participle, e.g. as a modifier, or with an auxiliary verb, 
it can assume such values: 

(1193) Hasan kapl -yl a<; -acak 01 -du 
Hasan door -Ace. open -Fut. be/become -Past 

It is difficult to capture the exact meaning of this construction, which 
conveys a negative aspect of the event or action depicted by the main 
verb in future form. The connotation is negative; either the action in 
question is somehow in the irrealis, because it was attempted but 
couldn't be carried out, or, if it was carried out, had negative 
consequences. (Such utterances are therefore felt to be incomplete by 
themselves and are continued by explaining why the action could not be 
executed, or what its negative outcome was.) 

The function of irrealis or potentiality of this form is particularly evident 
when the participial main verb is a modifier: 

(1194) oku -yacak bir kitap ara -dl -m 
read -Fut. a book search -Past -l.sg. 
"I looked for a book to read" 
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Note that, unlike its English translation, the Turkish utterance has no 
infinitive. The irrealis is expressed by the future form instead. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 4. 2. Further subdivisions according to degree of 
remoteness 

The simple future is not further subdivided according to degree of 
remoteness. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 4. 3. Relative tenses, relative to a point in the future 

Relative tenses which are relative to a point in the future can be formed 
only as complex tenses. These, in turn, cannot be constructed in the same 
way as the complex tenses involving the past, namely by simply stacking 
tenses. Rather, the future tense suffix must be placed on the auxiliary 01, 
which, in this usage, is ambiguous between 'be' and 'become', depending 
on the main verb: 
(1195) saat be~ -te Londra -ya var -mI~ 

o'clock five -Loc. London -Dat. arrIve -PPart 
01 -acag -lffi 

be/become -Fut. -1.sg. 
"I will have arrived in London at five 0' clock" 

As stated earlier, the form that usually expresses the reported past 
functions as a marker for perfective aspect in instances like this one, 
where the main verb is a participle (rather than a fully finite verb). 

The progressive as well as the aorist can also be used as participial forms 
in conjunction with the auxiliary 01, suffixed with the Future tense 
marker: 

(1196) yarm sa at be~ -te mektup yaz -tyor 
tomorrow o'clock five -Loc. letter write -Prog. 

01 -acag -lffi 

be/become -Fut. -1.sg. 
"Tomorrow at five 0' clock I will be (in the process of) writing letters" 

(1197) gelecek yaz , iiniversite -ye gid-er 
next summer university -Dat. go -Aor. 

01 -acag -lffi 

be / become -Fut. -l.sg. 
"Next summer I will be going to the university (regularly)" 

Despite the fact that the English translations of the last two examples 
exhibit the progressive in both instances, there is a distinction made in 
the Turkish examples. In (1196), a narrow point in time is being focused 
on, thus making the progressive marker the most appropriate suffix. In 
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contrast, the next example expresses most appropriately the meaning 
that the speaker will be performing the act of going to the university in a 
regular, habitual manner; most probably slhe will be a student during 
the period of 'next summer'. 

2. 1. 3. 2. 2. Tense distinctions across moods and non-finite forms 

Moods: 

First of all, it should be noted that the simple tense markers and (most of 
the) mood markers are in complementary distribution; thus, where both 
are possible, we are dealing with complex forms. In most of these, the 
mood suffix (for the individual mood suffixes, see 2. 1. 3. 4.) functions 
simultaneously as a participial marker and thus precedes the tense 
marker. For complex forms of this type, the tense distinctions discussed 
above hold for some moods, but not for others. Further, some of the 
mood forms can appear with some tenses but not others, while one (the 
imperative) cannot co-occur with tense markers at all. The main 
differences are discussed below. 

The potentiality (or abilitative) form is the only mood whose marker can 
be followed by all the tense markers. The reason for this might be that 
the abilitative marker -(y)Abil consists, in part, of the main verb -bil 
'know', from which it historically derives. The rich morphological 
combinatorial possibilities of this suffix can thus be explained. The 
following example, illustrating the abilitative in the future tense, is 
representative of these possibilities, especially given the fact that none of 
the other mood markers can be followed by the future tense marker: 

(1198) Hasan gelecek kI§; iiniversite -ye gid -ebil -ecek 
Hasan next winter university -Oat. go -Abil. -Fut. 
"Hasan will be able to go to the university next winter" 

The debitive (or necessitative) form is expressed by the suffix -mAlI. By 
itself, the tense connotation is that of a general present tense, i.e. the 
function otherwise expressed by the aorist marker in simple finite verbs. 
It can be followed by the definite and reported past markers. In contrast, 
it cannot be followed by the progressive suffix, nor can it be followed by 
the future tense suffix. 

Exactly the same statements are true of the conditional form, expressed 
by the suffix -sA, and of the optative (intentional), expressed by the 
suffix -(y)A.S7 
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Of all the mood markers, the conditional is the only one able to follow 
tense (/ aspect) markers; in other words, in this usage, the conditional 
functions as a copular conditional58• This copular conditional can follow 
simple tense forms as well as complex ones: 

(1199) Hasan bu kitab -1 oku -yor -sa ... 
Hasan this book -Ace. read -Prog. -Cond 
"If Hasan is reading this book ... " 

(1200) Hasan bu kitab -1 oku -yacak -sa ... 
Hasan this book -Acc. read -Fut. -Cond 
"If Hasan will read this book ... " 

While the conditional can follow complex tenses as well as simple ones, 
this usage is confined to informal, colloquial style: 

(1201) ?Hasan bu kitab -1 oku -yacak -hy -sa ... 
Hasan this book -Acc. read -Fut. -Past -Cond 

"If Hasan was going to read this book" 

When the suffix -IllI§ for the reported past is the first suffix in a 
morphological sequence including the conditional form, its function is 
that of perfective aspect rather than that of a tense marker 59: 

(1202) Hasan bu kitab -1 oku -m~ -sa ... 
Hasan this book -Acc. read -PPart -Cond 
"If Hasan has read the book ... " 

Non-finite forms: 

Possibilities of expressing tense distinctions across non-finite forms are 
rather limited. The suffixes that are most widely used in non-finite forms 
are -DIK and -rnA, which have been glossed in this work as 'factive 
nominal' and 'action nominal', respectively. In most instances, -OIK 
functions as a marker of the indicative, while -rnA functions as a marker 
of the subjunctive. 6oThe former is also one of the suffixes found in 
modifying clauses that correspond to relative clauses; in that usage, -OIl< 
has been glossed as 'object participle'. Other quite widely used forms 
include -mAK, the infinitival suffix (which is used in a subset of those 
instances for which the action nominal-rnA is appropriate), -(y)IncA and 
-(y)ArAk, both adverbial forms, duplicated verbs suffixed with -(y)A 
(used as manner adverbials), -(y)An, used in modifying clauses and 
glossed here as 'subject participle', and -(y)Ip, a coordination marker. 
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All of these non-finite suffixes show up in the morphological slot 
otherwise occupied by the simple tense / aspect suffixes of simple verb 
forms. Thus, the simple tense / aspect suffixes and the non-finite suffixes 
are mutually exclusive. However, some tense / aspect distinctions can be 
drawn in the non-finite forms nevertheless. In the forms marked with 
-DIK (both as factive and object participle forms), a future/non-future 
distinction can be drawn: 

(1203) a. [Hasan -m ~arap 1\ -tig -m -i ] 
Hasan -Gen. wine drink -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 
hi! -iyor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know that Hasan drank wine" 

(1203) h. [Hasan -m ~arap 1\ -eceg -m -i ] 
Hasan -Gen. wme drink -FNomFut -3.sg. -Acc. 
hi! -iyor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know that Hasan will drink wine" 

(1204) a [Hasan -m i\ -tig -i ] ~arap 
Hasan -Gen. drink -ObjP -3.sg. wme 

"The wine which Hasan drank" 

(1204) h. [Hasan -m i\ -eceg -i] ~arap 
Hasan -Gen. drink -Fut.ObjP -3.sg. wine 

"The wine which Hasan will drink" 

Note that the future non-finite factive form has the same shape as the 
suffix for the simple future tense. 61 Other tense / aspect distinctions are 
impossible to draw in terms of non-complex suffix sequences. 

Even these reduced possibilities to express tense are unavailable in the 
other non-factive forms. Predicates marked with any of the suffixes used 
to express non-factive, non-finite forms take on any tense / aspect 
connotation expressed by the finite predicate of the main clause: 

(1205) [Hasan -m ~arap i\ -me -sin 
Hasan -Gen. wine drink -AN om -3.sg. 

iste -di -m 
want -Past -l.sg. 

isti -yor -urn 
want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
. . v· 
1Sti -yeceg -lffi 

want -Fut. -l.sg. 

-i ] 
-Acc. 

"I wanted/want/will want for Hasan to drink wine" 
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It should be noted, however, that a richer array of tense / aspect 
distinctions can be expressed in non-finite forms nevertheless, but only 
via complex periphrastic formations. Some examples follow: 

(1206) [Hasan -m ~arab -1 parti -den once 1~ • 
-DU~ 

Hasan -Gen. wme -Acc. party -Abl. before drink -PPart 
01 -dug -un -u] duy -du -in 

be -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear -Past -l.sg. 
"I heard that Hasan had drunk the wine before the party" 

(1207) [Hasan -m btitiin ~arab -1 parti -den once 
Hasan -Gen. all wine -Acc. party -Abl. before 
i~ -mi~ 01 -acag -m -1 ] 

drink -PPart be -FNomFut -3.sg. -Acc. 
bil -lyor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know that Hasan will have drunk all the wine before the party" 

(1208) [Hasan -m btitiin ~arab -1 parti -den once 
Hasan -Gen. all wine -Acc. party -Abl. before 
ic; -mi~ 01 -ma -sm -1 ] isti -yor -urn 
drink -PPart be -AN om -3.sg. -Acc. want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I want for Hasan to have drunk all the wine before the party" 

2. 1. 3. 2. 3. Relative versus absolute tenses 

The question of the tenses being absolute (Le. involving a time 
specification relative to the present moment) or relative (Le. involving a 
time specification relative to some other specified point in time) cannot 
be answered separately with respect to criteria like finiteness and main 
versus subordinate clauses, since subordinate clauses are typically 
nonfinite at the same time. Even the criterion of mood cannot be 
addressed independently from the others, given that some markers of 
(non)finiteness are mood markers at the same time, e.g. indicative versus 
subjunctive. 

There is no marker for the indicative in morphologically simple finite 
verb forms; where there is no mood marker in such forms, the mood is 
indicative. In these forms, the tenses are absolute. In indicative, but 
morphologically complex forms, the tenses are relative in general. The 
tense expressed by the first tense suffix (i.e. the suffix closer to the stem) 
is interpreted as relative to the time expressed by the second tense suffix 
(i.e. the suffix farther removed from the stem): 
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(1209) Hasan [ ben kalk -hg -un -da] i§ -e 
Hasan I get up -FNom -l.sg. -Loc. work -Dat. 

git -mi~ -ti 
go -PPart -Past 

"When I got up, Hasan had gone to work" 

Here, Hasan's having gone to work has taken place prior to another 
point in time, namely the speaker's getting up. That point in time is itself 
in the past with respect to the present moment, i.e. the time of the 
utterance. Thus, we are dealing here with a complex tense, i.e. of a past 
within the past. 62 Another example illustrates the same point: 

(1210) Hasan [bu sabah ] i§ -e gid -ecek -ti , 
Hasan this morning work -Dat. go -Fut. -Past 

fakat git -me -di 
but go -Neg. -Past 

"Hasan was going to go to work this morning, but (he) didn't" 

In this example, Hasan's going to work was in the future63 with respect 
to a certain point in time, i.e. this morning, which is in the past with 
respect to the present moment. 

For those moods that are formally expressed, we saw in 2. 1. 3. 2. 2. that 
not all tenses can be used with all the mood markers. However, in those 
combinations that are allowed, the tense markers are interpreted as 
regular, simple tense suffixes and are thus absolute: 

(1211) Hasan nihayet kitab -m -1 bitir -ebil -di 
Hasan finally book -3.sg. -Acc. finish -AbU. -Past 
"Hasan was finally able to finish his book" 

Here, the past tense is absolute, i.e. the moment of Hasan's finishing his 
book is prior to the present moment. Combinations of mood and relative 
tenses are possible in the standard language only for the 
potential/ abilitative mood and are expressed in the same way in which 
relative tenses usually are, i.e. by appending a second tense marker that 
expresses the point in time relative to which the remainder of the 
utterance holds: 

(1212) Hasan yarm a.k§am kitab -m -1 

Hasan tomorrow evening book -3.sg. -Acc. 
bitir -ebil -mi~ 01 -acak 
finish -AbU. -PP art be -Fut. 

"Tomorrow evening Hasan will have been able to finish his book" 
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It is meaningful to discuss absolute versus relative connotations of tenses 
where tense is actually expressed. We saw in 2. 1. 3. 2. 2. that, among 
nonfinite forms, only the factive nominal expresses tense, i.e. the non
future, and that there is a corresponding factive nonfinite future form. In 
other nonfinite forms, since no independent tense can be expressed, the 
tense connotations of the main clause simply carryover. In subordinate 
clauses that have predicates marked with one of the factive nonfinite 
forms, the tense is interpreted as relative to the tense of the main clause: 

(1213) Hasan yann biz -e [kitab -m -1 

Hasan tomorrow we -Oat. book -3.sg. -Ace. 
bitir -dig -m -i ] sayle -yecek 
finish -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. tell -Fut 

"Hasan will tell us tomorrow that he finished his book" 

This sentence is ambiguous between a reading whereby the tense of the 
(nonfinite) subordinate clause is interpreted as absolute, i.e. with respect 
to the present time, and a second reading whereby the tense of the 
subordinate clause is interpreted as relative to the tense of the main 
clause. The former is expressed in (a) below, and the latter in (b): 

(a) Hasan will tell us tomorrow that he has finished his book (as of 
now, the time of this utterance) 
(b) Hasan will tell us tomorrow that he will have finished the book (as 
of the time of Hasan's statement tomorrow) 

The fact that the tense of a subordinate clause can be (and often is) 
interpreted as relative to the tense of the main clause also holds for those 
(very limited) constructions where the subordinate clause has a finite, 
tensed predicate: 

(1214) ben [ sen -i Ankara -ya gid -ecek] 
I you -Acc. Ankara -Oat. go -Fut. 

san -lyor -du -m 
think -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I was thinking that you were going to go to Ankara" 

The dominant reading of this sentence is that the tense of the 
subordinate clause is relative to the tense of the main clause, which is the 
past tense in this example, rather than relative to the present moment. 

2. 1. 3. 3. Aspect 

Comrie defines the notion of aspect as follows: "Aspects are different 
ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation" 
(Comrie 1978: 3). While Turkish does have suffixes that express aspect in 

.. 
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the sense defined, those suffixes do not have aspectual function 
ex~lusively (since they also express tense and / or mood), nor is a given 
suffix linked to a given aspect in all syntactic and morphological 
contexts. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. Perfect aspect 

According to Comrie, "the perfect indicates the continuing present 
relevance of a past situation" (Comrie 1978: 52). It differs from the other 
aspects in that, rather than referring to the internal temporal 
constituency of one given situation, "it expresses a relation between two 
time-points, on the one hand the time of the state resulting from a prior 
situation, and on the other the time of that prior situation" (Comrie 1978: 
52). 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 1. Distinct perfect aspect forms 

There are forms which, although they do express perfect aspect, have 
additional functions. Furthermore, these aspectual markers are not 
identical for all tenses. The interaction between perfect aspect and the 
tenses it occurs with are discussed in the next subsection. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 2. Perfect aspect and tense 

The perfect aspect is expressed for the present, past, and future tenses. 
However, there is no form that distinctly and exclusively expresses the 
present perfect; this function is usually expressed by the (definite) past 
morpheme: 

(1215) Hasan bahg -1 ye-di 
Hasan fish -Ace. eat -Past 
"Hasan ate the fish" 
"Hasan has eaten the fish" 

As indicated by the two translations, examples like the previous one are 
systematically ambiguous between a simple past reading (the first 
translation) and a present perfect reading (the second translation}. 64 

A different form is used for the perfect in the past and future tenses. This 
is the suffix otherwise used for the reported / inferential past tense: -mI~. 
Where. this suffix is attached to a verb and is followed by a past tense 
suffix or by the auxiliary 01 in the future tense, -mI~ functions as a 
participle marker and usually expresses perfect aspect. This is illustrated 
by the following examples: . 
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Past perfect: 

(1216) ben lokanta -ya var -dIg -lID. -da Hasan 
I restaurant -Dat. 

. 
-FNom -l.sg. -Loe. Hasan arnve 

v . . 
bitir 

. 
-ti yemeg -m -1 -mI~ 

meal -3.sg. -Acc. finish -PP art -Past 
"When I arrived at the restaurant, Hasan had finished his meal" 

Future perfect: 

(1217) ben lokanta -ya var -dIg -lID. -da Hasan 
I restaurant -Dat. 

. 
-FNom -l.sg . -Loc. Hasan arnve 

v bitir 
. 

01 -acak yemeg -m -1 -DU~ 

meal -3.sg. -Ace. finish -PPart be/become -Fut. 
"When I arrive at the restaurant, Hasan will have finished his meal" 

It is not always easy to distinguish between -mI~ as a past tense marker 
and the same suffix as an aspect marker in such contexts. For example, it 
is not always obvious that the suffix combination -mI~-tI is 
systematically ambiguous between past perfect, as discussed here, and 
past-in-the-past (cf. 2. 1.3. 2. 1.3.2.). As a matter of fact, Aksu-Ko~ (1988: 
17) states that her system treats notions and forms characterized in 
previous literature as relative tenses as aspectual, thus implying that 
Turkish does not have both. I shall take the stand here that, insofar as the 
distinction between the past perfect (an aspectual category) and the past
in-the-past (a tense category) is a real one universally, it is also found in 
Turkish. The following examples may serve to illustrate the distinction at 
stake here: 

(1218) dun saat alh -da Hasan -1 ~irket -te 
yesterday o'clock SIX -Abl. Hasan -Acc. company -Loc. 

gor -mu~ 01 -a -maz -sm, <;tinku 0 
see -PPart be -Abil. -Neg.Aor. -2.sg. because that 
saat -te Hasan <;ok -tan ev -m -e 
time -Loc. Hasan much -Abl. home -3.sg. -Dat. 
don -m~ -ru 
return -PPart -Past 

"You cannot have seen Hasan at the company yesterday at six 
0' clock, because at that time Hasan had long since returned home" 

Here, the suffixal sequence -ml~-tl has an aspectual function, i.e. it 
expresses the past perfect. We are looking at events from a particular 
vantage point, namely 'that time', i.e. 'yesterday at six o'clock', and we 
are observing the result of an earlier event, which is Hasan's returning 
home some time before six, and thus being home at six o'clock. 
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The usage of -IIU§-tl as an expression of past-in-the-past is typically 
found in narratives. In such a usage, the event that precedes the (past 
tense) vantage point is in no necessary relation to the situation depicted 
at that vantage point; in other words, there is no result that arises from 
that earlier event: 

(1219) ge<;en Salt bulu~ -acak -h -k; Hasan saat 
last Tuesday meet -Fut. -Past -l.pI. Hasan o'clock 

be~ -te bi.iro -sun -a ugra -m.1~, saat 
five -Loc. office -3.sg. -Oat. stop by -PPart o'clock 
alh -da ev -in -e don -m~ -tii.; 
six -Loc. home -3.sg. -Oat. return -PPart -Past 
ben -se i§ -im -den 
I -however work -1.sg. -Abl. 
aynl -a -rna -m.1~ -h -m 
part -Abil. -Neg. -PPart -Past -1.sg. 

"We were going to meet last Tuesday; Hasan had stopped by his 
office at five 0' clock and had returned home at six 0' clock; however I 
had been unable to leave work" 

Note also that here, the most natural reading is that Hasan ·returned 
home at six o'clock, while in the previous example, he had returned 
home by six o'clock. 

The view that Turkish has both a past perfect (perfect-in-the-past) and a 
past-in-the-past helps explain an observation made, among others, by 
Johanson (1971: 58), where it is pointed out that ~-ti is often used in 
contexts where there are no (past) vantage points relative to which an 
anterior situation is described. In other words, the suffix combination in 
question functions as a simple, absolute (past) tense. Thus, the following 
type of utterance, while ambiguous, is most often used as a simple past 
tense (which, however, is itself ambiguous between simple past and 
present perfect): 

(1220) ben san -a bu kitab -1 <;ok eski -den 
I you -Oat. this book -Acc. very old -Abl. 

ver -mi~ -ti -m 
give -PPart -Past -1.sg. 

"I gave you this book a very long time ago" 
"I had given you the book a very long time ago" 

It would be more plausible to assume that an ambiguity of the same 
morpheme sequence between relative and absolute tense reference than 
to assume such an ambiguity between aspectual force on the one hand 
and absolute tense, on the other. 
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Where a form in -mI~ functions as a modifying participle, however, its 
aspectual force (as the perfect) seems to be the only possible reading: 

(1221) a. c;lirii -m~ bir elm a 
rot -PPart an apple 
"a rotten apple" ("an apple which has become rotten") 

(1221) b. actk -mI~ bir <;ocuk 
get hungry -PPart a child 
" a hungry child" ("a child who has become hungry") 

It should be pointed out here that these participles convey the meaning 
of a process which has come to a certain point of completion (and thus 
has yielded a result which is relevant to the present situation); thus, the 
apple is assumed to have undergone a process of deterioration before 
reaching its current defective state; the child is presumed to have become 
progressively less satiated before reaching its current hungry state. 
Hence, the examples in (1221) are not totally synonymous with the 
following examples, where the modifiers are not participles, but regular 
adjectives which express states without any connotation of a process that 
has undergone completion: 

(1222) a c;lirii -k bir elma 
rot -DerAdj an apple 
"a rotten apple" 

(1222) b. a<; bir <;ocuk 
hungry a child 
" a hungry child" 

Concluding this subsection, it should also be noted that, while the 
definite past suffix -DI is the most general expression of the present 
perfect, the suffix -mI~ can also have this function in certain contexts. 
Typically, this is found with certain expressions of mood categories, as in 
our previous example (1218), whose relevant part is repeated here as 
(1223): 

(1223) dun saat alh -da Hasan -1 ~irket -te 
yesterday o'clock six -Abl. Hasan -Acc. company -Loc. 

gor -mii§ 01 -a -maz -sm, 
see -PPart be -Abil -Neg.Aor. -2.sg. 

"You can't have seen Hasan at the company yesterday at six 0' clock" 
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2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 3. Different forms and functions of the perfect aspect 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 3. 1. Present result of a past situation 

See 2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 1. and 2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 2. for discussion and examples of the 
present perfect. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 3. 2. Situation which has held at least once 

This meaning is signaled by a variety of means, usually employing the 
regular form for the present perfect (Le. the definite past suffix -01) and 
some periphrastic means, e.g. certain adverbs like hi; 'ever': 

(1224) Hasan hi~ Ankara -ya git -ti mi? 
Hasan ever Ankara -Dat. go -Past-Q 
"Has Hasan ever been to Ankara?" 

Without the adverb, this sentence would simply ask whether Hasan 
went to Ankara, or whether he has gone to Ankara, without conveying 
an experiential meaning. This meaning can also be expressed by certain 
verbs without requiring the presence of such an adverb: 

(1225) Hasan (hi\) Ankara -da bul -un -ru mu? 
Hasan ever Ankara -Loc. find -Ref1. -Past-Q 
"Has Hasan (ever) been to Ankara?" 

Furthermore, there is a form involving the past participle suffix -mI~ and 
which is often used colloquially to express the experiential perfect 
aspect: 

(1226) [ Ankara -ya (hi\ ) git -mi~ -Jig -in] var ml? 
Ankara -Dat. ever go -Wart -O!rNom -2sg. exist -Q 

"Have you (ever) been to Ankara?" ("Does your (ever) having-gone to 
Ankara exist?") 

In addition to the past participle suffix, this form involves the suffix -11K, 
which derives abstract nominals, and a possessive agreement suffix 
which expresses the person and number of the experiential's subject; the 
whole experiential phrase functions as the subject of an existential 
sentence, as indicated in the example above. 
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2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 3. 3. Situation which began in the past and is still 
continuing 

The most extensively used construction to convey this meaning is by 
using the present progressive, in conjunction with certain adverbs: 

(1227) [ be~ saat -ten beri ] sen -i beIdi -yor -urn 
five hour -Abl. since/for you -Acc. wait -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I have been waiting for you for five hours" 

In this construction, the adverbial expression is a postpositional phrase. 

(1228) [ be~ saat -tir ] sen -i beIdi -yor -urn 
five hour -for you -Acc. wait -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I have been waiting for you for five hours" 

The adverbial expression in this construction employs the suffix -DIr, 
which was discussed in the syntax chapter as an epistemic copula that 
conveys either great certainty or inference. Here, where it is placed on 
time adverbials, it conveys duration. 

In both instances, the verb is marked for the present progressive. The 
same meaning of persistent aspect can also be expressed by using a 
copula which takes the infinitival form of a main verb as its object: 

(1229) [ be~ saat -tir ] sen -i bekle -mek -te -yun 
five hour -for you -Acc. wait -Inf. -I...oc. -l.sg. 

"I have been waiting for you for five hours" 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 3. 4. Situation completed a short time ago; situation that 
will shortly be completed 

The present perfect is not formally distinguished according to whether a 
situation has been completed very recently or a longer time ago; the 
necessary distinctions are made via adverbial expressions, rather than by 
distinct markers on the verb. 

A situation that will shortly be completed can be expressed by using the 
infinitival form of the verb, together with an appropriate adverbial 
expression, or else an appropriate adverb, together with the main verb 
suffixed with -mI~, followed by the auxiliary 01 in the future tense: 

(1230) a. Hasan kitab -m -1 bitir -mek iizere 
Hasan book -3.sg. -Acc. finish -Inf. aoout (to) 
"Hasan is about to finish his book" 
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(1230) b. Hasan yakm -da kitab -m -1 oku -m\l§ 
Hasan near -Loc. book -3.sg .-Acc. read -PPart 

01 -acak 
be/become -Fut. 

"Hasan will soon have read his book" 

The form involving the infinitival does not always have this meaning, 
however. With certain other verbs, the same form can have the meaning 
of the inception of the event or state (cf. 2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 6.). 

2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 4. Similarities between the expression of perfect aspect and 
recent past tense 

As mentioned previously (cf. 2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 2.), the present perfect is most 
often expressed by using the suffix -DI, which is the marker of the 
absolute (and thus recent) definite past tense. Past and future perfect, 
however, are expressed via the suffix -ml§ (cf. 2. 1.3.3. 1.2.), which is, as 
a simple tense marker, the suffix of the reported (or inferential) simple 
past tense. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. Aspect as the expression of duration 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. Formal marking 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 1. Perfective aspect 

Comrie (1978: 3) defines the perfective as a way of viewing the totality of 
a situation without reference to its internal temporal constituency; in 
other words, "the perfective looks at the situation from outside, without 
necessarily distinguishing any of the internal structure of the situation" 
(Comrie 1978: 4). Verbal forms with this meaning are said by Comrie to 
have perfective meaning, while if a language has special verbal forms to 
indicate such meaning, it is said to have perfective aspect (Comrie 1978: 
3). 

According to this view, Turkish has verbal forms with perfective 
meaning. Whether it has perfective aspect, i.e. forms that consistently 
and exclusively have perfective meaning, is debatable. The form that 
comes closest is the definite simple past suffix -DI. Note the following 
examples: 

(1231) a. dun oda -m -1 topla -ch -m 
yesterday room -l.sg. -Ace. tidy up -Past -l.sg. 
"Yesterday I tidied up my room" 
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(1231) b. dun oda -m -1 topla -r -ken 
yesterday room -l.sg. -Ace. tidy up -Aor. -while 

telefon <;al-eII 
telephone ring -Past 

"Yesterday while (I was) tidying up my room, the telephone rang" 

In the first example, my straightening up my room is referred to as a 
complete event, where the situation has no temporal subdivisions. The 
same is true of the way in which the telephone's ringing is presented in 
the second example. In contrast, the event presented in the first example 
becomes transparent in the second example; the speaker focuses on the 
middle (rather than the beginning or the end) of his or her straightening 
up the room, and states that it was in the middle of that situation that the 
telephone's ringing took place.65 In that sense, the suffix -01 serves as a 
marker of perfective aspect in these examples. This is true for nonstative 
verbs without lexical exceptions. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 2. Imperfective aspect 

Comrie defines imperfectivity as "explicit reference to the internal 
temporal structure of a situation" (Comrie 1978: 24). 

Turkish has no single marker for imperfective aspect; different kinds of 
imperfectivity (see the next subsections) are expressed via a number of 
means. Note, for example, (1231)b, where the first clause is imperfective, 
since the speaker is presenting the middle (rather than the beginning or 
end) of a situation. The marker on the verb is the aorist suffix, which 
otherwise expresses habitual aspect (cf. 2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 3.), but here, 
together with the cliticized adverbial marker -(y)ken, has imperfective 
function. Other imperfective markers will be discussed below. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 3. Habitual aspect 

Habitual aspect indicates a situation which is characteristic of a 
considerable stretch of time. The typical expression of this aspect in 
Turkish is the suffix -(A)r, the so-called aorist: 

(1232) a. Hasan piyano <;al -ar 
Hasan piano play -Aor. 
"Hasan plays the piano" 

(1232) b. Hasan piyano <;al -ar -dl 
Hasan piano play -Aor. -Past 
"Hasan used to play the piano" 
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2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 4. Continuous aspect (nonhabitual imperfective aspect) 

The continuous aspect is expressed by the suffix -(I)yor, which is usually 
referred to as the progressive marker. If the progressive aspect is defined 
as the continuous aspect of a nonstative (dynamic) verb (cf. next 
subsection), the term continuous aspect would be the more inclusive 
term, including stative and nonstative verbs alike. As a matter of fact, the 
suffix -(I)yor can indeed be used with both types of verbs. Therefore, the 
label "progressive" might well be a misnomer for the suffix in question, 
and "continuous" a more apt one.66 The following examples illustrate 
uses of -(I)yor with verbs whose use in the progressive would be 
ungrammatical in English: 

(1233) Hasan fazla <;abuk konu~ -tug -un -u 
Hasan too fast talk -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 

bi! -iyor-du 
know -Prog. -Past 

"Hasan knew that he was speaking too fast" 

Note that in English, the progressive form 'was knowing' in the 
translation of this example with a stative verb would be ungr?-mmatical. 
Likewise, verbs of inert perception cannot appear in the progressive in 
English, while they can do so in Turkish: 

(1234) yeni gozliik -ler -un -Ie sen -1 gayet lyl 
new spectacle -pI. -l.sg. -Inst. you -Acc. very good 

gor -uyor -urn 
see -Prog. -l.sg. 

"I see you very well with my new spectacles" 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 5. Progressive aspect (continuous aspect of a nonstative 
verb) 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the marker for the progressive 
aspect is the suffix -(l)yor: 

(1235) Hasan <;ay -m -1 i<; -iyor 
Hasan tea -3.sg. -Acc. drink -Prog. 
"Hasan is drinking his tea" 

(1236) ben ada -ya gir -dig -1m -de Hasan 
I room -Oat. enter -FNom -l.sg. -Loe. Hasan 

<;ay -m -1 i<; -iyor-du 
tea -3.sg. -Ace. drink -Prog. -Past 

"When I entered the room Hasan was drinking his tea" 
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Another way of expressing the progressive aspect is by using a copular 
construction that takes as the complement of the copula the infinitive of 
the main verb in the locative case: 

(1237) (ben) \ay -lID -1 i\ -mek -te -yim 
I tea -l.sg. -Acc. drink -Inf. -Loc. -l.sg. 

"I am drinking my tea" ("I am in the act of drinking my tea") 

(1238) (ben) <;ay -lID -1 i<; -mek -te -y -di-in 
I tea -l.sg. -Acc. drink -Inf. -Loc. -Cop. -Past -l.sg. 

"I was drinking my tea" ("I was in the act of drinking my tea") 

This form, while also not completely strict in being limited to the 
progressive aspect, is more so than the finite form -(I)yor, which is more 
aptly characterized as a more general marker for the continuous aspect, 
as we saw in the previous subsection. Thus, its usage with stative verbs 
is either ungrammatical or quite infelicitous: 

(1239) a. Hasan som -in -un cevab -m -1 

Hasan question -l.sg. -Gen. answer -3.sg. -Acc. 
bi! -iyor 
know -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan knows the answer to my question" 

(1239) b. *Hasan som -in -un cevab -ID -1 

Hasan question -l.sg. -Gen. answer -3.sg. -Ace. 
bi! -mek -te 
know -Inf. -Loc. 

"Hasan is knowing the answer to my question" 

(1240) a. Hasan sorun -u anh -yor 
Hasan problem -Ace. understand -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan understands the problem" 

(1240) b. ??Hasan sorun -u anla -mak -ta 
Hasan problem -Ace. understand -Inf. -IDe.. 

"Hasan understands the problem" 

While (1239)b is completely ungrammatical, (1240)b is (marginally) 
acceptable only under the reading that Hasan originally did not 
understand the problem at all and is, right now, in the process of gaining 
an understanding of it. Note that both of the a.-sentences are perfectly 
grammatical. 

Continuous action can also be expressed by certain compound verbs, 
where the first member can be a tensed verb or a gerundive: 
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Hasan whole day one -thing -pI. 

mmldan -ru. / mlrIldan -a dur -du 
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mumble -Past /mumble -Ger. stand -Past 
"Hasan kept on mumbling things all day long" 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 6. Ingressive aspect (beginning of a situation) 

This meaning can be expressed via the infinitive, together with certain 
adverbs (cf. also 2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 3.4.): 

(1242) koltug -a otur -mak iizere -y -di-ill 
armchair -Oat. sit -Inf. alx>ut -Cop. -Past -l.sg. 
"I was about to sit down in the armchair" 

The so-called progressive suffix -(I)yor can have this function, as well: 

(1243) koltug -a otur -uyor -urn 
armchair -Oat. sit -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I am sitting down in the armchair" 
("I am about to sit down in the armchair") 

It should be pointed out that, when considering the expression of aspect, 
I am not considering expression via syntactically complex constructions, 
involving subordination under verbs like 'start' or 'begin'. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 7. Terminative aspect (end of a situation) 

There is no morphologically simple form expressing terminative aspect. 

To indicate the completion of another situation prior to the situation 
being described, an adverbial construction is used which involves the 
uninflected factive nominal, along with an appropriate adverb: 

(1244) haber -ler -i dinle -dik -ten soma durum -un 
news -pI. -Acc. listen -FNom -IDe. after situation -Gen. 

ciddiyet -in -i anla -dl-ill 
seriousness -3.sg. -Acc. understand -Past -l.sg. 

"After listening to the news, I understood the seriousness of the 
situation" 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 8. Iterative aspect 

There is no distinct verbal morphology that consistently expresses 
iterative aspect. The meaning of iteration emerges as a combination of 
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other aspect markers and certain adverbs, and/or as a combination of 
other aspect markers and of the lexical meaning of the verb: 

(1245) Hasan (c;ok) oksiir -dyor 
Hasan a lot cough -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is coughing (a lot)" 

(1246) Hasan oksiir -iip dur -uyor 
Hasan cough -Ger. stand -Pr .Prog. 
"Hasan keeps on coughing" 

To cough is, inherently, a single act. Using forms that otherwise express 
progressive/ continuous aspect should therefore be excluded, unless the 
meaning expressed is one of a series of action, i.e. a repetition or iteration 
of the event. This is indeed the reading which is conveyed by the 
preceding two examples. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 9. Semelfactive aspect (a single occurrence of a situation) 

In contrast to the last two examples in the previous subsection, the 
simple past tense suffix (which, as we have seen, can also express perfect 
aspect) expresses semelfactive aspect when it occurs with a verb that 
inherently expresses a single occurrence of .a situation: 

(1247) Hasan oksfu -00 
Hasan cough -Past 
"Hasan coughed" 

Thus, if we hear Hasan cough just once in the next room, we are likely to 
utter (1247); however, if we hear him cough a few times, we are likely to 
utter (1245) or (1246). 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 10. Punctual aspect 

Punctual aspect expresses a situation that is viewed as not being able to 
be analyzed temporally. As Comrie (1978: 42-43) points out, it is not clear 
that there really are strictly punctual situations, as opposed to situations 
of very short duration. He mentions examples like the following one: 

(1248) Hasan dag -m zirve -sm -e eri~ -ti 
Hasan mountain -Gen. summit -3.sg. -Dat. reach -Past 
"Hasan reached the summit of the mountain" 

There will be one moment when Hasan hasn't reached the summit yet, 
and another moment when he has; thus, the moment of Hasan's 
reaching the summit is punctual and cannot be analyzed into temporal 
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sequences. Indeed, while the simple past suffix is appropriate here, the 
progressive / continuous suffix -(I)yor would not be appropriate. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 11. Durative aspect (a situation viewed as 
lasting in time) 

There is no distinct suffix to express durative aspect as distinct from 
continuous / progressive suffixes; for complex forms, see 2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 
13.2. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 12. Simultaneous aspect (simultaneity with some other 
situation) 

The most productive expression of simultaneous aspect is the usage of 
the adverbial iken 'while', together with the verb in its aorist (or, more 
rarely, in its progressive) form; most often, it is cliticized as -(y)ken: 

(1249) Hasan resim -ler -e bak -a r -ken ben mi.izik 
Hasan picture -pI. -Oat. look -lvJr. -while I music 

dinli -yor -du -m 
listen -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"While Hasan was looking at the pictures, I was listening to music" 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 13. Other aspects 

Turkish has a few additional constructions with aspectual connotations. 
The two most widely used types are illustrated below. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 13. 1. Rapid or sudden action 

The expression for a situation changing rapidly or suddenly is expressed 
by a compound verb construction involving the verb ver 'give', preceded 
by -(y)I: 

(1250) ev -In dam -1 \ok -u -ver -di 
house -3.sg. roof -3.sg. collapse -Ger. -give -Past 
"The roof of the house collapsed suddenly" 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 13. 2. Durative Action 

A situation or action that has persisted over a period of time and still 
continues is expressed via a compound verb construction involving the 
verbs gel 'come', kal 'remain', and dur 'keep on ('stand'), preceded by 
-(y)A; the following example is taken from Lewis (1975: 191): 
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(1251) kullan -a -gel -dig -lffilZ Ara~ ve Farsc;a 
use -Ger. -come -ObjP -l.pI. Arabic and Persian 

kelime -ler 
word -pI. 

"the Arabic and Persian words that we have been using for a long 
time (and still persist in using)" 67 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 14. Telic aspect 

Situations that lead to a logical conclusion are referred to as telic. There 
is no distinct forms in the standard language that uniquely express 
telicity. With certain verbs whose inherent meaning is telic, the simple 
past suffix signals telicity (while the progressive expresses that the 
situation, although having a potential conclusion, has not reached that 
point yet): 

(1252) Hasan bir masa yap -b. 
Hasan a table make -Past 
"Hasan made a table" 

This example tells us that Hasan did finish making a table, as a result of 
which a table has come into existence. The progressive form has no such 
connotation: 

(1253) Hasan bir masa yap -lyor-du 
Hasan a table make -Prog. -Past 
"Hasan was making a table" 

Here, Hasan was involved in the process of making a table during a 
particular period of time; but he might have never completed the task. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 2. 1. Possibilities for combining different aspectual values 

Different aspectual values cannot be combined directly, within a simple 
morphological sequence. The reason for this rests in the fact that the 
verbal stem has only one slot for the tense / aspect morpheme. While it is 
possible, as we saw before, to generate complex tense / aspect forms by 
appending a copular inflected postclitic to the verbal stem, that postclitic 
tends to have temporal rather than aspectual function. As a consequence, 
it is essentially impossible to have combinations of different aspectual 
values within one word. 

However, combinations of different aspectual values are possible 
nevertheless. They are formed by verbal sequences, with the main verb 
carrying an aspect morpheme (and thus forming a participle), followed 
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by the auxiliary 01, which is inflected for another aspect; some examples 
follow: 

(1254) Hasan boylelikle yar~ -1 kazan -DU~ 
Hasan thus competition -Acc. win -PPart 

01 -uyor -du 
be -Prog. -Past 

"Hasan was thus being the winner of the competition" 

Here, the past participle suffix expresses the perfect aspect, and it is 
combined with the progressive aspect expressed on the auxiliary. 

Essentially, all aspects can be combined with each other in this pattern 
involving the auxiliary, with the exception of the suffix -DI in its 
function as a present perfect marker (cf. 2. 1. 3. 3. 1. 2.); no participial 
form of the main verb ending with this suffix. Furthermore, 
combinations of any aspect with a second occurrence of the same aspect 
are close to ungrammatical: 

(1255) ??Hasan boylelikle yan~ -1 kazan -DU~ 
Hasan thus competition -Acc. wm -PPart 
01 -m1l§ -tu 
be -PPart -Past 

"Hasan had thus become the winner of the competition" 

(1256) ??Hasan boylelikle yan~ -1 kazan -lyor 
Hasan thus competition -Acc. win -Prog. 
01 -uyor -du 
be -Prog. -Past 

"Hasan was thus being (the person) winning the competition"68 

The unacceptability of such examples is probably due to a prohibition 
against close sequences of morphemes with the identical function. 69 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. Restrictions on the combination of different aspectual 
values with various verbal forms 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. 1. Voices 

All aspectual values can be expressed with all voices. 
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2.1.3.3.2.2.2.2. Tenses 

Main verbs that are suffixed with aspect markers can be followed by 
copular past tense forms. This is possible both for the definite and the 
reported past: 

(1257) Hasan boylelikle yarl§ -1 kazan -DU~ -b. 
Hasan thus competition -Ace. WIn -PPart -Past 
"Hasan had thus won the competition" 

(1258) Hasan boylelikle yafl§ -1 kazan -DU~ -DU~ 
Hasan thus competition -Ace. win -PPart -Rep.Past 
"Hasan had / has thus reportedly won the competition" 

(1259) Hasan boylelikle yarl§ -1 kazan -lYOl -du 
Hasan thus competition -Ace. win -Prog. -Past 
"Hasan was thus winning the competition" 

(1260) Hasan boylelikle yarl~ -1 kazan -lYOl -m~ 
Hasan thus competition -Ace. win -Prog. -Rep.Past 
"Hasan was thus reportedly winning the competition" 

Other tenses cannot be expressed as copular forms and must therefore be 
expressed on the auxiliary 01: 

(1261) Hasan boylelikle yarl~ -1 kazan -DU~ 01 -acak 
Hasan thus competition -Ace. win -PPart be -Fut. 
"Hasan will thus have won the competition" 

(1262) Hasan boylelikle yarl~ -1 kazan -DU~ 01 -UYOl 

Hasan thus competition -Ace. win -PPart be -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is thus being the winner of the competition" 

It should be noted that the two past tenses can also be expressed on the 
auxiliary 01, in addition to being able to serve as copular forms. 

2. 1.3.3.2.2.2.3. ~oods 

Verbs marked for anyone among the various aspectual forms cannot 
occur in the imperative mood, nor can such verbs occur in the monitory 
mood (which is usually expressed as a negative imperative). 

The conditional mood is the only one that can be expressed directly on 
verbs marked for aspect; this is done by suffixing the conditional suffix 
as a copular form to the aspectual verb. The other suffixes expressing 
mood (insofar as they are compatible semantically with any given 
aspect) must be attached to the auxiliary 01, which follows the main verb 
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marked for aspect; this strategy can be used with the conditional, too. A 
few examples follow: 

(1263) Hasan ~ -m -i bit -lr -mi~ -se 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Acc. finish -Caus. -PPart -Cond 

ak§am -a kadar Ankara -ya var -mI~ 
evening -Oat. until Ankara -Oat. arrive -PPart 
01 -abil -ir 
be -Abil. -Aor. 

"If Hasan has finished his work he can have arrived in Ankara by 
(this) evening" 

Here, in the first part of the construction, the conditional suffix is 
appended, as a copular form, to the main verb that carries the perfect 
aspect marker. In the second part of the construction, the suffix for the 
potential mood cannot be directly placed after the suffix for the perfect 
aspect; therefore, it is placed on the auxiliary. 

(1264) Ali oda -ya gir -erken Hasan i~ -in -i 
Ali room -Oat. enter -while Hasan work -3.sg. -Acc. 

bit -ir -iyor 01 -mall -y -dl 
finish -Caus. -Prog. be -Nee. -Cop. -Past 

"While Ali was entering the room Hasan had to be finishing his 
work" 

In this example, the main verb is marked for progressive aspect. The 
necessitative (debitive) mood marker cannot be directly suffixed to that 
form and is placed instead on the auxiliary. 

These are the main restrictions on the combination of different aspectual 
values with the various mood markers. The tendency of the potential (or 
abilitative) mood marker -(y)Abil to strongly express contingent mood 
when it is used in conjunction with aspectual verbs, while it is otherwise 
ambiguous when used on the bare verbal stem, is another property of 
the aspect-mood combination which is worth mentioning. 

2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 2. 2. 4. Finite and nonfinite forms 

The discussion in this main section and its subsections has mainly 
centered around finite forms. 

Nonfinite forms in Turkish are a variety of gerundive and other 
nominalized forms. The suffixes that are used to generate such forms 
cannot be directly appended to aspectual suffixes. Similar to most mood 
and some tense suffixes, the morphemes for nonfinite forms must be 
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placed on the auxiliary 01 when used with a main verb which is marked 
for aspect: 

(1265) [ Hasan -In bu sabah Ankara -ya git -mi~ 
Hasan -Gen. this morning Ankara -Oat. go -PPart 
01 -dug -un -u ] duy -du -m 
be -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that Hasan had gone to Ankara this morning" 

(1266) [Hasan -m be~ -ten once Ankara -ya git -~ 
Hasan -Gen. five -Abl. before Ankara -Oat. go -PPart 
01 -ma -sm -1 ] isti -yor -urn 
be -ANom -3.sg. -Acc. want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I want for Hasan to have gone to Ankara before five (o'clock)" 

There are no other restrictions on combining different aspectual values 
with nonfinite forms. 

2. 1. 3. 4. Mood 

Palmer (1986: 2) points out that the notion of mood (or modality) is 
much more vague than the notions of tense and aspect, and that it leaves 
open a number of possible definitions. Crystal states that "Mood 
('modality', or 'mode') refers to a set of SYNTACTIC and SEMANTIC 
CONTRASTS .... Semantically, a wide range of meanings is involved, 
especially attitudes on the part of the speaker towards the factual content 
of the utterance, e.g. uncertainty, definiteness, vagueness, possibility" 
(Crystal 1991: 223). Mood is usually marked on the main verb or is 
expressed via modal verbs. 

Turkish has a number of moods which will be discussed and illustrated 
in the next subsections. 

2. 1. 3. 4. 1. Indicative 

The indicative is not marked overtly in finite verbs; rather, it is inferred 
from the absence of mood markers (which mark moods like the 
conditional, the optative and others, as illustrated in the subsections 
below). As for nonfinite verbs, the factive -DIK can be taken to mark the 
indicative, while the action nominal -rnA and the infinitive -rnAK can b€ 
said to express the subjunctive. 

2.1.3.4.2. Conditio~ 

The suffix for the conditional is -(y)-sA in its copular use and -sA in i~ 
use as a simple finite form, when it is attached to the bare verbal ste::--
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(see also 1. 1. 2. 4. 2. 5.). The copular form is used as a regular 
conditional. This suffix can follow all of the simple tense/ aspect suffixes 
as well as their permissible combinations. (The latter are found in 
colloquial style only.) Examples for simple combinations involving 
conditional forms follow: 

(1267) a oku -yor -sa -m 
read -Pr.Prog. -Condo -l.sg. 
"If I am reading" 

(1267) b. oku -r -sa -m 
read -Aor. -Cond. -l.sg. 
"If I read" 

(1267) c. oku -du -y -sa -m 
read -Past -Cop. -Condo -l.sg. 
"If I (have) read" 

(1267) d. oku -m~ -sa -m 
read -PPart -Cond. -l.sg. 
"If I have read" 

(1267) e. oku -yacak -sa -m 
read -Fut. -Condo -l.sg. 
"If I will read" 

Some complex combinations involving conditional forms are illustrated 
by the following examples: 

(1268) a oku -yacak -h -y -sa -m 
read -Fut. -Past -Cop. -Condo -l.sg. 
"If I was going to read" 

(1268) b. oku -yor -m~ -sa -m 
read -Pr.Prog. -Rep.Past -Condo -l.sg. 
"If I am I was said to be reading"70 

When the conditional is added to the bare stem directly, it typically has 
two functions: 

(1269) (bu kitab -1 ) oku -sa -n 
this book -Acc. read -Condo -2.sg. 

1. Remote condition: 

"If you were to read (this book)" 
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2. Wish: 

"If only you were to read (this book}!" 

From the point of view of time reference, these forms have the 
connotation of present tense. When such formations are followed by the 
(definite) past suffix, we get the conditional past, which has two main 
functions, as well: 

(1270) (bu kitab -1 ) oku -sa -y -m-n 
this book -Acc. read -Cond. -Cop. -Past -2.sg. 

1. Unfulfilled condition: 

"Had you read (this book)" 

2. Counterfactual wishes referring to the past: 

"If only you had read (this book}!" 

Thus, the conditional past is distinct from the past conditional, which we 
discussed at the beginning of this subsection. This distinction is 
illustrated by (1270), an example of the conditional past, and by (1267)c, 
an example of the past conditional. 

Corresponding forms can be found with the inferential/reported past, 
where the relevant suffix (as a copular form) can follow the conditional 
stem, expressing remote or reported wishes and conditions: 

(1271) oku -sa -y -nu~ 
read -Cond. -Cop. -Rep.Past 
"They say that if he were to read"; 
"They say that 'if only he would read!' " 

The conditional inferential can also be used synonymously with the 
conditional past; this is especially true in colloquial style. 

The copular versus the noncopular uses of the conditional are 
distinguished with nonverbal predicates, as well. The direct suffixation 
of nonverbal predicates with the conditional suffix (and, for that matter, 
with the other mood suffixes) is not possible. Therefore, to express the 
functions of such direct suffixation (Le. remote condition and wish in the 
present tense, unfulfilled condition and counterfactual wishes in the past 
tense), the auxiliary 01 must be used, to which any relevant suffixes are 
attached: 



(1272) giizel 01 -sa -ill 

beautiful be -Cond -l.sg. 
"If I were beautiful; if only I were beautiful" 

(1273) giizel 01 -sa -y -dl-ill 

beautiful be -Cond -Cop. -Past -l.sg. 
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"Had I been beautiful; if only I had been beautiful" 

The copular form of the conditional can be suffixed to express the 
function of the regular conditional: 

(1274) giizel -se -m 
beautiful -Cond -l.sg. 
"If I am beautiful" 

2. 1. 3. 4. 3. Imperative 

The morphological paradigm for the imperative is mixed. (See also 
section 1. 1. 1. 3.) The second person singular has no special suffix; this 
form consists of the bare stem, i.e. of the root, potentially followed by 
suffixes expressing voice, negation, and the (im)potential (see 
2. 1. 3.4. 7.), but without tense / aspect and mood markers and without 
agreement markers: 

(1275) oku! 

(1276) 

(1277) 

(1278) 

read 
"R d f" ea . 

. . 
gty -ID 

wear -Refl. 
"Get dressed!" ("Dress yourself!") 

c;ocug -u C;~ -hr! 
child -Acc. work -Caus. 
"Make the child work!" 

c;ocug -u C;al~ -tIr -rna! 
child -Acc. work -Caus. -Neg. 
"Don't make the child work!" 

2. 1. 3. 4. 3. 1. Special forms for the imperative 

The imperative second person plural suffix is -(y)InIz. This is similar to 
the suffix -sInIz found in the regular finite, tensed forms, e.g. with the 
aorist, the present progressive, the future and the reported past, but 
without the initial s. Another difference is the fact that the first part of 
the suffix -(y)In is the more generally found form (while the regular 
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second person plural agreement suffix cannot be divided and still retain 
its plural function}: 

(1279) a. oku -yun! 
read -2 pllmp. 
"Read (second person plural}!" 

b. oku -yunuz! 
read -2 pllmp. 
"Read (second person plural}!" 

The longer form is more polite. It is typically found in official language 
and has the connotation of a more definite order than the shorter form: 

(1280) yer -ler -e tlikiir -me -yiniz! 
floor -pI. -Oat. spit -Neg. -2 pllmp. 
"Do (second person plural) not spit on the floor!" 

The imperative also exists for third persons and is expressed by the 
suffix -sIn for the third person singular and the suffix -sInlAr for the 
third person plural: 

(1281) a. kitab -1 oku -sun! 
book -Acc. read -3.sg.Imp. 
"He / she / it shall read the book!" 

(1281) b. bavul -u ta~1 -rna -sm! 
suitcase -Acc. carry -Neg. -3.sg.Imp. 
"He / she / it shall not carry the suitcase!" 

(1282) a. kitab -1 oku -sunlar! 
book -Acc. read -3. pllmp. 
"They shall read the book!" 

(1282) b. bavul -u ta~1 -rna -smlar! 
suitcase -Acc. carry -Neg. -3. pl.Imp. 
"They shall not carry the suitcase!" 

Just as with the conditional and the other mood suffixes, the imperative 
forms of nonverbal predicates involve the auxiliary 01: 

(1283) a ternbel 01 -rna! 
lazy be -Neg. 
"Don't be lazy!" 

(1283) b. ternbel 01 -rna -YIn! 
lazy be -Neg. -2 pllmp. 
"Don't be lazy!" 

(1283) c. ternbel 01 -rna -sm! 
lazy be -N eg. -3. sg.Imp. 
"He / she / it shall not be lazy!" 
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1.1283) d. ternbel 01 -rna -smlar! 
lazy be -Neg. -3.pllmp. 
"They shall not be lazy!" 

There is another form of the imperative which is essentially limited to 
spoken colloquial Turkish; this form is also limited to the second person. 
The suffix used here consists of the second person (singular or plural) 
form of the conditional suffix, followed by the vowel A: 

(1284) a. kitab -1 oku -sana! 
book -Ace. read -2sg.Imp. 
"Read the book!" 

(1284) b. kitab -1 oku -sanlZa! 
book -Ace. read -2pllmp. 
"Read (second person plural) the book!" 

As elsewhere when the second person plural form is used, it has the 
function of a polite form for one or more persons, or of a nonpolite or 
familiar form for two or more persons; the second person singular form 
has the function of a nonpolite or familiar form for one person. 

2.1.3.4.4. Optative (expression of a wish for something to come 
about) 

The optative has a distinct morphological paradigm?l: 

(1285) l.sg. -(y)AyIrn72 

2.sg. -(y)Asln 
3.sg. -(y)A 
1.pl. -(y)AlIm 
2. pl. -(y) AslnIz 
3.pl. -(y)AlAr 

This paradigm is irregular in two respects: 1. The morphological 
relationship between the first person plural and singular forms is not 
transparent; 2. The forms for the third person singular as well as plural 
are hardly ever used and are replaced with the corresponding forms of 
the imperative paradigm. Furthermore, stress placement differs across 
the paradigm, as the list in (1285) shows. The following list illustrates 
actual usage: 
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(1286) oku-yaYlm 
oku-yasln 
oku-sun 
oku-yahm 
oku-yasilliz 
oku-sunlar 

"Let me read" 
"You(sg.) should read" 
"Let him / her / it read; he / she / it should read" 
"Let us read" 
"You(pl.) should read" 
"Let them read; they should read" 

Note also that some grammarians, e.g. Lewis (1975), refer to the optative 
as the subjunctive. 

The optative suffix can be followed by the suffixes for the definite and 
the reported past. The optative past expresses past wishes that remain 
unfulfilled: 

(1287) oku -ya -y -dl-ill 
read -Opt. -Cop. -Past -1.sg. 
"Would that I had read" 

This form can also be used instead of the conditional past (i.e. instead of 
oku-sa-y-dl-m ): 

(1288) oku -ya -y -dl-ill 
read -Opt. -Cop. -Past -1.sg. 
"If I read, if I had read" 

Conversely, the conditional past form can be used instead of the optative 
past, i.e. with the function of the optative past. Furthermore, the optative 
past form can be used to expre~s the past tense of the imperative: 

(1289) oku -ya -y -dl -ruz! 
read -Opt. -Cop. -Past -2.pl. 
"You should have read!" 

The optative reported past can be used with the function of the optative 
definite past (colloquially), as alternate forms for the conditional, or as 
quotational forms for the present and past optative: . 

(1290) oku -ya -y -ml§ 
read -Opt. -Cop. -Rep.Past 
"People are / were saying 'would that he had / might come!' " 

In nominalized subordinate clauses, the action nominal -rnA 
corresponds to the finite optative (subjunctive) suffix. In those rare 
instances where a subordinate clause can be fully finite, the finite 
optative form is used: 
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(1291) a [bu kitab -1 oku -yaSln ] isti -yor -urn 
this book -Ace. read -2sg.Opt. want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I want that you should read this book" 

(1291) b. [bu kitab -1 oku -ma -n -1 ] 

this book -Ace. read -ANom -2.sg. -Ace. 
isti -yor -urn 
want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I want for you to read this book" 

2. 1. 3. 4. 5. Intentional (intention to bring about some situation) 

There is no distinct intentional form. The optative morphological forms 
as well as periphrastic constructions involving verbs of desire can be 
used in this function. 

2. 1. 3. 4. 6. Debitive (obligation to do something) 

There is a distinct morphological form for the debitive: -mAlI. This form 
is referred to as the necessitative in most grammars of Turkish (e.g. 
Lewis (1975), Underhill (1976)). Similarly to the conditional and the 
optative, this form can be followed by the definite and the reported past 
morphemes, but not with the progressive or the future tense suffixes. 
The aorist suffix cannot follow these mood suffixes, either: the 
connotation of the aorist as a general present tense is expressed by the 
simple mood forms. Further, the necessitative (or debitive) and the 
optative are followed by the same general copular agreement suffixes 
mentioned earlier (barring some exceptions), while the (counterfactual) 
conditional takes the exceptional agreement suffixes that also appear 
with the definite past: 

(1292) oku -mall -y -IZ 

read -Nee. -Cop. -1. pl. 
"We have to / must read" 

(1293) oku -malt -y -mI~ -IZ 

read -Nee. -Cop. -Rep.Past -l.pl. 
"They say that we have to / must read" 

(1294) oku -mall -y -dt-k 
read -Nee. -Cop. -Past -l.pl. 
"We had to read" 

(1295) oku -mall -y -sa _k73 

read -Nee. -Cop. -Cond. -l.pl. 
"If we have to read" 
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The necessitative (debitive) can be used impersonally, in which case it is 
not followed by any agreement markers: 

(1296) (kitap) oku -mall 
book read -Nee. 
"One ought to/must read (books)" 

2. 1. 3. 4. 6. 1. Distinction between moral and physical obligation 

No morphological distinction is made between moral and physical 
o b ligation. 

2. 1. 3. 4. 6. 2. Different degrees of obligation 

No morphological distinctions are made between different degrees of 
obligation. 

2. 1. 3. 4. 7. Potential (ability to do something) 

The potential (also sometimes referred to as the abilitative, as for 
example in Underhill (1976)) is expressed by the suffix -(y)Abil. This 
suffix consists of the verb bil 'know' and the harmonizing vowel A. 
Given that the suffix consists in part of a lexical verb (albeit used in a 

. function different from its normal use), the second vowel does not 
harmonize with the stem: 

(1297) oku -yalil -ir -un 
read -AbU. -Aor. -l.sg. 
"I can/ am able to/ am permitted to read; 
it is possible that I might read" 

Because the potentiality suffix is the only one among the mood suffixes 
that consists (in part) of a verb, it is also the only one that can be 
followed by the full range of tense / aspect suffixes, including the 
progressive and the future: 

(1298) a oku -ya iiI -eceg -im 
read -Abil. -Fut. -l.sg. 
"I will be able to read" 

(1298) b. oku -ya iiI -iyor -urn 
read -Abil. -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I am being able to read" 

(1298) c. oku -yalil -mi~ -im 
read -Abil. -Rep .Past -l.sg. 
"They say that I was/had been able to read" 



(1298) d. oku -ya lil -di -m 
read -Abil. -Past -l.sg. 
"I was / had been able to read" 

(1298) e. oku -yalil -ir -im 
read -Abil. -Anr. -l.sg. 
"I am able to read" 
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Due to the same reason (i.e. its morphological complexity and its 
partially lexical nature), this suffix has peculiar characteristics with 
respect to negation. The negation suffix is placed after the first vowel of 
the suffix, and the lexical past of the suffix is omitted: 

(1299) oku -ya + mat -m 
read -Abil.+Neg. -l.sg. 
"I am unable to / not permitted to read" 

Since the negation suffix rejects stress, the word accent in such 
impotential forms is placed on the preceding vowel, i.e. on the first 
vowel of the (im)potential suffix. 

The impotential, i.e. the negation of the potential, has to be distinguished 
from the potential of negation: 

(1300) oku -ma -ya1il -ir -im 
read -Neg. -Abil -Aor. -l.sg. 
"I might not read; it is possible that I shall not read" 

The potential suffix can also follow an impotential verb: 

(1301) oku -ya + ma -ya1il -ir -im 
read -Abil.+Neg. -Abil -Aor. -1.sg. 
"I might be unable to read; it is possible that I shall be unable to read" 

For an additional way to express (im)potentiality, confined to participles, 
see section 2. 1. 4. 6. 1. on categories that characterize the verbal 
morphology as expressed in the adjective morphology. 

2. 1. 3. 4. 7. 1. Distinction between physical ability and permission 

There is no morphological distinction between physical ability and 
pernussion. 
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2. 1. 3.4. 7. 2. Separate form for learned ability 

There is no separate morphological form for learned ability. 

2. 1. 3. 4. 8. Degree of certainty 

While there is no unique morphological paradigm to express degrees of 
certainty, there are a number of ways to make the relevant distinctions. 
The epistemological uses of the debitive and of the potential, discussed 
earlier, have these functions: 

(1302) Hasan orada 01 -mall 
Hasan there be -Nee. 
"Hasan must be there" 

(1303) Hasan orada 01 -abil -Ir 
Hasan there be -Abil. -Aor. 
"Hasan may be there" 

The general indicative, although unmarked in fully finite forms, is also 
part of this system: 

(1304) Hasan orada 
Hasan there 
"Hasan is there" 

Furthermore, such functions are also expressed by the suffix -OIr: 

(1304) Hasan orada -chr 
Hasan there -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is probably / definitely there" 

Such forms are systematically ambiguous between a reading of strong 
probability and one of certainty. Appropriate adverbs can be used to 
disambiguate: 

(1306) Hasan hezhalde orada -chr 
Hasan probably there -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is probably there" 

(1307) Hasan muhakkak orada -chr 
Hasan definitely there -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is definitely there" 

In formal, official style, the suffix -OIr is used for definiteness and 
authority; in scientific language, the same suffix expresses definitional 
truths: 



(1308) 

(1309) 

Turkiye demokratik bir devlet -tir 
Turkey democratic a state -Ep.Cop. 
"Turkey is a democratic state" 

balina me me -Ii bir hayvan -dlr 
whale breast -with an animal -Ep.Cop. 
"The whale is a mammal" 
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2. 1. 3. 4. 9. Authority for assertion 

The two different past tenses express varying degrees in the speaker's 
authority for making an assertion. The definite past, expressed by the 
suffix -DI, signals that the speaker commits himself or herself to the 
veracity of the utterance, due to personal witnessing of the assertion or 
similar reasons. The reported (or inferential) past, expressed by the suffix 
-ml~, signals unwillingness or inability on the speaker's part to 
undertake such a commitment, thus conveying secondhand information: 

(1310) 

(1311) 

Hasan dun ~am sinema -ya git -ti 
Hasan yesterday evening cinema -Oat. go -Pclst 
"Hasan went to the movies yesterday evening" 

Hasan dun a~am sinema -ya git -mi§ 
Hasan yesterday evening cinema -Oat. go -Rep.Past 
"They say that Hasan went to the movies yesterday evening" 

No distinction between reliable and unreliable secondhand information 
is drawn in this morphological system; such distinctions must be 
expressed periphrastically. 

While the basic distinction described here is confined to the past tense 
when expressed in simple contrasting morphemes, it is possible to 
express differences in authority for assertion in other tenses, as well. This 
is accomplished by forming complex tense / aspect sequences with the 
different tense / aspect suffices preceding the suffix having 
reported / inferential force: 

(1312) 

(1313) 

Hasan ~u an -da sinema -ya gid -iyor -~ 
Hasan this moment -Loc. cinema -Oat. go -Prog. -Rep.Past 
"They say that Hasan is going to the movies right this moment" 

Hasan her a~am sinema -ya gid -er -mi~ 
Hasan every evening cinema -Oat. go -Aor. -Rep.Past 
"They say that Hasan goes to the movies every evening" 
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(1314) Hasan yann ak§am sinema -ya gid -ecek -mi~ 
Hasan tomorrow evening cinema -Dat. go -Put. -Rep.Past 
"They say that Hasan will go to the movies tomorrow evening" 

We see that the suffix -mI~, which otherwise expresses both past tense 
and inference when used in a simple morphological form, has only 
inferential force in a complex formation. The necessary distinction can be 
drawn in a systematic fashion if we analyze the inferential morpheme in 
complex constructions as a copular form, i.e. as a suffix actually 
appended to a copular suffix, albeit an abstract suffix in most instances. 74 

The copular inferential suffix can then be characterized as purely 
inferential (and temporally general), while the same suffix in simple 
forms is a verbal suffix and has both inferential and temporal functions. 

Non-past tense / aspect suffixes (i.e. the finite indicative non-past forms) 
have the force of personal witnessing, without any further suffixation; 
this means that in these forms, the contrast with respect to authority of 
assertion is not between -mI~ and -DI (as in the simple past tense forms), 
but between -mI~ (or, rather, together with the copula, -(y)-mI§) and null. 

2.1.3.4. 10. liortato~(encouxa~) 

There is no special hortatory form. The imperative (cf. 2. 1. 3. 4. 3.) and 
the potential (2. 1. 3. 4. 7.) can be used in this function. 

2.1.3.4. 11. ~ondtO~(lV~g) 

There is no special monitory form. The negation of the imperative is 
generally used in this function, its force often augmented by certain 
adverbial particles (e.g. salan 'beware!'): 

(1315) salan radyo -yu ac; -ma! 
beware radio -Acc. open -Neg. 
"Beware! Do not turn on the radio!" 

2. 1. 3. 4. 12. Narrative 

There is no general narrative form. The reported past suffix -mI~ is used 
in fairy tales, folk tales and the like. Quotational forms, employing the 
verb de 'say', are also used. 
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2. 1. 3. 4. 13. Consecutive (the situation described follows from some 
previously mentioned situation) 

There is no simple, fully finite morphological form to express 
consecutive mood. The meaning of consecutive situations is expressed 
by using a variety of adverbial non-finite constructions (cf. 1. 1. 2. 4.); e.g. 
forms with -(y)Ip, as well as forms headed by i9n 'for, because', dolaYl 
'because' etc.: 

(1316) Hasan buz -da kay -lP bacag -m -I 

Hasan ice -Loc. slip -Vb1.Conj. leg -3.sg. -Acc. 

(1317) 

kIr -dl 
break -Past 

"Hasan slipped on the ice and broke his leg" 
("Hasan, slipping on the ice, broke his leg") 

Hasan d~ -tlig -u i~ bacag -m 
Hasan fall -FNom -3.sg. because leg -3.sg. 

ku -dl 
break -Past 

"Hasan broke his leg, because he fell" 

-I 
-Acc. 

(1318) para -ill 01 -rna -dig -m -dan dolayt 
money -l.sg. be -Neg. -FNom -3.sg. -Abl. because 

iflas et -ti -ill 

bankruptcy do -Past -l.sg. 
"I went bankrupt because I had no money" 

2. 1. 3. 4. 14. Contingent (it is possible that ... ) 

There is no specific morphological form for contingencies. This function 
is expressed by the suffix for the potential mood: -(y)Abil (cf. 
2. 1. 3. 4. 7.). 

2. 1. 3. 4. 15. Other expressions of mood 

The forms listed above for various moods exhaust the (direct) 
morphological expressions in finite (and some nonfinite) forms. 
Additional forms can be found in the section on adverb clauses 
(I. 1. 2. 4.). 

2. 1. 3. 5. Finite and nonfinite forms 

Finite verbal forms have been discussed in the previous subsections. 
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Turkish has a large variety of nonfinite verbal forms which are 
distinguished formally from finite forms. For lists of nonfinite forms and 
their uses and syntactic contexts, see section 1. 1. 2. on subordination, 
especially 1. 1.2.2.6. 1. and its subsections as well as section 1. 1.2.3. on 
adjective clauses and 1. 1. 2. 4. on adverb clauses. 

2. 1. 3. 5. 1. Overt expression of voices 

Morphological expression of voices has been discussed in section 
2. 1. 3. 1. and its subsections. That discussion addressed mainly finite 
verbs. Nonfinite verbal forms do express voices, and they do so in the 
same ways as finite verbs do. A few examples will illustrate the 
expression of voice in nonfinite verbs: 

(1319) Hasan [ herkes -il -dig . ] -c;e sev -ID -1 

Hasan everybody -by like -Pass. -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 
bi! -Iyor 
know -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan knows that he is liked by everybody" 

(1320) [Hasan -ID U§ag -ID -1 bu kadar 
Hasan -Gen. servant -3.sg. -Ace. this as much as 
c;ah~ -hI -ma -SID -1 ] dogru 
work -Caus. -ANom -3.sg. -Acc. correct 
bul -mu -yor -urn 
find -Neg. · -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I don't find it right that Hasan should make his servant work so 
much" 

2. 1. 3. 5. 2. Overt expression of tenses 

For a discussion of the interaction between finiteness and tense, see 
subsection 2. 1. 3. 2. 3. 2. 

Briefly put, the full array of tenses is available to fully finite verbs only, if 
we consider morphological expression via simple suffixation to the 
verbal stem. Among nonfinite forms, such expression of tenses is 
available to the factive nominal -DIK only, and this in form of the future
non-future contrast alone (whereby -DIK as the non-future alternates 
with -(y)AcAK, the future factive nominal suffiX). None of the other 
nonfinite forms have alternate correspondents with different tense 
,connotations. Furthermore, in the morphological structure of the simple 
verb, nominalizing (nonfinite) suffixes and tense suffixes occupy the 
same slot, i.e. they are mutually exclusive, hence the resulting heavy 
limitations on temporal expression in nonfinite verbal forms. 
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However, tenses can be expressed in nonfinite clauses and phrases via 
periphrastic constructions. Combinations of main verb + tense suffix 
(whereby all tenses with the exception of the definite past are possible) 
are then treated as participles, and the auxiliary 01 functions as the 
carrier of tense / aspect morphemes, of nominalizing suffixes and of 
subject agreement suffixes, as illustrated by the following examples: 

(1321) 

(1322) 

Hasan yarm 
Hasan tomorrow 

01 -acak 
be -Fut. 

bu saat -te Londra -ya var -lyor 
this hour -Loc. London -Oat. arrive -Prog. 

"Hasan will be arriving in London tomorrow at this hour" 

[Hasan -m yarm bu saat -te Londra -ya 
Hasan -Gen. tomorrow this hour -Loc. London -Oat. 
var -acak 01 -dug -un -u ] duy -du -m 
arrive -Fut. be -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that Hasan will arrive in London tomorrow at this hour" 

2. 1. 3. 5. 3. Overt expression of aspects 

Given that aspects are expressed either by suffixes that also express 
tenses or by suffixes that occupy the same morphological slot as tense 
suffixes, all that was said about interaction of tense and (non)finite forms 
carries overt to expressions of aspect and (non)finite forms. 

2. 1. 3. 5. 4. Overt expression of moods 

Of the mood suffixes found on finite verbs, only the potential 
(abilitative) suffix -(y)Abil can be found with nonfinite verbal forms, 
both in "direct", suffixal formations and in periphrastic forms: 

(1323) 

(1324) 

[ Hasan ruzh k~ -abil -dig . ] -m -m -1 

Hasan -Gen. fast run -Abil. -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 
bil -rru -yor -du -m 
know -Neg. -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I didn't know that Hasan canl could run fast" 

[Hasan -m son yar~ -ta luzh ko~ -abil -mi~ 
Hasan -Gen. last competition -Loc. fast run -AbiL -PPart 
01 -dug -un -u] bil -rm -yor -du -m 
be -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. know -Neg. -Prog. -Past -l.sg. 

"I didn't know that Hasan had been able to run fast at the last 
competition" 
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2. 1. 3. 6. Person/ number / gender 

Gender is not an operative category in Turkish, but person and number 
are. In section 2. 1. 2. 1. and its subsections, we saw these features 
expressed in the pronominal system. These features are also expressed 
on finite and nonfinite verbs via agreement suffixes; these will be 
discussed in 2. 1. 3. 6. 2. and 2. 1. 3. 6. 6 . 

. 2. 1. 3. 6. 1. Relational categories whose person and number features 
must be or may be coded in the verb 

2. 1. 3. 6. 1. 1. Subject 

The features of the subject must be marked on the verb by agreement 
suffixes. Specific forms will be listed in 2. 1.3.6.2. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 1. 2-5. Direct object, indirect object, benefactive, others 

The person and number features of these relational terms are not marked 
on the verb. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 2. Ways in which agreement is marked 

2. 1. 3. 6. 2. 1. Marker on the verb 

There are four paradigms found for subject agreement suffixes on finite 
verbs. The individual forms in these paradigms are related to each 
other. 75 

(1325) Paradigm I Paradigmll Paradigm ill Paradigm IV 
1.sg. -Im -ill -(y)AyIm 
2.sg. -sIn -n -(y)AsIn -0 
3.sg. -0 -0 -(y)A (-sIn) -sIn 
1.pI. -Iz -k -(y)AlIm 
2.pI. -sInIz -nIz -(y)AsInIz -(y)In(Iz) 
3.pI. -lAr -lAr -(y)Alar (-sInlAr) -sInlAr 

The first paradigm is the one with the widest distribution. It is found 
with all simple tense forms, with the exception of the definite past; more 
specifically, this paradigm is found with the present progressive, the 
aorist, the reported past, and the future. It is further found with the 
copula.76 This is true for all the uses of the copula, i.e. irrespective of 
whether the copular predicate is a nominal, an adjective, or one of the 
many participial forms, including those found in complex tense / aspect 
(and mood) formations: 
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(1326) (biz) Ankara -ya gid -iyor -uz 
we Ankara -Dat. go -Pr.Prog. -l.pl. 
"We are going to Ankara" 

(1327) (biz) hasta -ytz 
we sick -1. pI. 
"We are sick" 

(1328) (biz) Ankara -ya gid -ecek -mi~ -iz 
we Ankara -Dat. go -Fut. -Rep.Past -l.pI. 
"They say that we will go to Ankara" 

The second paradigm is limited to the definite past tense (and to the 
conditional mood): 

(1329) (biz) Ankara -ya git -ti -k 
we Ankara -Dat. go -Past -l.pI. 
"We went to Ankara" 

(1330) (biz) hasta -y -dJ.-k 
we sick -Cop. -Past -1. pI. 
"We were sick" 

(1331) (biz) ge~en yll Ankara -ya git -mi~ -ti -k 
we last year Ankara -Dat. go -PPart -Past -1. pI. 
"Last year, we had gone to Ankara" 

The third paradigm is restricted even further. It is limited to the optative 
(finite subjunctive). Whether the shapes of the suffixes are as listed in the 
chart above, or whether -(y)A should be analyzed separately, as a 
separate mood form, from the remainder of the suffixes, which would be 
pure agreement forms, is debatable, given the fact that those agreement 
suffixes do not form a paradigm which is found, in its entirety, 
anywhere else but with this particular mood. As discussed in 2. 1. 3. 4. 4., 
the third person forms of the optative are obsolete and are usually 
replaced with the third person forms of paradigm IV, namely of the 
paradigm for the imperative. 

The fourth paradigm is restricted to the imperative (cf. 2. 1. 3. 4. 3.). 
There are no imperative forms for the first persons. The second person 
singular imperative consists of the bare stem, while the second person 
plural has a widely used short form and a more restricted longer form 
(as listed in the chart above). The longer form is considered more polite; 
it is also used in official, formal style. Third person imperative forms are 
also marked overtly, as listed above. 
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Nominalized verbs carry agreement suffixes that are the same ones as 
those found on the head nouns in nominal possessive constructions. The 
paradigm is as follows: 

(1332) Nominal agreement paradigm 

1.sg. -(I)m 
2.sg. -(I)n 
3.sg. -(s )I(n) 
1.pL -(I)mIz 
2.pL -(I)nIz 
3.pL -lArI(n) 

A few representative examples follow: 

(1333) (ben) [ (siz -in) Ankara -ya git -tig -iniz -1 ] 

I you(pL) -Gen. Ankara -Dat. go -FNom -2pl. -Ace. 
bil -iyor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know that you(pL) went to Ankara" 

(1334) (ben) [ (siz -in) Ankara -ya git -me -niz -i ] 
I you(pL) -Gen. Ankara -Dat. go -AN om -2pl. -Ace. 

isti -yor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I want for you(pL) to go to Ankara" 

(1335) (ben) [ (siz -in) git -tig -iniz] yer 
. 

-1 

I you(pL) -Gen. go -ObjP -2 pI. place -Ace. 
bil -iyor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know the place which you went to "77 

2. 1. 3. 6. 2. 2. Pronoun 

Pronouns can be used as subjects (although they are often omitted--cf. 2. 
1. 2. 1. and its subsections, especially 2. 1. 2. 1. 1. 1.-3.) as well as with 
other relational functions, but they are not used as agreement markers. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 3. Certain members of their respective classes coded in the 
verb: conditioning factors 

2. 1. 3. 6. 3. 1. Word order 

Word order as determined by information structure (Le. topic / comment, 
old/new information etc.) does not condition the coding of the subject'S 
person and number features on the verb. However, word order as 
resulting from the definiteness / specificity of the subject noun phrase 
does interact with feature coding; cf. 2. 1.3.6.3.3. 
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2. 1. 3. 6. 3. 2. Topic/ comment structure 

Topic/ comment structure determines word order (the topic is sentence
initial), but it does not interact with agreement, which is determined by 
the subject, irrespective of the subject'S status with respect to the 
topic / comment structure of the utterance: 

(1336) sen biz -i sev -er -sin. 
you(pl.) we -Ace. like -Aor -2sg. 
"Y ou like us" 

(1337) biz -i sen sev -er -sin 
we -Ace. you(pl.) like -Aor. -2sg. 
"Us, you like" 

(The topic is boldfaced in these last two examples.) 

Notice that, irrespective of the topic of the sentence, the verbal 
agreement is determined by the subject. Things are different in passive 
constructions, if the passive is viewed as a way to create a topic out of a 
direct object: 

(1338) biz sev -il -u 
we like -Pass. -Aor. 
"We are liked" 

. 
-lZ 

-1. pl. 

However, what is important here is the fact that the original direct object 
is the subject of the passive construction and not just its topic. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 3. 3. Definiteness of the noun phrase 

While definiteness does not interact with agreement, specificity (or 
referentiality) does. Nonspecific, non-referential noun phrases undergo a 
(loose) incorporation process (cf. 2. 1.3.6. 12. 1.) into the verb and cannot 
agree with the verb when they are the subject of the sentence: 

(1339) kay -u haydut -lar bas -rru~ 
village -Ace. robber -pl. raid -Rep.Past 
"They say that robbers raided the village" 

If the verb bears agreement, the subject noun phrase is interpreted as 
definite: 
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(1340) koy -u haydut -Iar bas -rru~ -Iar 
village -Acc. robber -pl. raid -Rep.Past -3. pI. 
"They say that the robbers raided the village" 

In adjectival clauses (i.e. nominalized clauses interpreted as relative 
clauses), specificity interacts with agreement, as well; when a non
subject is modified, the nominalized verb of the modifier clause agrees 
with the subject: 

(1341) a. [Hasan -m oku -dug -u ] kitap 
Hasan -Gen. read -ObjP -3.sg. book 

"The book which Hasan read / reads" 

(1341) b. [ doktor -un gir -me -dig -i ] ev 
doctor -Gen. enter -Neg. -ObjP -3.sg. house 

"The house which the doctor didn't / doesn't enter" 

However, if the subject is non-specific, it incorporates into the verb. The 
verb receives a different nominalization marker (-(y)An instead of the 
general-DIK), and bears no agreement marker: 

(1342) [ doktor gir -me -yen] ev 
doctor enter -Neg. -SbjP house 

"The house which doctors didn't / don't enter" 

2. 1. 3. 6. 3. 4. Animacy of noun phrase 

More than animacy, the feature [human] appears to interact with the 
coding of agreement on the verb, when the subject is third person plural. 
When the subject is overtly present in the same clause as the predicate, 
the expression of agreement plurality for third person plural subjects is 
usually optional, both in main and subordinate clauses (more 
specifically, both with finite and nonfinite predicates): 

(1343) ogrenci -ler bah~e -ye gir -di (-Ier) 
student -pI. garden -Dat. enter -Past (- 3.pL) 
"The students entered the garden" 

(1344) a. [ogrenci -ler -in bah~e -ye gu -dik -Ierin -i ] 
student -pI. -Gen. garden -Dat. enter -FNom -3. pI. -Acc. 
duy -du -m 
hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that the students entered the garden" 

(1344) b. [ ogrenci -ler -in bah~e -ye gir -dig 
student -pI. -Gen. garden -Dat. enter -FNom 
duy -du -m 
hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that the students entered the garden" 

-in -i ] 
-lsg. -Acc. 
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Howeyer, overt plural agreement with non-human third person plural 
subjects is rejected by many speakers (although not by all), and 
acceptability deteriorates further with inanimate subjects: 

(1345) ?? kopek -Ier bah<;e -ye glr -ffil~ -Ier 
dog -pI. garden -Dat. enter -Rep.Past -3. pI. 

"They say that the dogs entered the garden" 

(1346) ?? / * ta~ -Iar yama<; -tan vadi -ye dogru 
stone -pl. slope -Abl. valley -Dat. towards 

yuvarla -n -dl -Iar 
roll -Refl. -Past -3. pl. 

"The stones rolled down the slope (of the mountain) towards the 
valley" 

This restriction is overruled, however, if the subject is omitted, in which 
case all components of the agreement suffix must be overtly expressed: 

(1347) - Bavul -Iar -m hal§. gel -me -di -0 mi? 
suitcase -pL -2.sg. still come -Neg. -Past -3.sg. -Q 

"Have your suitcases still not arrived?" 

-Bu sabah gel -di -Ier 
this morning come -Past -3. pI. 

"They arrived this morning" 

In the question part of this dialogue, the subject, an inanimate third 
person plural subject, co-occurs with the third person singular 
agreement form on the verbal predicate. 78 However, in the answer part, 
the subject with the same features is omitted; despite the inanimate 
property of the subject, the verbal agreement must be plural. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 3. 5. Deletion (nonoccurrence) of noun phrase 

Nonoccurrence of subject noun phrases does not usually interact with 
the expression of agreement on the predicate, irrespective of whether the 
predicate is finite or nonfinite. The main exceptions to this generalization 
are third person plural subjects. When such a subject is elided, the plural . 
part of the agreement suffixes, usually optional, becomes obligatory. 
This phenomenon has been discussed and illustrated in the previous 
subsection. 

In infinitivals, the omitted subject co-occurs with total lack of agreement 
morphology on the predicate: 
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(1348) (ben) [ 0 bavul -urn -u bill -mak ] 
I suitcase -l.sg. -Ace. find -Inf. 

isti -yor -urn 
want -Pr.Prog. -1.sg. 

"I want to find my suitcase" 

Note that in this example, the (optional) elision of the main clause 
subject does not interact with the overt agreement suffix on the main 
clause predicate; in contrast, the obligatory omission of the subordinate 
subject necessitates lack of agreement on the infinitival predicate. 

Similar facts hold for relative clauses, whose head corresponds to the 
subject or part of the subject of the modifier clause. In these instances, 
the corresponding constituent of the modifier clause is deleted, and there 
is no agreement on the predicate of the modifier clause: 

(1349) [ ~ ~ -e gid -en ] adami 
work -Oat. go -SbjP man 

"the man who goes to work" 

(1350) [[ ~ klz -m -1 ] sev -en ] adami 
daughter -3.sg. -Acc. love -SbjP man 

"the man who loves his daughter" 

2. 1. 3. 6. 4. Features of the noun phrase coded in the verb 

As mentioned before, the person and number features of the subject 
noun phrase are expressed on the (finite as well as nonfinite) verb (as 
well as on head nouns in possessive constructions and on postpositions 
in certain postpositional phrases). Related discussion can be found in the 
following sections: 2. 1. 1. 2. 1.-2., 2. 1. 3. 1. 1., 2. 1. 1. 2. 13., 
2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3., and 1. 10. 

Furthermore, features like polite address and official status of the 
addressee / subject are also encoded in terms of plural agreement, even 
when the subject noun phrase is singular. (For imperative forms in this 
context, see 1. 1. 1. 3. and 2. 1. 3. 4. 3.) 

2. 1. 3. 6. 5. Other factors affecting coding 

2. 1. 3. 6. 5. 1. Discrepancy between syntactic and semantic features 

Given that gender is not a relevant feature in Turkish, this source of such 
discrepancies is inoperative in Turkish. However, discrepancies interms 
of person and number can arise, as well. In such instances, the formal 
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features rather than the semantic ones determine the agreement. Phrases 
involving reference to groups illustrate this point: 

(1351) [ ogrenci -Ier -den bir grup ] ben -1 gor -me 
student -pI. -Abl. a glrup I -Acc. see -Inf. 
kiste -di (??/*-ler) 
want -Past ( -3.pl.) 

"A group (out) of the students wanted to see me" 

Furthermore, numerals and certain quantifiers, when used as modifiers, 
block overt plural marking on their head noun. Such noun phrases, 
although semantically plural, are formally singular and trigger singular 
agreement on the predicate when they are subjects: 

(1352) be~ ogrenci (*-ler) ben -i gar -mek iste -di (*-ler) 
five student (-pI.) I -Acc. see -Inf. want -Past (-pI.) 
"Five students wanted to see me"79 

2. 1. 3. 6. 5. 2. Coordination of noun phrases of different agreement 
classes 

Noun phrases in Turkish have no different agreement classes, strictly 
speaking. However, noun phrases with different person and number 
features can be viewed as belonging to different agreement classes, since 
each person-number combination triggers a distinct agreement form. 
Coordination of noun phrases with any number feature yields a plural 
noun phrase which, as a subject, triggers plural agreement. The resulting 
person feature is determined by a hierarchy, with first person highest, 
third person lowest, and second person intermediate: 

(1353) Hasan -Ia ben diin Slnema -ya git -ti -k 
Hasan -Com.Conj. I yesterday cinema -Oat. go -Past -1. pI. 
"Hasan and I went to the movies yesterday" 

(1354) Hasan -Ia sen diin sinema -ya 
Hasan -Com.Conj. you(sg.) yesterday cinema -Oat. 

git -mi~ -siniz 
go -Rep.Past -2 pl. 

"They say that Hasan and you went to the movies yesterday" 

(1355) sen -Ie ben yann sinema -ya gid -e1im 
you(sg.) -Com.Conj. I tomorrow cinema -Oat. go -1.pl.Opt 
"Let's you and I go to the movies tomorrow" 

In all three examples, each one of the coordinated noun phrases is 
singular, but the resulting subject noun phrase is plural, triggering plural 
agreement. Furthermore, the conjunct highest in the hierarchy 
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determines the person feature of the agreement morpheme: coordination 
of first and second or first and third person conjuncts yields agreement 
with the first person feature, while coordinating a second and a third 
person conjunct yields an agreement form that expresses second person 
plural. (For interaction of coordinated nominals with agreement, see also 
1. 3. 1. 3. 1.) 

2. 1. 3. 6. 6. Shape of agreement morphology for different verbal 
categories 

2. 1. 3. 6. 6. 1. Agreement for different voices 

Agreement is the same for all voices, in the sense that agreement 
morphology on the predicate reflects the features of the surface subject. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 6. 2-3. Agreement for different tenses and aspects 

The agreement paradigms for the different tense / aspect forms are 
somewhat different. Detailed information on these paradigms is given in 
2. 1. 3. 6. 2. 1. Where there is more than one tense / aspect marker on the 
predicate, the appropriate paradigm is determined by the last, i.e. 
rightmost, tense / aspect suffix. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 6. 4. Agreement for different moods 

A number of moods have their own agreement paradigms, as listed in 
the chart for finite forms given in 2. 1. 3. 6. 2. These moods are the 
imperative, the optative (i.e. the finite subjunctive), and the conditional 
(which takes the same paradigm as the definite past). The conditional 
occurs with that paradigm either when it is suffixed to a verb that lacks 
tense / aspect morphology, or if it follows one or more tense / aspect 
morphemes. 

As discussed in 2. 1. 3. 4. 2., the conditional can also be followed by 
tense / aspect morphemes, which are in turn followed by those 
ag~eement morphemes that are appropriate for them, rather than by 
those which otherwise follow the conditional. The other moods are 
either expressed by tense / aspect morphemes (e.g. authority of assertion, 
which is expressed by the definite or the reported past suffix, and 
narrative, which is also usually expressed by the reported past suffix) or 
are followed by tense / aspect suffixes (e.g. the potential, which can be 
followed by anyone of the tense / aspect morphemes, and the debitive, 
which is followed by present tense copular forms). In these instances, 
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those agreement morphemes are chosen which are appropriate for the 
rightmost tense / aspect suffix. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 6. 5. Agreement for finite and nonfinite forms 

Agreement is different for finite and nonfinite forms. These different 
forms are listed in the charts given in 2. 1. 3. 6. 2. 1. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 7. Identity between the subject of a verb and the subject of the 
following or preceding verb as indicated by verbal 
morphology 

There are no verbal morphemes whose sole function is to express 
identity (or nonidentity) between the subject of a verb and the subject of 
the following or preceding verb. 

However, some verbal morphemes do express such identity in an 
indirect or limited fashion. (For related discussion of phenomena of 
syntactic parallelism, see section 1. 3. 1. 5.) One such morpheme is the 
verbal conjunction marker -(y)Ip. The verbs that are coordinated via this 
suffix must have the same subject when they serve as predicates of 
clauses with finite predicates; nominalized predicates in subordinate 
clauses do not have to obey this restriction: 

(1356) Hasan ~ -in -i bit -ir -ip 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Acc. end -Caus. -Vbl.Conj. 

ev -m -e git-ti 
house -3.sg. -Oat. go -Past 

"Hasan finished his work and went home" 

(1357) *Hasan ~ -in -i bit -ir -ip Ali 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Acc. end -Caus. -Vbl.Conj. Ali 
ev -in -e git-ti 
house -3.sg. -Oat. go -Past 

Intended reading: "Hasan finished his work and Ali went home" 

This contrast in grammaticality is neutralized in nominalized clauses: 

(1358) [Hasan -m ~ -m -i bit -ir -ip 
Hasan -Gen. work -3.sg. -Acc. end -Caus. -Vb1.Conj. 
ev -in -e git -tig -in -i ] 
house -3.sg. -Oat. go -FNom -3.sg. -Acc. 
bi! -iyor -urn 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know that Hasan finished his work and went home" 
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(1359) [Hasan -m ~ -in -i bit -ir -ip 
Hasan -Gen. work -3.sg. -Acc. end -Caus. -Vbl.Conj. 
Ali -nin ev -in -e git -tig -in -i ] 
Ali -Gen. house -3.sg. -Oat. go -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 
bi! -iyor -urn. 
know -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"I know that Hasan finished his work and Ali went home" 

Two adverbial suffixes that are attached to verbs also require identity 
between the subject of their own clause and that of the main clause: 
-(y)ArAk, and -(y)A, whereby the verb which is suffixed with -(y)A is 
reduplicated: 

(1360) 

(1361) 

Hasan ~ah~ -arak hay at -m -1 kazan -dl 
Hasan work -MAdv. work -3.sg. -Acc. earn -Past 
"Hasan earned his livelihood by working" 

Hasan ~ah~ -a ~ah~ -a adam 
Hasan work -Rep.MAdv. work -Rep.MAdv. person 

01 -du 
become -Past 

"Working a lot (and over extended periods of time), Hasan became 
someone (of stature)" 80 

Further, the infinitive suffix -mAK also signals in many instances 
identity of the subject of its clause with the subject of a structurally 
higher clause: 

(1362) Hasani [ 0i Ankara -ya ata -n -mag -a ] 
Hasan Ankara -Oat. appoint -Pass. -Inf. -Oat. 

~ah~ -lyor 
try -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan is trying to get appointed to Ankara" 

The infinitive suffix -mAK is not always a sign of identity between 
subjects, however. In the case of some matrix verbs, the noun phrase 
identical to the subject of the infinitival can be a direct or indirect object 
(e.g. with verbs like zorla 'force', or tavsiye et 'recommend', 
respectively.). When the infinitival clause is itself the structural subject of 
a higher clause, the subject is typically interpreted as a general, human 
entity, without necessarily having an identical antecedent: 

(1363) [ 0 deniz -de yuz -mek] ne kadar gtizel! 
sea -Loc. swim -Inf. what much ruce 

"How nice it is to swim in the sea!" 
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2. 1. 3. 6. 7. 1. Degree of specificity with which (non)identity between 
the subjects of different verbs is indicated 

In all the examples in the previous section, the suffixes in question signal 
identity between subjects. Note that none of these suffixes can be further 
suffixed with agreement morphology, and the (coreferential) subject 
occurs only once. 

In other constructions, the agreement morphology can, again indirectly, 
establish identity between subjects of different verbs: 

(1364) (beni) [ 0i Ankara -ya ata -n -acag -1m -1 ] 

I Ankara -Dat. appoint -Pass. -Fut. -lsg. -Ace. 
duy -du -m 
hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that I shall get appointed to Ankara" 

For first and second persons, if the agreement morphology on a 
subordinate verb (even if that verb is nominalized, as in the previous 
example) matches the agreement morphology of another verb in the 
person and number features, the subjects of the two verbs are identical, 
as in the previous example. This generalization does not hold for third 
persons, since in such instances, the subjects usually can be identical, but 
they do not have to be so interpreted in all contexts: 

(1365) Hasani [ 0i/j Ankara ata v ] -ya -n -acag -In . -1 

Hasan Ankara -Dat. appoint -Pass. -Fut. -3. sg. -Ace. 
duy -du 
hear -Past 

"Hasan i heard that hei / j shall get appointed to Ankara" 

As is also the case in the English translation, the subject of the 
subordinate clause can be interpreted as .identical to the subject of the 
higher clause (indeed this is the primary reading), but this is not the only 
available reading. 

There is no special form that expresses nonidentity between subjects. 
However, such nonidentity can be expressed in a variety of ways: 

1. Agreement forms that express different person and number features 
on different verbs clearly show that the subjects of those verbs are 
nonidentical; 
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2. Where both verbs have third person subjects, an overt (Le. not 
omitted) pronoun as the subordinate subject shows that the subjects are 
not identical: 

(1366) Hasan i [ on -Wl *i / j Ankara -ya 
Hasan he -Gen. Ankara -Dat. 

ata -n -acag -In -I ] duy -du 
appoint -Pass. -Fut. -lsg. -Ace. hear -Past 

"Hasani heard that he*i/ j shall get appointed to Ankara"81 

3. Where both verbs have third person subjects, if the antecedent is 
preceded and commanded by the (position of the) pronoun (irrespective 
of whether the pronoun is overt or omitted), the subjects of the verbs 
must be nonidentical: 

(1367) (O)*i [ Hasan -mi Ankara -ya 
he Hasan -Gen. Ankara -Dat. 

ata -n -acag -In -I ] duy -du 
appoint -Pass. -Fut. -1 sg. -Ace. hear -Past 

"He*i heard that Hasani shall get appointed to Ankara" 

4. If instead of the infinitival clause required by a given matrix verb a 
clause with agreement morphology on its verb is found, the subjects of 
the subordinate and superordinate verbs are interpreted as nonidentical: 

(1368) Hasani [ on -Wl*i/0*i Ankara -ya 
Hasan he -Gen. Ankara -Dat. 

ata -n -rna -sm -a ] \~ -Iyor 
appoint -Pass. -ANorn -3.sg. -Dat. try -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasani is trying for hirn*i to get appointed to Ankara" 

2. 1. 3. 6. 8. Special reflexive forms of the verb 

Turkish has special verbal reflexive forms. These are produced by 
attaching the suffix -(I)n to the verbal stem. Similarly to the reciprocal 
suffix, the reflexive suffix follows the bare stem, preceding the causative, 
passive, mood, negation, tense/ aspect (mood) and agreement suffixes82. 

Examples and discussion are offered in sections 1. 6. 1. 3. and 
2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 4., with some related discussion in 2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 1. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 9. Special reciprocal forms of the verb 

Turkish has special verbal reciprocal forms. These are produced by 
attaching the suffix -(I)~ to the verbal stem. Similarly to the reflexive 
suffix, the rciprocal suffix follows the bare stem, preceding the causative, 
passive, mood, negation, tense / aspect (mood) and agreement suffixes. 
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Examples and discussion are offered in sections 1. 7. 1. 3. and 
2. 1. 3. 1. 2. 3. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 10. Directional actions 

There is no system of morphological markings specific to the verb to 
express directions of actions, e.g. towards the speaker (or hearer or a 
third person) or away from her. Directionality in this sense is usually 
expressed with the help of the nominal case system (cf. 2. 1. 1. 1. 1. and 
2. 1. 1. 5.) and of postpositions (cf. 2. 1. 1. 5. and 1. 2. 4.). Certain verbs 
(e.g. gel 'come' and git 'go') express directionality due to their inherent 
lexical semantic features: 

(1369) yann sabah ban -a gel 
tomorrow morning I -Oat. come 
"Come to me tomorrow morning" 

Here, the direction is towards the speaker. 

(1370) yann sabah san -a gel -eceg 
tomorrow morning I -Oat. go -Fut. 
"I'll come to you tomorrow morning" 

In this example, the direction is towards the hearer. 

(1371) yann sabah Hasan -a gid -eceg 
tomorrow morning Hasan -Oat. go -Fut. 
"I'll go to Hasan tomorrow morning" 

-un 
-1.sg. 

-un 
-l.sg. 

In this last example, the direction is towards a third person and away 
from the location of the speaker at the moment of making the utterance. 

(1372) yann sabah Ali Hasan -a gid -ecek 
tomorrow morning Ali Hasan -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Ali will go to Hasan tomorrow morning" 

Here, the direction is from one third person (the agent / subject) to 
another third person. 

The generalization here seems to be one based on empathy (cf. Kuno 
(1987)) and agentivity. The facts are similar to those in English, for which 
Kuno proposes the following generalization: " ... (i) X goes to Y if the 
speaker is closer to X than to Y such that X moves away from the 
speaker, or if he describes X's movement to Y from a distance 
objectively; and (ii) X comes to Y if the speaker is closer to Y than to X 
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such that X moves toward the speaker (as well as toward Y), or if Y is the 
hearer" (Kuno 1987: 225). 

Neither one of these verbs is used systematically, in conjunction with 
other verbs, to convey directionality of actions, however. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 11. Distinctions between different modes of body orientation 

It is possible to express distinctions between different modes of body 
orientation (e.g. standing up, sitting down) via periphrastic 
constructions involving adverbials and adverbially used nominalized 
verbs: 

(1373) Hasan kahve -sm -i otur -arak 1<; -er 
Hasan coffee -3.sg. -Acc. sit -MAdv drink -Aor. 
"Hasan drinks his coffee sitting down" 

(1374) Hasan bildiri -sin -i ayak -ta oku -du 
Hasan paper -3.sg. -Acc. foot -Loc. read -Past 
"Hasan read his paper standing up" 

However, there are no verbal affixes that function as expressions of 
modes of body orientation in the morphological structure of a verb. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. Incorporation of various elements into the verb 

Incorporation of various elements into the verb does exist in Turkish. 
However, it has to be borne in mind that the process observed is not 
altogether rigid and does not result in the incorporated element 
becoming a bound morpheme of the verb; it is possible to interpose 
certain elements between the "incorporated" constituent and the verb, 
and it is even possible to topicalize the "incorporated" constituent, thus 
making it clause-initial and separating it from the (usually clause-final) 
verb by the remainder of the clause. 

Incorporation (however defined) in Turkish is obligatory for nominal 
constituents if they are nonspecific (i.e. nonreferential) and if they do not 
carry oblique case (i.e. if they are a subject or direct object, in other 
words if they would be marked nominative / genitive or accusative, 
respectively). . 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 1. Incorporation of the subject of a transitive verb 

Incorporation of the subject of a transitive verb is found relatively rarely; 
subjects of transitive verbs tend to be highly agentive, and agentivity 
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appears to interact with incorporation in the sense that non-agentive 
nominals tend to incorporate more easily than agentive ones; however, 
this type of incorporation does occur: 

(1375) kay -u haydut -lar bas -h 
village -Ace. robber -pI. raid -past 
Reading with incorporation: "Robbers raided the village" 
("The village was robber-raided") 
Reading without incorporation: "THE ROBBERS raided the village" 

(1376) ~ocug -u an sok -tu 
child -Acc. bee sting -Past 
Reading with incorporation: "Bees/ a bee stung the child" 
("The child was bee-stung") 
Reading without incorporation: "THE BEE stung the child" 

As indicated by the translations, these constructions are systematically 
ambiguous between a reading where the subject is incorporated into the 
verb and one where it is not. This ambiguity arises from the fact that the 
position immediately preceding the verb is the location of incorporation, 
but at the same time it is the location of focused constituents. Therefore, 
given the fact that the unmarked word order in Turkish is SOY, 
utterances where the subject immediately precedes the verb and thus 
follows rather than precedes the object(s) are marked and are open to 
either one of the two interpretations indicated above. 

The constructions with incorporation of the subject can be distinguished 
from those without incorporation in a variety of ways: 

1. Nonspecific, incorporated subjects tend to lack overt marking for 
plurality, even if they are interpreted as plural. This is a strong tendency 
for such subjects (as illustrated by the last example above), but it is "not 
obligatory (as illustrated by the penultimate example above)83. Note in 
this context that the interpretation of the subject nominal in the reading 
with incorporation is vague between a singular and a plural reading; 
since the subject is non-specific and nonreferential, plurality is an 
irrelevant feature there. 

2. As mentioned in a number of previous sections of this book, the plural 
subpart of the agreement suffix on the predicate of clauses with third 
person plural subjects is optional; in other words, third person plural 
subjects, when they are not omitted, can co-occur either with third 
person singular or third person plural agreement morphology on the 
predicate of their clause. However, when a third person plural subject is 
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nonspecific and thus is incorporated into the predicate, the agreement 
morphology is usually third person singular. 

3. While a focused subject is preferably in immediately preverbal 
position, it can also be separated from the verb by one or more 
constituents (as long as it precedes the verb). An incorporated subject, on 
the other hand, can be separated from the verb only by certain focusing 
or scope-marking particles; it cannot, strictly speaking, move away from 
the verb84• 

There is a fourth characteristic property of incorporated subjects which 
can be seen only with the subjects of subordinate nominalized clauses. 
This is because the marking for nominative case is zero (see 2. 1. 1. 1. 1.); 
thus, there is no overt distinction with respect to case marking between 
an incorporated subject and its nonincorporated counterpart. However, 
subjects of subordinate nominalized clauses bear genitive case. This case 
is marked overtly via a special overt suffix; its shape for third persons is 
-(n)In. Incorporated subjects lack this suffix: 

(1377) [ ~ocug -u a r I sok -tug -llil 

child -Acc. bee sting -FNom -3.sg. 
"I heard that bees / a bee stung the child" 
("I heard that the child was bee-stung") 

-u ] duy -du -m 
-Ace. hear -Past -l.sg. 

Note that the subject nominal arl 'bee' bears no overt case marking. The 
same nominal, marked for genitive case, is arl -run. The corresponding 
example with such a subject, marked for genitive, and in immediately 
preverbal position, would be interpreted as a construction with a 
focused subject: 

(1378) [ v sok -tug ] ~ocug -u arl -run -llil -u 
child -Ace. bee -Gen. sting -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. 
duy -du -m 
hear -Past -l.sg. 

"I heard that the bee stung the child" 

In addition to being interpreted as specific (as well as definite, due to the 
fact that the example has no indefinite marker) and focused, the subject 
here must be interpreted as singular, since it has no plural marker. In 
contrast, just as was the case in the examples without nominalization, the 
corresponding incorporated subject in the previous example is vague 
between a singular and a plural reading; since the subject is nonspecific 
and nonreferential, plurality is an irrelevant feature there. 
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For related discussion of characteristic properties of subject nominals, 
especially of subjects of transitive verbs, see 2. 1. 1. 2. 2. Related 
discussion of referential versus nonreferential indefiniteness in nominals 
(albeit mostly with respect to direct objects) can be found in section 
2. 1. 1. 12. and its subsections. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 2. Incorporation of the subject of an intransitive verb 

Incorporation of the subject of intransitive verbs is found more widely 
than the corresponding process involving the subject of transitive verbs. 
This is because incorporation of subjects appears to be linked to 
agentivity, i.e. the less agentive the (nonspecific, nonreferential) subject 
is, the likelier is it to incorporate into the predicate. In turn, intransitive 
verbs are likelier to be nonagentive. 

The properties of incorporated subjects of intransitive verbs are identical 
to those of incorporated subjects of transitive verbs; those characteristics 
have been discussed in the previous section. Some examples involving 
incorporation of subjects of intransitive verbs follow: 

(1379) kapl -nm alt -m 
door -Gen. underside -3.sg. 
"Water flowed under the door" 

-dan su -lar ak -h 
-Abl. water -pl. flow -Past 

The plurality marker on the subject is optional and signals a great 
abundance of water. Note the (obligatory) absence of the agreement 
marker on the verb for (third person) plurality. 

(1380) dag -m yamac -m -dan kaya -Iar 
mountain -Gen. slope -3.sg. -Abl. rock -pl. 

yuvarla -n -dl 
roll -M. -Past 

"Rocks rolled down the side of the mountain" 

Weather verbs can be viewed as instances of incorporation of subjects 
into intransitive verbs; e.g.: 

(1381) dun butiin gUn yagmur lkar I dolu yag -dl 
yesterday whole day rain IsnCJfN Ihail fall -Past 
"Yesterday it rained I snowed I hailed all day long" 

Incorporated subjects of intransitive verbs behave in ways similar to 
their transitive counterparts discussed in the previous section, i.e. they 
tend not to be marked for genitive case; e.g.: 
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(1382) [ dun butun gUn yagmur lkar I dolu 
yesterday whole day rain IsnOW' Ihail 
yag -dIg -m -1 ] duy -du -ill 

fall -FNom -3.sg. -Ace. hear -Past -l.sg. 
"I heard that it rained I snowed I hailed all day long yesterday" 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 3. Incorporation of the direct object 

"Incorporation" of direct objects into the verb appears to have attracted 
more attention than the corresponding incorporation process for 
subjects, perhaps due to the immediately striking consequence of this 
process for case marking: direct objects, otherwise marked overtly for 
accusative case, bear no overt case when they are 
nonspecific / nonreferential and are incorporated as a consequence. It is 
irrelevant with respect to this process whether the clause of such objects 
is nominalized or not. 

The properties of "incorporated" direct objects with respect to word 
order are very similar to those of incorporated subjects of any kind; the 
requirement that they be placed to the immediate left of the verb and 
that they not be allowed to move away is even somewhat stronger than 
for corresponding "incorporated" subjects. If a sentence has both a 
nonspecific subject and a nonspecific direct object, the direct object must 
be closer to the verb than the subject: 

(1383) be~ haydut iki kay bas -mI~ 
five robber two village raid -Rep.Past 
"They say that five robbers raided two villages" 

Inverting the order between the nonspecific subject and the nonspecific 
direct object would make the utterance ungrammatical: 

(1384) *iki kay be~ haydut bas -m~ 
two village five robber raid -Rep.Past 

The intended reading is the same as in the previous example. 

It should be noted, however, that nonspecific noun phrases without 
modifiers and quantifiers {or any kind of determiners} are open to 
"tighter" incorporation than those with such modifiers and determiners. 
Therefore, in this last example, a nonspecific subject without the 
quantifier would make the utterance ungrammatical, since it would not 
be in immediately preverbal position: 

(1385) *haydut iki koy bas -mI~ 
robber two vinage raid -Rep.Past 

Intended reading: "They say that robbers raided two villages" 
("They say that two villages were robber-raided") 
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This example would be grammatical only if the subject were interpreted 
as definite and specific, as well as singular: "The robber raided two 
villages" . 

As we saw earlier, however, the nonspecific direct object cannot be 
separated from the verb, even if it is quantified. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 4. Incorporation of the indirect object 

Indirect objects bear dative case, which is one of the oblique cases. 
Therefore, just like any other nominal which is marked with one of the 
oblique cases, indirect objects do not incorporate into the verb. In other 
words, even if an indirect object is nonspecific and' nonreferential, its 
case is not dropped, and such a constituent is not limited to occurring 
immediately preceding the verb. 

However, there are a limited number of indirect objects which occur in 
idioms; in such instances, these indirect objects can be analyzed as 
incorporated into the verb, because moving the indirect object away 
from the verb tends to eliminate the idiomatic reading, thus conferring a 
literal reading to the utterance: 

(1386) Hasan sevgili -sin -i dag . -a kaldll -ml~ 
Hasan lover -3.sg. -Ace. mountain -Oat. take up -Rep.Past 
Idiomatic reading: "They say that Hasan eloped with his lover" 
Literal reading: "They say that Hasan seized his lover and took her to 
the mountains" 

The sequence daga kaldJr, in its idiomatic usage, means 'to kidnap, elope 
with, run away with'. If the indirect object daga 'to the mountain' is 
separated from the verb, the idiomatic reading is lost, and only the literal 
reading remains. 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 5. Incorporation of other nominal elements 

Other nominal elements, e.g. noun phrases marked for ablative, locative, 
and instrumental cases have similar properties with respect to 
incorporation into the verb as indirect objects. Since they bear oblique 
case, they usually do not incorporate even when they are nonspecific, 
but they do exhibit the properties of incorporated subjects or direct 
objects when they are part of idioms: 
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(1387) Hasan yagmur -dan ka~ -ar -ken dolu -ya 
Hasan rain -AbL run away -Aor. -while hail -Dat 

tut -ul -du 
seize -Pass. -Past 

Idiomatic reading: "Hasan jumped out of the frying pan into the fire" 
Literal reading: "While Hasan was trying to escape the rain, he was 
seized by hail" 

The sequence of constituents that make up the idiom are boldfaced here. 
Both the ablative and the dative directional objects must be left-adjacent 
to their respective verbs to maintain the idiomatic reading. Moving them 
away would enforce the literal reading. 

Nouns can also be regarded as incorporated into the predicate when 
they function as predicate nominals. In such cases, the predicate is 
usually the copula or the auxiliary 01 'be, become': 

(1388) Hasan ge\en kI~ miidiir 01 -du 
Hasan last winter director become -Past 
"Hasan became a director last winter" 

In such instances, the predicate nominal shares the general characteristic 
of incorporated nominals, i.e. it cannot move away from the verb and 
can be separated from it only by certain emphatic or scope-marking 
particles like the question marker IhI, the conjunction marker DA, the 
emphatic particle bile etc. 

A number of matrix verbs that take a clause as one of their arguments 
can occur with an incorporated nominal, if that nominal functions as the 
predicate nominal of the subordinate clause. These matrix verbs are 
verbs of belief, of attitude, and of sensory perception. Such constructions 
will be illustrated in the next section on incorporated adjectives, since 
those occur with similar matrix verbs and exhibit stronger incorporation 
effects. One verb, bul 'find', is illustrated here as a representative of the 
matrix verbs in question: 

(1389) birdenbire kendi -m -1 yer -de bul -du -m 
suddenly self -l.sg. -Acc. floa -we. find -Past -l.sg. 
"Suddenly, I found myself on the floor" 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 6. Incorporation of adjectives 

Adjectives that modify nominals cannot incorporate into the verb, 
leaving their noun phrases. However, adjectives can have predicative 
functions and can be described as having incorporated into the verbal 
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component of the predicate, usually the copula or the auxiliary 01 'be, 
become': 

(1390) Hasan birdenbire zengin 01 -du 
Hasan suddenly rich become -Past 
"Hasan has suddenly become rich" 

While it seems clear that zengin 'rich' in the last example is an adjective, 
it could also be classified as a noun, given that most adjectives in Turkish 
can also function as nouns. However, words that can only be adjectives, 
because they are overtly marked as such, can also serve as predicate 
adjectives and can thus be regarded as incorporated into the verb: 

(1391) Tfukiye -nin siyasal sistem -i bu yiizytl -da 
Turkey -Gen. political system -3.sg. this century -Loc. 

demoktatik 01 -du 
democratic become -Past 

"Turkey'S political system became democratic in this century" 

Furthermore, adjectival bare predicates can be viewed as incorporated 
into matrix verbs in a number of constructions where the matrix verb 
takes as an argument a clause whose predicate is adjectival. The matrix 
verbs in question are verbs of belief (e.g. san, zannet, bil, which all 
translate as 'think, believe' in this usage), sensory perception verbs (e.g. 
gar 'see'), and verbs of attitude (e.g. bul 'find', addet'regard'): 

(1392) ben Hasan aptal bil 
. 

-di -1 -Ir -m. 
I Hasan -Acc. stupid know -Aor. -Past -l.sg. 
"I used to believe Hasan (to be) stupid" 

(1393) ben -da 
. 

has1a gor -dii ruya -m. sen -1 -m. 
I dream -l.sg. -Loc. you(sg.) -Acc. sick see -Past -l.sg. 
"In my dream, I saw you sick" 

(1394) ben Hasan -1 aptal bul -uyor -urn 
I Hasan -Acc. stupid find -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I find Hasan stupid" 

Constructions with secondary predication also exhibit incorporated 
adjectives: 

(1395) ben kahve -m. -i s1C8k i~ -er -im 
I coffee -l.sg. -Acc. hot drink -Aor. -l.sg. 
"I drink my coffee hot" 
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2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 7. Incorporation of adverbs 

If we view obligatory placement of a constituent to the immediate left of 
the verb as the main criterion for incorporation in Turkish, then we 
observe a group of adverbs which we may call incorporated into the 
verb. These are morphologically simple, i.e. nonderived adverbs: 

(1396) Hasan ~k yav~ kon~ -UI 
Hasan very sJow talk -Aor. 
"Hasan talks very slowly" 

Despite the fact that Turkish has very free word order in general, 
adverbs of this kind cannot be moved away from the verb: 

(1397) *c;ok yav~ Hasan konu~-UI 
very sJow Hasan talk -Aor. 

Intended reading: "HASAN talks very slowly" 

In contrast, morphologically complex adverbs can move quite freely: 

(1398) Hasan kapl -yt yav~ -~ ac; -b 
Hasan door -Acc. slow -'1y" open -Past 
"Hasan opened the door slowly" 

(1399) Hasan yava~ -~a kapl-Yl ac; -b 
Hasan slow -'1y" door-Acc. open-Past 
"Hasan slowly opened the door" 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 8. Incorporation of postpositions 

Postpositions do not incorporate in general. There are very few 
instances, however, where they do appear to be incorporated into certain 
matrix verbs, forming new verbs: 

(1400) Hasan ban -a hast a gibi gel -iyor 
Hasan I -Dat. sick like come -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan seems to me to be sick" 

The verb gel 'come' has the meaning 'seem, appear' only if it immediately 
preceded by the postposition gibi 'like'; thus, we may analyze the 
postposition as incorporated into the verb. (Note that sequences like 
hasta gibi 'like sick, as though sick' are productively found elsewhere.) 
Incidentally, the adjective hasta, which is interpreted as a predicate of 
the subject, may be analyzed as itself incorporated into the derived verb 
gibi gel 'seem, appear'. 
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In another version of the same construction the experiencer, i.e. the 
dative constituent in the previous example, appears as an inflected 
element on the incorporated postposition, which is in turn inflected for 
dative case, i.e. the appropriate case for experiencers 8s: 

(1401) Hasan hasta gibi ill. -e gel -Iyor 
Hasan sick like -1.sg. -Oat. come -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan seems to me to be sick" 

Some constructions that also can be analyzed as involving incorporated 
postpositions involve the verbs yap 'do', gorUn 'appear', and 01 'be, 
become', 

(1402) 

(1403) 

(1404) 

Hasan oku -yor gibi yap -h 
Hasan read -Pr .Prog. like do -Past 
"Hasan pretended to be reading" 
("Hasan did as though he was reading") 

kar yag -acak gibi gOI -\in -tiyor 
snow fall -Fut. like see -M. -Pr.Prog. 
"It looks as though it will be snowing" 

Hasan sendele -r gibi 01 -du 
Hasan stagger -Aor. like be -Past 
"Hasan almost staggered" ("It was as though Hasan staggered") 

2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 9. Incorporation of other elements 

Verbs of subordinate clauses can, in some constructions, be regarded as 
incorporated into the verb of the matrix verb. Such constructions are the 
topic of the next section. 

2. 1. 3. 7. Strings of verbs occurring together in constructions 

Given that Turkish has SOV word order in both matrix and subordinate 
clauses, the likelihood that strings of verbs will occur together in 
constructions is high; indeed, string of verbs occur with great frequency 
in Turkish. The cohesion between such verbs varies from construction to 
construction, as shall be pointed out below with examples. In the case of 
verbs with tight cohesion, i.e. in those instances where no elements (or 
only elements of a limited type) can be interposed, the first verb, i.e. the 
subordinate verb, often lacks inflection markers for tense / aspect, and 
even more often markers for agreement; however, cohesion is also found 
in some instances where the subordinate verb does exhibit all the 
markers it would normally carry. 
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Strings of verbs typically occur where a subordinate clause is the 
argument of a matrix verb. Depending on the type of the subordinate 
clause, cohesion between the subordinate verb and the matrix verb 
differs: 

A. Nominalized subordinate clause marked for case: 

The majority of subordinate clauses in Turkish are nominalized, and if a 
clause is an argument of a matrix verb, it carries the case marking 
appropriate for that argument (for related discussion, see 1. 1. 2. on 
subordination, especially 1. 1. 2. 2. on noun clauses, and even more 
specifically, 1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 1. on lost and retained verbal categories). Such 
case-marked clauses can be moved rather freely; in other words, they 
can be separated from the matrix verb by a variety of elements: 

(1405) Hasan Ali -ye [ A y~e -nin yarl~-l 
Hasan Ali -Dat. Ay~e -Gen. race -Acc. 

kazan -dIg -In -I ] soyle -di 
win -FNom -3. sg. -Ace. tell -Past 

"Hasan told Ali that Ay~e won the race" 

While this word order with the two verbs adjacent to each other appears 
to be the unmarked order, it is possible to interpose elements between 
the verbs. These elements can be other arguments like the subject and 
the indirect object in the previous example: 

(1406) [ A y~e -nin yarl~ -1 kazan -dIg 
Ay~e -Gen. race -Acc. win -FNom 
Ali -ye HASAN soyle -di 
Ali -Dat. Hasan tell -Past 

"HASAN told Ali that Ay~e won the race" 

-In -I ] 

-3.sg. -Ace. 

The same lack of cohesion between the subordinate verb and the matrix 
verb is found with subordinate verbs that are marked for action 
nominalization and for infinitivals; the first pair of the following 
examples illustrates this for action nominalizations, and the second pair 
of examples illustrates the same point for infinitival clauses: 

(1407) Hasan Ali -ye [ Ay~e -nin proJe -yt 
Hasan Ali -Dat. Ay~e -Gen. project -Acc. 

bitir -me -sin -i ] soyle -di 
finish -ANom -3. sg. -Ace. tell -Past 

"Hasan told Ali that A y~e should finish the project" 



(1408) 

(1409) 

(1410) 
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[ A y~e -nin proje -yi bitir -me -sin -i ] 
Ay~e -Gen. project -Acc.finEh -ANom -3.sg. -Ace. 
Ali -ye HASAN soy1e -di 
Ali -Oat. Hasan tell -Past 

"HASAN told Ali that Ay~e should finish the project" 

Hasani [ 0i proje -yi bitir -meg -e ] ~l~ -lyor 
Hasan project -Ace. finEh -Inf. -Oat. tty -Pr .Prog. 
"Hasan is trying to finish the project" 

[ 0i proje -yi bitir -meg -e ] HASAN i ~l~ -lyor 
project -Ace. finish -Inf. -Oat. Hasan tlY -Pr.Prog. 

"HASAN is trying to finish the project" 

The common denominator to all of these is the fact that they are all 
marked for case. Note that while both factive and action nominalizations 
are followed by agreement morphology, infinitival morphology lacks 
agreement marking; hence, agreement morphology seems to be 
irrelevant for cohesion, at least in these constructions. 

B. Nominalized subordinate clause unmarked for case: 

A typical example for such constructions is an infinitival subordinate 
clause which is an argument of the matrix verb iste 'want'. Such 
infinitival complements can be marked overtly for accusative case, but 
they can also appear without case marking: 

(1411) Hasani [ 0i yan~ -1 kamn -mak] isH -yor 
Hasan race -Ace. win -Inf. want -Pr .Prog. 
"Hasan wants to win the race" 

While the infinitival verb can be separated from the matrix verb by a 
variety of elements when the infinitival clause is marked for accusative 
(and thus behaves like other infinitivals when marked for case overtly, 
as discussed in the previous section), it is not possible to interpose 
elements (with the exception of emphatic and scope-marking particles) 
between the infinitive not marked for case, as in the last example, and 
the matrix verb: 

(1412) *[ 0i yarl~ -1 kazan -mak] HASAN i sti -yor 
race -Ace. win -Inf. Hasan want -Pr .Prog. 

Intended reading: "HASAN wants to win the race" 

In this respect, the infinitive not marked for case behaves like 
incorporated nouns which are nonspecific and are not marked for case 
(cf. 2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 1.-3.). 
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c. Quotations: 

When verbs are strung together in quotations (cf. 1. 1. 1. 1.), with the 
matrix verb as the quotative verb, the verb of the quotation and the 
matrix verb cannot be separated: 

(1413) 

(1414) 

Hasani "beni yar1~ -1 kazan -mak isti -yor -um" 
Hasan I race -Ace. win -Inf. want -Pr.Prog. -l.fg. 
de -di 
say -Past 
"Hasani said: 'Ii want to win the race' " 

* [ beni yarl~ -1 kazan -mak isti -yor -um] 
I race -Ace. win -Inf. want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

HASANi de -di 
Hasan say -Past 

Intended reading: "HASANi said: 'Ii want to win the race' " 

The ungrammaticality here is not caused by moving the subject, which is 
free to move within the matrix clause as long as the boldfaced verbs are 
not separated: 

(1415) [ beni yar1~ -1 kazan -mak isti -yor -um] 
I race -Ace. win -Inf. want -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
de -di Hasani 
say -Past Hasan 

" 'Ii want to win the race', said Hasani" 

D. Semi-quotations: 

Some verbs of belief can occur in constructions which are rather similar 
to quotations: the subordinate clause is not nominalized, but rather fully 
finite and bears verbal agreement morphology, and its subject is in the 
nominative case. However, coreference relationships between matrix 
and subordinate noun phrases are different, as illustrated in the 
following example: 

(1416) Hasani [ benj yarl~ -1 kazan -dt -m ] 
Hasan I race -Ace. win -Past -l.sg. 

san -lyor 
believe -Pr .Prog. 

"Hasani believes that Ij won the race" 

Here, the subordinate subject refers to the speaker, rather than to the 
subject of the matrix clause, as would have been the case in a regular 
quotation construction. In these semi-quotation constructions, the 
embedded verb and the matrix verb cannot be separated, which is a 
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property these constructions share with quotations. Note also that both 
in these constructions and in regular quotations, both verbs carry the full 
morphology normally marked on the verb, despite the fact that they 
cannot be separated. 

E. Constructions with subordinate subjects in the accusative case (cf. 
2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 6., where related discussion of incorporated adjectives 
and accusative-marked subordinate subjects can be found): 

1 The same matrix verbs that appear with the semi-quotations also 
appear with a related construction, where the subordinate subject is in 
the accusative (rather than nominative) case. The subordinate verb is not 
nominalized: 

(1417) Hasan i [ ben -i j yan~ -1 kazan -dJ. (-m ) ] 
Hasan I -Acc. race -Acc. win -Past -l.sg. 

san -lyor 
believe -Pr .Prog. 

"Hasan i believes me j to have won the race" 

While some speakers use this construction only without agreement 
suffixes on the subordinate verb, some speakers can use those suffixes 
optionally86. The sequence consisting of subordinate verb and matrix 
verb cannot be interrupted. While the subordinate verb carries 
tense / aspect morphology in all instances, it lacks agreement 
morphology-always for those speakers for whom this lack is obligatory, 
and sporadically for those for whom this lack is optional. 

II. There is a second construction in which subordinate subjects 
appear in the accusative case. It is similar to the previous one in that the 
subordinate verb is not nominalized and bears tense / aspect suffixes, and 
in that the subordinate subject is in the accusative. It differs from the 
previous construction in two respects: it does not correspond to another 
construction with nominative subjects (comparable to the semi
quotations for the first type illustrated by the last example), and the 
subordinate verb never appears with agreement morphemes: 

(1418) ruya -m -da [sen -i yer -de yat -ar ] 
dream -l.sg. -Loc. you -Acc. floor -Loc. lie -Aor. 

ger -dii -m 
see -Past -1.sg. 

"In my dream, I saw you lying on the floor" 

Certain sensory perception and attitude verbs (e.g. say, addet 'regard, 
consider') appear in this construction as matrix verbs. The two verbs 
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cannot be separated from each other. The subordinate verb always lacks 
agreement morphology, Le. it lacks the expression of features which are 
otherwise expressed on verbs. 

F. Infinitival Double Passives: 

A very small number of subject control matrix verbs (Le. verbs that take 
infinitival complements whose omitted subject is interpreted as 
coreferential with the matrix subject) have the property that, when 
passive applies in the infinitival subordinate clause, the domain of 
passive encompasses the whole construction, including the matrix, and 
both the subordinate and the matrix verb must appear in the passive: 

(1419) dun harabe -ler onar -Il -mag -a 
yesterday ruin -pI. repair -Pass. -Inf. -Oat. 
~I~ -II -di 
by -Pass. -Past 

"The ruins were tried to be repaired yesterday" 
("It was tried to repair the ruins yesterday") 

While it is usually easy to separate two verbs, when one of them is a 
nominalized subordinate verb which is overtly marked for case (cf. first 
paragraph of this section), such verbs cannot be separated with the same 
ease in Infinitival Double Passives when the construction has a 
nominative (derived) subject, as in the previous example: 

(1420) ?? j* harabe -ler onar -II -mag -a DUN 
ruin -pI. repair -Pass. -Inf. -Oat. yesterday 

~I~ -II -dI 
by -Pass. -Past 

Intended reading: "The ruins were tried to be repaired YESTERDAY" 
("It was tried to repair the ruins YESTERDAY") 

Interestingly, such a case-marked passive infinitival can be separated 
from the matrix verb successfully, when there is no nominative subject, 
or, to put it differently, when the subordinate clause has undergone 
impersonal (rather than regular) passive (cf. 2. 1.3. 1. 1.2.): 

(1421) dun harabe -ler -e gir -il -meg -e 
yesterday ruin -pI. -Oat. enter -Pass. -Inf. -Oat. 
~I~ -II -di 
by -Pass. -Past 

"The ruins were tried to be entered yesterday" 
("It was tried to enter the ruins yesterday") 

Since the subordinate verb gir 'enter' assigns dative rather than 
accusative case, there is no derived nominative subject when the 
construction appears in the passive, and the dative case remains on the 
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complement of the subordinate verb. Now, the two verbs of the 
co:t;lstruction can be separated with ease: 

(1422) harabe -ler -e gir -I -meg -e DUN 
ruin -pI. -Dat. ener -Pclss. -Inf. -I.ld:. yesterday 
¢l~ -d -a. 
~ -Fhss. -Fhst 

"The ruins were tried to be entered YESTERDA Y" 
("It was tried to enter the ruins YESTERDAY") 

G. "Subject-to-Subject Raising" 

Turkish has constructions that are somewhat similar to constructions in 
English which were referred to as Subject-to-Subject Raising 
constructions in early generative studies. Their main characteristic is that 
a matrix subject is, at the same time, understood as being the 
subordinate subject. The subordinate clause, in turn, is the original 
subject of the main clause: 

(1423) sen fazla i~ -mi~ -e benzi -yor -SlUl 

you(sg.) too much drink -PPart -Oat. lad< like -Pr.Prog. -2sg. 
"You look like (you) drank too much" 

Very few matrix verbs, all of them meaning approximately seem/ appear/ 
look like, occur in this construction. The subordinate clause can either 
have a substantive (Le. nominal or adjectival) predicate, or a verbal one, 
as in the last example. In the latter instance, a sequence of verbs results 
which can be interrupted by heavily emphasized elements87, just in case 
the subordinate verbal element is marked for case, as it is in the last 
example: 

(1424) fazla i~ -mi~ -e SEN benzi -yor -SlUl 

too much drink -PPart -Oat. you(sg.) lad< like -Pr .Prog. -2sg. 
"YOU look like (you) drank too much" 
("It's YOU who looks like s / he drank too much") 

When the subordinate verbal element is not overtly marked for case, 
however, the verbal sequence cannot be interrupted88: 

(1425) 

(1426) 

sen fazla i~ -mi~ gibi gor -Un -iiyor -sun 
you(sg.) too much drink -PPart like see -M. -Pr .Prog. -2sg. 
"You appear to have drunk too much" 

*fazla i~ -mi~ SEN gibi gor -Un -iiyor -sun 
too much drink -PPart you(sg.} like see -M. -Pr.Pmg. -2sg. 

Intended reading: "YOU appear to have drunk too much"89 
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In these constructions the subordinate verbal predicate, while marked 
for tense / aspect, lacks agreement suffixes, which verbs do otherwise 
carry. 

There is a related construction, preferred by some speakers, that occurs 
with the same matrix verbs, and where the subordinate predicate verbal 
predicate does exhibit agreement suffixes in addition to tense / aspect 
markers: 

(1427) sen fazla i~ -mi~ -sin gibi gel -iyor 
you(sg.) too much drink -Rep.Past -2sg. like come-Pr.Prog. 
"It appears that you drank too much" 

No "raising" to the matrix of the subordinate subject seems to have 
occurred here. Interestingly, while elements can be interposed between 
the two verbs, these cannot be emphatic elements: 

(1428) ?fazla • • • gibi l~ -DU~ -sm sen 
too much drink -Rep.Past -2sg. you(sg.) like 
gel 

. -lyor 
come -Pr.Prog. 

"It appears that you drank too much" 

H Adverbial clauses in preverbal position: 

A variety of adverbial clauses can appear in preverbal position; their 
verbal predicate thus forms a sequence with the matrix verb; e.g. 

(1429) a~Q. hamur -u kan~ -hr -lP yogur -du 
cook dough -Ace. mix -Caus. -CAdv. knead -Past 
"The cook mixed the dough and kneaded (it)" 

A variety of elements can break up this verbal sequence, as long as they 
are not constituents of the adverbial clause: 

(1430) a~9 hamur -u kan~ -hr -lP dikkatli -ce 
cook dough -Acc. mix -Caus. -CAdv. careful _"ly" 

yogur -du 
knead -Past 

"The cook mixed the dough and kneaded (it) carefully" 

1 Verbal compounds: 

Turkish has a number of verbal compounds. Of all the types of verbal 
sequences discussed so far in this section, these constructions form 
sequences which are the most cohesive. In these structures, the second 
verb has almost the character of a (usually modal or aspectual) suffix, 
but these verbs do preserve their phonological integrity; in other words, 
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they do not undergo Vowel Harmony according to the features of the 
pr~ceding verb, but preserve their vowel(s) and launch their own 
harmony domain; e.g.: 

(1431) a~9 hamur -u kan~ -hr -1 -ver-di 
cook dough -Acc. mix -Caus. -Ger. -give -Past 
"The cook mixed the dough very quickly" 

The next example was used in 2. 1. 3. 3. 2. 1. 13. and is repeated here for 
the reader's convenience: 

(1432) kullan -a -gel -dig -lmlZ Arap~a ve Fars~a 
use -Ger. -come -ObjP -l.pI. Arabic and Persian 

kelime -Ier 
word -pI. 

"The Arabic and Persian words that we have been using for a long 
time (and still persist in using)" 

These and a number of other such verbal compounds all have in 
common that there is a gerundive suffix -(y)A or -(y)I (usually the 
former) between the two verbs, and that the second verb, while still 
being used productively elsewhere in the language and while still 
related semantically to its individual meaning, has a special meaning 
within these compounds. The verb which has perhaps become most 
suffixal among these is bil, otherwise having the meaning 'know', which 
has become the abilitative suffix (together with the gerundive suffix): 

(1433) a~~l hamur -u kan~ -hr -abil -di 
cook dough -Acc. mix -Caus. -AbiL -Past 
"The cook was able to mix the dough" 

No constituents can be interposed within such compounds, and not even 
particles can do so in genera19o. 

2. 1. 4. Adjectives 

There are three main classes of adjectives: 
1. morphologically simple adjectives; 
2. morphologically derived adjectives (cf. 2. 2. 3.); 
3. participial adjectives. 

These classes behave in similar ways with respect to the criteria 
described below, with some exceptions that will be noted. 
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2. 1. 4. 1. Distinctions between predicative and attributive forms of 
adjectives 

There are no systematic distinctions made between predicative and 
attributive forms of adjectives. All three subclasses listed above can, in 
general, have both functions. Adjectives used attributively appear in 
their bare form; those used predicatively either appear with inflected 
copulas or with inflected auxiliaries (or else with inflected "light verbs" 
like yap 'do', et 'make'). (For related discussion of copular sentences, see 
1. 2. 1. I., and in particular 1. 2. 1. 1. 2. on copular sentences with 
adjectival complement). 

Attributive adjectives precede the noun they modify. There are very few 
exceptions; Lewis (1975: 53) points out one: kare 'square' and kiip 'cubic' 
follow names of units of measure rather than following them: 

(1434) daire -m -in alan -1 YUZ 
apartment -1.sg. -Gen. surface -3.sg. hundred 

metre kare -dir 
meter square -Ep.Cop. . 

"My apartment's surface is one hundred square meters" 

If these words are analyzed as nouns rather than adjectives, however, 
this word order stops being exceptional, because then the sequences in 
question would be nominal compounds, with the usual order of 
elements. 

There also are very few adjectives which can have only attributive 
function and not predicative function. These are mainly some participial 
forms. For instance, the future tense and reported past forms can also be 
used as participial forms, with modifying function; this is possible both 
with and without an appropriate participial form of the auxiliary; e.g.: 

(1435) a. bu par~a -yl ¢ -acak (d -an ) bir piyanist 
this piece -Ace. play -Fut. be -SbjP a pianist 
"a pianist who will be playing this piece" 

(1435) b. bu par~a -yl ¢ -mI~ (d -CJ1 ) bir piyanist 
this piece -Ace. play -PP art be -SbjP a pianist 
"a pianist who has played this piece" 

In contrast, using these participles predicatively requires the (participial) 
auxiliary form; omitting it will result in a regular tensed verbal 
predicate, rather than in a (participial) adjective used predicatively: 
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(1436) ? bu piyanist, bu par~a -yl ~a1 -acak 01 -an -drr 
this pianist this piece -Acc. play -Put. be -SbjP -Ep.Cop. 

"This pianist is the one who will be playing this piece" 

(1437) bu piyanist, bu par~a -yt ~a1 -acak-ill 
this pianist this piece -Acc. play -Put. -Ep.Cop. 
"This pianist will play this piece" 

The boldfaced future (tense) participle in the last example can be 
interpreted only as a finite verb, making unavailable the intended 
reading of 'this pianist is the one who will be playing this piece'. The 
future tense participle is representative in this respect for the other 
participles that are not morphologically marked as such, but rather have 
the same shape as verbs with simple tense/ aspect suffixes. 

The future tense participle usually modifies, in its attributive use, head 
nouns that are understood as the subject of the participle; this use has 
been illustrated above. However, the same participle can also modify 
heads that are understood as the object: 

(1438) dolap -ta l~ -ecek hi~bir ~ey kal -rna -dl 
cupboard -Loc. drink -Put. no thing remain -Neg. -Past 
"There is nothing left to drink in the cupboard" 

In this usage, a verb marked with -(y)AcAK is not understood as a future 
tense verb, properly speaking, but as a verb in a potential or irrealis 
mood. In that usage, a participle marked with this suffix cannot be used 
predicatively, not even in the presence of a copula or auxiliary overtly 
marked as a participle. 91 

Participles that are formally marked as such and are used mainly as 
nominal modifiers, similarly to relative clauses (cf. 1. 1.2.3. on adjective 
clauses), are also rather limited in their predicative function. For 
instance, when a participial form has been relexicalized as a noun, the 
reading linked to the relexicalization becomes either the primary or the 
only available one: 

(1439) ben -im tan 1 -dIg -1m bir kadm 
I -Gen. know -ObjP -l.sg. a woman 
"a woman whom I know" 

(1440) bu kadm ben -im tan 1 -dIg -1m -drr 
this woman I -Gen. know -CbjP -1.sg. -Ep.Cop. 
"This woman is an acquaintance of mine" 
Intended reading: ??"This woman is the one whom I know" 
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Such participles, when they are used as modifiers of locality or time 
expressions, cannot be used predicatively: 

(1441) ¢1~ -hg -1m yer 
wcrk -ObjP -l.sg. place 
"the place where I work / worked" 

(1442) *bu yer, ¢1~ -ag -1m -drr 
this place wcrk -ObjP -l.sg. -Ep.Cop. 

Intended reading: "This place is the one where I work / worked" 

(1443) ka1k -bg -1m zaman 
get up -ObjP -1.sg. time 
"(the time) when I got up" 

(1444) *0 zaman, kalk -hg -1m -eft 
that time get up -ObjP -1.sg. -Past 

Intended reading: "That time was when I got up" 

2. 1. 4. 2. Distinctions between absolute (permanent, normal) and 
contingent (tentporary, abnormal) state 

There are no systematic distinctions between absolute and contingent 
states which are marked morphologically on adjectives. However, some 
participial forms, due to their aspectual functions elsewhere, do express 
these notions; e.g. the aorist participle (very limited and mostly, but not 
exclusively, used with the passive) expresses permanent or normal 
actions and states: 

(1445) 

(1446) 

oku -n -ur bir kitap 
read -Pass. -Aor. a book 
"a book which is read in general; a book which can be read" 

at -a benze -r bir yuz 
horse -Oat. resemble -Aor. a face 
"a face which resembles a horse" 

In contrast, other participials, especially the past participle marker -mI~, 
are typically used for contingent states: 

(1447) aga<; -ten yer -e d~ -m~ bir elma 
tree -Abl. ground -Oat. fall -PPart an apple 
"an apple fallen from the tree to the ground" 
("an apple that has fallen from the tree to the ground") 
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2. 1. 4. 3. 1. Agreement between adjectives and nouns 

Attributive adjectives do not agree with nouns; as a matter of fact, there 
is no concord in Turkish. Predicative adjectives agree with the subjects 
they are predicated of via inflected copulas or inflected auxiliaries (or 
light verbs) (see 2. 1. 4. 6. 2.); the adjectives themselves have no 
agreement forms (see 2. 1. 4. 6. 1.); thus, there are constructions where a 
subordinate clause has no verbal element in its predicate and the 
predicative adjective is bare, without any agreement; these constructions 
are described in 2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 6., where incorporated adjectives are 
discussed. 

2. 1. 4. 4. Expressions for the various kinds of comparison 

For related discussion, the reader is referred to section 1. 8. on 
comparison and to section 1. 9. on equatives, both in the syntax chapter. 

2. 1. 4. 4. 1. Equality 

In equational constructions, the adjective is the predicate of the sentence. 
The standard of the equality relationship is the object of the postposition 
kadar 'as much as': 

(1448) Hasan, Ali kadar cesur 
Hasan Ali as-much-a; courageous 
"Hasan is as courageous as Ali" 

2.1.4.4.2. C~parative 

-dur 
-Ep.Cop. 

In comparative constructions, the adjective is the predicate of the 
sentence. The standard of the comparative relationship is marked with 
the ablative; the adverb daha 'more' follows optionally: 

(1449) Hasan, Ali -den (daha) cesur -dur 
Hasan Ali -Abl. more courageous -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is more courageous than Ali" 

To express the meaning 'less ... than', the adverb az 'little' is used, often 
preceded by daha 'more': 

(1450) Hasan, Ali -den daha az cesur -dur 
Hasan Ali -Abl. more little courageous -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is less courageous than Ali" 
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Another way to express this relationship is to negate an equational 
construction: 

(1451) Hasan, Ali kadar cesur degn -dir 
Hasan Ali as-much-~ courageous not -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is not as courageous as Ali" 

2. 1. 4. 4. 3. Superlative 

The superlative is constructed with the adverb en, preceding the 
adjective of the superlative relationship: 

(1452) Turkiye -nin en gUzel ~ehr -i istanbul -dur 
Turkey -Gen. most beautiful city -3.sg. Istanbul -Ep.Cop. 
"Turkey'S most beautiful city is Istanbul" 

2. 1. 4. 4. 3. 1. Superlative compared to other entities 

The previous example illustrates the superlative as compared to other 
entities. There are related, but slightly different constructions that have 
the same function: 

(1453) ~ehir -ler -in en guzel -i lstanbul -dur 
city -pi. -Gen. most beautiful -3.sg. Istanbul -Ep.Cop. 
"The most beautiful (one) of (all) cities is Istanbul" 

(1454) bullin ~ehir -ler -in ara -SIn -da en 
all city -pi. -Gen. between -3.sg. -Loc. most 

guzel -i · istanbul -dur 
beautiful -3.sg. Istanbul -Ep.Cop. 

"Among all cities, the most beautiful (one) is Istanbul" 

2. 1. 4. 4. 3. 2. Superlative compared to itself at other points/ times 

This meaning is expressed in a periphrastic fashion: 

(1455) 

(1456) 

bu nehr -in en geni~ yer -i burasl -du 
this river -Gen. most wide place -3.sg. here -Ep.Cop. 
"The widest point of this river is here" 

bu nehr -in en geni~ 01 -dug -u 
this river -Gen. most wide be -FNom -3.sg. 

yer burasl -dir 
place here -Ep.Cop. 

"The point where this river is widest is here" 
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2. 1. 4. 5. Expression of various degrees of a quaJity 

2. 1. 4. 5. 1. In large measure 

The adverbial expression ~ok 'very' is placed before the adjective to 
express a large measure of a quality: 

(1457) a. A y~e ~ok giizel bir kadln -drr 
Ay~e very beautiful a woman -Ep.Cop. 
"Ay~e is a very beautiful woman" 

Another way of expressing a large measure of a quality is by forming 
intensive adjectives (and, more rarely, adverbs). This is done by 
prefixing the first syllable of the stem, and by closing the syllable with a 
consonant in the prefix, if the syllable is open, and by replacing the 
syllable-final consonant with another consonant our of a short list of 
consonants, if that first syllable is closed. The consonants that close the 
prefix are m, p, rand s. The issue of how to determine the choice of the 
consonant has not been fully resolved in the literature: 

(1457) b. bo~ 
yuvarlak 
taze 
temiz 

'empty' 
'round' 
'fresh' 
'clean' 

2. 1. 4. 5. 2. In superabundance 

bom-bo~ 
yus -yuvarlak 
tap -taze 
ter -temiz 

'totally empty' . 
'completely round' 
'very fresh' 
'totally clean' 

The adverbial expression fazla 'excessive; too much' is used to express 
superabundance of a quality: 

(1458) Ay~e fazla giizel bir kadm -dlr 
Ay~e excessively beautiful a woman -Ep.Cop. 
"Ay~e is an excessively beautiful woman; 
Ay~e is a woman who is too beautiful" 

2. 1. 4. 5. 3. In small measure 

Depending on the exact meaning to be expressed, adverbial expressions 
like epey, epeyce, olduk~a, all meaning 'rather', or {bir)az '(a) little' can 
be used to express a quality in small measure: 

(1459) Ay~e olduk~ giizel bir kadm -drr 
Ay~e rather beautiful a woman -Ep.Cop. 
"A y~e is a rather beautiful woman" 
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2. 1. 4. 6. Expressions on (predicate) adjectives of categories that 
characterize the verbal morphology 

While this section discusses primarily predicative adjectives, some 
discussion of attributive adjectives is included for contrastive reasons. 

2. 1. 4. 6. 1. Expressions in the adjective morphology 

Categories which characterize the verbal morphology of Turkish are not 
expressed in the adjective morphology in general. Exceptions to this 
generalization are mainly participial adjectives which carry tense/ aspect 
morphology. While all types of adjectives can carry agreement 
morphology, this is done by means of the inflected copula and will be 
discussed in the next section, as will also the marking of non-participial 
adjectives for tense / aspect. 

There are essentially three types of participial adjectives: 1. "bare" 
participles, which consist of verbs without agreement, but with simple 
tense/ aspect marking {with the exception of verbs marked for the 
present progressive (which cannot be used as a modifying participle, but 
can be used as a predicative participle), for the definite past92 or for the 
conditional, which cannot be used in this way, i.e. neither attributively 
nor predicatively); 2. participles which are morphologically marked as 
such; these consist mainly of verbs whose tense / aspect morphemes are 
replaced by the suffixes -(y)AcAK/ -DIK or -(y)AN, labeled in this book 
(Future) Object and Subject Participle, respectively; 3. participles which 
consist of a combination of these two types; these are formed when more 
detailed shadings of tense / aspect are to be expressed than type 2. is able 
to provide, and where therefore a type 1. participle is used, followed by 
the copula or an auxiliary of type 2. Examples for each type are given 
below: 

Type 1, attributive use: 

(1460) §)imdi -ye kadar gor -ill -me -mi~ bir olay 
now -Oat. until see -Pass. -Neg. -PPart an event 
"an event not seen until now" 

Type 1, predicative use in a complex finite verb form: 

(1461) boyle bir olay §)imdi -ye kadar 
thus an event now -Oat. until 

gor -ill -me -mi~ -ti 
see -Pass. -Neg. -PPart -Past 

"Such an event had not been seen until now" 
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As stated in 2. 1. 4. 1., this participle cannot be used as a predicative 
form, predicated of the subject. In other words, the last example cannot 
mean: "Such an event was (the) one not seen until now". However, the 
finite predicate itself is a complex form, consisting of the past participle 
under discussion and a copular definite past. 

Type 2, attributive use: 

(1462) oku -yabil -d i g -im kitap -lar 
read -Abil. -CbjP -1.sg. book -pI. 
"books which I am/was able to read" 

Type 2, predicative use: 

(1463) bu kitap -lar oku -yabil -d i k -ler -im -di 
these book -pi. read -Abil. -CbjP -pI. -1.sg. -Past 
"These books were those which I am/was able to read" 

Type 3, attributive use: 

(1464) oku -n -ma -1I1l~ 01 -en bir kitap 
read -Pass. -Neg. -Wart be -SbjP a book 
"a book which hasn't been read" 

Type 3, predicative use: 

(1465) bu kitap -lar oku -n -ma -DU~ ol-an -lar-dl 
this book -pl. read -Pass. -Neg. -PPart be-SbjP-pl. -Past 
"These books were those which hadn't been read" 

All of these participle types have in common that the participle which is 
formed from a main verb has the following morphemes otherwise used 
with verbs: voice morphemes (e.g. passive, reflexive/middle, reciprocal, 
causative, and negative). In addition, type 1 (and thus the first part of 
type 3) also exhibits aspect morphemes, which are used as tense / aspect 
m9rphemes with fully finite verbs. Since some of these morphemes have 
also mood-related uses elsewhere, we can say that participles are 
marked for mood, as well, albeit in a limited way. (For expression of 
mood in finite verbs, see section 2. 1.3. 4.) Type 2 participles lack suffixes 
for aspect (and mood, with the exception of the abilitative and any other 
mood marker that involves a (semi-}lexical mood marker), since the 
participle markers of this type occupy the morphological slot otherwise 
occupied by the aspect (and mood) markers. 
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2. 1. 4. 6. 2. Expressions by means of a copular verb 

All adjectives that are used predicatively can be marked with 
tense / aspect and agreement forms. Where the adjective is a participle of 
type 1 or ·is the first part of type 3, the tense / aspect markers are the same 
as in corresponding finite verbs, as we saw in the previous section; we 
could regard these participles as truncated finite verbs. Where the 
adjective is either morphologically simple or derived from a non-verbal 
category, or is a participle of type 2 (or is the second part of a type 3 
participle) these tense/ aspect markers are carried by the copula. For 
extensive discussion of copular sentences, see 1. 2. 1. 1., and in particular 
1. 2. 1. 1. 2. on copular sentences with adjectival complements. A few 
examples are given here for the reader's convenience: 

(1466) Ahmet diin hasta -y -ell 
Ahmet yesterday sick -Cop. -Past 
"Ahmet was sick yesterday" 

(1467) Ahmet diin hasta -y -~ 
Ahmet yesterday sick -Cop. -Rep.Past 
"Ahmet is said to have been sick yesterday" 

Note that the suffix -ml§, which is a past participle (and aspect) marker 
for participles, is a marker for reported past on verbal elements, i.e. it is a 
tense and mood marker for main verbs alike. 

All predicative adjectives, whether participial or not, carry copular 
agreement forms to express the features of person and number of their 
subject. Section 2. 1. 3. 6. 2. lists the copular forms for agreement. Again, 
a few examples follow for the reader's convenience: 

(1468) (ben) dun hasta -y -dl-ill. 

I yesterday sick -Cop . -Past -1. sg. 
"I was sick yesterday" 

(1469) siz dun hasta -y -ml~ -5IruZ 

you(pl.) yesterday sick -Cop. -Rep.Past -2 pl. 
fly ou(pl.) are said to have been sick yesterday" 

2. 1. 5. Postpositions 

2. 1. 5. 1. Postpositions and their usages 

Usage of postpositions to express the syntactic and semantic functions of 
noun phrases has been discussed in 2. 1. 1. 1. 4. Semantic functions 
concerning notions of locality are illustrated extensively in 2. 1. 1. 5. 
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Other uses of postpositions can be found in 1. 2. 4. on postpositional 
phrases, especially in 1. 2. 4. 2. on postpositional phrases and their 
arguments. A brief survey is given here for the reader's convenience. 
Obsolete forms will not be discussed. 

Postpositions can be grouped into two classes: 1. postpositions that do 
not bear agreement morphology with their objects; 2. postpositions that 
do exhibit (possessive) agreement morphology with their objects and can 
thus be analyzed as nouns rather than genuine postpositions. 

The first group consists of postpositions that assign a variety of cases to 
their objects or that co-occur with objects that are not overtly marked for 
case. 

A. Postpositions that assign no overt case: 

•• •• uzere, uzre 'on; according to; for the purpose of' 
mostly takes as object an infinitival clause, 
but can also take a noun phrase as an object 

(1470) Hasan [ [ Ankara -ya git -mek] iizere ] 
Hasan Ankara -Dat. go -Inf. for the purpose ci 

biz -den aynl -dl 
we -Abl. part -Past 

"Hasan left us so as to go to Ankara" 

(1471) Hasan [ [adet -i ] iizere ] bugiin 
Hasan custom -3.sg. in accordance with today 

de erken kalk -h 
too early rise -Past 

"As is his custom, Hasan got up early today, too" 

B. Postpositions that assign genitive case to all personal pronouns, to 
singular demonstrative pronouns and to the singular interrogative 
pronoun kim 'who', but which assign no overt case to all other nominal 
elements (including pronouns pluralized by -1Ar): 

gibi 
ile 
kadar 
• • 1911 

(1472) 

'like'; 
'with'; 
'as much as'; 
'for' 

Hasan bu sonat -1 [[ ben -im ] gibi ] c;al -dl 
Hasan this sonata -Acc. I -Gen like play -Past 
"Hasan played this sonata like me" 
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(1473) Hasan bu sonat -1 [[ Rubinstein gibi ] <;al -dl 
Hasan this sonata -Acc. Rubinstein like play -Past 
"Hasan played this sonata like Rubinstein" 

The postposition ile 'with' can undergo enclisis onto its subject, in which 
case its initial vowel drops after a vowel and changes into [y] after a 
consonant; its second vowel undergoes Vowel Harmony according to the 
stem it cliticizes to; its properties with respect to the case it assigns to its 
object remain the same: 

(1474) 

(1475) 

Hasan konser -e [ben -im -Ie ] git -ti 
Hasan concert -Oat. I -Gen. -with go -Past 
"Hasan went to the concert with me" 

Hasan konser -e [Oya -yla ] git -ti 
Hasan concert -Oat. Oya -with go -Past 
"Hasan went to the concert with Oya" 

C Postpositions that assign dative case: 

•• gore, nazaran 'according to; suitable for' 
'towards' dogru 

~ 'against' 
dair 'concerning' 
kadar , -dek, degin 'as far as' 

'in spite of' v ragmen 
nispeten 'in comparison to; comparatively' 

(1476) Hasan [kay -e dogru] yiirii -<iii 
Hasan village -Oat. towards walk -Past 
"Hasan walked towards the village" 

(1477) Hasan tam [[ ban -a gore ] bir piyano] 
Hasan exactly I -Oat. suitable for a plano 

al -dl 
buy -Past 

"Hasan bought a piano precisely suitable for me" 

The last example is interesting, because it shows that postpositional 
phrases can be used not just adverbially, as shown in the majority of 
these examples, but also as modifiers of noun phrases. 



D. Postpositions that assign ablative case: 

evvel, once 
sonra 
beri 
buyana 
yana 
doIa}'l, Otiirli 
bC1§ka 
itibaren 

'before' 
'after' 
,. , 
smce 
,. , 
smce 
, d' as regar s ... 
'because of' 
'besides, apart from' 
'starting from, with effect from' 
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(1478) Hasan sinema -ya [ben -den once ] git -ti 
Hasan cinema -Oat. I -Abl. before go -Past 
"Hasan went to the movies before me" 

The second group, i.e. the "fake" postpositions that actually consist of 
nouns with possessive suffixes, consists of two subsets: 1. those that can 
be used with any possessive suffix and any case (the latter assigned to it 
by the verb), and 2. those that can be used only with certain (frozen) 
cases, although the possessive suffixes can differ. 

Group 1: 

alt 
am 
arka,art 
ba§ 
~,hari~ 
etraf,~ 
i~ dahil 
~ 
orta 
•• on 

~ 
list, iizer-
yan 

'underside' 
'interval, space' 
'back' 
'immediate vicinity' 93 

'exterior' 
'surroundings' 
'interior' 
'opposite side' 
'middle' 
'front' 
'space behind' 
'top' 
'side'. 

(1479) Hasan ben -im alka -m -da dur -uyor 
Hasan I -Gen. back -1. sg. -loc. stand -Pr .Prog. 
"Hasan is standing behind me" 

(1480) Hasan sen -in alka -n -a ge~ -ecek 
Hasan you(2.sg.) -Gen. back -2sg. -Dat. move -Fut. 
"Hasan will move behind you" 
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Group 2: The examples will be listed in their forms for third person 
singular. 

'concerning, about', in the locative hakk-m-da 
taraf-m-dan 
yiiz-iin-den 
baknn-m-dan 
nam-m-a 

'by; through the agency of', in the ablative 
'because of', in the ablative 
'from the point of view of', in the ablative 
'in the name of; by way of', in the dative 

(1481) Hasan [dilbilim hakkmda] bir bildiri ver -di 
Hasan linguistics arout a paper gIve -Past 
"Hasan gave a paper about linguistics" 

(1482) bUro -m -da [kitap namma ] 
office -l.sg. -Loc. book in the way of 

hi~bir ~ey yok 
no thing Neg.Exist. 

"There is nothing in my office in the way of books" 

These postpositionally used inflected nouns are also different from those 
in group 1 in that their objects are not marked for the genitive, if those 
objects are fully lexical nouns themselves; however, if the objects are 
pronouns, the genitive is marked overtly: 

(1483) Hasan [ biz • hald< -da ] bir -1m -IDUZ roman 
Hasan we -Gen. arout (-I.pI. -Loc. ) a novel 

yaz -di 
write -Past 

"Hasan wrote a novel about us" 

In this respect, then, the postpositions in this group are like those 
illustrated under B, but with the difference that the presently discussed 
postpositions bear possessive suffixes and (frozen) case suffixes, neither 
one of which is seen on group B postpositions. It is therefore more 
appropriate to analyze the genitive case on the pronouns in group 2 
constructions as due to the possessive suffixes (rather than as properly 
assigned by the postpositions). What appears to be a third person 
singular possessive suffix on the postpositions appearing with a lexical 
noun as an object might be better analyzed as the homophonous 
compound marker. 

However, it should also be noted that some of these group 2 
postpositions are heard more and more often as occurring with fully 
lexical objects that are marked with the genitive case suffix; hakkmdan 
and yiiziinden are typical in this respect. It appears, then, that these 
forms are currently in a period of transition. 
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Group 3: This group is a version of group 2, in that the lexical objects of 
these inflected postpositions may (although they don't have to) be 
marked with the genitive case. 

esna-sm-da 
zarf-m-da 
saye-sin-de 

.., 
ugr-un-a 

• yer-11l:e 

'in the course of', in the locative 
'during', in the locative 
'thanks to', in the locative 
'for the sake of', in the dative 
'instead of', in the dative 

(1484) [Hasan -m sayeande] bugiin ~ -ten erken 
Hasan -Gen. thanks to today work -Abl. early 
<;Ik -abil -di -m 
leave -abil. -Past -l.sg. 

"Thanks to Hasan, I was able to leave work early today" 

2. 1. 5. 2. Agreement of postpositions for any grammatical category 
with the nouns they govern 

Genuine postpositions do not agree for any grammatical category with 
the nouns they govern. However, as illustrated in the previous section, 
some groups of postpositions are actually nouns; those agree with their 
objects in the features of person and number. 

2. 1. 5. 3-4. Combinations of postpositions with the personal 
pronouns or with the articles of the noun phrases they 
govern 

Postpositions do not combine with personal pronouns they govern to 
form a series of personal forms, unless one were to view nominal 
pronouns inflected for person and number (agreeing with their objects in 
those features) as such combinations. This would not be appropriate 
analysis, however, given the fact that such agreement suffixes are not 
identical in shape to the unbound forms of pronouns, which can 
optionally occur together with inflected postpositions, a fact which also 
argues against viewing inflected postpositions as combinations of 
postposition and pronoun. 

Postpositions do not combine with the articles of the noun phrases they 
govern. 
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2. 1. 6. Numerals/ quantiBers 

2. 1. 6. 1. Numerals used in counting, and processes for creating new 
numerals 

A list of the main cardinal numbers was given in the syntax chapter, in 
subsection 1. 26. 6. and is repeated here for the reader's convenience: 

bir 1 onild 12 lark 40 
iki 2 •• 13 elli 50 00. u~ 
•• 3 ondort 14 altrIu§ 60 u~ 

dOrt 4 onbe~ 15 y~ 70 
~ 5 on alb. 16 seksen 80 
alb. 6 onyedi 17 doksan 90 
yedi 7 onsekiz 18 •• 100 yuz 
sekiz 8 ondokuz 19 bin 1000 
dokuz 9 • • 20 birmilyon 1 000000 ymm 
on 10 yirmi bir 21 birmilyar 1 000000000 
onbir 11 otuz 30 slMr zero 

Complex numerals are formed simply by sequencing the appropriate 
numerals; e.g. yirmi bir: 21 = 20, 1; yiizbir: 101 = 100, 1; bir milyar bir 
milyon yiizbir bin iki yiiz elli bir: 1 001 101 251 = 1 000 000 000, 1 000 
000, 101 000, 200, 50, 1. The sequences thus formed are stressed on their 
last syllable, i.e. they bear regular word level stress. The numbers from 
11 to 19 are exceptional in exhibiting compound stress, i.e. stress on the 
initial part of the compound: 

6nbir '11', but yirmi bfr '21'. 

These properties remain the same when such sequences are part of 
larger ones: 

yiiz6nbir '111' yiiz yirmi bfr '121'. 

Multiples of 100, 1 000 etc. are formed by sequencing first the number 
with which 100, 1 000 etc. are multiplied: be~ yiiz 5, 100 = 500; sekiz bin 
8, 1 000 = 8 000; be~ yiiz bin dort yiiz «5, 100), 1 000), (4, 100) = 500 400. 
The number bir 'one' is not uttered for yiiz '100' and bin '1 000' and the 
multiples that involve uttering these numbers, e.g. yiiz bin 100, 1 000 = 
100 000, yiiz milyon 100, 1 000 000 = 100 000 000. However, milyon 
'million' and milyar 'milliard' (an American billion) do require bir 'one': 
bir milyon 'one million', bir milyar 'one milliard/billion'. 
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Fractions: The denominator precedes the numerator and is in the locative 
case: 

(1485) dort-te u~ yi.iz -de otuz be~ 
four-Loco three hundred-Loco thirty five 
"three fourths" "thirty five per cent" 

yi.iz -de yi.iz 
hundred-Loco hundred 
"one hundred per cent" 

Decimal fractions are expressed by using the borrowed expression virgiil 
'comma' (since in Turkish the comma is used instead of the point in such 
numerals): 

(1486) slhr virgiil yetmi~ be~ 
zero comma seventy five 
"0. 75" 

on be~ virgiil 
ten five comma 
"15.23" 

.. 
Ylrml u~ 

twenty three 

bu~ 'half' is used after whole numbers, with the function of 'and a 
half': 

(1487) on b~k mil be~ bu~k dolar 
ten ruiH mile five haH dollar 
"ten and a half miles" "five and a half dollars" 

yarun 'half' is used as an adjectival modifier: 

(1488) 

(1489) 

(1490) 

2. 1. 6. 2. 

yanm kilometre yiirii -dii -m 
half kilometer walk -Past -l.sg. 
"I walked half a kilometer" 

yanm saat miizik dinle -di -m 
half hour music listen -Past -l.sg. 
"I listened to music for half an hour" 

yanm kilo uzUm al -dl -m 
baH kilogram grape buy -Past -l.sg. 
"I bought half a kilogram of grapes" 

Cardinal numeral forms used as attributes 

All of the cardinal numbers discussed and illustrated above, i.e. simple 
as well as complex forms, can be used as attributes. 

(1491) universite -miz Amerika -ya be~ bin dort yuz 
university -l.pI. America -Oat. five thousand four hundred 

altml~ be~ ogrenci gonder -di 
sixty five student send -Past 

"Our university sent to America five thousand four hundred sixty 
five students" 
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There are no distinct cardinal numeral forms for use as attributes. 

2. 1. 6. 3. Distinct numerals used for counting different kinds of objects 

The regular forms for cardinal numoers can be used for counting objects, 
regardless of the nature of those objects. 

However, Turkish also has classifier-like elements which can be used by 
placing them between the numeral and the noun: 

(1492) 

(1493) 

(1494) 

Hasan A y~e -ye iki demet gill ver -di 
Hasan A y~e -Dat. two b\U\ch rose give -Past 
"Hasan gave Ay~e two bunches (of) roses" 

yemek -ten sonra ~ tane elma y -di -m 
meal -Abl. after three item apple eat -Past -l.sg. 
"I ate three apples after the meal" 

Hasan diin ~am b~ bardak ~arap i~ -ti 
Hasan yesterday evening five glass wine drink -Past 
"Hasan drank five glasses of wine yesterday evening" 

These classifier-like elements do not form a rigid, grammaticized, 
system. However, there are some generalizations governing the choice 
and usage of these elements. The semantics of the noun modified by 
these elements determines certain choices; furthermore, only one of these 
elements can be used at a time. 

2. 1. 6. 4. Ordinal numbers 

Ordinal numbers are formed from cardinal numbers by suffixing -(I)ncI 
to the rightmost part of the numeral, i.e. for a complex number, only the 
last part is suffixed: 

bir-inci 1st on iki-nei 12th klrk-ina 40th 
iki-inei 2nd on ii~-iincii 13th elli-nei 50th .. .. .. 3rd on dord-iincii 14th altml~-lnel 60th u~-uncu 

dord -iineii 4th on be~-inci 15th yetmi~-inei 70th 
be~-inei 5th on alh-nel 16th seksen-inci 80th 
alh-nel 6th on yedi-nei 17th doksan-Inel 90th 
yedi-nei 7th on sekiz-inei 18th ,. .. '. 100th yuz-uncu 
sekiz-inei 8th on dokuz-uncu 19th bin-inei 1000th 
dokuz-uneu 9th . . . 

20th milyon-uncu 1 000 oooth yl rffil-nel 
on-uneu 10th yirmi bir-inei 21st milyar-Ina 1 000 000 OOOth 
on bir-inei 11th otuz-uncu 30th 
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Another expression used for 'first' is ilk. Ordinals can also be formed for 
ka~ 'how many', yielding ka~lncl 'how manyeth' and for son 'end, last', 
yielding sonuncu 'last'. 

2. 1. 6. 5. Other derivatives of numerals 

Distributives are formed by adding the suffix -(§)Ar after a cardinal 
number: 

bir-er 1 each on bir-er 11 each 
iki-§er 2 each oniki-§er 12 each 
•• 3 each • • 20 each u~ ylI'Illl-§er 
dord-er 4 each otuz-ar 30 each 
be§-er 5 each klrk-ar 40 each 
alb.-§8r 6 each elli-§er 50 each 
yedi-§er 7 each al~ar 60 each 
sekiz-er Beach •• 100 each yuz-er 
dokuz-ar 9 each bin-er 1 000 each 
on-ar 10 each etc. 

Similarly to the ordinals, the suffix is attached only to the last element in 
a complex numeral, as illustrated above with on birer 'eleven each' and 
on iki§er 'twelve each'. Distributives formed from whole multiples of 
hundreds and thousands have undergone a recent development, in that 
the suffix attaches to the numeral preceding yiiz 'hundred' or bin 
'thousand': be§-er bin 'five thousand each', rather than be§ bin-er; sekiz
er yiiz 'eight hundred each' rather than sekiz yiiz-er. The recent 
borrowings milyon 'million' and milyar 'milliard/billion' do not take the 
distributive suffix; instead, the numeral preceding them (including bir 
'one') carry the suffix: bir-er milyon 'a million each'; yedi-§er milyar 
'seven billions each'. 

The distributive of yarlm 'half' is irregular, in that the suffix-initial 
consonant is not deleted, despite the stem-final consonant: yanm-§8r 
'half each', rather than the expected *yanm-ar. 

Where bu~uk 'half' occurs, the distributive suffix is attached to the 
preceding whole number: on be§-er bu~ 'fifteen and a half each'. 

Collectives: The suffix -(I)z produces numerals denoting twins, triplets 
etc.: iki-z 'twin', ii9-iiz'triplet', dord-iiz 'quadruplet', be§-iz 'quintuplet'. 
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Partitives: There are no distinct morphological shapes for partitive 
numerals. Partitives are expressed in distinct phrases, using cardinal 
numbers as the head of the construction, or as a modifier of the head, 
which is a classifier-like element. For examples, see 2. 1. 1. 4. 19. 1. 

2. 1. 6. 6. Quantifiers 

az 
b~ka 
baZl. 
biitiin 
~k 
diger 
en 
her 
hi~ 
kimi, ldrnisi 

'few, little' 
'other' 
'some; a few; certain'. 
'all' 
'many, much' 
'other' 
'most' 
'every, each' 
'no' 

kimse, kimsecik 
obiir 

'some' 
'no-one' 
'other' 

2. 1. 6. 6. 1. Quantifier compounds 

biraz 'a little', formed from bir 'one' 
and az 'little' 

~ok 'many; a lot'; formed from bir 'one' 
and ~ok 'many, much' 

birtalom 'a number of', formed from bir 'one' 
and takun 'set' 

enaz 'least'; formed from en 'most' 
and az 'little' 

en~ok 'most' formed from en 'most' 
and ~ok 'many, much' 

her bir 'each and every' formed from her 'each' 
heriki 'both' formed from her 'each' 

used as a modifier and iki 'two' 
herikisi 'both (of them)' formed from her 'each', 

used as a noun iki'two', and the suffix -si 
'third person singular possessive'; 
this form can be used with a variety 
of numerals; e.g. her ii~-ii) 
'all three (of them)' 

hi~bir 'none, no, not one'; formed from hi~ 'no' and bir 'one' 
hi~biri 'none of them, formed from hi~ 'no' and bir 'one' 

not one of them, 
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neither one of them' 

These quantifiers are used with nouns in the singular, with the exception 
ofbirtalom, which requires a plural noun. 

All of these quantifiers can bear a possessive suffix, thus making them 
into the head of a partitive phrase (whose modifier, marked with the 
genitive, can be expressed optionally). Thus, her ii~iimiiz 'all three of 
us', is formed by suffixing the first person plural possessive suffix to her 
ii~ 'all three'; ~oklan, onlann ~ogu 'a good number of them', formed 
by suffixing the third person (plural) possessive suffix to bir~ok 'many; a 
lot'. 

2. 1. 6. 6. 2. Quantification expressed by other means 

Another means of expressing quantification involves reduplication of 
some elements; this may involve a quantifier by itself or a quantifier (or 
quantifier-like element) together with the noun it quantifies; e.g. bir bir 
'one by one', used adverbially, or ne bu, ne 0 'neither this nor that' 
(whereby the question element ne 'what' can be followed by any noun or 
pronoun). 

Yet another means of expressing quantification is by reduplicating nouns 
used as classifiers; some examples follow: 

(1495) demet demet 9\ek -ler 
bunch bunch flower -pI. 
"bunches and bunches of flowers" 

(1496) sepet sepet elma -lar 
basket basket apple -pI. 
"basket after basket of apples" 

2. 1. 7. Adverbs 

Many adverbs are homophonous with adjectives, in that almost any 
adjective can be used adverbially. In addition, reduplicated nouns, 
adjectives and adverbs can serve as adverbs. It is also possible to derive 
adverbs from nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numerals and 
demonstratives, as well as from verbs, by using specific derivational 
suffixes. Moreover, nouns (both with and without overt case) can be 
used adverbially; there also are some adverbs borrowed from Arabic and 
Persian. The derivational morphology for adverbs will be illustrated , 
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more systematically in 2. 2. 4. 1.-5., and examples for the derivational 
processes just mentioned will be given in those subsections. 

2. 1. 7. 1. Expression of various kinds of comparison 

As stated in the previous subsection, many adverbs are homophonous 
with adjectives. Therefore, most of the information given in section 2. 1. 
4. 4. can also be used here for adverbs. For the reader's convenience, 
examples will be offered here for adverbial uses in comparisons. 

2. 1. 7. 1. 1. Equality 

(1497) Hasan Ali kadar ~abuk kO? -ar 
Hasan Ali as much. as quickly run -Aor. 
"Hasan runs as quickly as Ali" 

2.1.7.1.2. Co~parative 

(1498) Hasan Ali -den (daha) ~abuk ko~ -ar 
Hasan Ali -Abl. more quickly run -Aor. 
"Hasan runs more quickly than Ali" 

If the comparison has more than one object, or if it has an object and a 
predicate noun which is part of the comparison, ~ ok 'much' or the 
borrowed (Arabic) ziyade 'more' is used: 

(1499) Ali klz -m -dan ~k ogl -un -u sev -€I' 

Ali daughter -3.sg.-Abl. more son -3.sg. -Ace. love -Aor. 
"Ali loves his son more than his daughter" 

(1500) satran~, oyun -dan ~k bir ilim -dir 
chess game -Abl. more a science -Ep.Cop. 
"Chess is a science rather than a game" 

2. 1. 7. 1.3. Superlative 

(1501) (herkes -ten) en ~abuk Ali kO? -ar 
everybody -Abl. most quickly Ali run -Aor. 
"Ali runs most quickly (of all)" 

When there is no adverb to modify, en must be used with ~ok 'much' or 
fazla'more': 

(1502) Ali en ~ok ogl -un -u sev -€I' 

Ali most much. son -3.sg. -Ace. love -Aor. 
"Ali loves his son most" 
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2. 1. 7. 2. Expression of various degrees of a quaJity 

2. 1. 7. 2. 1. In large measure 

One way of expressing this function is to modify the adverb; another is 
by using prefixation by reduplication, i.e. the same process illustrated for 
adjectives in 2. 1. 4. 5. 1. That process is very productive for adjectives, 
but much less so for adverbs: 

(1503) a Ali ~ok ~abuk ko~ -ar 
Ali very quickly run -Aor. 
"Ali runs very quickly" 

(1503) b. ~abuk 'fast' ~-~abuk 'very fast' 

2. 1. 7. 2. 2. In superabundance 

(1504) Ali fazla ~buk k~ -ar 
Ali too quickly run -Aor. 
"Ali runs too quickly" 

2. 1. 7. 2. 3. In small measure 

(1505) Ali ol~/epeyce ~abuk k~ -ar 
Ali rather / fairly quickly run -Aor. 
"Ali runs rather / fairly quickly" 

2. 1. B. Clitics 

2. 1. 8. 1. Kinds of clitic elements which occur in Turkish 

2. 1. 8. 1. 1-4. Personal, possessive, reflexive, reciprocal pronouns 

None of these types of pronouns have clitic forms in Turkish. (For 
subject agreement suffixes, see next subsection.) 

2. 1. 8. 1. 5. Auxiliary verbs 

Inflected forms of the copula are cliticized to predicative elements 
(nouns, adjectives, participles etc.). These forms have been discussed and 
illustrated in various subsections of section 2. 1. 3. on verb morphology, 
and in section 1. 2. 1. 1 on copular sentences in the syntax chapter. These 
clitic forms are characterized by undergoing Vowel Harmony according 
to the vowels of their phonological host, but by remaining unstressed, 
forcing the placement of word accent on the syllable preceding them. A 
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few examples are given here, for the convenience of the reader; more 
examples are to be found in the subsections mentioned. 

(1506) Hasan diin hasta -y -dl 
Hasan yesterday sick -Cop. -Past 
"Hasan was sick yesterday" 

(1507) Hasan dekan yardlmcl -S1 -y -ffil~ 
Hasan dean helper -CmpM -Cop. -Rep.Past 
"They say that Hasan is Assistant Dean" 

(1508) dun sabah Hasan ~ -in -i 
yesterday morning Hasan work -3.sg. -Acc. 

bitir -m1~ -ti 94 

finish -PPart -Past 
"Yesterday morning Hasan had finished his work" 

The subject agreement suffixes on some of the simple finite verbs (i.e. on 
all forms marked for tense / aspect, with the exception of the definite past 
and the conditional) have the same characteristic properties as these 
inflected copular forms with respect to Vowel Harmony and word 
accent and might be viewed as a separate class of clitics. However, it is 
possible to view these agreement suffixes as actually suffixed to the 
copula (which would remain unexpressed, since the copula would be in 
the present/ aorist tense in these simple forms, and the copula is always 

. null in the present tense), which is cliticized to the verb (cf. Kornfilt 
(1996». Under this view, the verbs thus marked are not genuinely finite, 
but are participles, made finite by the inflected copula: 

(1509) yarm ~am opera -ya gid -eceg 
tomorrow evening opera -Oat. go -Fut. 
"Tomorrow evening I shall go to the opera" 

-un 
-l.sg. 

All of these cliticized forms (with the exception of any copular form in 
the present tense) correspond to morphologically unbound forms of the 
copula; e.g.: 

(1510) Hasan diin hasta i -di 
Hasan yesterday sick Cop. -Past 
"Hasan was sick yesterday" 

Similar correspondences can be given for the other examples, as well. 
Note that these free forms do not undergo Vowel Harmony governed by 
the preceding word, but have their own harmony domain. 

It is debatable whether these free forms should also be viewed as clitics. 
Lewis (1975) does so, viewing these forms as clitic words, while · 
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analyzing the other forms illustrated in this section as clitic suffixes. The 
only argument in favor of viewing the free copular forms as clitics is the 
fact that they do not carry word stress, while the preceding predicative 
morpheme (whether adjective, noun, participle) bears regular word 
accent. 

While there is no doubt that these free forms are weak in some sense, it is 
not clear whether they are best analyzed as clitics. When such forms 
consist of a number of suffixes and thus are long, they will bear 
secondary accent, which would be unexpected if they were true clitics: 

(1511) hasta i -mi~ -Slmz 
sick Cop. -Rep.Past -2.pl. 
"They say that you(pl.) are sick" 

The fact that the predicate adjective bears primary accent can be 
explained by the fact that phrasal accent preserves the left primary 
accent and reduces any other word accents on non-left elements in a 
phrase. 

Having pointed out the issues and the facts, I shall not take a stand on 
this question in this descriptive work. 

2. 1. 8. 1. 6. Sentence (modal, interrogative, negative) particles 

The conditional -sA is actually suffixed on the copula and cliticizes to a 
host together with the copula: 

(1512) Hasan miidfu 01 -dti -y -sa ben istifa 
Hasan director become -Past -Cop. -Cond I resignation 

eel -er -im 
do -Aor. -1.sg. 

"If Hasan has become director, I resign" 

The same is true of the reported (inferential) past suffix: 

(1513) Hasan miidfu 01 -acak -sa ben istifa 
Hasan director become -Fut. -Cond I resignation 

eel -er -im 
do -Aor. -l.sg. 

"If Hasan will become (is supposed to become) director, I (shall) 
. " resIgn 

The epistemic copula -DIr is also a clitic: 
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(1514) Hasan ~u an -da Ankara -ya var -ffil~ -hr 
Hasan this moment -Loc. Ankara -Dat. arrive -PPart -Ep.Cq>. 
"Hasan has most probably arrived in Ankara at this moment" 
"Hasan has (definitely) arrived in Ankara at this moment" 

Turkish also has a question particle which is a clitic and which is of the 
form mI. 95 This particle shows up with Yes/No questions and attaches to 
the predicate, when its scope is the whole sentence: 

(1515) Hasan Ankara -ya git 
Hasan Ankara -Dat. go 
"Did Hasan go to Ankara?" 

-n .? DU. 

-Past -Q 

The same particle can also be used as a question focus particle. In 
utterances where it attaches to the predicate, it can have either the whole 
sentence in its scope, or just the predicate; in the latter case, it acts as a 
question focus particle. The following example illustrates its latter use 
when attached to a constituent: 

(1516) Hasan ~ -m -e mi git -ti? 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Dat. -Q go -Past 
"Did Hasan go to work? (Was it work that Hasan went to?)" 

Furthermore, Turkish has a negation marker, the verbal suffix -rnA, 
whose status as a clitic is debatable. Lewis (1975) analyzes it as such, 
with the only motivation that it cannot receive word accent when it is in 
word final position, and that word accent always precedes it: 

(1517) Hasan ~ -in -e git 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Dat. go 
"Hasan did not go to work" 

-me -di 
-Neg. -Past 

Other than the accent facts, there is no reason to call this suffix a clitic, 
since it has no corresponding free form, it does not attach anywhere else 
but to the bare verbal stem (thus being placed after markers for voice, if 
those occur, but before any markers for tense/aspect/mood and 
agreement). Interestingly enough, the negative copula degil, which 
appears with adjectival and nominal predicates as well as after 
participles and which can bear inflections for tense / aspect / mood and 
agreement, is not a clitic, since it can bear stress and does not undergo 
Vowel Harmony with the preceding domain; yet, it is this negator which 
would be more readily expected to have clitic character, since it can 
follow participles, i.e. after verbal stems with some inflections for 
tense / mood / aspect: 
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(1518) Hasan ~ -in -e git -ffil~ degtl -di 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -PPart Neg.Cop. -Past 
"It is not the case that Hasan had gone to work" 

Furthermore, the copular negator can co-occur with the verbal negator: 

(1519) Hasan ~ -m -e git -me -ffil~ deg1l -di 
Hasan work -3.sg. -Oat. go -Neg. -PPart Neg.Cop. -Past 
"It is not the case that Hasan had not gone to work" 

It would be unlikely for the outer negator not to be a clitic, while the 
inner negator should be one. An analysis which views the verbal negator 
simply as a verbal suffix which happens to be exceptional with respect to 
word accent appears therefore preferable to one which views this 
element as a clitic. 

2.1.8. 1.7. Sen~ceconnectives 

One clitic sentence connective is DA 'and', 'also': 

(1520) Oya ~ -e git -ti, Ali de ev -de kal -dl 
Oya work -Oat. go -Past Ali -and home -Loc. stay -Past 
"Oya went to work, and Ali stayed at home" 

It should be noted that this element can be attached to constituents, 
meaning 'also, too': 

(1521) Oya ~ -e git -ti, Ali de 
Oya work -Oat. go -Past Ali -too 
"Oya went to work, and Ali, too" 

Where this element attaches to more than one constituent, we get the 
meaning 'as well as': 

(1522) Oya da , Ali de ~ -e git -ti (-ler) 
Oya -too, Ali -too work -Oat. go -Past(-3.pl.) 
"Oya as well as Ali went to work" 

Another sentence connective which might be viewed as a clitic is the 
complementizer ki, borrowed from Persian: 

(1523) duy -du -k ki buglin kar yag -acak -ffil~ 
hear -Past -l.pl. that today snow fall -Fut. -Rep.Past 
"We heard that it's supposed to snow today" 

It is debatable whether ki should best be analyzed as a clitic (as Lewis 
(1975) does), however; it does not undergo Vowel Harmony with the 
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domain preceding it, which argues against this analysis. The argument 
in favor of this analysis is the fact that word accent shows up in the 
syllable preceding it. However, that accent is expected even if ki is not 
viewed as a clitic, but simply as a short word which cannot receive stress 
for reasons of syntactic phrase structure. The preceding word simply 
receives its customary, regular word final accent. 

2. 1. 8. 1. 8. Anaphoric particles 

Turkish has no anaphoric clitic particles, unless the morpheme ki 'one, 
the one', which is used after genitive or locative noun phrases is viewed 
as a clitic which has changed its status into that of a suffix: 

(1524) araba -lar -m -ld 
car -pI. -Gen. -the one 
"the one pertaining to the cars; the cars'" 

Note that this element behaves like a regular suffix with respect to word 
accent: it bears regular final stress when it is word final; when it is 
followed by other regular suffixes, word accent is placed on the last 
syllable, rather than on the syllable preceding ki, as would be expected if 
ki were a eli tic of the same type as the other elements previously 
discussed: 

(1525) araba -lar -m -ki -ler -de 
car -pI. -Gen. -the one -pI. -Loc. 
"in the ones pertaining to the cars" 

On the other hand, ki is even less of a suffix than regular clitics are, since 
it does not undergo Vowel Harmony, and thus behaves like an 
independent word in this respect. Furthermore, it opens up a new 
morphological domain, in that nominal suffixes like those for plural and 
case can follow it and can thus co-occur with instances of the same 
suffixes attached to the preceding stem, as illustrated in the previous 
example. Such co-occurrence of suffixes of the same type is otherwise 
prohibited in Turkish morphology. For these reasons, I suggest 
analyzing ki as a eli tic anaphor which is different from other clitics in 
becoming part of the stress domain of the preceding nominal, while 
pointing out that elsewhere in the literature, this element is viewed as a 
suffix rather than as a clitic. 

2. 1. 8. 1. 9. Others 

The comitative particle ile might be viewed as a clitic, with the same 
reservations as those expressed when discussing the morphologically 
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free form of the copula in 2. 1. 8. 1. 5. It has a counterpart, which cliticizes 
to the preceding stem: 

(1526) Ali opera -ya Oya -y la git-ti 
Ali opera -Dat. Oya -Com. go -Past 
"Ali went to the opera with Oya" 

This element has the same clitic character when it is used as a comitative 
conjunction: 

(1527) Oya -y la Ali opera -ya git -ti -ler 
Oya -Com.Conj. Ali . opera -Dat. go -Past -3.pl. 
"Oya and Ali went to the opera" 

The element -(y)ken 'while', which derives time adverbials from 
participles and some cased nouns has clitic character:96 

(1528) 

(1529) 

Oya opera -da -yken Ali sinema -ya git -ti 
Oya opera -Loc. -while Ali cinema -Dat. go -Past 
"While Oya was in the opera, Ali went to the movies" 

Oya gazete oku -r -ken Ali yemek 
Oya newspaper read -Aor. -while Ali food 

pi~ -ir -di 
cook -Caus. -Past 

"While Oya was reading the newspaper, Ali cooked" 

Note that this element does not undergo Vowel Harmony with the stem 
it cliticizes to and is thus different in this respect from most other clitics. 

There are two elements that derive adverbs which could also be 
characterized as clitics: -CA and its extension -CAslnA, which derive 
adverbs from participles, adjectives and nouns, and -leyin, which derives 
adverbs from nouns: 

(1530) iyi 'good' iyi -ce 'well; thoroughly; rather well' 
domuz 'pig' domUz -casma 'like a pig; in a devious way'. 

(1531) sabah 'morning' sabah -Jeyin 'at morning' 

None of these suffixes can bear stress, and primary word accent precedes 
them. In these respects, these suffixes have the same properties as the 
clitics discussed previously in this section. However, there is little reason 
to consider them as genuine clitics. They have no corresponding free 
versions, and they have no full, independent lexical meanings, other 
than the meanings connected to their derivational chara~ter and to the 
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particular context. It is therefore more appropriate to analyze them as 
derivational suffixes which happen to be exceptional with respect to 
word accent. 

2.1.8.1. 10. ~oDno~hs 

With the exception of the alternations between phonologically cliticized 
versus morphologically free forms (which have been pointed out 
wherever they occur), allomorphy is restricted to phonologically fully 
predictable alternations, due to Vowel Harmony and to (de)voicing. The 
potential for these alternations has been represented by using capital 
letters for those vowels which undergo Vowel Harmony and for those 
consonants that undergo (de)voicing. 

2. 1. 8. 2. Positions occupied by these clitics 

2.1.8.2.1. Preverbal 

Turkish has no preverbal clitics. 

2. 1. 8. 2. 2. Postverbal 

Those clitics that attach to verbs are in principle (and usually also in 
practice) postverbal. They have been pointed out in the subsections 
above. However, given the complex character of fully inflected verbs in 
Turkish, there can be instances where the clitic is attached to the verbal 
stem and is followed by other morphemes; these are instances where 
those other morphemes can be analyzed as clitics themselves, or where 
they can be analyzed as attached to a clitic: 

(1532) oku -yacak nu -y -Il1l§ -sm? 
read -Put. -Q -Cop. -Rep.Past -2.sg. 
"Do they say that you will read?" 

Here, the question clitic is cliticized to the tensed verbal stem, and it is 
followed by the inflected copula, which is itself a clitic that attaches to 
tensed verbal stem. Note that the order between these two clitics is fixed; 
the question clitic calUlot follow the inflected copula. 

Clitics that attach to other constituents are stem-final for those 
categories, as well. 
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2. 1. 8. 2. 3. Sentence-final 

Given the fact that Turkish is SOY, those clitics that attach to verbs can 
also be said to be sentence-final, with the proviso that, as we saw in the 
previous subsection, they can be followed by other clitics. Therefore, a 
situation might arise where a sentence particle like the question particle 
is followed by a copular clitic, more properly viewed as a verbal particle; 
this is illustrated by the last example. 

2. 1. 8. 2. 4. Sentence-initial 

There are no sentence-initial clitics in Turkish, with the exception of ki, 
the complementizer borrowed from Persian (cf. 2. 1. 8. 1. 7.). This 
complementizer precedes the subordinate clause it introduces. However, 
it should be noted that phonologically, this element cliticizes to the 
preceding word; thus, there is typically a pause between ki and the 
subordinate clause, and no clause between the last matrix element and 
ki: 

(1533) duy -dli -k ki , bUgiin kar yag -acak -ml~ 
hear -Past -l.pI. that. today snow fall -Fut. -Rep.Past 
"We heard that it's supposed to snow today" 

(1534) ?? /*duy -dli -k, ki bUgiin kar yag -acak -ffil~ 
hear -Past -l.pI. that today snow fall -Fut. -Rep.Past 

"We heard that it's supposed to snow today" 

2. 1. 8. 2. 5. Sentence second position 

There are no clitics in Turkish that show up in second position, unless 
they are cliticized to a word which happens to be in second position. In 
other words, sentence-second position is not a privileged (or even 
typical) position for clitics in Turkish. 

2. 1. 8. 3. Relative order of clitics 

In this section on clitics, we have seen essentially five kinds of clitics, 
whose status as clitics is unchallenged: the comitative -(y)lA, the time 
adverbial -(y)ken, the connective DA, the Yes/No question marker mI, 
and the copular forms (the epistemic copula -Dlr and the regular copula, 
inflected for tense / aspect / mood and for agreement). When all of these 
co-occur, the order is that indicated in the enumeration just given: 
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(1535) A. Oya \Ok kIskan<; -h. 
Oya very jealous -Past 
"Oya was / used to be very jealous" 

B. Ahmet -Ie -yken de mi -y -di? 
Ahmet -Com. -when -too -Q -Cop. -Past 
"Was she (jealous) also when she was with Ahmet?" 

As this example illustrates, the connective DA cannot follow the Yes/No 
question particle, and the latter particle (mI) cannot follow a copula (or 
copular sequence); it follows nominals (which may be marked for case), 
adjectives, and participles (with verb stems carrying simple tense / aspect 
morphology included in the latter). The comitative particle, functioning 
as a case marker, must be closest to a nominal stem (and, due to its 
function, must attach to the noun without case markers). The adverb 
-(y)ken attaches to nouns (which may be marked for case), adjectives and 
participles (including simple tensed verbs, but excluding simple verbs 
marked with the definite past and the conditional). It cannot follow 
copular forms, but must precede them. It also cannot follow the 
connective DA, nor can it follow the Yes/No question particle. 97 The 
connective DA, in turn, can follow nouns (which may carry case 
markers), adjectives and participles, adverbs, and tensed verbs as well as 
tensed copular forms. Thus, different attachment sites -can exist for DA: 

(1536) Oya Ahmet -Ie -yken de kIskan<;-h 
Oya Ahmet -Com. -when -too jealous -Past 
"Oya was jealous when she was with Ahmet, too 
(i.e. she has been jealous at various times, 
and she was jealous when with Ahmet, as well)" 

(1537) Oya Ahmet -Ie -yken ktskan<; -h da 
Oya Ahmet -Com. -when jealous -Past -too 
"Oya, when she was with Ahmet, was jealous, too 
(i.e. among various properties Oya had while being with Ahmet, 
she was jealous, too)" 

We conclude that the scope of the connective is dependent on the site of 
its attachment. 

It should also be noted that the connective must precede the Yes/No 
question marker. 

2. 1. 8. 4. . Restrictions on possible combinations of clities 

As illustrated in the previous subsection, the clitics enumerated may all 
combine, as long as the restrictions on their possible orders are obeyed. 
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2. 2. DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY 

Turkish is rich in derivational morphemes. Here, the most productive 
derivational mQrphemes will be presented. Allomorphy is restricted to 
phonologically predictable alternations, due to processes like Vowel 
Harmony and (de)voicing. Allomorphy which is not phonologically 
predictable is mentioned separately, in the context of the few instances 
where it arises. 

2. 2. 1. Deriving nouns 

2. 2. 1. 1. Deriving nouns from nouns 

Diminutives: -CIK, -CAglz, and the unproductive -CAl<: 

(1538) a kedi 'cat' 
b. kadm 'woman' 
c. yavru 'cub; the young 

of an animal' 

kedi -cik 'little cat' 
kadm -catJ.z 'the poor little woman' 
yavru -cak 'dear little child' 

-elK is the most productive and semantically neutral diminutive suffix. 
-CAglz has, in addition to being a diminutive, a connotation of empathy 
or even of pity. -CAK, which survives in only a few lexical items, carries 
sometimes a sense of endearment. 

The suffix -cA derives nouns from verbal nouns in -rnA; the meanings of 
these derived nouns are not completely predictable; some have the 
meaning of games, some are concrete nouns: 

(1539) bul 'find' 
<;ek 'pull' 

bul-ma 
<;ek-me 

'finding' 
'pulling' 

bul-ma-ca 
<;ek-me-ce 

'puzzle' 
'drawer' 

The suffix -a is attached to singular nouns (as well as to adjectives and 
to adverbs) and derives nouns that refer to persons who are 
professionally involved with the object or quality expressed by the basic 
morpheme: 

(1540) d.i§ 'tooth' 
kalay 'tin; tinsel' 

d.i§ -Q. 'dentist' 
kalay- Cl 'tinsmith' 

The suffix -II is attached to nouns and derives nouns with meanings that 
essentially fall into one of three categories: 
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A. Having the object or quality expressed by the basic morpheme: 

(1541) silah 'weapon' silah -11 'armed; armed person' 
at 'horse' at -II 'horseman' 

B. Having the object or quality expressed by the basic morpheme to a 
high degree: 

(1542) sevgi 'love; affection' sevgi-li 
ya~ -11 

'beloved' 
, , 

ya~ age 'aged; aged person' 

C Belonging to a place or institution: 

(1543) iiniversite 'university' iiniversite -Ii 'person affiliated 
with a university; 
university student' 

Londra 'London 
, 

Londra -11 'person living in London' 

D. Dressed in garments of a particular color (when suffixed to the name 
of a color): 

(1544) beyaz 'white' beyaz -h 'person dressed in white' 

The suffix -sIz, with the meaning 'without', is attached to nouns or 
pronouns and derives nouns (and adjectives): 

(1545) 'tooth' ~-siz 'toothless; toothless person' 

The suffix -11K, attached to nouns, derives nouns that essentially fall into 
two groups: 

A. Abstract nouns, derived from nouns: 

(1546) ogren '(to) learn' J.§ 'work' 
ogren -ci 'student, pupil' J.§ -Q. 'worker' 
ogren -ci -lik 'studenthood' J.§ -Q. -lik 'workmanship' 

B. Nouns meaning 'intended for' or 'suitable for': 

(1547) kitap 'book' kitap -hk 'book case, bookshelf 
ba~ 'head' ba~ -hk 'bonnet' 
mezar 'grave' mezar-hk 'graveyard, cemetery' 

The suffix -Da~ expresses shared attachment to the concept referred to by 
the basic morpheme: 

(1548) soy 'lineage; race; family' 

vatan 'homeland' 

soy -da~ 'person having the same 
lineage or race' 

vatan -da~ 'compatriot, 
fellow citizen' 
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The suffix -gil is used in standard Turkish for names of plant and animal 
families: 

(1549) turunc; 'bitter orange; citrus' turunC;- gil-Ier 'the family 
of citrus fruits' 

kopek 'dog' kopek- gil-Ier 'the family of canines' 

The suffix -ell is rather unproductive; attached to nouns, it derives 
nouns (and adjectives) meaning 'tending towards, accustomed to': 

(155O) ev 'house' 
ana 'mother' 

ev -ci.l 'domesticated' 
ana -ru 'a person dependent on his or her mother' 

The suffix -hane is borrowed from Persian and means 'house; locality': 

(1551) pasta 'cake' 
posta 'mail' 

pasta-hane 'cake shop' 
posta- hane 'post office' 

2. 2. 1. 2. Deriving nouns from verbs 

The suffix -(y)IcI expresses regular activity (and is related to the suffix 
-0, illustrated in the previous subsection, which derives nouns that 
express names for professionals): 

(1552) k~ '(to) run' k~-ucu 'runner' 
dinle '(to) listen' dinle-yici 'listener' 

Another suffix that derives nouns from verbs and which expresses 
occupation is -mAn. There are only a small number of verbs to which 
this suffix attaches. 

(1553) yonet '(to) conduct; manage; 
control; direct' 

egit '(to) educate' 

yonet-men 'director; manager' 

egit -men 'educator' 

In most of these derived nouns, the designated person is the actor of the 
corresponding verb. In a few, however, the designated person is a. theme 
of the verb: 

(1554) daru~ '(to) consult' d~-man 'counselor, adviser' 

The suffix -II< derives nouns expressing the result of an action: 
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(1555) tlikiir 
sok 

'(to) spit' 
'(to) unravel; 
(to) to rip, undo, 
unravel' 

tiikiir-Uk 
sOk-\k 

'saliva' 
'dropped stitch; rip in a seam; 
unravelled place' 

The suffix -I derives nouns that express action or the result of an action; 
this suffix appears only with monosyllabic stems that end in a 
consonant: 

(1556) kork '(to) fear' 
yap '(to) make' 

kork-u 
yap-l 

'fear' 
'construction, building' 

Another morpheme that derives nouns which express action or the result 
of an action is the suffix -tI and its extension -IntI: 

(1557) belir '(to) appear' 
kur '(to) brood' 

belir-ti 'symptom' 
kur-mtu 'groundless fear, worry, 

apprehension' 

The suffix -gl derives nouns that express action, or its result, or its 
instrument: 

(1558) or '(to) interlace' 
sev '(to) love' 
~al '(to) play' 

or -gii 
• sev -81 

~al -81 

'plait' 
'love, affection' 
'musical instrument' 

The suffix -~ derives abstract nouns, mainly from reflexive (and other) 
stems ending in n: 

(1559) inan '(to) believe' 
. 
man -~ 'belief 

kazan '(to) win, earn' kazan-~ 
1· ., galn, earrungs 

The suffix -(A)K derives nouns that express meanings of a place or an 
instrument related to the corresponding verb: 

(1560) bat '(to) sink' 

ele '( to) sift' 
tara '(to) comb' 

bat -ck 'marsh, swamp, moor' 
(also: bat-ak-bk) 

ele -k 'sieve' 
tara -k 'comb' 

A suffix that derives nouns (and adjectives) expressing an inherent 
quality related to the corresponding verb is -GAn: 

(1561) unut '(to) forget' unut -lean 'forgetful person' 
dovli~ '(to) fight, clash' dov~-ken 'bellicose, belligerent, 

combative person' 

An extension of this suffix, used very rarely, is -AgAn: 
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gez- egen 'person who travels a lot'98 
(nonstandard vocabulary item) 

The suffix -GIn derives nouns (and adjectives) with active or passive 
. 

meanmg: 

(1563) er '(to) mature' 
sur '(to) exile' 

er -gin 'adult' 
sur -gUn 'exile, banishment; an exiled person' 

The suffix -(I)t derives nouns that express results of or instruments for 
the actions depicted by the corresponding verbs: 

(1564) g~ '(to) to pass' 
ta~l '(to) carry' 

ge<;-i t 'passage, ford' 
ta~l-t 'vehicle' 

Yet another suffix that derives nouns that express actions or results of 
actions is -(I)m: 

(1565) dil '(to) slice' dil 
. 

'slice, strip' -1m 
61 '(to) die' 61 .. 'death' -um 
dur '(to) stand' dur -um 'situation' 
kavra '(to) grasp' kavra-m 'concept' 

The suffix -In derives nouns that are usually of a more concrete nature: 

(1566) v 

ylg 
ek 

'(to) pile up' 
'(to) sow' 

'heap, pile' 
'crop' 

There are two suffixes, -ge~ and -gi~ which are rather unproductive, and 
which derive nouns that express, in most instances, an agent or 
instrument related to the verb; in a few instances, the reflexive -n is 
added to the verb stem, before the derivational morpheme is suffixed: 

(1567) suz '(to) filter, strain' siiz -g~ 'strainer, filter, sieve' 
ba~la '(to) begin' b~la-n - g:v; 'beginning' 

The suffix -tay is used for only very few words, all of which are 
administrative terms and are recent creations: 

(1568) d~ '(to) consult' 
say~ '(to) settle accounts' 

D~-tay 
Sayt~-tay 

'Council of State' 
'Exchequer and Audit 
Department' 

Another rather unproductive suffix is -(A)v, deriving nouns that denote 
actions, results of actions, or agents of the action; these nouns are recent 
creations, as well: 
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(1569) sayle '(to) say, tell' sayle-v 'speecht 
slna '(to) test' sma-v 'examination' 

Yet another suffix which is not very productive is -(A)y, which derives 
nouns that express results of actions; all these nouns are recent: 

(1570) dene '(to) try' 
01 '(to) happen, be, become' 

dene-y 
01 -ay 

, experiment' 
'event' 

2. 2. 1. 2. 1. The syntax of deverbal nouns and its similarities to the 
syntax of a sentence and to the syntax of a nonderived 
noun 

All of the deverbal nouns illustrated in 2. 2. 1. 2. are treated syntactically 
like nonderived nouns; they can be pluralized and are modified by 
adjectives rather than by adverbs. They are usually not marked with 
passive morphology. They can be preceded by the indefinite article and 
by demonstratives. 

The situation is different where elements are concerned which, while 
nominal, aren't full nouns. These are elements which have been referred 
to as "action nominal", "factive nominal", and "infinitival". Another 
productive type that belongs to this group is the nominal which is 
formed by attaching -(y)I~ to a verbal stem, thus forming nominals that 
express the manner as well as the fact of an action. They all have some 
nominal properties, in that they can all be affixed with case morphemes, 
their subjects are marked with genitive case, and the agreement suffixes 
they bear-if they bear any-are taken from the nominal (rather than 
verbal) paradigm. Of these nominals, only the factive nominal, marked 
with -DIK (and resembling the English gerund in a number of ways), has 
otherwise full sentential syntax (with the exception of the ability of 
taking all tense and aspect morphemes). The other types exhibit syntactic 
properties some of which are nominal, some sentential. For a full 
discussion, see section 1. 1. 2. on subordination, especially 1. 1. 2. 2. 6. 1. 
and its subsections. Forms with -(y)I~ are the most noun-like ones among 
these. 

It is important to point out that all of these nominals can take the passive 
morpheme, that they also can take a variety of complements, among 
which are also direct objects, and that they can all assign accusative case. 
They can all be modified by adverbs. None of these sentential properties 
are found with the genuine deverbal nouns. 
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As for these nominals exhibiting noun-like properties, the factive 
nominal does not show any (other than those listed above for this whole 
subgroup). The others can be affixed with the plural, and they can co
occur with determiners like demonstratives. The latter property is found 
less with the action nominal and the infinitive, however; it is perfect with 
certain verbs (mostly intransitives), while acceptability deteriorates with 
complexity; nominals marked with -(y)I~ are well-formed in these 
respects for all verbs. Lastly, all nomina Is in this subgroup, with the 
exception of factive nominals, can be coordinated with the comitative 
conjunction -(y)lA; this is a nominal property, since sentences with finite 
predicates cannot be coordinated in this fashion. 

2. 2. 1. 3. Deriving nouns from adjectives 

In Turkish, many nouns can be used as adjectives, and most adjectives 
can be used as nouns. Therefore, most of the suffixes illustrated in 
2. 2. 1. 1. in the context of deriving nouns from nouns are also used for 
deriving nouns from adjectives. The most productive suffixes among 
those are exemplified below for nonderived adjectives as the basic stem: 

(1571) kii~ 'small, little' kii¢ -dik99 'very small, tiny' 

(1572) eski 'old' 

(1573) 'good' 

eski -ci 

(diminutive) 

'seller of old clothes' 
(profession) 

lyl -lik 'goodness, good action' 
(abstract noun) 

2. 2. 1. 3. 1. The syntax of deadjectival nouns and its similarities to the 
syntax oia sentence and to the syntax of a nonderived 
noun 

The syntax of deadjectival nouns is the same as the syntax of a 
nonderived noun; it has no similarities to the syntax of a sentence. 

A class of exceptions to this generalization consist of nominal uses of 
participles (typically, in constructions that correspond to free, i.e. 
headless, relative clauses in English). This issue is more appropriately 
treated in the context of adjectival formations. For discussion and 
examples, see 2. 2. 3. 2. and 1. 1. 2. 3. In these forms, the syntax is 
predominantly sentential, although some nominal features (e.g. genitive 
marking of the subject) is found, as well. 
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2. 2. 1. 4. Deriving nouns from adverbs 

The suffix -el, which derives nouns denoting habitual or professional 
activities from nouns and adjectives, can also be used to derive similar 
nouns from certain (usually morphologically nonderived) adverbs: 

(1574) c;abuk 'fast' ~buk-~ 'person who does things (perhaps too) fast' 

There are a number of place expressions which are traditionally 
analyzed as adverbs (rather than as nouns); some examples follow: 

(1575) · 'inside' dr;;an 'outside' lc;erl 
yukarl 'up' v 'down' a~agt 

ileri 'forward' 
. 

'backward' gen 
kaliil 'opposite' 

These expressions can be used as nouns, which can be shown by 
attaching suffixes to them that are used as nominal inflectional markers, 
and by placing them into nominal phrases. Some examples follow: 

(1576) 
• •• 0 

ev -m lc;erl -SI 

house -Gen. inside -3.sg. 
"the inside of the house" 

These adverbs can be used in their bare form as well as in the locational 
cases, i.e. with the suffixes for dative, locative and ablative: 

(1577) 

(1578) 

(1579) 

ic;eri gir -di 
inside enter -Past 
"She went in" 

· . lc;erl -ye glr -di 
inside -Oat. enter -Past 
"She went in" 

· . 
-de kal -dl lc;erl 

inside -we. stay -Past 
"He stayed inside" 

dr;;an <;tk -h 
outside exit -Past 
"He went out" 

dr;;an -ya <;tk 
outside -Oat. exit 
"He went out" 

dr;;an -dan gel 

-h 
-Past 

d· 1OO - 1 

outside -Abl. come -Past 
"She came from outside" 

It is customary in the tradition of Turkish works on the grammar of the 
language to analyze the bare adverbs as genuine adverbs, but the 
suffixed adverbs as nouns. If so, these nominal inflectional suffixes 
would have to be analyzed as derivational suffixes, deriving nouns from 
adverbs. This consequence of the analysis is made explicit by Ergin 
(1985). The same analysis and consequence would carry over to time 
adverbials like once 'before' and sonra 'after', which can be affixed by a 
sequence of suffixes consisting of the nominal plural suffix and the third 
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person suffix, yielding onceleri 'previously' and sonralarl 'afterwards'. 
The locative, dative and ablative cases show up with time adverbials, as 
well. 

There are some onomatopoeic words (all ending in r or I) which are used 
as adverbs when reduplicated; suffixation with the suffix -dI derives 
related nouns: 

(1580) horul '(sound of snoring)' 
takIr '(sound of tapping 

or knocking)' 

horul -tu 'snore (noun), snoring' 
taku -b 'tapping or knocking sound' 

2 2 2 Deriving verbs 

2. 2. 2. 1. Deriving verbs from nouns 

Some nouns can function as verb stems: 

(1581) aCl 'grief, pain' 

boya 'paint' 

aCl '(to) hurt (intransitive); 
(to) feel pity for s.o. (with Dat.)' 

boya '(to) paint' 

The suffix -A is Wlproductive and is found on very few stems: 

(1582) kan 'blood' 
Ya§ 'age' 

kan -a '(to) bleed' 
ya~ -a '(to) live' 

The most productive suffix that derives verbs from noWlS is -lA; it serves 
as the basic form to three additional suffixes with the same derivational 
function, i.e. -lAn,lAt, and -~. All four suffixes are illustrated in tum. 

The semantic relationship between the verbs derived with -lA and the 
corresponding nouns is not completely predictable, as the following 
examples show: 

(1583) killt 'lock' 
su 'water' 
kuzu 'lamb' 

killt -Ie 
su -Ia 
kuzu -Ia 

'(to) lock' 
'(to) water, irrigate' 
'(to) lamb' 

The suffix -IAn is the reflexive of -1A: 

(1584) kir 'dirt' 
ev 'house' 

kir-Ien '(to) get dirty' 
ev -len '(to) get married' 

This suffix precedes the general causative suffix, when the two suffixes 
co-occur: 
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(1585) Hasan ktz -In -I ev -len -dir -di 
Hasan daughter -3.sg. -Acc. house -IRrRefl -Caus. -Past 
"Hasan gave his daughter away in marriage" 

However, where a transitive verb can be derived directly from a noun by 
the special derivational causative suffix -lAt, the sequence of the 
reflexive -IAn and the general causative -DIr is not possible: 

(1586) Hasan mutfag -I kir -let -ti 
Hasan kitchen -Acc. dirt -IRrCaus -Past 

not: *kir -len -dir -di 
dirt -IRrRef1 -Caus. -Past 

"Hasan made the kitchen dirty (dirtied the kitchen)" 

The suffix -IA~ is the reciprocal of -lA; this usage is illustrated by the 
next two examples: 

(1587) mektup 'letter' 
dert 'pain, trouble' 

mektup-l~ '(to) correspond' 
dert-Ie§ '(to) share e.o.'s troubles by 

telling; to sympathize with 
another's sorrow' 

However, this suffix is also used to derive verbs meaning 'to become X', 
whereby 'X' is the basic stem. This latter usage is illustrated by the next 
example: 

(1588) Tanrl 'God, deity' tann-la~ '(to) become divine' 

This suffix precedes the general causative suffix, whenever they co
occur: 

(1589) mektup-l~-tlr '(to) make some persons correspond with each other' 
tarnl -l~-tlr '(to) deify someone' 

The suffix -(A)l derives verbs from a number of adjectives (cf. 2. 2. 2. 3.), 
but it is very unproductive for nouns as stems in this context: 

(1590) yon 'direction' yon-el 'to direct oneself (towards a place)' 

The suffix -Ar is similar to the previous suffix in being rather 
unproductive and in being found mainly with adjectives. An example 
with a nominal stem follows: 

(1591) ev 'house' ev-er '(to) marry off (colloq.), 
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2. 2. 2. 2. Deriving verbs from verbs 

Verbs are derived from other verbs mainly by changes in voice 
morphology. This has been discussed and illustrated in section 2. 1. 3. 1. 
and its subsections. 

2. 2. 2. 3. Deriving verbs from adjectives 

As stated previously, many nouns can be used as adjectives, and vice 
versa. Therefore, all of the suffixes mentioned in 2. 2. 2. 1. as deriving 
verbs from nouns can also be used for deriving verbs from adjectives. 
They are illustrated below in this latter capacity; their semantics can be 
found in 2.2.2. 1.: 

Zero derivation: 

(1592) e~i 'sour 
, 

e~i '(to become) sour' 
kuru 'dry' kuru '(to become) dry' 

-A: 

(1593) 'empty' ~-a '(to) divorce' 

-lA: 

(1594) temiz 'clean' temiz-Ie '( to) clean' . 
'new' yeni-Ie '(to) renew' yem 

yava~ 'slow' yava~-Ia '(to) slow down' 

-IAn: 

(1595) senn 'cool' serin-1en '(to become) cool' 
temiz 'clean' temiz-Ien '(to become) clean' 

-lAt: 

(1596) temiz 'clean' temiz-Iet 'to get (s.th.) cleaned' 
yem 'new' yeni-Iet 'to get (s.th.) renewed' 

-lA§: 

(1597) dar 'narrow' dar-1a~ '(to become) narrow' 
In 'large' iri-1e~ '(to become) large, enlarged'lOl 

-(A)l: 

(1598) dar 'narrow' dar-al '(to become) narrow' 
klsa 'short' kIsa-1 '(to become) short' 
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A stem final k drops before this suffix: 

(1599) ufak 'tiny, little' ufa-l '(to) diminish' 
yiiksek 'high' yiikse-l ' (to) rise' 

-sA: A very unproductive suffix; in some examples, it has the meaning of 
'to view as .. .' 

(1600) miihim 'important' 
garip 'strange' 

mtihim-se '(to) think s.th. important' 
garip-se '(to) consider s.th. strange' 

-ImsA: Also very unproductive and related to the previous suffix;· it has 
a similar meaning to it: 

(1601) az 'little' az-lmsa '(to) consider inadequate' 

2. 2. 2. 4. Deriving verbs from adverbs 

There are a number of onomatopoeic words (ending in r or 1) which, 
when reduplicated, are used as adverbs, and when suffixed with -dA, 
yield verbs related in meaning to the stem: 

(1602) horul '(sound of snoring)' 
takIr '(sound of tapping 

or knocking)' 

2. 2. 3. Deriving adjectives 

horul-da '(to) snore' 
taku-da '(to) make a tapping 

or knocking sound' 

A variety of suffixes that derive adjectives from other categories are 
illustrated below. Given that many adjectives can be used as nouns (and 
vice versa), a number of these suffixes are the same as those illustrated in 
section 2. 2. 1. on deriving nouns, and its subsections. More information 
on verbal adjectives can be found in section 1. 1. 2. 3. on adjective 
(relative) clauses. Such verbal adjectives, including participles that 
consist of verbal stems marked with simple tense/ aspect suffixes (cf. 
sections 2. 1. 3. 2. and 2. 1. 3. 3.) as well as participles characterized by 
suffixes like -(y)An and -DIK, which are typical for adjectival clauses, 
have essentially sentential syntax; for example, they can assign 
accusative case to direct objects if they are formed from transitive verbs, 
and they can carry passive morphology. (Their subjects are in the 
genitive case rather than in the nominative, however). In contrast, the 
deverbal adjectives illustrated below have syntactic properties that are 
similar to those of underived adjectives. 
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2. 2. 3. 1. Deriving adjectives from nouns 

The suffix -(I)msl derives adjectives that mean 'resembling, like'; this is a 
productive suffix: 

(1603) ~adu 'tent' ~adu-l ms 1 'tent-like' 
masa 'table' masa-mSl 'table-like' 

The related suffix -sl is almost extinct; it is found only with some 
consonant-final stems: 

(1604) ~ocuk 'child' 
erkek 'man' 

~ocuk-su 'childish' 
erkek-si 'mannish' 

The most productive suffix that derives adjectives from nouns is -11; 
adjectives derives in this way may mean 'possessing the object or quality 
expressed by the basic morpheme', or 'possessing the object of quality 
expressed by the basic morpheme to a high degree': 

(1605) merhamet 'pity, compassion' merhamet-li 'compassionate' 
v , . , 

yagmUI-iu ' . , yagmUI ram raIny 

(1606) paha 
, . , 
pnce paha-li ' ., expensIve 

luz 'speed' luz-Il 'rapid' 
biber 'pepper' biber-Ii 'peppery; spicy hot' 
I~tk 'light' I~tk-Il 'possessing a lot of light' 

Pairs of nouns with opposite meanings, each one suffixed with -11, can be 
used adjectivally: 

(1607) kadm-h erkek-li insan grup-Iar-I 
'groups of people including women and men' 

The suffix -sIz means 'without': 

(1608) merhamet 'pity, compassion' merhamet-siz 'without . , 
compassIon 

v yagmur 
, . , 
rrun yagmUI-s uz 'without rain; dry' 

The suffix -(s)AI derives adjectives that have the meaning 'having the 
quality of the basic noun; related to the basic noun'; the s of the suffix 
drops when the stem ends in s or z: 

(1609) kamu 'the public' 
bilim 'science' 
oz 'self 

kamu- sal 'public' 
bilim-sel 'scientific' 
oz-el 'private' 
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The adjectival suffix -I, borrowed from Arabic, is still found with many 
words of Arabic origin; it has the same meaning as -(s)Al: 

(1610) maraz 'illness, disease' maraz-i 'pathological, morbid' 

Another borrowed suffix of some productivity is -van, borrowed from 
Persian, which derives adjectives which mean 'having the quality of: 

(1611) Beatles-vari bir topluluk 'a group like the Beatles' 

The Persian suffix -ane derives adjectives from nouns (and adjectives) 
indicating persons: 

(1612) ~air 'poet' ~au-ane 'poetic' 
dost 'friend' dost-ane 'friendly' 

The suffix -ell is not very productive; it derives adjectives that mean 
'tending towards, accustomed to, addicted to': 

(1613) ev 'house' 
ben 'I' 

ev-cil ' 'domesticated' 
ben-cD. 'selfish' 

The suffix -(I)t, otherwise used to derive nouns from verbs, is also used 
in a few instances to derive adjectives from nouns (and adjectives): 

(1614) ya~ 'age' 
e~ 'mate' 

y~-lt 
~-it 

'of the same age' 
'equal' 

2. 2. 3. 2. Deriving adjectives from verbs 

The suffix -(y)lcl derives adjectives that express regularity of the action 
indicated by the related verb: 

(1615) ak '(to) flow' ak-lCl 'fluent; fluid' 
aldat '(to) deceive, mislead' aldat-l C1 'deceptive, misleading' 

The suffix -Ik derives adjectives that have in general a passive meaning: 

(1616) sok '(to) undo, unravel' 
degi~ '(to) change (intr.)' 

sok-Uk 'uruavelled' 
degi~-ik 'varied, different' 

The suffix -I expresses the result of an action or of an event (and is found 
more generally deriving nouns than adjectives); it occurs with 
monosyllabic stems that end in consonants: 

(1617) dol '(to) get full' dol-u 'full' 
dur '(to) stand, remain' dur-u 'clear, limpid' 
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A number of verbs with the suffix -(1)1, and thus in the passive voice, are 
also found with the derivational suffix -I and yield adjectives: 

(1618) tak '(to) attach, fasten, put (s.th.) to' 
tak-ll '(to) be attached, to be fastened to' 
tak-ll-l 'attached to, fastened to' 

(1619) as 
as-II 
as-I I-I 

'(to) hang (s.th.) up (on), suspend (s.th.) (from)' 
'(to) be hung; (to) be hanged' 
'hanging, suspended' 

Some of the verbs that serve as the input for deriving adjectives via the 
derivational suffix -(1)1 don't occur with that suffix independently; e.g. 
kapa 'close' either takes the suffix -n for the passive (and reflexive), or is 
found with the passive of the causative: kapa-t-ll; yet, we find kapa-I-l 
'closed'. For such verbs, a new derivational suffix of the form -(1)11 might 
be claimed to have come into existence, forming adjectives from them. 
However, given the fact that for the majority of the deverbal adjectives 
with -(1)11, the analysis in terms of two suffixes (i.e. -(1)1 and -I) can be 
maintained, it is premature to claim that such a new derivational suffix 
exists at this point in time. 

It should also be pointed out that deverbal adjectives with -(1)1-1 can 
sometimes be homophonous with denominal adjectives with -11, where 
the base nominal is itself derived from a verb via the derivational suffix 
-I: 

(1620) art '( to) cover' ort-ii 

ort-ii-lii 

versus 

, . 
coverlng 
(e.g. tablecloth, headscarf, bedspread)' 
'having or wearing a covering; 
with a cover' 

(1621) art '(to) cover' art-iiI 'be covered (Pass. or Refl.)' 
ort-iil-ii 'covered' 

Such homophonous words are not synonymous, although the meaning 
differences between them are subtle. The second type is obviously more 
action-oriented, while the first type is clearly nominal. 

The suffix -~ derives adjectives (as well as abstract nouns: cf. 2. 2. 1. 2.) 
from reflexive verbal stems and other verbal stems ending in n: 
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(1622) ktskan '(to) envy' 
igren '(to) be disgusted' 

kIskan~ 'jealous' 
igren-~ 'disgusting' 

The suffix -(A)K derives adjectives (as well as nouns) related to the 
active voice of the basic verb: 

(1623) fuk '(to) start; (to) shy; fuk-ek 'timid' 
'(to) be seized with fright' 

biiyii '(to) become great, big, or large' biiyii- k 'great; large; big' 
at '( to) throw' at-ak 'bold, daring' 

The suffix -GAn derives adjectives whose meanings intensify the 
meanings of the related verbs: 

(1624) unut '(to) forget' 
~ekin '(to) withdraw' 

unut-kan 'forgetful' 
~ekin-gen 'retiring' 

The suffix -GIn derives adjectives whose meanings are related either to 
the passive voice of a corresponding transitive verb(with very few 
exceptions, where an accusative-marked measure phrase is possible) or 
to the active voice of a corresponding non-agentive intransitive verb: 

(1625) sol '(to) fade' 
sur '(to) exile' 
bit '(to) end' 

sol-gun 'faded' 
sfu- gUn 'exiled' 
bit-kin 'exhausted' 

2. 2. 3. 3. Deriving adjectives from adjectives 

Given that many nouns can be used as adjectives, a number of suffixes 
that derive adjectives from nouns (cf. 2. 2. 3. 1.) and nouns from 
adjectives (cf. 2. 2. 1. 3.) can also be used to derive adjectives from 
adjectives. 

The suffix -(I)t derives adjectives from other adjectives (as well as from 
nouns); it is difficult to generalize the meanings of these derived 
adjectives: 

(1626) ka~l 'opposite' 
som 'solid' 

ka~l-t 'contrary' 
som-ut 'concrete' 

The diminutive suffixes -CEK and -CIK are used to derive adjectives 
from other adjectives. Stem-final ks are deleted: 

(1627) 

(1628) 

biiyiik 'big, large' 

kii¢k 'small, little' 

biiyii- eek 'biggish' 

kii¢-ciik 'tiny, very little' 
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The suffix -CA confers a modifying meaning to the adjectives it derives: 

(1629) yakIn 
ya~h 

'near' 
'old' 

yakm-ca 
ya~h-ca 

'somewhat near' 
'somewhat old' 

The suffixes _(I)mtraK102 and -(I)msI derive adjectives which essentially 
mean 'resembling', with respect to the base morpheme; -(I)mtraK is used 
with adjectives that express color and taste: 

(1630) act 'bitter' 
siyah 'black' 

aCl-m trak 'rather bitter' 
siyah-lmtrak 'rather black, blackish' 

-(I)msI can be used in the contexts where -(I)mtraK is used, but its 
distribution is wider, in that it can also derive adjectives from a variety 
of nouns that have meanings unrelated to colors and tastes (cf. 2. 2. 3. 1.): 

(1631) act 'bitter' 
siyah 'black' 

aCl-mSI 
siyah-lDlSI 

'rather bitter' 
'rather black, blackish' 

The suffix-IT, repeated on both members of pairs of words (whose basic 
morpheme may be a noun or an adjective), is found in both adverbial 
and adjectival use; here, adjectival use of such pairs derived from 
adjectives will be illustrated: 

(1632) uzak 'far' yakm 'near': 
uzak-ll yakm-ll kahkaha-Iar "bursts of laughter far and near" 

2. 2. 3. 4. Deriving adjectives from adverbs 

There are no adjectives in Turkish which are derived from adverbs in 
any clear-cut way. However, it has to be noted that many words in 
Turkish can be used both as adjectives and as adverbs: . 

(1633) kotli 'bad'; 
adjectival use: kOtii bir ins an 'a bad person'; 
adverbial use: kOtii konu~-tu '(she) talked angrily, malevolently' 

(1634) heyecanh 'excited'; 
adjectival use: heyecanh bir insan 'an excited person'; 
adverbial use: heyecanh konu~-tu 'she talked excitedly' 

2. 2. 4. Deriving adverbs 

It is true in general that almost any word which can be used as an 
adjective can also be used as an adverb, i.e. can be used to modify a verb. 
This point was illustrated in the previous subsection. However, there are 
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certain shapes, typical for adverbs, that these words take in contexts of 
adverbial use; these will be illustrated in the following subsections. 

2. 2. 4. 1. Deriving adverbs from nouns 

Repeated nouns can serve as adverbs: 

(1635) 

(1636) 

kapt kapt dola~ -h 
door door wander -Past 
"She wandered (from) door (to) door" 
("She wandered in a door-to-door way") 

sabah sabah uyan -du -dl 
morning morning wake -Caus. -Past 
"She woke up s.o. early in the morning" 

Nouns used as measures (for distance, time, weight and dimensions) are 
used adverbially without case markers: 

(1637) sabah ak§am yaz -lyor -urn 
morning evening write -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I (have been) writing morning (and) evening" 

(1638) iiniversite, ev -im -den bir kibmetre 
university house -l.sg. -Abi. one km. 

uzak -ta -dlI 
distant -Loc. -Ep.Cop. 

"The university is one km. away from my home" 

Nouns in the dative and ablative cases can also be used adverbially: 

(1639) Ali oda -sm -1 b~ -tan b~ -a siyah-a 
Ali room -3.sg. -Ace. head -Abl. head -Oat. black -Dat. 

boya -dl 
paint -Past 

"Ali painted his room entirely black" 

Typical examples for borrowed adverbs are Arabic nominals with the 
Arabic (accusative) ending -at: 

(1640) A.B.D. iktisaden geri kal -rru~ illke -ler-e 
U.S.A. economically behind stay -PPart country -pi. -Dat. 

yard 1m -1 kes -ecek -mi~ 
help -Acc. cut -Fut. -Rep.Past 

"It is said that the U.S.A. will discontinue (its) help to countries which 
are less developed economically" 

The suffix _CAI03 can derive adverbials from nouns with a variety of 
meanings. One type consists of manner adverbials: 
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(1641) ~ocuk -~ konU§ -rna! 
child -ifhly talk -Neg. 
"Don't talk childishly!" 

Another type of adverb derived from nouns via this suffix means 'with 
respect to': 

(1642) Hasan Ali -den ya~ -~a biiyiik-tUr 
Hasan Ali -Abi. age -wise big -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is older than Ali" ("Hasan is bigger than Ali age-wise") 

The same suffix can derive agentive adverbs from nouns and is therefore 
found in passive constructions, but this use is not restricted to those 
constructions: 

(1643) yeni proje, dekan -hk -~ hazulan -m~ -ttr 
new project dean -ship -by prepare -PPart -Ep.Cop. 
"The new project has been prepared by the Dean's office" 

This suffix is also used very productively in numerical (and, more 
generally, measure) expressions: 

(1644) ay -lar -ca ~al~ -h -m 
month -pI. -wise work -Past -l.sg. 
"I have worked/been working for months" 

An extensions of this suffix is -CAsInA: 

(1645) e~ek -~ine 
canavar -canna 

'like a donkey' 
'like a monster' 

The repeated suffix -il, which we saw in 2. 2. 3. in its function as a suffix 
that derives adjectives from nouns and adjectives can also be used to 
derive adverbs; the suffix is attached to 'pairs of words with opposite 
meanings, like the pair 'night and day' in the following example: 

(1646) gece-l i giindiiz-l ii ~ah~-tt "She worked night and day" 

The suffix -leyin is attached to time expressions referring to the times of 
the day: 

(1647) sabah -leyin 
gece -leyin 

'mornings, in the morning' 
'nights, at night' 

The borrowed suffix -ane derives adverbs that mean 'in the manner of': 
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(1648) dost 'friend' dost-a ne 'friendly, in the manner of a friend' 

2.2. 4. 2. Deriving adverbs from verbs 

Turkish has a number of suffixes that form gerundives which are used 
adverbially and can head adverbial clauses. Such formations are 
discussed in section 1. 1. 2. 4. on adverb clauses. The following example 
illustrates such constructions: 

(1649) Ali ev -m -e dogru lSiIk <;al -arak 
Ali house -3.sg. -Dat. towards whistle play -MAdv. 

yiirii -yor -du 
walk -Pr.Prog. -Past 

"Ali was walking towards his house, whistling" 

There also are deverbal adverbs whose syntax is not sentential as that of 
the gerundives just mentioned. One type of such deverbal adverbs 
consists of reduplicated cognate adverbs of certain verbs: 

(1650) bagu '(to) scream' 
bagtl bagtl bagu-dl 'She screamed terrible screams' 

('She screamed screamingly') 

The clitic -(y)kAn, which otherwise produces gerundives meaning 
'while; when' and belonging to the type of adverbials with sentential 
syntax just mentioned above, can have special uses when it attaches to 
the aorist form of the verb de 'say' (in addition to its regular uses that 
include this verb, as well): 

(1651) de-r-ken 'suddenly; all of a sudden; just at that moment' 

gazete oku -yor -du -m; de -r -ken 
newspaper read -Pr.Prog. -Past -l.sg. say -Aor. -when 

misafir -ler gel -di 
guest -pI. come -Past 

"I was reading (the) newspaper when, all of a sudden, (the) guests 
came" 

The suffix -(y)An, otherwise used to form participles that are used in 
adjectival clauses, can also be used to form an adverbial expression 
when suffixed to the verb ge; 'pass', often together with the nominal 
plural suffix, and together with the locative case suffix: 

(1652) ge<; -en -ler-de 
pass -SbjP -pI. -Loc. 

'recently' 
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2. 2. 4. 3. Deriving adverbs from adjectives 

The borrowed suffix -ane, also used to derive adverbs from nouns (cf. 
2. 2. 4. I.), can be used to derive adverbs from adjectives; however, it is 
found only with a small number of adjectival stems: 

(1653) mest 'delighted, enchanted, captivated' 
mest-ane 'in an enchanted manner' 

Adjectives can also be used adverbially, when they are followed by 
either one of two free morphemes borrowed from Arabic: suret 'shape' 
and hal 'condition'. Both of these morphemes must appear in the locative 
case in this function: 

(1654) fena 'bad' 
hafif 'light' 

fena hal -de 'badly' 
hafif suret -te 'lightly, in a light manner' 

The suffix -(y)ArAK, which otherwise derives manner adverbials from 
verbs, can also be used in a similar fashion, when it is attached to the 
auxiliary 01 'be': 

(1655) asgari 'minimal' asgari 01 -arak 'at least, minimally' 

The productive suffix -CA (which was illustrated in 2. 2. 4. 1. in its 
function of deriving adverbs from nouns) d~rives manner adverbs from 
adjectives: 

(1656) ~ama~uC1 ~~af -lar -1 lyl -ce kayna -t -h 
laWldress sheet -pI. -Ace. good -'1y" boil -Caus. -Past 
"The laundress boiled the sheets well" 

As also stated earlier, many words used as adjectives can also be used as 
adverbs, without any affixation. Thus, the base morpheme of the adverb 
in the previous example can be used both as an adjective and as an 
adverb, as illustrated (in this order) by the following pair of examples: 

(1657) a iyi bir ~ocuk 
good a child 
"a good child" 

(1657) b. bu bebek iyi uyu -r 
this baby weD. sleep -Aor. 
"This baby sleeps well" 
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2. 2. 4. 4. Deriving adverbs from adverbs 

Reduplicated adverbs can be used adverbially; such adverbs can also be 
derived, e.g. from verbs: 

(1658) a. Ali ev -in -e dogru ~uk ~uk 
Ali house -3.sg. -Oat. towards fast fast .... 

yuru -yor -du 
walk -Pr.Prog. -Past 

"Ali was walking (very) fast towards his house" 

(1658) b. Ali ev -in -e ko~ -a ko~ -a git-ti 
Ali house -3.sg. -Oat. run -MAdv. run -MAdv. .go -Past 
"Ali went home very fast" ("Ali went home runningly") 

Sometimes a reduplicated adverb gives rise to a different meaning, 
rather than producing a meaning of intensification (as is the case in 
general): 

(1659) hemen 'immediately' hemen hemen 'almost' 

The diminutive suffix -CAK, rather productive for adjectives and nouns, 
can also be used for adverbs; here, too, a stem-final k is deleted: 

(1660) c;abuk 'fast' c;abu-cak 'speedily, in a very fast manner' 

This suffix is also sometimes found to be followed by the most 
productive diminutive suffix -elK: 

(1661) c;abu -ca -ok 'speedily, in a very fast manner' 

2. 2. 4. 5. Deriving adverbs from any other category 

Adverbs can also be derived from numerals, pronouns, certain 
demonstratives, and some onomatopoeic elements. These are illustrated 
in turn: 

Repeated distributive numerals used as adverbs: 

(1662) oda -dan be~ -er be~ -er c;tk -h -lar 
room -Abl. five -each five -each exit -Past -pI. 
"They came out of the room in fives" 

Such numerals do not have to be identical: 

(1663) dord -er be~ -er 'in fours and fives' 
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Adverbs can be derived from pronotUls via the productive suffix -CA, 
with the meaning of 'according to': 

(1664) ben -ce 'according to me' 

The same suffix also derives adverbs meaning 'thus, in this way, 
therefore' from demonstratives: 

(1665) boyle 'thus' boyle- ce 'in this way, therefore' 

There is an idiomatic adverbial use of a particular combination of 
pronoun and postposition: 

(1666) on -a gore 
s/he -Dat. according to 
"according to her /him" 

In its idiomatic sense, on -a gore means 'accordingly'. 

Certain onomatopoeic elements can be used adverbially when 
reduplicated: 

(1667) a hOM (supposed to mimic the sound of snoring) 

(1667) b. horul horul uyu -yor -du 
snoringly snoringly sleep -Pr.Prog. -Past 
"She was sleeping, snoring away" 

2. 2. 5. Any other possibilities 

The most productive and general derivational formations have been 
discussed above. Some additional possibilities involve compounds and 
phrases; those are discussed in 2. 2. 6. 3. below. In addition to those, it 
should be mentioned that the epistemic copula -OIr can serve as a clitic 
that derives time adverbials when it is attached to expressions 
measuring time: 

(1668) 

(1669) 

bir saat -tir telefon-da 
one hour -Ep.Cq>. telephone -Loc. 
"She has been on the phone for one hour" 

uzun zaman -mr kon~ -rna -dl 
long time -Ep.Cq>. talk -Neg. -Past 
"We haven't talked for a long time" 
("It's been a long time since we talked last") 

-k 
-l.pI. 
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2. 2. 6. Complex postpositions 

2. 2. 6. 1. Possibilities for forming complex postpositions 

2. 2. 6. 1. 1. Two postpositions 

There are no compound postpositions in Turkish; this might be due to 
the fact that most postpositions in Turkish assign a case to their 
complement (cf. 2. 1. 1. and 2. 1. 5.); thus, the combination of the case 
suffix on the complement and of the postposition might be viewed as a 
complex postposition: 

(1670) 
. . 

on -\Dl 1~ 

it -Gen. for 
A. "for her, him, it" 
B. "because of it, because of this" 

Under reading B., this construction might be viewed as an instantiation 
of a complex postposition. A similar formation is the following, where 
the noun yiiz 'face' is used as a postposition, meaning 'because': 

(1671) bu yiiz -den 
this because -Abl. 
"because of this" 

It is only in combination with the ablative case suffix that yiiz functions 
as a postposition. Thus, w~ again have a complex postposition, 
consisting of a simple postposition and a case marker, only that here, the 
case suffix is on the postposition, not on the complement. 

2. 2. 6. 1. 2. Nominal formations 

There is a group of so-called postpositions which are all nouns; they 
have locational meanings and they can carry possessive agreement 
suffixes as well as case suffixes: 

(1672) Hasan [ev -m -in on -Un -de ] 
Hasan house -3.sg. -Gen. frm t -3. sg. -Lac. 

dur -uyor 
stand -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan is standing in frmt of his house" 

Such postpositions correspond to prepositional nominal formations in 
English. 
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2. 2. 6. 1. 3. Verbal formations 

There are many verbal formations involving postpositions. These are 
discussed in the syntax chapter, section 1. 1. 2. 4. Two examples are 
repeated here for the reader's convenience: 

(1673) 

(1674) 

(1675) 

[[ Margaret Thatcher istifa et -tig -i ] i9n ] 
Margaret Thatcher resignation do -FNom -3.sg. because 
i.izi.il -dii -k 
sadden -Past -1. pI. 

"We were saddened because Margaret Thatcher stepped down" 
("We were saddened because of Margaret Thatcher's stepping 
down") 

[[ miidiir tatil -e gk -bk ] -tan beri] ofis 
director vacation -Dat. go -FNom -Abl. since office 
kapah 
closed 

"The office has been closed (ever) since the director went on 
vacation" 
("The office has been closed (ever) fince the director's going on 
vacation") 

[[ miidiir tatil -e gk -an ] -a kadar ] 
director vacation -Dat. go -Ger. -Dat. until 

ofis a<;Ik 
office open 
"The office is / will be open until the director goes on vacation" 
("The office is / will be open un til the director's going on vacation" 

In these instances, we have constructions where a postposition combines 
with a particular nonfinite verbal form; together, these combinations are 
used adverbially, in the form of adverbial clauses headed by such 
postpositions. 

2. 2. 6. 1. 4. Adjectival formations 

Certain adjectives can be used as postpositions, with a fixed case marker 
on their complement: 

(1676) bun -dan b~ka 
this -AbL other 
"other than this; apart from this" 
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2. 2. 6. 1. 5. Adverbial formations 

Certain combinations of a postposition and an adverb can give rise to 
sequences that can be viewed as a complex postposition: 

(1677) bun -un -la beraber I birlik -te 
this -Gen. -with together I togetherness -Loc. (=together) 
"at the same time; nevertheless" 

2. 2. 6. 2. Simple derived. prepositions 

2. 2. 6. 2. 1. Denominal postpositions 

Some borrowed nominals can be used as postpositions; e.g.: 

(1678) inat 'obstinacy, stubbornness' 

is a borrowing from Arabic. 

This noun can be used as a postposition, meaning 'despite of, in spite of'; 
the complement is placed in the dative case: 

(1679) Hasan [ ban -a inat] ~ -e git-ti 
Hasan I -Oat. spite work -Dat. go -Past 
"Hasan went to work despite my wishes to the contrary" 

Other nouns, mostly borrowed, can be used as postpositions when 
inflected with possessive agreement suffixes and a case morpheme 
which can be of one particular type only in this function: 

(1680) hak 'right' 

is a borrowing from Arabic. It takes the locative case in its use as a 
postposition; it then means 'concerning; about': 

(1681) hakk -1m -da 
right -l.sg. -we. 
"about me; concerning me" 

(1682) taraf 'side' 

is also a borrowing from Arabic. It takes the ablative case in its use as a 
postposition; it then means 'by, through the agency of' and typically 
heads an agentive phrase in passive constructions: 



(1683) taraf -lDUZ -dan 
side -1. pl. -Abl. 
"by us" 
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Some of the other similar postpositions are yiiz 'face', with the 
corresponding postposition in the ablative, and with the meaning 
'because of', and nam 'name', a borrowing from Persian, which is used 
with the dative case in its function as a postposition and then means 'in 
the way of'. (For more examples, see 2. 1.5. 1.) 

2. 2. 6. 2. 2. Deverbal postpositions 

Certain deverbal adverbs can be analyzed as postpositions in certain 
constructions. One typical formation in this regard . involves the suffix 
-(y)A: 

(1684) OmI -iim -de [[ bilgisayar ] di -ye ] hi~bir ~ey 
life -l.sg. -Loc. computer say -MAdv. no thing 

gor -me -di -m 
see -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 

"I have never seen anything in the way of a computer" 

This fonn, in particular with the verb de 'say', is often used instead of the 
denominal namma, mentioned in the previous subsection. 

The same denominal adverb can also be arialyzed as a postposition in 
certain time expressions: 

(1685) saat [ii~ -e be~ kal -a ] gel -di 
hour three -Oat. five remain -MAdv. come -Past 
"She came at five to three" ("She came with five remaining to three") 

Another deverbal adverbial formation, when used with the copular 
auxiliary 01 'be', can be analyzed as a postposition: 

(1686) a dii.kkan · -da [[ kitap] 01 -arak ] hi~bir ~ey yok 
shop -Loc. book be -MAdv. no thing Neg.Exist. 
"There is nothing in the store in temtS of books" 

(1686) b. san -a [[ bir meslekda~ ] 01 -arak ] ~un -u 
you(sg.) -Oat. a colleague be -MAdv. this -Acc. 

tavsiye ei -iyor -urn 
advice do -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 

"As (being) a colleague, I advise you the following" 

Postpositions that take as their complements adverbial clauses headed 
by gerundives were analyzed as complex postpositions in verbal 
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formations. Some of these postpositions (in particular, dek 'until') are 
written by some writers as clitics, together with their complement, and 
could thus be viewed as simple postpositions, derived from verbs; this is 
done by Lewis (1975), who lists as single suffixes forms like -(y)AnAdek 
and -(y)IncAyAdek, both meaning 'until V-ed'. However, the standard 
orthography writes such postpositions as free morphemes, thus leading 
us to classify them as complex postpositions in verbal formations, 
preceded by adverbial gerundives. 

2. 2. 6. 2. 3. Deadjectival postpositions 

Turkish has some deadjectival postpositions which are adjectivals, 
derived from borrowed nouns via borrowed derivational morphemes: 

(1687) nazar 'look, glance; opinion' 

is borrowed from Arabic. It can take the derivational suffix -An, also a 
borrowing: 

(1688) nazar -an 'compared to; according to', 

and this adjective can be used as a postposition with a complement in 
the dative case: 

(1689) Hasan, [ Ali -ye nazara.n ] daha olgun -dUI 
Hasan Ali -Dat. compared to more mature -Ep.Cop. 
"Hasan is more mature than Ali" 
(Hasan, compared to Ali, is more mature" 

Another borrowed noun, nispet 'proportion, ratio; rate' can also serve as 
th~ base for a similarly derived adjective, nispet-en 'compared to; 
comparatively', which can also be used as a postposition that takes a 
dative complement. Yet another formation of this type involves the 
borrowed noun itibar 'esteem, consideration, regard', from which the 
adjective itibar-m 'beginning from, with effect from' is derived, in turn 
serving as a postposition whose complement is in the ablative case: 

(1690) [ buglin -den itibaren ] jimnastik yap -acag -lID 

today -Abl. beginning from gymnastics do -Fut. -l.sg. 
"Starting from today, I will work out" 

2. 2. 6. 3. Compound morphology 

There are a variety of ways to form compounds in Turkish. If we include 
reduplications, regular doublets, and doublets formed from antonyms, 
we find a large number of patterns. This section will provide an 
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overview over the most productive compounding patterns in the 
language. 

2. 2. 6. 3. 1. Nominal compounds 

2. 2. 6. 3. 1. 1. Noun-Noun compounds 

These compounds are very productive, and they exist in different 
patterns. 

One possibility is to simply juxtapose nouns to form compounds; this 
pattern is found in kinship terminology, but is also used in other 
contexts: 

(1691) anne -anne 
mother -mother 'maternal grandmother' 

baba -anne 
father -mother 'paternal grandmother' 

kan koca 
wife husband 'husband and wife, couple' 

The same pattern is found when the first member of the compound is a 
noun with the meaning of some material: 

(1692) a demir kapl 
uon door 

b. altIn yiiziik c. ta~ duvar 
gold(en) nng stone wall 

It is possible to analyze the first members in such compounds as 
adjectives, and thus to regard these compounds as adjective-noun 
compounds instead. This work will not take a stand on this issue. 

In some instances, the first member of such a compound actually bears a 
case morpheme, thus clearly having the character of a noun: 

(1693) kar -dan adam 
snow -Abl. man 
"snowman" 

Simple juxtaposition of nouns is not limited to compounds whose 
members have the sense of some material: 

(1694) e~ 'mate' 
bi\im 'shape' 
€§ bi9m 'isomorph' 
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Some of these juxtaposed nouns either do not occur in isolation, or they 
have a different meaning when in isolation: 

(1695) ~ 'work' 

(1696) 

gU\ 'energy; power; force; strength' 
i~ ~ 'occupation; one's work or trade' 

\oluk 
\ocuk 
~luk ~cuk 

'?' . 
'child' 
'household, family, wife and children' 

A more productive pattern is one where the second member, i.e. the 
head of the compound, carries a compound marker (which has the same 
shape as the possessive marker for the third person singular): 

(1697) okul 'school' 
kitap 'book' 
okul kitab-l 'textbook' 

Either one or both of the nouns in nominal compounds can be derived: 

(1698) 

(1699) 

oku -rna kitab -I 

read -ANorn book -CrnpM 
"reading book" 

oku -rna iste -g -i 
read -ANorn want -DerNorn -CrnpM 
"the urge to read" ("the reading urge") 

Some of the compounds bearing the compound marker are frozen and 
have become a single word; e.g. 

(1700) ayak 'foot' 
kap 'container' 
ayakkah 'shoe' 

Such a frozen compound bears the plural marker at its very end, after 
the compound marker; in other words, the plural suffix is positioned the 
same way as in any simple word: 

(1701) ayakkabl -lar 
shoe -pI. 
"shoes" 

In a genuine compound with the compound marker, however, the plural 
suffix precedes that marker: 



(1702) okul kitap -lar -1 

school book -pI. -CmpM 
"school books" 
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The components of such compounds can themselves be compounds, and 
they can consist of simple nouns as well as of derived nouns; they may 
be marked with the compound marker, but there also are instances of 
patterns without that marker: 

(1703) [ma~ sayle -me ] geleneg -1 

march say -ANom tradition -CmpM 
"the tradition of singing marches" ("the march-singing tradition") 

(1704) [ ~ehir hat -lar -1 ] idare -si 
city line -pI. -CmpM administration -CmpM 

"the public transportation administration" 

(1705) [ ogretmen ogrenci ] oran -1 

teacher student ratio -CmpM 
"the teacher-student ratio" 

Some of these nominal compounds are used as predicate adjectives: 

(1706) goz kulak ol! 
eye ear be 
"Keep a protective eye (on}!" 

Some are used as modifying as well as predicative adjectives: 

(1707) alt list bir oda 
tmder arove a room 
"a chaotic, disorderly room" 

2.2.6.3.1.2. Verb-Noun compounds 

For genuine tensed, finite verbs (as opposed to participial adjectives), 
this pattern is not productive; some rare examples can be found, 
however: 

(1708) unut -rna ben-i 
forget -Neg. I -Ace. 
"L t t" lorge -me-no 
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2. 2. 6. 3. 1. 3. Adjective-Noun compounds 

This is a very productive pattern; some of these compounds seem to 
have merged more strongly than others and are written as one word, but 
many are written in form of different words: 

(1709) buyiik -baba 
big -father 
" grandfather" 

(1710) diiz taban 
smooth sole 
"flat footed" 

koca -kan 
old -woman 
"hag" 

kara 
black 
"elm" 

v 

-aga<; 
-tree 

Adjectives in such compounds can be derived; the resulting compound 
may be used adverbially: 

(1711) gid -er ayak 
go -Aor. foot 
"at the last moment; just before leaving" 

{Note that the aorist is used here as a present participle marker rather 
than a tensed finite verb.} 

2. 2. 6. 3. 1. 4. Adverb-Noun compounds 

Such compounds are very rare. Examples appear to be limited to derived 
adverbs with the gerundive suffix -(y)A, mostly with the verb ~al 'hit, 
strike': 

(1712) <;al -a -kalem 
hit -MAdv. -pen 
"(to) write busily" 

Despite the fact that compounds are usually right-headed, these 
compounds are not nouns, but adverbs. 

2. 2. 6. 3. 1. 5. Numeral-Noun compounds 

Some compounds exist with the first part of the compound a numeral: 

(1713) kIrk -ayak 
forty -foot 
"centipede" 
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2.2. 6. 3. 2. Verbal compounds 

2. 2. 6. 3. 2. 1. Noun-Verb compounds 

Some researchers, e.g. Swift (1963), analyze sequences of incorporated 
noun and verb (cf. 2. 1.3.6. 12. 1.) as compounds: 

(1714) Hasan gazete oku -yor 
Hasan newspaper read -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is reading (a) newspaper(s}" 

This construction can be found with a large variety of nouns and verbs. 

A special type of incorporation (with a resulting Noun-Verb compound) 
can be said to obtain with a number of "light verbs" like et, eyle, yap, all 
meaning 'do', and 01 'be, become': 

(1715) banyo yap alay et 
bath do mockery do 
"(to) take a bath" "(to) make fun of, to ridicule" 

Yet another special type of incqrporated nouns forming compounds with 
verbs are cognate objects of verbs: 

(1716) yazI yaz -mak 
writing write -Inf. 
"(to) write" 

yemek ye -mek 
food eat -Inf. 

"(to) eat (food)" 

There are instances of incorporated nouns which are more appropriately 
viewed as compounds, and where a particular noun occurs with · a 
particular verb and a particular tense: 

(1717) kill bas -h 
ash press -Past 
"(a particular type 00 grilled meat" 

Note that the resulting compound is a noun. 

2. 2. 6. 3. 2. 2. Verb-Verb compounds 

There are essentially two types of such compounds: Those where both 
parts of the compound are finite but are limited in the possibilities of 
tenses, and those where the first part of the compound is a gerundive, 
while the second part is free to receive any tense / aspect morpheme. 
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First type: 

(1718) kap -h kae;-h 
snatch -Past flee -Past 
"small, privately owned bus (pirate bus)" 

Note that this type actually yields a compound which is a noun. 

There are verbal sequences with certain aspectual "light" verbs that yield 
verbal compounds, but which are restricted to occurring with the same 
tense / aspect suffixes on both parts of the compound: 

(1719) sayle -n -ir dur-ur 
tell -Refl. -Aor. stay -Aor. 
"She keeps on grumbling" 

(1720) sayle -n -di dur -du 
tell -Refl. -Past stay -Past 
"She kept on grumbling" 

Second type: 

(1721) oku -ya -dur -acak 
read -MAdv./Ger. -stay -Fut. 
"She will keep on reading" 

(1722) diki~ makine -si haIa 
sewing machine -CmpM still 

kullan -11 -a -gel -mek -te 
use -Pass. -MAdv./ Ger. -come -Inf. -Loc. 

"The sewing machine is still being used constantly" 

-dir 
-Ep.Cop. 

In this type, while the first verb in the compound is a gerundive, i.e. 
impoverished with respect to markers of finiteness, the second verb can 
take on a wide variety of such markers. 

2.2. 6. 3. 2. 3. Adjective-Verb compounds 

The light verbs that take incorporated nouns can also take adjectives as 
complements, thus forming adjective-verb compounds: 

(1723) p~man 01 -du 
regretful become -Past 
"She felt remorseful" 
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2. 2. 6. 3. 2. 4. Adverb-Verb compounds 

These are rarely found. The most clear-cut instances are examples of 
morphologically simple adverbs that cannot be moved away from the 
pre-verbal position: 

(1724) Hasan ev -m -e ~k git -ti 
Hasan house -3.sg. -Dat. fast go -Past 
"Hasan went home fast" 

2. 2. 6. 3. 3. Adjectival compounds 

2.2. 6. 3. 3.1. Noun-Adjective compounds 

Such compounds can consist of a simple juxtaposition of noun and 
adjective: 

(1725) sut -beyaz 
milk -white 
"milk white" 

These compounds can also have a third person singular possessive suffix 
on the first part of the compound: 

(1726) din -i buttin 
religion -3. sg. whole 
"devout" 

el -i aQk 
hand -3.sg. open 
"generous" 

There exist adjectival compounds whose adjectival head is denominal: 

(1727) cin fikir -Ii 
genie thought -with 
"clever, crafty" 

(1728) e~ cins-el 
same sex -DerAdj 
"homosexual" 

Other adjectival compounds have derived adjectival heads which are 
deverbal: 

(1729) yurt sev-er 
homeland love -Aor. 
"patriotic" 

(The aorist is used here as a present participle suffix.) 
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(1730) oyun boz -an 
game spoil -SbjP 
"spoilsport" (used both adjectivally and as a noun) 

Some of these adjectival compounds have become nouns, which is not 
surprising, given the fact that most simple adjectives can be used as 
nouns, as well: 

(1731) bilgi -say-ar 
information -count -Aor. 
"computer" ("information counter") 

Note that here, too, the aorist is used as a present participle suffix. 

Some adjectival compounds have nominal complements that bear case 
morphology: 

(1732) ana -dan dog -rna 
mother -Abl. born -ANom 
"stark naked" 

kafa -dan kontak 
head -Abl. short circuited 
"nutty" 

2.2.6.3.3. 2. Verb-Adjective compounds 

(1733) vur -du -m duy -rna -z 
hit -Past -l.sg. feel -Neg. -Neg.Aor. 
"thick skinned" ("I hit (her) (and) she doesn't feel (it)") 

Note that, once again, the (negative) aorist is used here as a present 
participle marker. 

2. 2. 6. 3. 3. 3. Adjective-Adjective compounds 

(1734) al<;ak gonill -Iii a<; goz -Iii 
low soul -with hungry eye -with 
"humble" ("low-soul-ed") "greedy, covetous" ("hungry eye-d") 

Both adjectives can be derived in the same way: 

(1735) kan -11 can -11 
blood -with life -with 
"vigorous, robust" 

Some of these compounds are now being used as regular nouns: 

(1736) deli -kan -11 
crazy -blood -with 
"young man" ("crazy biood-ed") 
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2. 2. 6. 3. 4. Adverbial compounds 

Adverbial compounds are not as productive as the other types. As 
illustrated in 2. 2. 4. 4., reduplications of adverbs (whether simple or 
derived) are used adverbially and can be viewed as adverbial 
compounds. Furthermore, doublets consisting of antonyms can be 
regarded as adverbial compounds; such doublets can consist of a variety 
of categories, but they are often used adverbially: 

(1737) gece giindiiz \ah~ -Iyor -urn 
night day work -Pr.Prog. -l.sg. 
"I am working night and day" 

(1738) kar -da di.i~ -e kalk -a ev-e 
snow -Loc. fall -MAdv. rise -MAdv. house -Oat. 

git -ti -ill 

go -Past -l.sg. 
"Stumbling (falling and getting up) in the snow, I went home" 

(1739) Hasan sag -a sol -a selam ver -erek 
Hasan right -Oat. left -Oat. greeting give -MAdv. 

ilerli -yor 
advance -Pr.Prog. 

"Hasan is advancing, greeting to (his) right and to (his) left" 

Some compounds which were illustrated as adjectival formations can 
also be used adverbially-again, this is not surprising, since many simple 
adjectives can be used adverbially, too. One example of this type follow: 

(1740) oda -yl alt fist et -ti -ill 

room -Acc. tmder arove do -Past -l.sg. 
"I turned the room upside down" 

2. 2. 6. 3. 5. Compounds involving onomatopoeic words 

Such compounds consist of an onomatopoeic word as the first member 
of the compound and of a finite verb as the second member. The 
resulting compound is used as an adjective (and, in the manner of most 
adjectives, can also be used as a noun): 

(1741) 9t ku -u -dl -ill 

crack break -M. -Past -l.sg. 
"fragile, effeminate" ("Crack! I broke") 
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(1742) ~1p sev -di 
plop love -Past 
"(person who) falls in love very quickly" 
("Plop! She has fallen in love (with s.o.)") 

2. 2. 6. 3. 6. Compounds involving doublets with m 

Turkish has a large class of doublets in which a word of any category is 
followed by an echo of itself, but with an m replacing its initial 
consonant, or if there is no such consonant, with an m preceding the 
initial vowel; the meaning of that second element is 'and so on; suchlike': 

(1743) ben filim milim seyret -me -di -in 

I film etc. watch -Neg. -Past -l.sg. 
"I didn't watch any movies or anything of the sort" 

(1744) telefon melefon ~al -Iru -yor 
telephone etc. ring -Neg. -Pr.Prog. 
"There are no telephones or suchlike ringing" 



3. Phonology 

3. 1. PHONOLOGICAL UNITS (SEGMENTAL) 

3. 1. 1. The distinctive segments of the language 

The next subsection offers a list of the distinctive segments of Turkish. 
Significant allophonic alternations are mentioned where they occur, and 
the phonetic realizations of distinctive segments and of their allophones 
are discussed. The IP A phonetic symbols are used in brackets, offering a 
broad transcription, and the equivalents of the segments in standard 
Turkish orthography are stated. 

The airstream mechanism is pulmonic egressive. 

3. 1. 2. List of the distinctive segments, including significant allophony 
and phonetic realization 

3. 1. 2. 1. Nonsyllabics 

In the list that follows, wherever consonants exist in pairs with members 
that are distinguished from each other only by voicing, the voiceless 
member of the pair is listed first. The voiced consonants are fully voiced; 
we have here ordinary voicing. Voiceless plosives in syllable-initial 
position are aspirated, but aspiration is clearly perceptible only when the 
syllable is stressed; otherwise, it is weak. This gives the impression that 
aspiration of voiceless plosives in Turkish is weak in general compared 
with English; however, this impression is due to the fact that Turkish 
words rarely have word-initial stress, while English words often do; 
therefore, in word-initial position, voiceless plosives in Turkish are 
indeed more weakly aspirated than their English counterparts, unless 
there is exceptional word-initial stress. 

The transcriptions of the examples is a broad transcription. Details 
concerning the concrete phonetic correlates of the segments are 
discussed in the individual sections, and the segments under discussion 
are more narrowly transcribed in any given example, while the 
remainder of the example is transcribed broadly, especially if they 
contain sounds that have not been discussed yet. 
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Turkish orthography uses symbols that correspond to most of the 
phonetic symbols of the IP A. The differences are highlighted for each 
discrepancy. 

3. 1. 2. 1. 1. Plosives and affricates 

Plosives: 

The orthographic symbols for all the plosives are the same as the 
phonetic IP A symbols. 

Bilabials: [p] and [ b ] 

kapa! 'close!' [ k a p a ] baba 'father' [ b a b a ] 

Dental-Alveolars: [t] and [ d] 

In Turkish, these plosives have a more dental character than their 
English counterparts, which have a stronger alveolar character. 

tath 'sweet' [t a tIm] dede 'grandfather' [d e de] 

Velars: [k] and [ g] 

These plosives are true velars when they occur with a tautosyllabic back 
vowel: 

kale 'fortress' [k a 1 e ] gaga 'beak' [g a g a] 

When these plosives occur with a tautosyllabic front vowel, however, 
they are palatalized: 

kese 'pouch' [ ~ e s e ] gezegen 'planet' [~e z e ~e n ] 

In borrowings, these palatalized plosives can also occur with back 
vowels: 

kar 'profit' [ ~ j a f ] gavUI 'infidel' [~j a v U f ] 

As shown in the transcription, a palatal glide is inserted between such 
palatalized plosives and the following back vowel. 

Due to these borrowings, palatalization of velar plosives is not fully 
predictable in Turkish. However, there are no distinct orthographic 
symbols for palatalized velar symbols. Instead, in standard orthography, 
until recently, a circumflex used to be placed on the vowel following 
such a plosive. This practice has been followed in this book. In some 
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recent publications, the circumflex is not used any longer. A recent 
edition of the official Turkish Dictionary, published by the Society in 
1988, still shows the circumflex on back vowels where they follow 
palatalized velar plosives. 

Affricates: 

Palato-alveolar: [tf] and [ ~ ] 

<;i<;ek 'flower' [tfi tfe ~] cici 'nice, pretty' [<ts i <lsi] 

As we see in the examples above, there are special orthographic symbols 
corresponding to the affricates. [ If ] is written as ~, and its voiced 
counterpart [ <t5 ] is written as c. 

3. 1. 2. 1. 2. Fricatives 

Labio-dental: [f] and [ v ] 

fes 'fez' [ f e s ] v~et 'brutality' [ v a h f e t ] 

The voiced labio-dental fricative [ v ] becomes the glide [ w ], itself not a 
distinctive segment in the language, when it is in intervocalic position: 

kavuk 'turban' [k a w uk] 

This allomorphy is found only in colloquial styles; it is not reflected in 
the orthography. 

Dental, Alveolar: [s] and [ z] 

ses 'voice, tone' [ s e s ] zil 'bell' [ z i ! ] 

Palato-Alveolar: [f] and [ 3] 

~~e 'bottle' [f i f e ] jet 'jet' [3 e t ] 

The segment [ 3 ] has entered Turkish with borrowings, mainly from 
Persian, and its use was later extended via borrowings from European 
languages, mainly from French. Its orthographic reflex is j, as in French. 
Its voiceless counterpart [ f ] is written as ~. 
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3. 1. 2. 1. 3. Nasals 

Bilabial: [ m] 

melek 'angel' [me 1 e k ] 

Dental, alveolar: [n] 

As is the case with the corresponding plosives, this nasal is articulated in 
a more dental than alveolar fashion. 

ne 'what' [n e ] 

Turkish also has a velar nasal; however, it occurs only as a result of 
assimilation to velar plosives; it is not distinctive, and the orthographic 
system has no symbol for it: 

sanki 'as though' [s a g k i ] 

3. 1. 2. 1. 4. Liquids 

Lateral: 

Alveolar: [1] 

hala 'father's sister' [ hal a ] 

The lateral is velarized when it occurs with a tautosyllabic back vowel, 
as is the case in the last example. Similarly to the velar plosives, the 
lateral is palatalized when it occurs with a tautosyllabic front vowel: 

bile 'even' [ bile] 

As is the case with the velar plosives, in borrowed words the palatal 
lateral can occur with tautosyllabic back vowels. Because the distinction 
between the two types of lateral is not expressed by the orthography, the 
back vowel that is adjacent to the palatal lateral is written with a 
circumflex: 

lale 'tulip' [I a: Ie ] 
malum 'known' [ m a: 1 urn] 

It should be noted that the distribution of the lateral, while similar to 
that of the velars, is somewhat more complex: in the (standard) Istanbul 
pronunciation, the lateral is (predictably) palatal in word initial position: 

lodos 'south wind' [1 0 d 0 s] 
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The lateral is also predictably palatal not only when a tautosyllabic 
vowel is front, but also when either the first preceding or the first 
following vowel is front, even when that vowel is not tautosyllabic: 

selam 'greeting' [s e 1 am] 

Tap: Alveolar: [ f] 

The standard Turkish r is a tap, produced by the tip of the tongue 
thrown against the alveolar ridge: 

kare 'square' [k ace] 

In the Istanbul pronunciation (which is used standardly elsewhere in 
Turkey, as well), both liquids are devoiced word-finally (when the 
segment is not re-syllabified with the initial vowel of the following 
word-a phenomenon that happens widely in colloquial style). Devoicing 
of the tap is more widely spread. Some speakers that do devoice the 
lateral, as well, devoice only the palatal variant. It also appears that 
devoicing of liquids is found more with female speakers than with male 
speakers. 

kar 'profit' [ ~ j a f ] 
kel 'bald' [ ~ e I ] 

3. 1. 2. 1. 5. Glides 

Palatal: [j] 

The palatal glide is found both with front and with back vowels. It does 
not interfere with Vowel Harmony, as we shall see later, and is thus 
treated as a full consonant in this respect by the phonological system. In 
colloquial styles, it is pronounced "lightly" in syllable final position, 
when it follows a front vowel and triggers compensatory lengthening of 
that vowel: 

teyze 'mother's sister' [ t e: j z e ] 

The orthographic symbol for [j ] is y. 
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3. 1. 2. 1. 6. Others 

Central approximant 

Glottal: [ h] 

hala 'father's sister' [ hal a ] 

In syllable final position, when following a high tautosyllabic vowel, this 
segment is pronounced more "heavily" than elsewhere: 

ililamur 'linden tree' [ ill h 1 a m U f ] 

The "soft g": g in the orthography 

In addition to all of the segments described, there is a phonemic 
consonantal segment which remains unpronounced in the standard 
language. Because it does have certain phonological effects, to be 
discussed later, it must be recognized in the phonemic inventory of the 
phonemic consonantal segments. In some dialects, this segment is 
pronounced as a voiced velar fricative [y]. Let us mention its main 
phonetic effect: when it is in syllable final position and cannot be 
resyllabified with a following vowel, it triggers compensatory 
lengthening of the preceding vowel: 104 

~agda~ 'contemporary' [tf a: d af] 

This (semi-abstract) segment is never found in word initial position. 

The glottal stop has practically disappeared from the pronunciation of 
most younger speakers. This is a segment which entered the language 
with Arabic borrowings and is orthographically expressed by an 
apostrophe: 

kur'a 'drawing of lots' 
learned, careful pronunciation: [ k U f? a ] 
recent and / or colloquial pronunciation: [k U fa] 

Due to the fact that the glottal stop has practically disappeared in 
pronunciation, one finds very few instances of its orthographic reflex, i.e. 
the apostrophe. However, the 1988 edition of the official Turkish 
dictionary still includes entries showing the apostrophe. 

It should be pointed out that when the glottal stop is intervocalic, even 
older texts omit the apostrophe between the vowels, although some 
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older speakers have preserved it in their pronunciation in this phonetic 
context: 

miidafaa 'defense' conservative pronunciation: 
innovative pronunciation: 

[ m y d a: fa? a ] 
[m y d a: f a a] 

It is interesting to note that the official dictionary has, as expected, no 
apostrophe for this word; it is somewhat surprising, however, that it also 
omits the glottal stop in its transcription for the pronunciation, given the 
fact that most of the dictionary's transcriptions are somewhat 
conservative. The transcription given does, however, reflect the current 
state of affairs for most speakers. 

3. 1. 2. 2. Syllabics 

The standard pronunciation of Turkish has no syllabic consonants. All 
syllabic segments are vowels. 

3. 1. 2. 2. 1. Vowels 

Native Turkish vowels are short phonemically. They can be lengthened 
due to processes of compensatory lengthening, as mentioned above in 
3. 1. 2. 1. 

Borrowed words can have vowels with phonemic length, however. 
Vowel length is not shown in the orthography in general, with the 
exception of some instances like the Arabic adjectival suffix -i, which is a 
long vowel and is written with a circumflex: 

ilim 'science' ilm-i 'scientific' [i 1 m i: ] 

Turkish vowels are oral; nasalization is hardly perceptible, with the 
exception of very few lexical items where a nasal triggers compensatory 
nasalization and is omitted in colloquial style: 

sonra 'later' careful pronunciation: [ S 0 Dr a] 
colloquial pronunciation: [s 6 r a ] 

Turkish has eight phonemic ally distinctive vowels. These can be 
characterized by using the features of backness, height, and rounding. 

The four high vowels: [ i ], [ y ], [ ill ], [ u ] 
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The four low (or, more appropriately, non high) vowels: 
[e],[0],[a],[0] 

The same list, rearranged according to backness, is as follows: 

The four back vowels: 

The four front (non-back) vowels: 

[ ill], [ U ], [ a ], [ 0 ] 

[ i ], [ y ], [e], [ 0 ] 

The dimension of rounding divides the same list in the following way: 

The four round vowels: 

The four non-round vowels: 

[u], [0], [y], [0] 

[ ill], [ a ], [ i ] , [ e] 

Making these divisions will help us understand the application of Vowel 
Harmony (cf. 3. 2. 6. 4.). We see, then, that the vowel inventory of 
Turkish is very symmetrical. 

Arranging the vowels according to the three distinctive features relevant 
for them also gives us an accurate description of the pronunciation of 
each one of these vowels. It should be mentioned that, in general, the 
pronunciation of all of these vowels is somewhat more lax (and, as a 
result, somewhat lower) than their counterparts in languages like 
German. 

Examples for these vowels follow. 

akIl 'intelligence, mind' [a k wI ] 
0 

okul 'school' [oku!] 
opiicii.k 'kiss' [~PYcByk] 
elli 'fifty' [elli] 

These stems all conform to the regularities of Vowel Harmony, as we 
shall see later in 3. 2. 6. 4. While most stems do obey Vowel Harmony, 
there are many which are exceptional (cf. 3. 2. 6.4.). 

Each one of these vowels has a distinct orthographic symbol. Three of 
these symbols are different from the IP A phonetic symbols: [m] 
corresponds to I, a dotless i; [y] corresponds to ii, and [0] corresponds to 
o. Note that in order to draw the necessary distinction between the 
dotted and the dotless i when capitalized, the high front unrounded 
vowel is expressed with a dotted capital i. 
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3. 1. 2. 3. Segments that occur only in recognizable loanwords 

The voiced palato-alveolar fricative j [3] occurs only in recognizable 
loanwords (borrowed mostly from Persian and French), and the glottal 
stop (insofar as it does occur at all-see above in 3. 1. 2. 1. 6.) also occurs 
in borrowings only. The same is true of long vowels that are not the 
result of compensatory lengthening (see previous section). Furthermore, 
loanwords are immediately discernible to the native speaker as such if 
they contain palatal variants of the velar plosives and/ or a palatal lateral 
together with back vowels (cf. 3. 1.2. 1.4.). There are other combinations 
of segments that make loanwords recognizable to the native speaker. 
These will be discussed in section 3. 2. 

3. 1. 2. 4. Restrictions on the occurrence of certain segments in any 
word classes 

There are no restrictions on the occurrence of specific segments in any 
word classes. 

3. 2. PHONOTACTICS 

3. 2. 1. Permissible segments and segment combinations 

3.2.1. 1. Word final consonants 

Turkish admits word final consonants. 

3. 2. 1. 1. 1. Restrictions on word final consonants 

Turkish has a phonological rule that devoices syllable final plosives and 
affricates. Therefore, no word final plosives or affricates are found in 
Turkish, with very few exceptions. This generalization holds for the 
written language and for very careful pronunciation. In faster speech, i.e. 
in colloquial style, it is permitted to resyllabify a word final consonant 
with the word initial vowel of the following word, if such a vowel exists. 
Under such circumstances, a voiced word final plosive or affricate can 
surface successfully: 

~arap 
, . , 
WIne 

~arab-l 
'wine-Ace.' 

[fa f a p] 

[fa f a bill] 
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~arap al -dl -m 
'wine buy-Past-l.sg.' 
"I bought wine" 

careful speech: 
colloquial speech: 

3. 2. 1. 2. Word initial consonants 

Turkish does admit word initial consonants. 

[fa f apal d wm] 
[fa f a b aId w m] 

3. 2. 1. 2. 1. Restrictions on word initial consonants 

Words of the native vocabulary don't, in general, begin with the 
following segments: [ cB], [ f], [ 3 ], [ 1 ], [ m ], [ n ], [ r ] or [ z ]. Exceptions 
are onomatopoeic words or words taken from children's language (e.g. 
dci 'cute' [cB i cB i]) as well as the interrogative clitic mI (cf. the 
morphology chapter) and the particle ne 'what'. Note that mI is a 
problematic exception only for the traditional approach, which, due to 
orthographic conventions that write the interrogative clitic separately 
from the stem, view the clitic as an independent word. 

3. 2. 2. Consonant clusters 

3. 2. 2. 1. Existence of permissible consonant clusters 

Turkish permits consonant clusters, but these are limited as to their 
composition and to their position. No consonant clusters consisting of 
more than two consonants are permitted to occur within one syllable. 

3. 2. 2. 1. 1. Word initial consonant clusters 

Such clusters are not permitted in general and are broken up via vowel 
epenthesis. Some initial clusters are found in the pronunciation of 
educated, Westernized speakers, however. 

3. 2. 2. 1. 2. Word final consonant clusters 

Some word final consonant clusters are permitted; for such possibilities, 
see 3. 2. 2. 2. 2. 

3. 2. 2. 1. 3. Word medial consonant clusters 

Word medial consonant clusters are permitted if they are not 
tautosyllabic, i.e. when each member of the cluster belongs to a different 
syllable. Where a tautosyllabic consonant cluster arises word medially 
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(e.g. due to a sequence of more than two consecutive consonants), the 
same restrictions apply to syllable-initial and syllable final clusters as 
apply to word initial and word final clusters, respectively. 

3. 2. 2. 2. Possible consonant clusters 

3. 2. 2. 2. 1. Possible word initial consonant clusters 

Word initial consonant clusters are not permitted in general and are 
broken up in general by an epenthetic (high) vowel, which usually (but 
not always) undergoes Vowel Harmony with the stem. In some older 
borrowings, the word initial cluster is broken up by a high vowel that is 
added to the beginning of the word. It should be noted, however, that 
speakers in the big, westernized cities do mostly pronounce certain 
borrowings with their original word initial clusters: 

kliip 'club' 

kral 'king' 

regular pronunciation: 
"sophisticated" pronunciation: 

regular pronunciation: 
"sophisticated" pronunciation: 

[~ulyp] 
[~ ly p ] 

[kwea!] 
[kea! ] 

One exception to this generalization appears to be the cluster sp; 
although it, too, is broken up by a high epenthetic vowel in the 
pronunciation of many speakers, it is often heard without epenthesis, as 
well: 

spiker 'radio announcer' [ s p ike f ], but also [ sip ike f ] 

Loanwords with this cluster, as well as loanwords with a number of 
other clusters are mostly written without expressing the epenthesis that 
takes place in the pronunciation of most speakers; this is shown by the 
citation forms of all the examples in this subsection. 

3. 2. 2. 2. 2. Possible word final consonant clusters 

The following types of consonant clusters are permitted in word final 
position: 

1. Sonorant + obstruent: kiirk 'fur' [k yek] 
kazan~ 'gain' [kazantf] 

2 Voiceless fricative + oral plosive: \ift 'couple' [tfift] 
a~k 'love' [a Jk] 
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3. k + s: boks 'boxing' [ b 0 k s] 
raks 'dance' [f a k s ] 

Other types of word (or syllable) final consonant clusters are not 
permitted. Geminate consonants are among such ill-formed final 
consonant clusters. 

3. 2. 2. 3. Possible word medial consonant clusters 

As stated above, any consonant cluster is permitted word medially, if the 
cluster is not tautosyllabic. For tautosyllabic clusters, the same 
restrictions and possibilities exist in syllable-initial and syllable final 
positions as those found in word-initial and word final positions, 
respectively. 

3. 2. 3. Vowels in the word periphery 

Turkish allows vowels in the word periphery. 

3.2.3. 1. Word final vowels 

Word final vowels are permitted. 

3. 2. 3. 1. 1. Restrictions on word final vowels 

All vowels are found in word final position. However, the two rounded 
non-high vowels are restricted to borrowed stems, given that the 
phonological system allows for non-high vowels to be round in first 
syllables only. It is interesting to note that there are a fairly large number 
of borrowed words ending in 0, but only a handful ending in 0: 

tiyatro 'theater' 
mosyo 'mister' 

koro 'choir' 
banliyo 'suburb' 

3. 2. 3. 2. Word initial vowels 

Word initial vowels are permitted. 

3. 2. 3. 2. 1. Restrictions on word initial vowels 

There are no restrictions on word initial vowels; each one of the eight 
distinctive vowels is found in word initial position. 
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3. 2. 3. 3. Sequences of (syllabic) vowels 

Sequences of syllabic vowels are rare, but they exist. 

3. 2. 3. 3. 1. Restrictions on sequences of (syllabic) vowels 

The basic syllable structure of the language conspires against sequences 
of vowels. However, vowel clusters do exist and have different sources. 
A number of borrowed words have vowel clusters which "survive" in 
both writing and pronunciation: 

dua 'prayer' boa 'boa' saat 'hour' 

Some Turkic words which originally had an intervocalic voiced velar 
fricative now exhibit vowel sequences in (careful) pronunciation, due to 
the fact that the voiced velar fricative is not pronounced in Modern 
Standard Turkish (cf. 3. 1.2. 1.6.): 

agu 'heavy' [ a m f ] yogurt [j 0 ur t ] 

Furthermore, intervocalic v tends to get deleted (optionally), giving rise 
to vowel sequences: 

davul 'drum' [ d au! ] 

Such sequences tend to consist of back vowels, given the tendency of 
speakers to insert the palatal glide [j ] between consecutive front vowels. 
However, it should be noted that sequences of front vowels do exist: 

mtihendis 'engineer' in fast, colloquial speech: [m yen dis] 

(this form is due to a process of optional h-deletion in colloquial 
styles) 105 

'good' in fast, colloquial speech: [ i i] 

(this form is due to a process of optional y-deletion in colloquial styles). 

3. 2. 4. Correspondences between the structure of lexical morphemes 
and possibilities for word structure 

The phonological structure of lexical morphemes corresponds to the 
possibilities for word structure. 
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3. 2. 5. Syllable structure 

3. 2. 5. 1. Assignment of medial units or clusters to syllables; 
dependence of syllabification on morphological structure 

Syllabification does not depend on morphological structure and applies 
freely across morpheme boundaries, whenever it is required due to 
phonological constraints. As a matter of fact, (re)syllabification can even 
apply across word boundaries in colloquial styles. 

The assignment of medial units or clusters to syllables is done according 
to a principle called "Onset First Principle" in Clements and Keyser 
(1983). 

The Onset First Principle: 

a. Syllable-initial consonants are maximized to the extent consistent 
with the syllable structure conditions of the language in question. 

b. Subsequently, syllable-final consonants are maximized to the extent 
consistent with the syllable structure conditions of the language in 
question. (Clements and Keyser 1983: 37) 

For Turkish, this means that for any medial consonant cluster, the last 
consonant is syllabified with the following vowel; this is the result of 
part a. of the Principle. Not more than one consonant can be syllabified 
in this way, given the fact that no syllable-initial clusters are allowed 
productively (cf. 3. 2. 2. 2. 1.). 

The consonant{s) that are not the last one{s) in a medial consonant 
cluster are syllabified with the preceding vowel, according to part b. of 
the Principle. If there is more than one such consonant, both consonants 
are syllabified with the preceding consonant, if the cluster thus formed 
conforms to the well-formed syllable-final clusters (cf. 3. 2. 2. 2. 2.). If the 
cluster thus formed is not permitted, vowel epenthesis must apply. 

Some examples of {re)syllabification follow; syllable boundaries are 
represented by the dollar sign; clauses a. versus b. of the Principle are 
given as relevant: 
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saz 'musical instrument' 
saz+a 'musical instrument+Dat.' [sa$za] (by a.) 
fark ' difference' 
fark+a 'difference+ Dat.' [far$ka] (by a.) 
fark+ta 'difference+ Loc.' [fa rk$ta] (by b.) 

(Note that the cluster consisting of rk is a permitted cluster; cf. 
3. 2. 2. 2. 2.) 

/burn/ 'nose' 
burn+a 'nose+Dat.' 
bUIWl+da 'nose+Loc.' 

[ bur $ n a ] (by a. and b.) 
[ b u $ run $ d a ] (by a. and b.) 

3. 2. 5. 2. The canonical syllable type 

The canonical syllable type is ev. However, syllables of the form eve, 
v, and ve are numerous, as well. 

In addition, there are syllables of the form (C)VCC, if the syllable final 
cluster is a well-formed one, as we saw in the previous subsection. 

3. 2. 6. Phonotactic restrictions between adjacent or nonadjacent units 
or dusters 

3. 2. 6. 1-2. Restrictions between word/ syllable initial units or clusters 
and the following vowels, and between word/ syllable 
final units or clusters and the preceding vowels 

As mentioned above (3. 2. 2. 2. 1.), word or syllable initial clusters are not 
allowed in general; this restriction is independent of the type of vowel 
that follows. 

Syllabification of word or syllable final consonant clusters depends on 
the nature of the consonants themselves and not on the nature of the 
vowels. 

As for single consonants both in word or syllable initial and final 
positions, we saw in section 3. 1. 2. 1. that velar plosives and the lateral 
are palatalized when they occur with a tautosyllabic front vowel. In 
addition, the lateral is palatalized when there is a preceding front vowel, 
even if it is not a tautosyllabic one. 
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3. 2. 6. 3. Restrictions between syllable initial units or clusters and 
syllable final units or clusters, or next-syllable initial units or 
clusters 

There are no real restrictions of this type. The only kind of relevant 
restriction in this context is the one mentioned repeatedly, namely the 
fact that no syllable initial consonant clusters are allowed. This affects 
syllable final clusters, as well-but the cluster of a preceding syllable: if a 
"next-syllable" has an initial consonant, no member of the syllable final 
cluster of the preceding syllable can be (re)syllabified with that "next
syllable". As a consequence, either the original syllable final cluster 
remains on the "preceding" syllable, if it is a well-formed cluster, or it is 
broken up via an epenthetic vowel; see 3. 2. 5. 1. If such a cluster consist 
of a geminate consonant that cannot be resyllabified, the geminate 
cluster is simplified, i.e. one of the identical consonants is deleted in such 
a context: 

/hiss / 'feeling' / hiss+i / 'feeling+ Acc.' [h i s $ s i ] 
/hiss+te / 'feeling+Loc.' [h i s $ t e ] 

Furthermore, a syllable final oral stop or affricate is devoiced, unless it 
can get resyllabified. Given that resyllabification is not possible when the 
"next syllable" begins with a consonant, such a plosive would surface as 
voiced if the "next syllable" begins with a vowel, but it would surface as 
unvoiced if that syllable begins with a consonant: 

/ kitab / 'book' /kita b+a/ 
/ kita b+-da/ 

'book+Dat.' [k i ta $b a] 
'book+Loc.' [k i ta p$ t a] 

Yet another dependency is illustrated by the last example: a syllable (or, 
rather, morpheme) initial obstruent assimilates to the preceding segment 
in the word with respect to voicing. If that segment is an oral stop or 
affricate, it will have to be voiceless; therefore, the underlyingly voiced 
segment at the beginning of the "next syllable" will have to be devoiced, 
as well; this is what we see with the initial dental plosive of the locative 
morpheme. 

3. 2. 6. 4. Restrictions between the vowels of successive syllables: 
Vowel Harmony 

Perhaps the most striking property of Turkish phonology is the fact that 
the distribution of vowels within a word is governed by Vowel 
Harmony. In other words, vowels share the specification for backness 
and, if they are high, they also share the specification for rounding: 
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gol 'lake' gol+ii 'lake+Acc.' [g 0 1 Y ] 
billbill 'nightingale' billbill+ii 'nightingale+Acc.' [b y 1 by 1 y] 

Vowel Harmony applies within morphemes as well as across morpheme 
boundaries, as the preceding examples illustrate. However, many 
borrowed stems violate Vowel Harmony; e.g. 

dekor 
buket 
otobiis 

'stage design' 
'bouquet' 
'bus'f06 

Stems which are exceptional with respect to Vowel Harmony trigger 
regular Vowel Harmony, in the following manner: the exceptional vowel 
(or, if there is more than one, the last exceptional vowel) determines the 
kind of Vowel Harmony the following vowels will undergo: 

dekor+u 'stage design+Acc.' 
buket+i 'bouquet+ Acc.' 
otobiis+ii 'bus+Acc.' 

It should be noted that there exist instances where a consonant rather 
than a vowel can determine Vowel Harmony (with respect to backness
frontness). This happens when a palatal consonant unpredictably 
follows a back vowel in the same syllable and where that consonant is in 
stem final position (or is a member of a stem final consonant cluster). In 
such instances, the vowels of the suffixes that follow will exhibit front 
(rather than the expected back) harmony. In other words, the trigger of 
Vowel Harmony will be the exceptional consonant rather than the 
regular vowel; e.g.: 

vals 'waltz' 
vals+i 'waltz+ Acc.' [val s i ] 

There are some exceptions to Vowel Harmony with respect to suffixes, 
as well. Some aspect suffixes, historically consisting of a gerundive suffix 
and of an independent verb, are now exceptional in having a regular first 
vowel (the original gerundive suffix) and an irregular second vowel 
(belonging to the original independent verb). Such suffixes have been 
discussed in the morphology chapter-more specifically, in the sections 
on aspect (2. 1. 3. 3.) and mood (2. 1. 3. 4.). One representative example is 
the progressive suffix -(I)yor. The vowel 0 (also exceptional with respect 
to the generalization that nonhigh vowels can be round only if they are 
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in a first syllable) never alternates, and it imposes its own features onto 
the vowels that might follow in the word: 

gel+di 
gel+iyor+du 

'come+Past' [g e 1 d i] 
'come+Prog.+Past' [g e 1 ij 0 f d u ] 

Note that the vowel of the past tense morpheme is both front and 
unrounded in the simple past tense form, harmonizing with the front 
and unround features of the stem vowel; in the complex past progressive 
form, that vowel is back and round, however, due to those features of 
the exceptional 0 of the progressive morpheme. 

3.2.6.5. Consonant~ony 

Consonant harmony exists, in the sense that some consonants (more 
specifically, the oral velar stops and the lateral) are palatalized in the 
environment of front vowels (for more detailed descriptions of this 
generalizations and some exceptions, see 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. and 3. 1. 2. 1. 4.). If a 
word has more than one of these consonants, those would be either all 
palatalized, or all unpalatalized (if they are not exceptional). 

3. 2. 6. 6. Other restrictions between adjacent or nonadjacent units or 
clusters 

In addition to all the restrictions discussed in the last four subsections, 
Turkish has a phenomenon r.eferred to as "Labial Attraction" in the 
literature. This refers to a peculiarity of many stems that have a vowel 
sequence of a ... u and an intervening labial consonant (the latter can also 
be part of a consonant cluster). According to Vowel Harmony, this is 
unexpected, because the second vowel is high and should therefore 
harmonize not only in backness, but also in rounding with the first 
vowel. This should produce 1 [m ], not u. The rounding of this vowel has 
traditionally been ascribed to the preceding labial consonant: 

karp1Z 'watermelon' hav lu 'towel' 

The status of this observation in terms of a productive assimilation 
process in Modern Standard Turkish has been challenged more recently 
(cf. Clements and Sezer (1982)). The contemporary language has many 
examples where the sequence a ... 1 shows up in spite of an intervening 
labial consonant: 

kapt'door' [kapw] sabu 'patience' [s a b m f ] 
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Furthermore, many stems exhibit a ... u sequences without intervening 
labial consonants: 

arzu 'desire' fasulya 'bean' 

3. 2. 6. 7. Differences between the phonotactic patterns allowed with 
different word classes 

The phonotactic patterns allowed with different word classes are the 
same in general. There is one interesting feature of the Istanbul dialect 
which is an exception to this generalization. As noted by Lees (1961), in 
certain varieties of the Istanbul dialect a short vowel is unrounded 
immediately before a palatal or palato-alveolar consonant within word 
boundaries if either (i) morpheme final or (ii) not in the first syllable of 
the word; such a vowel is also raised if the conditioning consonant is 
immediately followed by a vowel. 

The interest of this observation in this context is that the process is 
confined to deverbal suffixes; denominal suffixes do not participate in it: 

ara-dl 'search+ Past' [aradw] 
an-yacak 'search+Fut.' [ar wja<ta k] 
an-yan 'search+SbjP' [ar wjan] 

ara 'interval' [a r a] 
ara+ya 'interval+ Dat.' [ar aja] 
ara+yt 'interval+Acc.' [ar ajw] 

3. 3. SUPRASEGMENTALS 

3. 3. 1. Distinctive degrees of length in various segments 

3.3.1.1-2. Distinctive degrees of length in vowels and in other 
syllablics 

As stated earlier (cf. 3. 1. 2. 2. 1.), Turkish has essentially only short 
vowels. However, as stated in that subsection, some loanwords do have 
long vowels, and the native phonology itself can give rise to long vowels 
via processes of compensatory lengthening. As a result of these facts, 
vowel length can be distinctive, at least auditorily: 

dag 'mountain' 
saat 'hour, watch' 

[d a: ] 
[ s a at] or [ s a: t ] 

da 'also, too' 
sat! 'sell!' 

[d a] 
[ sat] 
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As stated earlier, there are no syllabics other than vowels; therefore, no 
question arises about the distinctive length of such segments. 

3. 3. 1. 3. Distinctive degrees of length in glides 

Long (or geminate) glides are extremely rare. There are very few 
borrowings (from Arabic), now essentially obsolete, which can give rise 
to distinctive length differences: 

beyyine 'proof, evidence' [ b e j j i n e ] 
beyin+e 'brain+ Dat.' [ b e j i n e ] 

Geminate glides, similarly to all other consonants, are pronounced over 
a longer period of time as compared to their single counterparts. 

3. 3. 1. 4. Distinctive degrees of length in liquids 

There are a few stems in Turkish which have reduplicated liquids; e.g. 

elli 'fifty' [elli] 

Such reduplications can also occur at morpheme boundary, where they 
are more productive (as is the case for all consonants): 

el+li 'with (a) hand' [ e II i ] 

Such forms are distinct auditorily from single, short counterparts: 

el+i 'hand+Acc.' [e Ii] 

Geminate liquids, similarly to all other consonants, are pronounced over 
a longer period of time as compared to their single counterparts. 

3. 3. 1. 5. Distinctive degrees of length in nasals 

Nasals can occur as geminates, as well, in which case they are 
pronounced over a longer time period than single nasals: 

anne 'mother' (Istanbul dialect and standard language) 
ana 'mother' (Anatolian dialects) 

3. 3. 1. 6. Distinctive degrees of length in fricatives 

[anne] 
[a n a] 

Fricatives, too, can occur as geminates and are then pronounced over a 
longer time period than single fricatives: 



kes+se 'cut+Cond.{3.sg.}' 
kese 'purse, pouch' 

[kesse] 
[kese] 
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3. 3. 1. 7. Distinctive degrees of length in stops and affricates 

Oral stops and affricates can occur as geminates, as well. The release that 
characterizes them occurs later than that in corresponding single stops c 

and affricates: 

kat+h 'add+Past' [k at till] 
kah 'hard, rigid' [ kat ill ] 

3. 3. 2. Stress in Turkish 

3. 3. 2. 1. The role of stress 

Stress is important in Turkish, particularly because it interacts with 
syntactic phenomena like focus, backgrounding and question formation. 
Furthermore, due to the existence of cliticized elements in the language 
(cf. 2. 1. 8.), stress helps distinguish between those and genuine suffixes, 
since the two behave differently with respect to stress (again, see 2. 1.8.). 

3. 3. 2. 2. Phonetic correlates of stress 

The phonetic correlates of stress appear to be loudness and high pitch. 
Vowel length does not appear to be linked to stress-at least not 
perceptibly so. It is possible in Turkish words to have a long, unstressed 
vowel and a short, stressed one: 

taze 'fresh' [t a: z e ] 

3. 3. 2. 3. Distinctions between different levels of stress (as opposed to 
nonstress) 

In addition to primary stress, there can be secondary stress. The latter 
exhibits less loudness, and, although more prominent in pitch than 
nonstress, is less high in pitch than primary stress. 

Secondary stress is found within a phrase or a compound, where the 
modifier word bears primary phrasal (or compound) stress, and the 
head exhibits secondary stress. In such instances, both primary stress 
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and secondary stress are located on those syllables where word level 
stress would be occur, if those words were found in isolation. 

In morphologically complex words with clitic elements or other kinds of 
exceptional suffixes, word stress precedes such exceptional elements and 
is primary; if the exceptional elements are followed by regular suffixes, 
secondary stress may be found in word final position. 

More information about stress and the way it is assigned is given in 
section 3. 5. 

3. 3. 2. 4. Constancy of the position of stress 

In practically all native stems as well as in many borrowed stems the 
stress is constant; more specifically, it is always on the last syllable: 

oku! 'read' 
yatak 'bed' 

[0 k \1] 
[jatak] 

For behavior of stem final stress under morphological affixation and 
compounding, see section 3. 5. and its subsections. 

There are a number of stems, however, which are exceptional with 
respect to stress. A subset of those has stress which is predictable in 
terms of the phonotactic structure of the stem. This subset consists of 
almost all place names (at least for one majority dialect) and of many 
borrowings. Stems that fall under this group are stressed on the 
antepenultimate syllable, if it is the first non final closed syllable; 
otherwise, the penultimate syllable is stressed: 

Istanbul 
Ankara 
lzmir 
lokanta 
fasulya 

[istanbul] 
o 

[aIJkara] 
[lzmir] 

o 

'restaurant' [10k ant a ] 
'bean' [ f a s D 1 j a ] 

Many adverbs (but not all) are stressed on the first syllable: 

~imdi 'now' 
anslzln 'suddenly' 
yazln 'in the summer, summers' 
burada 'here' 

[Sfmdi] 
[answzwn] 
[j 4z ill n ] 
[ b Dr a d a] 

Polysyllabic suffixes (except the adverbial pre-stressing suffixes -IAyIn 
'time adv.' and -CAsInA 'manner adv.') are stressed on the first syllable: 
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oku+yarak 'by reading' [ 0 k uj a r a k] 
oku+yunca 'having read' [0 k uj u n <t a] 

Finally, it should be noted that interjections and vocatives are stressed on 
the first syllable: 

haydi! 'come on!' [hajdi] 
garson 'waiter' [ gar s 6 n ], 

as contrasted with: 
garson! 'waiter!' [garson] 

3. 3. 3. The role of pitch 

3. 3. 3. 1. Distinctive use of pitch (forms distinguished purely by pitch) 

Turkish does not make distinctive use of pitch; in other words, there are 
no forms distinguished purely by pitch. Pitch is linked to stress (see 
subsections of 3.3.2.) and is not phonemic. 

3. 3. 4. Sentence intonation 

3. 3. 4. 1. Major types of intonation patterns 

In a regular statement, the intonation peak is on the preverbal 
constituent of the sentence. This means that the intonation peak will be 
located on whichever syllable carries primary word stress for that 
preverbal constituent: 

(1745) Hasan bugiin lStak6z ye -di 
Hasan today lobster eat -Past 
"Hasan ate (a) lobster{s) today" 

A secondary, much lower intonation peak will be located on the subject
more specifically, on whichever syllable bears primary word level stress 
for the subject. Pitch drops immediately after the intonation peak. 

The locations of the intonation have been shown on the example by 
placing a boldfaced accent sign on the boldfaced vowel which carries the 
primary intonation peak, and a simple accent sign, without boldface, on 
the vowel which bears the secondary intonation peak. 
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If such a statement is changed into a Yes/No question, the question 
particle mI will attach to the predicate (unless a particular constituent is 
emphasized): 

(1746) Hasan bUglin Istak6z ye -elf mi? 
Hasan today lobster eat -Past-Q 
"Did Hasan eat (a) lobster(s) today?" 

Given that the Yes/No question particle is a clitic, it cannot bear any 
stress. Here, too, the pitch drops immediately after the intonation peak. 

3.3.4.2. Normal intonation 

Normal intonation is the pattern found in statements. This has been 
described and illustrated in 3.3.4. 1. 

3. 3. 4. 3. Emphatic intonation 

One type of emphatic intonation is the same as the pattern found when 
using contrastive stress. This is discussed in the next section. 

Another type is found with exclamations. In that type, the intonation 
peak is on the last syllable (together with primary word stress), unless 
the exclamation has an exceptional suffix or a clitic, in which case the 
primary stress (and the intonation peak) is placed before that suffix or 
clitic: 

(1747) Eyvah! "Alas! Woe is me!" [e j v 'h ] 
Yapma! "You don't say!" ("Don't do (it)!") [j 4 p rna ] 

The second exclamation consists of two morphemes: yap 'do', and the 
negation suffix -rnA. The suffix is exceptional with respect to stress and 
cannot be assigned regular word final stress. Hence, the syllable that 
precedes it bears word stress; as a consequence, the intonation peak 
typical for such exclamations, i.e. very high pitch, is placed on the first 
syllable in this example. 

3. 3. 4. 4. Contrastive stress 

Turkish does make use of contrastive stress. Contrastively focused 
constituents typically occupy preverbal position and attract the 
intonation peak. That peak will be placed on whichever syllable is the 
bearer of word level stress for that constituent. The facts are thus 
essentially similar to those seen in a statement; however, the pitch is 
higher, and thus the drop in pitch right after the peak is more 
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pronounced. The contrastively focused constituent has been italicized 
below, and the location of the intonation peak has been boldfaced and 
accented: 

(1748) Hasan bugiin lstak6z ye -di 
Hasan today lobster eat -Past 
"It was LOBSTER(S) that Hasan ate today" 

Yes/No questions can also be formed in conjunction with contrastive 
stress, by placing the Yes/No question particle on the constituent that 
needs to be focused: 

(1749) Hasan bugiin lstak6z fiU ye -di? 
Hasan today lobster -Q eat -Past 
"Was it LOBSTER(S) that Hasan ate today?" 

A comparison of this contrastive Yes/No question with a regular 
Yes/No question as in (1746) shows both the different placement of the 
question particle ~d the different placement of the intonation peak. 

Similar facts obtain for WH-questions, in the sense that a WH-element is 
felt to be focused in some sense. Thus, WH-elements are typically placed 
in preverbal position, and they carry the main intonational peak of the 
question. 

The question of whether more than one element in a sentence can be 
contrastively stressed cannot be answered in a completely clear-cut 
manner. In general, this does not appear to be possible. Utterances which 
come closest to having more than one element stressed in a sentence are 
answers to multiple WH-questions: 

(1750) Hasan bUgiin lstak6z ye -di, Ali de biftek 
Hasan today lobster eat -Past Ali -and steak 
"Hasan ate LOBSTER today and Ali STEAK" 

or: 

(1751) Hasan bUgiin lStak 6z, Ali de bilt ek ye -di 
Hasan today lobster Ali -and steak eat -Past 
"Hasan ate LOBSTER today and Ali STEAK" 

Either one of these two utterances can serve as an answer to a question 
like "Who ate what today?". However, although the two subjects do bear 
secondary sentence stress (and thus secondary peaks of sentence 
intonation), they are not contrastive foci, but rather contrastive topics; 
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they cannot carry a really high intonation peak of the sort characteristic 
for foci. 

The predicate can also be contrastively focused, in which case it receives 
the primary intonation peak (rather than the preverbal constituent as is 
usually the case): 

(1752) Hasan bugiin IstakOZ -u ye -df 
Hasan today lobster -Acc. eat -Past 
"Hasan ATE the lobster today 
(. .. he didn't throw it out as he usually does)" 

3. 3. 4. 5. Subtypes of intonation with partially different patterns 

As mentioned in the previous subsection, topics can bear a secondary 
intonation peak, which is perceptibly lower than the typical sentence 
peak which is typically preverbal. 

Another sentence pattern involves backgrounding of material to 
postverbal position: 

(1753) Hasan bUgiin ye -df IstakOZ-u 
Hasan today eat -Past lobster -Ace. 
"Hasan ATE the lobster today" 

In addition to focusing the predicate, which is similar to the previous 
sentence, the last example backgrounds the object. Such an utterance is 
felicitous in contexts where the backgrounded material has been 
mentioned before and is being presupposed. 

The postverbal positions cannot bear intonation peaks. Thus, the 
intonation contour is flat and low after the predicate. Therefore, 
constituents that require high intonation peaks (e.g. WH-elements, 
contrastively focused elements etc.) cannot occur postverbally. 

3. 3. 4. 6. Interaction of intonation patterns with the patterns in tone 
height due to stress 

High pitch due to sentence intonation enforces the high pitch due to 
word level stress for any constituent that attracts the intonational peak of 
the sentence, as has been discussed in all the previous subsections of 
3.3.4. Topics can have secondary intonational peaks; those occur on the 
location of word level stress (and thus high pitch) as well, although the 
pitch is lower than that found for the primary peak. 
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3. 3. 4. 7. Effects on segmental units due to the position of the 
intonation peak 

Segmental units are essentially not affected by the intonation peak. 
Exceptions to this generalization are phonological processes typical for 
informal, colloquial, and/ or fast speech; typically, such processes are 
blocked in the presence of the primary intonation peak. One example 
that can serve to illustrate this point is the deletion of the word-final r in 
the present progressive, a phenomenon found in colloquial varieties of 
the Istanbul dialect: 

(1754) Hasan i~ -e gid -iyor 
Hasan work -Oat. go -Pr.Prog. 
"Hasan is going to work" 

In fast and/ or colloquial speech, the final r is dropped (without giving 
rise to compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel): [ g i d i yo]. 
However, when the predicate is contrastively stressed and thus bears the 
primary intonational peak, the r must be pronounced. For some 
speakers, word final devoicing of liquids cannot take place when they 
are in a syllable that bears the primary intonational peak, either. 

3. 4. MORPHOPHONOLOGY (SEGMENTAL) 

3. 4. 1. Alternations between segments 

3. 4. 1. 1. Assimilatory processes in the phonology of the language 

Vowel harmony can be viewed as an assimilatory process and has been 
described in 3. 2. 6. 4. Palatalization of (regular) velar oral stops and of 
the lateral in the context of front vowels is also an assimilation process; it 
has been described in 3. 1. 2. 1. 1. and 3. 1. 2. 1. 4., respectively. 
Velarization of a nasal in assimilation to a following velar segment has 
been described in 3. 1. 2. 1. 3. Progressive voicing assimilation of a 
morpheme-initial obstruent to a preceding segment has been discussed 
and illustrated in 3. 2. 6. 3. (Akin to this phenomenon is the fact that 
stem-medial consonant clusters must be voiceless if the first member is 
an oral stop or affricate: such segments must devoice in syllable-final 
position, and the following consonant must assimilate to them in 
voicing.) Vowel fronting (and, less prevalently, raising) when preceding 
a palatal glide in verbal word classes has been discussed and illustrated 
in 3. 2. 6. 7. That process can be viewed as regressive assimilation (of the 
vowel to the palatal glide). The phenomenon called Labial Attraction 
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(whereby a high, back vowel is rounded after a labial consonant) was 
described in 3. 2. 6. 6. and can be viewed as an instance of progressive 
assimilation. Among all the assimilation processes mentioned so far, this 
is the least productive one. 

There are some additional assimilation processes which are limited to 
colloquial and/ or fast speech and are not reflected in the orthography. 
The most widespread ones among those are discussed here. 

A regressive assimilation in terms of place of articulation affects nasals: 

binba~l 'major' (from bin 'thousand'+ba~ 'head,leader'+Cmp.M.) 
In careful pronunciation: [ bin b a fill] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [b i mba fill] 

~imdi 'now' 
In careful pronunciation: [f i m d i ] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [f i n d i ] 

An example of regressive assimilation in terms of voicing affects the 
fricative [ z ], which devoices before voiceless consonants in colloquial 
style: 

tuzsuz 'without salt' 
In careful pronunciation: [ t u z s u z ] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [t u s s u z ] 

tuz t~usu 'salt pickle' 
In careful pronunciation: [ t u z t u f f u s u ] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [t u stu f f u S u ] 

A process which affects the lateral, changing it into an alveolar nasal 
both before and after an alveolar nasal, is thus an assimilation process 
which is both progressive and regressive-at any rate, strictly local: 

onlar 'they' 
In careful pronunciation: [ 0 n 1 a f ] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [0 n na f ] 

3. 4. 1. 2. Dissimilatory processes in the phonology of the language 

There do not seem to be dissimilatory processes in the phonology of the 
standard language that are reflected in the writing and are recognized by 
traditional grammarians. The only dissimilation process that I have 
observed in colloquial style and is rather productive, at least in Istanbul, 
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is a regressive dissimilation process that affects the voiceless affricate 
preceding the voiceless stops [ t] and [ k ]: 

ge¢ 'she passed' (consisting of ge~ 'pass' and -ti 'Past') 
In careful pronunciation: [ g e 1ft i ] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [g eft i ] 

i~ki 'drink' 
In careful pronunciation: [ i 1fk i ] 
In "careless" pronunciation: [i f k i ] 

3. 4. 1. 3. Other alternations between segments 

One widely productive alternation process is the deletion of [ k ] in 
intervocalic position. There is some controversy as to whether this 
alternation should be described as a deletion or as an alternation process. 
Most traditional grammarians as well as Lees (1961) view this 
phenomenon as a process in which [ k ] alternates with [ g ], i.e. the 
consonantal segment which is not pronounced in the standard language. 
This conservative analysis goes along with the orthography: 

'street' [ S 0 ka k] 
'flower' [tf i tf e k] 

sokagt 'street+Acc.' [ S 0 ka ill] 
~i~egi 'flower+ Acc.' [tf i tf e i ] 

Another process of alternating segments is found to affect long vowels in 
the final syllable of some loanwords: 

zaman 'time' [zaman] 
'time+Acc. 

, 
[ z a m a: n ill ] zamaru 

zamanda 'time+Loc.' [zamanda] 

cevap 'answer' [<tevap] 
cevabl 'answer+ Ace. ' [ <t e v a: bill] 
cevaptan 'answer+Abl.' [<tevaptan] 

These underlyingly long vowels are shortened when they are in a closed 
syllable, i.e. when the consonant following them cannot be resyllabified. 

Some loanwords have geminate consonants in stem-final position 
underlyingly. These geminates reduce in the same contexts in which an 
underlying long vowel shortens, as illustrated by the last examples: 

hak 'right' [ h a k ] 
hakkJ. 'right+ Acc.' [ h a k kill] 
hak+tan 'right+Abl.' [h a k tan] 
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Another alternation phenomenon affects the front, non-high vowels [ e ] 
and [ ~ ], which are lowered before sonorants in closed syllables: 

ben 'I' [b En] 
ben+de 'I+Loc.' [bEnde] 
ben+i 'I+Acc.' [beni] 

gel! 'come!' [g E! ] 
gel+di 'she came' (,come+Past') [gEldi] 
gel+ir 'she comes' ('come+Aor.') [gelir] 

3. 4.2. Methathesis processes 

Turkish does not have productive metathesis processes. From the point 
of view of historical development and comparisons with related 
languages and dialects, there seems to have been metathesis of [ p ] and 
[ r ]; as a result of this, we have correspondences like the following one: 

Turkish: ya prak 'leaf 
Azerbaijani: ya rpak 'leaf 

3. 4. 3. Processes of coalescence and split 

There are no regular and productive processes of coalescence and split 
from a synchronic point of view. 

3. 4. 4. Processes of deletion and insertion 

3. 4. 4. 1. Deletion processes 

There are deletion processes that delete a "like" segment in a sequence of 
"like" segments. More specifically, a suffix-initial vowel deletes after a 
preceding vowel, and a suffix (or clitic) initial consonant (usually-but 
not always-the palatal glide) deletes after a preceding consonant: 

. araba+Sl 'his car' (araba 'car' + -(s)1 '3.sg.') [a f a bas ill] 
kitab+l 'his book' (/ kitab / 'book' + -(s}1 '3.sg.') [ kit a bill] 

Note that the suffix-initial [ s ] surfaces after a stem-final vowel, but that 
it deletes after a stem-final consonant. 

The next examples illustrate a similar deletion process for vowels. 
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kitab+lmlZ 'our book' (/kitab I 'book' + -(I)mlz '1. pl.') 
[k i ta bw mwz] 
I araba+lmlzl 'our car' (araba 'car' + -(I)mlz 'l.pl.') 
[arabamwz] 

3. 4. 4. 2. Insertion processes 

Epenthesis of a high vowel (which then undergoes Vowel Harmony with 
the existing vowels) to break up impermissible (tautosyllabic) consonant 
clusters is a productive process. This process has been described and 
illustrated in 3. 2. 5. 1. It is found with syllable-initial clusters as well as 
sy Hable-final clusters. 

Here, let us look at this process in two particular groups of examples: (i) 
body parts, and (ii) a number of loanwords. Both types have stems that 
end in impermissible consonant clusters, i.e. clusters that are none of the 
permissible types listed in 3. 2. 2. 2. 2. 

I burn I 'nose' 
burun ' N ' nose, om. [burun] 
burun+da 'nose+Loc. 

, 
[burunda] 

burn+u 'nose+Acc.' [burnu] 
lalnl 'forehead' 
aIm 'forehead, Nom.' [alwn] 
alm+da 'forehead + Loc.' [alwnda] 
aln+l 'forehead+ Acc.' [al n w] 

Idevrl 'rotation, period' 
devir 'period, Nom.' [devif] 
devir+de 'period+Loc.' [devirde] 
devr+i 'period+Acc.' [devri] 
I~ehrl 'city' 
~ehir 'city, Nom.' [fehif] 
~ehir+de 'city+Loc. 

, 
[fehirde] 

~ehr+i 'city+Acc.' [fe hr i] 

3. 4. 5. Processes of reduplication 

There is a process of prefixing reduplication which has the function of 
intensification in adjectives and adverbs. It is particularly productive in 
adjectives. The process has been described and illustrated in 2. 1. 4. 5. 1. 
for adjectives and in 2. 1. 7. 2. 1. for adverbs. 
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3. 5. MORPHOPHONOLOGY (SUPRASEGMENTAL) 

3. 5. 1. 1. Constancy of stress under morphological processes and 
compounding 

Stress is usually not constant under morphological processes and 
compounding, if under "constancy" we mean that the stress assigned to a 
particular syllable in a stem remains on that syllable. Stress is constant in 
this sense only for exceptionally assigned stress, irrespective of the 
source of the exceptionality. 

3. 5. 1. 2. Changes in stress-assignment and the types of process that 
inspire these changes 

We saw earlier that Turkish has word-final stress in general (whereby 
the weight of the final syllable is immaterial). This, then, means that any 
stem that receives final stress in isolation will lose it when it gets suffixed 
with regular suffixes: 

kitap 'book, Nom.' kitap+lar+lmlZ+i 'our books, Ace.' 
book+pl.+ 1.sg.+Aee. 

Under compounding, the first member of the compound retains its word 
level stress as primary compound stress, and the second member (or 
non-initial members in larger compounds) undergoes reduction of its 
original word-level stress. It should be noted, however, that any 
secondary stress is found on the same location as where word-level 
stress would have been placed in isolation. 

okUl 'school' kitab+i 'book+CmpM' okUl kitabl 

3. 5. 1. 3. Predictability of the position of stress in tenllS of the 
phonological structure of the stem and the morphological 
processes it undergoes 

The previous subsection discussed how regular stress is assigned. That 
type of assignment is completely predictable. Here, we shall see that 
exceptional stress is also predictable to a large extent. 

We saw in 3. 3. 2. 4. that a variety of stems do not receive regular final 
stress, but rather are governed by certain regularities which have to do 
with the weight of penultimate versus antepenultimate syllables. Some 
of those examples are repeated here: 



lstanbul 
Ankara 
lzmir 
lokanta 
fasulya 

[istanbul] 
[a1)kara] 
[fzmir] 

o 

'restaurant' [I 0 ka n t a ] 
'bean' [ f a s 11 I j a ] 
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When such words undergo suffixation, primary word level stress is 
retained on the syllable it was originally assigned. After suffixation, the 
word final syllable might receive secondary stress if it is not too close to 
the location of the primary stress. 

lstanbul+umuz+u 'Istanbul+ 1.pl.+Acc.' 
[i s tan b u I u m u z il] 
lokanta+lar+lmlz+dan 'restaurant+pl.+ 1.pl.+Abl.' 
[I 0 ka n t a I ar ill m illZ dan] 

Some affixes and all eli tics are also exceptional with respect to stress; 
such elements do not receive stress when they are in word final position, 
and word level stress falls on the syllable immediately preceding such a 
suffix. 

One such exceptional suffix is the negation suffix: 

al+ma! 
take+Neg. 

al +ffil +yacak 

"Don't take!" [alma] 

take+Neg.+Fut. "She will not take" [a I mill j a c a k] 

Here, too, the exceptional stress does not move to regular word final 
position; rather, it remains where it was placed originally. 



4. Ideophones and interjections 

4. 1. DOES THE LANGUAGE MAKE USE OF 
IDEOPHONES? 

Turkish does make use of ideophones. Some representative items are 
listed here. 

A number of ideophones mimic animal sounds. 

hay hay 'bow wow' 
mlyav 'meow' 

Verbs can be derived from those via the derivational suffix -1A: 

havla '{to} bark' 
miyavla '{to} meow' 

In analogy to these verbs, there are a number of verbs that express the 
production of certain animal sounds, without having corresponding 
underived onomatopoeic counterparts: 

kiikre '{to} roar {for a lion}' 
giirle '{to} roar (for a person, vehicle, machinery etc.)' 
mele '{to} bleat {for a goat or sheep}' 

Other words can serve as the base for verbs derived via this suffix: 

pili 'puff pilile '{to} puff, blow, blowout' 

Other onomatopoeic words mimic human sounds: 

vldl vldl 'chatter; yakking' 
kahkaha 'laughter' 

There are a number of onomatopoeic words that end in r or 1; the suffix 
-dA derives verbs from them: 

glCU 
glclrda 
hml 
hlrl1da 

'{creaking}' 
'{ to} creak' 
'(sound of wheezing), 
'{to} wheeze' 
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horul 
horulda 
pam 
pamda 
taktr 
taktrda 

'(snoring)' 
'(to) snore' 
'(sound of footsteps)' 
'(to) patter, clatter (walking)' 
'(sound of rattling, e.g. horse's hooves)' 
'(to) rattle, clatter, bang' 

The underived words can undergo reduplication and then be used 
adverbially: 

glclr glclr 'in a creaking fashion' 
horul horul 'snoring' etc. 

It is rather likely that the following noun has as its source an ideophone: 

yamyam 'cannibal' 

4. 2. INTERJECTIONS THAT DO NOT CONFORM TO 
THE REGULAR PRINCIPLES REGARDING THE 
PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF WORDS 

Turkish has a wealth of interjections, expressing a variety of feelings, 
with different discourse functions. Most of them do conform to all the 
principles we saw in the phonology chapter that govern the well
formedness of words. Some examples follow: 

YazIk! 
Mutlaka! 
Elbette! 
Yapma! 
Miikemmel! 
Dinle! 
Eyvah! 
Yemin et! 
Dogru soyle! 
~iiphesiz. 
Imkaru yok! 
~aka ediyorsun! 

'A pity; too bad!' 
'Definitely; without fail!' 
'Of course!' 
'You don't say!' ('Don't do (it)!') 
'Perfect!' 
'Listen!' 
'Alas! Woe is me!' 
'Swear (to it)!' 
'Tell the truth!' 
'Without any doubt.' 
'It's not possible!' 
'You are joking!' 

Some interjections are clitics. For example, the interjection -A is suffixed 
to the second persons of the conditional base and ' thus produces an 
interesting kind of imperative: 

Kal -sa -n -a! 
stay -Condo -2.sg. -A 
"Do stay! Why don't you stay! Please do stay!" 
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Gel -se -n -e! 
come -Cond. -2.sg. -A 
"Do come! Why don't you come! Please do come!" 

Depending on context, such forms can convey impatience or courtesy. 
Note that this interjection is not stressed, although it is in word final 
position. It behaves like all other clitics in this respect. Note also that it 
undergoes Vowel Harmony with the stem, which is also a property of 
other clitics in the language. (This clitic has been analyzed in the syntax 
and morphology chapters of this book as part of an unanalyzed 
imperative marker.) 

The Yes/No clitic mI can also be used as an interjection, in the following 
construction: 

bir de ne gor -eylffi pencere -den l~erl 
one -and what see -l.sg.Opt. window -Abl. inside 

gir -me -mi~ mi! 
enter -Neg. -Rep.Past -Q 

"And what should I see she had come in through the window!" 
(" ... and didn't it turn out that she had entered through the window!") 

The reported past is used as an evidential here. 

In this usage, the question clitic is not used as a genuine question 
element; rather, it conveys surprise. 

Interjections like ~ey 'thing' and falan (filan) 'and so on, and so forth' are 
shaped like regular words. They are used by speakers when they need to 
gain some time to gather their thoughts while speaking, and they tend to 
occur at major constituent breaks. 

There are very few interjections that do not conform to the well
formedness conditions we saw governing words. Those are typically 
interjections with very long vowels: 

Aaa! (expresses surprise) 
Yoo! 'NO!' (expresses incredulity 

and is derived from the existential negative yok) 

Even these forms, however, do fit into the general system of the 
language, since vowels can lengthen under emphasis elsewhere, too. But 
compared with unemphasized elements, these vowels would not 
conform to regular criteria for words, since we saw in the phonology 
chapter that the language tries to minimize vowel clusters. 
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5. 1. STRUCTURED SEMANTIC FIELDS 

In this chapter of the book, a practive has been followed which has not 
been used in any of the other chapters. This practice is found in all of the 
important dictionaries of the Turkish language. According to this 
convention, changes that a stem undergoes when it is inflected (cf. 
phonology chapter) are stated in parentheses after the entry for the stem. 

5. 1.1. Kinship terminology 

5. 1. 1. 1. By blood 

anne; mader; ana 
baba; peder; ata 
nine, biiyiikanne 
dede,biiyiikbaba 
anneanne 
babaanne 
~ocuk; evlat 
klZ 
oguI 
to run 
kard~ 
erkekkard~ 
kIzkard~ 
abla 
agabey 
dayt 
amca 
teyze 
hala 

v 

yegen 
daylZade 
amcazade 
teyzezade 
halazade 

5. 1. 1. 2. By partial blood 

mother 
father 
grandmother 
grandfather 
maternal grandmother 
paternal grandmother 
child (in the sense of offspring) 
daughter (also, more generally, 'girl') 
son 
grandchild 
sibling 
brother ('male sibling') 
sister ('girl sibling') 
elder sister 
elder brother 
maternal uncle 
paternal uncle 
maternal aunt 
paternal aunt 
niece or nephew; cousin 
cousin (child of maternal uncle) 
cousin (child of paternal uncle) 
cousin (child of maternal aunt) 
cousin (child of paternal aunt) 

There are no specific kinship terms for relationship by partial blood. 
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5. 1. 1. 3. By marriage 

bacanak 
baldlz 
damat 
diiniir 
elti 

eni~te 

gelin 
goriimce 
kan 
kaylnbirader, kaYln 
kaylnpeder, kaynata 
kaYlnvalide, kaynana 
koca .. uvey-

yenge 

5. 1. 1. 4. By adoption 

the husband of one's wife's sister 
sister-in-law (wife's sister) 
son-in-law 
the father-in-law or mother-in-law of one's child 
sister-in-law 

(relationship between the wives of brothers) 
brother-in-law (sister's husband) or husband 

of an aunt (uncle-in-law) 
daughter-in-law (more generally: bride) 
sister-in-law (husband' s sister) 
wife 
brother-in-law (brother of wife or husband) 
father-in-law 
mother-in-law 
husband 
step- (used mostly with: 

ana, baba, <;ocuk, evlat, karde~) 
sister-in-law (brother's wife) 

or aunt-in-Iaw (uncle's wife) 

There is no detailed system of kinship terminology by adoption, the way 
there is for kinship by blood and by marriage. A few kinship terms, 
referring specifically to kinship by adoption, are listed below: 

evlathk 
babahk 
analik 

5. 1. 2. Color terminology 

Basic color terms: 

adopted child 
adoptive father 
adoptive mother 

There have been some proposals to the effect that basic color terms in 
individual languages are drawn from a universal inventory that forms 
an implicational hierarchy. More specifically, it is proposed that all 
languages choose their basic color terms from among eleven color terms: 
black, white, red, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange, and 
gray. When a language has as few as two terms, these are black and 
white. If the language has three terms, the third, in addition to the 
former two, will be red. One of three color names can be chosen for a 
fourth term: yellow, green, or blue. These six form the inventory of a 
number of languages with six basic color terms. The remaining basic 
terms are brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray, in that order. 
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Independent properties of basic color terms are as follows: 
1. they must consist of only one morpheme; 
2. the term must not be contained within another color; 
3. the term must not be restricted to a small number of objects; 
4. the term must be common and generally known. 

We shall see that Turkish (as a number of other languages) poses some 
problems for this approach. 

The eleven proposed universal color terms correspond to the following 
color names in Turkish: 

black 
white 
red 
yellow 
green 
blue 
brown 
purple 
pink 
orange 

gray 

siyah; kara 
beyaz;ak 
al; kLzIl; kuffilZl 
san 
ye~il 
maVl 
kahverengi 
mor 
pembe 
turuncu 

portakal rengi 
boz; gri; 
ku~uni 

kill rengi 

(coffee + color + CmpM) 

(bitter orange + Adj. suffix, 
bitter orange-colored, 
bitter orange-like); 

(orange + color + CmpM) 

(lead + Adj. suffix, 
lead-colored, lead-like); 

(ashes + color + CmpM) 

According to one independent criterion, the term for brown is not a basic 
color term in Turkish, since it is bimorphemic. According to the 
implicational hierarchy, none of the terms following brown should be a 
basic color term. Yet, the terms for purple and pink do conform to all of 
the independent criteria and should therefore be considered basic terms. 

Furthermore, the term for blue: mavi is bimorphemic, as well. It is a 
borrowing from Arabic, where it consists of ma:? 'water' and -I, a suffix 
that derives adjectives (and which we see in a number of other color 
terms). This poses a problem which is even more severe, since blue is 
higher on the hierarchy than brown. However, this problem can be 
argued away by saying that this term is not perceived as bimorphemic in 
Turkish, since it is a very old borrowing. 

It should also be noted that, while the two terms for orange are both 
bimorphemic, thus precluding this term from qualifying as a basic color 
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term, the first term for gray is monomorphemic, thus qualifying as a 
basic term, despite the fact that it is lowest on the implicational 
hierarchy. We must conclude that the hierarchy cannot be universal in its 
entirety. It is possible that the first six terms do form an ordered 
universal hierarchy, but that the remainder of the hierarchy is not 
universal and thus open to cross-linguistic variation. 

Non-basic color terms: 

The order of the following groups of terms is the same as that of the 
basic color terms in the previous list. 

Black 

kuzguni 

White 

sutbeyaz 

Red 

ktzll 

kan krrmlzlsl 
yakut rengi 
Hi! (-Ii) 
kiremit rengi 
tun~ (-cu) 

Yellow 

Green 

Blue 

kanarya sarlSl 
yumurta sarlSl 

~lngene sarlSl 

flShki 

zumrut ye~ili 

gokmavisi 
sut mavisi 

raven black (raven + Adj. suffix, 
raven-colored, raven-like) 

milk white, 
snow white (milk + white) 

. 
carmlne; 

scarlet red (scarlet) 
blood red (blood + red + CmpM) 
ruby red (ruby + color + CmpM) 
ruby red (ruby; garnet) 
tile red, brick red (tile + color + CmpM) 
very dark red; 

brownish red (bronze) 

canary yellow (canary + yellow + CmpM) 
the color of egg-yolk 

(egg + yellow + CmpM) 
bright yellow (gypsy + yellow + CmpM) 

light yellowish green, 
pistachio green (pistachio + Adj. suffix, 

pistachio-colored, 
pistachio-like) 

emerald green (emerald + green + CmpM) 

sky blue 
very pale blue 

(sky + blue + CmpM) 
(milk + blue + CmpM) 



Brown 

Purple 

Pink 

Hicivert 
~ivit mavisi 
~ividl 

tiirkuvaz 

ten rengi 
bej 
~ikolata rengi 
bugday rengi 

esmer 

eflatun 

tozpembe 
gill rengi 
gill pembe 
~ingene pembesi 
gillkurusu 

Orange 

kavun i~i 

navy blue 
indigo blue 
indigo blue 

turquoise; 
greenish blue 
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(indigo + blue + CmpM) 
(indigo + Adj. suffix, 

indigo-colored, 
indigo-like) 

(turquoise) 

flesh colored (flesh + color + CmpM) 
beige 
chocolate brown (chocolate+color+CmpM) 
light brown (wheat + color + CmpM) 

(for skin) 
brown, dark brunette, 

swarthy (for skin) 

lilac-colored 

light pink 
rose pink 
rose pink 
bright pink 
violet pink 

(dust + pink) 
(rose + color + CmpM) 
(rose + pink) 
(gypsy + pink + CmpM) 
(rose + dry + CmpM) 

a pale, yellowish orange 
. (cantaloupe + inside + 

CmpM) 

In addition to these terms, shadings of colors can be expressed in the 
following general, systematic ways: 
1. by placing the adjectives a~lk 'light' or koyu 'dark' before the color 
terms; e.g. 89k san 'light yellow'; koyu lamuzJ. 'dark red'; 
2. by suffixing either -(I)mslor -(i)mtraK '-ish' to any color term that 
bears no compound marker; e.g. pembemsi 'pinkish'; y~ilimtrak 
'greenish'; 
3. by intensification, i.e. by reduplicating the first syllable and prefixing 
it to the stem, adding one of a limited set of consonants to the end of the 
prefix if the prefix ends with a vowel, or by replacing the final consonant 
(if there is one) of the prefix with such a consonant; e.g. yemye~il 'very 
green', kapkara 'very black, jet black'. 
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5. 1. 3. Body parts 

In this and the following section of this chapter on the lexicon, the 
information offered after a lexical entry, placed in parentheses and 
preceded by a hyphen, does not signal a morpheme, but rather shows 
how the stem surfaces under suffixation, after sandhi rules have applied. 
For example, the first entry of the list that follows, karm 'abdomen', loses 
its vowel when followed by a vowel under suffixation; e.g. the 
accusative form of this entry is: karnl. The entry viicut 'body', when 
followed by a vowel under suffixation, surfaces with a long vowel in its 
final syllable and a voiced dental stop: viicu:du 'body, Ace.'. 

abdomen 
ankle 
anus 
arm 
armpit 

artery . 
back 
backbone 
beard 
belly 
biceps 
bladder 
blood 
body 
bone 
bowel 
breast, chest 
breast (female) 
buttocks 
calf 
cheek 
chest 
chin 
ear 
ear-lobe 
elbow 
eye 
eyeball 
eyebrow 
eyelash 
eyelid 
face 
finger 
fingernail 
fingertip 
flesh 
foot 

kann (-m) 
ayak bilegi (foot + wrist + CmpM) 
makat, aniis, (vulg.) got 
kol 
koltuk (-gu), koltuk alh 

(armpit + underside + CmpM) 
atardamar (beat + Participle suffix + vein) 
Slrt, arka 
omurga, belkemigi (waist + bone + CmpM) 
sakal 
kann (-m) 
iki ba~h kas (two + headed + muscle) 
sidik torbasl 
kan 
viicut (-u:du), beden 
kemik (-gO 
bagrrsak (-gl) 
gogus (-gsii) 
gogus (-gsii), meme 
kal~a, (colloq.) kaba et, po po, (vulg.) kt~ 
baldu 
yanak (-gl) 
gogus (-gsii) 
~ene 

kulak (-gl) 
kulak memesi (ear + breast + CmpM) 
dirsek (-gO 
goz 
goz kiiresi (eye + globe + CmpM) 
ka~ 
kirpik (-gO 
goz kapagl (eye + lid + CmpM) 
yiiz 
parmak (-gl) 
hrnak (-gl) 
parmak ucu (finger + tip + CmpM) 
et; ten, viicut (-u:du), beden 
ayak (-gl) 



footsole 
forearm 
forehead 
gums 
guts 
hair 
hand 
head 
heart 
heel 
knee 
knuckle 

leg 
liver 
lung 
mouth 
neck 
nail 
navel 
nose 
palm of hand . 
pems 
ribs 
scrotum 
shin 

shoulder 
skin 
sweat 
testicles 

thigh 
throat 
thumb 
toe 

tongue 
trunk 
uterus 
vern 
vulva 
waist 
wrist 

tab an 
onkol 
ahn (-1m) 
di~eti (tooth + flesh + CmpM) 
bagusak (-gl) (intestine) 
sac; 
el 
ba~, kafa 
kalp (-bO, yurek (-gO 
topuk (-gu) 
diz 
parmagrn oynak yeri 
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(finger + Gen. + moving + place + 3.sg.; 
i.e. finger + Gen. + joint + 3.sg.), 
bogum 

bacak (-gl) 
karaciger 
akciger 
aglz (-gZl) 
boyun (-ynu) 
hrnak (-gl) 
gobek (-gO 
burun (-rnu) 
avue; (cu), avue; ic;i 
kamI~ 
kaburga 
see: testicles 
balduln on kisml 

(calf + Gen. + front + part + 3.sg.), 
incik (-gO 

omuz 
deri, cilt (-di) 
ter 
er bezi (male + gland + CmpM), 

erkeklik bezi (virility + gland + CmpM), 
testis, (vulg.) ta~ak (-gl) 

uyluk (-gu), but (-du) 
bogaz, gtrtlak (-gl) 
ba~parmak (-gl) (first / main + finger) 
ayak parmagl (foot + finger + CmpM); 

ayak ucu (foot + tip + CmpM) 
dil 
govde,beden 
dolyatagl 
damar 
fere; (-ci), (vulg.) am 
bel 
bilek (-gi) 
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5. 1. 4. Cooking terminology 

In this section, 'cooking' has been taken in its wider meaning, Le. 'having 
to do with food preparation'. Thus, terms having to do with raw foods 
have been included. Furthermore, given the rich variety of dishes and 
cooking terms, only the more widely used ones have been listed. Specific 
dishes have been listed where their names do not reflect their meanings 
in a clear, compositional way. 

ada<;ayl 
anason 
an<;u.ez 
Antep fIStIgl 
Arnavut cigeri 
a~ure 

ayran 
A y~e kadln fasulyesi 
ayva 
badem 
bakla 
baklava 

baklava yufkasl 
bal 
bahk 
barbunya 
barbunya fasulyesi 
bardak 
beyaz peynir 
beyaz sal<;a 
beyin 
bezelye 
bl<;ak 
bIldlrCln 
biber 
bira 
biskiivi 
boza 
bobrek 
borek 

buguIama 
bulgur 
bulgur pil§.VI 
buz 
cacIk 

cevlz 
." clger 

sage; sage tea 
arose 
anchovy 
pistachio nut 
fried liver cubes 
pudding made with cereals, sugar and raisins 
yogurt drink 
string bean, green bean 
qumce 
almond 
fava beans 
dessert made of thin Phyllo dough, baked in 

layers, filled with ground walnuts, almonds or 
pistachio nuts, soaked in syrup 

extremely thin Phyllo dough for making baklava 
honey 
fish 
red mullet 
a small reddish-colored bean; pinto bean 
glass (receptacle) 
("white cheese"); Feta cheese 
("white sauce"); Bechamel sauce 
brain 
pea 
knife 
quail 
bell pepper; pepper 
beer 
cookie 
fermented drink made of cracked wheat or millet 
kidney 
savory pastry, made with Phyllo dough or other 

dough, fried or baked, filled with a variety of 
fillings (e.g. cheese, meat, spinach) 

steamed dish 
cracked wheat 
pil§.v made with cracked wheat 
lee 
a cold soup, made with yogurt, cucumbers, garlic 

and dill or mint 
walnut 
liver 



~all fasulyesi 

<;am ftShgl 
<;atal 
~ay 

<::erkez tavugu 

<;l1blr 
oV 

9g 
<;lpura 
9l0z 

~oban salatasl 

~orba 
<;orek 

<;orekotu 
dana 
dereotu 
dolma 

domates 
dondurma 
d iigtin <;orbasl 

elma 
o 

engmar 
eri~te 
et 
et suyu 
etli 
ezme 
fasulye 
hndtk 
fmnda 
fincan 
gill 
gill suyu 
guve<; 

hamsi 
ha~lama 
ha~lamak 
havu~ 
helva 

luyar 
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a type of string beans with large edible pods and 
small beans 

pine nut 
fork 
tea 
"Circassian chicken"; chicken dish prepared with 

bread, ground walnuts and red pepper sauce 
poached eggs with yogurt 
raw 
gilt-head bream (a fish) 
dried mackerel; dish prepared with dried 

mackerels 
shepherds' salad: a mixed salad with chopped 

tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, scallions etc. 
soup 
a round, ring-shaped or braided cake (usually 

slightly sweet) 
caraway 
calf 
dill 
"filled"; vegetable stuffed with a mixture of meat 

and rice, and eaten hot; or: vegetable, fish or 
seafood, stuffed with rice and served cold 

tomato 
Ice cream 
"wedding soup": made with cubed meat and 

stock from meat bones, vegetables, onions, and 
with paprika dressing 

apple 
artichoke 
a type of homemade noodles 
meat 
meat broth 
with meat 
paste 
bean 
filbert 
baked in the oven 
cup 
rose 
rose water 
earthenware cooking pot; a dish of meat and 

vegetables cooked in such a pot 
anchovy (fresh) 
boiled dish 
to boil 
carrot 
halvah; a sweet prepared in many varieties with 

sesame oil, ground sesame seeds, various 
cereals (e.g. semolina) and syrup or honey 

cucumber 
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hindi 
ho~af 
hiinkar begendi 
ililamur 
lspanak 
lzgara 
i\ pilav 

imam baylldl 

irmik 
is lim kebabl 

istiridye 
i~kembe 
kabak 
kabak tathsl 
kadln budu kofte 

kadln gobegi 

kagltta 
kahve 
kalkan 
karl~lk 
karides 
karmbahar 
karmyarlk 

karpuz 
ka~ar peyniri 
ka~lk 
kavun 
kavurma 
kaYlsl 
kaymak 
kebap 

kek 
kep\e 
kereviz 
ke~kill 
kili\ 
klrmlzl biber 
klrmlzl mercimek 
klSll 

klyma 
klzartma 
kimyon 

turkey 
stewed fruit, compote 
sultan's delight {lamb stew over eggplant puree} 
linden blossoms; used to make a hot tea 
spinach 
grill; prepared on the grill over a charcoal fire 
("inner pilav") rice dish with currants and pine 

nuts 
"the imam fainted", or: "the imam was delighted"; 

eggplant dish with onions, prepared in olive 
oil, served cold 

semolina 
steamed kebab: chunks of lamb, cooked in its 

own juices with cubed vegetables (eggplants, 
bell peppers, tomatoes, onions) 

oyster 
tripe 
zucchini; pumpkin 
pumpkin dessert 
"lady's thigh"; meat patties made with the 

addition of eggs and rice or bulgur 
"lady's navel"; a dessert made of fried dough, 

with syrup 
baked in wax paper 
coffee 
turbot 
mixed 
shrimp, prawn 
cauliflower 
"its belly split"; eggplants with a ground meat 

filling 
water melon 
kasseri cheese (a yellow, hard cheese) 
spoon 
melon; honeydew; cantaloupe 
braised or roasted dish 
apricot 
cream; clotted cream 
kebab; a rich variety of meat dishes that are 

grilled, broiled, roasted, baked, or stewed 
cake 
ladle 
celery root 
milk pudding containing coconut 
swordfish 
red pepper; paprika 
red lentil 
salad prepared with cracked wheat soaked in 

olive oil and lemon juice 
ground meat 
fried dish . 
CUffiln 



kokore\ 
komposto 
koyun 
kofte 

kurabiye 
kuru 
kuru fasulye 
ku~ba~l 
ku~konmaz 
kuyrukyagl 
kuzu 
lahana 
lahmacun 

lakerda 
levrek 
limon 
lokum 
mahlep( -bi) 

makama 
manh 
mantar 
marul 
maya 
maydanoz 
mayonez 
mercimek 
meyva 
meze 
midye 
muska boregi 

miicver 
nane 
nar 
Nemse boregi 
ni~asta 
nohut 
pa\a 
palamut 
pancar 
pashrma 
patates 
pathcan begendi 
pathcan kebabl 

pathcan oturtmasl 

roasted sheep's intestines 
stewed fruit, compote; cf. ho~af 
mutton 
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usually: meat balls or meat patties; but can refer 
to any food that is ground up and formed into 
balls or patties, thus also fish, vegetables, or 
potatoes 

a kind of butter cookie, often with almonds 
dry 
dried, white kidney beans 
("bird's head") meat cut in small chunks 
asparagus 
fat rendered from the tail of a sheep 
spring lamb 
cabbage 
very thin, pizza-like savory flat bread with 

ground lamb and chopped vegetables 
salt bonito, bonito preserved in salt 
sea bass 
lemon 
Turkish delight 
seeds from the kernels of the black cherry; used 

ground, in sweet or savory rolls 
noodles; macaroni 
see: Tatar boregi 
mushroom 
Romaine lettuce 
yeast 
parsley 
mayonnaIse 
lentil 
fruit 
appetizer; hors d'oeuvre 
mussel 
a triangular-shaped savory pastry, stuffed with 

meat or cheese 
vegetable patties 
mint 
pomegranade 
borek made with puff pastry 
cornstarch 
chick pea 
lamb knuckles 
bonito (a fish) 
beet 
dried meat with garlic and paprika 
potato 
eggplant puree, served as side dish 
stew of lamb (usually from the shoulder) and 

eggplant 
eggplant layered with ground meat 
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pekmez 
pelte 
peynir 
pirasa 
pide 
pil§.v 
pili<; . . 
pIrIn<; 
pirzola 
pi~irmek 
pIyaz 

v 

poga<;a 
portakal 
pufboregi 
rakt 
re<;el 
rende 
revaru 
Rus saiatasl 

sade 
sadeyag 
sahanda 
sahlep 

saktz 
salata 
salatahk 
sal<;a 
saray lokmasl 

sarma 

sarnusak 
v slgrr 

simit 

sirke 
sivri biber 

v sogan 
sos 
su 
su muhallebisi 

~arap 

susam 
stitl§.<; 
stitlti tath 
~ehriye 
~eker 
~ekerpare 

grape molasses 
a gelatinous dessert made with cornstarch 
cheese 
leek 
flat leavened bread 
rice (cooked, in broth or butter) 
young chicken 
rice (uncooked) 
chops 
to cook 
(white kidney) bean salad 
savory pastry filled with cheese or meat 
orange 
"Puff' boreks (small boreks with cheese filling) 
anise-based alcoholic drink . 
Jam 
grated 
a dessert made with semolina 
"Russian salad"; a potato salad with a variety of 

cold vegetables and mayonnaise 
plain 
clarified butter 
fried and served in a shallow cooking pan 
hot drink made from the powdered root of 

sahlep (orchis mascula) 
mastic 
salad 
cucumber 
tomato paste; tomato sauce; gravy, sauce 
"Palace morsels"; small fried yeast dough balls in 

syrup 
"wrapped": grape or cabbage leaves, stuffed with 

rice and meat, served hot 
garlic 
beef 
a crisp, ring-shaped, savory roll covered with 

sesame seeds . 
VInegar 
"pointed ", hot pepper 
omon 
sauce 
water; juice 
dessert made out of rice flour and milk, soaked in 

rose water 
wme 
sesame 
milk pudding 
dairy dessert 
vermicelli 
sugar 
small sweet cakes 



~i~ kebap 
~urup 

tahin 

tala~ kebabl 
tarama 
tarator 

tar<;m 
tarhana 

Tatar boregi 

tath 
tava 
tavada 
tavuk 
tavuk gogsu 

tavuksuyu 
tel kadaYlh 
tencere 
tepsi 
terbiye 
tereyag 
tulumba tathsl 

turp 
tur~u 
Turk kahvesi 
tfulu 
un 
uskumru . 
Vl~ne 

yahni 
yalancl dolma 

yayla c;orbasl 

yer elmasl 
ye~il biber 
ye~il salata 
ye~il sogan 
yogurt 
yufka 
yumurta 
zerde 
zeytin 
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skewer; any food prepared by threading it on 
skewers 

cubes of lamb and vegetables, grilled on a skewer 
syrup 
thick fluid, made out of crushed sesame seeds; 

sesame butter 
lamb in phyllo dough 
fish roe dip 
puree of walnuts, pounded with bread, garlic, 

vinegar, and olive oil; used as a sauce . 
CInnamon 
dried pasta, made chiefly of curds and flour, 

used for making soups 
small squares of pasta, filled with meat, 

resembling wontons or raviolis 
sweet (Adj.); dessert (N) 
pan; dish prepared by frying in a pan 
"in the pan"; fried 
chicken 
"chicken breast"; a dairy pudding made with 

chicken breast 
chicken broth 
dessert made with shredded dough 
pot 
tray 
"education"; lemon-and-egg sauce 
butter 
"water pump dessert"; made of fried dough, with 

syrup 
turnip 
pickle 
Turkish coffee 
lamb stew with vegetables 
flour 
mackerel 
Morello cherry 
stew made with onions and tomatoes 
"liar" dolma (cf. dolma); vine leaves stuffed with 

rice, pine nuts and currants, cooked in olive 
oil, eaten cold 

a soup of flour, rice, egg yolk, with yogurt and 
dried mint 

Jerusalem artichoke 
green (bell) pepper 
lettuce (Boston lettuce) 
green onion, scallion 
yogurt 
Phyllo dough (very thin sheet of dough) 
egg 
saffron rice dessert 
olive 
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zeytinyagl 
zeytinyagh 

zeytinyagh yaprak 
dolmasl 

olive oil 
cooked in olive oil and eaten cold; category of 

vegetable preparation; no meat is used 

cf. yalancl dolma 

5. 2. BASIC VOCABULARY 

1. all biitiin (whole); her (every, each) 
2 and ve;DA 
3. animal hayvan 
4. ashes kiil 
5. at -A, -DA, tarafmda 
6. back arka 
7. bad kohl; fena 
8. bark (of tree) kabuk (-gu) 
9. because <;iinkii; ... i9n 
10. belly karIn (-rru) 
11. big biiyiik (-gil) 
12. bird k~ 
13. bite (verb) ISlr-
14. black siyah; kara 
15. blood kan 
16. blow (verb) iifle-
17. bone kemik (-gO 
18. breast gogils (-gsii) 
19. breathe nefes al-
20. burn (verb) yan- (intr.); yak- (tr.) 
21. child ~ocuk (-gu) 
22. claw pel).~e 

23. cloud bulut 
24. cold soguk (-gu) 
25. come gel-
26. count say-
27. cut kes-
28. day 

.. 
gun 

29. die 01-
30. dig kaz-
31. dirty pis; kirli 
32. dog kopek (-gO; it 
33. drink l~-

34. dry kuru (Adj.); kuru- (V, intr.); kurut- (V, tr.) 
35. dull ahmak (-gl), ahk (-gl) (person); kor, kesmez 

(utensil); donuk (-gu), soniik (-gil) (color) 
36. dust toz 
37. ear kulak (-gl) 
38. earth toprak (-gl) 
39. eat ye-. 
40. egg yumurta 
41. eye goz 
42. fall d~-
43. far uzak (-gl) 
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44. fat/ grease 
v 

yag 
45. father baba 
46. fear kork- (V); korku (N) 
47. feather my 
48. few az 
49. fight (verb) sava~-, dovu~-, mucadele et-
50. fire at~ 
51. fish bahk (-gl) 
52. five be~ 
53. float 

.. 
yuz-

54. flow ak-
55. flower <;i<;ek (-gi) 
56. fly (verb) u<;-
57. fog SIS 
58. foot ayak (-gl) 
59. four dort (-du) 
60. freeze don-
61. fruit meyva 
62. full dolu 
63. 

. 
gIve ver-

64. good 
. . 
lyl 

65. grass ot 
66. green ye~il 
67. guts bagrrsaklar 
68. hair sa<; 
69. hand el 
70. he o (gender-neutral: third person singular 

pronoun) 
71. head ba~; kafa 
72. hear i~it-; duy-
73. heart kalp (-bi); yurek (-gO 
74. heavy 

v 

agrr 
75. here burada 
76. hit vur-
77. hold/take tut- / al-
78. hom boynuz 
79. how nasll 
80. hunt (verb) avla-
81. husband koca; e~ ('spouse') 
82. I ben 
83. 

. 
buz lee 

84. if eger, ise, ~ayet 
85. 

. 
i<;inde, i<;ine, dahilinde, -DA In 

86. kill oldur-
87. knee diz 
88. know bil-
89. lake gol 
90. laugh gill-
91. leaf yaprak (-gl) 
92. leftside sol 
93. leg bacak (-gl) 
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94. lie (be in 
lying position) yat-

95. live ya~a-

96. liver karaciger 
97. long uzun 
98. louse bit 
99. man/male erkek (-gi) 
100. many ~k 
101. meat/flesh et ('edible meat'); beden, cisim, ten, 

wcut ('body, material object') 
102. moon ay 
103. mother anne; ana 
104. mountain dag 
105. mouth agu; (-gZI) 
106. name isim (-smi); ad 
107. narrow dar 
108. near yakm 
109. neck boyun (-ynu); ense 
110. 

. 
new yem 

111. night gece 
112. nose burun (-mu) 
113. not degil 
114. old ya~h; ihtiyar 
115. one bir 
116. other diger 
117. person ki~i 
118. play oyun 
119. pull ~ek-
120. push it-
121. ram yagmur (N); yagmur yag- (V) 
122. red ktrmIZl; al 
123. 'right / correct dogru 
124. rightside 

v sag 
125. rIver nehir (-hri); lrmak (-gl) 
126. road yol 
127. root kak 
128. rope lp 
129. rotten ¢riik (-gu) 
130. round yuvarlak (-gl) 
131. mb ov-
132. salt tuz 
133. sand kum 
134. say sayle-; de-
135. scratch ~l-
136. sea deniz 
137. .. see gor-
138. seed tohum; ~ekirdek (-gi) 
139. sew dik-
140. sharp keskin 
141. short ktsa 
142. . 

~arkt sayle-SIng 
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143. sit otur-: a. be in a sitting position; 
b. assume a sitting position 

144. skin deri 
145. sky gok (-gii) 
146. sleep (verb) uyu-
147. small kti¢k (-gti); ufak (-gl) 
148. smell (verb) kok- (intr.); kokla- (tr.) 
149. smoke (noun) duman 
150. smooth d iiz, d iizgiin; engelsiz (without obstacles); 

kolay (easy) 
151. snake yuan 
152. snow kar (N); kar yag- (V) 
153. some baZl 
154. spit (verb) tiikiir-
155. split (verb) yar-; bol- ('divide') 
156. squeeze sIk-
157. stab / pierce del-
158. stand a. ayakta d ur- : be in a standing position; 

b. ayaga kalk- : assume a standing position 
159. star yudlz 
160. stick degnek (-gO 
161. stone ta~ 
162. straight diiz 
163. suck em-
164. sun giine~ 
165. swell 

. 
~l~-

166. SWlffi yiiz-
167. tail kuyruk (-gu) 
168. that ~u 

169. there orada 
170. they onlar 
171. thick kahn 
172. thin 

. 
lnce 

173. think dii§iin-
174. this bu 
175. thou sen 
176. three tiC; 
177. throw at-
178. tie (verb) bagla-
179. tongue dil 
180. tooth di~ 
181. tree agac; (-CI) 
182. turn (verb) don- (intr.); c;evir-, dondiir- (tr.) 
183. two iki 
184. vomit (verb) kus-
185. walk (verb) yiirti-
186. warm illk (-gl), hafif SlCak (-gl) ('light hot') 
187. wash (verb) yIka-
188. water su 
189. we biz 
190. wet Islak (-gl) 
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191. what ne 
192. when nezaman 
193. where nerede 
194. white beyaz;ak 
195. who kim 
196. wide 

. 
ge~ 

197. wife karl, e~ ('spouse') 
198. wind (i.e. air in 

natural motion) " ruzgar 
199. 

. kanat (-dl) WIng 
200. 

. 
sil-WIpe 

201. with ile; -{y)lA 
202. woman kadm 
203. woods orman 
204. worm kurt (-du); solucan 
205. 

. 
ye SlZ 

206. year yli; sene 
207. yellow san 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 1: SYNTAX 

1 Agaoglu 1983: 2. 

2 Baysal 1972: 184. 

3 See footnote 13 below. 

4 Pamuk 1990: 222. 

5 The Yes/No question particle is not the only morpheme with this 
exceptional behavior with respect to stress; as we shall see later on in the 
section on morphology, there are other affixes, e.g. the negation marker 
and the cliticized copula, which have the same property with respect to 
stress. 

6 In these examples, the negation suffix appears in the same shape as 
the Yes/No question particle. However, this is due to low-level 
phonological changes, due to the palatal glide following the vowel of 
this morpheme. The Yes/No question particle has a high vowel, while 
the negation particle has a low vowel. However, a low vowel which is 
part of an affix and which immediately precedes a palatal glide gets 
raised due to a general phonological rule. 

7 As will be discussed later on, specific direct objects bear overt 
accusative marking; non-specific direct objects lack such marking. Where 
such direct objects consist of a WH-element and are non-human (i.e. ne 
'what'), the non-specific version without the accusative marking is 
preferred. The variety bearing the accusative suffix gets better if it is 
modified by means of adjectives, quantifiers, possessors etc. However, 
where the direct object is a human WH-element (i.e. kim 'who'), it has to 
be overtly marked for accusative, irrespective of specificity. 
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8 I am distinguishing here between the morphologically analyzed, 
case-marked oblique object ne-dm 'what of, what from' as in the present 
example, and the morphologically unanalyzed adverb neden 'why, 
because of what' as in the next example. Although the second is 
obviously derived historically from the first, there is no good reason to 
view the adverbial form as morphologically complex synchronically at 
the present stage of the language. This view also carries over to one of 
the other adverbial WH-forms in this example, namely ni9n 'why', 
which derives, by vowel coalescence, from ne+i~in 'what for'; hence, no 
morpheme boundary is indicated for the adverbial usage. 

9 As we shall see later, verbs that can take fully tensed, finite 
complement clauses (in addition to the more usual nominalized 
complement type) also have the option of marking the embedded subject 
with the accusative. The subject of a tensed, finite complement is marked 
with the nominative, just like a subject of a root clause. However, in the 
majority dialect of Turkish, where the subject agreement marker on the 
finite embedded verb is dropped, the embedded subject is marked with 
accusative. For a minority dialect, accusative is possible even where the 
embedded verb does carry agreement marking; thus, for that dialect, 
nominative and accusative are in free variation for embedded subjects of 
fully finite complement clauses. 

10 Underhill (1976) calls this form the third person singular optative, but 
does mention that it is sometimes called the third person singular 
imperative. Lewis (1975) glosses this form as the third person 
imperative. 

11 The morpheme -(y)A I am calling "repeated (action) manner 
adverbial" is an abbreviated form of the manner adverbial -(y)ArAk 
which we saw in example (61). When attached to the verb stem, the 
whole word has to be repeated, and the whole verbal sequence denotes a 
repeated action, or an action of long duration. 

12 The suffix -(y)lA has developed from the free (and phonologically 
invariant) morpheme ile. The suffixed form is used more widely in 
current Turkish. This morpheme is usually called the "comitative", but is 
also used as an instrumental. Both in its free and suffixed forms, it has 
postpositional properties; for example, it assigns genitive case to its 
pronominal object: 



(i) Ahmet sinema-ya ben -Un -Ie git-ti 
Ahmet cinema-Oat. I -Gen. -Can. go-Past 
"Ahmet went to the movies with me." 
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The comitative postposition can also function as a conjunction, however; 
for example, where it attaches to the first conjunct of a coordinate NP in 
subject position, the verb will bear the appropriate plural agreement: 

(ii) Ahmet-Ie ben sinema-ya gitti-k 
Ahmet-Com.Conj. I cinema-Dat. go -lpl. 
"Ahmet and I went to the movies." 

In such instances, the comitative functions just like the borrowed 
conjunction ve: 

(iii) Ahmet ve ben sinema-ya gitti-k 
Ahmet -end I cinema-Oat. go -lpl. 
"Ahmet and I went to the movies." 

For this reason, I shall be glossing the comitative morpheme as 
"comitative conjunction" in those instances where it functions as a 
conjunction. 

13 This particle is written separately in standard orthography; however, 
it is clearly not a free morpheme, rather a postclitic, as seen by its 
undergoing Vowel Harmony according to the preceding stem. In this 
respect, it is similar to the Yes/No question particle we saw earlier in the 
text. 

The particle -DA can mean also, as well; this happens where the second 
conjunct has identical material to the first, with the exception of the 
focused constituent: 

(i) Ahmet (~) televizyon seyretti, Osman da 
Ahmet (-aso) TV watched Osman -aso 
"Ahmet as well as Osman watched TV" 

The occurrence of the particle in this usage in the first conjunct is 
optional where the subject is marked; however it is obligatory where 
something else but the subject is marked: 

(ii) Ahmet tiyatro -ya da git-ti, sinema-ya da 
Ahmet theater-Oat. -aso go -Past cinema-Oat. -aso 
"Ahmet went to the theater as well as to the movies" 
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Note that in this usage, the material in the second conjunct that must be 
identical to the corresponding material in the first conjunct is preferably 
omitted. In both its usage as 'also', seen in the examples of this footnote, 
and as 'and', as illustrated by (85) in the text, the particle DA is 
unstressed, and the immediately preceding syllable is stressed. 
However, the pitch of the stressed vowel, while always higher than the 
rest of the string, is lower before DA used as 'and', compared to the pitch 
of the stressed vowel preceding DA used as 'also'. 

14 As mentioned earlier (cf. previous footnote), repeated material is 
preferably omitted. 

15 Where a third person plural possessor or subject is very close to the 
agreement, the third person singular form is preferred over the third 
person plural form. 

16 This informal statement about the order among verb complements 
and their preferred interpretations should be understood as reflecting 
general tendencies. Speakers do differ with respect to these judgements 
(while the unmarked sentence-initial position of subjects is agreed upon 
by all), and, to my knowledge, no statistical survey has been conducted 
to back up linguists' impressions about preferences of the majority. 

17 This statement has to be modified somewhat: If it is assumed that a 
focused constituent in preverbal position has moved to that position, 
and, more specifically, if a focused pre-verbal subject has moved to that 
position, a non-subject could precede the subject and appear to be in 
sentence-initial position while actually staying in its original, non
sentence-initial position. Therefore, the statement in the text must be 
understood as referring to an order where a non-subject precedes a non- . 
focused subject. 

18 With the exception of non-specific subjects which must be left
adjacent to the verb and are not necessarily focused. 

19 I shall informally refer to "scrambled" constituents when referring to 
constituents found in positions different from their original ones. Such 
word orders are due to pragmatic and discourse factors 

20 An interesting discussion of some of these facts concerning multiple 
WH-questions can be found in Bechhofer (1975). 
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21 Since in the Yes/No question the question particle is placed on the 
verb rather than on any of the other constituents, it is possible to 
interpret the question as one focusing on the predicate itself rather than 
as a full-clause question. In such a situation, the other constituents of the 
question can be interpreted as presupposed material and thus placed in 
postverbal positions appropriate for backgrounded material. We see this 
order exemplified in the two last answers of this example set. Indeed, the 
postposing of constituents can be seen as the last step of backgrounding 
before the ultimate level of backgrounding, namely of the omission 
altogether of presupposed material. 

22 Lewis (1975) analyzes these suffixes into morphologically more 
complex forms; more specifically, he proposes that these consist mainly 
of conditional forms with the appropriate person markers, with "the 
interjection e/a" (see Lewis (1975: 271)) being suffixed onto them. While 
there might be historical and even some synchronic justification of this 
analysis, I shall treat these suffixes in their imperative use as unanalyzed 
entities. In this, I am not alone; see, for example, Underhill (1976: 422-
423). I depart, however, from this practice in Chapter 4, where I list -A as 
one of a variety of interjections in Turkish. 

23 It might be more apt to use the forms "familiar" versus "distant" 
instead of "polite" versus "non-polite" for these colloquial forms. The 
conversational function of these colloquial imperatives is never polite in 
the regular, conventional, social sense, but rather that of sometimes 
friendly, sometimes gruff requests. The regular correlation between 
second person singular forms for non-polite as well as familiar 
addressees on the one hand and second person plural forms for polite as 
well as distant (from the point of view of acquaintance) addressees 
reduces to a distinction between familiar versus distant acquaintance 
when these colloquial imperatives are used. 

24 For an interesting discussion of such gapping facts, see Hankamer 
(1972). 

25 Underhill (1976) calls these "verbal noun" and "nominalization", 
respectively; however, he, too, draws the same distinction as I do 
between action and factive connotations of these forms. 

26 The suffix -~ functions both as a marker for the reported past and 
the inferential past. Thus, examples (307), (308) and (309) are ambiguous 
between the readings as given in the text, whereby the speaker infers the 
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the truth of the statement from some evidence, and readings whereby 
the situation referred to by the statement has been reported to the 
speaker by someone else. The property common to both the reported 
and the inferential past is that the speaker has not directly witnessed the 
event depicted by the statement and therefore does not commit 
himself/herself to the truth of that statement. 

27 As we shall see later, there is a suppletive construction involving the 
auxiliary 01 'become' for the future tense. 

28 Traditional Turkish orthography treats this coordination marker as a 
free morpheme rather than as a suffix. However, this element is clearly a 
suffix phonologically; it undergoes Vowel Harmony according to the 
features of the preceding word, and its consonant is devoiced after a 
preceding word-final consonant. Neither process takes place across word 
boundaries. 

29 For discussions of reflexive subjects in subordinate clauses, the reader 
is referred to En~ (1985), Kornfilt (1984) and Kornfilt (1988). 

30 The analysis of infinitivals as clauses that have subjects is a standard 
one in generative grammar. In earlier work, a rule of "Equi-Subject
Deletion" was assumed to apply to infinitivals, deleting their subjects 
under identity with a constituent of the superordinate clause. Later 
approaches (e.g. Chomsky (1981)) have posited an anaphoric subject for 
infinitivals, PRO, which has properties similar to both pronouns and 
reflexives, and which is not phonologically realized. 

31 Both Lewis (1975) and Underhill (1976) state that the form biribir, 
inflected appropriately, is an alternative for birbir as a reciprocal 
pronoun. However, biribir is found rarely in the standard and written 
stylistic levels of the language. 

32 For discussions of reciprocal subjects in subordinate clauses, the 
reader is referred to En~ (1985), Kornfilt (1984) and Kornfilt (1988). 

33 The discussion in footnote 29 carries over to this context. 

34 Given that the possessor, i.e. the reciprocal, is a first person plural, the 
expected possessive agreement on kanl~ 'sibling' should have been first 
person plural, rather than third person singular. However, reciprocal 
(and, for those speakers who permit them, reflexive) possessors and 
subordinate subjects require third person singular agreement on the 
head noun (cf. Kornfilt (1988)). 
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35 It might be objected here that the suffix -Ian can either have the 
function of the posited third person plural possessor, or that of the 
inherent plural plus third person singular agreement, but not the 
function of inherent plural plus third person plural agreement. As a 
matter of fact, the example is ambiguous between a reading where the 
head noun dedikodulan 'their gossip, their gossip items' is inherently 
singular and one where it is inherently plural. The second, unexpected 
reading is due to a restriction against repeated morphemes with similar 
functions. More specifically, the unexpected reading should have been 
associated with the following form, which is, however, ungrammatical: 

(i) *dedikodu -lar -larl 
gossip -pI. -3. pI. 

"their items of gossip" 

The sequence of two suffixes, i.e. the repeated -Iar, both expressing 
plurality (albeit one associated with inherent plurality and the other with 
agreement plurality), violates the restriction against sequences of similar 
morphemes. (For discussion of the restriction in question and its 
relevance for examples of just this kind, see Kornfilt (1986).) 

36 Knecht (1976) notes that certain oblique objects with idiosyncratic 
case marking cannot be deleted in such contexts. Since those facts are 
rather unclear, they are left out of consideration here. 

37 These considerations raise the question of whether comparative 
phrases, i.e. those simply consisting of the standard of comparison, 
should be derived from comparative clauses at all, or whether they 
should be generated independently. Knecht (1976) takes the first point of 
view. However, there is no need to take a stand on this issue for the 
purposes of this book, since the book's main objective is a descriptive 
one. 

38 Adjectives can also be moved in this way, however this is found 
almost exclusively in poetry. I therefore leave this possibility out of 
consideration for the purpose~ of this book. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 2: MORPHOLOGY 

39 For the sake of simplicity, the zero morpheme as the nominative 
suffix is not marked in the examples throughout this book. 

40 For some detailed discussion on this topic, the reader is referred to 
En~ (1991), Dede (1986), Tura (1986), and Sezer (1972). 

41 The reason that the nominal agreement marker is third person 
singular rather than third person plural is that where the subject is overt 
and third person plural, the agreement marker is preferred to be third 
person singular. In "short" noun phrases, this preference is strengthened 
to grammatical judgement. 

42 Most traditional grammarians analyze the sequence of the negation 
marker and the ablative suffix used in such adverbial clauses as one 
unanalyzed suffix: -mAdAn; e.g. Lewis (1975), Ergin (1985). 

43 The agreement marker on the numeral head of partitive constructions 
agrees with the preceding nominal in person and number. However, 
where that nominal is third person plural, the agreement marker is 
singular, while still reflecting the third person feature. 

44 Lewis (1975) states that bir~ok is "followed by a noun in singular or 
plural; pedants say singular only" (Lewis 1975: 75). If so, I am willing to 
shoulder the charge of being a pedant. 

45 A lucid discussion of collective versus distributive readings is offered 
in Lyons (1977: 187). 

46 For some discussion of issues of definiteness and referentiality, the 
reader is referred to Dede (1986) and Tura (1986). Some of the 
generalizations and statements in these articles differ from those of this 
book, however. 

47 These generalizations were first proposed, in a slightly different form, 
in Erguvanll-Taylan (1986). 

48 For a discussion of overt versus omitted subject pronouns and the 
relevance of topic switching, see Ene; (1986). 

49 As pointed out by Lewis (1975), the form siz-siz 'without you' is often 
avoided for stylistic reasons. Instead, one finds siz olmadan 'without 
your being'. However, this latter form is not just a replacement for the 
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former; it can be found as an alternative for all exclusionary forms, even 
for those which are stylistically acceptable. 

50 The form On1a.r-SlZ 'without them' is also often avoided for stylistic 
reasons, although the source of difficulty cannot be a phonetic one as for 
siz-siz (cf. the previous footnote). Again, one finds onlar olmadan 
'without their being'. 

51 For a thorough discussion of these facts and others, the reader is 
referred to Kornfilt (1990). 

52 As elsewhere in possessive constructions, the third person plural 
agreement loses its plural part, when the plural possessor is overt rather 
than dropped; hence, only the third person singular possessive suffix can 
be used in such utterances. 

53 The last two verbs can also have an agentive meaning. Thus, yiiz can 
also mean 'swim', and kay can also mean (especially with the addition of 
kayak 'ski'), 'to ski'. As agentive verbs, both are causativized with the 
regular suffix -DIr, thus making the transitive / causative verbs 
ambiguous between an agentive and non-agentive reading as well as the 
intransitive verbs. Incidentally, we might hypothesize that the reason 
why these two verbs take the regular causative suffix in their non
agentive reading is contamination from the causative forms of their 
agentive counterparts. The reason why the first verb in the group, i.e. 
uyan 'wake up (intr.)' does not take the causative suffix -Ir otherwise 
found on non-agentive verbs with stem-final consonants is probably a 
rather different one, namely an attempt to avoid confusion with the 
aorist tense. The general aorist suffix is - (A)r; however, after most 
polysyllabic stems, the suffix vowel is high, i.e. the allomorph is -(I)r (cf. 
the more detailed discussion of this allomorphy in section 2. 1.3.2. 1.2.). 
Thus, after consonant-final polysyllabic non-agentive stems, the shape of 
the aorist suffix and that of the special causative suffix is the same. 
Therefore, it appears that in order to avoid confusion, the regular 
causative suffix -DIr is used to express causativity. 

54 The same suffix is found on main verbs and with the copula, and it 
functions as a reported/inferential past in both instances. However, as a 
copular form, it has the additional function of expressing an inferential 
or reported present. Thus, copular expressions exhibiting this suffix are 
systematically ambiguous between inferential or reported past and 
present tense. 
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55 As a matter of fact, the agreement paradigm of the reported past is 
the same as the paradigm of the (present tense) copula. The same 
paradigm is found with the other simple tense / aspect markers, Le. the 
future, the aorist, and the present progressive. Thus, in a sense, it might 
be said that among the (apparently) finite verbal forms, only those 
marked for the definite past and the conditional are genuinely verbal; all 
others are nominal. Independent arguments for such a view are found in 
Lees (1962) and Kornfilt (1996). 

56 This statement is in contradiction to Lewis (1975), where the opposite 
is claimed (Lewis 1975: 117). 

57 The paradigm for the optative mood is defective; it lacks productive 
forms for the third person singular and plural. To complete the 
paradigm, these forms are "borrowed" from the imperative paradigm, 
which means that the regular optative suffix as shown in the text is 
actually found only with the first and second persons singular and 
plural, but not with the third person. 

58 The differences in usage between the conditional as a 
morphologically simple verb form and as a "copular" form in 
morphological complex formations will be discussed in section 2. 1. 3. 4. 

59 The same is true when this suffix is followed by other tense markers 
in so-called complex tenses, as discussed in sections 2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 3. 2. and 
2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 4. 3. 

60 This generalization breaks down in those instances where the 
subordinate clause is the subject of the superordinate clause. Forms in 
-DIl< are generally excluded in this syntactic context, and -rnA is used 
instead. This leads to a neutralization in the formal expression of the 
distinction between subjunctive and indicative in nonfinite subordinate 
clauses. 

61 However, this suffix has different properties with respect to word 
stress, depending on whether it is finite or non-finite. When finite, it is 
exceptional with respect to stress, while it has regular stress when it is 
non-finite. 

62 At the same time, the first suffix has aspectual value and expresses 
the perfect; in that sense, we are dealing here with a perfective aspect 
within the past tense. 
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63 Instead of claiming that the future suffix expresses a genuine future 
tense in these morphologically complex forms, it can be claimed that this 
suffix expresses the irrealis. I will not take a stand on this issue in this 
descriptive grammar. 

64 This view is shared by Lewis (1975: 127) and by Johanson (1971: 67). 

65 These examples and their discussion are adapted from Comrie (1978: 
4). 

66 Nevertheless, for the sake of convenience, I will continue to use the 
gloss 'Prog.' for the suffix - (I)yor. 

67 Lewis (1975:191) points out that the same construction, used with the 
verb ~J.k 'come out, come up' has an exceptional meaning; rather than the 
expected 'keep coming up over a long period of time', it meaI}.s 'come up 
suddenly'. 

68 It is difficult, if not impossible, to give grammatically acceptable 
translations of the last two examples that accurately reflect the Turkish 
aspectual morphology. 

69 Such a prohibition is proposed in Kornfilt (1986). 

70 See also Lewis (1975: 130). 

71 I do not analyze the optative forms further into the mood suffix and 
the agreement suffixes, due to the exceptionality of the paradigm and to 
the fact that the forms in -(y)A are not used productively as third person 
singular forms. In this, I follow other grammarians of Turkish like Lewis 
(1975) and Underhill (1976). 

72 While this is the prescriptive pattern for stress (see Lewis 1975: 132), it 
is possible to hear the first person singular optative with the stress on the 
first suffix syllable, as well. In any event, in colloquial style, the first 
person singular optative suffix is simplified into -(y)im, and is thus not 
exceptional with respect to stress any longer. 

73 Lewis (1975) states that the necessitative (debitive) cannot be 
followed by the conditional suffix (Lewis 1975: 125) and that instead of 
"the conditional forms of the necessitative, a periphrasis is used, with the 
conditional forms of the verbs gerekmek or icabetmek 'to be necessary' ... " 
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(Lewis 1975: 127). While such periphrastic forms can indeed be used in 
the function mentioned, Lewis is wrong about the prohibition he states, 
as shown by the fully grammatical example (1295) in the text. 

74 This is the analysis that has been presupposed here, as many of the 
glosses for such forms in this book will reveal. The copula would be the 
cliticized -y (which corresponds to i in uncliticized forms); this glide 
drops after consonants, which explains the fact that it does not show up 
after most tense / aspect suffixes, given that those all end with 
consonants, with the exception of the definite past tense. However, the 
inferential past morpheme cannot follow the definite past tense 
morpheme, presumably due to semantic incompatibility. However, in 
complex forms involving the inferential past suffix following mood 
suffixes like the conditional or the optative, the glide does show up, thus 
supporting the analysis suggested here. This is also the view either 
implied or explicitly advanced in Johanson (1971), Lewis (1975), and 
Underhill (1976). 

75 Some discussion of the different agreement suffixes found with 
different tense/ aspect forms was offered in the earlier subsections 
2. 1. 3. 2. 1. 2.-4. 

76 Since the copula is not formally marked for the present tense, it is 
important to state which agreement paradigm is used in that function. 
Other tenses are overtly marked either on the copula directly or on the 
auxiliary 01 and are followed by the agreement paradigm that is 
appropriate for the tense in question. 

77 For related discussion of agreement and its features, see also 1.2.2., 
1. 2. 1. 1. 1.-3., and 2. 1. 4.) 

78 The third person singular agreement form for finite verbs is null. I 
have not marked this null form on most examples in this book. 
However, here, where the discussion centers around the contrast 
between the plural and singular agreement forms for third person plural 
subjects, the null morpheme has been indicated. 

79 In this example, the inherent plurality marker on the head noun is 
ungrammatical. The agreement plurality marker on the verbal predicate 
can be grammatical, but only under a reading where the quantified 
subject is a parenthetical: 
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(i) be~ ogrenci ben -i gor -mek iste -di -1er 
five student I -Ace. see -Inf. want -Past -pl. 
"They (and they were five students) wanted to see me" 

80 The observation that some verbal suffixes signal coreference between 
subjects has been made by a number of researchers, e.g. Biktimir (1986), 
Brendemoen and Csat6 (1987), and Ozkaragoz (1986) (especially chapter 
5 in the latter work). 

It should be noted, however, that the restriction on these suffixes-that 
they head clauses (or phrases) whose subjects are coreferential with 
another subject-appears to be relaxed when the structural subject of the 
clause headed by one of the suffixes in question is not thematic, i.e. when 
the structural subject has the function of a pleonastic element. This is 
pointed out by Brendemoen and Csat6 (1987). 

81 Please note that the ungrammaticality indicated in the translation for 
a reading of identity between the matrix antecedent and the subordinate 
subject reflects only the facts of the Turkish example; the English 
example is, in fact, grammatical under the reading in question. 

82 The suffixes are listed in the order in which they occur in the verbal 
word, if they all co-occur. 

83 We shall see later that this strong tendency is obligatory for 
incorporated direct objects; in other words, incorporated direct objects 
cannot bear overt plurality marking, even if they are interpreted as 
plural, while incorporated subjects may bear such marking. 

84 While the first two properties listed in this paragraph are 
characteristic properties of incorporated subject nominals, this third 
property, referring to word order, is also found with incorporated direct 
objects. 

85 Hence, the experiencer might be viewed as incorporated into the 
postposition. 

86 A discussion of this construction can be found in Kornfilt (1977). 

87 Nonemphatic constituents cannot be interposed in this construction, 
despite the fact that Turkish is otherwise very free in its word order. 
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88 The objection might be raised here that the sequence fazla i~ gibi 
gel 'too-much-drunk-like-come' is not a genuine verbal sequence, since 
gibi 'like' is a postposition that itself interrupts the verbal sequence. 
However, as also mentioned in 2. 1. 3. 6. 12. 1. 8. on incorporated 
postpositions, the sequence gibi gel 'appear, seem', is itself the result of 
incorporating the postposition into the verb, or put differently, the result 
of relexicalization, justifying the present analysis as one verb, and 
viewing the sequence i9Ili~ gibi gel as the sequence of the two verbs 
i~ and gibi gel. 

Interposing elements between gibi and gel appears to be slightly better 
than interposing elements between i~~ and gibi gel, but not better than 
borderline. It appears that incorporation of the subordinate (not case
marked) verbal predicate into the matrix predicate is tighter than the 
incorporation of the postposition into the verb. 

89 The interposed element is emphatic in the intended reading, since 
nonemphatic elements lead to even worse results. 

90 The reason for this qualification is the fact that many speakers can 
insert the particle DA 'also' into the ability suffix -(y)Abil, thus forming 
-(y)A DA-bil, often after negated verbs. This is restricted to colloquial 
style: 

(i) ~ -e git -me -ye de -bil -ir -sin 
work -Oat. go -Neg. -Ger. -and -know -Aor.-2.sg. 
"You may also not go to work" 

Note that even this conjunctive particle with its idiosyncratic behavior 
cannot be inserted after the first verb, thus breaking up the verbal 
sequence properly speaking. 

91 Lewis (1975: 159-160) states that the same is true of passive participles 
marked with the future tense suffix, when the verb is intransitive: 

(i) otur -ul -ffil -yacak bir ev 
live -Pass. -Neg. -Fut. a house 
"a house not to be lived in" (Lewis's translation.) 

The verb otur 'live' takes locative objects and thus appears in impersonal, 
rather than regular passive constructions (cf. 2. 1. 3. 1. 1. 2. on impersonal 
passives). As a matter of fact, examples like (1) are ambiguous between a 
future and a potential (impotential) reading. In their future tense 
reading, they can occur with a copula or auxiliary participle, but they 
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cannot do so in their (im)potential reading. In neither reading can such 
participles be used predicatively: 

(ii) *bu ev otur -ul -nu -yaGlk 
this house live -Pass. -Neg. -Fut. 

Intended readings: "This house is not to be lived in"; 
"This house will not be lived in" 

This last observation is also made in Lewis (1975), where it is stated that 
constructions with such impersonal passives in the future tense are 
possible with a finite verb for a predicate: 

(iii) bu ev -de otur -ul -nu -yaGlk 
this house -Loc. live -Pass. -Neg. -Fut. 
"One will not live in this house; 
there will not be living done in this house" 

This is nothing else but saying that where a verb takes an oblique object, 
rather than an accusative object, the related passive construction keeps 
the oblique object, and there is no nominative derived subject; this is also 
the way in which the relevant generalization was phrased in 
2. 1.3. 1. 1.2. on impersonal passives. 

92 Lewis (1975: 162) states that the definite past suffix can, in fact, mark 
past tense participles, albeit not in its base form -01, but in a form 
identical to its first person plural form -OIK The rather restricted (and, 
in some instances, frozen) forms in question are examples like the 
following: 

(i) urn -rna -dtk ta~ ba~ yar -ar 
expect -Neg. -PPart. stone head split -Aor. 
"The unexpected stone splits heads" 

As correctly pointed out by Lewis (1975), these participial forms have a 
passive connotation, even where the verb is not overtly marked for 
passive, as in the previous example (although some of these forms can be 
so marked). However, rather than viewing this construction as a 
participial form of the definite past, as done by Lewis, I prefer to analyze 
it as a version of the participle otherwise used attributively to modify 
head nouns that are understood as the object of the participle, namely of 
the suffix -OIK, labelled in this book as Object Participle; the main formal 
difference is that in the usage under discussion here, the participle 
exhibits no agreement suffixes. We can view this construction as a very 
limited, semi-frozen past participial form, with the participle suffix -OIK 
used instead of -Inl§, the more widely used bare past participle suffix. 
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93 This use is a metaphorical extension of the primary meaning of hl§ 
'head'. 

94 The palatal glide which represents the cliticized copula is deleted 
after a consonant. 

95 Word accent precedes the question ctitic mI. However, if this clitic is 
preceded by a suffix which is exceptional with respect to stress (e.g. the 
verbal negation marker), primary word accent will precede that suffix, as 
usual: 

(i) git -me -di -n mi? 
go -Neg. -Past -2.sg. -Q 
"Didn't you go?" 

There might be secondary word accent on the syllable preceding the 
question clitic. In examples like (i), the syllable preceding the clitic is too 
close to the site of primary stress to be able to tell clearly. However, if 
such examples are made longer, the secondary stress is more perceptible: 

(ii) git -me -yebil -ecek mi? 
go -~g. -Abil. -Fut. -Q 
"Will he be able not to go?" 

The facts are thus different from the way they are reported in Lewis 
(1975), who states that the rise in pitch before mI "is most noticeable, 
predominating over the word-accent: anl3maru 'he did not understand' 
but anlamadlffil? 'did he not understand?'" (Lewis 1975: 24). Lewis's last 
example sounds rather strange and unfamiliar to me; as just described, 
primary stress should be before the negation marker, and there would be 
a secondary stress before the question marker, if any stress at all: 

(iii) anla -rna -di nu? 
understand -l'eg. -Past-Q 
"Didn't he understand?" 

96 This clitic also has a morphologically free counterpart: iken. In this 
respect, the facts are quite similar to those of the inflected copula. 
However, the free form of this time adverbial is felt to be more 
oldfashioned than the corresponding copular forms. Nevertheless, the 
question can be posed whether the i of the free form and the 
corresponding y of the cliticized form might be the copula. This is a 
possible analysis, and there are no strong arguments against it. I shall 
leave this question undecided in this descriptive work, however. 
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97 The fact that -(y)ken must precede mI, while copular forms must 
follow mI, could be taken as evidence against a possible analysis, 
touched upon in the previous footnote, that would view -(y)ken as 
actually consisting of y as the copula, with -ken attached to it. However, 
if one of the functions of -ken is to form a copular participle (with 
adverbial function), then these ordering facts are to be expected, since mI 
follows participles in general. 

98 It is possible that gezegen 'planet' is also derived by the same suffix, 
with a change from g to g It is interesting to note that Lewis (1975) lists 
this word with the following orthography: gezegen. 

99 In this formation, a stem-final kis dropped in most instances. 

100 It is also possible to delete the stem-final vowel of these locational 
adverbs when the locative or ablative marker is attached to them; e.g. 
ic;er-de 'inside', dl~ar-dan 'from outside'. 

101 The question might be raised here if the three last suffixes might not 
be more insightfully analyzed as a sequence of the derivational -lA and 
the inflectional suffixes -(I)n, -t, and -(n~, i.e. the reflexive, causative and 
reciprocal, respectively. The main reason not to do this is the fact that not 
all verbs that exhibit one of these three suffixes have a counterpart with 
-lA, thus casting doubt on any claim that these verbs are generated in 
part via productive suffixes that express voice. 

102 Note that the a in -(I)mtraK is not harmonic, i.e. it is back even 
where the stem has front vowels. 

103 This suffix is different from its homonym that derives adjectives 
from adjectives (cf. 2. 2. 3. 3.); it is exceptional with respect to word 
accent. In other words, it cannot receive regular (word-final) stress, and 
word accent appears on the syllable to its left. The adjectival suffix is 
regular in this respect. 
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 3: PHONOLOGY 

104 For a discussion of this segment and the phonological processes it is 
involved in, see Kornfilt (1985). 

105 For these phenomena and other phonological processes in colloquial / 
speech, see Sezer (1985). 

106 Clements and Sezer (1982) gives a list of stems that violate Vowel 
Harmony and offer an account of such "disharmony". They come close to 
claiming that Vowel Harmony is not a genuine generalization for stems 
in Turkish. I prefer to follow the traditional stance on this matter, i.e. to 
claim that Vowel Harmony is productive in Turkish within stems as well 
as within words, but that exceptions are much more widely found in 
stems than elsewhere. 
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emphasis 189-200 

clefting 192 
constituent 190-194, 194-200 
contradictory 190 
dislocation 193 
emphasis-bearing 

constituents 194-200 
in coordinate constructions 

198-199 
in imperatives 285 
in main clause 196 
in possessive pronouns 310 
in pronouns 284-285, 297 
in subordinate clause 196-198 
in Yes/No questions 200 
more than one constituent 199 
movement 192, 199-200 
noncontradictory 189-190 
particles 191-192 
pseudoclefting 193 
sentence emphasis 189-190 
within the noun phrase 198 

equation 76, 107-108, 182-185 
correlative 184-185 
object of 220-221 

essive 235 
exclusion 240 
extent 239-240 

function 235 
gender 

in anaphoric and personal 
pronouns 291 

in demonstrative pronouns 
314 

in interrogative pronouns 319 
in nouns 270 
in relative pronouns 322 
in verbs 382-405 

generimess 280 
heavy shift 206 
ideophones 516-517 
imperatives 40-44 

degrees of 43 
different forms 44 
negative 43-44 
person-number combinations 

41-42,44 
pronouns in 284-285 
special forms of 369-371 
verbal morphology in 369-371 

impolite forms see imperatives, 
degrees of 

inclusion 240 
indirect objects 90 

as antecedents of reciprocals 
170, 171 

as antecedents of reflexives 
150, 151 

as reciprocals 162, 165, 166, 
173 

as reflexives 142, 143, 146, 153 
case marking of 220 
coding agreement of 382 
in impersonal passives 325 
in passives 324 
incorporation of 401 
of adjectives 95 

indirect staten tents 52 
infinitives 

as a subjunctive marker 366 
in coordinate structures 114 
in double passives 410-411 



infinitives, cont'd 
in relative clauses 64-65 
in tense sequences 77 
in the ingressive aspect 359 
in the progressive aspect 358 
infinitival clauses marked for 

case 407 
infinitival clauses unmarked 

for case 407 
infinitival clauses 51 
interclausal identity of subject 

of 392 
morphology of 40, 51, 392 
negation in 127 
semantics and syntax of 51 

ingressive 359 
instrumental 227 

negative instrumental 227-228 
interjections 517-518 
intonation 505-509 

emphatic 506 
in echo questions 32 
in WH-questions 29-30 
in Yes/No questions 506, 507 
normal 506 
stress 506-508 

intransitives 
causativization of 331 
formation from transitives 

328-329 
formation of reciprocal 

intransitives 330 
incorporation of subject of 

399-400 
subjects of 217-219 

iterative 359-360 
kinship terminology 519-520 
lexical morphemes 495 
location 

directional expressions 395-
396 

distance 239 
general expression of 452 

Index 567 

local semantic functions 242-
256 

(location) in time 256-264 
locative case 212-213 
nonlocal semantic functions 

226-242 
source 226-227 

manner 233 
in adverb clauses 73 
in derived adverbs 464 
negative manner 233-234 

material 232-233 . 
negative material 233 

middle 328-329 
mood 366-379 

authority of assertion 377-378 
combinations of aspectual 

forms with 364-365 
conditional 366-369 
consecutive 379 
contingent 379 
debitive 373-374 
degrees of certainty 376-377 
imperative 369-71 
indicative 366 
intentionality 373 
monitory 378 
narrative 378 
necessitative 373-374 
optative 371-373 
potential 374-376 
subjunctive 366 
tense distinctions in 343-344 

morphophonology 
segmental 509-513 
suprasegmental514-515 

negation 123-128 
constituent negation 126 
in coordination 126-127 
in subordination 127-128 
multiple 126 
sentence negation 438-439, 

123-125 



568 Index 

negation,cont'd 
short answers to negative 

questions 40 
nominalizations I, II, 14-16,26, 

45-46, 54, 57-60, 67-68 
word order in 48 
markers of 49-50 
in indirect statements 52 
in indirect questions 52-53 
in indirect commands 53-54 
interaction with tense, aspect, 

mood 54-55 
types of: 

in adjective clauses 57-66 
in adverb clauses 66-77 
in argument, modifier and 

adverbial clauses 54-57 
in noun clauses 50-51 

noun clauses 49-57 
adverbials in 57 
factive and nonfactive 50-51 
indirect commands 53-54 
indirect questions 52-53 
indirect statements 52 
marking and position of 49-50 
omitted arguments of 55-56 
properties of 54-57 

noun phrases 105-109 
animacy of 386-387 
coding in verb agreement of 

382-384, 385-388, 388-391 
coordination of 389-390 
definiteness of 273-275 
emphasis of 194 
emphasis within 198 
features coded in the verb 388 
genericness in 280 
inadmissible combinations of 

modifier types in 108 
modifiers in 105-109 
modifying postpositions 102 
multiple modifier subtypes in 

108 
number marking in 265-270 

omission of, in coordination 
122-123 

operational definition of 105 
order of the head and 

modifiers in 108-109 
reciprocals within 176 
referentiality in 279 
reflexives within 156 
sub constituents questioned 

16-17 
syntactic and semantic 

functions of 212-217 
topicalization of 201 
topicalization within 204 

nouns 
adjectives derived from 457 -

458 
adverbs derived from 216 
adverbs derived from 462-463 
agreement with adjectives 417 
agreement with postpositions 

427 
as agent, object of 

comparison, object of 
equation 215 

as subjects of intransitive and 
transitive verbs and of 
copular constructions 217-
219 

case markers 212-214, 214-215 
classifiers 271-272 
collective nouns 268 
derived from adjectives 451 
derived from adverbs 452-453 
derived from nouns 445-447 
derived from verbs 447-451 
gender marking in 270 
genericness 280 
indications of definiteness 

274-275 
indications of indefiniteness 

275-278 
inflection 212-281 



nouns, cont'd 
morphological marking of, in 

nonfinite constructions 225-
226 

nominal compounds 473-476 
plural agreement 271 
postpositions derived from 

470-471 
referential versus 

nonreferential 
indefiniteness 278-280 

semantic and syntactic 
expression of 212-217 

used as postpositions 468, 
470-471 

used in polite address 292-293 
verbs derived from 453-454 

numerals 428-433 
cardinal forms of 428-430, 

210-211 
counting 430 
distributives 431 
nonpartitive 237 
ordinal forms of 430-431 
partitive 236-237 
pronoun association with 288 
see also quantifiers 

objects 
adjectives with 94-95 
oblique, governed by verbs 

221-222 
oblique, in impersonal 

passives 325 
of comparison 220 
of equation 220-221 
verbs without 88-90 
see also direct object, indirect 

object 
part-whole 236 
participles 

{im)potentiality 374-375, 421 
adverbs derived from 441-442 

Index 569 

as distinct from adverbial 
adjectives 456 

as modifiers of locality and 
time expressions 415 

experiential aspect 353 
future 341-342 
in absolute versus contingent 

states 416 
in adjective (relative) clauses 

57-60, 65-66 
in adverbial clauses 97 
in adverbial expressions 464 
in aspectual combinations 

362-363 
in complex tenses 380-381 
in compounds 476 
in coordinate structures 118 
in static passives 327 
in subordination 47 
participial adjectives 420-421 
past 342 
perfect aspect 349-352 
potential / irrealis 341-342 
predicative versus attributive 

414-416 
with adverbial clitics 441-442 
with auxiliaries 435-437 
with sentence particles 437-

439 
particles 

anaphoric particles 440 
clitic particles with case-like 

function 214-215 
for emphasis 191-192, 199, 200 
in correlative comparison 181 
in correlative equation 184-

185 
in direct speech 2-3 
sentence connectives 439-440 
sentence particles (modal, 

interrogative, negative) 437-
439 

see also clitics 



570 Index 

partitive 236-239 
nonpartitive negative 

quantifier 238-239 
nonpartitive numeral 237 
nonpartitive quantifier 238 
partitive negative quantifier 

238 
partitive numeral 236-237 
partitive quantifier 237 

passive voice 323-327 
agent in 224, 326-327 
dynamic versus static 327 
impersonal 324-326 
personal 323-324 
subject of 323-324 
tenses and aspects in 327 

phonology 483-515 
allomorphs (in clitics) 442 
allophony 483-491 
alternations 511-512 
assimilation 509-510 
deletion and insertion 512-513 
dissimilation 510-511 
distinctive segments 483-491 
intonation 505-509 
lexical morphemes and word 

structure 495 
metathesis 512 
pitch 505 
reduplication 513 
suprasegmentals 514-515 
syllables and syllabification 

496-497 
Vowel Harmony 498-500 

phonotactics 491-501 
consonant clusters 492-494 
vowel sequences 495 

phrases see adjective phrases, 
adverbial phrases, noun 
phrases, postpositional 
phrases 

possession 185-189 
adjectival forms 311 

alienable versus inalienable 
186-188 

case 309 
in sentences 185-186 
possessive pronouns 306-308 
present versus past 188-189 
reciprocal possessive 

pronouns 310 
reflexive possessive pronouns 

309-310 
with pronouns 309 

postpositions 210, 422-427 
agreement 425-427 
case requirements of 104-105, 

423-427 
complex postpositions 468-

470 
adjectival formations used 
as 469 
adverbial formations used 
as 470 
nominal formations used as 
468 
verbal formations used as 
469 

de adjectival 472 
denominal 470-471 
deverbal 471-472 
expressing syntactic and 

semantic functions of noun 
phrases 215 

in comparative constructions 
181 

in equative constructions 184 
incorporation of 404-405 
locality 242-256 
marking agents in passives 

215 
modifiers of 102-104 
stranded 100-102 
with ablative 425 
with clausal complements 67 -

76, 100 
with dative 424 



postpositions, cont'd 
with genitive 423-424 
with pronouns 427 
without arguments 100 
without overt case 423 

prefixes 
in adjectives 419 
in adverbs 435 

price and value 239 
pronouns 209,281-323 

as subjects 384 
association with numerals of 

288 
cases marked on 281 
degrees of proximity in 290 
demonstrative 311-316 
emphatic 297 
in answers 285 
in clefts and pseudoclefts 285-

286 . 
In pronoun-noun 

constructions 297-298 
inclusive, exclusive 286-287 
interacting with emphasis 

284-286 
interacting with imperatives 

284-285 
interrogative 316-320 
invariable reflexive 138-139 
nonspecific indefinite 294-295 
number distinctions in 281 
number marking in 287-288 
obligatoriness of 281-282 
optionality of 282-283 
person distinctions in 281, 

286,281,286 
personal 129-130, 281-302 
position of reciprocal 161 
position of reflexive 142 
possessive 306-311 
reciprocal 305-306 
reciprocal possessive 310 
reciprocal 158 

Index 571 

reflexive 130, 302-305 
reflexive as emphatic 157 
reflexive possessive 309-310 
relative 321-323 
special anaphoric 130-131, 290 
special case markers for 301-

302 
specific indefinite 295-296 
status differences in 289, 292 
variable reflexive 139 
see also reciprocal, reflexive, 

possessive, demonstrative 
pseudoclefting 193 

pronouns in 285-286 
purpose 73, 234 
quality 419, 231 

negative quality 231 
reference quality 231-232 

quantification 433 
quantifiers 106-107,210-211,428-

433,432-433 
nonpartitive negative 

quantifiers 238-239 
nonpartitive quantifiers 238 
partitive negative quantifiers 

238 
partitive quantifiers 237 
quantifier compounds 432-

433 
quantity 232 

reference quantity 232 
question words 316-320 

clef ted 29 
pronouns 9, 316-318 

questions 
alternative 8-9 
coordinate structures 18-23 
echo 32-36 
focus of 200 
indirect 52-53 
intonation 29-30 
leading Yes / No 6-8 
main clause 9-11 



572 Index 

questions, cont'd 
morphological properties and 

case 24-26 
noun phrases 16-17 
number of sentence 

constituents 23, 31-32 
pied piping 30-31 
postpositional phrases 18 
question-word 9-32 
subordinate 11-16 
word order 24, 26-29 
Yes/No 5-9 

reciprocals 158-178 
antecedent relations 160-161, 

161-175 
cases 306 
expressions 306 
in nominalized clauses 175-

176 
in noun phrases 176 
intransitive verb, formation of 

330 
means 158-159 
other uses of verbal form 177-

178 
position within clause 161 
possessive 310 
pronoun 158, 305-306 
scope of antecedent relations 

159-160 
verbal affix 159, 330, 394-395 
without antecedent 176-177 
see also pronouns 

reduplication 513 
adjectives 419 
adverbs 435, 466 

reference 235 
reflexives 138-158 

antecedent relations 141, 142-
155 

as anaphoric pronoun 130-131 
cases 302-303, 303-304 
emphatic uses of pronoun 

157, 304-305 

honorific uses of 304-305 
in nominalized clauses 155-

156 
in noun phrases 156 
means 138-140 
other uses of verb form 157-

158, 335-336 
position within clause 142 
possessive 309-310 
pronoun 130, 138-139, 139, 

302-305 
resumptive uses of 304 
scope of reflexive relations 

140-141 
verbal affix 139-140, 330, 304, 

394 
without antecedent 156-157 
see also pronouns 

relative clauses 57-66 
as modifiers in noun phrases 

105 
attributive usage 322 
correlatives 60-61 
gapping in 62 
head noun 61 
headless 62-64 
marking of 57-61 
movement in 62 
nonfinite 65-66 
pronouns 321-322 
relativized elements 64-65 
restrictive versus 

nonrestrictive 61, 321-322 
resumptive (logophoric) 

pronouns in 61-62 
used with 'place' and 'time' 

322-323 
various targets of 57-61 
see also adjective clauses 

sentences 
anaphoric relations between 

different sentences 137-138 
coordinated sentences 109-

Ill, 120-122 



sentences, cont'd 
coordinating the major 

categories of 113-115, 122-
123 

copular sentences 77-88 
emphasis in 189-190 
expressing possession 185-186 
general properties of 1-77 
imperative sentences 40-44 
internal structure of 77-93 
interrogative sentences 5-40 
minor sentence types 208-109 
sentence negation 123-125, 

126 
subjectless sentences 94 
topic of a sentence 200-201 
types of 1-45 
verbal sentences 88-91 

source 226-227 
speech direct versus indirect 1-4 
stress 503-505 

in constituent emphasis 190-
191 

subjects 
as antecedent of reciprocals 

160-161, 161-165 
as antecedent of reflexives 

141, 145-145 
as bound reciprocal 165 
as bound reflexive 146 
as target of relativization 58 
coded in verbal agreement 

382, 382-384 
identical between verbs 391-

394 
in causativization of 

intransitives 331 
in causativization of 

transitives 331 
in passives 323-324 
incorporation of, in 

intransitives 399-400 

Index 573 

incorporation of, in 
transitives 396-399 

of active, in corresponding 
passives 326-327 

of intransitive, transitive, 
copular constructions, 
morphological markings on 
217-219 

subject complement 223 
verbs without 88 
with reciprocal intransitives 

330 
subordination 

anaphoric relations 134-137, 
137 

emphasis in 196-198 
in comparative constructions 

179-180,180,180-181 
in equative constructions 182-

184 
in interrogative constructions 

11-16 
negation in 127-128 
topicalization in 203-204 
see also adverbial clauses, 

nominalizations, relative 
clauses 

suffixes see 
adjectives, derived 
adverbs, derived 
agreement 
aspect 
causative 
mood 
negation 
nominalizations 
nouns, derived . . 
paSSIve VOIce 
reciprocals (verbal affix) 
reflexives (verbal affix) 
tense 
verbs, derived 

superlatives 418, 434 



574 Index 

tense 336-348 
across moods and non-finite 

forms 343-346 
formal distinctions in 336-343 
future 340-343 
in passives 327 
past 337-340 
present 336-337 
relative 339-340, 342-343, 346-

348 
relative vs. absolute 346-348 

time 
adverb clauses 
aspect 
location in 256-264 
relative pronouns used with 

322-323 
see also tense 

topic 200-206, 224 
transitives 

causativization of 331 
causativization of 

ditransitives 332 
formation of intransitives 

from 328-329 
formation of reciprocal 

intransitives from 330 
incorporation of the subject of 

396-399 
marking of the subject of 217-

219 
translative 235-236 
Turkic xxi-xxiii 
valency 

means of decreasing 328-330 
means of increasing 331-335 
see also causative, middle, 

passive voice, reciprocals 
(verbal affix), reflexives 
(verbal affix) 

verbs 
change or loss of features in 

nonfinite constructions 54 
copular verbs 222 

derived from adjectives 455-
456 

derived from adverbs 456 
derived from nouns 453-454 
derived from verbs 455 
deriving adjectives from 458-

460 
deriving adverbs from 464 
deriving nouns from 447-451 
deverbal postpositions 471-

472 
making verbs non finite 55 
morphology of 323-413 
nonfinite or nominalized 225-

226 
objects governed by 212-214, 

219-220,221-222 
operational definition of 209 
passive 323-327 
verb-adjective compounds 

479-480 
verb-noun compounds 475 
verbal compounds 477-479 
verbal formations in complex 

postpositions 469 
verbal sentences 88-91 
verbs and word order 28-29, 

202 
voice 323-336 
without direct objects 88-90 
without subjects 88 
see also aspect, causative, 

copular constructions, direct 
objects, indirect objects, 
infinitives, intransitives, 
mood, nominalizations, 
objects, passive voice, 
subjects, tense, transitives, 
valency, voice 

vocative 241 
voice 323-336 

causative 331-335 
passive 323-327 



voice, cont'd 
reflexive and reciprocal verbs 

335-336 
vowels 489-490 

distinctive length in 501-502 
in the word periphery 494 
sequences of 495 
Vowel Harmony 498-500 

word structure 
phonological structure of 
495 

Index 575 


